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9 PREFACE

While the present work presupposes aQqualintance with
my earlier volume Pathways Through to Space, yet it may be
read independently . The earlier co r3 ut'ion is a record of j'
transformation in consciousness written down during the actual
process itself and, thus, while it supplies a peculiarly intimate
view, yet loses thereby something of the objective valuation
which only distance can contribute . In the present volume
a recapitulation of the record, written after the fact, forms
the material of the second chapter . The perspective in this
case is naturally more complete . As a result, the interpretative
thought, which fo ;lows as the implication of the transformation,
possesses a more Micit logical unity . The earlier writing was,
of necessity, more in the form of a stream of ideas, composed as
they welled up into the foreground of consciousness, rather than
a systematic development . The writing was true to the thought
of the day or the moment and synoptic in form in so far as it was
related to the development of conception . Many problems were left
incompletely handled, and this was done knowingly, with the
intention subsequently to develop the thought more fully . The
present book was planned to fill the gaps left in the earlier
work.

However, despite my intention to write a logically organized
system, I found, somewhat to my embarrassment, the thought
persisted in growing in directions I had not foreseen . Formal
systematic organization broke down again and again as the
flow burst over the dams of preconceived structure . As a
result, the present work is only somewhat more systematic than
Pathways but falls short of the requirements of a completed
system . Clearly the time is not yet ripe for the rounding out
of all parts . Some problems have received a clearer elucida-
tion, but in the process others have arisen that remain unfinished .

He who knows the Awakening becomes something of a poet,
no matter how little he was a poet before . No longer may thought
remain purely formal . The poet pioneers, while the intellect
systematizes . The one opens the Door, while the other organizes
command . The functions are complementary . But in this com-
bination there are difficulties as well as advantages . The thought
that seeks the rounded system, which shall stand guarded on all

• sides, ever finds new Doors opening in unexpected places and,
then, reorganization becomes necessary . The vistas appearing
through each new Opening are far too valuable to be ignored and,
besides, Truth cannot be honestly denied . So the system is never
closed . I beg the critic to indulge this flaw, if flaw it is .

In the present volume I have found it even logically im-
possible to disregard the personal factor . By preference I
would have written as Spinoza wrote, but in this day we are no
longer free to disregard the eqistemological problem . No longer
can we take conceptions at their face value as carriers of Know-
ledge . Since the work of Kant we must ever question the author-
ity of all conceptions . Always it is asked, what do conceptions
mean? And in general, they mean a somewhat which is not
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itself a conception . How, then, is the acquaintance with this
somewhat, itself, attained? When the reference is to ordinary
experience, the problem is simple enough and may often be assum-
ed, but the Way of Consciousness which becomes available through
the transformation is far from the beaten track, so it cannot be
taken implicitly, if one would do the reader justice . For that
reason a review of the process of transformation is introduced to
provide the ground on which the more systematic discussion rests .

Today it is not necessary to prove that there are states of
mystical consciousness possessing positive individual and social
value . Too many writers of proven intellectual and scientific
competency have given serious attention to the subject and de-
monstrated not only the actuality of mystical states of conscious -
ness but have found the results for feeling and character de-
veippment excellent, at least in many instances . I can list thl
names of men like William James, John Dewey, Bertrand Russell,
James H . Leuba, and Alexis Carrel, to say nothing of the great
German Idealists, who have either written directly from the
awakened mystical sense or, at least, know full well its actual-
ity . But with the exception of William James and the German
Idealists, there is a general tendency among such students to
claim that no true knowledge of reality of the "thing-in-itself"
can come from the mystical experience . As a result, the primary
problem of the present work is the demonstration, as far as may
be, of the actuality of noetic value springing from mystical or
gnosttc roots . I was forced, therefore, to give serious atten-
tion to philosophical and psychological criticism and develop
my thesis with an eye to the pitfalls indicated by such criticism .
Much of this criticism is distinctly challenging and may not be
lightly brushed aside . To him who has the poet's insight or the
intuitive feeling of the unfettered religious nature, much of the
critical part of the discussion will appear unnecessary and many
modes of formulation unduly devious and recondite . To such I
would say : "Be patient, and remember I am not writing only for
those who believe easily . Know you not that there are men of
intellectual power and honesty in this world who view you pat-
ronizingly as little, well-meaning but credulous children? I
would command for you respectful attention even though there may
be much honest disagreement ."
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#1 . The office of great philosophy is to be a W y of reali-
zation, and not solely a monitor of doing . This the ancients
knew well, but in these later more sordid days this truth is all
but forgotten . The serious citizen of the present-day world
may well blush when he thinks of what must be the judgment of the
future historian who, when he writes of our age, notes how superb
genius and skill served mainly the mundane needs and convenience
of a "plantigrade, featherless, biped mammal of the genus homo"
in its adaptations to environment, or else studied how very
intricate and technicl devices might be adapted to the destruc-
tion of that same mammal in the most unpleasant way conceivable .
Indeed, when knowledge serves such ends ignorance is preferable .
But though it is ill enough when technical knowledge finds no
more wdrtF objective, far worse and darker it is when the royal
Queen of Knowledge is dragged down to the status of,handmaiden
of earthly science . Admittedly by its ver form and method
earthly science can find its ultimate justification only in
doing, but it is the true office of philosophy to serve a more
worthy and ultimate end . For the eternal function of the Divine
Sophia is to supply the knowing which serves being first of all
and doing only in so far as action is instrumental to that being .

The present sad estate of much philosophy is largely the
result of a critical acumen which has run far ahead of the un-
foldment of balancing insight . Far be it from me to question the
valid functions of the critical spirit, for I would be among
the last who would care to abide in a fool's castle of illusion,
but criticism by itself leads only to the dead-end of universal
skepticism . To be sure, this skeptisism may be variously dis-
uised, as revealed in statements such as "all knowledge is only

1robable knowledge", or "knowledge is only warranted asserti-
bility which is tested by how far it serves adaptation of an
organism to its environment", or it may lead to the out-right
denial that there is any such thing as Reality or Truth . But
in any case certainty is lost with even the hope that certainty
may ever be found . There are men of strange taste who seem to
like the resultant gambler'•s world of complete uncertainty where-
in nothing may be trusted and only illusions are left to feed
the yearning for belief . But for all those of deeper religious
need the death of hope for certainty is the ultimate tragedy of
absolute pessimism--not the relative pessimism of a Buddha, a
Christ, or a Schopenhauer, who each sa/the hopeless darkness,
of this dark world as well as a Door leading to the undying Light
but rather a pessimism so deep that there is no hope for Light
anywhere . Somewhere there must be certainty if the end of life
is to be more than eternal despair_ And to find this certainty
something other than criticism is required .

1
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As the stream of experience passes by us we find no beginn-
ing and no end . With our science we slash arbitrary cuts across
that stream and find innumerable relations intertwining indeter-
minate parts that we can define and organize into systems with
considerable skill . But as to the ultimate nature of the parts
in relation we know nothing at all . From whence the stream and
whither? That is the question which centuries and millenia of
knowledge grounded only in the empirically given has never been
able to answer . Hopeless is the estate of man if the source of
all he knows is experience and nothing more .

But is there, mayhap, a source of knowledge other than
experience and its (supposedly) one-parented child, the concept?
The great among the ancients have affirmed that there is, and so
have others throughout our racial history . . I, too, affirm that
there is this third organ of knowledge and that it may be re-
alized by him who strives in the right direction . And I, also,
confirm those ancients who say that through this other organ the
resolution of the ultimate questions may be found and a know-
ledge realized that is not sterile, though its form F& be most
unexpected . But do the barricades of modern criticism leave
room for the forgotten Door? I believe that they do once the
structure of criticism is carefully analyged and that which is
sound is separated from that which is unsfind . For philosophic
criticism is no authoritarian absolute competent to close the
door to testimony from the fount of immediacy .

#2 . Kant's Critique 1seems to have established this important
proposition : The pure reason by itself can establish judgments
of possibility only and can predicate existence of that possi-
bility solely as a possibility . In order to predicate actuality
of an existence something more is required . In general, the
predication of actual existence becomes possible by means of the
empiric material given through the senses . The combination of
the principles of pure reason and the material given through the
senses makes possible the unity of experience whereby raw
immediacy can be incorporated in a totality organized under law .
This establishes a basis for confidence in the theoretic
determinations of science as such, with all that follows from
that . But there are demands within human consciousness that
remain unsatisfied by this integration . Kant was aware of this
fact and tried . to resolve the problem in his Critique of
Practical Reason , but he failed to achieve any adequate ground
for assurance . Thus we stand today in a position where for
thought there is no certain but only probable knowled e .

In the present philosophic outline I do not Challenge
the essential validity of the above conclusion, drawn from the
Critique of Pure Reason . I accept the principle that pure
thought can give only judgments of possible existence . But I
go further than Kant in maintaining that in the total organiza-
tion of consciousness there are phases which are neither concep-
tual nor empiric--the latter term being understood as cons-
ciousness-value dependent upon the senses . I draw attention to
such a ph (se which, while not commonly active among men, has yet
been reported by a few individuals throughout the span of known
history, and maintain that I have myself realized at least some
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measure of the operation of this phase . This phase has been
known in the West under a number of designations, such as
"Cosmic Consciousness", "Mystical Insight", "Specialism",
"Trans-humanism", etc . In the Orient it has been given a more
systematic treatment and designation . Thus, it is recognizable
under the terms "Samadhi", "Dhyana", and "Prajna" . The character
of this phase of consciousnesp, as it has been represented in
existent discussions and as revealed in my own contact with it,
is of the nature of immediate awareness of an existential content
or value . This immediacy is of a far superior order as compared
to that given through the senses, for the latter is dependent
upon the instrumentality of sensuous organs and functions .
As compared to the experience through the senses this rarer phase
of consciousness gives a transcendent value immediately and
renders possible the predication of its existence in a judgement
without violating the fundamental principles laid down by Kant .

A*%-epistemological critique of this transcendental phase of
consciousness is possible only by one in whom it is operative .
This is true for the reason that the epistemologist, unlike the
psychologist, can work only upon the material he actually has
within his own consciousness . His is the inside view, while the
psychologist, so long as he is only a psychologist, is restricted
to the material that can be-observed externally . Thus, the
epistemologist is concerned with an analysis of the base of judg-
ments of significance and value, while the method of the psy-
chologist confines him to the field of judgments concerning
empirically existent fact . As a consequence, the findings of
the psychologist are irrelevant with respect to the more in-
terior field of value and meaning . Failure to keep this fact in
mind has produced a considerable confusion and heartache that
were quite unnecessary .

The problem before us at this point is largely outside the
reach of the psychologist, as it is concerned with value and
meaning and not with observable existences, save only in very
incidental degree . Very likely, the operation of the transcen-
dental phase of consciousness, which is predicated here, may
have co-ordinate effects which can be observed by the psycholo-
gist, and perhaps even the physiologist . But whatever may be
thus observed has no bearing upon the standing of the inner
and directly realized value and meaning . Apparently, deviation
from psychological and physiological norm may be, and indeed has
been, noted . Often this deviation from norm has been interpreted
as an adverse criticism of the directly realized meaningful
content . This procedure Is both u4nscientific and unphilosophical,
for it involves the blind assumption that the virtue of being
superior attaches to the norm as such . By applying this same
method consistently within, say, the setting of the life and
consciousness of the Australian bushmen, we would be forced to
an adverse judgment relative to all the higher human culture in a
all forms . As many of our psychologists and physiologists do not
actually maintian this consistent position, we are forced to the
conclusion that they permit personal prejudice the determinafli .
part in their valuations .

In current discussions it has been frequently noted that
some concepts refer to sensuously given existences directly
while others do not . These existences have been called "refer--
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ents" . This leads to the formulation : Some concepts have re-
ferents while others do not . Generally the former concepts are
given the superior validity and the latter only such validity
as they may acquire by leading to concepts that do have refer-
ents . Indeed, there are some writers who deny that there is any
such thing as a concept, and admit only words . In any case, the
concepts, or words, without referents, ale viewed as mere ab-
stractions . Now, while it may be valid to regard concepts as
important only in so far as they lead to referents, it is an
arbitrary assumption to maintain that the referent must always
be an empirically given fact . The referent may be a content
given by the transcendent phase of consciousness immediately .
In this case, the abstract concept may have as genuine refer-
ence-value as the more concrete ideas . It is only through the
mystical awakening that this question can be answered positively .
It is part of the thesis of the resent work that abstract
concepts .. or at any rate some c -Astract concepts,

do in fact mean a content that can be
realized immediately . Thus the most abstract phase of thought
can lead to meaning at least as directly as concrete ideas . But
this meaning is not a sensuously given content .

A fundamental implication is that some conceptual systems
may be regarded as symbols of transcendental meaning . Perhaps
we may regard this symbolical form of reference as character-
istic of all concepts with respect to all referents, whether
empiric or transcendental . Some of the more mature branches of
modern science seem to be arriving at such an interpretation of
their own theoretical constructions . Thus, in current physics
the constructions are often spoken of as models which mean a
reality or referent which in its own nature is not thinkable .
The model, then, is not a mere photographic reproduction but a
thinkable and logical pattern which corresponds to the observed
relationships in the referent . Such a pattern is a symbol,
though perhaps not in the special sense in which Dr . C .G .Jgng
uses this term . At any rate, in this case it is a symbol of
relationships . In the transcendental sense the symbol would
represent substantialities . We have here, then, the essential
difference between the intellect as used in science and as
employed in connection with metaphysics . In the one case it
supplies a symbol for relationships, in the other a symbol of
substantial realities .,

The primary value of the intellect is that it gives command .
By means of science nature is manipulated and controlled in an
ever widening degree . This fact is too well known to need
elaboration . The same principle applies to transcendent real-
ities . Through the power of thought this Domain, too, becomes one
which can be navigated . Immature mystics are not navigators,
and therefore realize the transcendent as a Sea in which their
boats of consciousness either drift or are propelled by powers
which they, individually, do not control . In such cases, if the
boats are controlled, other unseen intelligence does the work .
Many mystics give this controlling power the blanket name of
"God" . The real and genuine reference here is to a Power be-
yond the individual and self-conscious personal self that is
realized as operative but not understood in its character . On
the other hand, the mystic who has control may drop the term

4
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"God", with its usual connotations, from his vocabulary. How-
ever, he knows that the term does refer to something quite
real though very imperfectly understood by the larger number of
mystics . This control depends upon the development of under-
standing and thought having quite a different order of reference
from that which applies to experience through the senses .
#3 . The empirically given manifold of fact that constitutes
the raw material of physical science is not itself the same as
science, nor does it become so simply by being collected, re-
corded, and classified . To raise this body of fact to the sta-
tus of science it must all be incorporated within an interpre-
tative theory which satisfies certain conditions . Two of these
conditions are fundamental and iFJ4u.ctable . First, the inter-
pretative theory must be a logical and self-consistent whole from
which deductive inferences can be drawn . This is an absolute
necessity of scien. ,as such . Second, the theory must in
addition be so selected and formulated that the sequential train
of inferences therefrom shall at some stage suggest an empirically
possible experiment or observation which can confirm or fail to
confirm the inference . This condition is not a necessity of
science in the ontological sense, but is an essential part of
empiric science . This condition peculiarly marks the radical
departure of modern science as contrasted to the science of the
scholastics and of Aristotle . It is a principle of the highest
pragmatic importance and is the prime key to the western and
modern type of control of nature . Now, any organization of a
collection of observed facts that satisfies these two conditions
is science in the current sense of the word .

But while the above two principles are the only two necessary
condidtions for defining a body of knowledge as scientific, in the
current sense, yet in practice scientists demand more . There
is a third condition which serves convenience and even prejudice
rather than logic . This is the requirement that the interpre-
tative theory shall be congruent with already established or
accepted scientific points of view, unless it is well proven that
this third condition cannot be satisfied without violating the
first or second . The long resistance to the acceptance of the
Einstein dynamics was due to the fact that the relativity theory
violated the third condition, though conforming to the first two .
Only with reluctance could the body of scientists be induced to
abandon the classical mechanics of Newton . For many years the
latter was lovingly patched with the bailing wire of ad hoc
hypotheses, and the body of scientists--very much like a conserva-
tive farmer attached to a tumble-down wagon, ancient team, and
disintegrating harness, held together and kept going by every
device of ingenuity, and hating the modern truck that has been
offered him as a present--refused to have anything to do with the
new theory, even though it satisfied the first condition with
exceptional beauty . But, ultimately, because the relativity
theory met the test of the second condition and the Newtonian
view had indubitably lost its logical coherence in the domain of
electrodynamics, due to heavy patching, the former was, per-
force, accepted . This bit out of the history of science simply
illustrates the fact that the third condition is merely arbi-
trary in the logical sense . However, it must be acknowledged
that this condition does have a degree of practical and

.5
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psychological justification . It is part and parcel of the
conservative spirit which someone has given a rather aphoristic
formulation in the following terms ; "So long as it is not
necessary to change it is necessary not to change ." Change that
is too rapid for adjustment and assimilation is not without its
danger .

The danger of change is a danger to the all too human
nature of the scientist and not a danger to science itself .
The third condition exists for the protection of the scientist
because he is a human being, and is quite irrelevant so far as
science as such is concerned . I havetalked to scientifically
oriented minds and developed conceptions implying or explicitly
affirming the reality of the transcendent, to which they took
no logical exception, but they then drew the protecting robes
of the third condition about themselves and withdrew to what they
imagined was the safety of their enclosure . It is not wise to
treat scared children too roughly, and, in so far as the third
condittion is used as a protective temenos for the fallible human
nature of the scientist, it should be respected . But this third
condition is no real part of science as science and may not be
properly invoked to discredit the truth of any interpretative
construction .

Today in the vast domain of the bio-psychological sciences--
which include the whole of man in so far as he is an object for
science--and in much of philosophy, the predominant orientation is
to Darwin . Darwinism has a two-fold meaning of which the lesser
aspect is innocent and creditable enough, but the larger aspect
of which is a sinister force--perhaps the most sinister--that
seriously threatens the ultimate good of the human soul .

In the narrower sense, Darwin gave us major scientific
contribution . Through the facts observed by Darwin the notion
of organic evolution is drawn into the focus of consciousness
with a well-nigh ineluctable force . So far the contribution of
Darwin is positive and, I believe, permanent . But in the larger
sense Darwinism involves a good deal more than this . The
evolutionary process is interpreted as a blind and mechanical force
operating in the primordial roots of life and responsible for
every development including man, even the most cultured . The
facts may, and I believe do, require some conception of evol-
ution for their interpretation . But there are other conceptions
of the nature of evolution, differing radically from Darwin's
idea, that do interpret the facts, or may be adapted to such
interpretation . Evolution may be conceived as the technique,of
an intelligent process, and it may be conceived comprehensively as
the complement of an involutionary process . Evolution thus concei-
ved is not part of Darwinism in the invidious sense .

The first two conditions of scientific method do not impose
the blind and mechanical view of evolution as a scientifically
necessary interpretation . The orientation on the part of scient-
ists to this radically antitranscendental view is merely in
conformity with the artificial third condition . Yqt it must be
confessed that the mechanistic interpretation does have certain
advantages . To those who hate mystery it seems as though here
we have a key for understanding life, in all its elaborations,
that is directly and objectively understandable . Thus the
senses and the intellect are all that is necessary for the
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conquest of life . There is much of illusion in this ., For when
the biologist falls back on the chemist-to explain his vital
pheno ;i_na, the chemict gives him cold comfort when he says that
he does not find chemical phenomena adequate to meet the re-
quirements of the biologist ; and then when the biologist turns
to the most basic physical science of all, i .e ., physics, he
finds that since 1696 physics hao laid the fourda :t,io :n :for mysti-
cism with a vengeance, and the materialistic biologist is left
without fundamental support for his interpretative view .

The idea that in the purely naturalistic sense there is a
tendency in living organism to rise in the scale is by no means
a scientifically established fact . To be sure, we do find a
vast difference of level in the hierarchy of living creatures,
reaching from the mineral or near ,he mineral to the Buddhas,
but it is not a scientifically established fact that this
difference of elevation is not due to periodic or continuous
impingement of energy from transcendental roots . If the cause
of a-isp in the scale is trancendental, then it is not natural-
istic, ~ Apart from this consideration.--which for the moment I
shall treat as only speculative--there is strong positive ev-
idence that in the purely naturalistic sense all function in
nature tends toward degradation . Th-e physicists tell us that
in all of their observation from the laboratory up to astro-
physics they find no exception to the second law of thermo-
dynamics . In simple terms, this law says that all energy tends
to flour down hill, that is, from centers of high concentration
to regions of low concentration, as from the stars to the depths
of space . And further, energy is available for work only while
it is on this flow, and is lost in the final stage of dissemina-
tion . All of this simply leads to the view that the purely
naturalistic tendency is toward degradation .

Are we not justified in viewing life as some kind of
energy? Would not such a view be a peculiarly consistent
application of the third condition? Because it constitutes
an extension of an already accepted scientific viewpoint . But
if natural life is to be viewed as an energy, is there not then
a strong presumption that this energy does not constitute an
exception to the general law which seems to be universally
confirmed by the observation of the physicist? If the answer to
these three questions is affirmative, it follows that we must
view natural life, taken in isolation from any transcendental
impingement of energy, as tending toward degradation . The
consequences of such an altered viewpoint are far-reaching . For
instance, the etL;rrologist would no longer find justification
for viewing the culture of so-called primitive man as the inter-
pretatively significant root-source of higher culture, since
this primitive culture would actually be degraded culture and
thus not a root but the near end-term of a process of degrada-
tion . We would no longer be justified in viewing something like
the voodoo as the primitive form of religious consciousness,
or the seed from which ultimately flowered the higher religious
consciousness, but we would see in this form of religious
practice the degraded state of religion--that which religion
becomes in the hands of a race moving toward extinction . As
another instance we would find that the reductive3 interpre-
tation in analytic psychology would lose all really significant
value. _

7
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Later in this volume I shall have occasion to develop more
fully the line of argument sketched above in its relation to
much current psychological interpretation of mystical states of
consciousness . For it appears that most of the disparagement
found in such interpretations develops from the prejudicial
attitude growing out of a predeliction for the invidious exten-
sion of Darwinism . For the present I am concerned only with the
development of a general orienting pre-view in relation to the
general reference of ideas .
4 The following chapter is introduced to establish a ground
of knowledge upon which the body of subsequent interpretation
is largely based . This mainly descriptive-narrative statement
is to be understood as having the same methodological signi-
ficance that attaches to the laboratory record in the develop-
ment of scientific theoretical interpretaion . But in this case
the immediately given material is not of the objective sort
studied in scientific laboratories ; it is that which is found by
a predominantly conscious penetration of the subjective pole
of consciousness . In this case that which corresponds to the raw
material of scientific theory are the qualities or states found
by piercing into the "I'." rather than by observing the "not-I" .
A referential ground for interpretation of this sort is far from
being a commonplace in the sense that ;.all the objective material
of scientific theory may be called commonplace, since the latter
is, in principle, available to any so-called five-sense conscious-
ness . Very few human beings have cons_Tious familiarity with the
zone in question, but there are a few who do, and they understand
eachother when they meet . This latter fact is of the very
highest significance for it reveals that the subjective realm
is not something absolutely unique in an individual and having
nothing in common with anyone else . Unquestionably there are
detailed features of the subjective zone which are unique as
one individual is contrasted with another individual and as one
type of individual is set off by another type . But these
variants grow less and less with the depth of penetration, while
there is a progressive growth in congruency of insight which in
the end tends to become absolute . At the very center stands
Enlightenment, which is fundamentally the same for all men . I
must leave this statement in dogmatic form since it can neither
be proved nor disproved in objective terms .

The initial and most superficial stage of the subjective
penetration is, admittedly, intensely personal, for no man can
start at any point save that of himself, a concrete individual
living at some particular point in time and space . An early dang-
er of the Way is that of becoming entrapped in this purely
personal subjectivity for an indefinite period of time . But he
who is caught at this point has scarcely taken the first step
on the ladder . The r&ul penetration lies beyond the personal
self . Reaching beyond the personal stage the "I" rapidly
grows in impersonality until it acquires the value of a Universal
Principle . Thus the inner ground is a common ground just as
truly as is the objective content of consciousness common to
all men . As empiric scientists, in general, understand each
other's way of thinking, so those who know some measure of the
impersonal "I" understand each others's peculiar language, at
least'in its primary reference . To be sure, there are variants

8
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here, just as there are differences of scientific special 't1,
wh&&h restrict the completeness of mutual understanding. In
general, a specialist in sub-atomic physics would not talk
the specific language of a specialist in biolo',y, yet with respect
to the general determinants of empirical science as such there
is mutuality of understanding . The analogue of this is definite-
ly to be found among the mystics . And this fact is a real cause
for confusion on the part of a non-mystical investigator of
mystical states of consciousness . There are agreements and
differentiations not hard for him who has Vision to understand,
but which are hopelessly confusing to the uninitiated .

In the record given in the next chapter, part of the
material is doubtless unique with respect to the individual . In
this respect there are several divergences from other records
that can be found in literature . But very soon the content
acquires a progressively universal character . Proof of this can
be found, likewise, by reference to the appropriate literature .
It is this more universally identical content that constitttes
the main ground of reference of the later interpretation . Indeed,
there is here a common ground for all men, but generally it is
lost in the Unconscious, yet waiting, ever ready to be revealed
when the Light of Consciousness turns upon Itself toward Its
Source .

Footnotes to Chapter I

1 The Critique of Pure Reason Immanuel Kant , the most important
work in the whole of Western philosophical literature .

2"Naturalism" here is taken to mean that sensuously observed
Nature is all that there is of Reality .

,In analytic psychology the standpoint which views the reference
of complexes welling up from the unconscious as being due to
causal factors which lie in the conscious field of the past
is called "reductive" . This stands in contrast to the "construc-
tive" standpoint which views such complexes as symbolically mean-
ing, or also meaning, an end to be developed in the future
See "Definitions", Chapter XI in Jung•s Psychological Types .
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It was during the period when I was a student in the Grad-
uate School of Philosophy of Harvard University in 1912-13 that,
finally I became convinced of the probable existence of a trans-
cendent mode of consciousness which could not be comprehended
within the limits of our ordinary forms of knowledge. Several
factors converged In the forming of this conviction . For one
thing, a considerable portion of western philosophy from the
Greeks to the present day seemed to imply some sort of insight
into Reality that was not reducible to observation or derivable
from immediate experience by logical deduction, however acute
the course of reasoning might be . At the same time, the profound
assurance of truth I had realized in my studies in pure mathemat-
ics did not seem to be explained satisfactorily by any of those
philosophical interpretations which aim to show that mathematics
is derived from the facts of the external world by mere abstrac-
tion . Throughout all discussion the feeling persisted that at
the root of mathematics there lay a mystery, reaching far deeper
than anything attained through the senses . In addition, for a
period of some three years I had had a degree of contact with the
Buddhist, Vedantist, and Theosophical phases of oriental thought,
and in all these the evidence of some sort of transcendental con-
sciousness was peculiarly decisive . On the other hand, as a fac-
tor which acted in a sort of negative sense, the various phil-
osophies which repudiated the actuality of any transcendental or
mystical reality seemed to have the effect of barrnnness which
left them far from satisfactory . Meanwhile, acting beneath the'
surface of my consciousness, there was a more or less inarticu-
late faith which insisted that the truly valid interpretation of
reality must be such as would satisfy through and through, and
thus not be barren . Yet the dialectical and polemical processes
of the various western schools of thought were inadequate for sup-
plying the completely satisfactory solution which, while affording
the appropriate recognition of the needs of experience and of rea-
son, at the same time satisfied the hunger for assurance and depth .
However, the evidence from history seemed to make it clear that
at least some few among mankind had achieved this assurance which
was both reasonable and full . So it seemed to me to be highly
probable that there must be a mode of consciousness or knowledge
not yet comprehended by epistemology and psychology as developed
in the West .

At that time I had no clear idea of what this knowledge
might be, or of the methods by which one might hope to attain
it. I had had some brief contact with the oriental manuals on
transformation and realized . that they seemed to point to a kind
of consciousness, which, while not generally realized by mankind,
yet was potentially within the range of human attainment . At
first I attempted to interpret the material contained within
these manuals in the conceptual forms of western thought, but
always in these efforts I finally met failure . I soon found
enough to know that there was something concealed within the
manuals, because I not_-o6 .certain subtle affective changes they
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in-:-.uced within me, and there was aroused also a sense of something
near that yet defeated the efforts of my understanding to compre-
hen4 . So I began to feel sure of a hidden somewhat to which these
manuals were related, if for no other reason than that their first
effect was to leave me disturbed and restless . The desire for
peace of mind sometimes counseled me to turn away from them, but
then the realization that the subsequent position would be arbi-
trary and artificial, and therefore a repudiation of an honest
search for reality, whatever that might be, always forced me to
return to those disturb ng manuals .

It soon became cle , if this search in a new direction was
to be successful, I had "to reach beyond anything O .bjjt~Lined within
the academic circles of the West . The manuals demanded a life-
practice or attitude which involved the whole man, and thus the
requirements were incompatible with the attitude of a tentative
trying while part of the man stood back enclosed in a sort of
reserve . Again and again I found the statement that, if a man
would attain the transcendent realization, he must renounce all,
and not merely part, of what he personally is . I did not find
this an easy step to consummate . For years I resisted it, of-
fering part of myself, yet holding back a certain reserve . Dur-
ing all this time I realized only imperfect and unsatisfactory
results, and often regretted the experiment . But it was not
long before I found that I had gone too far to turn back . I
had realized enough to r.,ether forever barren the old pastures,
and yet not enough to know either peace or satisfaction . For
some years I rested in this position of indecision, without achiev-
ing much visible progress . Yet meanwhile, as time rolled on, pro-
gressive exhaustion of the world-desire developed, while concom-
itantly there grew a greater willingness to abandon all that had
been reserved and so complete the experiment .

As the years passed, I began to form a better idea of the
goal and of the reasons underlying the requirements of the man-
uals . All this helped to . arouse a greater will to effort, and
so I began to experiment more deliberately with the various
transformation-techniques that came before my attention .' All,
or nearly all, of these were of oriental origin, and in most
cases I found them disappointing in their effectiveness . But,
finally, I realized that there are several techniques and that
these are'designed to meet the needs of quite various tempera-
ments and psychical organizations . In time it became cle t,r that
there are important temperamental and psychical differences as
between orientals and occidentals, and that this fact implied
modification of methods . So I began seeking for the invariable
elements in the different techniques with a view to finding just
what was essential . Ultimately I found one oriental Sage with
whose thought and temperament I felt a high degree of sympathetic
rapport . This Sage was the Vedantic philosopher known as Shankara .
I found myself in striking agreement with the more fundamental
phases of his thought and quite willing to apply the highly in-
tellectual technique which he had charted . It was in this Sage's
writings that I finally found the means which were effective in
producing the transformation which I sought .

In the meantime I had met various individuals and groups
who offered and rendered assistance in the direction I was seek-
ing to go, and ftori- a'-'! . of then I•, must- ae nowredt'e' .` having; received
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positive values which had a progressively clarifying effect up-
on the understanding . But none of them offered methods which
proved decisively effective with me. Nearly all of these placed
their predominant stress upon feeling---ransformation and failed
to satisfy the intellectual demands which , with me, always re-
mained strong . Of all such Teachers whom I met , either through
their living presence or their written word , Shankara , alone,
adequately satisfied the intellectual side of my nature . So,
while I owe much to many whom I have known in one way or another,
it yet remained for Shankara to offer the hint which proved to be
decisive .

However, even Shankara did not supply all the specifications
for the method which became finally effective . Also, I had to
discover adaptations which would satisfy the needs of an academ-
ically trained occidental nature . None of these adaptations vio-
lated any of the fundamentals of Shankara ' s teaching . But what
I added as a sort of creative discovery was peculiarly decisive
in its effect . At the present time, I am convinced that some
such original discovery is vitally important in effecting a self-
induced transformation .

In the period just preceding the hour when success finally
crowned a search which covered nearly a quarter of a century,
certain .featurS characteristic of the transcendent consciousness
had become theoretically clear. I had attained an intellectual
grasp of the vitally important fact that transcendent conscious-
ness differs from our ordinary consciousness in the primary res-
pect that it is a state of consciousness wherein the disjunction
between the subject of consciousness and the object of conscious-
ness is destroyed . It is a state wherein self-ident ty and the
field of consciousness are blended in one indissolult whole .
This supplied the prime characteristic by which all our common
consciousness could be differentiated from the transcendent . The
former is all of the type which may be called subject-object or
relative consciousness .

The second fact of primary importance , that I now understood,
was that the common denominator, as it were , of both kinds of con-
sciousness lay in the subject or self . This fact is identical,
in a significant degree , with the fundamental discovery of Des-
cartes, i .e ., that when everything is submitted to critical exam-
ination it still remains impossible to doubt one's own being, how-
ever little one may be able to understand the nature of that being .
I also discovered the essential timelessness of the subject or
self , and that in its purity , unmixed with any objective element,
it can never truly be an object of consciousness . I readily
realized that if pure subjectivity , or the bare power to be aware,
was a permanent or unchanging element and therefore must, as a
consequence , stand outside of time and be unaffected by any his-
tory, then it must be, of necessity , immortal . I saV/that this
kind of immortality is wholly impersonal and does not , by itself,
imply the unlimited persistence of the quality of individuality
which distinguishes one man from another . But the finding of
one immortal element affords a definite anchorage and security,
grounded in certainty of an order far superior to that of 1anynt
kind of faith . When I had reached this point in the un
of my understanding I really had achieved the positive Value of

decisive importance which, some years later, was to prove the
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effective entering wedge for opening the Way to the transcendent
level of consciousness .

While , in addition to the principles orr facts Just discussed,
there are a number of other statements relative to the transcend-
ent that can be found in literature , yet, in my judgment, the
recognition of these is all that is absolutely essen 'G i.l to pre-
pare the understanding for the Transcendental A.wakeninp . These
principles or facts are clearly of noetic value , and they can be
appreciated quite apart from any affective transformation that
may be associated with the arousing of transcendental appercep-
tion . In fact , it may be entirely possible that a sufficiently
concentrated meditation upon the inner significance of these
principles might prove an efficient means for effecting the trans-
formation without the aid of any other subsidiary factor . However,
they were not the sole factors that were operative in my experience,
though they occupied the position of first importance .

Concurrently with the attainment of the preliminary noetic
adjustment certain important transformations were developing in
the affective and conative side of my nature . Early in my studies
I found that the manuals emphasized the necessity of killing out
desire . This proved to be a difficult step to understand and far
from easy to accomplish . Desire and sentient life are inseparable,
and so it seemed as though this demand implied the equivalent of
self-extinction . It was only after some time that I discovered
that the real meaning consisted in a changing of the polarization
of desire . Ordinarily, desire moves towards objects and objective
achievements, in some sense . It is necessary that this desire
should be given another polarization so that, instead of objects
and achievements in the world-field being sought , an eternal and
all-encompassing consciousness should be desired . This interpreta-
tion clarified the meaning of the demand and rendered it intellectu-
ally acceptable , but did not at once effect the required repolar-
ization . To accomplish this the wearing power of time proved to
be necessary . As the years passed the outward polarization of
the desire did grow weaker ; and some months just prior to the
hour when the radical transition in consciousnes was consumated,
it actually had become-transformed into a distaste for practically
everything belonging to the world- field . It seemed that all in
the world- field was drained dry of every significant value .
Though there still remained vast quantities of objective secular
information of which I was ignorant and could have acquired, and
there were many experiences which I had never sampled, yet I
realized that , as such , they were void of depth and had no more
value than David Hume's game of backgammon . If there had not been
a compensating polarization of desire in another direction, it
seems highly probable that at this stage ...- . . my state of conscious-
ness would have had a very pessimistic and depressed coloring,
but as there was at the same time a strong growth of the desire
for transcendent consciousness , the result was that the psychical
energy did have an outlet . However , there was a critical point
at which the shifting polarization had attained something like
a natural balancel . At this point there was no decisive wish to
go either way and the whole field of interest took on a very color-
less quality . As I look back upon the whole experience I would
say that this stage was the only one which involved real danger .
I found it necessary to supplement the natural state of desire
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by a forcibly willed resolution, and thus proceed in the chosen
direction regardless of the absence of inclination2 . However, once
past the critical point, the inward polarization of desire developed
rapidly, and presently spontaneous inclination rendered the forcibly
willed resolution unnecessary .

In addition to the barrier of desire directed toward external
objects, the manuals specify a very important and closely related
barrier to attainment . This is egoism . The strong feeling for,
and attachment to, egoistic differentiation is an insurmountable
barrier to a kind of consciousness which, instead of being discrete
and ego-bound, is continuous, free, and impersonal . So a certain
critical degree of dissolution or solution of the egoistic crystal-
lization must be effected if the transformation of consciousness
is to be suocosstul . I did not find it difficult to appreciate
the logic of this requirement, but again, as in the case of outward-
ly polarized desire, the difficult part was the actual dissolution
of the egoistic feeling . The ordinary technique is the practice
of practical altruism until personal self-consideration sinks well
into the background . But this is not the only means which effects
this result . A. desire for the transcendent: ; 8-elf and a love of uni-
versals also tend toward the required melting of the egoistic feel-
ing . In this part of the discipline I found that my already estab-
lished love of mathematics and philosophy was an aid of radical
importance that, supplemented by more tangible practices, finally
produced the requisite degree of melting .

In my experience, the preliminary noetic adjustment required
much less time and effort than the requisite affective and conative
re-orientation . With the latter the wearing-down process of time
proved to be necessary . Unquestionably, if the feelings and will
could have been made to respond more readily to the leadership of
understanding, then the transformation of the consciousness would
have been achieved in much less time. But, as human nature is
constituted, it appears . this phase of the labor does require much
patience and the assistance of the maturing which time brings in
its natural course .

Preceding the hour of the radical transition in consciousness
there had been two premonitory recognitions of substantial adjust-
ment value . The first occured about fourteen years before, and
the second only about nine months prior to, the culminating stage .
The first of these illustrates the important difference between the
theoretical appreciation of a fact or principle and a kind of ad-
justment to, or realization of, that which I have called 'recogni-
tion' . For some years I had been familiar with the Indian concept
of Atman and understood that it meant a spiritual 'Self', conceived
as being the irreducible center of consciousness on which all know-
ledge or consciousness in the relative sense depended . I had found
no empiric or logical difficulty with this concept and had accepted
it as valid . I understood quite well, as an immediate implication,
that since I am the Self, therefore, the judgment "I am Atman" is
practically a tautology. I did not see how any idea could have
greater philosophical clarity . But on one occasion, when a friend
was outlining a method of systematic discrimination between the
Self and the not-Self, finally culminating in the judgment "I am
Atman", I recognized in this a profound truth carrying the very
highest significance . With this there came a sense of new insight
and of joy . It made a difference in me which the theoretical
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• acceptance and appreciation of the judgment had failed to do .
In analyzing the difference between the recognition and

theoretical acceptance without recognition, it seems that in
the
the

latter instance there is a quality which might be called meditative
distance, while in the case of recognition there is the closeness
of immediacy . There is something non-logical that is added, but,
while non-logical, it is not anti-logical . Part of the effect was
an increased clarity in the appez`c;eption of the logical implications
which followed . Spontaneously and with intellectual ease I began

• thinking consequences which were practically identical with a num-
ber of fundamental statements in the Bhagavad-gita . But now these
thoughts were my thoughts in a close and intimate sense , whereas
prior to that time they were simply ideas which I had touched
through my reading, often not feeling very sympathetic with them .
Within a considerable range of consciousness I now felt assurance,
whereas previously I had merely believed or accepted because of
theoretical considerations . Ideas which formerly had had the ef-
fect of constraint upon me now had a definitely joyous and freedom-
giving value . And it was only a momentary flash of insight that
had made all this difference! The effect persisted and has never
been lost at any time since, though the freshness of the insight
gradually waned and became a 'matter of course' in the background
of my thinking and valuation . Much that had been previously ob-
scure in a certain class of oriental thinking I now found myself
understanding with a greatly increased clarity3 .

In connection with the foregoing recognition, it seems clear
to me that the prior theoretical acceptance had prepared the soil
of the mind, as it were, for the subsequent realization . While
there Is something additional In- .the recognition as compared to
the theoretical acceptance, that 'something' is not in the nature
of concepts nor of an added experience in any perceptive sense .
It rather belongs to some other dimension of consciousness, not
contained in either concepts or percepts, but which has a radical
effect upon value . It may lead a train of thought to new discovery,
but is not itself revealed in a subsequent analysis of that train
of thought. The formal relationships of the final expression of
the thought may be quite clear and understandable to the trained
intellect of a man who is without insight and they may 'stand up
quite well under criticism . Yet the insight renders possible
much that is beyond the power of the trained intellect which lacks
the insight . It can lead the way in radical cognitive discovery
and contribute a form to the time-bound world that will have its
effects, large or small, in the stream of time . But he who is
blind to this dimension of consciousness that I have called "Value"
will see only a form, a mere configuration on the surface . Yet
another who is awake to Value will, at the same time, recognize
depth in the configuration . .,Also, 'ono who .is not awakened may, by
dwelling upon the configuration through a method that has long
been known as meditation, find the value-dimension aroused to
recognition in his consciousness . And it is just this something

• additional, this somewhat that is over and above the concept, with
all its traceable ramifications, which makes all the difference in
the world'

The second premonitory recognition had a markedly different
background, since it expressed itself in a judgment for which I
had not been prepared by prior theoretical acceptance . I had been
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meditating upon the concept of 'Nirvana' when, suddenly, it dawned
upon me that I, in the inmost sense, am identical with Nirvana .
My previous ideas upon this subject had involved a confusion which,
while logical analysis should have dispelled it, none the less per-
sisted . Despite statements to the contrary, with which I was fam-
iliar, I had been thinking of Nirvana as a kind of other world
standing in disparate relation to this world of relative conscious-
ness . Of course, I should have realized the hidden error in this
view, as such an interpretation .involved placing Nirvana in the
relative manifold . But probably through intellectual laziness
I failed to carry my thought through on this point . The result
was that the recognition effected for me a new cognitive discovery
as well as a deepening and illumining effect in the dimension of
value . I readily saw the reason why so little had been said, and
indeed why so little could be said, concerning Nirvana beyond the
assertion of its reality . The inner core of the III, like Nirvana,
is not an objective existence but is, rather, the 'thread' upon
which the objective material of consciouness is strung. Relative
consciousness deals with the objective material but never finds
the 'thread' as an object . Yet it is that 'thread' which renders
all else possible . In fact, it is the most immediate and ever-
present reality of all . . Nirvana, like the III . cannot be located
anywhere, .a8 Arr :a'•distiinct place, ;:for it .is atonce everywhere and
nowhere, both in space and time . Upon this 'thread', space and
time are strung just as truly as all perceptual experience and all
thought consciousness and any other mode of relative consciousness
there may be .

This second recognition had implications which actually were
to become clear to me at the deepest stage of realization some ten
months later . Presumptively, a sufficiently acute thought would
have developed the consequences beforehand, but I failed to do
this. At any rate, I now see that this second recognition con-
tained the seed &f insight which renders clear the Buddhist doc-
trine of anatman , which in turn constitutes an important part
of the central core of that philosophy, as well as one of its
most obscure doctrines . But I shall return to this point at a
later time when the ground for its discussion has been better
prepared .

For the last two or three years prior to the culminating
transition in consciousness I was aware of a decrease in my in-
tellectual capacity. The meaning of philosophic and mathematical
literature that formerly had been within the range of my working
consciousness became obscure . The effort to understand much which
I had formerly understood reasonably well simply produced drowsi-
ness. At the time this caused . me considerable concern, and I
wondered whether it might be a sign of premature intellectual
aging. However, it proved to be a passing phase, for shortly
prior to the culminating point the intellectual alertness re-
turned, and after that point it became more acute than it ever
had been . The recognition, among other effects, proved to have
the value of an intellectual rejuvination . I mention this dev-
elopment since it seems to have some significance . When observed
retrospectively it would seem that there had been a withdrawal of
the personal energy from the intellectual field into some level
that was not consciously traceable . As yet, I have not found any
records of an analagous experience on the part of others when
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approaching the mystical crisis . I am noting this development for
such value as it may ultimately prove to have .5

During the last few weeks just preceding the transformation
there grew within me a strong expectation and a kind of inner ex-
citement . I felt within me an indefinable assurance that, at last,
the culminating success of a long search was within reach . I felt
that I was near the discovery of the means whereby I could surmount
the apparently unscalable walls which seemed to lie all about . I
had been studying and meditating upon the philosophic writings of

• Shankara more seriously than at any prior time and sensed that 1 ;
to b e the vital key . At the same time I had a strong

desire for a period of solitude . Presently the opportunity came to
satisfy this desire, and, taiiing a volume of Shankarais transl9 .ted
works with me, I spent several days in a wild and lonely place .
The study and thought of this period proved to be decisively ef-
fective. As a result of this effort an idea of cardinal importance
was evolved in my mind . In this case, as in that of the first pre-
monitory recognition, the value of the idea did not inhere in its
being something new to thought as such . It exists in literature,
and I had come across it in my reading, but at the time in question
it came with the force of a new discovery in a matrix of assurance
and with an affective quality which I can hardly express in any
other way than to say it was "Light" . While the moment of this
discovery was not that of the culminating recognition, yet I have
reason to believe that it was the critical or turning-point which
rendered the final recognition accessible . It altered the base
of thought and valuation in a profound way and in a direction con-
firmed by the subsequent realization . Because of the important
part this idea played, a brief elucidation of it seems necessary .

It is a common and apparently quite natural habit with us to
regard the material given through the senses as being something
actual . Our science and philosophy may fail to give an adequate
interpretation of this material, but still we generally feel sure
that it is something . So the larger portion of the human search
for Reality is in the field of the things given to our conscious- '
ness through the senses . But in my reflecting upon the ideas that
t~1 ,;- .universe of things is derived from and dependent upon a pri-
mordial plenum, it suddenly struck me that in the midst of the bare
and original fullness there could be nothing to arouse discrete cr•
concrete consciousness . It is a familiar fact of psychology that

• a long-continued or unchanging state or quality tends to become
unconscious . Thus, in a state of health an individual is only
slightly conscious of}t body in its organic functioning . But let
there be some form of injury or sickness, and at once the indiv-
idual is conscious of his organism as he was not before . Likewise,
when a long-continued period of bodily pain has ceased, there is
then a concrete consciousness of well-being such as did not exist
before the pain. In such a case, simply to be free of the pain
has the value of an active joy, though the same bodily state did
not have that value formerly . Through pain the joy-consciousness
of health was aroused to recognition . Now, applying this principle
in an ontological sense, it follows that the Consciousness of the
original Fullness can only be aroused by first passing through the
experience of 'absence' or 'emptiness', in some degree . Thus the

• active, concrete, and perceptual consciousness is to be viewed as
an arousal of specific awareness through a partial blanking-out of
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the full and perfectly balanced consciousness of the Primordial
State . As a result, the world of things, apparently given through
the senses, is actually a domain of relative emptiness . We become
concretely aware only when contacting voids . There is nothing in
this to inl/alidate the positive findings of natural science . Sci-
ence studies the direct or indirect determinations of the senses
and finds those relationships binding the various parts which
render possible the formulation of laws . The question as to whether
the terms or facts of science have a substantial base and, if so,
what its nature is, is a metaphysical question quite beyond the
range of the methodology of natural science . Scientific philosophy
reveals a real critical acumen in dropping the notion of 'substance'
as being relevant to our kind of science . It says--I think cor-
rectly--that science is concerned with terms in various relations,
and nothing else . When it goes further than that and says specif-
ically or in effect that scientific knowledge is the only kind of
real knowledge possible to man, or possible at all, it trips on
the very error it charges against certain other philosophies, i .e .,
that of "definition by initial predication" .

Now, if it ;is relative emptiness that arouses to activity
concrete consciousness, then it follows that actual substantiality
is inversely proportional to sensibility or ponderability . There
is most substance where the senses find. least, and vice versa .
Thus the terms-in-relation of the sensible world are to be viewed
as relative emptiness contained in an unseen and substantial matrix .
From this there follows, at once, a very important consequence . The
discrete manifoldness and apparent pluralism of sensibly given
things are quite compatible with a continuous and unitary substanti-
al matrix. The m bnistic tendency of interpretations based upon mys-
tical insight at once becomes clear, and here is afforded a reconcil-
iation of the one and the many7 .

It is not my purpose at the present time to enter upon an
adequate philosophical defense of this interpretation, but simply
to present the idea which was of decisive psychological importance
with me in removing a barrier to mystical realization . At least,
the validity of this idea was, and still remains, clear to me as
an individual .

The idea I had just recognized made possible an effective
conceptual re-orientation . The totality of being had become
divided into two phases . The higher phase I called 'substantial'
or 'transcendental' . This was super-sensible and monistic, and
served as the base in which the lower phase inhered . The latter
phase thus became, by contrast, the sensible and phenomenal world,
existing only through a complete dependence upon the super-sensible
and substantial . Within the latter existed endless multiplicity
and divisibility .

There remained now merely the clearing up of the residual
barriers to the complete identification of the self with the super-
sensible and substantial world, accompanied by the thorough div-
orcement of the self-identity with the phenomenal world . But a
few days were required for the completion of this effort . Mean-
while, I had returned from the physical solitide to the active
concerns of social life, although I remained in a state of con-
siderable mental detachment and continued brooding . Finally, on
the 7th of August, 1936, after having completed the reading of

S Shankara 's discussion of "Liberation", as given in the System
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of the Vedanta by Paul Deussen, I entered upon a course of med-
itative reflection upon the material just read8 . While engaged
In this course of reflection, it suddenly dawned upon me that a
ccmon error in meditation--and one which I had been making right
along--lay in the ' seeking of a subO.e object of experience . Now,
an object or an experience, no matter how subtle, remains a
phenomenal time-space existence and therefore is other than the
super-sensible substantiality . Thus the consciousness to be
sought is the state of pure subjectivity without an object . This
cons_deration rendered clear to me the emphasis, repeatedly stated
by the manuals, upon the closing-out of the modifications of the
mind. . But I had never found it possible completely to silence
thoug_1t . So it occured to me that success might be attained
simply by a discriminative isolation of the subjective pole of
consciousness, with the focus of the consciousness placed upon this
aspect, but otherwise leaving the mental processes free to continue
in their spontaneous functioning--they, however, remaining in the
periphery of the attentive consciousness . Further, I realized that
pure subjective consciousness without an object must appear to the
relative consciousness to have objects . Hence Recognition did not,
of itself, imply a new experiential content in consciousness9 . I
saw that genuine Recognition is simply a realization of Nothing,
but a Nothing that is absolutely substantial and identical with
the SELF . This was the final turn of the Key which opened the Door .
I found myself at once identical with the Voidness, Darkness, and
Silence, but realized them as utter though ineffable, Fullness, in
the sense of Substantiality, Light, in the sense of Illumination,
and Sound, in the sense of pure formless Meaning and Value . The
deepening of consciousness that followed at once is simply incon-
ceivable and quite beyond the possibility of adequate representa-
tion . To suggest the value of this transcendental state of con-
sciousness requires concepts of the most intensive possible con-
notation and the modes of ex expression that indicate the most super-
lative value art can devise1 . Yet the result of the best effort
seems a sorry sort of thing when compared with the immediate Ac-
tuality . All language, as such, is defeated when used as an instru-
ment of portrayal of the transcendent .

There are a number of implications and consequences following
from such an insight that do fall within the range of formulation,
and in this a man who has the appropriate skill can certainly do
more than one who has little knowledge of the art of expression .
But the immediate noetic and affective values of the insight,
while they may be directly realized, cannot be conveyed by any
formulation or representation whatsoever .

A definite line of demarcation must be drawn between the
transcendental state of consciousnessitself and the precipitated
effects within the relative consciousness. The former is not an
experience but a Recognition or an Awakening on a timeless level
of consciousness . The latter is an effect precipitated into the
time-world and therefore has experiential and relative value . At
the final moment, I was prepared not to have the personal, time-
bound man share in any of the values that might inhere in the
insight. But, very quickly, values began to det,ocnd into the outer
consciousness and have continued to do so, more or less periodical-
ly, to the present day . These precipitated values have much that
is of definite noetic content and decided affective value, well
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within the range of expression .
The listing and delineation of the elements that were pre-

cipitated into the relative consciousness from the first stage
of insight is the next step1l .

1 . The first discernible effect in consciousness was some-
thing which I may call a shift in the base of consciousness .
From the relative point of view, the final step may be likened
to a leap into Nothing . A.t once, that Nothing was resolved into
utter Fullness, which in turn gave the relative world a dreamlike
quality of unreality. I felt and knew myself to have arrived, at
last, at the Real . I was not dissipated in a sort of spatial
emptiness, but on the contrary was spread out in a Fullness be-
yond measure . The roots of my'consciousness, which prior to this
moment had been (seemingly) more or less deeply implanted in the
field of relative consciousness, now were forcibly removed and
instantaneously transplanted into a supernal region . This sense
of being thus transplanted has continued to the present day, and
it seems to be a much more normal state of emplacement than ever
the old rooting had been .

2 . Closely related. to the foregoing is a transformation
in the meaning of the 'Self' , or 'I' . Previously, pure sub-
jectivity had seemed to me to be like a zero or vanishing point,
a somewhat which had position in consciousness but no body. So
long as that which-man calls his 'self' had no body it stood with-
in the range of analytic observation . Stripping off the sheaths
of this body until none is left is the function of the discrimin-
ative technique in meditation . At the end there remains that which
is never an object and yet is the foundation upon which all relative
consciousness is strung like beads upon a string . As a symbol to
represent this ultimate and irreducible subject to all conscious-
ness , the 'I' element, I know nothing better than zero or an evan-
escent point . The critical stage in the transformation is the
realization of the 'I' as zero . But, at once, that 'I' spreads
out into an unlimited 'thickness' . It is as though the 'I' became
the whole of space . The Self is no longer a pole or focal point,
but it sweeps outward, everywhere, in a sort of unpolarized con-
sciousness, which is at once self-identity and the objective con-
tent of consciousness . It is an unequivocal transcendence of the
subject-object relationship . Herein lies the rationale of the in-
evitable ineffability of mystical insight . All language is grounded
in the subject-object relationship, and so, at best, can only mis-
represent trat scendent consciousness when an effort is made to ex-
press its imm 4ately given value .

3 . There is a sense of enormous depth penetration with two
phases barely distinguishable during this first stage of insight .
The first phase is highly noetic but super-conceptual12 . I had
awareness of a kind of thought of such an enormous degree of ab-
straction and universality that it was barely discernible as being
of noetic character. If we were to regard our most ab tract con-

• cepts as being of the nature of tangible bodies, conta rig a hidden
but substantial meaning, then this transcendent though would be
of the nature of the meaning without the conceptual embodiment .
It is the compacted essence of thought, the 'sentences' of which
would require entire lifetimes for their elaboration in objective
form and yet remain unexhausted at the conclusion of such effort .
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• In my relative consciousness I knew that I was thinking such
massive thoughts, and I felt the infiltration of value from
them . In a curious way I knew that I KNEW in cosmical proportions .
However, no brain substance could be~so refined as to be capable
of attunement to the grand cosmical tread of those Thotcits .

But still beyond the thoughts of cosmic proportions and illim-
itable abstraction there were further deeps transcending the fur-
thest reaches of noetic and affective value . Yet, in this, the
self-'identity remained unbroken in a dimly sensed series of deeps
reaching on to ever greater profundities of what, in one sense,
was an impenetrable Darkness, and yet'.1 knew It was the very
essence of Light itself .

4. I knew myself to be beyond space, t ime , and causality .
A.s the substantial, spatial, and transcendent 'I', I knew that I
sustained the whole phenomenal universe, and that time, space and
law are simply the Self-imposed 5orms whereby I am enabled to
apprehend in the relative sense- . I, thus, am not dependent up-
on the space-time manifold, but, on the contrary, that manifold
is dependent upon the Self with which I am identical .

5 . Closely associated with the foregoing realization there
is a feeling of complete freedom. I had broken out of the bondage
to the space-time manifold and the law-form governing in this
manifold. . This is largely an affective value, but one which, to
me, is of the very highest importance . The quest for me was less
a search for bliss than an effort to satisfy a deep yearning for

D
Freedom .

6 . There is the sense of freedom from u ilt . That fel.ing,
which is variously called sense f osin, guilt, or karmic bondage,
dropped completely away from me . The bindings of a discrete in-
dividuality no longer existed . The accounts were closed and the
books balanced in one grand gesture . This came at once as an im-
mediate affective value, but I realized readily the underlying . :
rationale . As the individual and personal self, I was bound with-
in the space-time field and necessarily incurred the rebound of
all actions there, but, as the transcendent Self, I .comprehended
that field in its entirety, instead of being compre'.cnded by it .
So it might be said that all action and its rebounding were con-
tained within ME, but left jhe Self, with which I am identical,
unaffected in its totality- .

7 . I both felt and knew that, at last, I had found the
solution of the 'wrongness' , the sensing of which constitues the
underlying driving force of all religion and much philosophical
'effort. Beneath the surface of life, in the world-field, there
is a feeling of lonliness which is not dissipated by objective
achievement or human companionship, however great the range and
penetration of sympathetic adjustment . Religious and other lit-
erature afforded abundant testimony that this feeling of solitude
is very widely, if not universally, experienced . I am disposed
to regard it as the driving motif of the religious quest . In
common with others, I felt this solitude and realized that the

• sense of incompleteness which it engenders,forces the individual
to accept one or the -other of two alter ."q" iii . Ho may accept
the solitude and despair of ever attaining a resolution of it, in
which case he accepts fundamental pessimism as a part and parcel
of the very core of his life . But the feeling of incompleteness
may drive him on to a hopeful quest for that which will effect its
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resolution. The more common mystical resolution is a sense of
Union with God, wherein a companionship with a transcendent other-
ness is attained . My own recognition had more the value of a sort
of fusion in identity, wherein the self and the otherness entered
into an indistinguishable blend . Before the final moment of the
transformation I was aware of an otherness, in some sense, which
I sought, but after the culminating moment that otherness vanished
in identity . Consequently, I have no real need of the term 'God'
in my vocabulary . I find it useful, at times, to employ this term
in a literary sense, because it suggests certain values I wish to
convey . But its significance is psychological rather than meta-
physical .

Through the Recognition, I attained a state wherein I could
be at rest and contented in the most profound sense . For me,
individually, it was not necessary to seek further, to achieve
further, nor to express further in order to know full enjoyment .
However, ther was a blot on the contentment that grew out of the
.realization of the pain of the many millions who live in this world,
and also out of the knowledge that a priva-i solution of a problem
is only a part of the great problem of the philosopher, which is
the attainment of a general solution which shall be of the widest
possible universality and availability . But all this is not a
defect in the adequacy of the transformed state of consciousness
itself .

8 . There is a decided increase in the realization of the
affective qualities of calmness and serenity . In the immediate
presence of the transcendent state the disturbing factors pro-
duced by the circumstances and forces of the world-field lose their
effective potency . They are simply dissolved away as something
irrelevant, or as something which acts so far below one as to
leave him in his real being untouched . When in the mystical state,
there is no need of trying to be calm and serene, but rather these
qualities envelope the individual without his putting forth any
specific effort . Subaquently, when I have been out of the'immed-
iate pressence of the state, it has been easier for me to remain
calm and serene than formerly, though the more I am out of the
state the greater is the effort required to retain these affective
qualities .

9 . The significance and value of information is radically
changed. Formerly, I acquired information very largely as part
of the search for the Real . In the transcendent state I felt my-
self to be grounded in the Real, in a sense of-..the utmost intimacy ;
and since then I have continued to feel this grounding, though in-
volving sometimes: less and sometimes more the sense of immediate
Presence . At the present time, knowledge, in the sense of inform-
ation, has value chiefly as an instrument of expression or a means
to render manifest that which is already known to me in the most
significant sense . This making manifest is valuable, not alone
for the reaching of other individuals but likewise for the enrich-
ing of my own personal consciousness . The abstract and super-con-
ceptual knowing attains a formal and experiential clarification
through giving it concrete embodiment in thought . Nevertheless,
in all this, knowledge-as-information serves only a secondary role,
quite inferior to the vital importance it formerly had . It seems
as though, in an unseen and dark sense, I already know all that
is to be known . If I so choose, I . can give a .portion of this know-
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ledge manifested form so that it"is revealed to the conscious ss
of others, as well as to my own personal consciousness . u ere
is no inner necessity, at least not one of which I am conscious,
which drives me on to express and make manifest . I feel quite free
to choose such course as I please :

10 . The most marked affective quality precipitated within
the relative consciousness is that of felicity . Joy is realized
as a very definite experience . It .is of a quality more intense
and satisfying than that afforded by any of the experiences or
achievements that I have known within the world-field . It is not
easy to describe this state of felicity . It is in no sense orgi-
astic or violent in its nature ; on the contrary it is quite subtle,
though highly potent . All world-pleasures are coarse and repel-
lent by contrast . All enjoyment--using this term in the Indian
sense--whether of a pleasurable or painful type, I found to be more
or less distasteful by contrast . In particular, it is just as com-
pletely different from the pleasures experienced through vice as
it is possible to imagine . The latter are foiled by a sense of
guilt, and this guilt persists long after the pleasure-quality of
the vicious experience has passed . The higher felicity- seems' 'al$rost,
if not quite, identical with virtue itself . I find myself disposed
to agree with Spinoza and say that real felicity is not simply the
reward of virtue, but is virtue . One feels that there is nothing
more right, or more righteous, for that matter, than to be so
harmonized in one's consciousness as to feel the Joy at all times .
It is a dynamic sort of Joy which seems to dissolve such pain as
may be in the vicinity of the one who realizes it . This Joy en-
riches rather than impoverishes others .

I doubt that anyone could possibly appreciate the tremendous
value of this felicity without directly experiencing it . I felt,
and feel, that no cost could be too high as the price of its at-
tainment, and I find. that this testimony is repeated over and over
again in mystical literature . It seems as though but a brief
experience of this Joy would be worth any effort and any amount
of suffering which could be packed into a lifetime that might
prove necessary for its realization . I understand now why so
much of mystical expression is in the form of rhapsody . It re-
quires an active restraint to avoid the over-use of superlatives,
especially as one realizes that all superlatives, as they are un-
derstood in the ordinary range of experience, are, in fact, under-
statements . The flowery expressions of the Persian and Indian
mystics are not at all over-statements . But this mode of expres-
sion is subject to the weakness that it suggests to the non-
mystical reader a loss of critical perspective upon the part of
the mystical writer. It is even quite possible to be abandoned
in the Joy, and so a real meaning does attach to the idea of "God
intoxication" . On the whole, it seems probable that the most ex-
treme experience of this Joy is realized by those in whom the af-
fective side of their nature is most developed . If the cognitive
interest is of comparable or superior development, it seems likely
that we would find more of the restraint that was evident in men
like Spinoza and Buddha .

The Joy seems to be a dynamic force . If one is justified
in saying there is such a thing as experiencing-force, in the or-
dinary sense of 'experience', then it certainly is true tht one
experiences a force either associated with, or identical with,
the Joy derived from the transcendental level . In my experience,
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• the nearest analogy is that afforded by a feeling of force I have
sometimes experienced in the vicinity of a powerful electric gen-
erator . There is something about it that suggests a ?flowing
through', though it is impossible to determine any direction of
flow, in terms of our odinary spatial relationships . It induces
a sense of psychological, as well as emotional and intellectual,
well-being . The sheer joy in life of a healthy youth, who is un-
troubled by problems, faintly suggests a phase of this sense of
well-being. It gives a glow to life and casts a sort of sheath
over the environment that tends toward an effect of beauty which
at times is very strong . I have demonstrated to my satisfaction
that this joyous force, or whatever else it may be called, is
capable of being induced, in some measure, in those who may be in
the vicinity . I find there are some who will report feeling the
joyous quality, even though the state I might be experiencing was
not announced or otherwise noted . It is not inconceivable that
in this 'force, we are dealing with something which may be within
the range of detection by some subtle instrument . Clearly there
are detectable physiological effects . Nervous tensions are re-
duced and the desire for crdinary physical food decreases . In fact,
one does have a curious sense of feeling nourished . On the other
hand, there are some after-effects which suggest that one's organ-
ism has been subjected to the action of an energetic field of too
intense or high an order for the nervous organism to endure easily.
For my part, during the past eight months I'have experienced fre-
quent alternations between being in'this 'force-field' and being
more or less completely out of it . The latter I have come to re-
gard as a sort of deflated state . Particularly in the early days
and after periods when the 'force' and joy qualities had been es-
pecially intense, I found that in the subsequent deflated states
there was a subtle sense of fatigue throughout the whole body .
Return of the joyous state would at once induce the feeling of
well-being. However, I soon realized that a due regard .for the
capacities of the physical organism rendered necessary a discrim-
inating restraint when inducing the joyous 'force-field' . I found
that this 'force' was subject to the will in its personal manifest-
ation and could be held within the limits of intensity to which
the organism could adapt itself . In the process of time it does
seem that my organism is undergoing a progressive adjustment to
the higher energy level .

• There are time5when this 'force' seems to be of the nature
of a flame with which I am identicali5 . In general, this flame
i•s not' .accompanied with a sense of heat, but under certain con-
ditions it is . Thus, if, while in the 'force-field', I permit
myself to feel disturbing affections, I begin to feel heat in the
organism . The effect is of such a nature as to suggest that the
affective disturbance has a value analagous to resistance in an
electric circuit . It is well known that an electric conductor
of sufficiently high resistance will produce heat, and so the an-
alogy is readily suggested . Further, the 'force-field' does seem,
at times , to produce a feeling of heat in others who are in the
vicinity . These are objective effects, apparently well within the
range of objective determination . Yet, the inciting cause is a
state of consciousness which I find to be subject, in considerable
degree , to conscious control through the intervention of purely
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• mental control with no manual aids . Does this not confirm the
suggestion of William James that there is such a thing as a pene-
tration of energy into the objective field of consciousness from
other zones of consciousness that are ordinarily in disparate
relationship?

Though the symbols of the electro-magnetic field and of fire
go far in indicationg the quality of this subtle and joy-giving
?force', they fall short of full adequacy. The 'force', at the
same time, seems to be of fluidic character . There is something
in it like breath and like water . At this point it is necessary
in some measure to turn away from the mental habits of the modern
chemist and physiologist and try to feel a meaning closer to that
given by the ancients . It is important that the 'water' should
not be thought of as simply H20, and the breath as merely a pulmon-
ary rhythm involving the inhalation and exhalation of air . In the
present sense, the essence of the water and air lies in their
being life-giving and life-sustaining fluids . The chemical and
physical properties of these fluids are mere external incidents .
In a sense that still remains a mystery to science, these fluids
are vitally necessary to life . The .j,oy-giving 'force' is Life,
but it is life in some general and universal sense of which life-
as-living-organism is a temporary modification . Thus, to be con-
sciously identical with this 'force' is to be consciously identical
with Life as a pr :.piple . It gives a feeling of being-alive, be-
side which the ordinary feeling of life is no more than a mere
shadow-And just as the shadow-life is obviously mortal, the high-
er Life is as clearly deathless . It may be said that time is the
child of Life in the transcendent sense, while life-as-living-
organism is the creature of time . Right in this distinction lies
one resolution of the whole problem of immortality . So long as
the problem is stated in terms of life-as-living-organism, immort-
ality remains inconceivable . In fact, in this sense, all life is
no more than a 'birthing'-dying flux with no real continuity or
duration at all. But the higher Life is identical with duration
itself . Hence, he who has consciously realized himself as identi-
cal with the higher Life has at the same time become consciously
identical with duration . Thus, death-as-termination becomes un-
thinkable, but, equally, birth is no beginning .

11 . There is also associated with the deep feeling of Joy
a quality of Benevolence . It seems as though the usual self-inter-
est, which tends to be highly developed in the midst of the strug-
gles of the objective life, spontaneously undergoes a weakening in
force. It is not so much a feeling of active altruism as a being
grounded in a kind of consciousness in which the conflict between
self-interest and altruism is dissolved . It is more a feeling of
interest in good being achieved than simply that I, as an individ-
ual, should realize the good . Before the attainment of the Recog-
nition I felt a distinct desire for the attainment of good as some-
thing which I, individually, might realize, but once I became ident-
ified in consciousness with the transcendent state, the individually
self-centered motivation began to weaken . It is as though there
is a spreading out of interest so that attainment on the part of
any self is my concern as truely as my own individual attainment
had been . There is not the usual sense of self-sacrifice in this,
but, T.ather, a growing impersonality of outlook . In such a state
of consciousness one could readily accept a course of action that
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would involve personal hardship, if only it would serve the purpose
of bringing the realization more generally within the range of at-
tainment . It is not a motivation in which the thought of heroism,
nobility, or reward plays any part . It simply seems to be the ap-
propriate and sensible course to follow if circumstances indicate
that it is necessary . All this is a spontaneous affective state
born out of the very nature of the consciousness itself, without
thought of ai~ethical imperative . In the more deflated states of
consciousness, I find the force of the feeling considerably weak-
ened and then it becomes necessary to translate it into the form
of a moral imperative to set up a resistance to the old egoistic
habits . But on the higher level the moral imperative is replaced
by a spontaneous tendency which, when viewed from the relative
standpoint, would be called benevolent .

The underlying rationale of this induced. attitude seems clear
to me. When the 'I' is realized as a sort of universal or 'spatial'
Self, synthesizing all selves, the distinction between the 'me'
and the 'thou' simply becomes irrelevent . Thus the good of one
self is part and parcel with the good of all selves . Consequently
altruism and self-interest come to mean essentially the same thing'7 .

12 . Associated with the transcendent Life-force there is a
very curious kind of cognition . It is not the more familiar anal-
ytic kind of intellection . To me this development has proved to
be of especial interest, for by temperament and training my mental
action, heretofore, has been predominantly analytic . Now analysis

D
achieves its results through a laborious and painful d :b7ection of
given raw material from experience and a reintegration by means of
invented concepts applied hypothetically . This gives only external
relations and definitely involves 'distance' between the concept
and the object it denotes . But there is another kind of intellec-
tion in which the concept is born spontaneously and has a curious
identity with its object . The Life-force either brings to birth
in the mind the concepts without conscious intellectual labor or
moves in paralellism with such birth . Subsequently, when these
concepts are viewed analytically and critically, I find them almost
invariably peculiair Ly correct . In fact, they generally suggest cor-
relations that are remarkably clarifying and have enabled me to
check my insight with the recognition of others .

Undoubtedly, this cognitive process is a phase of what has
been called 'intuition' by many . For my part, however, I do not
find this term wholly satisfactory, because 'intuition, has been
given a number of meanings which are not applicable to this kind
of cognition . Accordingly, I have invented a term which seems
much more satisfactory . I call it ' Knowledge through Identity ' .
As it is immediate knowledge, it is intuitive in the broad sense,
but as it is highly noetic it is to be distinguished from other
forms of immediate awareness that are largely, if not wholly, non-
cognitive . There are intuitive types of awareness that are quite
alogical and, therefore, such that they do not lead to logical
development from out their own nature . In contrast, Knowledge
through Identity is potentially capable of expansive development
of the type characteristic of pure mathematics . Knowledge through
Identity may give the fundamental propositions or 'indefinables'
from which systems can grow at once by pure deductive process .
Knowledge through Identity is not to be regarded as an analytic
extraction from experience, but rather as a Knowledge which is
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original and co-extensive with a Recognizable, but non-experiential,
Reality. It is capable of rendering experience intelligible, but
is not itself dependent upon experience .

A realization of Knowledge through Identity does not seem to
be an invariable, or even usual, consequence of mystical unfoldment .
My studies of the record have led me to the tentative conclusion
that it occurs in,.-the case of certain types of mystical unfoldment,
of which Spinoza, Plotinus, and Shankara afford instances . In such
cases the cognitive interest and capacity is peculiarly notable .
But the larger class of cases in which the mystical sense is well
developed seems to be of quite a different type . The well known
Persian mystics, presumptively the larger number of the Indian mys-
tics, most of the Christian mystics, and naturalistic mystics such
as Whitman, seem quite clearly to fall into some other classifica-
tion or classifications . With all of these the affective conscious-
ness is dominant and the cognitive interest and capacity may be--
though not necessarily--but poorly developed . With them, expression
is almost wholly in terms of art or way of life, rather than in terms
of philosophical systems . Apparently, the noetic quality of their
mystical consciousness is quite subordinate to the affective, and,
in some cases, even to the sensuous, values .

13 . Atypical features . There are certain respects in which
the precipitated effects from the transcendent consciousness, as
experienced by me, differ from typical mystical experience . I
have not known the so-called automatisms, a class of psychical
manifestations which are so commonly reported . My psychical or-
ganization does not seem to be of the type requisite for this kind
of experience . I have never heard words coming as though uttered
on another level of being and having the seeming of objective sound .
Even the thought has not seemed to come from a source extraneous to
myself. I have thought more deeply and more trenchantly than has
hitherto been possible for me as personal man, but the sense of in-
timate union with the thought has been greater than was ever true
of the former personal thinking . Never has my thought been less
mediumistic . Formerly, my personal thought has often been a re-
flection of a thought originated by someone else and not fully
made my own before I used it . There is a certain kind of medium-
ship in this, although in this sense practically everybody is a
medium part of the time and many all the time . The thought which
I have found born in the Recognition is non-mediumistic in the
strictest sense, since it is MY thought but more than my personal
thought.

There never has been at any time a writing through my hand
in an automatic sense . What I have written has been my own con-
scious thought, with full consciousness of the problems of word
selection and grammatical construction . The effective words and
the correct constructions I find. myself able to produce much more
easily than formerly, b t there is a conscious selection effort
required at all times-19

When in the field of the ILife-forces the action of the under-
standing is both more profound and more trenchant than when in the
sdeflated' state, but the difference is one of degree and not of
two radically separated and discontinuous states of consciousness
of such a nature that the inferior consciousness is quite incapable
of understanding what is written under the guidance of the higher .
The inferior phase of consciousness, when operating by itself, does
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not understand as easily nor does it have as wide a grasp of the
bearings of the thought. But, ii some degree ; the inferior phase
readily becomes more or less infused with the superior by the simple
application of effort to understand . The effect is analagous to the
superposition of two rays of light, with both of which I am identical,
the resultant being an intensified consciousness which is at the same
time relative and transcendent, in some way that is not wholly clear
to introspective analysis .

These states of Recognition have never been associated with
the so-called photisms . They most certainly had Light-Value, and
I frequently have occasion to use the word 'Lights to express an
important quality of the higher consciousness, but this is tLightt
as an illuminating force in consciousness and not a sensible light
apparently seen as with the eyes . There have been a very few of
these so-called photisms when in a kind of dreaming state when
half asleep, but these have not occured at times close to the
periods of the deeper Recognitions .

Never have I had experience of the type commonly called psych-
ical clairvoyance . It is possible that the strength of my intel-
lectual interest operates as a barrier to this kind of experience .
I admit having as interest in such experience and would consider
it a valuable object of study if it came my way . But I would not
tolerate such a capacity for experience if the price exacted was
a growth of confusion in understanding . On the whole, psychical
clairvoyance seems to be quite frequently associated with mystical
unfoldment, perhaps more the rule than the exception . There even
seems to be some tendency to confuse this clairvoyance with gen-
uine mystical value. However, the two are by no means Identical,
nor are they necessarily associated .

I have found that there is a very important difference be-
tween psychical experience and noetic Recognition . The trans-
cendent Consciousness is highly noetic, but on its own level is
quite impersonal . .In order that a correlation may be established
between the personal consciousness and the transcendental state
there must be an active and conscious intermediating agent . The
evidence is that this intermediating agent may be, and apparently
generally is, an irrational psyche of which the individual is
more or less conscious . But the intermediati.on may be intellectual
with little or no consciousness correlation with the irrational
psyche . It seems practically certain that the precipitated ef-
fects within the personal consciousness by the two routes should
not be congruent in form .

14. If ecstasy is to be regarded as a state of consciousness
always involving a condition of trance, then that state of conscious-
ness which I have realized and called "transcendental Recognition"
is not one of ecstasy . However, there is considerable reason for
believing that ecstasy, or Samadhi--the Indian equivalent--are not
necessarily associated with trance .19 It becomes very largely a
question of the basis of classification . If the externally discern-
ible marks or symtoms of a state are to be regarded as determinate,
then ecstasy, as ordinarily conceived, is a trance or trance-like
condition . But if the inner consciousness-value is to be the ground
of classification, then there is excellent evidence that Ecstasy or
Samadhi may be realized without trance. The latter basis of clas-
sification seems to me to be of far more significance, for the ex-
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ternal symtoms of trance mark widely different inner states of
consciousness, such as those of hysteria, mediumship, and hypnosis,
as well as Ecstasy in the higher sense .

By subsequent comparison it appears that the noetic and con-
sciousness values which I have realized have a very great deal in
common with those reported by Plotinus as characteristic of the
state of Ecstasy. I find a marked congruency between my present
outlook and that given in the teachings of Buddha and in the writings
of Shankara. But neither of these men regarded the state of trance
as necessary for the realization of the states they called Dhyana
or Samadhi, although Buddha seemed to have no objection in principle
to the use of trance as a means of attaining the higher state of
consciousness . It seems rather clear, that the state of the per-
sonal organism is a matter of only secondary importance, while
other factors are primarily determinant .

For my own part, never in my life have I lost objective con-
sciousness, save in normal sleep . At the time of the Recognition
on August 7, I was at all times aware of my physical environment
and could. move the body freely at will . Further, I did not attempt
to stop the activity of the mind, but simpley very largely ignored
the stream of thought . There was:,, however, a ."fading down' of the
objective consciousness, analagous to that of a dimming of a lamp
without complete extinguishment . The result was that I was in a
sort of compound state wherein I was both here and 'There', with
the objective consciousness less acute than normal . It is very
probable that the concentrated inward state would have been fuller
and more acute had the objective stream of consciousness been
stopped entirely as in a trance, but with regard to this I cannot
speak from personal experience20 .

The literature on the subject of mystical states very clearly
reveals their transciency. Often the state is only momentary and,
it is said, rarely exceeds two hours in duration . Of course, the
only phase of such states that affords a basis for time-measurement
is that part which overlaps the objective consciousness . The in-
most content of the state does not lend itself to time-measurement
at all . Its value, therefore, is not a function of time . But if
we take the perspective of the personal consciousness, it is pos-
sible to isolate a period during which the recognition was more
or less full, and this can be measured. In my own experience I
am unable to give definite data with respect to this feature . For
the first ten days following the awakening I was far too greatly
occupied with the contemplation of the values unfolding in my con-
sciousness to think of the question of time-measurement, and, in
addition, at that time I had not been familiar with psychological
studies of the subject and so knew nothing about duration norms .
As I look at the whole period retrospectively, I do not see how
a very definite time measurement could have been made . There was
a sharply defined moment at which the state was initiat'od, but ; .
there was no moment at which L -could say it definitely closed .
A. series of alternate phases and variable degrees of depth of
consciousness are discernible, so that at times I have been more
transcendentally conscious and at others less so . A different
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base of life and valuation has become normal, so that, in one sense,
the recognition has remained as a persistent state . Yet there are
notable differences of phases .

During the first ten days I was repeatedly in and out, or
more in and more out--I am not sure which is the more correct state-
ment--of what I have called the 'Life-force' field . I soon found
that the stronger intensity of the field was a real strain upon
the organism and so I consciously imposed a certain restraint upon
the tendency of the states to deepen until I finally achieved a
certain adjustment and adaption with respect to the nervous organ-
ism. After the close of the first ten days it was suggested to me
that it would be well to keep a record of the effects of the trans-
formation, and so at that time I began to write and continued to
do so for about four months . . While the effort at formulation was
a little difficult at first, the writing soon acquired momentum,
and presently I found ideas developing in my consciousness faster .-
than I could give them expression . During this whole period there
were many times when the consciousness was dominantly on the noetic
level, with more objective intervals interspersed . At first the
range of oscillation was more notable than toward the end. In the
course of time, it seems, the personal consciousness has gradually
adapted itself to a higher level, so that the periods of inward
penetration do not afford the same contrast as formerly . The first
period of a little more than one month constitutes a phase which
stands out by itself, with a fairly sharp dividing line at its

p
culmination between the 8th and 9th of September . During this
time the prime focus of my consciousness was toward the transcend-
ent, while in the subsequent phase, continuing to the present, I
have rather taken this transcendent consciousness as a base and
focused more toward the relative world. The consequence is that
there is a sense in which I look back to those first thirty odd
days as a sort of high point in consciousness, a seed-sowing per-
iod, from which various fruitings have followed ever since . Frankly,
these thirty odd days constitute a period which I view as the best
I have ever known . Referring to a symbol that Plato has made im-
mortal, I would say that this was a time when I stepped outside
the 'cave' and realized directly the glory of the 'sun-illumined!
world, after which I turned back again to the life in the 'cave',
but with this permanent difference in outlook--that I could never
again regard the 'cave-life' with the same seriousness that I had
once given it . Thus, in this cycle, there is something to be dif-
ferentialted from all the rest .

During that first month the current of bodily life was defin-
itely weaker than during the preceding and following phases . The
desire for sentient existence was decidedly below normal . The
spontaneous inclination was all in the direction of the transcend-
ent consciousness . Physical life was clearly a burden, a sort of
blinder superimposed upon consciousness . I even felt a distaste
for physical food . I am convinced that if I had not supplemented
the weakened desire for physical existence by a definite and con-
scious will -to?live, the body would have started into a decline .
I became hypersensitive and found it very difficult to drive an
automobile in traffic . I had to exert the will consciously, where
formerly I had acted through automatic habit . But, on the other
hand, I found the will more effective than previously, so I was
enabled adequately to replace spontaneous inclination with con-
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scious control . Fortunately my earlier studies had prepared me
for this state of feeling arkl I knew that I was facing a temptation
that others had faced. before me . For there is such a thing as a
world-duty which remains even after the desire for sentient exist-
ence has disappeared . But this did not keep me from thinking of
how delightful it would be to abandon all to the transcendent con-
sciousness .

Concomitantly with the loss of desiree for sentient life there
was a growth in the sense of power . I felt r had a certain power
of conscious control over forces that odinarily operate beneath the
level of consciousness, and my subsequent experience has tended to
confirm this . It is a sort of raw power without the detailed know-
ledge of how to apply it . In other words, the knowledge of effective
practical use has had to be developed through experiment . But I
have found, very clearly, that I possess a power which formerly I
did not know . I can choose and will consciously, where formerly
the current of unconscious forces was determinant .

Before the close of the first month the decision to continue
as an active factor in the world-field had become definite, despite
the distaste I felt for this domain . It felt like turning one's
back upon a rich mine of jewels after gathering but a handful, and
then marching back into the dreary domain of iron and brass . How-
ever, I found that it could be done, and then I accepted what I
thought would be a future in which the best would always be a
memory. I had found what I sought during many years and could .
see nothing but anti-climax thereafter, so far as the immediately
realized consciousness values were concerned . So the further Rec-
ognition, which closed the first cycle, came as a complete surprise,
for not only did I not seek it, I did not even know that such a state
existed, or, if it existed, that it was within the range of human
consciousness . I had now already known a state of consciousness
that certainly had the value of Liberation . A subsequent search
through mystical literature revealed that it was substantially con-
gruent with mystical experience as such and was distinctly more
comprehensive than many of the mystical unfoldments . So far as
I was familiar with it, the Brahmanical literature always repre-
sented the Liberated State as the end-term of all attainment . In
this literature I had found . nothing requiring more depth of in-
sight than I now had glimpsed, although there was a vast mass
of psychic detail quite foreign to my experience . So I was quite
unprepared to find that there were even deeper levels of transcend-
ence . However, had I understood a few obscure references in
Buddhist literature I would have been warned .

In order to reach some understanding of the culmination phase
of the Recognition, certain contrasting facts concerning the first
phase must be given emphasis . As I have already affirmed, there
is sufficient evidence of the fact of mystical recognition, to- ..::

with reported affective value, to render it an object of
possible desire. Long ago I had learned enough to realize that
it was desirable and had set forth in search of it . There also
exists a sufficient statement of the reasons why an individual
who has attained this Recognition should turn his back upon it,
as it were, to show that such a course was desirable in its social
bearings . But there does not seem to be anything further which
could be conceived as an object of desire . Now, the culminating
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effect of the present Realization with respect to desire is that
the latter has fulfilled its office in the individual sense, and
there is nothing more to wish for. •'I certainly felt in the trans-
cendent state abundant completion and vastly more than I had an-
ticipated . So, what more could there~be?

I see now that there was a defect in this completion that
kept it from being a full state of equilibrium . I t consisted
preeminently of the positive end-terms of the best in human con-
sciousness . Thus it was a state of superlative Joy, Peace, Rest,
Freedom, and Knowledge, and. all of this stands n contrast to the
world-field as fullness contrasts to emptiness .21 . Hence there
did exist a tension in the perfection of balance . There was a
distinction between being bound to embodied consciousness and not
being so bound that made a difference to me . I had to resist the
inclination toward the latter state in order to continue existence
in the former . In other words, there are in this earlier phase
of Recognition certain tensions that call for a higher resolution .
But it was the perspective of the culminating Recognition that rend-
ered all of this Blear . The first stage did not, of itself, dis-
close any further possibility of conceivable attainment, and so I
was disposed to give it a greater terminal value than it really
possessed .

So far I have outlined three progressively comprehensive
recognitions . Each was realized after a period of conscious effort
in the appropriate direction . In each case I had some reason to
believe that there was a goal to be sought . In the first two in-
stances I was aware that there was something more remaining to be
realized, because the sense of incompleteness was only partly
liquidated. In the third instance this liquidation seemed to be
complete, and then I simply turned my back upon the full individual
enjoyment of it for such period of time as might be necessary to
fulfill some more comprehensive purpose reaching beyond individual
concerns . In contrast, the culminating Recognition came with the
force of an unexpected bestowal without my having put forth any
conscious personal effort toward the attainment of it . Thus, in
this case, my personal relationship or attitude was passive in a
deep sense .

During the day preceding the final Recognition I had been
busy writing and my mind was exceptionally clear and acute . In
fact, the intellectual energy was of an unusual degree of in-
tensity. The mood was decidedly one of intellectual assertion and
dominance . This feature is interesting for the reason that it is
precisely the state of mind that ordinarily would be regarded as
least favorable for the 'breaking through' to mystical modes of
consciousness . The tale seems to be that the thought must be
silenced or at least reduced in intensity and ignored in the
meditation22 . In the records of mystical awakening it is al-
most always made evident that preceding the state of illumination
there is at least a brief period of quiescence of conscious ac-
tivity . Sometimes this appears as though there were a momentary
standing still of all nature . For my part I had previously been
aware of a kind of antecedent stillness before each of the crit-
ical moments, though it was not translated as stillness of nature .
But in the case of the fourth Recognition the foreground was one
of intense mental tension and exceptional intellectual activity .
It was not now a question of capturing something of extreme subtlety
which might be dispersed by a breath of mental or affective activity .
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The Evert case after retiring . I became aware of a deeper-
ire effect it consciousre ss that presently acquired or manife s-
teel c dominant effective quality . It was C-a state of utter Satis-
faction . But here there enters a strange a rd (almost weird feature :
Langua ;e, considered as standing it a representative relationship
to something other than the terir_s of the language, ceased to have
any validity pat this level of consciousness . In a sense, the words
end that which they mean are interblerded it kind of identity .
Abstract ideas cease to be artificially derivatives from a parti-
cularized experience, . but are tra>nsfor :ed into a sort off universal
substantiality . The relative theories of knowledge simply do not
apply at this level . So 'Satisfaction' and the state of satisfac-
tion possess substa.r±tial and largely inexpressible identity .
Further, this ' Se.tisfaa.ctior ° , along with its substartia lity, pos-
sesses a universal character . It is the value of all possible
satisfactions Cat once and yet like v. 'thick' substance irterpene-
trating everywhere . I know how weird this effort at formulation
must sound, but unless I abandon the attempt to interpret I must
constrain language to serve a . purpose quite outside normal usage .

This state of 'Satisfaction is a kind of irtegrotion of all
previous values . It is the culminating fulfillment of ell desires
and thus renders the desire-tension, as such impossible . Ore car
only desire when there is in some sense a lack, sn incompleteness,
which needs to be fulfilled, or a sensed goal that re-.airs to be
attained . hen in every conceivable or felt sense all is attained,
desire sirrlply has to drop out .24 The result is a profound balance
in consciousness, a state of thorough repose with ro drawing or
inclining in any direction . Hence, in the sum total, such state
is passive . vow while this state is, in ore sense, an integration
of previous values, it also proved preliminary to a still deeper
state . Gradually the 'Satisfaction' faded into the background
and by insensible gradation became transformed into a state of
'Indifference' 25 . For while satisfaction carries the fullness of
active affective and conative value, indifference is really a ffec-
tive-conative silence . It is the s r:!(or terminus of the affec-
tive-conative mode of hur.:arr consciousness. There is another kind
of indifference where this mode of consciousness has bogged down
into a kind of death . This is to be found in deeply depressed
states of human consciousness . The 'High Indifference', however,
is the superior or opposite pole beyond which motivation and feel-
ing in the familiar human sense carrot reach . But, most emphati-
cally, it is not a state of reduced life or consciousness . On
the contrary, it is both life and consciousness of an order or
superiority quite beyond imagination . The concepts of relative
consciousness simply cannot bound it . In one sense, it is a ter-
minal state, but at the same tir,,e, in another sense, it is initial .
everything can be predicated of it so long as the predication is
rot privative, for in the privative sense nothing can be predicated
of it. It is at once rest and action, and the save may be said
with respect to all other polar qualities . I know of only one
concept which would suggest its poetic value as a whole and this
is the concept of 'Equilibrium' yet even this is a concession to
the needs of relative thinking . It is both the culmination and
beginning of all possibilities . It was more a case of facir,t. . an
overwhelming power which required. all of the active phase of the
resources of consciousness to face it .
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In Contrast with the preceding Recognition, this state is
not characterized by an intensive or active feeling of felicity .
It could be called blissful only in the sense that there is an
absence of all pain in any respect whatsoever . But I felt my-
self to be on a level of consciousness where there is no need
of an active joy. Felicity, together with all other qualities,

are part of the blended ti-hole and by the appropriate focusing
of individual attention can be isolated from the rest and thus
actively realized, if one so desired . But for me there seemed
to be no need of such isolation . The consciousness was so utter-
ly wholo that it was unnecessary to administer any affective
quality to give it greater richness . I was superior to all
affective modes as such, and thus could command and manifest
any of them that I might choose . I could bless with benefi-
cent qualities or impose the negative ones as a curse . Still
the state itself was too thoroughly void of the element of
desire for me to feel any reason why I should bless or curse .
For within that perfection there is no need for any augmentation
or diminution.

While within this state I recalled the basis of my previous
motivation and realized that if this state had been outlined to
me then as as abstract idea it could not by any possibility have
seemed attractive . But while fused with the state, all other
states that could formerly have been objects of desire seemed
flaccid by comparison . The highest conceivable human aspiration
envisages a goal inevitably marred by the defects of immature
imagination . Unavoidable, to the relative consciousness the
complete balance of the perfect consciousness must seem like a
void, and thus the negation of every conceivable possible value .
But to be identified with this supernal State implies abandon-
ment of the very base of relative consciousness, and thus is a
transcendence of all relative valuation . To reach back to that
relative base involves a contradiction and blinding of conscious-
ness, an acceptance of an immeasurable lessness .• In the months
following the Recognition, when I had once again resumed the
drama in the relative field, I have looked back to that Transcen-
dent State as to a consciousness of a most superior and desir-
able excellence . All other values have become thin and shallow
by contrast. Nevertheless I carry with me always the memory,
and more than a memory, of the immediate knowledge of it, and
this is something quite different from a mediately conveyed and
abstract portrayal of it as a merely possible consciousness .

As an intimate part of that supernal consciousness there
a sense of power and authority literally of cosmic proportions
By contrast, the marchings of the Caesars and the conquest of
science are but the games of children . For these achievements,
which seem so portentous and commanding upon the pages of human
history, all inhere in a field of consciousness that in its very
roots is subject to that Higher Power and Authority . Before
mere cataclysms of nature, if they are on sufficiently large a
scale, the resources of our mightiest rulers and of our science
stand impotent . Yet those very forces of nature rest dependent
upon that transcendent and seeming Void in order that they may
have-aay e .ifD ence whatsoever . The mystery before birth and
after death lies encompassed within it . All of this, all this
play of visible and invisible forces seem no more than a dream-
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drama during a moment's sleep in the illimitable vastness of
Eternity . And so, from out that Eternity speaks the Voice of
the never-sleeping Consciousness, and before the commanding
Authority and irresistible Power of that Voice, all dreams,
though of cosmic proportions, dissolve .

Now, as I write, there returns once again an adumbrative
Presence of that awful Majesty . This time, as I am focused
upon the problem of objective formulation, I am less blended
in the Identity, and sense IT as ?Presence? . This mind, which
once carved its way through the mysteries of the functions of
the complex variable and the Kantian transcendental deduction
of the categories, fairly trembles at its daring to apprehend
THAT which threatens momentarily to dissolve the very power of
apprehension itself . Fain would the intellect retreat into the
pregnant and all-encompassing Silence, where the ?Word-without-
form' alone is true. This personal being trembles upon the
brink of the illimitable Abyss of irrelevance that dissolves
inevitably the mightiest worlds and suns . But there remains a
task to be done and there may be no disembarking yet .

At the time of the culminating Recognition I found myself
spreading everywhere and identical with a kind of 'Space' which
embraced not merely the visible forms and worlds but all modes
and qualities of consciousness as well . However, all these are
not There as disparate and objective existences ; they are blend-
ed, as it were, in a sort of primordial and culminating totality .
It seemed that the various aspects and modes that are revealed
to the analysis of relative consciousness could have been pro-
jected into differentiated manifestation, if I chose so to will
it, but all such projection would have left unaffected the per
fect balance of that totality, and whether or not the projecting
effort was made was completely a matter of indifference . That
totality was, and is, not other than myself, so that the study
of things and qualities was resolved into simple self-examina-
tion . Yet it would be a mistake to regard the state as purely
subjective . The preceding Recognition had been definitely a
subjective penetration, and during the following month I found
myself inwardly polarized in an exceptional degree . In contrast,
the final Recognition seemed like a movement in consciousness
toward objectivity, but not in the sense of a movement toward
the relative world-field . The final State is, at once, as much
objective as subjective, and also as much a state of action as
of rest . But since it is all co-existent on a timeless level,
the objectivity is not discrete and differentiated, and consequ-
ently is quite unlike the relative world . The Godless secular
universe vanishes, and in its place there remains none other
than the living and all-enveloping Presence of Divinity itself .
So, speaking in the subjective sense, I am all there is, yet at
the same time, objectively considered, there is nought but Divin-
ity spreading everywhere . Thus the level of the High Indiffer-
ence may be regarded as the terminal Value reached by delving
into that which, in the relative world, man calls his 'It and
yet, equally, the final culmination of all that appears objec-
tive . But this objectivity, in the final sense, is sin=lly pure
Divinity . So the sublimated object and the sublimated self are
one and the same Reality, and this may be represented by the
judgment : "I am the Divinity" . The Self is not of inferior
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dignity to the Divine , nor that Divinity subordinate to the
Self . And it is only through the realization of this equality
that it is possible for the individual to retain his integ-
ration before that tremendous all encompassing Presence . In
any case , the dissolving force is stupendous , and there is no
inclination to resist it .

Throughout the whole period of this supreme state of
consciousness I was self-consciously awake in the physical
body and quite aware of my environment . The thought -activity
was not depressed , but on the contrary , alert and acute . I
was cost .:.auot'sly corrsciou , o f~' ,my- so1f : '. c_Zvity, i t .- distinct
senses . In one sense , I was , and am , the primordial Self and
co-terminous with an unlimited and abstfract Space , while at the
same time the subject =- object and self-analysing consciousness
was a sort of point -presence within that Space . An illustration
is afforded by thinking of the former as being of the nature
of an original Light, in itself substantial , spreading through-
out, but not derived from any center while the latter is a
point-centered and reflected light , such as that of a search-
light . The search-light of the self-analysing consciousness
can be directed anywhere within the primordial Light , and thus
serves to render chosen zones self -conscious . Through-the
latter process I was enabled to capture values within the frame-
work of the relative consciousness and thus am enabled to remem-
ber not merely a dimly sensed fact of an inchoate transcendence
but, as well , all that I am now writing and a vastly more sig-
nificant conscious integration which defeats all efforts at
formulation . The primordial consciousness is timeless , but the
self -analysing action was a process occuring in time . And so
that which I have been enabled to carry with me in the relative
state is just so much as I could think into the mind during the
interval of penetration . Naturally , I centered my attention
on the features which to me as an individual appeared to be of
the greater significance .

It seems to me that this which I have called the Primordial
Consciousness must be identical with von Hartmannts 'Unconsc-
ious . For what is the difference between ' consciousness' and
`unconsciousness ' if there is no self-consciousness present?
Sheer consciousness which is not aware of itself , by reason-of
that very fact , would not know that it was conscious . Thus, an
individual who has never known ill health or pain remains large-
ly unconscious of his organism . But with the coming of pain,
he is at once aware of that organism in a sense that was not
true before . Then , later , with the passing of the pain, part-
icularly if it has been of protracted duration , he will become
conscious of well-being in his organism . Well-being has taken
on a new conscious value . It is at once suggested that self--
con: rio1a oziess is aroused through resistance in some sense, an
interference with the free flow of the stream of consciousness .
When this occurs , a distinction between consciousness and uncon-
sciousness is produced that had no meaning before . Now this
line of reflection has suggested to me that the real distinction
should not be made between consciousness and unconsciousness
but rather between self-consciousness and the absence of self-
consciousness . When there is no self-consciousness in a
given zone there is then no more valid basis for predicating
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sheer unconsciousness than there is for saying that it i\ a
gone of consciousness that is not s81,f"~odY~s~36is . t ri the basil
of such a view, would not the problem of inter"prating how the
so-called 'unconscious' enters into Oons6 OUSness b6 Ome greatly
simplified?

The Primordial Oonsciousness cannot be desoribed as ovn-
ceptual, affective, or perceptual . It seE13s that all those
functions are potentially There, but the E0nstiousness as a
whole is a blend of all these and something more, It is a deopy
substantial, and vital sort of ooizsoiousness, the natter, form .
and awareness functions of consciousness all at once . It is not
a consciousness all at once . It is not a consciousness or know-

`about' , and thus is not field of relationships . The
substantiality and the consciousness do not e :_ist as t•,ro' sep-
arable actualities, but rather it would be more nearly correct
to say that the consciousness is substance and the substance is
consciousness, and thus that these are two in ~grpenetrating modes
of the whole . It is certainly a rich 'thick' consciousness and
quite other than an absolutely 'thin' series of terms in relation .

+While in the State I was particularly impressed with the fact
that the logical principle of contradiction simply had no relevancy .
It would not be correct to say that this principle was violated,
but, rather, that it had no application . For to isolate any phase
of the State was to be immediately aware of the opposite phase
as the necessary complementary part of the first . Thus the at-
tempt of self-conscious thought to isolate anything resulted in
the immediate initiation of a sort of flow in the very essence
of consciousness itself so that the nascent isolation was trans-
formed into its opposite as co-partner in a timeless reality .
Every attempt I made to capture the State within the categories
of relative knowledge was defeated by this flow effect . Yet
there was no sense of being in a strange world . I have never
known another state of consciousness that seemed so natural, nor-
mal, and proper . I seemed to know that this was the nature which
Reality must possess, and, somehow, I had always known it . It
rather seemed strange that for so many years I had been self-cons-
cious in another form and imagined,myself a stranger to all this .
It seemed to be the real underlying fact of all consciousness of
all creatures .

I remembered my former belief in the reality of suffering in
the world . It had no more force than the memory of a dream . I
saw that, in reality, there is no suffering anywhere, that there
is no creature in need of an aiding hand . The essential conscious-"a
ness and life of all beings are already in that State, and both
never had been, and could not be, divorced from it . The world-
field with all its striving and pain, seemingly lasting through
milliards of years, actually is, or seems to be, a dream occu r-
ing during a passing wink of sleep . I simply could not feel any
need or duty that would call me back to action in the world-field .
There was no question of departing from or deserting anybody or
any duty, for I found myself so identical with all, that the last
most infinitesimal element of distance was dissolved . I remembered
that it had been said that there were offices of compassion to be
performed in the world, but this idea had no reality in the State
because none there was or ever could be who had need for ought,
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bhawit9t, beside which all particularities are as nought . Per-
sonally, I seemed powerless in the process, not because I lacked
command of potential power, but simply because there was no

although those who were playing with the d7ream of life in form
might delude themselves with imagining that a need existed. 'Hut
I knew there was no reality in this dream .3°

The imperative of the moral law no longer existed, for
there was not, and is not, either good or evil . It seemed I
could invoke power, even in potentially unlimited degree . I
could choose action or rest . If I acted, then I could proceed
in any direction I might select . Yet, whether I acted or did
not act, or whether I acted in one uay or another, it all had
absolutely the same significance . It was neither right nor
wrong to choose anything, or, putting it otherwise, there was
neither merit nor demerit in any choice . It was as though any
choice whatsoever became immediately Divinely ordained and sup-
erior to the review of any lesser tribunal .

To me, individually, the State was supremely attractive, and
as the period continued, I seemed to be rising into an irrevoc-
able blending with it . I recalled that if in the self-conscious
sense I never returned from this state there would be some in
this world who would miss me and would seem, in their relative
consciousness, to suffer . Yet it was only with effort that I
could give this thought any effective force . For many years I
had known from my studies that reports existed of realizable
states of consciousness such that the relative state could be
completely and finally abandoned . I had also been impressed with
the teaching that it was a wiser course to resist that tendency
and hold correlation with the relative form of consciousness . I
had been convinced by the reason supporting the latter course and
had for some time resolved to follow it, if ever the opportunity
to choose came to me . This doubtless established a habit-form
in the personal consciousness, and, so far as I can see, that
habit alone, or at least mainly, was the decisive factor . For
.while in the State there simply is no basis for forming any kind
of decision, unless that ground is already well established in
the individual consciousness out of the life that has gone before .
As a result, there was a real conflict between . the attraction the
State had for me, as a center of individual consciousness, and
the impress of the earlier-formed choice, but I, in my inmost
nature, was not a party to this conflict, rather standing back
indifferent to the outcome, knowing quite well that any outcome
was Divinely right . The issue seemed to be a closely drawn one,
for as time went on--from the relative standpoint--the organized
man appeared to be vanishing, but not in the sense of the dis- .
appearance of a visually apparent object . It eras more a vanish-
ing as irrelevance may cauee .an issue or acons1feratiom to dis-
appear . It was as though Space were progressively consuming
the whole personal and thinking entity in a wholeness--compre-

reason--no desire--for rendering the potential kinetic . In the
end, I fell asleep, to awaken the next -morning in full command
of ray relative faculties, and clearly the issue had been decided .
'Was it a victory? Prom certain points of view, yes . Yet, as
I recall the profounder State of Consciousness, which has contin-
ued ever since to seem close in the deeper recesses of my private
consciousness, I cannot say that in the ultimate sense there was
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either victory or defeat . The choice was right, for no choice
could ossibl be t•rr °"

The full cycle of this final Recognition lasted for some
hours, with the self-consciousness alert throughout the period .
But the depth of the State developed. progressively, and at a
final stage entered a peculiarly significant phase which strain-
ed my self-conscious resources to the utmost . There finally
arrived a stage wherein both that which I have called the Self
and that which had the value of Divinity were dissolved in a
Somewhat, still more transcendent . There now remained nought
but pure Being which could neither be called the Self nor God .
No longer was 'I' spreading everywhere through the whole of an
illimitable and conscious Space, nor was there a Divine Presence
all about me, but everywhere only Consciousness with no subjec-
tive nor objective element . Here, both symbols and concepts
fail . But now I know that within and surrounding all there is
a Core or Matrix within which are rooted all selves and all Gods,
and that from this lofty Peak, veiled in the mists of timeless
obscurity and surrounded by thick, impenetrable Silence, all
worlds and beings, all spaces and all times lie suspended in
utter dependence . On that highest Peak I could Know more, for
the Deeps of the deepest Darkness, and the SILENCE enshrouded
in manifold sheaths of Silence rolled over me, and self-cons-
ciousness was blown-out . But o'er this I heard as the faintest
shadow of a breath of consciousness a Voice, as it were, from out
a still vaster BEYOND .

There remain to be considered the effects of these Recogni-
tions upon me as an individual center of consciousness, thinking,
feeling, and acting within the relative world . Of course, in this,
my ownn statement is necessarily incoyaplete, since it is confined
to an introspective analysis, and lacks the objective valuation
which only a witness could supply . But it can render explicit
that which no one else could know, since it reveals, as far as
it goes, the immediate conscious values .

The Recognition of September 8th and 9th initiated a radical
change of phase in the individual consciousness as compared to
the cycle of the preceding month . As already noted, the latter
was very largely an indrawn state of consciousness, and the phy-
sical organism tended to become overly sensitive to the condit-
ions of physical life . It was more difficult than it had been
to meet the ordinary problems arising from the circumstances of
the environment . The tumultous forces of the modern city seemed
far too violent to be endured . Even though living in the relative
isolation of a suburban community, there still remained the irrit-
ations of a mechanical age and subtle impingements of a nature
very hard to define . L•1y natural inclination was to seek the wilds
where the competitions of objective life-pressures would be at a
minimum. It was a real problem of endurance . In contrast, after
the final Recognition I noted a distinct growth of organic rugged-
ness . And, although I have never come to enjoy the harsh disson-
ances and regimented existence of modern town life, yet I find I
have a definitely increased strength for the Making of the various
needed adjustments . There is an increased capacity to assert
command with respect to the various environmental existence,_re-
gardless of inclination .
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On the intellectual side I have noted a definite revitaliz-
ation. I have found myself able to sustain creative and analy-
tic thought activity at a higher level than formerly and for
longer periods of time .Difficult concepts have become easier of
comprehension . The seeming aging effect in the mind, that had
been troubling me for some time, passed, and in its place there
came a very definite increase of intellectual vitality, and this
has remained to the present hour as a persistent asset .

The affective changes are in the direction of a greater
degree of impersonality. There is certainly less personal emo-
tional dependence, and, as far as I can detect, a practical un-
consciousness of anything like personal slights, if there has
been anything of that sort . I do care deeply for the growth of
durable well-being, especially for those who come within my orbit,
but also in the sense of a general social growth . Yet I find my-
coif considerably indifferent to, when not disgusted with, the
rather trivial foibles which make up so large a part of the day
to day life of most human beings . I am not yet superior to the
feeling of indignation, but this feeling is mainly aroused when
noting the rapid growth of Wilful and violent irrationalism which
has so rapidly engulfed most of the present world . However, I
recognize this as a defect due to insufficient personal detach-
ment . For, philosophically, I do realize that men have the
right to learn the lessons that folly has to teach,',:::.-,J_ it is
but natural that a certain class of leaders should make capital
of this fact . Still, it remains hard to reconcile current moral-
ly decadent tendencies with the decades and centuries of relative
enlightenment that have been so recent . I find that I had too
high an opinion of the intelligence of the average man, and that
the individual who is capable of understanding the wisdom con-
tained in the fable of the goose that laid the golden egg is
really quite above the average in his level of intelligence .
Frankly, I have not yet completely adjusted myself to the dis-
illusionment which comes with a more objective and realistic ap-
prc'ciation of what the average human being is, when considered
as a relative entity . This comes partly from an increased clar-
ification of insight,and while I am much more certainly aware of
the Jewel hidden within the mud of the personal man, yet I see
more clearly also the fact of the mud and its unwholesome compo-
sition. It is not a pretty sight and not such as to increase
one's regard for this world-field . All in all, the more objec-
tive my understanding of the actualities of this relative life,
the more attractive the Transcendent World becomes .

Probably the most important permanent effect of the whole
group of Recognitions is the grounding of knowledge, affection,
and the sense of assurance on a base that is neither empirical
nor intellectual . This base is supersensible, super-affective,
and super-conceptual, yet it is both conscious and substantial
and of unlimited dynamic potentiality . I feel myself closer to
universals than to the particulars given through experience, the
latter occupying an essentially derivative position and being
only of instrumental value, significant solely as implements for
the arousing of self-consciousness . As a consequence, my ultim-
ate philosophic outlook cannot be comprehended within the forms
that assume time, the subject-object relationship, and experience
as original and irreducible constants of consciousness or reality .
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..t the same time , although I find the Self to be an element of
consciousness of more fundamental importance than the foregoing
t_lree , yet in the end it , also , is reduced to a derivative pos-
ition in a more ultimate Reality . So my outlook must deviate
from those forms of Idealism that represent the Self as the final
'Reality, In certain fundamental respects , at least, the formu-
lation must accord with the anatmic doctrine of Buddha , and there-
-'o :e differ in important respects from any extant tTestern system .31

0
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Footnotes to Chapter II
~ . (?I3
In the symbolical language so commonly employed for portraying the .
stages on the Jay this ' critical points is represented by the
desert symbolism . The field of consciousness is watered by the
stream of libido ( the term of analytic psychology ), and when this
stream is turned off , the garden or Jungle which filled that
field withers, leaving a desert . Between the turning off of the
libido-stream and its subsequent break -through on another course
there is a lapse of more or less time , or at least so I found it .
The resultant state is one of aridity with no interest ahyrThere .
Itly tical literature is full of references to this stage .
2 .r.[
At this stage , encouragement from a Sage whom I knew was an im-
portant , perhaps decisive , help . But while this Sage encouraged
and stimulated flagging interest , he would not tell me what to do,
leaving me to my own devices .
3 .
In the contrast between the theoretical acceptance and the recog-
rition I did not find any addition or diminution of thinkable
content . But in the case of the recognition the effect upon the
mind was something like an insemination --a vitalizing force . In
addition to the unseen inward deepening of value , there was an
objective effect , in that the thought flowed more spontaneously,
more acutely , and With much greater assurance . The thought dev-
eloped of itself , in high degree , without the sense of conscious
labor . . At the same time I knew the truth of the thought and did
not merely believe in it . Yet , everything that I could think and
say might very well have been worked out by the ordinary methods
of conscious intellectual labor . But in the latter case the sense
of assurance is lacking, as Well as the sense of supernal value .
With these recognitions there is, in addition to the transcenden-
tal values, a genuine rejuvenation and vitalization of the mind .
This fact became extremely notable at the time of the later
radical transformation .
4 .
The doctrine of the non-existence of the atman . This is equiv-oc
alent to the denial of the reality of the self, either in the
sense of the personal ego or in that more comprehensive sense of
denial of substantive self-existence of the subject, whether prag-
matic or transcendental .
5 . P 7
About two months prior to the 'break-through', while occupied

• with a course of lectures in a middle western city, I experienced
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a three-week period of heavy drowsiness . Except when actually on
the platform, I desired to sleep practically all the time . I
simply had to give Tay to this inclination a good many hours of
each day, but it did not seem that I could ever get enough sleep .
The condition broke very suddenly, and then my mind became more
alert than it had been for some years . I was aware of a great
inner excitement and somehow seemed to know that I was near the
day of final success . In later studies of Dr . C .G . Jung's con-
tribution to the psychology of the transformation process, at
least something of the meaning of this stage seemed to be clari-
fied . In the language of analytic psychology, the transformation
is preceded by a strong introversion of the libido, followed by
a sort of brooding incubation . Normal sleep itself is manifestly
an introversion, and so it is quite understandable that protracted
introversion of psychical energy should produce a state of ontin-
uous drowsiness . From the standpoint of analytic psychology the
introversion of the libido and the incubation are the prior con-
ditions of animation of contents of the unconscious depths of the
psyche . I do not think that either von Hartmann or Jung has seen
into the nature of the Unconscious as fully as is possible, since
their views are limited by the methodology of objective empirical
research, aided by intuition, but, judging by the content of their
contributions, lack the perspective of direct mystical realization .
None the less, I would judge the recorded studies of these two men
as lying on the highest level of Western literature . I would rate
Dr . Jung, by far, as the greatest Iliestern psychologist, and von
Hartmann as a philosopher deserving much higher valuation than he
has yet received .

6t the time of writing Pathways Through to Space, one of the pur-
poses Teas the keeping of a record, not only of the inner processes
as far as they lay within the field of consciousness, but as well
to note external circumstances that might conceivably have some
relevance . I had been acquainted with this as a standard practice
of the psychological laboratory where subjects, or human reagents,
were required to note bodily and psychical states of themselves,
as well as more objective facts as state of v-Teather, external
sounds, etc . This data might or might not have a bearing upon
the outcome of a specific e~:periment, but the fact of its relev-
ance or irrelevance could not be determined until the results of
experiment were later analyzed by the experimenter . I followed
this rule of procedure in my record, not necessarily implying that
every noted circumstance was significant, but rather aiming to
record all that I could think of which might subsequently prove
to be significant, although it might seem to have no bearing at
the time . One noted circumstance of this sort has proved surp-
risingly significant . At the time of the period of solitude, I
was engaged part of the time in the exploration of a gold pros-
pect in the region of the !:other Lode country of California .
This entailed considerable periods underground, and, while my
thought was necessarily engaged a good deal of the time With the
concrete details of !That I was doing, yet my mind would repeat-
edly return to reflection upon the material in Shankara's work,
urhich I was reading much of the time when not actually other-
tTise occupied . At that time I did not kn .ouT that it was a stan-
dard practice in the Orient to place candidates for the trans-
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formation or "rebirth" and the entering into the earth .
Jung's researches have shown that in the symbolism of the Un-
conscious the unconscious itself is often represented by water
and the earth, as well as by other symbols, so that a dream orr
hypnagogic vision wherein an individual appears to enter water
or the earth carries the meaning of introversion of the libido
into the Unconscious . In connectionwith the transformation this
has the value of entering the womb of the Great Mother Uncons-
cious, preliminary to the Rebirth . Notir, there is some myster-
ious interconnection between the physical ritualistic repro-
duction of the processes of transformation in dreams and hyp-
nagogic visions and those dreams and visions themselves . That
such is the case is at least a tentative conclusion which is
forced upon one as he studies the Indian and Tibetan Tantric
literature, and the study of Jestern ritualism simply tends to
reinforce this conclusion . As I, myself, have never been orient-
ed to ritualism and have never sought from it a personal value,
the conclusion forced upon me that it does have important trans-
formation value is quite objective, all the more so as I find
in retrospect that I actually performed an excercise, unconscious
of what I was doing, which is a conscious practice in the Orient .
That entering the earth, literally, would have suggestive value
to the non-intellectual part of the psyche is at once evident .
But I cannot escape the conclusion that more than suggestion is
involved . In some manner, actual life springs from the earth
and the sea and so there is a sense, more than figurative, that
the earth is, indeed, the Mother . Now, anyone who has real ac-
quaintance with the transformation literature from the ancients
to our day is bound to be impressed irith the widely current re-
birth symbolism. Jesus, himself, said, 'Ye must be born again" .
But all life comes from the womb . Nicodemus partly understood
Jesus' dictum, but, being a materialist, he could derive only a
stupidly literal interpretation . The real gestation of the new
Birth is in the womb of the Unconscious, and for this the literal
entering of the earth facilitates the process . To find a ration-
ale for this, one must turn to the recurring content of mystical
thought . The mystic ever finds the world in complete correspon-
dential relationship with inner psychical realities . Hence, ob-
jective relations are not irrelevant, though the degree to which
they are determinant varies from individual to individual . With
some, slight contact with these objective factors is enough ; for
for others, protracted discipline is necessary .
7 . P__ I g
It has come to my mind that the reader might b_e inclined to ques-
tion whether the above account may be called a narrative descrip-
tion, as I did call it in the last chapter, since so much of the
writing is manifestly discursive . However, it really is narra-
tive description, on the whole, since it is a record of a process
of thought which took place and had vitally determinant effects
in the past . Only in subsidiary degree is it an autobiographical
material related to the objective life of a physical personality .
In much higher degree is it an autobiography of intellectual
steps and processes . Thus the discursive material which appears
here is primarily not interpretative after fact, but rather part
of a determinant in my own consciousness as it became more and
more oriented to the transformation . These interpretations were
pragmatically effective agents . Whether or not they have a larger
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objective truth-value is not the question that is before us at
present. Later, I shall return to this larger problem .
8.(J

I
c

At the time I was seated out of doors, a fact which may prove to
be of some significance . References to a value attained by being
under the sky with nothing intervening are to be found in mystic-
al literature . Edward Carpenter has said that he could not write
in the vein of Towards Democracy except when he was out of doors
under the sky . Itis significant that the Sanskrit'word Akasha
means "sky"as well as 'Tspace", "primordial matter", and in a
certain sense, the"higher mind" . The sky is the matrix of Light .
Thus the sun, the moon, and the stars are embedded in the sky,
and the whole sky, from theperspective of the earth, is luminous .
Thus, coming from underground out to under the sky is symbolical
of leaving the dark place of gestation and entering the Light-
world of new birth . That which was hidden becomes revealed ;
that which was unconscious becomes conscious .

The firlal thought before the "break-through" was the very clear
realization that there was nothing to be attained . For attain-
ment implied acquisition and acquisition implied change of con-
tent in consciousness .. But the Goal is not change of content
but divorcement from content . Thus Recognition has nothing to
do with anything that happens . I am already That which I seek
and, therefore, there is nothing to be sought . By the very seek-
ing I hide Myself from myself . Therefore, abandon the search
and expect nothing . This was the end of the long search . I
died, and in the same instant was born again . Spontaneity took
over in place of the old self-dotornined effort . After that I
knew directly the Consciousness possessing the characteristics
reported by the mystics again andagain . Instead of this process
being irrational it is the very apogee of logic . It is reasoned
thou ht carried to the end with mathematical completeness .
10 .( IC,
The Indian and the Persian mystics have developed a sensuous
poetic imagery for suggesting supernal Value, which reaches far
beyond that of the representatives of any Western race . To the
Western mind these portrayals seem extravagant . Actually, how-
ever, they are veryinadequate, since sensuous imagination is
crippled at its root by its medium. Mathematical imagination by
being freed from sensuous limitation soars much higher, but
nearly everybody fails to have an appreciation of what has happen-
ed . As the reader may be interested in a sample of the Indian
imagery, I shall quote a fewlines from the opening part of the
Mahanirvana Tantra (translated by Arthur Avalon) :

"The enchanting summit of the Lord of Mountains,
resplendent with all its various Jewels, clad
with many a tree and many a creeper, melodious
with the song of many a bird, scented with the
fragrance of all the season's flowers, most
beautiful, fanned by soft, cool, and perfumed
breezes, shadowed by the still shade of stately
trees ; where cool groves resound with the siwseet-
voiced songs of troops of Aspara, and in the
forest depths flocks of kokila maddened with
passion sing ; where (Spring) Lord of the
Seasons with his followers ever abide (the Lord)
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of (Mountains, Kailasa) . . . . ."
The "Lord of the Hountainstt is the Door to the Transcendent .
11 . P
The reader is warned that this is still part of the record, and
not the more systematic interpretation after fact . The contents
precipitated into the relative consciousness as a result of the
first insight had a more or less determinant part in preparing
the ground for the culminating Rec!'gnition which came later,
and thus are part of the aetiology of the process .
12 . P, 0
By "super--conceptual" I mean beyond the form of all possible
concepts 'that can be clothed in words However, the nature of
this knowledge is nearer to that of our purest concepts than it
is tQ perceptual consciousness,
13 .
Surely no one will be so clumsy as to suppose this 'universe
sustaining I' is any more the personal I ` than the reflection
of the sun in water is the real sun itself .
14 .
The residual personality continues to exist by karma, and con-
tinues to pay prices and reap rewards . But all this lies below
the new base of reference .
15 .
In my reading some years subsequent to writinm the above, I was
particularly impressed by a reference to the Ifiret in O .G .
Jung's Integ ration of the Personality. Dr. Jung quotes an un-
canonical saying attributed to the Christ, which runs as follows :
"Whoever is near unto me, is near unto the fire ."' (p .141 ) Here,
also, identification with the 'fire' is implied, as well as
effects upon those who are near .. Fire is that which burns up
and so transforms (sublimates) everything except the ash . To
understand these mystical uses of words one must isolate and
idealize the essential functions of the corresponding literal or
physical process,
16 .
At the time of the transformation I called this joy-filled 'force'
the "Current" . The latter term broke into my mind spontaneously
and was not the result of an objective reflective search for a
descriptive term . A'sense'of flow' is an immediate fact of the
state, to be distinguished-from the objective interpretative
judgment : tIt is a flow.' The step from immediately given
to the conceptual interpretation involves the problem of critic-
ism which I shall have to face later, But this much I may say
here--there are interpretations which one feels at once are sub-
stantially true to the sense of the immediate value, while others
falsify it . True, in this spirit, was the description I gave of
the seeming of the Flow.I said it was a Flow which did not proceed
from the past to the future, but, rather, turned upon itself so
that there was continuous motion with no progress or decline .
I later found that this conception evoked no intelligible mean-
ing in minds that were mystically blind . Certainly, in the
sense of objective reference it is meaningless, nonetheless I
must st_11 affirm its substantial truth with respect to the sense
of the immediate realization . At the time I was not familiar
with r.nalagous references in mystical literature, but I have found
them since . Thus, in the Secret of the Golden Flower the "cir-
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culation of the light" stands as the critical accomplishm nt of
the `Great Work' . In this, among other of_fdcts, immortality i s
accomplished . Now analysis of the symbols helps a good deal .
Thus the "circulation" suggests self -.containccT; oss, while the
straight line of chronological time has direction and is there--
fore dogged by the pairs of opposites . The time-line does not
progress any more than it degrades . It gives life and takes it
away0 Hence, the philosophic pessimist is the one who has soon
deeply . Only through the "circulation of the Light" is the
tragedy of world-life mastered .
117,
The first time I experienced the consciousness of benevolence,
certain consequences were striking . At the time, I was sitting
in a very humble shack, quite alone, located on one of the creeks
of the Mother Lode country of east central California . Insects
and other creatures were rather over-familiar companions . Spiders,
scorpions, daddy-long-legs (in great numbers), centipedes, slugs,
gnats, and rattlesnakes were creatures one could never safely
forget, But when the state of benevolence was superimposed upon
my own private consciousness, it included all these creatures as
much as any other . My good will included them equally with more
evolved beings, and there was nothing forced in this attitude .
It was no conscious moral victory, but just a state of natural
feeling. This state of immediate feeling is transient just as
is true of other phases of mystical states of consciousness . But
it leaves a permanent effect upon moral judgment . One can no
longer kill anything, no matter how repulsive or destructive it
may seem, without feeling of guilt . This definitely increases
the difficulty of objective life . For when the individual sees
the objective realities clearly he finds that there is no embodied
living in this world which does not imply killing, and, therefore,
guilt . The farmer must destroy the enemies of his plants and
stock, or have the latter destroyed, and without the farmer no
man has food . And then, within our blood there is constant war,
with tiny creatures being killed and devoured all the time .
Hence, all life here depends upon the taking of life . It is a
very ugly world that comes into view when the blinders are re-
moved from the eyes . Saints (who continue to live) and are vege-
tarians share the guilt with all the rest . The amount of guilt
does not vary, of course, but difference of degree is not a dif-
ference of principle . All men who live in this world inevitably
share guilt, and thus there are none who may cast the first stone .
There are none who may sit in judgment upon others, unless at the
same time they judge them elves and accept sentence along with the
others . Release from guilt lies only in the Beyond .
18 .
There is at times a spontaneous up-welling which leads to the
most effective production, but at the same time there is conscious
selection and judging on the part of the mind that was trained in
schools . The resultant product is thus a joint product of deeper
and more superficial levels, both part of myself . I might suggest
this compound action by a figure . If we were to think of the
mental accumulations of a life-time as being filed away in a sort
of hall of records in which there is only a dim illumination so
that, ordinarily, much of the material is hard to locate, and
therefore not easily used, the state of illumination is like a
brilliant light suddenly appearing in that hall which renders
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everything filed, at once available . The light has the addition-
al effect of leading well nigh unerringly to the most appropriate
selection of the material which is pertinent to the problem in
hand . The once known and forgotten tends to become known again,
and all this without laborious trying .
19 .
Thus, according to the handed-down record, Gautama Buddha dis-
couraged the practicing of the trance-state, though He did not
repudiate it as a possible means . Yet Samadhi is a fundamontal
part of the Buddhist Way . The implication is that bodily con-
dition is essentially irrelevant .

• 20.
A study of the word "ecstacy" in an adequate dictionary clarifies
a good deal that is confusing about the word as it is employed in
literature, particularily that of a medical sort . As the term is
of high importance in relation to mysticism, this study is very
helpful . The dictionary gives four uses which cover a wide range
of meanings, and I shall quote these in full .

Ecstasy is defined (See Century Dictionary and Cyclo_pedia) as :

a . "A state in which the mind is exalted or liberated, as
it were, from the body ; a state in which the functions of the-
senses are suspended by the contemplation of some extraordinary
or supernatural object, or by absorbtion in some overpowering idea,
most frequently of a religious nature ; entrancing rapture or
transport .

b . "Overpowering emotion or exaltation, in which the mind
is absorbed and the actions are controlled by the exciting sub-
ject ; a sudden access of intense feeling .

c . "In medicine, a morbid state of the nervous system,
allied to catalepsy or trance,iin which the patient assumes the
attitude and expression of rapture .('Ecstasis' is a synonym for
this usage .)

d . "Insanity; madness ."

Etymologically, the word carries the meaning of "any displacement
or renoval from the proper place, a standing aside ."
From the external point of view all of the four meanings are con-
sistent with the etymological sense of the word . But in the in-
tensive sense the difference of meaning is as great as the
difference between a snake and an eel, which are only anala§ous
but not homologous . In the sense of the first meaning the dis-
placement from the proper place" is true only on the assunption
that personal egoism is the proper place . It is a prime thesis
of mystical philosophy that this assumption is a fundamental error .
The primary meaning of the Sanskrit word "Samadhi" reveals a much
more profound insight into the real meaning of mystical Ecstasy .
"Samadhi" has the significance of "putting together, joining with ;
combination ; performance ; adjustment, settlement ; justification of
a statement ; proof ; attention, intentness on ; deep meditation on
the supreme soul, profound devotion ." Thus the prime meaning is

• that of 'bringing together of that which is improperly separated' .
This gives a value that is highly positive and superior, while
the etymology of 'ecstasy' is depreciatory . It is a difference of
viewpoint that parallels that between the Ptolemaic and the

Coper- nican systems, with the profounder Indian view corresponding to
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placing the center in the sun . The typically ancient Greek orient-
ation was not spiritual but sensuous-materialistic, the philosoph-
ers of the type of Plato and Plotinus being the exceptions . The
Greeks realized bodies rather than space . Hence a consciousness
which stood disassociated from bodies appeared as not in the prop-
er-place . The general Greek insight is not as profound as sup-
posed . It is the great exceptions who have lived to our day, just
because they have seen more truly, and while these have desert ed
the honor we have given them, they have not justified us in exGen-
ding that honor to the Greek civilization as a whole . Our own
spatially oriented mathematics is nearer to the feeling of the
Indian than the typical Greek .
21 .
So long as there is contrast and not indifference to the contras-
ting elements the state is not nirdvandva--freed from the pairs
of opposites . The feeling of superlative value is, after all, a
dualistic state. In a genuinely absolute state there is not, and
could not be, any preference whatsoever . A consciousness of
Bliss, of All ]Knowledge, or of Compassion is thus colored with
something relative, so long as it is felt or known that there is
anything else Trio! c~'.t'ferent value . Any possible report of the
state of nirdvandva inevitably seems to the relative consciousness
as nothing at all . This adequately explains : why the unillumined
psychologists view the highest of mystical states of consciousness
as identical with unconsciousness . There is a serious error in
this interpretation, but only he who has known the actuality im-
mediately can know, and he cannot tell what he knows to one who
does not also know. One can only categorically affirm : "It is
not unconscious ." However, it is as little like what is ordinar-
ily understood to be consciousness asto be indistinguishable from
unconsciousness as viewed from the relative perspective .
22
The manuals are generally, if not universally, insistent upon
mental quiesence and emotional calmness . I am not here develop-
ing a critique of the manuals but simply reporting what actually
happened . But there may be a v ;, : : ed of such a critique .
23 .
The reader must have patience with these unusual combinations of
conceptions if he would acquire any understanding at all . There
is no word -combination that is strictly true to the meaning in-
tended , and so the common medium is strained to suggest a most
uncommon content . In any case , there is nystery enough in the
relation rq a,idea to its referent , even in ordinary usage . Habit
has caused1of us to neglect this mystery , but it has led to the
production of many volumes out of the minds of philosophers .
24 .
When to wish for is to have immediately , it is impossible to
isolate desire from possession . The awareness of desire neces-
sarily vanishes . Ordinarily we desire and achieve the object
only imperfectly after much effort . Thus we are highly cons-
cious of desire . If there were absolutely no barrier to complete
fulfillment , there could be no more consciousness of desiring .
25 .
This is clearly a case of dialectic flow paralleling the thesis,
antithesis , and synthesis of Hegelian logic . Corresponding to
the thesis is consciousness conditioned by desire , to the anti-
thesis is the State of Satisfaction , and to the synthesis the
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State of High Indifference . Hegel is correct in viewing the
process as autonomous . However, I think we can trace the vital
logic a little more in detail . There could be no satisfaction
without an antecedent felt lack, from which desire grows . But
at the moment lack vanishes satisfaction withers as does a tree
of which the roots are cut . Then the dualism is dissolved,
leaving a non-dual state, which, aff ectively and conatively con-
sidered, is Indifference .
26 .
At this point I must take radical exception with the thesis of
Dr . Jung given in the first chapter of The Integration of the
Personality . There Jung says : "In the end, consciousness be-
comes vast but dim . . . ." It is no more dim than acute . It is
really nirdvandva, and no contrasting description is really valid .
27 .
Surely no one would be so stupid as to imagine that this a personal
power. The great power of the sun is not wholly manifested in the
image of the sun reflected in the drop of water . Inwardly, I am
the Sun, but as a personal ego I am the image of the Sun lying
in the drop .
28 .
It was sometime after writing the above that I became acquainted
with the one figure in Western history who reveals something of
the great Buddha's depth of penetration . I refer to Meister
Eckhart, recognized by some as the greatest mystic of the middle
ages, and in my judgment one of the greatest in Western history .
He is the only instance I have found in the West, so far, who
reveals acquaintance with what I have called the High Indifference .
In other words than mine he has expressed the same meaning as that
given above, thus : "For man is truly God, and God is truly man ."
Also, in the same spirit some centuries later the poet Angelus
Silesius (Johann Scheffler) wrote in beautiful simplicity :

"I am as great as God,
And' He is small like me ;
He cannot be above,
Nor I below Him be ."

There are always to be found witnesses of the Eternal Truth .
(Quotations taken from Jung's Psychological Types .)
29 .See James' use of the terms-'thick' and thin in the Plural-
istic Universe .
30 .
We are throughout all this presentation confronted with the old
philosophical problem of Illusion and Reality . It is involved in
all the great monistic philosophies . It appears that William James,
at one stage in his philosophic life, earnestly strived to resolve
certain fundamental difficulties inherent in such philosophies, at
least in their Western form . His effort failed and he gave up
11ism entirely, advancing in its place a frankly pluralistic phil-
Q~ Sr~ (ii'~J. While he did not dogmatically close the door to the pos--
sibility of a speculative resolution of the problem, he left the
impression of grave doubt that such resolution existed . James

• saw quite clearly that there are different states of consciousness
which are ineluctable facts If these are represented by the4. Vtwenty-six letters of the alphabet , then the unity of them all
would not be simply one fact , but the twenty-seventh fact . Thus
there is no reasonable resolution of the many ness Into unity .
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James' critical analysis is acute and is probably-sound if we
restrict ourselves to the limitations of Aristotelian logic . But
this is not the whole of logic, as Is evidenced by the development
of the logic of relatives, not to mention the dialectic of Hegel .
There is no good reason to suppose that current Western knowledge
of logic is the whole of logic . Now there is a logical principle
which, I believe, .so far clarifies the problem as to render . the
speculative resolution much more probable . I shall introduce the
principle by reference to a very common oriental figure .

People who live in a country where venemous serpents are a serious
hazard are familiar with the delusion of seeing a snake that is
not there . We who have been much in the wilds of the far West
know this delusion quite well . One early learns to be everlast-
ingly on guard, so that near the surface of his mind he is always
watching for snakes . Often it happens that a stick, piece of
rope, or other long slim object will be perceived, half uncon-
ciously, and lead to a reaction of the organism before rational
recognition of the object is possible . One seems to see a snake,
feels the shock, pauses, and perhaps jumps, before a rational
judgment is possible . A moment later he sees his error . I have
had this experience many times, and .on analysis find that it re-
veals a great deal . The snake, at first seemingly seen, a moment
later is a stick, rope, or such other material object as it may
be . The question then is, .what happened to the snake? Did a
snake become a stick, etc .? The final practical judgment is that
the snake did not become a -stick, but never was there . Yet there
is no doubt that, in a psychical sense , experience of snake was
there. Well, then, what is the nature of its existence? We cer-
tainly do not attribute to it substantial reality. It assuredly
cannot bite or otherwise be dangerous in an objective sense . The
moment after the rational recognition and judgment, there is
simply no snake . Further--and this subtle point is the very crux
of the matter--the snake ceases to have ever been . I know that
the process works this way since I have observed it again and
again . It remains true that there had been a state of psychical
delusion, yet there is a vital-ly important sense in which the
snake ceases to be, both as a present and a past fact . The del-
usion neither added anything to the problem as to how to integ-
rate it within reality .

Now, the speculative resolution of the monist's problem is found
• by applying the above principle of interpretation to the whole of

relative experience . The latter differs from the snake experience
in that it is massively collective and is generally not at once
corrected by a rational recognition and judgment . It is to be
viewed as like unto a vast delusional insanity and is to be cor-
rected as a dream.-problem is corrected, simply by waking up .
Human suffering is of like nature to the suffering of the delus-
ionally insane, and there is no real cure in terms of the premise
of the insane state .

• But what is the difference between reality and delusion, since the
delusion is a psychical fact? Simply this . The reality is sub
stantial, 'while the delusion -is empty . In Buddhist terms, the
only actuality in the delusional modification o : consciousness
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lies in its being of one sameness with the essence of mind, but
there is no actuality of content . All experience is simply the
revelry of mind and has no substance in itself .

The adequacy of the snake-rope analogy has been ably challenged
by Shri Aurobindo Ghose in his The Life Divine, with the conse-
quent introduction of doubt as to the objective validity of the
figure . However, the analogy does seem to be subjectively valid
since the relative co.nsciousness tends to vanish,like the snake
into the rope, while the self-consciousness is immersed in the
Transcendent . It appears that Aurobin do has made necessary a re-
examination of the classical metaphysical theories grounded upon
realizations of the above sort . This subject will be considered
,later in the present work .
31 .
The main text of this chapter was written and completed toward
the end of March 1937, just after finishing the text Pathways
T'tiTcoitgh to Space . The footnotes were added seven years later .
The latter reflect the expanded perspective afforded by a quite
considerable study of the transformation-problem, both in Western
psychological sources and in Buddhist sources which had not been
available for me prior to the cycle reported . Though the problem
has not had a wide consideration, it has attracted the attention
of some of the best minds the world has ever known . I know now
that although the ground covered has only rarely been traversed
so far, to Judge by the mystical records, yet all the Way has
been pioneered long ago . This simply reveals the fundamental
universality of the problem .
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PART -II

THE A2HORISriS ON CONSCIOUSNESS-WITHOUT-AN-OBJECT

Chapter I

The Levels of Thought

#10 in the semi-esoteric psychology of Buddhism, Vedantism, and
Theosophy, there is to be found a divivion of Mind into two parts
or facets) While it is affirmed that the essence of mind is uni-
tary, yet in the process of manifestation mind becomes like a
two-faced mirror, one face oriented to the objective, the other
to the subjective . Since the mind functions in considerable measure
like a mirror, it takes on the appearance of that which it reflects,
and thus its own essential nature tends to become hidden . The
objectively oriented facet reflects the world and is colored by the
conative-affective nature of the personal man . The inwardly
directed facet, like that which it reflec s, is marked by the
undistorting colorlessness of dispassion . But since both facets
are of one and the same essence there is a native affinity be-
tween them . Because of this, the consciousness of man, by the
appropriate means, is enabled to cross what would otherwise be
an impassible gulf of unconsciousness . This is not to say that

D
the empiric or personal man, if unpossessed of mind, would actually
have no connection with his roots, but it would mean that the re-
lation is unconscious in the strict sense . Through the doubly
reflecting mind of one essence it becomes possible, in principle,
for the personally integrated consciousness to know the roots .
Thus there is a Way whereby man may know the transcendent .

For Western psychology and much of Western philosophy the
acquaintance with mind is restricted to the outwardly oriented
facet of the oriental conception . This is true for the reason
that the exclusively objective methods of occidental science, at
the outset, exclude the possibility of direct acquaintance with
the more hidden facet . There would be little or no harm in this
if it were realized that only a facet, and not the whole, was the
real object of study, but all too commonly it is inferred that the
method employed can provide conclusions justifying privative
judgments . Thus we have the widely held attitude that the total
possibilities of human consciousness are exclusively of the type
that are true enough of the objective facet of mind . This stand-
pointJ simply is unsound, and this unsoundness can be verified by
the appropriate means . Here science, in the familiar Western sense,
does not mean "to know fully", but rather "to know restrictedly",
and therefore does not justify privative judgments . SCIENCE, in
the sense of knowing fully, cannot be restricted to objective
material, but must, as well, be open to other possibilities of
awareness . Western psychology is limited in its possibilities

• through a restriction imposed at its roots by methodological pre-
suppositions . Accordingly, mind can never be known in its totality
by this means .

As it appears through the Western method of research the mind
tends to appear as quite lacking in self-determination . Thinking
seems to be entrained behind wishing and unable long to continue
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on its own momentum . Thus the conception has grown that thinking tR
only instrumental t action, the latter being the direct ou gr w
of the conative fac r in consciousness . Clearly, such a view
greatly restricts the supposedly valid zone of the judgments of
thought . Among other consequences it excludes the possibility of
a genuine knowledge of the transcedent which is just the center
of focus in the present work .

It is a tribute to the relative competency of liestern psycho-
logic methodology that the derived interpretation of mind-function-
ing is in substantial agreement with the oriental psychology with
respect to the lower facet . This latter is often designated kama
manas,, but since kama is the vanskrit equivalent of 'desire', we
derive the meaning of 'desire mind', and this is very easily ident-
ified with thinking led by wishfulness . Wishfulness in thinking
is undoubtedly a dart truth, but it is not the whole truth .

No one may validly affirm the truth of a read or spoken state-
ment merely_ pcause he has read it or heard it . Western science
is by no- moans 'more insistent upon this than was the great Buddha
himself . Indeed, the latter was the more exciting of the two . .
The individual must verify for himself, or at least be able to do
so, before he may justifiably accept, save as possibility . Thus
we cannot affirm the actual;-Iy of the inner facet of mind until we
know it directly, as no more isignorance competent to deny its
actuality . I affirm the actuality of the inner facet on the ground
of direct acquaintance, and further affirm tr:n.at it may be know>
directly through the transformation process by any one who fulfills
the conditions .

There is another kind of thought, dispassionate and self-di--
recting, that stands; in contrast with the thought that is guided
by wishing . It may be said that this thought thinks itself, or
tends to do so, depending upon the degree of its purity . It is
not concerned with the preconceptions of the relative consciousness
nor with the pragmatic interest of man . It tends to be authori-
tarian in its form, and, while possessed of its own logic, yet
ignores or tends to ignore that part of loEical process oriented
to objective referents . Nost readily it expresses itself in apho-
ristic form, with more or less dissociation of statement fo n sta-
tement . But this dissociation is a surface appearance only . An
analogous form is to be noted in the groups of postulates which
form the bases of formally developed systems of mothei .atics that
by themselves do not give an explicit logical whole may be develo-
ped . However, the genuine aphorism differs from most groups of
mathematical postulates in that the latter are generally inventions
of the unillumined mind, while the aphorism is a spontaneous pro-
duction out of an illumined state . They could well serve as postu-
lates from which systematic logical development could be con-
structed, in which case they might well be conceived as authentic
axioms and not merely as fundamental assumptions . Something of
'the character of this thought I 'have been able to isolate, and thus
have been enabled to see somewhat of the root whence springs the
aphoristic thought .

•,"2 . There are certainly four kinds of thought which I find
discernible, with various gradations and intermixtures . Of these,
three employ or can employ verbal concepts with more or less ade-
quacy. The fourth has norelation whatsoever with any possible
word-concept, as far as its inner content is concerned . Thus the
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latter is not related to communic tion as between different
centers of consciousness . The otr three serve communication
in some sense .

In its most lowly form thought is inextricably entangled
with bodily existence . Here thought serves organic need and
relation . It is the commonest thought of everybody and is not
wholly beyond the comprehension of animals . This is the thought
in absolute bondage to desire, which has no value save as it
serves organisms . Obviously it has no eternal worth. Its langu-
age may be just as well the grunt or the gesture as the more
highly developed word .

Above this is a thought well known to cultured man . It is
the thought of the liberated or partly liberated concept, and
is thus the thought for which the word is the pecuiarly adapted
vehicle . This is the thought out of which grows science, philo-
sophy, mathematics,and much of art . It is extremely articulate .
In some manifestations it attains a high order of purity, but
may be more or less contaminated with the inferior kindof thought .
Most actual human thinking is such a contamination . Even those
who. have known this thought on its levels of greater purity
cannot maintain themselves at the requisite pitch of discipline
during a large proportion of waking consciousness . It is con-
sciously directed thinking and is achieved at the price of fati-
guing labor . The writing here, at this moment, is of this class .

At the deepest level of discernible thought there is a
thinking that flows of itself . In its purity it employs none of
the concepts which could be captured in definable words . It
is f luidic rather than granular . It never isolates a definitive
divided part but everlastingly interblends with all . Every
thought includes the whole of Eternity, and yet there are dis-
tinguishable thought,, The unbroken Eternal flows before the
mind,yet is endlessly colored anew with unlimited possibility .
There is no labor in this thought . It simply is . It is un-
related to all desiring, all images, and all symbols .

Between the deepest level of thought and the conscious
and laborious thought there is a. fourth kind which, in a sense,
is the childof these two . In high degree, this thought flows of
itself, yet blends with verbal concepts . Here the conceptual
thought and the transcendent thought combine in mutual action .
But the lowly thought of the organic being has no part in this .
It is a thought that is sweet and true, but fully clear only
to him who has Vision .

The best poetry has much of this kind of thought . It is
poetry that stirs the souls rather than the senses of men'. It
is the poetry of content rather than of form . But most of all
from this level of thought are born the aphorisms, that strange
kind of thought with is both poetry and something more . For it
stirs the thinking as well as the feeling and thus integrates
the best of the whole man . Mystery is an inextricable part of
this thought .
#3 It should not be hard to recognize in the transcendental
thought and the organic thought the purest forms of the super-
ior and inferior facets of mind . The conceptual and aphoristic
thinking are derivatives from these .

It is a misconception that conceptual thought is -
t r
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exclusively a child of the organic :kind of thinking -- something
which developed solely to serve the adaptation of a living organism
to its environment as the difficult1es became more comple,. It
has possibilities of detachment-that could never have been born
out of organic life . At its best,it is more than lightly colored
with the dispoassionate other-worldliness of the transcendental
thought . Something of both the .trarnscendental and the organic is
in it, sometimes more of one, at' other times more of the other .

It is in the realm of .this'kind of thought that the West has
out-distanced the East . It is peculiarly a Western power . Its
potential office in the transformation process is not to be found
in the oriental manuals . Here we face new possibilities .

The aphoristic thought is the child of the transcendental and
the conceptual . This is the highest form of articulate thought .
He who would understand cannot do so with his conceptual powers
alone . He must also let the understanding grow up from within him .

Footnotes to Chapter I

lIn this instance I am using 'mind' as a synonym of 'manas' .
TWhile< this practice is quite common it is far from being stric-
tly correct . The Western definition and usage of 'mind' is a good
wider than that of 'manas', which has a specifically restricted
meaning . For fuller discussion of this see Pathways Through to
Space, p . 193. ~

.

2The distinction between the two facets of the mind seems to be
approximately, if not identically, that given by Sri Aurobindo
in his The Life Divine in his usage of the conceptions of
"surface miii and subliminal mind" .

0
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Chapter II

Aphorisms on Consciousness-without-an-Object

1

Consciousness-without-an-object is .

2

Before objects were, Consciousness-without-an-object is .

Though objects seem to exist, Consciousness-without-an
object is .

4

When objects vanish, yet remaining through all un-
affected, Consciousness-without-an-object is .

5

Outside of Consciousness-without-an-object nothing is .

6 .

Within the bosom of Consciousness-without-an-object
liesthe_p,Qwer of awareness which projects objects .

7

When objects are projected the power of awareness as
subject is presupposed, yet Consciousness-without-an-object
remains unchanged .

8

40
When consciousness

consciousness of absence of
of objects is born then likewise
objects arises .

9

Consciousness of objects is the Universe .

10

Consciousness of absence of objects is Nirvana .

11

Within Consciousness-without .-an-object lie both the
Universe and Nirvana, yet to consciousness-without-an-object
these two are the same .
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Nithin Consciousness-without- an-object lies the seed

0

0

of Time.

13
When awareness cognizes Time then knowledge of

Timelessness is born .
14

To be aware of Time is to be aware of the Universe,
and to be aware of the Universe is to be aware of Time .

15
To realize Timelessness is to attain Nirvana .

I6

Consciousness,

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is no
difference between Time and Timelessness .

17
Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies the seed

of the world-containing Space .
18

When awareness cognizes the world- containing Space
then knowledge of the Spatial Void is born .

19
To be aware of the world-containing Space is to be

aware of the Universe of Objects .
20

To realize the Spatial Void is to awaken to Nirvanic

Void

21
But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is no

difference between the world-containing Space and the Spatial

22
Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies the

Seed of Law .
23

When consciousness of objects is born the Law is in-
voked as a Force tending ever toward Equilibrium .

24
All objects exist as tensions within Consciousness-

without-an-object that tend ever to flow into their own
complements or others .

25
The ultimate effect of the flow of all objects into

their complements is mutual cancellation in complete Equilibrium
26

Consciousness of the field of tensions is the Universe .
27

Consciousness of Equilibrium is Nirvana .
28

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there are
neither tension nor Equilibrium .

29
The state of tensions is the state of ever-becoming .

30
Ever-becoming is endless-dying .
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So the state of consciousness-of-objects is a state of
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ever- renewing promises that pass into death at the moment of
fulf illment .

32
Thus when consciousness is attached to objects the

agony of birth and death never ceases,
33

In the state of Equilibrium where birth cancels death
the deathless Bliss of Nirvana is realized .

34
But Consciousness -without-an-object is neither agony

nor bliss .
35

Out of the Great Void , which is Consciousness -without-
an-object , the Universe is creatively projected .

37
The creative act is bliss, the resistance unending

pain .
38

Endless resistance is the Universe of experience ; the
agony of crucifixion .

-A9J
Ceaseless creativeness is Nirvana ; the Bliss beyond

human conceiving .
40

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is
neither creativeness nor resistance .

41
Ever- becoming and ever - ceasing-to-be is endless action .

42
When ever-becoming cancels the ever - ceasing-to-be

then Rest is realized .
43

Ceaseless action is the Universe .
44

Unending Rest is Nirvana .
45

But Consciousness -without-an-object is neither action
nor rest

Attachment to objects
the Universe .

47
When consciousness is disengaged from objects

Liberation from the forms of the world-containing Space, of
Time, and of Law is attained .

by Time, and by Law .

46
When consciousness is attached to objects it is restric-

ted through the forms imposed by the world - containing Space,

48
is consciousness bound within

49
Liberation from such attachment is the State of

unlimited Nirvanic Freedom .
50

But Consciousness - without- an-object is neither
bondage nor freedom. 58
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51
• Consciousness-without-an-object may be symbolized by

SPACE which is unaffected by the presence or absence of objects ;
for which there is neither Time nor Timelessness ; neither a world-
containing Space nor a Spatial Void ; neither tension nor Equili-
brium ; neither resistance nor creativeness ; neither agony nor
Bliss ; neither action nor Rest ; and neither restriction nor
Freedom .

52
As the GREAT SPACE is not to be identified with the

Universe, so neither is It to be identified with any Self .
53

The GREAT SPACE is not God, but the comprehender of
all Gods, as well as of all lesser creatures .

54
The GREAT SPACE, or Consciousness-without-an-object

is the Sole Reality upon which all objects and all selves de-
pend and derive their existence .

55
The GREAT SPACE comprehends both the Path of the

Universe and the Path to Nirvana .
56

Beside the GREAT SPACE there is none other .
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Chapter III

0

General Discussion of Consciousness-without-an-object

#1 . The aphorisms which constitute the material of the
preceding chapter are to be regarded as a symbolic represent-
ation of the culminating stage of the Recognition reported in
the second chapter of Part I . The direct value of that Re-
cognition is inexpressible and inconceivable in the sense of
concepts meaning just what they are defined to mean and no
more . Of necessity, all concepts deal with content in some
sense, as they are born in the tension of a subject aware of
objects and refer to objects . Consciousness-without-an-object
is not an object on the level where it is realized . But just as
soon as words are employed to refer to it we have in place of the
actuality a sort of shadowy reflection . ; This reflection may be
useful as a symbol pointing toward the Reality, but becomes a
deception just as soon as it is regarded as a comprehensive
concept . Conceivable conclusions may be derived from the ori-
ginal symbol, but the full realization of That which is symbol-
ized requires the dissolving of the very power of representation
itself .

There are two lines of approach to, and employment of, the
aphorisms . They may be regarded as seeds to be taken into the
meditative state, in which case they will tend to arouse the
essentially inexpressible Meaning and Realization which they
symbolize . This we may call their mystical value . On the other
hand, they may be regarded as primary indefinables upon which a
systematic philosophy of the universe and its negation, Nirvana,
may be developed . In this case, they may be viewed as a base of
reference from which- all thought and experience may be evaluated .
From the standpoint of strict logic, they would have to be re-
garded as arbitrary in the same sense as the fundamental assump-
tions of any system of mathematics are logically arbitrary .
For any individual to determine whether they are more than arbi-
trary would require a direct Gnostic Realization of the Truth
symbolized by them, but, for the individual lacking such a
Realization, they may be evaluated as any system of pure mathe-
matics or work of art is commonly evaluated . In the latter case
they are justified if they enrich the consciousness of man,
entirely apart from any determination of their ontological
validity . I offer the aphorisms to the reader in this sense, if
he is unable to find any more fundamental justification for them .

#2 It is a fundamental principle of this philosophy that the
aphorisms are not derived from experience . In its employement here
I have restricted the term "experience" to the meaning formulated
in Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology . This rules
out definitely any state of consciousness which may have an
absolute or timeless character as being properly regarded as
experience . It is a primary consideration that experience
should be defined as a time-conditioned state of consciousness
in which events or processes transpire . Whether or not thought
with its products may be regarded as a part of experience, and
likewise whether "experience" is to be restricted to the "raw
immediace" of phenomena before it. is analysed by reflective
thought is unimportant for my present purposes . It is important,
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simply, that "experience" should be understood as time-conditioned .
This seems to be sufficiently consonant with the meaning of 1

the term as it is employed in the various empiric
philosophies . So, when it is predicated that the aphorisms are
not derived from experience, it is meant that they are deriva-
tive from a consciousness Which is not conditioned by time .
Of course, their formulation was an event and a process in time,
but it is only as symbols that they are time-conditioned . Their
meaning and authority inhere in that which is beyond experience .

I am well aware that several lphilosophies affirm or imply
that all consciousness islof necessity time-conditioned . But
since this is undemonstralb,e it has only the value of arbitrary
assertion which is countered by simple de ial . This affirmation
or implication is incompatible with the is realized or assumed
here--whichever way it may be taken . At t is point I simply
deny the validity of the affirmation and assert that there is a
Root Consciousness which is not time-conditioned . It may be valid
enough to assert that human consciousness qua human is always
time-conditioned, but that would amount merely to a partial def-
inition of what is meant by human consciousness . In that case,
the consciousness which is not time-conditioned would be something
that is trans-human or non-human . I am entirely willing to accept
this view, but would add that it is in the power of man to
transcend the limits of human consciousness and thus come to a
more or less complete understanding of the factors which limit
the range of human consciousness _qua human . The term "human"
would thus define a certain range in the scale of consciousness--
something like an octave in the scale of electro-magnetic waves .
In that case, the present system implies that it is, in principle,
possible for a conscious being to shift his field of consciousness
up and down the scale . When such an entity is focused within the
human octave it might be agreed to call him human, but something
other than human when focueed in other octaves . Logically, this
is simply a matter of definition of terms, and I am more than
willing to regard the human as merely a stage in consciousness,
provided it is not asserted dogmatically that it is impossible
for consciousness and self-identity to flow from stage to stage .
On the basis of such a definition this philosophy would not be
a contribution to Humanism but to Trans-humanism .

#3 . The Critique of Pure Reason I regard as a philosophical
work of very high importance . The most significant conclusion
of that work seems to be that the pure reason, acting by itself,
cannot solve the ontological problems . The reason can work upon
a material that is given, but cannot, itself, supply the original
material . If material is given through experience, then the
reason can derive consequences that are also valid within the
field of experience . However, the reason operates within the
matrix of a transcendental base, and thus is something more than
experience, though it be ever so impossible to recognize and
isolate reason before the consious being has had experience . The
transcendental base is a pre-existence determined after the fact
of experience . Now, if we regard Kant's criticism as a sort of
circumscription of a certain field of consciousness, his work
may well be permanently valid in its main outlines . I am disposed
to think that it is . But I question whether his analysis was
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broad enough to cover the whole field of human consciousness .
It would seem to fit more especially . that particular phastof human
consciousness in which lies Western scientific knowledge . In
any case , it is not an analysis of sub-human consciousness,
such as that of the animal , nor is it competent as a study of the
forms of consciousness realized in the various mystical states .

For my own part , I do not contend that the pure reason,
either acting in a strictly formal sense or upon a material given
by experience , can demonstrate a transcendental reality . On the
contrary , this reality must be realized immediately , if it is to
have more than a hypothetical existence . But assuming that a
given individual has awakened to transcendental realization, it
is possible for him to reflect the transcendent through concepts
when the latter are taken in a symbolic sense . Such concepts
may then serve as original material upon which the reason can
operate and derive consequences . Some of all of these consequenc-
es may well prove to have value within the range : of relative
consciousness, including experience . I do not suggest that such
a system will necessarily prove competent to render experience,
as such, unnecessary . It may only supply that which experience,
by itself, cannot supply, i .e ., an integrative framework capable
of comprehending all possible experience however unpredictable its
specific quale may be . Experience as raw immediacy does not define
its own meaning. A given "raw immediacy" cast in the framework
of traditional Christ n thclogy arouses a meaning that is quite
different from that `' `when the base of reference is such
as is assumed by physical science . Neither of these frameworks
are derived from nor proved by experience . Logically, they are
simply presuppositions from which observation, analysis, and inter-
pretation proceed . Historically, each has supplied human conscious-
ness with positive values, and for that reason has persisted over
considerable periods of time . But today we know that both are
inadequate . Our science has given command over external nature
that the older theology failed to achieve, but in turn it leaves
a very important part of the demands of human consciousness un-
satisfied--a fact whd;ch is exemplified by the growth of psychosis
and parapsychosis .

#4 A transcendental reality canndr be proved by logic nor can
it be experienced in the time-bound sense, but it may be realized
mystically . It is impossible to prove the actuality of God, free-
dom , immortality, or any other supposed metaphysical reality, in the
scientific sense of proof . With respect to these matters, either
to affirm or to deny is unscientific . The competency of any
scientist qua scientist need not be affected by either an attitude
of belief or of disbelief . But an attitude of belief or dis-
belief may make a lot of difference to him as a complete human
being. There is an enormous divergence between a human conscious-
ness which is rich and filled with assurance compared to one which
is starved and uncertain, and this difference is important to
relative life itself even though not affecting technical scienti-
fic competency . Practically, men assume much which they do not
know and which cannot be known within the limits of the methodology
of physical science . In spite of themselves, men do act upon
transcendental assumptions, even when the assumption is in the
form of a denial of the possibility of a transcendental reality .
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And all this does make a difference for life as actually lived .
• The man who has not realized the transcendental, in the mys-

tical sense of realization, is not freed from the necessity of
acting "as if" with respect to some transcendental base which
foams his outlook on life . Barring mystic certainty, the rela-
tive merits of one "as if" when compared to others is to be judged
by the values afforded for life as alb-tually lived . No dogmatist,
whether ecclesiastical or scientific, has any right to challenge
the freedom of any man in the selection of his purely transcenden-
tal "as if"/ Such an "as if" can never contradict the raw
immediacy of experience, since the former is related to value or
meaning, which is another dimension of consciousness entirely . For
instance, a scientific determination that the secretions of the
ductless glands, in the case of^given individual, differjs from the
norm, proves nothing concerning the value of the consciousness
ai; ;r® yed by the individual . The deviation from the norm may or
may 'not be favorable for avong life, but in any case this is irrel-
evant when we measure the 'value of the consciousness in question .
We are simply dealing with another dimension of consciousness
altogether .

The aphorisms may be regarded as affording a particular
"as if" basis for integrating in terms of value the totality of
relative consciousness . In this case, it is unnecessary to raise
the question as to whether they are true or false in the scientific
sense . In fact, they are neither true nor false when these judg-
ments are employed as they are in the physical science>s They stand
simply as the basis for the integration of relative consciousness .
They may be viewed as of only psychological significance, though
for me there is no doubt concerning their positive metaphysical
rooting . T11ey are not a mere "as if" for me, though I am quite
willing to assume the "as if" status for them as a minimal basis
for the purposes of discourse . However, entirely apart from the
question of metaphysical actuality, it remains true that there is
an enormous practical difference between a self which is out of
harmony with the not-self and a self which has attained harmonious
integration with the not-self . The steps toward such harmonious
integration in their less comprehensive phases are known as
"conversion", and when more profoundly developed, as "mystical
awakening" . That these aphorisms have the power to produce such
transformations I have already demonstrated empirically in connec-
ti.on with others than myself . This fact, alone, is sufficient to

• vindicate their use as an "as if" basis, at least in principle .
In his Dance of Life Havelock Ellis has developed the thesis

that both science and philosophy are arts and therefore have the
same justification as any other art, at the very least . THis is
to say that both are creative constructions, whatever else they
may be . In this respect Havelock Ellis' position is consonant
with my own . It simply means that a real philosophy is a Way of
Life, however much it may also be a system of notions . I regard
the aphorisms as affording a base that is valid in both senses .
HOwever , criticism may give them quite different evaluation de-
pending upon the sense taken . In any case, I insist upon their
value in determirig a. Way of Life . That is to say, that before and
above all other ways, they determine a religious attitude, But for
me, individually, no religious attitude is satisfactory which is

• not, at least, philosophically and . mathematically adequate and,
ultimately, justly comprehensive of all phases of consciousness .
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However, I ask the reader to view , and, if possible , accept this
philosophy as he would a work of art , even though he can go
no farther 0

#5 . The basis of integration afforded by the aphorisms is
that of the radical assertion of the'primacy of Consciousness .
I\ ,,this respect the present thesis stands in a position counter
to that of the so-called scientific philosophies . In the case
of the latter, matter, things, or relations are assumed as
original, and then consciousness is approached as a problem .
"How did consciousness spring up on the universal machine?"
This becomes the most baffling of mysteries . I affirm that this
mystery is purely artificial and grows out of assuming an in-
adequate base of reference . For 'matter', 'thing', and
'relation' are creatively constructed notions and by no means
originally given material . On the contrary, consciousness is
original and is presupposed in the very power to recognize and
formulate a problem . There is something sterile in speculation
concerning that which is eternally outside consciousness . Just
as light can never comprehend darkness, for the simple reason
that darkness vanishes as light penetrates it, so too the un-
conscious vanishes as consciousness pierces it . Thus every
element that is brought into any speculation is, of necessity,
within the field of consciousness . The Eternally unconscious
is indistinguishable, at any rate, from absolute nothingness,
if it is not identical with it . It simply is not for any
practical or valid theoretical purpose . This much we know,
even though we know nothing else, "Consciousness is" . For it
is presupposed even in the acknowledgment of ignorance and in the
agnostical and skeptical attitudes . But while every man is a
living demonstration to himself that "consciousness is", not
every man has realized that "consciousness-without-an-object is" .
The radical element in my philosophic departure inheres in the
"without-an-object" . Herein lies precisely the difference bea-
tween a state of consciousness that is only relative or sat-
urated in raw immediacy and no more, and one which involved
profound mystical realization . However, consciousness is the
common denominator underlying the possillity of any philosophy,
world view, religious attitude, art or science . I, therefore,
affirm the systematic primacy of consciousness as such .

As soon as consciousness is concerned with objects, inter-
re'ations and other complexities are introduced, and,'accord-
ingly, all sorts of divergencies . Deleting content, only ,
Consciousness-without-an-object remains as the common denominator .
If approached in a purely theoretical spirit, this might have
merely the value of an abstraction . I have demonstrated its
actuality as a direct realization, but found it the most diffi-
cult of all things to attain when starting from the basis of
reflective consciousness . However, when realized, it is the
simplest of all things . When I say that Consciousness-without-an
object is, I imply its independence and self-existence .
Everything else may be only a symbol . Problems concerning the
genesis of specific symbols may become very difficult and require
all the resources of highly trained capacity . But Consciousness-
without-an-object is an unshakable base, and thus is an assurance
transcending both the unverifiable faith and relative knowledge .
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As I assert the dependency of all contents upon Conscious-
ness-without-an-object, so likewise do I affirm the concomitant
dependency of the Self and all selves, because the existence of
a self implies the existence of objects, whether subtle of
gross, and, as well, the existence of objects implies the presence
of a self which is aware of them . The object and the self are
polar existences which are interdependent . The notion of a self
that is conscious without being conscious of anything does not
correspond to any possible actualityi The object may be very
abstract, such as a bare field of consciousness viewed as an ob-
ject, but analysis will always reveal a polar relationship . The
subject is the inverse or complement of the object, or, in other
words, its 'other' . Thus, for example, the object is the totality
of all possible experience, and this is manifestly multiform
and heterogeneous . In contrast, the pure self, conceived as the
polarized power to be aware, is unitary and homogeneous . Taken
in abstration, the object, as such, is not a universe, but simply
a multitude without interconnection and therefore not even a'
collection . The universe is the resultant of the interaction of
the self and its object--that is, a disconnected multiplicity
integrated through the unity of the self .

#6 . The technique of the higher Yoga would seem to imply the
isolation of bare subjectivity as Self-consciousness totally
devoid of content . The real ' .meaning of this technique, however,
is a shifting of the focus of consciousness toward bare subj-
ectivity and away from objectivity, with the goal being in the
nature of a limit which may be approached with unrestricted
closeness of approximation, but which is never actually attained
so long as any self remains . Fully to attain the goal is to
destroy the subject as well as the object, and then there
remains pure Consciousness-without-an-object--a :-state which is
equally pure Consciousness-without-a-subject . But so long as the
movement is toward pure subjectivity the goal is unattainable,
just as the last term of an infinite converging series is never
reached through a step by step process .

The aspirant to Yoga starts with consciousness operating
in the universe of experience and thought, and in a state of a self
entangled with objects . This is the familiar state of human
consciousness . The entanglement with objects leads to the super-

. postion upon the self of qualities properly belonging to the
objects alone . This state is akin to that of hypnosis, and is
real bondage--the great cause of suffering . The first steps in
yoga-technique have the significance of progressive disentangle-
ment of the self and of dehypnotizing the consciousness . The
process is one of radical dissociation of the self from objects .
At the completion of the first stage the self stands opposed to
and other than the universe of objects . Objects, now, are simply
witnessed as something outside, and the identification is dis-
solved . This stake may be represented by the judgment, "I
am other than that"--the "that" referring to all possible objects .
The second stage is ushered in by a radical readjustment in which
the self shifts to another plane or base, where relations vanish
and the self is realind as identical with content of conscious-

, ness . Superficially, this may seem like a recurrence of the
original participation or entaglement, but such is not the case
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as there has been a shift of base . The content of consciousness
now is the inverse of that with which the aspirant originally
started . The difference may be suggested by conceiving all
objects in the original state as being vortices or voids in a
supersensuous and continous plenum . The consciousness with
which the Yoga-process starts is exclusively aware of the vor-
tices or voids--the whole world of supposed things--while the
culminating consciousness, thus far, functions in the super-
sensuous plenum . That plenum is realized as the Self identical
with the content of consciousness--the state consistently reported
by the mystics . It is as though the "I", which in the original
state was like a bare point within the univergQand circum-
scribed by objects, ahhd suddenly transformed itself into a space
that comprehended all objects . But there still remains a self
that is aware, that maintains its own identity, and may be said
to •have a content that is the inverse of experience ; for such a
self certainly realizes values such as bliss, peace, and free-
dom . The more familiar name for this State i~,, Nirvana .

Most of the literature on the subject represents Nirvana
as the final culmination, but this is an error . Nirvana is
simply the inverse of the universe--thus not the ultimate trans-
cendence of the pairs of opposites . There is a still more
advanced stage in Yoga . To facilitate understanding of this
stage it may help if we review the significance of the first
step, considered as an affective transformation . In affective
terms, the first step is frequently called a renunciation of the
universe, i .e ., the breaking of all attachment to objects . The

successful accomplishment of the first step brings a very
great reward, that is, consciousness operative in a subjective
or inverse sense . The realization here is extremely attactive
but attractiveness implies a self that remains identical and which
is still influenced by valuation . Now, the final stage of Yoga
involves the renunciation of Nirvana, and that means the renun-
ciation of all attractiveness and reward . Such a renunciation
implies the final annulment of all claims of a self which re-
mains in any sense unique . Both consciousness as object and
consciousness as subject are now annulled . There remains simply
Consciousness-without-an-object which, in turn, comprehends both
the univers and Nirvana as potentialities . This stage is the
cultination of Yoga .

#7 . Modern physics and astronomy have developed a spec-
ulative conception which is, in some respects, an inverse re-
reflection of the view elaborated here . This interpretation is
derived from certain facts which haee come to light in recent
decades, partly as the result of the development of instrumental
aids to observation and partly as the result of progress in
interpretative theory . It now appears, quite clearly, that the
older conception of matter as being composed of unchang&ng and
indestructible atoms foes not faithfully interpre-f'the facts deriv-
ed through experience . It has become necessary to conceive of
the atom as composed of still finer units, such as electrons,
protons, positrons, etc ., and these in turn as being subject to
transformation under the appropriate conditions . When the trans-
formation takes place . :appears that ponderable .matter assumes
a state of radiant energy . This process, seemingly, ., Xs proceed-
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ing in the stars continuously and is the source of the energy
derived from them upon the surface of the earth . Apparently,
then, the stars are disintegrating in the sense that matter con-
centrated in bodies at widely separated points in space is being
transformed into radiant energy which spreads through-out all
space . All of this suggests that the various systems of stars
will ultimately disappear,as masses of ponderable matter, and in
their place will be a space uniformly filled with radiant energy .
On the other hand, observation of numerous extra-galactic neb-
ulae suggests, very convincingly, that both stars and systems of
stars are generated by anaggregation of more or less homogeneous
and amorphous matter into concentrated and more or less organized
form . These various facts from observation, combined with theory,
suggest the following conclusions;

a . That if the history of the stellar universe were
traced back far enough in time we would find a stage wherein
there were no stars, but only a more or less hoogeneous matter
and radiation spread uniformly throughout space .

b . That if we could follow the life of the systems of stars
far enough into the future, we would come to a time when most
matter, if not all, would be reduced or transformed into radiation
extending throughout space .

c . That the two notions of conservation of mass and of energy
must be united into the conception of a persistent Energy which
may appear in the forms either of ponderable mass or of field
energy, the latter including that which is termed radiation .

The above conceptions leave us with but one constant or
"invariant", i .e ., Energy,3 which may appear at certain times as
ponderable matter, and at others as transformed into the state of
radiant energy . If now we substitute for "Consciousness-without-
an-object" the notion of "Energy" ; for the "Universe"--in the sense
of all objects--the notion of "ponderable matter" ; and for
"Nirvana", the notion of "state of radiation" ; we can restate our
first aphorisms as follows :

1
Energy is .

2
Before ponderable matter

3
was, Energy Is .

Though ponderable matter seems to exist , Energy is .
4

i When ponderable matter vanishes , yet remaining through
all unaffected , Energy is .

5 .
Outside of Energy there is no matter .

11
Within Energy lie both ponderable mater and radiant

energy, yet for Energy these two are the same .

This physical conception has a high order of theoretical
beauty , and I regard it as one of the finer products of scienti-
fic art. It effects a very great c :nceptual simplification,and
enables us to picture a wide rango of transformation in nature as
experienced within the organization of an essentially simply uni-
fying concept . However what we have is a construction of the
creative intellect, in part operating upon a material given through
observation, and in part conditioning the observation . We have no
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right to say that this theory, or any modification which may take
place in the future, is nature as it is apart f ohm the conscious-
ness of all thinkers . Any question of the tru 'h or reality-
value of the theory must be judged in relationship to a conscious
thinker . Further, we have no right to assert dogmatically that,
even though for our science this theory should prove to be
ultimately valid, then it must necessarily be valid for any com-
petent thinker whatsoever . In fact, it is entirely possible, nay
more, quite probable, that the scientists of an entirely different
culture, although of comparable capacity and supplied with com-
parable resources for investigation, would none the less construct
an entirely different theoretical structure for the organiza-
tion of their corresponding experience . Yet, this would not
discredit the relative validity of the foregoing theory for our
present culture,

#8 The value of a theory or of any conceptual formulation
lies in the fact that it gives the intelligent consciousness a
basis for orienting itself and for achieving either purposive
control of, or intelligent understanding in, the sea of existences .
In the strictly metaphysical sense, i .e ., in the sense that is not
related to any concrete thinker, no conceptual formulation is
either true oA false, It isSimply irrelevant . Nor, on the other
hand, can experience prove the truth or falsity of any fundamen-
tal theory, though it can check the various derivative theories5 .

If we regard the fundamental theories--the original bases
or starting points--as only assumptions, then the whole of science
is grounded in uncertainty and affords no security . But if the
fundamental theories are grounded in insight--a mystical func-
tion--then it is valid for science to proceed with a basic assura
ante which is essentially of the same type as that attained through
mystical awakening . All of which simply means that science
completely divorced from the religious spirit is no more than
sterile formalism . In point of fact, much of our science is far
from sterile, but then there is actually much real religion in it .
This factor should be given a larger theoretical recognition and
its significance should be more adequately appreciated .

#9 . It is not difficult to see that the fundamental theories
of science are of the nature of consciousness, since their
existence is, for us, in thought alone--and a conscious thought
at that. But such theories contain terms pointing to referents
which in some sense have an objective existence . At first, one
may be disposed to think that these referents must lie outside
consciousness . However, it can easily be shown that even here we
have actually drawn upon no material from ',beyond consciousness,
though it lies or rests in another compartment of consciousness as
contrasted to that of the interpretative theory . We can illus-
trate this by reference to what is one of the most objective
notions of all physical science . This is the notion of "mass' . 6

When we ask, "What is mass?" we find that it is, in effect,
defined in two ways, as follows :

1 . Mass is measured by inertia in the field of a force .
2 ., Mass is measured by weight in the gravitational

field of a standard piece of matter, i .e ., the earth .
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"Inertia" is the name given to the resistance which a body
opposes to an effort ("force") to speed up its motion or to retard
Its motion . "Weight" is the name for the effort ("force") required to
hold a body against the so-called force of gravity . But what do
we mean by resistance and effort? Here we step"-out of the concep-
tual system into the realm of data from experience . Resistance
and e-f-fort-arc sensory experiences, particularly involving the
kinesthetic sense Thus, at least insofar as man is concerned,
both of these 'forces' are existences in consciousness . To
predicate that they correspond to existences outside of, and

• independent of, consciousness in every sense is to create a spec-
ulative dogma which in the very nature of the case can never be
verified . For verification operates only within the field of
consciousness . This is simply another instance of the principle that
consciousness can never know absolute unconsciousness, for where con-
consciousness is, unconsc iousness is not . Undoubtedly, speculative
theory can proceed upon .t ie assumption that there are existences
outside consciousness in every sense, but this is the assumption
of an "as if" which can never be verified, either mystically or
in any other way . The assumption may have a relative value, but
it lacks all authority, and, properly, may not be invoked to oppose
the rational right of anybody to refuse to accept it .

We know immediately that consciousness is ; but we do not know
that mass is, immediately . All that we do know concerning the
latter is that systematic consctuctions involving the concept of mass

P can be produced that give to man a greater command over nature
and establish a greater harmony between conscious man and the
apparent environment in which he finds himself . Yet both of these
are values within consciousness .'

From the basis of Consciousness-without-an-object there is
no necessity of predicating absolutely unconscious existences .
There would remain a distinction to be drawn between different
kinds and levels of consciousness, and in particular, the dis-
tinction between consciousness which is not conscious of itself
and consciousness which is conscious of itself . This leaves plenty
of roo for the existence of something beyond 'consciousness-
which :En or 'self-consciousness', and thus
there cyan be a flow into andout of the field of reflective con-
sciousness . This, I submit, is all that science needs to inter-
pret the fractional character of the data from experience . In
addition, the view I am offering eliminates the question : How is it

• possible for that which is wholly outside consciousness, in every
sense, `.to enter consciousness? Primeval Consciousness is the all
in all, and only self-consciousness grows .

While it is a theoretical impossibility for consciousness to
comprehend that -which is absolutely out .de consciousness, in every
sense, there is no theoretical barrier Which stands in the way of
self-consciousness spreading out in Primeval Consciousness without
limit, for self-consciousness is composed of the very stuff of
consciousness itself . An extending comprehension of Primeval
Consciousness by self-consciousness is simply a case of light
assimilating LIght . The light cannot know darknesp, because where
light goes the darkness vanishes, but light can, in principle, know
the light as it is of its own nature .

Opposed to consciousness as the only existence there stands the
• counter notion of voidness . In this sense the void is a somewhat

which is not, or has no substance . Now, without voids there would
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be nothing within the Primeval PLenum'of Consciousness to arouse
10 self-consciousness into action . The voids may be regarded as

zones of tension wherein consciousness negates itself and thus
blanks itself out in greater or less degree . Such voids have the
value of disturbance in the . primeval equilibrium . We may regard
this disturbance as acting like an irritant which tends to arouse
consciousness to an awareness of itself . It is an instance of
absence arousing the power to be aware of presence . Here, then,
we have a basis afforded for interpreting evolutionary develop-
ment . INstead of that development being a means whereby conscious-
ness is finally evolved out of the mechanical processes of dead
nature, we have a progressive unfoldment of self-consciousness with-
in a matrix of Primeval Consciousness . The play and interplay of
voids, instead of atoms of an external and dead matter, are the
background of the universe of objects . The voids arouse attention
within consciousness simply because of their pain-value . The
focusing power aroused by attention in time becomes self-conscious-
ness , or the power to be conscious of consciousness . The multi-
form combinations of the voids produce all the configurations of ex-
perience and thought, and these in turn have the value of symbols,
which in the last analysis are of instrumental value only . ' The
symbols indicate a pre-existent and fortless Meaning . When, for
any individual center of consciousness, the meaning can be
assimilated directly without the instrumentality of the symbols,
then for that individual the evolution of consciousness within the

D field of consciousness of objects has been completed . But until
that time symbols are necessary .

Now we are in a position to see the metaphysical function of
science . It is concerned with the progressive development of a
system of symbols, the raw material of which is given through ex-
perience . Science--at any rate in the sense of physical science--
is not concerned with a study of actual existences . Its raw material
consists of voids or absences . These are formed into a system
of relations that has value in expanding self-consciousness and in
forming a symbol of hidden Meaning . So, from the standpoint of this
philosophy, the work of the scientists is quite valid regardless
of the form of the working hypotheses employed . The o y point where
this view could come into conflict with the thought o' any individ-
ual scientists would arise in the case where the latter super-
imposes an extra-scientific interpretation upon the material with
which he works and upon his conclusions . The technical functions
of science do not require that its materials should be a substan-
tial existence . They only require that that material should fit
into an intelligible system of relations .

#10 . The most fundamental principle of this philosophy is that
consciousness, as such, is origi a and primary, and thus not merely
an attribute of something ~t as here understood, "conscious-
ness is not a synonym of "spirit", since, generally, the spiritual
or idealistic philosophies have regarded "spirit" as primary and
represented consciousness as an attribute of spirit . This leaves
the ossibilit that 4 ."4+ i n ome In of it total tiaracters s s sp , p c ,P y
may be unconscious, so that consciousness is reduced to a partial
and derivative aspect . Let this be clear, that here it is not
predicated that any spiritual or ether kind of being is primary .
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On the contrary, Consciousness is, before any being became . Thus
"God", whether considered as an existence or simply as an inte-
grating grating concept, is in any case, derivative . We may very properly
view certain levels of consciousness, which transcend the human
form of consciousness, as Divine, All terms derived from the
notion of Divinity certainly have a very high order of psychologi-
cal significance, at the very least, and I do make use of them .
But I do not regard them as corresponding to the m cEt ultimate
values .

It seems to be in accord with well established philosophical
usage to regard "spirit" as having the same connotation as either

• the "Self" or "God" . Following this custom, we may say, when con-
sciousness of objects is born, spirit also is born as the com-
plemental or subjective principle . Objects being taken as the equi-
valent of matter, then spirit and matter stand as interdependent
notions . Neither of these is possible without the other, though
spirit may be regarded as positive,, while matter is negative .
#11 . To predicate that consciousness is original and self-
existent does not imply that Being is dependent upon being known .
For while cognition is a mode of consciousness, it is not identical
Tkith consciousness . Thus affective and conative states are essent-
ially non-cognitive, . though they are part and parcel of conscious-
ness . I predicate that pure consciousness is the self-existent
antecedent of all these modes of ordinary s ;Sates of consciousness,
also of the less familiar mystical states, *and like-wise of the
forms bf-OonscioUsness characteristic of non-human beings . On the
other hand , "to know" does imply being, but the implication is of
an antecedent, not of a consequent . To become aware of knowing
is to become aware of the reality--in this case relative reality--
of Being . The awareness of this reality is something achieved,
but the achievement has not made the reality . However, to be known
is to exist , and this is a true sequential or derivative existence .
Being is antecedent , existence derivative .

To be known is to be an object . Since by "universe" I mean
the totality of all possible objects, it then follows that the
universe is dependent upon being known for its existence . The
universe exists for one who experiences or thinks, but for none
other . Even the Naturalist, who predicates the existence of
things apart from all consciousness, actually is dealing with a
notion that exists only in his consciousness . Her has not arrived
at something which lies outside consciousness, and only fools him=
self when he imagines that he has done so . Knowing is a Light which
drives away the darkness, and thus forever fails to comprehend
darkness . It is useless to predicate existence in the darkness of
total and unresolvable unconsciousness, in every sense, for it is
an absolute impossibility to verify any such predication . Such a
predication is not only unphilosophic, it is, as well, unscientific,
for science requires of all hypotheses toat they shall be capable
of verification . In fact, science even goes further than the mystic
and requires that the verification must be of a type that falls
within the range of the modes of consciousness of the ordinary
non-mystical man . Thus the scientist who blossoms as a natural-
istic philosopher violates his own scientific canons, in the most
violent manner ., It is at this point that the Idealist is rigorous
in his methodology, and not the so-called scientific philosopher .
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• All things exist as objects, and only so . Especially is this
true for him who experiences or thinks . To anesthetize the powers
of experienceing and thinking is to destroy the universe, but this
does not -imply the annihilation of consciousness in the Gnostic
sense . Consciousness remains in the Nirvanic State . If self-
consciousness has been developed to that degree of strength, such
that it can persist in the face of the process of anesthetizing,
then the resultant is an awakening to realization of the Nirvanic
State, otherwise this State is like dreamless sleep . But dreamless
sleep is to be regarded simply as a state of consciousness where self-
consciousness --that is, consciousness that is conscious of itself--
is unawakened . All men are in Nirvana in the hinterland of their
consciousness . The Nirvani, in the technical sense, differs
essentially from the ordinary man only in that he has carried self-
consciousness over into the hinterland .

Here I am introducing nothing that cannot be verified, for,
by taking the appropriate steps, men can actually take self-con-
sciousness across into the hinterland . Admittedly, this is not
easy to do . It involves a good deal more than the process of
verification adequate for the checking of ordinary scientific hy-
potheses . But it has been done . . I have done it, and I find there
is an abundant literature furnishing the testimony of others who
have claimed to have done so . This literature springs up at all
periods, as far as we have historic records, and through it all
there is a common thread of meaning underlying *a wide range of more
or less incompatible over-belief . Representative man of all cultures,
races, and creeds have supplied this common testimony . They agree
with respect to a certain consciousness-quale and that the basis of
this consciousness was direct, individual realization, transcending
both faith and authority . Thus, in the present thesis, there is no
violation of the scientific demand that a judgment of actuality or
reality must be capable of verification . But the verification does
require going beyond the ordinary modes of consciousness, and thus
does transcend the secondary requirement of Western physical science .
However, this secondary requirement restricts our science to a de-
limited field and is of only pragmatic value so long as it cannot
be proved that the ordinary modes of human consciousness are the
only modes there possible can be . No such proof exists, nor can
it be made, for the most that any man could possibly say is that,
so far, he, individually, has found no other ways of consciousness ;

• and that proves nothing concerning consciousness per se .
#12 . Modern psychology distinguishes between objects which it

0

call real and objects which it calls hallucinations . From the
standpoint of Consciousness-without-an-object there is no important
difference between these two sets of objects . The so-called real
objects are experienced by groups of men in common, while the hal-
lucinations are generally private . This is merely a social cri-
terion of reality and has no logical force . Essentially it is as
meaningless as determining physical laws b popular vote . Doubtless,
if a Newton, with all his insight and inte lectual power unimpared,
were transplanted to the environment of a primitive society and
judged by his milieu, he would be regarded as a fool whose con
sciousness was filled with hallucinations . The social judgment
of reality would be against him . Our society has reached a level
where it can verify the insight of Newton, in considerable degree,
but the validity of that insight exists independently of the social
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power to verify it . All of Which simply means that the fact that
objects exists for a given individual privately is not sufficient
either to credit them with reality or,to discredit them by calling
them unreal hallucinations . The probiein of reality is not to be
handled in any such simple offhand Wanner . In fact, such a-method
is sheer intellectual tyranny . St is : entirely possible that soc-
iety, and not the individual man, is the greater fool . I am in-
clined to think so .

Objects, ,hether of the corimon social type or the so-called
• hallucinations, exist for the powers of experiencing and thinking,

and thus both are derivative . If .by 'Reality" we mean the non-
derivative, then b,:)-.-h types of objects are unreal . In the narrower
or pragmatic set >e, the one type of object may be more real than
the other, when ;a'_>en in relation to a given purpose . It may well
be that in the narrow sense of the purpose of Western physical
science, the social object is more real, but from the religious
standpoint, in certain instances at any rate, the reverse valua-
tion is far more likely to be true. But here we have no more than
valuation with respect to specific purpose .

Some mystical states, probably the greater number, involve
the experiencing of subtle objects of the type which the psychol-
ogist calls hallucination . Practically, this has the effect of
classifying the mystic with the psychotic, apparently with the
intent of common depreciation . Such a course involves both in-
tellectual laziness and a failuro in discrimination . Since "hal-
lucination" merely means private experience as opposed to social
experience, .it constitutes no true judgnefiM of value . There is
often a world of difference between one and another so-called hal-
lucination . The difference between the state of consciousness
of a drunkard, enjoying delirium tremens, and that of a seer like
Swedenborg, is as far apart as the poles . All too often the.psych-
ologist calls both merely states of hallucination, and acts as
though he thought that by giving a name he had solved the whole
problem. A.s a matter of fact, the real problem here is one of
valuation, just as it is with social objects . The vital question
in either case is : How far and on what level do the objects arouse
the realization of Meaning? The objects which do this in higher
degree and on a higher level may properly be regarded as possess-
ing the greater relative reality . Thus, in a given case, the so-
called hallucination may far outreach any social object in the

• relative reality . .In any case, the type of the object, whether
social or pr7.sr'te, is not, by itself, any measure of its value or
reality. Neither type has non-derivative Reality or Meaning .

#13 . That in some sense the Object exists cannot be denied, for
it is unquestionably a datum for immediate experience . But-to
affirm further that the Thing exists is to add an over-belief which
is not necessary for either experience or reason . A.s these terms
are here imployed , the " Object" is to be regarded as always a
content of consciousness , and thus implies a relationship to or

• within consciousness . In contrast , the "Thing" is that which is
supposed to ex:'_s-;,, quite independently of any relationship to or
within consc i ousness . Thus the thing is to be regarded as a sort
of thing-in -itself which stands apart from any dependent relationship

• to consciousness as a source of its existence . It is not the present
purpose to attempt to prove that a self-existent thing is impossible,
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• but simply that the supposition of its,existence is neither practical-
ly nor theoretically necessary,_and also that its existence cannot be
demonstrated .

That the existencie of the Thing dannot be demonstrated is very
easily shown . For demonstration nester gives us anything but an exist-
ence, a relationship, a value, etc.i tot donsciousness . Hence, that
which is demonstrated to be is already 4 ,content for consciousness,
and, therefore, an object . Unquestionably, new and unpredictable
contents can enter empiric consciousness : To assume that the sud-
den arising of the new contents implies an existence wholly independ-
ent of consciousness, in every sense, that merely happened to enter
into relationship with consciousness ; may be natural enough . But
for logic this assumtion is not necessary, and, by hypothesis, it
cannot be empirically verified . For, so far as experience and logic
can determine to the contrary, it is as readily thinkable that when
the new content of consciousness arose it actually, then, came into
existence for the first time . No doubt, the notion of this birth
of an existence quite de novo or ex nihilo is repugnant to the
deep-seated conviction that all existences are :traceable to causal
antecedents . But, whatever validity may attach to this conviction,
it yet remains something other than a derivation from either exper-
ience or logic . That it is not a derivation from experience has al-
ready been well established by the critical analysis of David Hume,
and, accordingly, further discussion of this point is not necessary
here . That it is not a derivation from pure logic is also clear, as
we now understand quite well that logic supplies only the formal im-
plications of the given material upon which it operates . The innate
material of logic, itself, consists only of the original logical
constants, and, since the notion that every existence must have a
causal antecedent is not one of these, it follows that this notion
is neither a prerequisite of logic nor a consequence to be derived
from logical process alone .

There remains the question of the claim imposed by the convic-
tion that there is no existence which does not have an adequate
causal antecedent, i .e., that no existnece can be ex nihilo or
de novo . I assume the validity of the claim of this conviction
as a component part of consciousness, which is not derived either
from logic or experience . The question then arises : Does this
conviction require that the antecedent of a newly arisen object
in relative consciousness shall be a thing existing independently

• of consciousness in every sense? The answer is 'no', since another
adequate sourse is thinkable, and, in addition, has already become
.a working hypothesis of Analytic Psychology . We can conceive of
the antecedent of the newly arisen object as lying in the psycho-
logic unconscious . This interpretation is already commonly employed
in Analytic Psychology in the exposition of the aetiology of the
phantasy products of introversion . In the case of the phantasy
function, objects do appear suddenly from a hidden matrix, either
in ideal or sensible form . Analytic Psychology has found it un-
necessary necessary to assume a causal antecedent of such objects in terms
of things existing independently of the psyche in every sense .
To extend this aetiology to the objects of the objective senses
involves no logical or empiric difficulty, and merely extends a
principle of explanation with radical consistency .

• It may be objected that In introducing the notion of the
psychological unconscious as the causal antecedent of the newly
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arisen object we have merely substi.tut&16 a ;logical equivalent of
the Thing, existing independently of corisoiousness in every sense .
But this is not so . For, as has been shown already at some length,
the psychological unconscious does•riot imply unconsciousness in
every sense . It is merely' . that which is unconscious to ordinary
waking consciousness, whi6h .is quite different from saying that
it is unconscious with respect to .corisciousness in every sense .
For it is clear that consciousness which is not conscious of it-
self is indistinguishable from unconsciousness . Philosophically,
then, it is possible to of firm the exclusive existence of all
objects and their antecedents in consciousness and yet employ
the notion of the unconsciousness in the psycho_l ical sense .

From the foregoing it should be clear that the demonstration
of the existence of the independent Thing is impossible . At the
same time, in the latter part of the above argument, it has been
shown that its existence is not a necessary assumption for logic,
experience, or the conviction that every existence must have an
adequate causal antecedent . For I have suggested a thinkable aet-
iology which supplies what is necessary, and, yet, dispenses with
the notion of a thing existing independently of consciousness, in
every sense . This completes the formal argument . Let us now ex-
amine the extra-logical considerations which may bear upon this
proposed aetiology .

The requirements of a physical science are fundamentally
simple . Chief among these are the following: (a) The objective
content of the science must be of such a nature that it can be
perceived by the objective senses, either directly or indirectly,
through the intervention of instruments ; and these senses must be
exclusively those that are active in the typical representative
of our culture, or of the human race . (b) This material becomes
a science when, and only when, it has become organized into a ration-
ally thinkable system which possess internal coherence and which,
in addition, makes possible the prediction of future objective
events in such a way as to render either observational or experi-
mental checking possible . These are the two principal requirements
of a pure physical science . Applied science requires, in addition,
that the organization of the raw material of a science shall be
such that, at least, some degree of practical control of the ob-
ject is achieved . Any theory as to the real nature of the objects
which form the content of a science, that does not interfere with
the action of these fundamental requirements of science, leaves
to science the full freedom which science qua science can claim .
If the behavior of the Object were wholly arbitrary or irrational
in every sense, no science, pure or applied, could ever be possible .
A science is possible only to the extent that the perceived object
can enter into some relationship with a rationally thinkable system .
It is not necessary that such a system shall be the only conceivable
one or that it shall be the ultimately true or complete system . The
objective of physical science is partial . (a) It does not aim to
comprehend the totality of all possible knowledge . This is evident
from the fact that it arbitrarily excludes all material which can-
not be perceived directly or indirectly through the objective senses
of the typical representative of our culture or our humanity . Thus,
such material of consciousness as there may be which is available
only through other doors or by other modes of consciousness is extra-
scientific--in the Western sense--however much such material may be
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• an object for knowledge . (b) It does not include in its structure
those modes or aspects of consciousness which are not to be classed
as knowledge of objective content .. . Thus'Self-Knowledge or the feel-
ing of Love are not part of the structure of any physical science .

In contrast to the specialized demands of a physical science,
philosophy has for its field all possible aspects of consciousness .
It is concerned with the religious, ethical, and aesthetic values,
just as truly as with the general problems which are vital to the
existence of science . Further, its concern with the general prob-
lems of physical science is not greater than with the similar
problems of any other possible type of science . That the existence
of sciences other than physical science is more than an academic
possibility is revealed by the development of the psychologies with
a psyche9 . However, philosophy overlaps the motif of physical
science in that it seeks a systematic objective .

All philosophies fail that do not take into account every
conceivable possibility of consciousness and also grant to every
possibility full freedom in its proper domain . The current schools
of philosophy, known as Naturalism, Neorealism, and Pragmatism ,
have granted to natural science full recognition . Insofar as the
ethical problem•is conceived as a matter of social relationship,
Pragmatism has made valuable contributions to ethical theory and
interpretation . But all these philosophies fail--some of them com-
pletely--to give adequate recognition to the necessities of the re-
ligious and mystical states of consciousness . They are, therefore,
valuable only as partial philosophies . Much of consciousness-value
they either ignore or treat with an unacceptable coercion . They
are all psychologically one-sided . They represent, either exclusive-
ly or predominantly, the extraverted attitude in individual or social
psychology . They either neglect entirely the values that are immed-
iately apparent to the introverted attitude, or they treat uch val-
ues with the condescension of extraverted pride that is quie un-
acceptable to any well developed introvert . On the other hand, the
systems of philosophy classified under Ideal m, while they give with
greater or less adequacy recognition of he introvert and the re-
ligious and mystical values, yet they have failed with respect to
the extraverted standpoint . Since these four types of philosophic
system cover the ground of Western philosophic contribution, we
must conclude that the West has not yet produced the adequate philo-
sophic statement .

Why is it that the Western Mind so predominantly attributes
the reality-value to the material which is the peculiar concern
of phyciacl science? It is not simply because that material is
given as objectively sensible . Ordinary phantasy often produces
objects that are sensibly apparent, yet commonly these objects are
considered to be unreal. It is not due to the fact that the mat-
erial of science lends itself to a logically systematic statement .
There are mathematical systems grounded upon freely created fund-
amental assumptions that have the character of logically coherent,
systematic wholes . However, these are not commonly considered to
be possessed of reality-value . It does not inhere in a positive
demonstration that science deals with a knowledge of existent things
independent of all consciousness as such, as has already been shown .
There seems to be but one fact of experience that affords the ex-
planation of this attribution of reality-value to the material of
physical science and that is that this material is relatively
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• common and constant with respect to the vast majority of observers,
and that, so far as is comuonly known, no individual can successfully
act as though this material we11e nolc : Here there seems to be as ob-
jective somewhat with which the .conscious, being must come to terms
if he is so to adapt his life as to live successfully .

Certainly, there is some ti?ixig or somewhati in some sense, with
which the individual must make: J~erms . But this fact by no means
implies that that something' m-ewhat is an independent self-
existent reality . For wo can at an interpretation which, while
indepencient self-existent :, its i_ of it, yet retains for it its
condition ng character with =e ect to the functioning of conscious
beings . We may regard it as a collective phantasy projected from
the collective unconscious End tossing a relatively frozen or fixed
form, which, in turn, is but a measure of the stability of the col-
lective unconscious . This wov.J .d give to the projected phantasy the
characteristic of being an objective determinant, and thus it is
easy to understand why i'c should have acquired the seeming of prim-
ary reality-value .

Is there any respect in which the above interpretation of the
objective somewhat would be Incompatible with the facts of experience?
There seems to be no objection which will stand after examination .
The objective material of consciousness is given through the senses
and only through the,zsenscs . But the senses supply merely the forms
of one of the functions of consciousness, namely, that of sensation .
Here we are forever confined to material which is-.reducible to sen-
sation, save insofar as material from other functions of consciousness
are added to it . Much material which has an objective appearance
is given in ordinary phantasy, even though it is the general judgment
that such appearance is not an objective existence-in-itself . By
the technique of hypnotism, similar appearances have been produced
in the consciousness of the subject through suggestion . Here, again,
there is no question of a corresponding objective thing which is an
hypnoidal appearance the character of being a collective component
of all human consciousness, end then we may ask : In what wawould
it be distinguishable from the material acquired by ordinaryVextra-
verted observation? It would seem that every possibility of natural
science which now exists would still remain . The significance of
the scientific product, alone, would be changed . But this level
of significance-evaluation lies outside the domain of scientific
determinations as such, and thus there would be no interference
with the freedom of natural science in the field or sector of con-
sciousness available to it .

We should be forced to interpret the facts and laws of science
as being purely psychical existenoes, though of an order of relative
stability . The laws, as well as the facts, would have their real
abiding place in the psychological collective unconscious .

I believe this philosophy allows to science all requisite free-
dom to develop in its own dimension . The interpretation of the sig-
nificance of its facts, p :ooesses, and products, . alone, is changed .

• I merely challenge the pretended right of the scientist to hyposta -
tize the material of his science into a supposedly substantial and
independent Thing . Wits the abandonment of this hypostasis, there
falls all right to the claim of peculiar "realityr~value attaching
to the object of science or of sensation in general . There remains
a relative ox pragmatic reality--value which has validity within the
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restricted sector of consciousness involved, but only that . In a
word, the accusation that a given content of consciousness has a
phantasy-origin would no longer, by itself, be sufficient to es-
tablish inferior reality-value, as compa1ed with the products of
physical science, since this too rests upon essentially the same
ground . Thus the artyt nt which: serves . to undermine the reality
of religious or mystical hypostasis would be a two-edged sword
which likewise undermines the reality of scientific or sensuous
hypostasis . Thus far, the content of mystical insight would have

• a right to claim reality-value which is not inferior to that which
the scientist or extraverted consciousness may claim for his material .
In a word, the extravert must renounce his arrogant claim to pec-
uliar possession of the sense for reality . He is oriented to a
sector of relative reality, and only that . It is by no means ev-
ident that this sector ultimately releases the greater power . At
any rate, this question becomes an open one .

A. vital consequence of the present thesis is that, if there
is any power which can consciously operate upon the psychological
collective unconscious, then that power would be superior to any
of the products of phantasy, whether religious or scientific . For
it would be a power acting upon the root-source of all contents of
consciousness of whatever nature . Theoretically, such a power would
have the capacity of causing all the material of objective perception,
as well as of religious phantasy, to vanish or to be transformed
through processes which could not be objectively traced . Such a
power, it must be understood, does not imply the capacity to destroy
consciousness as such, but simply to destroy, or, rather, transform,
all content . It. should also be clear that such a power would lie
closer to ultimate Reality than any of the content of consciousness
over which it has mastery .

The practical question is : Does such a power exist? So far,
at least, I do not find it possible to give an objectively satis-
factory answer to this question . To my own satisfaction I have
verified its existence, but I do not find it possible to do more
than build a more or less satisfactory presumption for its exist-
ence, with respect to empiric centers of consciousness other than
my own. It seems that there is a Transcendent Somewhat which must
be sampled, at least, to be known . While I do affirm the reality
of this conscious Power which can operate upon the collective un-
conscious of psychology, I do not claim the capacity to coerce recog-
nition of either .

#14- . The term "Universe" is here employed with the connotation
of the Buddhist term "Sangsara" . Thus I do not confine the mean-
ing of "Universe" to the totality of all objects of ordinary waking
consciousness . It includes, as well, the so-called hallucinations,
dream states, and any other possible states of consciousness dur-
ing physical life or after death in which there is consciousness
of objects . Opposed to this is the Nirvanic state of consciousness
in which there are no objects for the simple reason that in that
State there is no subject--object relationship . Thus, Nirvanic
Consciousness is not identical with the totaltiy of all mystical
states df consciousness, but, on the contrary is the culminating
point of the mystical Path into the subjective pole of conscious-

. ness . Only a few, even among mystics, have gone this far, to judge
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from the available records . It follows that there are mystical
states which do not transcend Saigsara, and, in general, such are
the more understandable to objective consciousness .

But the further the mystic goes in his penetration to subjec-
tive deeps, the less he can say in terms that are intelligible to
ordinary consciousness, when trying to report the value of his
realization . The higher the point of attainment, the less effec-
tive does concrete sensuous imagery become as a symbol of its
value. Abstract concepts remain as effective symbols longer,
but in any case all that can be s M -is of value only as a symbol .
This is necessarily so, since the representation must be in terms
of objects, whether sensory or conceptual, whereas the actuality
is not an object . A o--called hallucination or phantasy may, in
a given case, supply a truer symbol than one formed out of the
material of ptzi'il experience, though this is not necessarily so .
In any case, the vital point is that from the standpoint of Nirvanic
Consciousness everything supplied by .the Universe or Sangsara is of
symbolic or instrumental significance only. A.t this point I am in
accord with the epistemology of the Pragmatists, but I go further
than any Pragmatist with whom I am familiar, for I regard all ex-
perience as no more than a catalytic agent, valuable as an arouser
of self-consciousness .

It is only recently that Western scholarship has begun to
come to an intelligent understanding of the state of consciousness
called "Nirvana" . Recent translations of authentic northern Bud-
dhist canonical literature should go far in the clarification of
the older misconceptations . The etymology of the term "Nirvana"
is unfortunate . To be ?blown--out' naturally does seem like total
annihilation . But this is a great misconception . A. truer under-
standing is reached by regarding the Nirvanic State as that realized
when the powers of experiencing and thinking are anesthetized with-
out destroying self-cons ciousness . It is a HM of consciousness
that is bloom-cut, not consciousness per se . To understand the
idea in a form that is at all valid, it is necessary to think of
all form or objects and all structures of thought and in consciousness,
in general, as being in the nature of limitations imposed upon the
play of consciousness . Remove the limitations, while holding to
self-consciousness, and the Nirvanic State is instantaneously real-
ized . Since this is a freeing of consciousness from limitation it
has been traditionally called "Liberation" . Thus 'Freedom' is the
prime keynote of the State . But from this Freedom, when realized,
affective and noetic values are precipitated . The latter, in some
degree, can irradiate both thought and experience, and thus be an
illuminating and blessing force within the universe . Consequently,
Nirvana is a State of consciousness which can and does produce a
difference of fact within the universe of experience . This is suf-
ficient to give it pragmatic value . But this pragmatic value is
merely a derivative and transformed value and thus of only partial
significance .

A. critical study of the use of the terms "Nirvana" and "Moksha",
in Buddhist and Hindu literature, reveals that the meaning intended
is not always the same . At times one receives the impression that
Nirvana is Absolute Consciousness, while at others one runs across
a differentiation between different degrees or levels of Nirvanic
Consciousness, and even the explicit statement that the Nirvanic
State is not an absolute state . Clearly, some of the writers are
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stricter in their usuage of the term than others . If we view the
term as sometimes used to designate a genus, and at other times a-
species under that genus, the apparent, incompatibility of usage is
largely, if not wholly, clarified.--'The-primary mark of the genus
would be that it is a state of consciousness transcending the sub-
ject-object relationship, and therefore . inevitably ineffable for
relative consciousness . Differentiation of this genus into var-
ious species implies that w!h 'thin the consciousness transcending
the subject-object relationship there are, differences of level or
phase, though these differences must remain unintelligible for the
subject-object type of consciousness, ,s such .

At the time of the deeper level of Recognition which occured
to me spontaneously on the 8th of September, I was completely sur-
prised . Up to that time I had found nothing in my readings which
had suggested to me the existence of such a state . I named it,
tentatively, from its affective quale, which had the quality of
thorough-going indifference . It seemed to transcend Nirvana in
the usual sense, since the latter is always represented as having
the affective quale of super-mundane Bliss . I had previously known
such a State, but, while on the level of the High Indifference, I
realized Bliss as lying below me, as something in which I could
participate or refrain from at will . Subsequent to the period of
being immersed in the Higher State, while functioning on the level
of subject-object consciousness, I was somewhat troubled lest I
had made some error in my interpretation10 . To check myself I made
a search of the available literature, but I found no clear verif-
ication until I chanced upon the translation of Tibetan Buddhism,
which Evans-Wentz has edited and published in English . Here I
finally found the references in which the Primordial Consciousness,
symbolized by the "Clear Light" and in other ways, is represented
as the container of the Nirvanic as well as the Sangsaric State .

hi rett ridh fi -my own n pecon rmecThis supplied a conceptual form w
ation of the culminating stage of Recognition . It made clear, also,
that "Nirvana", as sometimes employed, is made to include the "Clear
Light", a state which is neither subjective nor objective, while
in other connections it refers only to the purely subjective State .
Finally, I developed the symbol of "Consciousness-without-an-object"
as a representation with a meaning or reference analagous to, if not
identical with, the "Clear Light", and thus was enabled to add a
noetic designation to the effective one I had already found .

Consciousness-without-an-object is the keystone which completes•
the arch . It is the final step necessary to produce a self-con-
tained system of c-onsciousness . Nirvana stands as a phase of con-
sciousness standing in contrapuntal relationship to the sum total
of all Sangsaric states--the consciousness behind the Self which
is focused upon objects . It is thus the 'other' of all conscious-
ness of the subject-object t pe . But the predication or realization
of any state and its other, fn discrete stages, is not a complete
cycle, for the two imply a mutual container . This mutual container
is found in Consciousness-without-an-object, and this latter affords
a base from which Nirvana, as well as Sangsara, falls into compre-
hensive perspective . Consciousness-without-an-object is neutral
with respect to every polarity and thus in principle gives command
over all polarities . It affords the basis for a philosophic
integration which is neither introversive nor extraversive . This
implies a philosophy which, as a whole, is neither idealistic, in
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the subjective sense , nor reali.,'tic , but which may incorporate both
idealistic and realistic aspects . It should be equally acceptable
to religious and scientific consciousness .

. The actual working . consciousness of man is not purely Sangsaric .
Man's bondage to subject-object consciousness inheres in the fact
that , characteristically , hid analysis of consciousness has succeeded
in capturing only the Sangsaric element . For most men the Nirvanio
element moves in the darkness of the not-self-conscious , such as
dreamless sleep . In our Western philosophic analysis of relative
consciousness we have always come ultimately to a blank wall , though
even at that limit consciousness is found to be a stream . Whence
this stream and whither? For o nary subject - object consciousness
the final answer is the Unknown d the Unknowable . But this is
correct only for the type of consciousness in question . Conscious-
ness in the sense of Gnosis can and has gone farther , driving the
Unknown far back into the Transcendental Plenum . And who is there
that can place a final theoretical limit on this recession of the
Unknown?

The Nirvanic State is not far away , but near at hand , in fact
far closer than the universe of objects . There is no difference
between the pa?'oly subjec tive element of the subject - object con-
sciousness and Nirvana . And what is nearer to man than his most
immediate Self , that which he calls "I", and which is always pres-
ent, however much the content of consciousness may change? Man
has the power to see, yet he constantly projects himself into the
objects seen , and, complementarily , introjects the object into
himself , thereby superimposing upon h self the limitations of
those objects . Every human problem Q sows out of this , and the
never-ending stream of unresolved or alf -resolved problems cannot
be eliminated until this vicious habit is broken . Every other
relief is meliorative or palliative and no more . Mayhap melio-
ration does more harm than good . I am often inclined to think so,
for individual man might often try harder to escape from a trap
that had become completely unendurable , and thus succeed in the
resolution of the life problem more frequently than he does . Mere-
ly making the trap more endurable by melioration may well have the
effect of delaying the crisis , and so result in an increase of the
sum total of suffering . Let man so change the polarization of his
self-analysing consciousness that he may see his seeing , as it were,
and, at once , he breaks the participation in objects . Of course,
this seeing of seeing is expressed in the language of subject-ob-
ject consciousness , because we have no other language . In the ac-
tual seeing of seeing , the self and the object become identical .

When an individual has at last learned the trick of dissoci-
ating his ' I' or subject from the whole universe of objects, he
has, seemingly , retreated into a bare point of consciousness . But
the moment he succeeds in doing this , the point is metamorphosed
into a kind of space in which the Self and the content of conscious-
ness are blended in one inseparable whole . I have called this the
Spatial Void . Now it must be understood that this is not a state
wherein the individual merely finds himself in space , but he is,
as a Self , identical with the whole of Space . It is not conscious-
ness as functioning through bodies and aware of objects, but a
subjective state dissociated from all bodies and not concerned
with objects . Yet it would be incorrect to regard it as a purely
homogeneous consciousness in the sense of a fixed state , totally
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devoid of variety . For consciousness and motion, in some sense,
are inseparable .

To arrive at a symbolic concept which may fairly suggest
motion in the Nirvanic sense ; it is necessary to analyse motion
in the universe of objects and then develop its inverse . The
consciousness of objects is atomic . By this I mean that it is in
the form of a series of di scl=_'ete states or apprehensions, in the
sense in which Kant spoke of the manifold given through experience .
This is well illustrated by the cine*matograph, where we actually
have a series of still photographs thrown upon the screen in rapid
succession . The spectator i.s not actually witnessing motion, but
merely a series of still images . Only a fraction of the original
drama was actually photographed . Yet the effect upon the spectator
is very similar to that prcduced by original scenes enacted by liv-
ing actors . Now, actually the camera reproduces essentially the
process of visual seeing . A certlain amount of time is required
before an image can be seen, and thus the sensible motion of extern-
al objects is really no more than a series of images with gaps between .
All of which means that we do not see continuity . The same is true
of the other sense-impressions, as there is always a time-factor
involved in any sensible recognition . Again, when we analyse motion
we always give it a granular structure, even though our ultimate
fixed elements are infinitesfimals . Thus, both experience and
thought deal with manifolds, and never with true continua . In
this connection the analysis of Weie'strass is profoundly signif-
icant . By very careful thinking We~' strass reached the conclusion
that there is no such thing as motioh, but only a series of differ-
ent states or positions occupied by objects . As a judgment or
interpretaion concerning the universe of objects in its purity
as abstracted from the whole, I do not see how this statement can
be seriously questioned. it simplmeans that the ceaseless be-
coming and endless dying, which ma the universe of objects,,are
series of instantaneous states rather than true continua . This
would be the rigorous interpretation of being as it appears to
objective consciousness in isolation from other dimensions of con-
sciousness, and thus radically non-•mystical . It reveals beautifully
the absence of depth or substance in the universe when taken in
abstraction as only objective . The series of states are no more
than dead pictures, having no life or substance, but are merely
empty terms in relation .

The inverse of the phantasmagoric series, which constitutes
the universe of experience and thought in its purity as abstracted,
is the true continuum . The one is a granular manifold, the other
a flowing unity. Now it is true that man has arrived at the notion
of continuity, although, as Weierstrass has shown, he never really
thinks it . Continuity is the inverse of the manifold and is, of
necessity, recognized at the moment man became conscious of mani-
foldness, but this recognition involves more than the action of
consciousness in the objective sense . Continuity belongs to the
hinterland of consciousness . This simply illustrates the eternal
fact, i .e ., that the actual consciousness of man continually op-
erates in a Nirvanic as well as in a Sangsaric sense . However,
analysis has grappled fairly well with the Sangsaric phase, but
has remained generally not-self-conscious with respect to the Nirvanic .

This all leads us to the point that the unity of Nirvanic Con-
sciousness is better symbolized by the notion of the true continuum
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than by the finite number 1 (one ) . For the number one is a fixed
entity representing a single empty term, which in turn always im-
plies the manifold of all numbers . In other words, the unity of
numeral one is an abstraction and not a concrete actuality. It
is the unity of the continuum , in the true sense , that symbolizes
the unity of the Nirvanic State . The Nirvanic Consciousness is
not granular but flowing . , It is without parts , in the sense of
finite proper parts , but its a ceaselessly flowing and self-con-
tained stream . It is not a stream from past to future, that im-
plies division by the point called the "present" , but a flowing
which comprehends the totality which appears in the universe of
objects as the temporal series .

That which appears in man as the persistent Self--the Witness
of the universe- drama--is the dividing and uniting point of two
worlds of consciousness . Before our consciousness lies the universe
of objects , but behind is the hinterland of the Self , and this is
Nirvana . But the hinterland of the Self is also the hinterland of
all objects . In this hinterland we do not have merely empty terms
in relation, perceived by the Self ; we have a ,continuum in which the
inverse of the self is identical with the inverse of all objects .
Here consciousness , substance and energy , or life , are interchange-
able terms . Here , also , the sterile and empty terms - in-relation are
replaced by a pregnant Meaning . Without this Meaning man simply
cannot live . The more closely man identifies himself with objects,
or mere empty terms- in-relation , the more starved he becomes, and in
the end , if this condition is continued too far , real death must
follow . By real death I mean the loss of self -consciousness .

Actually , man has rarely succeeded in comple tely isolating
himself from the inflow of consciousness from the hinterland . For
the. greater part , he has simply received this inflow and has not
succeeded in being self - conscious with respect to it . Unknowlingly,
he has received some nourishment , otherwise life in the universe of
objects would have failed ere now . Yet, except for a few among the
human whole , the stream of nourishment has been so poor that man
suffers the travail of slow starvation . Great is the need that the
stream be increased . Now, this increase is accomplished by opening
the gates to the hinterland through at least some degree of Recog-
nition . This means becoming self-conscious , in at least some measure,
of the stream of Nirvanic Consciousness and realizing oneself as
identical with it . We need more philosophy conceived as a Way of Life
and less emphasis upon systems of bare terms in relation .
#15 . It has been stated that the key to Nirvanic Consciousness
consists of an anesthetizing of the power of experienceing and of
thinking , combined with a continuing of self - consciousness . This is
the essential process which reveals the significance of the step .
Practically , the process of transformation may or may not involve the
complete anesthetizing . If the anesthesia is complete , then the con-
sciousness of the universe of objects is wholly annulled , either tem-
porarily or permanently . This is the mystic destruction of the uni-
verse and the Awakening to the Nirvanic States . Objectively viewed,
the individual who does this appears to enter a complete state of
ecstatic trance , in which there is a suspension of vital and conscious
process in the sangsaric sense . This is all that the physical scien-
tist qua physical scientist can observe . And if the observer holds
to the theory that the sangsaric type of consciousness is the only
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• possible consciousness, thene he would say the trance involved the
total extinction of consciousness in every sense, Some psychologists
take this position, but, since they are' unable to trace what they
cannot see, they are quite unqualified to pass judgment upon the
state in question . For in this matter, ., the bare observer is entire-
ly helpless . The realizer may report the continuity of his self-
consciousness, but the observer, as such, has no check whatsoever . If,
in turn, he should become a realizer .in his own right, then he would
Know, but that knowing would not be the result of his observing ex-
ternal states of conditions ; He would no longer be a bare observer .

'~ Now, it is possible ; by a modified technique, to become a
realizer and remain, in some degree an observer at the same time .
In this case, there is substituted for the literal anesthetizing a
process of dissociation of the two kinds of consciousness . The think-
ing and experienceing powers are set on one side, as it were, while
the larger portion of the self-conscious principle, but not all, is
withdrawn into the hinterland . In this case, there is no black-out
trance-state but a sort of slowing down of the sangsaric consciousness
and the objective life-stream . It is a critical kind of balance to
maintain, as there is a constant tendency for the consciousness prin-
ciple to 'flop over' completely to the one side or the other . But
if, through steadiness of the will, the balance is maintained and
the self-analyzing power functions with clear discrimination, then
it is possible to be conscious on two levels without confusion . In
this case, dissociation accomplishes the essential effect of the an-
esthesia .

The latter technique has a decided advantage, in that it effects
a conscious bridging of two levels of consciousness . This facilitates
the construction of interpretative symbols, and, as well, opens a
door whereby a stream of Nirvanic Consciousness may be made to pene-
trate the universe of objects and be more or less consciously :-
directed .
#16 . From the standpoint of Consciousness-without-an-object there
is no problem concerning immortality . The directly known truth is :
"Immortality is, but no embodied or object-bound stage of conscious-
ness is immortal ." This simply means that the Sea of Consciousness
is without beginning or end, being completely unconditioned by time,
but the various stages wherein that Sa a supports objects are tem-
porary . Thus man as man is not immortal . Here it must be under-
stood that 'man', as well as any other name of an object, is only

• a designation for a stage along the Way . Immortality attaches to
consciousness as a principle, not to the stages, Man may achieve
immortality by superimposing his evolved power of self-conscious-
ness upon the Primordial Consciousness itself, but in this case he
simply ceases to be a man . The self-conscious Nirvana is no longer
a man, though in his case the differentiated consciousness-principle
once passed through the human stage . Actually, the Nirvana is a
Divine, rather than a human, being . The consciousness-principle is the
Pilgrim which passes through many stages, absorbing from those stages
many values in terms of progressively awakened self-consciousness .

• When man succeeds in assimilating the Pilgrim by transf-=.rence of
his self-consciousness, then his self-identity is one with immortal
consciousness, but the self-identity ceases to be merely human . Put
in other terms, all somatic stages are temporary ; the consciousness

• stream is without beginning or end .
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But while immortality ceases to .be a problem, an entirely
different problem arises . This may be stated in the form : "How
is it possible, within a beginningless and endless Primordial
Consciousness, for transitory states to arise?" ,,I am not here
attempting any solution of this problem but simply indicating
the shift of problem form . This new problem unlike the old one
concerning immortality, has :no tragic implications . Deflective
consciousness, aided by insight and observation ; may undertake its
resolution at leisure, with all the time in the world to complete
the search . For with the problem thus stated, there is no deep
religious or psychological need at stake . The resolution of the
problem would have theoretical and working value, but there is no
time-pressure to drive reflective consciousness to a quick solution .

There is but one consideration that I shall suggest here . It
is unthinkable that the formless and attributeless Primordial
Consciousness, all of a sudden, at a certain point started to pro-
ject Itself into the subject-object series of states . Rather, no
beginning or end to the series of states is thinkable, one state
being always the consequent of a preceding state and the cause of
the one that follows . Consciousness-without-an-object is not a
First Cause ; it is the substratum underlying all possible states
and causes .
#17 . For one who has made himself familiar with the stream of West-
ern philosophy from the time of the Greeks to the present day it
should be evident that there are certain differences of base and
valuation which have divided philosophers throughout the whole of
that period . The development of scientific knowledge, of mathe-
matics, and of epistemological criticism has not succeeded in
bridging these differences so that a philosophic agreement could be
effected . All these developments have only had the effect of chang-
ing the form in which the differences appear, so that they have
become more subtle and intellectually sophisticated, but the es-
sential differences still remain, however much transformed in their
statement . There still are incompatible philosophic schools, re-
presented by men of comparable degrees of intellectual ability,
training, and knowledge . All of which reveals, clearly, that the
factors which make for philosophic differences run deeper than the
material with which science can deal and resolve factually and inter-
pretatively once for all .

Some psychologists have taken cognizance of these'philosophical
tendencies and have shown that they are connected with differences
of psychological type . The immediately taken base and the accepted
values are not the same for all men . And this immediate element
belongs more to religion, in the broad and fundamental sense, than
it does to science . In fact, that attitude which makes the seienti-
fic point of view itself possible is of the nature of these more
fundamental and extra-scientific adjustments . Justice demands that
we accept these differences of adjustment as relatively valid and
renounce the hope and desire for universal philosophic conformity .
The conflict of philosophic schools is both desirable and necessary .

Two important types of differences in valuation and
immediate insight will acount for the principle differences of
philosophic systems . One is a difference in the valuation of the
two principle of objects, i .e ., objects of sense and objects
of thought . The other is a difference in the valuation of
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objectivity , as such , as contrasted to the subjective pole of con-
sciousness . These differences I shall discuss briefly so as to
relate my own system to them more clearly .

Evidently the overwhelming majority of men in thought and
practice most of the time predicate . substantial reality of the
objects of sensation , particularly in terms of the social waking
consciousness of our ordinary life : Most , though not all, physical
scientists take this position , as well-as the majority of the men
of action . Among the current philosophical . tendencies Naturalism
definitely , and sometimes quite naively , takes this standpoint .
.This is also true . in considerable degree , but not entirely, of the
representatives of Pragmatism . The position of Neo - Realism is
more involved , in that , while it is highly objective , its objects
are not conceived as objects of sensation or of thought, but as
independent existences , which , in their real nature , are neither
psychical nor physical , though capable of passing through both psy-
chical and physical systems without being altered in their essen-
tial nature . However , Neo-Realism is frankly and intensely objective
in its valuation , and therefore stands in closer relationship to
both Pragmatism and Naturalism than it does to Idealism .

There is a smaller class of men who find the objects of thought
more real than the objects of sensation . These are represented in
the philosophical systems of rational Scholasticism , Rationalism
proper , and in those philosophical systems currently called intell-
ectualistic . There may be more or less blending between these
philosophic currents and Naturalism , Neo-Realism , and Idealism,
though they are definitely non-pragmatic, since the latter school
seems pretty thoroughly united on the principle of anti - intellec-
tualism , in the philosophic sense .

The two foregoing groups largely agree in that they attach
primary importance to objects , in some sense , and may be divided by
regarding one group as sensationalistic and the other as rational-
istic or intellectualistic .

In contrast to both these groups there stand those who attach
the greater reality to the subjective pole of consciousness . In the
philosophies these are represented by Idealism and Vedantism . How-
ever , this class seems to be more widely represented by individuals
whose dominant expression is not consciously philosophical . More
often their , expression appears in the form of a mysticism which is
more poetic than philosophical . Yet, within the mystical group,
there is a further differentiation to be made between those who
emphasize union with God and those who emphasize union with the
Self in a transcendental sense . However , the whole ystical move-
ment is in a subjective direction , so, when the emphis is placed
upon more or less Divine objects , these objects are subtle rather
than gross .

In the present system all objects are regarded as derivative,
and therefore possessing , at best, only a derivative or symbolic
reality . Yet some objects may have a higher order of relative
refit i ty thar. c%ther s . I have already pointed out that the valuation
here is relative to purpose and not absolute . Thus, the ordinary
gross objects of sense , common to waking consciousness , are given
no superior status as such . Essentially , dream objects and mystical
objects are given the same validity. Relative to a particular
purpose , the one or the other class of objects may be judged as
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possessing the superior order of reality : .Concerning the two
classes of objects, i .e ., objects of .sensation whether subtle or
gross, and objects of thought, the same .principle applies . Objects
of thought, or some classes of the objects :,of thoug t, may, in some
purposive situations, possess an inferior reality as compared to
that attaching to the objects, of sensation . Oh the other hand,
the reverse is equally true in other purposive situations . To sum
up ; All objects of whatever type ; whether objects for sensation or
for thought, whether subtle or gross, whether .abstract or concrete,
in the last analysis possess bnly .a deriVative reality, and thus
may be regarded finally as a seeming .only

There remains to be considered the 'View this system presents
concerning the subjective pole of cbnsciousriess ; In this, I-am
referring to that which is variously known as the .tegot, whether in
the personal or higher sense, the 'I', the 'self', or the tAtmant,
whether in the individual or supreme sense . In this subjective
pole there are discernible differentia, just as there are between
different classes of objects . Now, in the present system, the sub-
jective pole, both in its inferior and superior aspects, is viewed
as the reflex or inverse of the object, as such, though in the higher
sense it is viewed as essentially the higher pole . This means that
the 'I', in whatever sense whether empiric or transcendental, is as
much derivative as the objective world . Thus the present system
is not to be identified with either Vedantism or current Idealism,
though it is arrived at by a process of passing through these schools
of interpretation and thus stands genetically, although not necess-
arily formally, closer to them .

The final position is : The One, non-derivative Reality, is
THAT which I have symbolized by "Consciousness-without-an-object" .
This is Root Consciousness, per se, to be distinguished from
consciousness as an attribute of a Self or Atman, in any sense
whatsoever . It is Consciousness of which nothing can be predicated
in the privative sense save abstract Being . Upon It all else
depends, while It remains self-existent .

The question of the means by which any individual may arrive
at a direct Realization of Consciousness-without-an-object is one
that is very involved and the solution has many variants, corres-
ponding to the psychical status of the various individuals . All
evidence confirms the view that it is reached by a progressive
series of steps, such that a lower attachment or identification is
renounced for one that is superior, the process being repeated again
and again until, from the vantage ground of a high transcendental
position, the final step can be taken . Beyond this general statement
the question of technique cannot be entered into here .

Apart from the actual Realization of Consciousness-without-an-
object, it is possible to take the symbol itself as an object of
thought and use it for the purpose of philosophical and general
mystical integration . This is the procedure of assuming the symbol
as a fundamental premise and then observing the consequences which
follow . There is some reason to believe that such a method of pr3-
cedure is possible within the setting of Western culture, as might
not be the case for oriental culture or for any culture that has
preceded ours of which any record exists . This possibility I see
as growing otr~ of our peculiar mathematical development . In mathe-
matics we excel all other cultures, and, as I see it, all other
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genuine superiority we may have has resulted from this mathemati-
cal excellence . In other respects, as far as the greater and dur-
able values are concerned, . there are other cultures in the Orient,
whether of the present or past, that just as clearly excel us . Now,
it is by its power, and not its weakness, that, an individual or a
class attains the best . Thus, I would select the mathematical road
as the one of pre-eminent power so far as Western culture is con-
cerned .

Now the validity of mathematics is established upon a basis
that is quite impersonal and universal. Its authority is not de-
pendent upon the name of any writer of any mathematical treatise .
In its purity it deals only with the transcendental or ideal ob-
jects of the very highest order of thinkable abstraction or univer-
sality . In high degree, the consciousness of the mathematician qua
mathematician is not concerned with either a self or objects . To
be sure, this is not absolutely so, but this position is attained
in mathematical consciousness in higher degree than anywhere else,
except in states of Samadhi of a high order . Herein is revealed the
power of pure mathematics as an instrument of consciousness-trans-
formation on a very lofty level .

Again, pure mathematics is the only real invariant that we have
in the ever-changing phantasmagoria of experience . When an in-
dividual undertakes to chart an unknown sea, he must have fixed
bases of reference by which to navigate his course, if he would not
run the risk of being hopelessly lost . To be sure, there is a
profound sense in which the pure Self is a similar invariant, but
the peculiar psychology of the West is too objective in its or-
ientation to permit this Self to be generally and effectively
accessible . It is otherwise in India . This profound psychological
difference renders it impractical to hope to graft oriental method
upon the Western man, save in some exceptional cases . That would
be using the right method with the wrong man, and such a pro ;
cedure leads to wrong results . Hence, the Western psychology being
what It is, the available invariant seems to be pure mathematio3 ..

I am not speaking with a naive ignorance of current philo-
sophic and logical analysis of pure mathematics . But I shall not
enter into this extremely technical question at this time . I am
well aware that the invariant element does not lie in the funda-
mental assumptions, or so-called axioms, from which a mathematical
system starts . These assumptions may be chosen as a largely free
creative act, but just as soon as the process of deduction of theorems
begins, free creativeness ceases . The law that governs the flow of
consequences is tougher than tempered steel and harder than the
hardest rock . Save in the Self, here, as nowhere else, is there
something to which human consciousness can tie and give its trust,
though all else become fluid and confusing . And this invulnerable
core carries straight through to Consciousness-without-an-object .
Only at the very last does the logical invariant vanish in the
eternally Ineffable, but then the Wanderer has arrived at the place
of Final Security and Completeness, beyond the relativity of all
science, art, religion, and philosophy .

And supposing the Wanderer has at last arrived, is there
nothing more than a ceaseless consciousness without content? No,
before him there stand all possibilities, both those of the uni-
verse of objects, in every sense, and also of Nirvana, likewise
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in every sense . But the arrived Wanderer is now Enlightened and is
secure against all dangers and all possible entanglements in all
kingdoms or states of consciousness .,from the Heavens to the Hells .
He may produce creatively or not, but in any case He is superior
to either action or refraining from action . In a word, He moves
upon the plane of a higher order of evolution . This is the meaning
of Consciousness-without- anr-object .

Footnotes to Chapter III

lIt would be more correct to say that the older conception can no
longer interpret the facts as simply as the newer conception . It
is always possible to make the older conception work by adding
intricate interpret at'ions through ad hoc hypotheses , but this is
done at the price of clumsiness and complication . It is not change
in the factual picture that compels change in theory but the greater
logical beauty and efficacy of the new theory .

2 According to latest theory the radiation density at the early
highly condensed stage of the expanding universe was much higher than
the matter density . What matter there was present was, however,
spread out uniformly . At a later stage of expansion the radiation
density had dropped to equality with that of matter , and at this
point "gravitational instability " set in and the galaxies began
forming .

3 Actually , the more generally valid space -time "invariant " concept
is that of the directed quantity "Energy-Momentum", of which "Energy"
is merely that part lying along the direction of increasing time .
For the sake of simplicity of illustration we use only the more
familiar term "Energy" .

4 This analogue is not employed to suggest that the aphorisms gain
their authority from the physical conception . Physical conceptions
change and so constructions based upon them are vulnerable . The
real point made is that the aphorisms , as concepts , are not nearly
as strange as they may seem at first . The above is a conceptual
pattern which already exists and is used , though in a somewhat
different sector of human knowledge . Of necessity , any conceptual
symbol must be composed in terms of the conceptualism of its
milieu , however unthinkable its roots may be in conceptual terms .

5 In this connection , by fundamental theory I mean one that is a
primary assumption of a given type of intellect -- its starting point
for creative constructions . These fundamental theories are based
in faith and really form part of the essential religious belief, of
a given culture . In order to think , we must always start with
something that we cannot prove either by logic or by reference to
experience . This something defines the form of experience as it
becomes the material of thought , but it is not a derivative from
experience . Thus, for example , our science rests upon a faith in
the uniformity of nature . Discredit this faith and the science falls
as a whole . Indeed, this faith may be perfectly justified, but
it precedes science -- it does not follow from science . In psycho-
logic terms , the fundamental theory wells out of the unconscious .
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6 This is perhaps the most concrete special case of the energy-
momentum concept described in a previous footnote .

7 An implication of the foregoing iscussion is that physical
science does not give us noumen ,, metaphysical, or substantive
knowledge . Rather it gives an only positivistic kind of knowledge,
but a positivism whirl is . logical as well as aesthetic .

8 The following questions have been raised' "What is the inter-
pretation of an 'individual center of Consciousness'?" "Is it a
void, too?" First, with respect. to the individual center of con-
sciousness, it may be said that we mean here the empiric cognizing
entities which we commonly view as individuals, without raising at
this point the question as to the ultimate status of individuality .
But the second question raises problems .. having profound ramifica-
tions which are given serious consideration in the fourth part of
this work . The whole issue between the`Atma Vidya of the Vedantins
and the Anatmic doctrine of the Buddhists is raised in this
question . Briefly, it may be stated that the position taken here
occupies an intermediate position . Thus it would be said that in the
relative sense the individual center of consciousness is not a void
or unreal as compared with the object, but in the absolute sense it
may be viewed as a void in the sense of being ultimately derivative .
It occupies a position analogous to that of the concept of the
parameter as used in mathematics .

9 The older psychology without a psyche is merely a crude physical
science .

10 The assurance of the transcendental states is by no means a
certainty that the conceptual interpretation is the most correct
possible . Interpretation is a relative function subject to
criticism .
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Chapter IV
40 Commentaries on the Aphorisms

on
Consciousness-without-an-object

Foreword

In their depths, feeling and thought spring from the same root .
This root, in its own nature as unmanif ested, has a character which
appears to the relative consciousness as both devoid of feeling and
without conceptual form . But, when realized, it has the value of
fulfilled feeling and completed thought . Consciousness no longer
feels a reaching out for an unattained completeness . With this,
both thought and feeling lose their differentiated and, therefore,
identifiable particularity . But when the root is projected into
the actualizing consciousness it loses some measure of its purity,
since to actualize is to particularize, even though on the most
abstracat level of expression . The aphorisms on Consciousness-
without-an-object constitute such a projection on a level of ex-
ceptional abstraction and universality, whereby the unthinkable
becomes, in some measure, the thinkable . . But since, in this act, . ;
the universal comprehender appears in the field of the comprehended,
we stand, in the latter case , not in the presence of Truth herself,
but come into possession of a symbol of the Truth .

To step from the symbol to that whi .!i is symbolized, though
this does afford a peculiarly exacting demand upon acuity of
thought, yet requires much more . Here, feeling, in the best sense,
must fuse with the thought . Thus the thinker must learn also to
feel his thought, so that, in the highest degree, he thinks
devo\tedly . It is not enough to think clearly, if the thinker
stands aloof, not giving himself with his thought . The thinker
arrives by surrendering himself to Truth , claiming for himself no
rights save those which Truth herself bestows upon him . In the fin-
al state of perfection he possesses no longer opinions of his own
nor any private preference . Then Truth possesses him, not he , Truth .

He, who would become one with the Eternal , must first learn
to be humble . He must offer , upon the sacrificial altar , the pride
of the knower . He must become one who lays no possessive claim
to knowledge or wisdom . This is the state of the mystic ignorance--
of the emptied heart . He, who has thus become as nothing in his .
own right , then is prepared to become possessed by Wisdom herself .
The completeness of self -emptying is the precondition to the
realization of unutterable Fullness . Thus mere ' knowledge about'
becomes transformed into Knowledge as Reality .

To know THAT which the aphorisms symbolize is to be possessed
by THAT and , then, to be one with THAT . Thenceforth , all thinking,
all feeling , all particularization , and all selfhood lie below .
To be sure , all these remain, but no longer as claimants to a Throne
which they could not possible fill . They remain thenceforth as
the actors in the Divine Drama , but no more ..

Before the candidate the ordeal of the mystic death appears
as a terror- inspiring apparition . But he , who, with stout heart
challenging the seeming of ultimate dissolution , enters into the
awful and terrible presence, finds only utter Glory . Terror has
become beatitude . Only liabilities have been lost as he finds
himself not lost in the Eternal but become that Eternal Itself .
All the dangers of the Way are only ghosts, possessing no power
save such as the candidate has himself projected upon them . How-
ever, since there is much darkness and fear in the heart of man
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there are apparitions of terrible visage . But they have no power
of their own and must vanish , helpless before the will of the un-
daunted candidate .

He who receives the aphorisms as guideposts along the Way
will find in them powers to dissipate all' apparitions , whether of
terror or seduction . The threatening appearance of darkness will
be dissipated before him as he journeys along his Path . In the
end, the Door to Glory will loom clear before his gaze, and he
will know no conflict with terror in any part of the Way. Yet,
he who does not find himself able to go so far , may yet find
in the symbols content for his thought which will illumine that
thought . Thought in the light is much better than thought
grouping in darkness . To think from the base of Light , though
it be that ant Light is not yet understood , is far better than
thought gro n ed in the darkness of no vision . For upon some base
all thought must be grounded , if it is to be more than that absolute
nescience which leads in darkness from nowhere to nowhere . To
have more than such hopeless darkness , he, who is not yet
Knowledge , must base himself upon faith , whether it be faith
in the Eternal , or some lesser light . Lacking Knowledge, man
must have faith if he would not perish .

1 .

0

Consciousness-without-an-object is .
The fundamental principle underlying all the aphorisms--is that

Consciousness is the original and self-existent Reality . This
Consciousness is both Substance and Life . It would be possible to
view the Primordial Principle in terms of Life or of Substance,
as well as in terms of Consciousness, but I approach the subject
from the standpoint of Consciouness for the reason that this is the
phase of Reality of which we are most immediately certain . Con-
sciousness, Life, and Substance are not to be regarded as three dis-
tinct realities, but as merely three facets of the non-dual Real-
ity, as the latter appears to the analytic consciousness .

The Primordial Consciousness is not to be regarded as the
consciousness of some transcendent being who is aware of some con-
tent. Herein lies, perhaps, the main difficulty with respect to
understanding the idea contained in the symbol of Consciousness-
without-an-object . We are in the habit of regarding consciousness
as something derivative--a quality possessed by something else or
a kind of relationship . It is necessary to abandon this view if the
aphorisms are to be understood . Let this Consciousness be consid-
ered as original, and then both the subject and object become
derivative . That which is primary and original, then, is a great
Void of Consciousness, to all consciousness of the type that
depends upon the subject-object relationship . It is as though that
Consciousness were nothing, while actually It is the all in all .

This Absolute Consciousness is, from the relative standpoint,
indistinguishable from unconsciousness . Most generally, philosophy
is written from the persepctive which views the ultimate as
unconscious, whether of psychical (e .g . Von Hartmann's view) or
non-psychical (e .g . the view of materialists) nature, and thus
has taken the relative consciousness as the ground of approach,
but the aphorisms are written as from the ultimate Transcendental
Base, and then, from that viewpoint the problems of relative
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consciousness are approached . . We are following a deductive pro-
cess of descent from the most universal to the concrete or part-
icular , rather than the inductive method which is so characteris-
tic of physical science and much philosophy , including that of
Von Hartmann .

An inevitable question is : How can this Primordial Con-
sciousness be known? To this It is answered , ' through a Recog-
nition transcending the Nirvanic State' . Complete verification of
the validity of the aphorisms requires this . Hbwever , a partial
or pragmatic verification may be achieved through willing to
accept them as though they were true symbols of the Reality, and
then drawing the consequences which follow from them , finally noting
how they affect the problems of life and thought as practically
experienced . If the investigator finds that they tend to simplify
the problems and to bring the self into more harmonious adjustment
with the not-self , then they prove to be an orientation which
enriches life , and are thus pragmatically justified .

Naturally , it is implied that Recognition is a human
possibility . Otherwise , the aphorisms would have to rest upon
one or the other of two bases , ( a) intellectual specualtion ground-
ed exclusively in relative consciousness , or, (b) external super-
human revelation beyond the possibility of human verification .
Both these standpoints are denied here , especially the latter. The
notion of external superhuman revelation , when subjected to
analysis , does not possess any really intelligible meaning, and
belief in this tends toward both intellectual and moral suicide .
From this belief follows the attitude made famous in the words
of Tertullian : "I believe because it is against reason ." Such a
viewpoint is utterly foreign to the spirit in which the aphorisms
are written .

It is affirmed that the aphorisms mean a content given through
immediate Knowledge , and that for the Realization of this content
the functioning of a generally latent organ is the proximate means .
Hence they are not to be viewed as metaphysical speculations of which
the concepts would have no real content, as Kant pointed out in
his critique of pure reason in relation to metaphysical subject-
matter . Thus it is maintained that the aphorisms are not mere
developements)of the pure reason and, accordingly ', avoid the chal-
lenge of the Kantian criticis . - Therefore , philosophic criticism
of the, present philosophy , I;~far as it isstrlctly philosophical,
must assume the actuality of the inner organ .

The critical problem takes the form : Does the inner organ or
Samadhindriya--as it is known in Sanskrit--exist? This is a
psychological , or, rather , metapsychological question . I have
explored with care the possibilities of logical proof that such an
organ must exist , but have been forced to conclude that no such
demonstration is possible , Yet logical disproof is equally
impossible . The only possible proof depends upon immediate ex-
perience of the activity of the organ . On the other hand , empiric
disproof is impossible , since empiric disproof of any supposed
psychical function or organ presupposes demonstrably complete
knowledge of every psychical possibility . I am not aware that
any psychologist lays claim to such omniscience .

Now, if any individual should have immediate acquaintance
with the functioning of a psychical organ , which with most men
either lies wholly inactive or functions in-such a way as to be
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unrecognizable to the relative consciousness of the individual,
he would know as a matter of genuine private knowledge that the
function or organ is an actuality : But if he sought to prove
this actuality to those in whom the function was wholly latent, he
would face serious difficulties . Anything which he suceeded in
introducing into the consciousness of the latter,would, of necessity,
be in terms of the functions which were already active in them . In
general, this means in terms of this so-called five-sense rational
consciousness . Anything more that waefstrictly peculiar to the new
organ would stand in incommensurable relationship and, therefore,
be ineffable ; it could not be communicated at all . But that which
could be communicated would be in terms of the usual five-sense
rational content . And this could always be explained away .by the
appropriate ingenuity, so that it would appear to the unawakened
consciousness that the hypothesis of a new organ was unnecessary .
The inventive ingenuity of the human intellect is, undoubtedly,
quite capable of inventing the appropriate hypotheses . But if, for
instance, the born-blind could invent hypotheses which would ex-
plain everything that the seeing ones could convey to their con-
sciouseess, in terms that could dispense with the hypothesis that
anybody had sight, this might be quite convincing to the other blind
men, but it would leave those who had sight quite unimpressed .
The result would be a stalemate .

That the conception of a latent mystical sense, active in
some instances but inactive with most men, can be interpreted in
such a way as to supply a sufficient explanation of how a trans-
cendental knowledge can be, I have not yet found questioned by
anyone . It is the question of necessity that is raised . Now, if
we assume the actuality of the mystical sense in an active state
in a given case, then, although the content which could be conveyed
into the zone of the ordinary five-sense rational consciousness
would not necessarily require the predication of the mystical sense
for its interpretation, yet there would remain the incommensurable
or ineffable portion of the original content or state which still
would require explanation . So far as I have found, the hypotheses
of the five-sense rational consciousness imply that the ineffable
content or value is pure illusion . To the mystic this is proof
of the insuffieiency of all such hypotheses, since he claims a
greater reality-quale for the content or value realized through the
mystical sense than that possessed by all the other senses . Now,
how is the .five-sense rational consciousness going to challenge this?

• By basic assumption the mystic has the five-sense rational conscious-
ness plus, all the consciousness-value realized through the mystic
sense, and, therefore, is in a position to establish a comparative
valuation, and this the exclusively five-sense rational consciousness
cannot do . At this point the less gentlemanly of the psychologists
descend to the street urchin's device of labeling the other fellow
with bad names, though usually highly technical language is employed .
I submit that this is beneath the dignity of true scholars and
gentlemen .

It is a principle of logic that a rigorous argument shall satis-
fy both the categories of necessity and sufficiency . But this
perfection is attained only in pure mathematics . No inductive,
hence no scientific, hypothesis satisfies both these conditions .
There is no scientific hypothsis that is necessary in the logical

• senses, since other hypotheses could be invented . But a scienti-
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fic hypothesis must pass the test of sufficiency, i .e ., it must be
such as to incorporate all relevant facts into a systematic whole .
Now, if we are to leave out mutual name-calling as a valid line of
argument as between the possessors of the mystic sense and those of
the exclusive five-sense type, then it is the five-sense type of
interpretative theory that fails to satisfy the canons of scienti-
fic hypotheses . For these hypotheses do not satisfy the condition
of sufficiency .

As to the ineffable content or quality of mystical states of
consciousness, it may be pointed out that .there is nothing at all
strange about this . "ineffable" means unspeakable or incommunicable .
But incommunicability is not at all strange, for such a limitation
attaches even to sense-experience . The peculiar quale of one sense
cannot be communicated in terms that are understandable with respect
to another sense . Ahd, indeed, there is something fundamentally
ineffable in the relationship between percepts and concepts .
Concepts convey perceptual values from one individual to another
only to the extent that the two individuals have a commonality of
perceptual experience . Since the referents are in common the con-
cepts convey meaning, but otherwise they do not . Now, the mystic
knows an ineffable content or quality in the case of communication
to a non-mystic , but, in general, the concept, the sign, or symbol
will convey this content, more or less adequately, to a fellow mys-
tic . It is just a case of the concepts, signs, or symbols having a
different kind of reference and of two or more individuals having
common acquaintance with the relevant referents .

In the highest sense of Transcendental Consciousness we have
to abandon the whole idea of organ of consciousness, since the notion
of organ implies delimitation . But so long as there are states in
mystical consciousness the idea of an inner organ is valid .

2

Before objects were Consciousness-without-an-object is .

This aphorism emphasizes the priority of Consciousness to
content . Butkhisis not a priority in time-.in the :sensecthat ae
causal antecedent precedes a consequent . Primordial Consciousness
is no more a cause of objects, in the temporal sense , than is space
a cause of the stellar systems . But without space there could be
no stellar systems, and, likewise, there could be no objects without
the support of Consciousness . Hence Consciousness-without-an-
object is, not in the sense of a present which is a mere point
in the flow of the future into the past, but in the sense of an
Eternal Now. This 'isness' is a denial of time . Consciousness-
without-an-object is not a cause which determines any particulari-
zation is possible .

Here "Objects" must be understood in that most general sense
of any modification of consciousness whatsoever . It is not
only objects as seen or thought, but, as well, any feeling-toned
state of consciousness . For, a feeling-toned state being recog-
nizable , as such, is, therefore, a content or object .

We cannot conceive of a first object, since before that
object there must be its causal antecedent . The stream of objects
is a stream reaching from nowhere in the past to nowhere in the

• future . There is no substance in this time-stream, and hence an
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eon of eons is precisely the same as the smallest division of time,
. just as a finite section in a line is as rich in points as the

infinite totality of the line . The drama of time is played in the
Sea of Consciousness, and yet it is as though nothing at all had
happened .

3

Though objects seehito exist, Consciousness-without-an-object is .

This aphorism relates to that state wherein objects, in any
sense , appear to consciousness now , whereas the preceding aphorism
refers to that which seems to be before the present appearance .
All existence which objects may have is for the "now" only, though
we may distinguish phases of the "now", such as, existence in memory,
existence as given in the present presentation, and existence in
the imagination as future . There is a recognizable qualitative
difference between these three phases of the "now", but no phase
can be actually isolated from the "now" of consciousness and still
have existence, in any sense, predicated of it . For predication is
a present act within consciousness itself .

In the first part of this aphorism, the crucial word is "seem" .
No object requires more than seeming in order to exist for conscious-
ness . Existence conceived in any other sense , than as for conscious-
ness , is entirely meaningless . For that existence is found to be
dependent upon being conceived , which, of necessity, is a conscious
act or state . In the strictest logical sense, therefore, all
objects rest upon the same base, i .e ., that of seeming . To'-ibe sure,
purposive interest will lead to the abstraction of certain objects
as k ing_important, while others will remain in greater or less
deS ee irrelevant . Relative to purpose, ; then, degrees of reality
or unreality may be predicated of the manifold of all objects . But
this predication is valid only in relation to the given purpose,
and confusion arises when this is forgotten . Thus, for some pur-
poses, the dream-object may bke more real than the objects of our
so-called waking consciousness, For the purposes of our scienti-
fic culture a certain class of objects belonging to the waking state
are significant . We have formed the habit of calling these real, and
of thinking of them as being real in some non-relative sense . In
this we forget that the reality which they possess is relative only

• to our specific scientific purpose . Our psychologists tend to
distinguish between this class of objects and all, or nearly all,
other objects by calling the latter phantasy . This is a terminology
which is prejudicial to the latter class and is not logically justi-
fied, unless the condition is explicitly implied that they are
phantastic and unreal with respect to a certain scientific interest .
Considered as such , apart from any purposive motive, we cannot
distinguish any relative difference in degree or reality as attach-
ing to any class of objects when contrasted to other objects . All
objects are equal in that their existence is a seeming to conscious-
ness and no more . But whether there is one kind pf purpose or
another, or a complete absence of all purpose, consciousness, per se,
is an indisputable reality . This Consciousness is a Reality that
unites, on the one hand, the youngest child, the idiot, or the insane,

• with the wisest and most developed intelligence, on the other . The
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differences that mark the gulf between these extremes are differences
in content'only, and not of Consciousness taken apart from content .

There is no doubt but that a valid significance attaches to
difference in valuation of the various contents of consciousness .
But these valuations are always relative to purpose and level, and
not significant out of relation to all purpose or perspective .
Thus valuation, itself, is but one of the derivative contents of
consciousness, subject to development and decay . Beneath valua-
tion, as the substratum which makes it, as well as all else, possi-
ble, is pure Consciousness apart from content .

4

Consciousness-without-an-object is
When objects vanish , yet remaining th rough all unaffected

. Objects have vanished, when they are no longer present to
consciousness as currently present, .or present in memory, or,
finally, present in imagination . The fact of vanishing is not
affected by the arising of other objects . Thus, vanishing op-
erates as a principle, whether it is complete or only partial .

Consciousness-without-an-object is the binding principle under-
lying the progression and evanescence of states or objects of cons-
ciousness . This binding principle neither develops nor disinte-
grates . It is thus the invariant element associated with all
variation . At certain stages in the analysis of consciousness it
appears as though the invariant element were the pure Subject or
the Self, but at this stage the analysis has not isolated the
subtle distinction between pure Subjectivity and Consciousness,
as such . It thus appears as though the pure Self were a sort of
permanent atomic nucleus, which is persistent through all states .
But, when analysis is carried further, this notion is seen to fail .
Ultimately it is found that the Self is derivative as well as the
objective pole of consciousness . Thus, there remains ai the sole
non-derivative principle the Pure Consciousness Itself .

Just as we must regard the presence of objects as a seeming,
and no_more, so is the vanishing only a seeming . The non-deriva-
tive Reality is unaffected in either case .

5

• Outside of Consciousness-without-an-object nothing is .

Within the widely current realistic and naturalistic thought,
both naive and critical, there is a deeply imbedded habit of viewing
objects as existing quite independently of consciousness . From
this perspective, objects are viewed as self-existent things, But
this is an hypothetical construction, in the invidious sense, for
the simple reason that it is incapable of verification, either '
through experience or as a necessity of thought . For verification
necessarily implies the presence of consciouness, and so the,

5 so-called, independent thing is reduced to the status of an object
in dependent relationship to consciousness, at the moment of
verification . There is no necessity, such as a logical necessity,
which requires the predication of the existence of things quite
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• independent of consciousness, in every sense, in order to account
for the arising of objects . For objects arise and vanish with respect
to a state of consciousness, and merely cease to be traceable be-
yond the borders of that state, for that state alone . Their continued
existence for another state beyond those borders is not only in
principle possible, but is verifiable through the use of the
appropriate means . Though logic and the principle of causal
connection may require that the arising of objects shall not be
completely de novo , it is not necessary to predicate existence of
things, totally independent of consciousness, in order to satisfy
this requirement .

Objects, for the state of waking consciouness, vanish upon
going to sleep, and an entirely different state or system of
objects is realized . But though the system of objects that may
be realized in the dream state is quite different, the analysis of
dreams has often shown a connection between some of these objects
and the contents of the waking state . Some dreams reveal a contin-
uity of objects from past waking states, while others are prophetic
with respect to objects experienced in future waking states . Here
we have an instance of a widely experienced movement of consciousness
from state to state with objects traceable in quite different
systems of objects . These two examples of specific states, admit-
edly, are insufficient to trace th0_''Wole genetic and disintegrative
history of objects . But they do afford empiric demonstration of the
possibility of consciousness to shift from state to state, and thusa render conceivable, in principle, the broader application of this
possibility . Thus, again, there is no logical or epistemological
need to predicate the existence of things apart from consciousness .

The aphorism goes further than barely to affirm that the pre-
dication of the existence of things, outside consciousness in every
sense, is unnecessary . It asserts, categorically, that "outside
Consciousness-without-an-object nothing is" . This may be viewed as
simply implying a primary definition of "something" . •Thus "some-
thing" is that which is an object in consciousness in some sense .
Actually, no meaning attaches to the notion of "something" in any
other sense . Such a notion is useless, as well as unnecessary . To
say, "outside of consciousness in every sense there exists thus and
so" is just to produce a meaningless collection of words, like the
classical combiniation "the barren woman'•s son" .

6

Within the bosom of Consciousness-without-an-object lies
the power of awareness which projects objects .

Pure Primordial Consciousness must be conceived as enveloping
the subjective power of awareness, in relation to which objects
exist . The subjective power of awareness and the content of con-
sciousness stand in a relation of interdependence . In the most
abstract case, wherein there is a consciousness of absence of objects,
this absence has the value of content, since it stands in polar
relationship to the subjective power of awareness . Thus there is
no subject for which there is no content, in every sense, or, stated
conversely, where there is no content, there is no subjective pole
of awareness .

0
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Consciousness-without-an-object is not simply the power of
• awareness for It comprehends the content along with the power of

awareness itself . The power of awareness we may conceive as the
first modification of the unmodified ; It has its roots in, and
derives its being from, the unmodifiedi It is this power which may
be regarded as4hhe First Cause--a Power which is Ever-Concealed,
but renders p ble the revealed and reflected .

Ordinarily we think of the power of awareness as playing a
purely passive or receptive role in the receiving of impressions .
It is true that on the empiric level it does function, in some
measure, in the receptive sense . But in the ordinary creative
activity of men, even, we can see that this is not its exclusive
function . Thus, a work of art is first creatively imagined, then
projected into objective form, and, finally, received back as an
impression . In turn, the received impression may arouse further
creative activity and lead to a repetition of the same process .
However, in this series, the function of the received impression
is that of a catalytic agent, which simply arouses the creatively
projective power . It is the impression from the object that is
passive and not the power of awareness . Clarity with respect to
this point is of the very highest importance, as it is right here
that the invidious participation in objects begins . When an
individual views the power of awareness as standing in passive
relationship to impressions from objects, he places himself in a
position of subordination to objects, and this constitutes the
essence of bondage . The universe of objects then becomes a greata prison-house, instead of the playground of free creative activity .
As a prison-house, the universe of obje cts takes on the seeming of
evil--the great adversary of man--but as the playground of free
creative activity, it is an invaluable agent for the progressive
arousal of self-counsciousness .

The projective power of awareness is a priori, i .e ., it precedes
experience . It is true that experience, its reactst&upon this poweV,
bud,--i.t, acts as a stimulating, rather than as an essential, agent .
The whole externally causal series cons i only of such stimulating
agents . While the stimulating agent may a viewed as a sort of
trigger- cause of subsequent creative projection, it is not the
material cause . The purely creative phase of the projective Piower
is a first cause from which effects follow, but which is not itself
an effect of previous causes . At this point energy flows into the
universe of objects . It is a misconception that an equation may

• be set up between any two states of the universe of objects, as
between any two states there maybe an actual increase or decrease
of content . The creative projection effects an increase of content .

7

S

When objects are projected, the power of awareness
as subject is presupposed, yet Consciousness-without-
an-object remains unchanged .

The projected objects become the experienced objects, and the
latter appear to be a restricting environment . The restriction is
a constant irritation, and thus is the basis of the ubiquitous
suffering which runs through the worlds of objective experience .
The ultimate effect of this irritation is to arouse the latent power
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of consciousness to be conscious of itself, an effect which could
not be developed where there is no seeming of restriction placed
upon the free play of consciousness . Out of consciousness of the
consciousness of objects there is finally aroused the inverse
realization of the subjective principle, We thus find the substra-
tum on which all objects rest . By superimposing an objective
character upon this substratum we evolve .. the notion of an ego
having an atomic existence analogous to that of objects, save that
we give to it a fixed character in contradistinction to the ever-
changing character of all genuine objects, The ego is thus pro-
duced as a compound of the atomic nature Of objects and the relative-

4040
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ly deathless persistence of pure subjectivity . But this atomic
ego is a false construction, and not the genuine subjectivity . It
is, in fact, but another object in the universe of objects ; however,
it is the peculiarly invidious . object whereby consciousness is
especially bound .

The true Recognition of the pure Subject is something quite
different, in that the Self must be so recognized as never to
become a new subtle object . It is that which underlies all notions,
but is never itself a notion .

The aphorism reasserts the immutability of Consciousness-
without-an-object . The point Is that no degree of development of
consciousness in terms of content, or in terms of the recognition
of the subjective principle has any effect upon the pure principle
of Consciousness per se .

8

When consciousness of objects is born, then, likewise,
consciousness of absence of objects arises .

To be able to cognize any thing or object implies the isola-
tion of it from that which it is not . While the degree to'which
this is accomplished does vary, yet the isolation must have pro-
ceeded to some discernible degree before an object can exist,
either for thought or perception . Where an object is completely
defined, the isolation is perfected . In that case, the universe
of discourse is divided into two classes, i .e ., the class of those
instances which fall within the limits of the definition and the
class of those which fall outside . But always, In order to form
any definition, there must be a cognizance of the excluded class as
well as of the included class . This is a process which proceeds
continuously on the part of all individuals whose consciousness is
concerned with object's in any sense, even in the case of those with
whom the process lies very largely in the back ground where it is
more or less 'unconscious' or 'subconscious' .

To have reached the point in the evolution of consciousness
such that the cognition of the class of all possible objects, in
any sense whatsoever, is born, is also to have attained at least
a shadowy awareness of absence of objects, in every sense, as a state
or condition which stands in contrast . . This awareness of the ab-
sence of objects, in its purity, is not a cognition of an object,
but another form of consciousness that is not concerned with objects .
However, a reflection of this state of consciousness may be pro-
duced so that a special cognition arises, of such a nature that its
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content is definable as the inverse of all objects . This produces
a sort of ideal world which is neither the universe of objects,
proper, nor Nirvana, but one which partakes, in some measure, of
the nature of both . This sort of ideal creation is very well
illustrated in mathematics in connection with the development of the
notions of negative, imaginary, infinitesimal, and transfinite
numbers . All these may be regarded as of the nature of inverse
cognitions . But they are not, therefore, cognitions devoid of
meaning ; however, their meaning is of a more transcendental
and ineffable nature than that which is connected with the original
positive real numbers, particularly the integers, which have been
significantly called the natural numbs . These inverse numerical
cognitions have been not only valuable but, in some respects, even
necessary for the development of certain phases of Western culture .
They are unquestionably significant .

Now, when the awareness of the absence of objects has become
embodied in a sort of inverse concept, the latter has a different
kind of meaning as compared with that of the direct cognitions from
which they rose genetically . This meaning stands in purely symbolic
relationship to the inverse cognitions and lies outside the defini-
tions, in a sense and degree, which is not true of the meaning of the
direct cognitions, where the meaning in some degree or some sense
lies within the definition . There is a sense in which we may say
that we comprehend the direct cognitions with their mea pings in a
non-mystical manner, but in the case of the inverse cognitions the

P
meaning is realized only through mystical insight . If, however,
the inverse cognitions are interpreted as comprehensions in the
non-mystical sense, then we have merely created a subtle sub-
universe of objects, with the consequence that the consciousness-
principle has not destroyed its bondage to objects, as such, but
merely sublimated the field of objects . None the less, such sub-
limation may very well mean progress toward true Liberation . It
may serve very much like a scaffolding, from the upper platform
of which the step to true Liberation may be much facilitated .

The kind of consciousness symbolized by the system of inverse
objects is of a totally different quality from anything entering
into ordinary relative consciousness . It is an ineffable State
of the type realized in the higher mystical states of consciousness
or in Samadhi .

9

Consciousness of Objects is the Universe .

In one sense, this aphorism may be viewed as a definition of what
is meant by the term "Universe" . It is that domain of conscious-
ness wherein a self is aware of objects, the latter standing as
opposed to, or in contradistinction to, the self that is aware of
them . In this sense the Universe is much more than that which is
connoted by the term "physical universe", since it includes as
its field, in addition to waking physical consciousness, the
fields of all dream objects, of all objects of the type
which psychologists call "hallucinations" or hypnagogic visions,
and of any other objects, which may be experienced during objective
life or after death, that there may be . In this sense, the psychi-
cal states in which the phantasies, so-called, are experienced are
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classed as part of the Universe,

Since the whole field of Western science is restricted to the
study of the objects of consciousness, it can never extend into that
realm of consciousness which is other than the universe . This
science takes as its most primary base of operation the subject-
object relationship in the structure of consciousness . This fact,
at once, defines the limits of its field of possible action . Such
delimitation does not exclude the possibility that science, in the
Western sense, may develop without limit in the particular dimen-
sion defined by the subject-object relationship, but this science,
as such, is forever excluded from the dimensions of consciousness not
conditioned by the subject-object relationship . Nor is science
capable of critical evaluation of its own base, as this base is
the original 'given'with which it starts and Is implied in its
own criticism . Competent criticism of this base is possible only
from that perspective which is freed from exclusive dependence
upon the subject-object relationship .

10

Consciousness of the absence of objects is Nirvana .

Here it is necessary to employ a Sanskrit term to suggest a
meaning for which no Western term seems to exist . By "Nirvana"
is meant a somewhat which has been peculiarly baffling to Western
scholars , as is revealed in the preponderant portion of the discussion
of this notion . Type reason for this is not hard to find . It lies
In the typically intense and exclusive polarization of the WEstern
mind toward the object of consciousness . Even Western mystics
have rarely attained a degree of subjective penetration sufficient
to reach the genuine Nirvanic state . Western subjectivity scareely
means more than a domain of subtle objects, even with most of the
mystics, and this is a domain still within the range of meaning of
'`Universe", as defined in the last aphorism .

Etymologically, "Nirvana" means "blown-out", and this, in turn,
carries the popular connotation of annihilation . It is true that
it does mean annihilation in a sense, but it is the annihilation of
a phase or way of consciousness, not of the principle of conscious-
ness, as such . A careful study of the Buddhist canon reveals quite
clearly that Gautama Buddha never meant by "Nirvana" the destruc-
tion of the principle of consciousness, but only of consciousness
operating in a certain way .

As employed In the present aphorism, "Nirvana" means that state
of consciousness wherein the self does not stand in the relation *
to objects such that the self is to be contrasted to, and aware of,
objects . Only one part of the meaning of "Nirvana" is suggested in
this aphorism, i .e ., that "Nirvana" designates the consciousness
wherein there is absence of objects . Yet the subject to conscious-
ness is not here supposed annulled in the deeper sense . Something

• of this quality of consciousness, but generally not it its purity,
is to be found even in Western mysticism . It is revealed in the
expressions of the mystics, wherein they report realization of identity
between themselves and content of consciousness . This content is
so often mixed with an objective meaning that the mystical states

• in question must be judged as not pure, but, rather, a blend of a
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degree of the Nirvanic State with the typical consciousness of
` the universe of objects . Yet always, with the mystic, there is

an ineffable substratum which he never ;succeeds in more than
suggesting in his expression : Often his effort to do justice to
this substratum leads to formulation which simply does not make
sense , when judged by the canons of subject-object language . The
result is that only a mystic really understands another mystic .

The ineffability of the genuinely mystical consciousness is
not due to an imperfect knowledge of language, on the part of the
mystic . While many mystics have had a very defective knowledge
of language , and are consequently especially obscure, yet others
have not been so limited in their equipment . However, in either
case, the ineffable .and obscure element remains . The fact is,
this ineffability can never be conveyed through language, any more
than an irrational number can be completely equated to a rational
number . All our language, as such, is based upon the subject-ob-
ject relationship . Thus, consciousness which transcends that re-
lationship cannot be truly represented through language built upon
that base . Therefore, the expressions of the mystics must be
regarded as symbols, rather than as concepts which mean what they
are defined to mean and no more .

The pure Nirvanic State of Consciousness is a Void, a Dark-
ness , and a Silence, from the standpoint of relative or subject-
object consciousness . But taken on its own level it is an ex-
tremely rich state of consciousness which is anything but empty .
It cannot be conceived, but must be realized directly to be known .

11

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lie both the
Universe and Nirvana, yet to Consciousness-without-an
object these two are-the same .

Superficially considered, nothing may seem more incomprehen-
sible than a state of consciousness from which two dissimilar
states, such as the Universe and Nirvana,,have the same value . But
actually, the difficulty is not so great when once analysis has led
to the realization that consciousness, as such, is unaffected by
superimposed states or forms . -Neither the Nirvani nor the man in
the Universe are outside of Consciousness, as an abstract and
universal principle . If a conception from mathematics may be
borrowed , it may be said that the Universe and Nirvana have the same
modulus but are different in sense . The notions of "modulus" and
sirense", as employed in mathematics, have the following meaning :

In the series of positive and negative numbers we have an unlimited
number of pairs of numbers having the same absolute magnitude, but
of opposite signs .2 In this case, it is said that the members
of such pairs have the same modulus but are opposite in sense .
Applying this analogy, Cthe modulus which is common to both the
Nirvanic State and to ,oneciousness in the Universe is the common
quality of being Consciousness . The difference in "sense" refers
to the opposed qualities of being objectively polarized, in the
case of consciousness in the Universe, and subjectively polarized,
in the Nirvanic State . Now, when the "modulus" of a number alone

• is important, then the positive and negative "sense" of the number
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is irrelevant and, therefore, may be regarded as having the same
significance . By applying this . analogy, the meaning of the aphor-
ism should become clearer .

There is a profound Level of Realization wherein the two
states of the Universe of Objects and Nirvana, instead of seeming
like forever separated domains ; become interblended co-existences .
In other words, at that Level of Redognition~ consciousness of objects
and consciousness of absence of objects are known to be :mutually
complementary . states, the one dependent upon the other, just as the
notion of negative numbers if dependent'Upon the notion of
positive numbers, and vice versa., And just as the student of
mathematics very soon reaches the point where the notion of number,
as such, comprehends the positive and negative "sense" of number,
so that he no longer thinks of two distinct domains of number,
so, also, is it at that higher Level of Recognition . Nirvana and
the Universe of objects are simply phases of a more ultimate Reality .

Consciousness-without-an-object is not simply consciousness
of absence of objects . It is THAT which is neutral with respeckt
to the presence or absene of objects . As such, IT stands in a
position of Indifferenc' to-this presence or absence . In contrast,
the consciousness of absence has a positive affective quale, just
as truly as is the case with the consciousness of presence of objects,
and this is not a state of indifference . The actuality of positive
affective quale both during presence and absence may be noted by
studying the effect produced after the performance of a fine
musical composition . If a period of silence is allowed to follow
the performance, and the listener notes the effects upon his
consciousness, he will find that there is a development of musical
value in that silence . Actually, this value has a greater richness
for feeling than the music had as audible sound . Further, that
silence is not like any other silence, but on the contrary has an
affective auale that is specifically related to the particular
composition that has been rendered . We may call this the nir-
vanic aspect of the given musical selection . Now, Nirvana, as a
whole, stands in analogous relationship to the totality of the
Universe of Objects . The Universe of Objects is an affective
privation, which becomes a corresponding affective richness in the
Nirvanic Aspect . Also, the form-bound knowledge of the Universe
of Objects becomes the free-flowing Gnosis, having inconceivably
rich noetic content . But Consciousness-without-an-object stands
in neutral relationship to both these aspects .

In the strict sense, from the standpoint of Consciousness-
without-an-object, objects are neither present nor absent . Pre-
sence or absence has meaning only from a lower level . The older
notion of space, as being that which is affected neither by the
presence nor absence of bodies, suggests the idea .

12

0

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies the seed of Time .

Although consciousness-as-experience is timebound, Conscious-
ness, as such, is superior to time . That this is so is revealed in
the fact that intellectual consciousness has been able to Vlate and
cognize-time, and then, in turn, analyse it into its component parts
as past, present, and future, This is further evidenced in analytic
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mechanics wherein time appears as' a contained conception . It is
impossible to analyze that which is . superior to the Level on which,
in a given case at a given time, the consciousness-principle is
operating . The roots of any mode or form of consciousness are dark
with respect to that particular mode or form . If, at any time,
consciousness becomes aware-of*those root's and succeeds in analy-
sing them, it is of necessity' implied that the principle of conscious-
ness has risen to a perspective superior to the mode of consciousness
in question . Thus, while consciousness-aa-experience is time-bound,
yet, as thought, it has risen to a level where it can apprehend the
time-binding roots . In this instance, we do not have to call
upon the deeper mystic states of consciousness to reach to the
necessary superiority of leveli It is to be found in philosophy
and theoretical mechanics . This is enough to show that conscious-
ness , as such, is not time-bound but onlst consciousness-as-exper-
ience .

Time is thus to be regarded as a form under which certain
modes of consciousness operate, but not as an external existence,
outside of consciousness in every sense . This idea is sufficiently
familiar since the time of Kant not to require extensive elabora-
tion . In the terms of Kant, time is a transcendental form imposed
upon phenomena . But, it follows, consciousness, insofar as it is
not concerned with phenomena, is not so bound .

The "seed of Time" may be thought of as the possibility of
time . Time is an eternal possibility within Consciousness-without-
an-object . Time is not to be thought of as something suddenly
brought to birth, for the notion of "suddenly" presupposes time .
On the time-bound level, time is without conceivable beginning or
end . It is in the deeps of consciousness that time is transcended .
It is quite possible so to penetrate these deeps that it is found
that no difference of significance attaches to the notions of an
"instant of time" or "incalculable ages of time" . Yet, all the
while on its own level, time continues to be a binding form . We
have here one of the greatest of mysteries .

Through time it is possible to reconcile judgments that would
otherwise be contradictory ." This principle is so familiar as not
to require elucidation . But he who reaches in Recognition to Con-
sciousness-without-an-object finds that the logical law of contra-
diction no longer applies .3 Judgments which otherwise would stand
in contradictory relationships are brought into reconciliation
without the mediation of time . This is an even greater mystery than
the mystery of time .

13

When awareness cognizes Time then knowledge
of Timelessness is born .

This aphorism exemplifies another application of the principle
which governs the action of consciousness that was discussed in the
commentary on aphorism number 8 . We are able to recognize time as
a distinct form only when we are able to isolate it from what it
is not . This is done not only in philosophy, but, as well, in many
of the theoretical constructions of science . In these cases, how-
ever, we have an isolation for thought . The immensely important
philosophical question then arises as to how far, or in what way,
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a necessity or possibility for thought or for reason is likewise
an actuality . This question is so fundamental that it seems ad-
visable to discuss it at some length .

The issue involved here is essentially identical with that present
in the ontological argument for the existence of a Supreme Being .
This argument is based upon the assumption that the existence of
an idea implies the existence of a reality corresponding to it .
Hence the idea of a Supreme Being implies that such a Being is .
The analysis to which Kant submitted this argument is a•classic
in philosophical criticism, and it is generally felt that Kant has,

• once for all, undermined the force of this argument . Yet, despite
all this, it continues to have psychological force and has reappeared
more than once since Kant s time .

The aphorisms and the philosophy surrounding them do not make
use of the notion of a Supreme Beings, though they leave open the
possibility of evolved Beings that may very well be regarded as
God-like when contrasted-to man .' But this philosophy establishes
its base upon the reality of a Transcendental Principle . Hence,
the essential problem involved in the analysis of the ontological
argument arises here . So, to bring this question out into clear
form the following quotation is taken from Kant :

"Our conception of an object may thus contain whatever
and how much it will ; nevertheless we must ourselves stand
away from the conception, in order to bestow existence upon
it . This happens with sense-objects through the connection
with any one of our perceptions in accordance with empirical
laws ; but for objects of pure thought there is no sort of

60 means for er eivin their existen e be ause it is whollc c c
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p g y
a priori that they can be known ; our consciousness of all
existence, however, belongs altogether to a unity of ex-
perience and an existence outside this field cannot absolute-
ly be explained away as impossible . But it is a supposition
we have no means of justifying ."
Let us, for the present purpose, assume the general validity

of this argument . Then, in simple terms, the conclusion reached
is that for an object of the reason or thought to have, or corres-
pond to, an existence, in any other sense, that existence must be
determined through some other mode of consciousness . In the case
of experience, the senses perform this necessary function, in that
sense-impression is necessary to determine experiential existence .
At the close of the quotation, Kant admits that the possibility of a
non-experiential existence cannot be denied, but goes on to say that
we have no means of Justifying this supposition . Now, so far as
the field of consciousness which is the proper field of physical
science is concerned, Kant's conclusion seems to be valid enough .
But the domain of consciousness comprehended by science is only a
part of the sum-total of all possible consciousness . Once this is
granted, then, in principle, it must be admitted that the supposi-
tion of a non-experiential or transcendent existence or reality can
possib e justified . Epistemological logic does not rule out
this po sibility ; it simply establishes the point that by means of
pure conceptions and logic alone, transcendental existences or real-
ities cannot be proved .

In the present philosophy, all effort to establish such a proof
is abandoned . Logic and analysis of consciousness are employed
simply to build a reasonable presumption, without laying any claim
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to coercive demonstration . . .It is, however, asserted that direct
• extra-logical and extra-empirical verification is possible . All of

this implies that there is a way of consciousness which is not, on
the one hand, to be regarded as presentation through the senses,
or in the form of conceptions ; on the .other . Nor, further, is it
to be regarded as no more than affective and coriative attitude .
It is, rather, a way of consciousness which sleeps in most men, but
has become awakened and active in the case of a small minority,
which is to be found represented by individuals scattered thinly
throughout the whole span of history . This way of consciousness has
been known by different designa,ions ; but in the West it is most
commonly called "mystical insight" ;

In introducing this notion of another' way of consciousness,
called "mystical insight", certain obvious difficulties arise,
owing to its not being a commonly active mode of consciousness .
The individual in whom this insight is sleeping is necessarily quite
incapable of evaluating it directly . To be sure, he may study the
phenomenacum.nected with the mystical function, as exemplified in
historic personalities, as has been done by some psychologists . But
this is a very different matter from the direct epistemolSgical
evaluation of the noetic content of the mystical insight . A work
11te that of Kant's Critique of Pu re Reason can be accomplished only
by a man who finds in the operation of his own consciousness the
very contents that he is analysing. The study of the forms and
processes of consciousness is, of necessity, only in subordinate
degree a matter for observation . In the present case it depends
preeminently upon the introceptive penetration . As a result, the
psychologist, who is not himself also a mystic, is not competent
in this field, for he of necessity judges from the base of a con-
sciousness operating through the senses and the forms of the in-
tellectual understanding alone, so far as cognitive content is
concerned . Recognizing this difficulty, I have abandoned in the
present work the effort to force agreement by means of logic and
reference to a widely common ground of experience .

However, the possibility of a noetic insight must be indicated .
The chapter on ."A Mystical Unfoldment" was introduced early in this
work to meet that need . Admittedly the reader is in a difficult
position when it comes to the question of evaluation of the honesty
and competency of the writer in the forming of his interpretations
in this chapter . But there is simply no way of presenting the
material and processes of mystical insight in terms that are gener-
ally objective . The record of historic instances of mystical insight
which have led to the formulation of a noetic meaning adds to the
presumption of the validity of the insight, but does not help the
reader directly unless he, too, has known at least some modicum
of the mystical sense . Consequently, all that can be asked of the
general reader is that. he entertain the idea of the possibility of
mystical insight, and then judge the philosophic consequences from
that base .

It is predicated here that one important consequence, which
• does follow, is that an existence or reality outside the field of

experience through the senses can be justified directly without
falling into the error of the ontological argument . It would follow
that Kant's Critique of Pure Reason is, in principle, valid only
with respect to the relationship between the understanding and the
material given empirically through the senses . But mystical insight
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• gives another order of material or viewpoint which, also, in com-
bination with the understanding has noetic value . Undoubtedly there
are problems concerning possible valid and false interpretations
here, analogous to those that arise in the relationship between
understanding and experience through the senses , that Kant treated
so trenchantly . But only the mystic who iss also a critical
philosopher could possibly be qualified to handle these . In this
domain Kant hardly seems to qualifiy, for his is the scientific,
rather than mystical, mkind .

Once it is granted that there are two domains from which
the material filling of conceptual consciousness may be derived,
instead of the one through the senses alone, then the field of
cognition has a three-fold, instead of a two-fold, divivion~ . There
would then be the domain of pure understanding or conceptual thought
in a sort of neutral position, with material through the senses
standing on one side, and material or viewpoint from mystical in-
signt on the other . This, in turn, would lead to something like a
division in understanding, which may be called the higher and lower
phases of intellection . Another consequence is that some men may
have the lower phase of intellection, which operated in connection
with the material given through the senses, developed in high
degree, and yet remain quite blind to the higher phase . More than
extensive scholarship or superior scientific ability is required to
awaken recognition of the higher phase . On the other hand, there is
a considerable dearth of superior intellectual training among those
who are , in some measure , awakened to the higher phase of intellec-
tion, though history affords us some brilliant exceptions . Thus,
there are not many who realize that here, too, is a problem for
critical philosophy .

In any case, the aphorisms must be taken as material derived
from mystical insight . As a consequence, their verification in the
full sense is possible only from the perspective of a similar insight .
Logic and experience can provide only a partial presumption for
them, at best, and that is all that is attempted in these commen-
taries .

14

To be aware of Time is to be aware of the Universe,
and to be aware of the Universe is to be aware of Time .

This aphorism emphasizes the interdependence of conscious-
ness of objects . Formerly, in the days when our scientific
thought was governed by-the Newtonian mechanics, we were in the
habit of regarding time, space, and matter as three independent
existences . Explicitly, Newton held the view that these three
were not interdependent . However, as knowledge of the subtler
phases of physical nature has grown, it has become evident that
this view is no longer tenable . The new relativity, which has
been largely developed through the insight and coordinating

• thought of Albert Einstein, definitely asserts the interdependence
of these three notions of time, space, and matter . Now, while
this integrating conception was developed to unify actually
existent knowledge of physical fact, it is, at the same time,
the formulation of a profound metaphysical principle . The notion
of time is meaningless apart from the notion of change . Further,
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there is no change save in connection with objects . -Thus, at
once , it should become clear that awareness of objects implies
change and, consequently, time, while on the other hand time
becomes existent only in connection with objects .

It should be clearly understood that the ground on which
this aphorism is based is not the above theory of mathematical
physics, but is genuinely transcendental . However, the physical
theory is a beautiful illustration of the essential idea .

0
15

To realize Timelessness is to attain Nirvana .

In this work the terms "realize" and "realization" are used
in a special sense , which is to be clearly distinguished from
"perception" and "conception" . Whereas the latter two terms refer
to a relationship between a self and objects, whether in the form
of sense objects or ideas, the terms "realize" and "realization "
are employed to designate a mode of consciousness wherein there
is identity between the self and content, in other words, a state
of consciousness not concerned with objects in objective relation .
'Thus "realization" means a mystical state . The Nirvanic State
is not something conceived or perceived, though it is possible
to conceive or perceive a symbol which means the Nirvanic State .
If the latter possibility did not exist, it would be impossible
to say anything at all in; reference to Nirvana .

The realization of Timelessness should not be confused with
the concept of timelessness which frequently occurs in philosophy,
nor with the notion of simultaneity which is employed in classi-
cal theoretical mechanics . In the case of the mere concept of
timelessness, the thinking and experienceing self is actually,
in terms of awareness, moving within the time-world of objects . .
Thus his creating of the concept is a time-process . In this case,
the self is not fused into identiy with that which it has con-
ceived . But when genuine realization has been attained, the self
is found identical with Timelessness . The difference here is of
crucial importance, though one that is difficult to convey ade-
quately with ideas . Not only is it not merely "knowledge about",
but it is an even more intimate state than "knowledge through
acquaintance", such as that which comes through immediate experience
It is, rather, a state of "Knowledge through Identity" . This
consciousness has a peculiar quality which is quite ineffable, but
it may be suggested in the following way : If we may regard all
concepts and percepts as being a sort of "thin" consciousness of
surfaces only, then the state of realization would be like a
"think" --substantial-- Consciousness extending into the "depth"
dimension . All presentation and representation deals with surfaces
only, and all expression in its direct meaning is solely of this
nature, whatever its symbolic reference may be . But the realiza-
tion gives "depth-value" immediately . It may, therefore, be called
substantial in a sense that may never be predicated of mere pre-
sentations or representations . This "depth-value" actually feeds
that which some modern psychologists have called the "psyche" .
On the other hand, mere experience and intellection do not supply
this nutrituve value . They may arouse self-consciousness and afford
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• something which has the value of control, but they do not themselves
give sustenance .

To attain the Nirvanic State is to reach the source of sus-
tenance for the psyche . This is the genuine goal of the religious
effort, however inadequately that goal may be envisaged in the
majority of religious conceptions and programs . Religion is con-
cerned with the sustenance of the psyche ; it is a search for a
durable "Manna" .

To realize Timelessness is to transcend the tragic drama of
• Time . Time is tragic because it destroys the beloved object, and

because it is constantly annulling the unused possibilities . In
the Timeless State there is none of this tragedy ; hence it is a
State of Bliss without alloy . But Bliss without alloy is simply
another name for Nirvana .

16

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is
no difference between Time and Timelessness .

This is another instance wherein the meaning is more easily
seen by consideration of the fact that Consciousness as a principle
is unaffected by the nature of content or state . But this is not
the whole meaning of the aphorism, for Consciousness-without-an

a object is not merely an analytic abstraction from the totality of
common consciousness . It is also a symbol of That which may be
directly realized . On the level of That there is no differen-
tiation of Significance . In other words, it is neutral with respect
to Meaning as well as to affective value . It is a level above all
relative valuation, both in the affective and noetic sense . Stated
in another way, all differentiation has the same significance, and
this significance issimply irrelevancy .

Consciousness-without-an-object represents all possibilities,
but is specifically identified with no particular possibility . If
IT were especially close to any one tendency, then IT would caase
to be perfectly neutral . Thus all judgment or valuation lies on
some lesser level, wherein the principle of relativity operates .
But this lesser level depends upon the superiorfor its possibility
and existence .

17

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies
the seed of the world-containing Space .

"Space" is a generic concept, as there are many kinds of space .
Thus the perspective-space of the eye has characteristics quite
different from those of the space with which the engineer works .
The latter is generally the familiar Euclidian space . But, whereas
we formerly thought that the Euclidian space was the sole real

ea we k ow there es toda e an ki of a st f the ed M, .• p y yc n ar m n s sp c o so
exist only for mathematics, but within our own day we have seen one
of these purely mathematical spaces become adapted to the uses of
mathematical physics . So, now the notion of a multiplicity of
types of spaces is definitely extended beyond the domain of pure
mathematics .
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In the present aphorism, the reference is to the space in

which all objects seem to exist .in the broadest sense, this is
not a single space, but several sorts'of spaces, all having in
common the property of containing obije,cts . Two of these paces
which are generally familiar are (a) the`ordinary space of waking
consciousness, in which all physical bodies From the stars to the
electrons rest, and (b) the spaces of the dream-world, wherein
distance takes on quite a different meanin~'i It is characteristic
of these spaces, at least as far as we are .. commonly familiar with .
them, that'distance and quantity are significant notions . Such no-
tions , however, are not essential-to-space as such, as is revealed 6
in the mathematical interpretthon,of space,, as : ''degrees of freedom" .

Space is to be regarded as the framework' or field of each
particular level of differentiated consciousness : The world-con-
taining space is that framework in which objects appear . The
normal framework of the space of waking consciousness vanishes for
the dream-state, and a space having discernibly different proper-
ties replaces it . The latter is a space filled with objects quite
distinguishable from the objects filling the space of waking
consciousness, even though they may be related . Different laws of
relationship and operation apply .

The superiority of consciousness to a specific space is re-
vealed in the fact that the external space- of waking consciousness
can be annulled by the simple act of going to sleep . The dream
space is annulled by the reverse process of waking to the external
space . This fact, which is part of the common experience of all
men, is of profound significance, for it reveals the over-lord-
ship of the principle, of consciousness with respect to these two
kinds of space . It is a constant reminder that, in reality, man
as a conscious being is not bound to the space which defines the
form of `his experiencing or thinking while in a particular
state . The delusion of bondage is truly a sort of auto-hypnosis,
produced through man's predicating of himself as a subjective
consciousness-principle those spatial dependencies which apply
only to objects, including his own body . In reality, the conscious-
ness-principle supports and contains the universe, instead of the
reverse being 'true, as commonly supposed .

The world-containing space is derived from, and is dependent
upon, Consciousness-without-an-object . The latter comprehends the
former, both as potentiality and as actuality .

18
When awareness cognizes the world-containg Space
the knowledge of the Spatial Void is born .

As the underlying principle of the complementary or inverse
awareness has laready been discussed in the commentaries on
aphorisms 8 and 13, it will not be further considered here . Our
attention will be devoted to the meaning of the Spatial Void .

The Spatial Void stands in polar relationship to the world-
containing containing Space . The latter is preeminently a space with content
involving the notions of quantity and distance . The Spatial Void
is without content and involves no notion of quantity and distance .
The more qualitative spaces of mathematics suggest the idea . It

• is predominantly Space as Freedom, and not space as restraining
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and constricting form . Any differentiation which would apply here
• would be analogous to that which attaches to the notion of trans-

finite numbers, and not like the sharply bound differentia of
finite manifolds .

The direct realization of Consciousness as the Spatial Void
has an inconceivably lofty ow .alue . It is a state in which the
lonely self has found its I other in the fullest possible sense .
Symbolically expressed, it is as . though the lonely self, regarded
as a •Are point, had suddenly been metamorphosed into an unlimited
space, wherein content-value and the subject--the "I"--were com-
pletely fused and co-extensive . More commonly, this is expressed
as union with God . The latter statement is sound enough so long as
it is understood as a symbol and-;does not assume an arbitrary pre-
interpretation . The Reality realized is Presence, in the sense of
envelopment in the Eternal Others This is the final resolution
of all the problems of the tragic life in the world . It is the
Terminal Value, with respect to which all consciousness concerned
with objects is of instrumental significance only .

19

To be aware of the world-containing Space is to
be aware of the Universe of Ojects .

This aphorism asserts the interdependence of our ordinary
space and the objects contained within it . This involves a departure
from the older Newtonian view wherein space was regarded as indepen-
dent of the presence or absence of objects . While it is possible
to conceive such a space, it would be a space taken in a different
sense from that of the world-containing space . The view developed
in the new relativity is consonant with the present aphorism, for
In this latter theory matter and space are viewed as interdependent .
This space is not simply an empty abstraction but actually has what
might be called a substantial quality . Thus, the very form or
"properties" of the space is affected by the degree in which matter is
concentrated in different portions of it . ' It becomes warped in the
vicinity of large stellar bodies, so that the shortest distance
between two points is no longer a straight line, in the old sense,
but a curved line, analogous to an arc of a great circle on the
surface of a sphere . Modern astro-physics has even developed the
idea of an expanding space, implying therewith the possibility of
a contracting space . This notion, at the very least, renders
intelligible and plausible in physical terms the ancient notion of a
pulsating universe on the analogy of a great breath .

Once we have the notion of a space expanding with the matter,
which is co-extensive with it, and the consequent possibility of its
contraction in another phase of the life-history of matter,
then there at once emerges the further implication of the de-
pendence of matter-space upon a somewhat still more ultimate . For
pulsation implies a matrix in which it inheres . In these aphorisms,
that matrix is symbolized by Consciousness-without-an-object .
The objective phase of the pulsation, that which is marked especially
by the expanding,;of the universe, is the state of consciousness
polarized toward objects . The contracting phase develops while
consciousness is being progressively withdrawn from objects . This
may be viewed first as the macrocosmic picture--a process in the
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grand cosmos . The same principle applies to the microcosmic or
. individual consciousness .

These two senses are not generally distinguished in these
commentaries, as the latter are concerned with general principles
that may be applied in either sense : Thus, what is said may be
interpreted either in reference to an individualized human con-
sciousness, or to consciousness in the more comprehensive sense .

20`

• To realize the SpatialVoid is to awaken to
Nirvanic Consciousness .

This aphorism effects a further ;expans16n of the meaning of
Nirvana . The latter may be viewed as a_spat al consciousness, but
not in the sense of a world-containing space Nirvanic Conscious-
ness is not to be regarded as simply the total consciousness of the
manifested universe . If such a total consciousness could be en-
visaged, it would be very appropriate to call it 'Cosmic Conscious-
ness, and it would stand as a whole, in contradistinction to Nirvanic
Consciousness . These two, Nirvanic Consciousness and Cosmic
Consciousness, would contrast in the relation of polarization,
analogous to the familiar polarity of subject and object . In spatial
symbols, the polarity is between the world-containing Space and the
Spatial Void .

Now , a more complete interpretation of the pulsation noted in
a the last commentary becomes possible . The expansion of the world-

containing Space corresponds to contraction of consciousness in the
sense of the Spatial Void, or a reduction of consciousness concerned
with the Self, while there is an expansion of consciousness in the
field of objects . In psychological terms, it is the predominantly
extraverted phase . While in such a cosmically expansive pRi~e, the
balance of human consciousness, as of all other consciousness, is
bound to be predominantly extraverted, yet particular individuals
may be relatively only more or less extraverted . In this setting,
the so-called introverted individuals are only relatively intro-
verted, and cannot be predominantly introverted so long as they
possess physical bodies . To become predominantly introverted is
to cease to exist objectively and, thus, to have consciousness
centered in the Spatial Void . or Nirvana .

For most individuals the centering of consciousness in the
Spatial Void is a state like dreamless sleep, in other words, a
psychical state which analytic psychology has called the "uncon-
scious" . In this philosophy this state is not viewed as unconscious
in the unconditional sense, but is conceived as a state of conscious-
ness which is not conscious of itself, and, therefore, indistinguish-
able from unconsciousness from the subject-object standpoint . It
is possible, however, to transfer the principle of self-conscious-
ness into the Spatial Void, in which case it is no longer a state
like dreamless sleep . But this is not an easy step to effect, as it
requires a high development of the principle of self-consciousness,
combined with its isolation from the object . If, in the case of a
given individual, this power is sufficiently developed, beyond the
average of the race, it is possible for such a one to become focused
in the Spatial Void, in advance of the race as a whole . When this
is actually accomplished, the individual is faced with two
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possibilities . Either he may then become locked in the Spatial
Void, in a sense analogous to that of the binding of most men to the
universe of objects, or he may ad, quire,.the power to move his con-
sciousness freely between the . world-containing Space and the
Spatial Void . In the latter case, the individualL'_s base is neither
the universe of objects nor Nirvana ; but lies in THAT which compre-
hends both these . The latter is here symbolized by Consciousness-
without-an-object, which is neither introverted nor extraverted,
but occupies a neutral position between these two accentuation 5

21

But for Consciousness-without-pan= object there is no difference
between the world - containing Space and the Spatial Void .

In one sense there is no difference because Space or Conscious-
ness , in either sense, is irrelevant . From the standpoint of a
profound metaphysical perspective, both are irrelevant, as the just
forgotten dream is irrelevant to the consciousness of the man who
has awakened from sleep . Yet, while dreaming, the dream was real
enough to the dreamer . We can thus distinguish a sense in which we
would say the dream is not, i .e ., from the perspective of the .
awakened consciousness for which it has been forgotten, yet, at the
same time, in another sense, for the dreamer while dreaming, the
dream is a real existence . Shifting now to the highest transcenden-
tal sense , we can say that both the world-containing Space and the
Spatial Void both are and are not . In the sense that from the
level of Consciousness-without-an-object both the universe of objects
and Nirvana are not, there is no difference between them .

It is possible for an individual to achieve a state wherein
consciousness is so divided that in one aspect of that divided
consciousness he realizes the irrelevance or essential non-existence
of both Nirvana and the universe of objects, while at the same time
in another aspect of that consciousness he is aware of the relative
and interdependent reality of these two grand phases of conscious-
ness . The synthetic judgment from this level of dual consciousness
would be : "The universe of objects and Nirvana both are and are
not ." There is something here that can be realized immediately,
but which defeats every effort of the intellective consciousness to
capture and represent in really intelligible terms . However, there

• can be no doubt of the superior authority of the State of Reali-
zation itself, for the individual who has acquaintance with it . To
be sure, intellectual dialectic may confuse and veil the memory of
the immense authority of the Realization, but this veiling process
has no more significance than the power of the ordinary dream to
veil the judgment of the waking state . Whereas the dream is gen-
erally something inferior to the waking intellectual judgment, the
Realization has a transcendent superiority with respect to the latter,
But can the intellectual consciousness of the man who has had no
glimpse of the Realization be convinced of this? It is certainly
quite difficult for the dreamer, while dreaming, to realize the
purely relative existence of hisdream . Has the waking intellectual
judgment a superior capacity with respect to the acknowledgment
of its own Transcendental Roots?

0
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Within Consciousness-without'-an-object lles the seed of Law .

Consciousness-without-an-object is not Itself law-bound or
law-determined . It is rather the Root-source of all law, as of
all else . Thus, when by means of Recognition an individual self is
•brought into direct realization of Coneciausbess-without-an-object,
it is found that that most fundamental of ail-laws, the law of
contradiction, no longer appliesi Hele~no affirmation is a denial
of the possibility of its contradictory! Also, Consciousness-without
an-object is that excluded middle which is .neither A nor not-A .
Hence, the actuality which Consciousness-without-an-object symbolizes
is un-thinkable, and so in order to think toward IT a thinkable
symbol must be employed .

All law, conceived as law of nature, or of consciousness in
its various forms and states, or of relationshilps, is dependent
upon law of thought . For such states of consciou a ness as there
may be in which there is no thought, in any sense, there is no
awareness of law, and, hence, no existence of law within the con-
tent of such states . But for a thinking consciousness which
contains or is associated with those states, the operation of law
is realized . Thus we may regard a law-bound domain as a thought-
bound domain, though such thought is not necessarily restricted to
the familiar form commonly known to men . This implies, among
other consequences, that there is no universe , save for a thinker .

23

When consciousness of objects is born the Law is invoked as a
Force tending ever toward Equilibrium .

The school of English Empiricism performed a fundamental ser-
vice for philosophy, in a negative way, by trying to interpret the
mind as an empty tablet on which uncolored impressions from objects
were imprinted . The culmination of this line of thought was finally
achieved by Kant when he demonstrated that the only way to avoid
absolute agnosticism was through the recognition of a positive con-
tribution by the mind itself, that is, a contribution not derived
from experience, however much experience might be necessary for
arousing this factor into action . Kant showed that, part passu
with the development of awareness of objects through the senses,
there was aroused knowledge of a form within which the objects were
organized as a whole of experience . This "organization as a whole
of experience" is simply the principle of Law in the general sense .

The most fundamental meaning of Law is Equilibrium . For
equilibrium is that which distinguishes a cosmos from a chaos .
The very essence of the notions of "law" and "equilibrium" is contain-
ed in the notion of "invariant" . The counter notion is that of an
"absolutely formless flux" . If we abstract from experience all the
notion of law, then all that is left is such a formless flux, de-
void of all meaning. This would be a state of absolute nescience .
Therefore the existence of any knowledge or of any dependability
in consciousness, implies the presence of law . But the moment that
we apprehend an object as object, we have invoked both knowledge
and dependability . This is shown in-the fact that the apprehension
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• of an object implies the subject, which stands in relation to the
object . Thus, Law appears as subject-object relationship . Now,
at once, the factor of Equilibrium is apparent, for opposed to the
object stands the complementary principle of the subject .

Laws are not discovered .ih nature, .considred as something
apart from all consciousness .' Rather it is the truth that organ-
zied nature is a product of thinking consciousness . In a profound
sense, the Law is known before it is empirically discovered . This
is revealed in the fact, noted by psychology, that law-formations
are developed out of "phantasy" processes . In notable instances,
as in the case of Riemann, a form principle was evolved as a purely
phantastic geometrical construction, which several decades later
supplied the form for Einstein's general theory of relativity, to
which current physical experience conforms better than it does to
any preceding theory . The form which a given law takes when con-
structed in relation to a cet`tain segment of empiric determination
may be, and generally seems to be, inadequate . Howver, this should
not be understood as implying the merely approximate or pragmatic
character of Law per se . It should rather be understood as an
imperfect objective apprehension of the law, 'known' prior to
experience . The real Knowledge of Law lies somewhere in what the
analytic psychologist calls the "Unconscious" . an is born with
this hidden knowledge, which rises more or lees mperfectly to the
surface as intuition .), Even when scientific laws are interpreted as
the product of a relative purpose, the notion of law in the deeper
sense is presupposed . For the affirmation of a productive relation-
ship between purpose and the scientific law implies a deeper law,
whereon faith in that productive re atio ship-' rests . Even the
Pragmatist rests upon a base of non-pragmatic Assurance, however
little the latter may be in the foreground of consciousness .

24

All objects exist as tensions within Consciousness-without-an
object that tend ever to flow into their own complements or others .

The principle involved here is illustrated by the law in
psychology known as "enanteodromia" . This is the law that any
psychical state tends o e raps ormed into its opposite . The opera
tion of this law is most evident in the case of those individuals
who are extremely one-sided, since they manifest correspondingly

• ex aggerated reversal of phase . But the principle always operates,
eve in the most balanced natures, though in these cases the two
phases are conjoined and function together .

The operation of the principle can be observed quite widely .
Thus, growth is balanced by decay, birth by death, light by dark-
ness, evolution by the reverse process of involution, etc . A
particularly impressive illustration is afforded by the interaction of
electronsctrons and posi t rons when coming into conjunction . Here we have
a flow of phase into counter-phase, resulting in mutual cancellation

• and the production of a different state of matter . The dialectic
logic of Hegel is a systematic application of this principle .

No object of consciousness is stable--remaining ever the same--
but is, on the contrary, a state of tension which tends to transform
into its complement . Consciousness-without-an-object is the univer-
sal sal solvent within which the centers of tension, or objects, have
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• their field of play . All tendency in that play is counterbalanced
by its counter-tendency, the culminating effect being an expression
equated to zero . It is the zero .which symbolizes the durable
Reality, or Consciousness-without .an-object . Within the field of
Consciousness-without-an-object, in principle, any creative tension
may be produced, but unavoidably,- :.the counter-tension is invoked .
This is the reason why all creativeness involves a resistance which
renders every construction something more than merely what one
chooses that it should be . From this there results the positive
consequence that any construction.,'however phantastic, when taken
in conjunction with its counter=phase, is true, while every con-
struction whatsoever, when taken in'isolation from its counter-
phase, is false . Thus, if thb initial construction is even the
most phantastic conceivable and as'far as possible from that which
is generally regarded as reality, nevertheless, if the counter-
phase is given full recognition ;, the resultant is durable Truth .
While, on the other hand, if the,original construction is in terms
of the generally conceded objective material, and grounded in the
most careful observation, but is not taken in conjunction with the
counter-phase, the resultant effect is a false conception and, if
believed in, produces a state of real delusion . In this way, it
is possible for the so-called practical and scientific man to
occupy an essentially false position, while some highly introvert
poet, who lives quite aloof from the so-called world of real
experience and who allows the initial impulse of his imagination
the greatest possible freedom, but who, at the same time, carefully
regards and incorporates the counter-phase of his phantasy, will
rendey\ manifest profound and lasting Truth . Now, all this leads
to a very important consequence, namely, that starting from any
state of consciousness whatsoever it is possible to arrive at the
final and durable Reality and Truth, provided that the resources
of the counter-phase are incorporated in the self-conscious con-
Isciousness . Thus, no particular merit attaches to that peculiarly
valued phase of consciousness--the extroverted phase of the so-
called practical and scientific man--as a starting point for the
attainment of the Real . This base may serve as an effective start-
ing point, but, equally well, may any other . In fact, it is quite
possible that some present inmate of a psychiatric institution
may out-distance all the philistines in the world who pride them-
selves on their sanity .

25

The ultimate effect of the flow of all objects into their com-
plements is mutual cancellation in complete Equilibrium .

The illustration of the positron and the electron applies here .
The state of each of these units, by itself, may be regarded as
one of tension, hence oneis called a positive and the other a
negative charge of electricity . For such isolated charges there
can be no rest, as each is driven . ceaselessly toward its own
complement . So long as the goal of mutual fusion is not effected,
they operate as the dynamic forces which underlie the existence
of ponderable matter . But because these units are in a state of
tension, no ponderable matter can remain stable . It is subject to
the disruption which results when the positive and negative charges
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are fused . The labor of these charges to gain the goal of fusion
may be regarded as one aspect of the dynamic force which manifests
as evolution . To such extent as the fusion is effected, visible
evolution terminates and ponderable matter vanishes . The resultant
of the fusion is a flash of radiation ; The latter may be regarded
as the Nirvanic State of matter, for the radiant state is one of
freedom and equilibrium .

The radiant state of matter is just aiic er name for light .
Now, while there is a wide range of wave-length and wave-rate in

there is one constant elementin the known scale of light-octaves ,
which has become iighly significant in modern physical theory, and
that is the velocity of light . Regardless of wave-length, all
light travels at uniform velocity . Here we have a fact intimately
related to the principle of equilibrium--a most important
invariant . When ponderable matter finally vanishes, it enters a
state subject to this invariant . Wave-length is so equilibrated
to wave-rate that the resultant is always the same .

Now, as revealed in the modern theory of relativity, the con-
stant velocity of light becomes determinant of the form of the
physical universe . It forces the view of a finite world-containing
space . While it is true that from the standpoint of consciousness-
bound-to-objects the high velocity gives the impression of enormous
activity, with respect to which the object-world seems relatively
stable, yet, if we shift our base and place our consciousness,
as it were, in the sea of radiant energy, the universe of pon-
derable matter has the value of violent turmoil . For consciousness
thus centered, the high-potential of the radiant state has the
value of peace and equilibrium . Further, a radiant energy, through
its property of uniformity of velocity, has the effect of bounding
the universe of objects .

In psychological terms, by means of the Law of enanteodromia
one psychical state draws forth its opposite . Ordinarily, through
the tension of these two phases the restless movement of embodied
consciousness is maintained . This leads to the development of life
as experience . The self Is driven by problems which are essen-
tially insoluble, but by ever striving to reach the rainbow's end
of a satisfactory solution the self is forced by those problems to
the development of potential psychical powers . And when the phase
and counter-phase of psychical states are blended in the Self,
instead of continuing in a condition like that of a dog chasing his
own tail , the state of tensions is dissolved in Equilibrium . In
this case, the phase and counter-phase cease to exist, just as the
electron and positron vanish when united, and in their place is a
state of consciousness of quite a different order . Throughout
mystical literature one finds an oft recurring reference to this
state as one of "Light" . Does this not rather beautifully complete
the analogy with the corresponding radiant state of matter?

26
Consciousness of the field of tensions is the Universe .

• This consequence follows at once when it is realized that an
object exists as a tension . Although, in the ultimate sense, every
tension is balanced by its opposite phase, so the equilibrium is

• never actually destroyed, yet consciousness, taken in a partial
aspect, may comprehend only one phase, or may be only imperfectly
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• conscious of the counter-phase . For this partial aspect of con-
sciousness equilibrium does not exist . The consciousness of the
universe of objects, taken in more or less complete abstraction
from the totality of all consciousness, is preeminently conscious-
ness in the field of tensions . .. One result is that any view of a
segment of the universe of objects gives an impression of develop-
ment, as in some direction . The ususal scientific name for this
apparently directed development is . "evolutionz", and a familiar
social interpretation is called !'progress" . Each of these terms
reveals a recognition of a tension in the field of consciousness or
life that forces any present given state to change into another .
The fact that this change can be described as evolution or progress
implies, in addition, that some directedness which is recognizable
is involved in the change .

The more common view of evolution and progress is of a form
which may be called linear . By this is meant a movement which could
be represented approximately by a straight-line vector, the direction
being given usually not only toward the future but also inclined
upward . This linear form of the interpretation seems to be sus-
tained when the segment observed is short enough and appropriately
selected . Larger segments, such as those afforded through the study
of geologic records, reveal a periodicity more or less clearly,
and thus make it clear that the linear interpretation must be
modified . It is, in fact, a profounder view to regard the form
of change as like a pulsating breath or heart beat, one phase being
the diastole , the other the systole . As a result, it is impossible
to predicate 'progress' of the process taken as a whole . For
while an individual of the extraverted type might predicate progress
as characteristic of the diastolic phase, he would be inclined to
regard the systolic phase as a regression and, on the other hand,
the introverted type would most likely give a reverse valuation .
For, to predicate "progress", some base of valuation is, of necessity
assumed , and there is no one base common to all individual valua-
tion . Consequently, it is possible only with respect to restricted
segments of experience and from the base of particular valuation
to predicate either evolution and progress or devolution and retro-
gression .

However, regardless of how the tendency of change Iflay be
evaluated in any given case , the common fact of experience is that
objects and objective states of consciousness are subject to a
tension which continually forces transformation, be the rate rapid
or slow. In other words, there is no rest or balance in the
universe of objects taken in abstraction . For individuals who
are in the more active phase of their interests, there may be
nothing profoundly distasteful in this fact, but when they begin
to feel the need of stability and rest, the total significance of
the universe of objects becomes tragic . These differences, pro-
bably more than anything else, afford the explanation of why some
men are optomists in their attitude toward the universe of objects,
while others are pessimists . This difference is also that which
marks the general characteristic attitudes of youth and maturity .
It should be noted that pessimism and optimism are attitudes toward
a phase of consciousness, and not to be interpreted as general
attitudes toward all phases .
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0 Consciousness of Equilibrium is Nirvana .

The Idea of "Nirvana", as employed in the present exposition,
is not a notion of exclusively religious significance . Unquestion-
ably, in the historic sense, this notion has been given a predomin-
antly religious and r'eligio-philosophical value, but, when the two
following considerations are taken into account, the reason for
this should become clear . In the first place ; the notion is in-
troduced to the West from the East, and the oriental focus of
interest is predominantly religious . In addition, the Nirvanic
State is more readily accessible to the introverted type of indivi-
dual polarization in consciousness, and the typical focus of interest
of the introvert is more religious than scientific . As a conse-
quence, the full value of the notion of "Nirvana" has not so far
been developed . It is significant for the scientific focus of
interest, as well as the religious, and is, in fact, implied in the
development of science, though in this connection it is more deeply
buried in the so-called "unconscious" than is the case where the
focus of interest is in the direction naturally taken by the more
introverted religious type . The scientific importance of the notion
is nowhere more clearly revealed than in the value'the idea of
"equilibrium" has for scientific thinking . The profound tendency
to find equilibrium in an hypotheses, theory, or law, that is so
strongly manifested in the great coordinative scientific thinkers,
reveals this fact . The objective material with which science is
concerned nev er gives the hypotheses, theories, and laws . These are
actually created out of phantasy, using the latter term in the sense
employed by analytic psychology . To be sure, the selection of the
form of the phantastic creation is guided by a due consideration
of data from experience, but it is a creative act, added to pure
experience, that provides the form . Now, as one studies the various
hypotheses, theories, and laws of all departments of science, a very
important tendency in the selection is noted . This tendency gains
its clearest and most perfect expression in mathematics and mathe-
matical physics, but Is nonetheless recognizable in the other sciences .
it is the tendency to express the unification of the original
collection of scientific data in the form of equations . So far has
this gone in modern physics--the most fundamental of natural sciences
that the culminating statements are more and more in the form of

• differential equations, with sensuously conceived models occupying
a progressively inferior place of importance . Now, what is the
psychical significance of the equation, as such? It is simply
this, that in the equation we have manifested the sense or feeling
for equilibrium . So long as a segment of experience is not reduced
to an equation, the state of consciousness is one of tension and
restlessness, and not of equilibrium . The Investigator is driven on
becuase his current position affords no resting place, and, therefore
no peace . But when an adequate equation has been found, then there
is a sense of conquest, rest, and peace . There is no need in man

• more profound than justthis . If no success in this direction were
ever attained, life would become unendurable, sooner or later . The
sense of hunger for the equilibrating equation is,$imply one phase
of .the hunger for Nirvana--that inner Core which sustains the whole

• universe of experience .
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The less there is of realization of equilibrium, the more
painful life becomes, and likewise, the more realization of equili-
brium achieved, the greater the joy and peace . Without conscious-
ness of equilibrium, life is only a painful battle and a storm of
conflicts that leads nowhere . This is Suffering, spelled with a
capital "S" . On the other hand, the more complete the realization
of equilibrium, the less the suffering, until, in the cluminating
state of pure Nirvanic Consciousness, there is total absence of
suffering . The great, difficulty is that, whereas suffering tends
to stir self-consciousness into wider and wider fullness, the State
of Equilibrium tends to lull it toysleep . The latter is usually the
state known as dreamless sleeps when taken in its purity . But when
self-sconsciousness has bean sufficiently developed so that it can
resist the lulling effect of Equilibrium, then the purely Nirvanic
State can be entered without loss of self-consciousness . This is
the Great Victory, the reward for the travail of living-form down
the ages .

Some writers conceive Nirvana as being like the state of the
newly born infant, wherein there is little or no self-consciousness .
Thus it is seen as a retreat to a .purely nascent consciousness,. which
is much inferior to genuine adult-consdiousness . In this view there
is a part-truth and a great er4or4 Without full self-consciousness
this state may be likened to a sort of original nascent consciousness,
such as must precede the development of organized consciousness . It
is entirely possible for andindividual who is not sufficiently
developed in the capacities of organized consciousness to sink back
into--sftoh'-a nabcenf stage .. Therefore, .Nirvana is 'not the immediate
Goal for immature men and women . In fact, the immature entering of
the state is a sort of failure . But the situation becomes wholly
different when the debt to life, in the essential sense, has been
completed . When any human being has reached the stage wherein ex-
perience has been substantially exhausted as a source of vital
value, when this pasture has become a desert with only a few scat-
tered bunches of grass in isolated corners, and when, in addition,
the capacity for self-consciousness has been highly developed, then
the only remaining significant Path lies in or through the Nirvanic
Domain of Consciousness . Nirvana, in this case, is transformed from
a nascent state of consciousness to the Supreme human Goal, wherein
at long last the insoluble problems of life receive a final re-
solution and the greatest possible richness of consciousness replaces
the old poverty .

This work is not written for immature men and women . It is
believed that the inherent difficulty of the subject, when viewed
from the standpoint of the intellect, will automatically serve as
a means of selection, so that only those will read and understand
who are prepared to do so . For the others--the immature ones--
there are other needs which may often, for a time, seem to lead
in quite different directions . Such are not the special concern of
the present work . Largely, instinct and the lash of both circum-
stance and ambition will perform that function which the immature
still require .

But those who have attained substantial maturity, whether in
the scientific or religious direction, reach, sooner or later, a
cul de sac wherein further development in the old directions has
only a sort of meaningless 'treadmill' value--a place wherein all
action means little more than 'mark-time march' . When this time
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comes , the only hope for the avoidance of a life in utter poverty
of consciousness-values lies in a shift in the focus of conscious-
ness . In the end, this shift will lead to durable and adequate
results only be/ attainment of the Nirvanic State with full self-
consciousness .

28

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is
nes . .:,her tension nor Equilibrium .

This is true for the simple reason that Consciousness-without-
an-object can never be comprehended by any partial or fractional
phase of consciousness . Any phase implies its other, and Con-
sciousness-without-an-object is their mutual comprehender, or,
rather, the conceptual symbol of that forever inconceivable Reality
which underlies and envelops all partial aspects . Where there is no
awareness of tension, no meaning attaches to equilibrium . Here
we may think of the 'equal sign' in mathematics as symbolizing
equilibrium, while zero symbolizes Consciousness-without-an-object .
As an actually realized consciousness the distinction here is ex-
tremely subtle, and yet of vital significance . It is very easy for
the mystic to combine these two states into one and simply call them
both "Nirvana" . In most, but not all, literature on the subject this
seems to have been done, and the result on the whole seems to have
been confusing, at least to the Western mind . For this treatment
gives to the Reality an overly introverted interpretation, and this,
is quite naturally repugnant to the extremely extravebted West .
On the other hand, when Consciousness-without-an-object is distin--
guiched from the purely subjective Nirvanic phase, a kind of mathe-
matical clarity results . The subjective and objective are then seen
to inhere in a neutral and more primary principle, and thus they
acquire a more thinkable perspective . In the final analysis, this
means that the peculiar genius of neither the East nor the West is
nearer the ultimate Reality . Both are seen to stand as partial
phases of a more comprehensive whole . Each has a half-truth, which
is unavoidably blended with error when taken in the partial form
alone . And each must add its neglected half to its recognized half
to find the ultimately durable .

29

• The state of tensions is the state of ever-becoming .

A state of tension is a state of instablilty, since it implies
a tendency to become other than what it now is . Every state of
relative balance which is under tension can never be permanently
durable, since the ever-present tendency to break away from the
balance will become actual at the first opportunity . All the ba-
lance will become actual at the first opportunity . All the balance
we find in the universe is of this sort, as is easily seen by con-
sidering that the atom exists as a state of tension between the
nucleus and the surrounding electrons .

Since a tension is a tendency to become other, it follows
readily that a state of tension implies becoming . Nothing in the
worlds of experience or thought remains permanently stable, but

• is ever subject to becoming something else . Some elements remain
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relatively stable, while others change rapidly . But every object-
ive "invariant" is, in the last analysis, only stable in the sense
that a parameter is fixed for a certain phase of mathematical
analysis, while for the completed analysis, it also changes . All
objective life or experience is thus a process of becoming other,
and, taken by itself in abstraction, it is a becoming other which
leads nowhere . .

30

Ever-becoming-is endless-dying.

0

60

That which becomes ceases to be that which it was . The flash
of radiation which was born upon the coalescence of the electron
and the positron implies the death of the units of pnnderable
matter. The corn ceases to be as it becomes the oak . As the man
comes forth, the child, which was, is no more . As a new social
organization occupies the field of the present, the old society
is entombed in the pages of the historic past . No form or state
in the empiric field is permanent, but ever develops into something
else . The passing may be as imperceptible as the changes of massive
geologic transformation, or as the birth and decay of stars, yet
it may be as inconceivably rapid as that of the most instable
species of radium . But, in any case, all things change . This is
an ineluctable law of all empiric existence .

At every moment a new child is born out of a dying past. But
if the death implies a birth, it is equally true that the new birth
implies death . And what is good and valued in the old dies along
with the not-good and that which is not valued . So long as we are
restricted to objective consciousness, this dying is a tragic
finality .

3lJ

So the state of consciousness-of-objects is a state of
ever-renewing promises that pass into death at the moment
of fulfillment .

Because of the law of becoming, that which we wish for and
work for will ultimately come forth . But also because of this
same law, that which is thus brought forth will not endure . Since
becoming and dying never cease, the fulfillment of the new born is
also the moment at which it begins to decay . The beloved-leaves
us at the moment she is found, never to be regained as just that
beloved object .

With much effort we climb to the top of a high mountain, and
at the very moment we have attained the heights and cry, "Eureka,
I have attained the goal", at that very moment only depths reaching
down into darkness loom before our vision . Only descent is possible
after attaining the crowning heights . Attainment ever initiates
decline .

The vitalizing current of embodied life rises up within us
whispering , "Look out there and see the vision of my new promises ."
And we look out and behold the vision of just what we wish, the
value which we have cared for so dearly . Then we move toward it .
At first the travel may not be so hard, but in time we face diffi-
culties which we must needs surmount . But the vision holds, and
seems well worth the effort . Yet, beyond one difficulty there lies
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• another, and still another, mounting in-cver larger and larger
proportions until, finally, we can ovcroome only b~ straining our
last resources . But at that moment the vision has become actual
as our accomplishment . And then we say . "Aye, this is good",
and we rest in contemplation of the hard-earned accomplishment .
Then as we hold the object of fulfillment in our hands, feasting
our heart upon it, we feel it melting in those hands, like a beau-
teaus sculpture of ice in a warm place . It melts and melts and
our heart grieves, and we pray to the powers that be that this
desired object of beauty shall not leave us . But all this is in
vain . Despite everything it melts and melts away, until, in'the
end, the fulfilling object of promise is no more . And then we
are cast down for a season, until once more the current of embodied
life rises and bids us look forth again and see still another
vision . Then, again, we proceed as before, to achieve as before, and
to lose as before . So it is throughout the whole of outer life, and,
mayhap, a long series of outer lives .

In the end, the wandering soul after many ages learns to
abandon all hope . But this hour of deep despair brings the soul
close to the Eternal . Vision of another Nay begins to clear .

32

Thus when consciousness is attached to objects the agony of
birth and death never ceases .

60 That birth and death are ceaseless follows from aphorisms 29,
30, and 31 . But birth and death are also agony . That this is a
fact, in the familiar biological sense, is very well known indeed .
Creatures are generally born through suffering and die in suffer-
ing . And beyond this physical or sensuous suffering there is a
more subtle suffering which envelops all becoming, whether phy-
sical or ideal . The loss of the valued object is suffering, and the
dying to a world of valued objects is likewise suffering . And
in travail new ideals are born . On one side of its total meaning,
the whole drama of becoming is one grand symphony of agony . .

The attainment of a desired object is the birth of an object
for the self that seeks . But the process through which this object
is born rests in a field of desire-tension . When there is desire,
there is want or craving, and this is a state of suffering . Then
when the desired object is born to the individual as possession,
forthwith'it begins to die as the no-_on_ger-wished-for . Attainment
becomes boredom . This, again, is suffering .

Attachment to objects is, in all ways, a state of suffering,
lightened only briefly by satisfaction at the moment of success .
But the satisfaction is born to bloom for but a fleeting moment,
then to decay in the long dying of boredom . Suffering reigns
supreme over the world-focused consciousness .

33
In the State of Equilibrium where birth cancels death the
deathless Bliss of Nirvana is realized .

Birth and death are strung on a continuum of Life which is
not born, nor ever dies . Life does not come into being with birth,
nor does it cease with death . It is the living object that is
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born and dies . In the end, death just equals birth, and that which
underlies remains unaffected . Here Equilibrium reigns eternally
and unaffected . When self-consciousness abides in the underlying
Life, birth and death are realized as just cancelling each other,
and so have no reality . Thus, there is no suffering, but only the
eternal Bliss of undying Life . This is Nirvana .

34

0
But Consciousness-without-an-object is neither agony nor bliss .

Agony or bliss are experienced or realized states, but the
experiencing and realizing inhere in pure Consciousness . The latter
is unaffected by thrt which it contains . Like Space, It is an
universal support which remains ever the same no matter what the
nature of the supported may ba . When self-consciousness fuses
with the pure Consciousness, no longer is modification or coloring
of consciousness known . Hence, there is neither agony nor bliss,
but only eternal possibility .

35

Out of the Great Void, which is Consciousness-without-an-
object, the Universe is creatively projected .

THAT, which is here symbolized by "Consciousness-without-an
object" , has long been called the "Great Void" . It is the "Shunyata"
Voidness--of the Buddhists, and the "Nothing" of Jacob Behmen. It
is that which , when defined exactly rather than represented
symbolically, is designated only b~.the negation of Pvery possible
predicate . But that of which only egations are stribtly true can
seem solely as nothing at all to relative consciousness . Hence IT
has been, repeatedly, called the "Void" or the "Nothing" . IT
is not a possible content of any conception whatsoever . For thought,
and also for sense, IT truly is Nothing . But to say, therefore, that
it is nothing in every sense whatsoever is to imply that all being
is necessarily a being for sense or thought . No man has the
knowledge which would enable him to say, justifiably, that thought
and sense comprehend all possibilities of Being ; while, on the other
hand, there are those who know that there is Being beyond the
possibility of sense and thought . Kant implied such Being in his
"thing-in-itself", and Von Hartmann located it in the collective
Unconscious , while Schopenhauer called it "Will" . The mystic has
proclaimed it in the most ancient of literature, and reaffirmed it
from time to time down to the present .

"Creative projection", as here understood, is wholly other than
the theological conception of "creationism" . There is here no
creative projection ~`produce Ssouls de novo . Essentially, "creative
projection" is identical with "emanati n', but with the additional
implication that the emanation depends upon an initial act of will,
which was not necessary . That is, the act of will is not necessary

S in the sense that it might not have been, but necessary in the
sense that without the act of will there would have been no ni e e .u v rs
An absolutely necessary emanation would not be a creative projection .

The standpoint here is in substantial agreement with that of
Von Hartmann, in that the Universe as its possibility is predetermined .
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by the ideas which lie in privation of form eternally in THAT, but
as to its actuality is the effect of a free act of Will . Since
the Will is free, it could have failed to will actualization . But
It has so willed, and thereby invoked . necessity as the law which
determined the form of the Universe . Science discovers, or, rather,
uncovers, the necessity in the Universe, but never find5 the That- .
ness without which there never would be any actuality whatsoever .

This creative power does not transcend man when man drives his
self-consciousness to his ultimate roots . But as long as man is in
a state of consciousness seemingly isolated from the Roots, he seems
to be merely an effect of causes which transcend him . Hence it is only
for man as isolated--as the Great Orphan--that the Divinity appears
transcendent, i .e ., lying at a distance. However, when man has
carried self-consciousness into the ultimate Roots, he becomes, in his
own right, a potential center of creative projection, and conscious-
ly so . At this inmost state of consciousness be may choose to will
actualization, or may refrain from so choosing . If he chooses'to
will actualization, he creatively projects, in conformation with the
idea which he thinks . Thus, finally, it is seen, man is his own
creator .

As conscious creator, man is God-man ; as the created, he is
creature, in the sense long used by the mystics . In the mystic
Way, the denial of creature-man is but preliminary to the reali-
zation of the God-man . Theistic preconception has led many Chris-
tian mystics to misinterpret the real meaning of the deepest phase of
their realization, but they have reported the schematic pattern
correctly . Actually, in the state of ultimate realization it is not
Otherness--i .e ., God--who replaces the man, but the true self-
identity of man replaces the false image which led man to conceive
himself as creature only . It is true that mystical insight is a
revelation of Man, rather than a revelation of God, provided the
total meaning of "man" is sufficiently deepened . But "Man", under-
stood in this adequate sense, is as much inaccessible to objective
psychology as ever was the God of the Theists .

36

The Universe as experienced is the created negat'tion that ever resists,

The creative act is entirely free or spontaneous, but the creat-
ed effect is subject to the law of necessity . The creative act may
be quite consciously schosen, yet the n§~c_es .sity invoked may be only
imperfectly understood . In this case, I find that I have willed more
than I knew, and thus face compulsive necessity-in the environment
which I have creatively produced . As a result, further willing is
conditioned by this necessity . Hence, the created projection resists
me . I must conform .to its conditions, though I was its source .

37

• The creative act is bliss, the resistance unending pain .

In creativeness the stream of Life flows freely, and the free-
flowing is Joy . The Bliss of the mystic is consciousness fused with
the free-flowing Life . Before embodied life was, the free-flowing
Life is. Thought embodied life seems to exists, yet the free-flowing
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Life continues, quite unaffected . And when embodied life Is no more,
still the free-flowing Life remains as always . The ordinary con-
sciousness belongs to the somatic life, but the mystic consciousness
is part and parcel of the germinal Life ; Creativeness is of the very
essence of germinal Life, while the somatic life is bound by the
restraint of form . The one is all-bliss, the other all-enveloping
pain . Since the consciousness of the concrete man is mainly, but
not exclusively, somatic, there are brief moments of joy in the
usual life, but pain predominates, overwhelmingly . This, any man
can see, if he looks at his empiric life objectively and realisti-
cally without any of the coloring'cast by hope .

38

60

of crucifixi on .
Endless resistance is the Universe of experience ; the agony

Frustration is of the very essence of objective existence . That
the consciousness of embodied man is not wholly frustrated is due to
the fact that actual ordinary consciousness is not wholly objective .
Glimmerings from the Roots do arise from time to time, and they cast
transcient sheaths of joyousness over the objective field . But
generally the source of these glimmerings is not known for what it
is, and so the objective field is credited with value which of itself,
taken in abstraction, it does not possess . The purely objective
is a binder or restricter which denies or inhibits the aspiration of
the soul . The creative drive from within can find room within the
objective only by the rending of constricting form . Hence it is
that the fresh manifestation of Spirit is always at the price of
crucifixion . The birth of the Christ within man is ever at the
price of rending apart the old man of the world .

39

Ceaseless creativeness is Nirvana ; the Bliss
beyond all human conceiving .

Creativeness, taken in isolation from the created effect, is
unalloyed Bliss . A Nirvanic State which is taken in complete isola-
tion is pure Bliss, quite beyond the conception of ordinary con-
sciousness . But this is a partial consciousness, standing as the
counter-part of isolated objective consciousness . It is not the final
or synthetic State, and thus is not the final Goal of the mystic
Path . But it is a possible abiding place, and it is possible for
the mystic to arrive in, and be enclosed by, the Nirvanic State in
a sense analogous to the ordinary binding within objective conscious-
ness . There is a sense in which we may speak of a bondage to Bliss
as well as a bondage to pain . It is, *unquestionably, a far more
desirable kind of bondage than that in the dark field of the object,
but the bound Nirvani is not yet a full Master . To be sure, he has

• conquered one kind of bondage, and thus realized some of the powers
of mastery, but an even greater problem of self-mastery remains
unresolved,

The attainment of Nirvana implies the successful meeting of all
• the dark trials of the Path . The struggle with personal egoism has
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resulted in a successful issue ; the clinging to objects has been
dissolved ; the battle with temptations and threatening shadows along
the Path has been successfully fought ; :and resolution has been main-
tained firmly ; but there still remains . the-task of rising superior
to Glory . The little appreciated fact Is that the Goal of aspiration
may become a possessor of the Self, and something like spiritual
egoism may replace the old personal egoism .

It is easy for many to understand that dark tendencies in the
soul should be overcome, for with many . the light of conscience at
least glows'in the consciousness . The^e may, and generally do, find
it difficult to overcome the dark tendencies . Quite commonly, we
find ourselves doing that which we would not do and leaving undone
that which we unquestionably feel we should do . The undesirability
of such tendencies we recognize, but find difficulty in knowing how
to deal with them . The better part of our innate moral sense cer-
tainly supports the discipline of the Way which leads to Nirvana .
Yet beyond this there lies an unsuspected and, inherently, more diffi-
cult problem .

We may think of Nirvana as the State in which all of highest
excellence or,value is realized, and in a form that is no-alloyed
with any dross . It is, indeed, the Divine Presence of the Christian
mystic . It is quite natural to conceive of this as the Ultimate,
beyond which there is nothing more . But there is a defect . For here
is a State-which I enjoy and to which I tend to cling, and thus it
involves a•kind of selfishness, though it is a spiritual kind of

P
selfishness . Thus I am possessed, even though possessed by That to
which I give highest value and honor .

0

After all, Bliss is a valued modification of consciousness . But
where there is valuation there is still duality--a difference be-
tween that which is valued and that which is depreciated . The highest
State transcends even the possibility of valuation, and its comple-
mentary depreciation . The Highest Perfection finds no distinction
whatsoever . This-is the State in which there is no Self of any sort,
whether personal or spiritual, and where there is no embodiment of
Supreme Values or God . It is the Vast Solitude, the Teeming Desert .

To turn one-'s back upon the best of everything is intrinsically
more difficult than to turn away from those things and qualities which
one's moral judgment and best feeling condemn readily enough . But it
is not enough to arrive at the Place beyond evil ; it is also necessary
to transcend the Good . This is a dark saying, hard to understand, yet
it is so . But be who has found Nirvana is safe .

40

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is
neither creativeness nor resistance .

One might say that IT is both creativeness and resistance, but
in the last analysis this is a distortion of the Reality . To be sure,
IT supports both possibilities, but as directly realized IT is a
Consciousness so utterly different from anything that can be conceived
by the relative consciousness that only negations can be predicated
of IT. As it were, the creating and the creation are simply annulled .
From that standpoint it is equally true to say that the universe is
and yet it is not and never has been, nor ever will be . And, equally,
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it would have to be said that there is~not never has been, nor ever
40 would be , any creativeness . It is quite useless to try to conceive

this, since there is no substitute for the Direct Realization .

41

Ever-becoming and ever-ceasing-to-be,is endless action .

That ever-becoming and ever-ceasing-to-be is action is self-
evident . But the aphorism implies more than this . It defines the

40 nature of action . Action is not merely a moving from here to there ;
it is a dying of a 'here' together with a birth of a 'there' . To
act is to destroy and beget . To act is to lose that which has been,
though it replaces the old with something new .

42

When ever-becoming cancels the ever-ceasing-to-be
then Rest is realized .

r

This seems self-evident, as Rest is clearly the other of all
action, whether in the positive or negative sense . But one might
draw the erroneous conclusion that Rest and Action exist exclusively
in discrete portions of time . Actually, Rest and Action may be
realized at the same time . At a sufficiently profound level of
realization, ceaseless Action leaves the eternal Rest inviolate .
The disjunction of these two complementaries is valid only for par-
tial consciousness .

a totality .

43

Ceaseless action is the Universe .

The Universe or Cosmos is the active phase or mode of THAT of
which neither Action nor Rest may be predicated, when conceived as

44

Unending Rest is Nirvana .

Since Nirvana, as here understood, is ever the complementary
other of the Universe , it is that which the Universe is not . Hence,
with respect to Action, Nirvana has the value of Rest .

It should be clearly understood that with respect to the present
aphorisms the conception of Nirvana is not necessarily identical with
the definitions of the oriental usage of the term , though there is at
least a considerable degree of agreement in the meanings . The term is
here used to represent meanings born out of a direct Realization which
may not be wholly identical with any other that has been formulated .

45

But Consciousness-without-an-ob ect is neither Action nor Rest .

Both Action and Rest are rooted in THAT, but of THAT as a whole
neither Action nor Rest can be predicated . THAT is all-embracing but
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unconditioned . Thus, since any positive predication is a condition-
ing because it defines, and gives, to that extent, a delineation of
nature or character, thereby implying an Other which is different,
it follows that no such predication can be valid . On the other hand,
negative predication is valid if it is clearly understood that itna
restriction which is denied, and not a Power .

46

When consciousness is attached to objects it is restricted through
the forms imposed by the world-containing Space, by Time, and by Law

Space, Time and Law condition the contents of consciousness but
not the consciousness itself . And when any center of consciousness is
attached to, and thus identified with, contents or objects, it seems
to be likewise conditioned . Thus to the extent man is so attached
he is not free but is determined . The doctrine of determinism, there-
fore, does express a part truth, i .e ., a truth that has pragmatic
but not transcendental validity . So he who feels himself wholly con-
ditioned is highly attached . But the concrete consciousness may be
in a state that is anything from slightly to highly detached, and
thus have a corresponding experience of freedom, which we may view as
determination through the Subject, rather than conditioning through the
Object or environment . Mankind as a whole know little genuine free-
dom, but lives conditioned in part by the objective environment and

p in part by psychical factors, which are none the less objective be-
cause of being subtle . But authentic freedom is possible .

47

When consciousness is disengaged from objects Liberation from the
forms of the world-containing Space, of Time, and of Law is attained

Disengagement or detachment from objects does not necessarily
imply the non-cognition of objects . But it does imply the break of
involvemen t in the sense of a false identification with object's . It
is possib e to act upon and with objects and yet remain so detached
that the individual is unbound . Thus, action is not incompatible with
Liberation . One who attains and maintains this state of consciousness
can achieve an authentically willed . action .

48

Attachment to objects is consiousness bound within the Universe .

The meaning here with respect to consciousness is to be understood
in the sense of an individual center of consciousness, not consciousness
in the abstract or universal sense . Further, it is not stated that
attachment to object produces the Universe, but simply that conscious-
.ness--in the sense of, individual center of consciousness--is bound
within the Universe . Thus, this aphorism does not lead to the impli-
cation that the Universe, as such, is necessarily an illusion devoid
of all reality value, but rather affirms that attachment produces a
-phase of bondage with respect to individual consciousness . Undoubt-
edly this does result in a state of delusion, but this may be no more
than a mode of the individual consciousness, with respect to which the
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judgment that the Universe, as such, is unreal would be an unjustified
extrapolation .

49

Liberation from such attachment is the state of unlimited
Nirvanic Freedom .

r

pendent upon non-cognition of the Object . For simple cognition of the
Object does not necessitate attachment to it . Thus realization of
Nirvana is, in principle, compatible with continued cognition of the
World, provided there is non-attachment to it .

That the Nirvanic State of Consciousness is one of Liberation or
Freedom has long been the traditional teaching . The aphorism ac-
centuates the fact that#his Freedom depends upon detachment from the
object, but does, not imply that, while realization of the Nirvanic
State is dependent upon detachment from the object, it is not de-

The Nirvanic State of Consciousness when realized in its purity
does imply non-cognition as well as detachment from the Universe of
Objects . Possibly this is the mote frequent form of the realiza-
tion and there exists the view that this is the only possible form
of the realization . But this is an error . If this were the truth,
then Nirvana could only be a realization in a full trance of objec-
tive consciousness, or after physical death . But a more integral
realization is possible, such that the Nirvanic State may be known
together with cognition of, and even action in, the world, provided
there is detachment . Confirmation of this may be found in several
of the northern Buddhistic Sutras and in the writings of Sri
Aurobindo .

Detachment is a negative condition of the realization, but
positively more is required in order that the realization may reach
into the relative consciousness . A new power of cognition must also
be actuated, else the realization is incomplete . This new power is
born spontaneously, though there may be a time-lag in the adjustment
of the relative consciousness . However, the aphoristic statement is
not concerned with psychological detail of this sort, no matter how
great may be its human importance . Actually, the aphorisms are a
sort of spiritual mathematic dealing with essential relationship,
rather than with the more humanistic factors .

50
0 But Consciousness-without-an-object is neither bondage nor

Liberation .

First of all this is true for the general reason that pure
Consciousness is not conditioned or determined by either or both
members of any pair of opposites . But without the pure Consciousness
there could be neither bondage nor Liberation . Only because of the
experience of bondage is it possible to realize Liberation ; likewise,
without knowledge of Freedom there could be no cognition of a
state of bondage . Movement, development, or process appear to our
relative consciousness as either determined by law or a manifesta-
tion of free spontaneity, but these are only alternatives of the
relative consciousness and not ontologica forms . To any given center
of consciousness Being may appear either as absolutely conditioned or
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as a freely playing epontaneityibut the fact that it . so appears to
such a center tells us something about the individual psychology of
the latter, and does not reveal to ..u's the nature of the Ultimate
as it is in itself .

51

Consciousness-without-an-object ..may be,, symbolized by a SPADE which
is unaffected by the presence or absence of objects ; for which there
is neither Time nor Timelessnes . ; neither a.world-containing Space
nor a Spatial Void ; neither Tension nor, Equilibrium ; neither Resis-
tance nor Creativeness ; neither .Agony riot Bliss ; neither Action nor
Rest ; neither Restriction nor Freedom ; :_ .•_-

This together with the following aphorisms, introduces an
alternative symbol for Consciousness-without-an-object, i .e ., the
symbol of SPACE . No form, either conceptual or aesthetic, can
possibly be an adequate representation of the all-containing Ultimate
Reality, since such form is a comprehended or contained entity . But
a form may serve as a pointer to a meaning beyond itself and thus
fulfill an office in the human consciousness in the sense of orienting
the latter beyond itself . The effective symbol must possess the dual
character, (a) of being in some measure comprehensible by the human
consciousness, and (b) of reaching beyond the possibility of human'
comprehension . In the literature dealing with Realization many sym-
bols may be found which have served this office . But in time symbols
tend to lose their power as the evolving human consciousness approaches
a comprehensive understanding of them . Then new and more prifound
symbols must be found to replace the old . Consciousness-without-an-
object is such a symbol for the more subjective orientation of human
consciousness, while SPACE is a corresponding symbol for the more
objective orientation . The notion of "Void" or "Emptimiess" has been
used, but has the weakness of suggesting to many minds complete
annihilation, hence the more positive symbols of Consciousness-without-
an-object and SPACE are used here .

"Space" is a symbol that has been used before, and one of the
best explanations of it is to be found in The Secret Doctrine . Thus :
"The 'Parent' Space is the eternal, ever-present Cause of all--the
incomprehensible Deity, whose 'Invisible Robes' are the mystic Root
of all Matter, and of the Universe . Space is the one eternal thing
that we can most easily imagine, immovable in its abstraction and
uninfluenced by either the presence or absence in it of an objective
Universe . It is without dimension, in every sense, and self-existent .
Spirit is the first differentiation from 'THAT', the Causeless Cause
of both Spirit and Matter . As taught in the Esoteric Catechism,
it is neither 'limitless oid', nor 'conditioned fullness', but both .
It was and ever will be,"

"Space", as used for the symbol, is not to be identified with any
of our perceptual or conceptual spaces which are conceived as having
specific properties, such as three dimensional, "curved", etc . The
notion must be understood in the most abstract sense possible ; as the
root or base of every specifically conceivable space . Nor is it to

40

be oonceived as either "fullness" or as "voidness" but rather as
embracing both conceptions . It thus is a better symbol than either
" voidness " or "plenum" .
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But while the interpretation of THAT as either voidness or plenum
is not ultimately valid, yet relative to the needs of different types
of human consciousness the symbol is most effective when taken in one
or the other of these two aspects . When the approach is predominantly

is

negative with respect to relative consciousness, naturally the symbol
is conceived under the form of the Voidness, as in the case of Shunya
Buddhism . But in this work the accentuation is positive, and thus
"SPACE" or "Consciousness-without-an-Object" is conceived provision-
ally as substantive, with the acknowledgement that this orientation
is not ultimately valid .

As the distinction between these two aspects or emphases is of
considerable importance, some discussion of them may be valuable .
Technically, the distinction has been given the form of Substantialism
v . Non-Substantialism . Thus, quoting from Hamilton : "Philosophers,
as they affirm or deny the authority of consciousness in guaranteeing
a substratum or substance to the manifestations of the Ego and Non-
Ego, are divided into Realists or Substantialists and into Nihilists
or Non-Substantialists ."9 It is easy to see that under the class of
Non-substantialism also belong the philosophies clgsed as Positiv-
ism, Phenomenalism, Agnosticism, and Aestheticism . As examples of
the substantialistic philosophies we may cite those of August Compte
and the Taoist, and most of the Buddhists, Particularly Zen Buddhism .

One fact which stands out is that the contrasting views,while
quite understanding exemplified in various speculative philosophies,
are also to be found among philosophies based upon realization . This
may strike one with the force of considerable surprise . For, if
realization is an authentic insight into Truth, should it not lead
to fundamental agreement when manifested as philosophic symbols?
Offhand , one may quite reasonably expect such to be the case, yet a
fairly wide acquaintance with the literature reveals divergencies
sufficiently wide as to appear like contradictions . Since this can
be a stumbling-block for the seeker , it is probably well to give the
question some consideration .

One reaction to this apparent contradiction, on the part of the
seeker who has attained some degree of realization, is to view those
formulations which are most consonant with his own insight as revealing
an authentic Enlightenment , while the incompatible statements are
regarded as in essential error and thus not the expression from the
matrix of a genuine Enlightenment . As a result , we may have the develop-
ment of a considerable degree of separative intolerance at a relatively
high level . While all this may be quite understandable as a subjec-
tive phenomenon and may serve certain psychological needs , none the
less , objectively considered , it is less than an integral view . Or,
even if the seeker does not take so extreme a position , he may view his
own expression and those of similar form as necessarily the more
comprehensive , while viewing opposed expressions as inferior insights .
In general , such attitudes are simply not sound for even a con-
siderable degree of Enlightenment is compatible with a failure to
transcend one's own individual psychology . Indeed , the Transcen-
dental Consciousness as it is on its own level is inevitably step p ed-
down and modified by the psychological temperament of the sadakha12,
and, if the individual has not become cognizant of this relativity
of his own psychology , he can very easily fall into the error of
projecting his own attitude as an objective universal . Actually,
opposed interpretations may be just as valid, and even more valid,
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and, in any case , an Enlightenment which is sufficiently profound will
find a relative or partial truth in all authentic formulations .

The philosophic expressions, whether-Substantialistic or Non
Substantialistic, are, in any case , but partial statements, ex-
pressions of one or another facet, and are valid as long as taken in
a provisional sense . One may know this and acknowledge it and then
proceed with the development which accords. the better with his Vision .
Then there need not be any fundamental conflict with counter-,yet
essentially complementary, views . Of necessity any formulation :tust
be partial and incomplete, however wide its integration .

40 5 P

As the GREAT SPACE is not to be identified with the Universe so
neither is it to be identified with any Self .

The SPACE of the symbol is here called the GREAT SPACE to em-
phasize the fact that it is to be understood as space in the ulti-
mate or generic sense, in contradistinction to the special spaces of
perception and c onception . Further, IT is neither an objective nor
a subjective space and hence may not be designated as either the
Self or the Universe .

53

The GREAT SPACE is not God, but the comprehender of all Gods
as well as all lesser creatures .

The GREAT.SPACE transoetds :'and embraces all entittee, even the
greatest . There is a sense in which we may validly speak of the
Divine Person, but, underlying, over-laying, and enveloping even
This, is THAT, symbolized by the GREAT SPACE .

54

The GREAT SPACE, or Consciousness-without-an-object, is the sole
Reality upon which all objects and all selves depend and derive
their existence .

The essential additional affirmation of this aphorism is that
the GREAT SPACE is the sole Reality . What this means seems evident
enough until one stops to think about it, and then at once diffi-
culties appear in both the notions "sole" and "reality" . First of
all, "sole" suggests the meaning of "one", which is clearly ab-
stracted from a matrix which also embraces the notions of "many"
and "plurality" . In this sense, a sole reality would exclude the
possibility of multiplicity, and we would still find ourselves within
the dualistic field . Actually THAT must be conceived as both not
many and not one, when speaking in the strictly metaphysical sense,
but, unless we would abandon the effort to build a thinkable and
psychologically positive symbol, we must go further than purely

• negative definition . Actually, the symbol is a psychological value
which serves the orientation of individual consciousness and thus
is something less than metaphysical truth . Therefore, the accen-
tuation of soleness or oneness is to be conceived as a corrective
to the states of consciousness which lie in bondage to the sense of
manyness . It is thus not an ultimate conception . However, soleness
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may be conceived in a sense having a higher, as well as in a sense
having a lower, relative validity .. So we sould think of the sole-
ness as having a unity more like that possessed by the mathematical
continuum than that of the bare number "one" . For the 'continuum
is a motion of a unity of a totality composed of infinite multi-
plicity but ninvolving relationships between discrete entities .
This appears to me the best positive conception as yet possible
for suggesting the Reality underlying the negative definition of
"not one and not many" .

With respect to the notion of "Reality", we have even greater
difficulties, for whether used in the philosophic or the pragmatic
senses it has had, historically, several meanings . Most commonly,
at least in Western thought,"this notion has been employed in
relation to supposed objective existences, and this is obviously not
the sense that could apply to the Great Space which is neither
objective nor subjective . We must, therefore, undertake some effort
to derive the meaning which is valid for the aphorism .

Ordinarily, we think of "reality" as in contrast to the notion
of "illusion", but this hardly leads to a clear understanding,
since each notion becomes negatively defined by the other, and we are
little, if at all, advanced to a true conception of what we feel in
relation to these notions . 13 Pragmatically, we generally have
little difficulty in differentiating between many illusions and
relative realities, such as a mirage lake and a real lake, but this
is not enough to define for us what we mean when these terms are

D extended to a metaphysical usage . For, clearly, as a bare visual
sense-impression the mirage lake is as authentic as a real lake .
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We might say that as aesthetic modification of consciousness the
one is as real as the other, but the distinction of reality versus
illusion arises when some judgment is added to the pure aesthetic
modification . But a judment-does not give reality ; it gives either
truth or an error . If thejjudment produces an error,,then we are
obsessed by an illusion ; otherwise there is no illusion .

It would appear that this identification of illusion and error
leads to`the conclusion that the other of illusion is not reality
but truth, and this opens'a door'for analysis that is much more
fruitful . In support of this view, attention is called to the follow-
ing quotation from Immanuel Kant : "Still less can appearance and
illusion be taken as identical . For truth or illusion is not to
be found in the objects of intuition, but in the judments upon them,
so far as they are thought . It is therefore quite right to say
that the senses never`err, not bec14se they always Judge rightly, but
because they do not judge at all .

,If the other of •truth is illusion, then it at once becomes
evident that the other of reality is appearance, the latter notion
not implying illusion unless an erroneous jurt nt ham been made
concerning it, and, in that case, the illusion has been produced by
the mistaken Judgment and is not a property of the appearance as
such . We can now derive'a meaning for "reality" which is valid
with respect to the usage of the aphorism . "Reality" becomes iden-
tical with "Noumenon", and,its,other, "appearance", with "pheno-
menon" . With this the distinction becomes epistemologically defined
and acquires a certain clarity of meaning .

In the history of Western thought the most important developm-Int
of the contrasting conceptions of "Noumenon" and "phenomenon" has
been in the Greek philosophies and the philosophy of Immanuel Kant .
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The meanings given in these two usages,while fundamentally related,
• are not identical ; a result growing out of the critical thinking of

later times . With Plato, in particular, the noumenon designates the
intelligible,, or the things of .thought, but which are not objects
for sensibility . The latter are phenomena and are of an inferior
and even undivine order . With Kant, the noumenon is generally equi-
valent to the' thin-in-itself as it is in abstraction .from the intui-
tion of the senses , while the phenomenon remains, as it was with the
Greeks, the sensibly given object, But unlike the Greeks, Kant did
not view the noumenon as an existence given through the pure reason .

• Pure thought might find it a necessary or useful conception but did
not, b`1 itself, give it existence . What Kant has to say here is quite
valuable as pointing to a conception which is of fundamental im-
portance in the present work, and, accordingly, the following quota-
tion is worthy of special attention .

In the Critique he says : "If I admit things which are objects
of the understanding only and nevertheless can be given as objects
of an intuition, though not of sensuous intuition . . . such things
would-be called Noumena . Unless, therefore, we are to move in
a constant circle, we must admit that the very word 'phenomena'
indicates a relation to something the immediate representation of
which is no doubt sensuous, but which nevertheless, even without this
qualification of our sensibility (on which the form of our intuition
is founded), must be something by itself, that is, an object inde-
pendent of our sensibility . Hence arises the concept of a noumenon,
which , however, is not positive, nor a definite knowledge of anything,
but which Implies only the thinking of something without taking any
account of the form of sensuous intuition . But, in order that a
noumenon may signify a real object that can be distinguished from all
phenomena, it is not enough that I should free my thought of all
conditions of sensuous intuition, but I mlust besides have some reason
for admitting another kind of intuition besides the sensuous , in which
such an object can be given, otherwise my th?~ght would be empty,
however free it may be from contradictions .

Kant's significant addition to the Greek conception is the
statement that if the noumenon is to be realized as real, and thus
more than a formal conception there must be an intuition of it other
than'sensuous intuition. This is clearly the intellectual intuition
of Schelling and other subsequent philosophers . In the present
system such a function is afTbirmed but has been called "introception",
for reasons discussed later .

-At last we are in a position to define "Reality" as the noumenon
which is immediately cognized by Introception, or Kmwledge through
Identity, while "phenomenon" means the sensuous appearance . A third
form of cognition would be conceptual representation which occupies
a position intermediate between the phenomenon and the noumenon . But
we-must take a further step, since the Subject or Self, neglected
by the Greeks and treated as a constant by Kant, becomes for us a
cofnponent that is constant and primary only in relation to the object,
but in relation to Pure Consciasness is derivative . We might view
this Subject as a sort of transcendental phenomenon, i .e ., transcend-
ental with respect to the object but standing in something like a
phenomenal relationship to Pure Consciousness .
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The GREAT SPACE comprehends both the Path of the Universe and
the Path of Nirvana .

'Essentially this aphorism is a re-assertion of previous for-
mulation in terms of Consciousness-without-an-object . The two Ways
of the Subjective and the Objective are embraced in the one Way of
the Universal and transcendental comprehender . A consciousness which
is sufficiently awakened would find Nirvana and the Universe to be
co-existences capable of simultaneous realization .
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BESIDE THE GREAT SPACE THERE IS NONE OTHER .

Footnotes to Chapter IV

The Subject or Self occupies a position analogous to that of the
parameter in mathematics . In simple and general terms, the para-
meter may be thought of as a local invariant that varies when con-
sidered over a larger domain . With respect to a specific case of
a given curve, it stands as the invariant element, but in the
generation of a whole family of curves of a given type, it is a
variable . The ultimate invariant is the plane or space in ~ihich
the curves lie . This supplies us with a thinkable analogue .

2!'hee are the plus and minus sights .

3Anyone who has read any considerable amount of mystical literature
can hardly fail to be impressed with the frequent affirmations and
denials of the same predicate . Often an assertion made is immediate-
ly denied, or a counter assertion is made which logically implies
the negation of the first . The effect is naturally confusing and can,
quite understandably, lead the reader to question the sanity of the
writer . But the fact is that the mystic is seeking a formulation
which is true with respect to his realization, and he finds that his
first statement, while partly true, is also a falsification . The
denial or counter assertion is then offered as a correction . Too

• often the reader is offered no rational explanation and is left to
draw his own conclusions, which are all too likely to be unfavor-
able to the mystic and to mysticism as such . And, indeed, what is the
good of a statement if one cannot depend upon it so as to draw valid
conclusions which can be different from other ideas which are not
true to the meaning intended? Or, if the credibility of the mystic
is not questioned, then it may be concluded that the reality which
the mystic is reporting is a sort of irrational chaos, something quite
incompatible with the notions of harmony, order, and equilibrium---
a somewhat which not only defeats all possible knowing but is quite
untrustworthy as well .

Now, the fact,is,the Gnostic Reality is not a disorderly chaos
but is of such a nature that a valid representation cannot be given
in our ordinary conceptual forms . These ordinary forms come within

• the framework of the logic of identity, or, otherwise stated, the logic
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of contradiction . The primary principle here is classification in
the form of the dichotomy, i .e ., all things are either A or not-A .
There is implied the exclusion of all which is neither A nor not-A,
or is both A and not-A . This is known in logic as the principle of
the "excluded middle", and is employed in scientific thought . Thus,
mathematics requires the use of logical forms which cannot be reduced
to the logic of identity, nor is this adequate for problems dealing
with processes of becoming, as in organic evolution . As a consequence
there are logicians who seriously question the universal validity
of the principle of the excluded middle . Thus it appears to be un-
sound when applied to infinite classes, as in the case of the trans-
finite numbers . As a consequence, then, the mystic may well be justi-
fied in his effort to get around the excluded middle, without there
being any implication of defect of sanity on his part or lack of
orderliness in the Reality he is trying to represent .

Actually it is not hard to see how the logical dichotomy falls
short of being all-embracing, Thus, the two classes of A and not-A,
which are supposed to embrace all that is, actually do not embrace
the thinker who is forming the classification . This is true even when
the two classes consist of the Self and the not-Self . The Self
in the classification is a projected Self, and therefore an object,
and thus is not the actual cognizing witness . The latter embraces
both classes, but is not contained privatively in either one . There-
fore, it can lie only in the excluded middle .

'The reality of God as the Supreme Value is not questioned here . The
Supreme Value exists in the human soul and may be realized directly .
It is the Other which completes the lonely self . The Supreme Value
is the Presence in mystic realization . The error of many unphilo-
sophica.l mystics lies in interpreting the Presence as an existence
in re, that is, as an objective thing . In the true understanding of
the real nature of God, Meister Eckhart reveals himself as one of the
clearest seeing of all mystics . For Eckhart, God is the other of the
self, and these two stand in a relation of mutual dependence . Hence,
God is,not a non-relative primal principle . This primal principle
Eckhart called the God-head, a notion which is used by him in a sense
analogous to the Buddhistic Shunyata .

5That mystical insight is a source of knowledge is a primary thesis
of the present work . The correctness of this thesis may be, and has
been challenged both on epistemological and psychological rounds . The
justification of the thesis thus consists of two arts ., (a) justi-
fication as against philosophic criticism, and (b) justification as
against psychological criticism . The justification as against philo-
sophical criticism is dealt with in various places throughout the
first three Part of this work . The second justification is not needed
on the level of Recognition itself, but only for the strictly relative
type of consciousness .

6 See Section LX, "The Symbol of the Fourth Dimension" in Pathways

r Through to Space .

7This alteration of the location of apparent activity is illustrated
by the familiar experience of seemingly seeing surrounding objects
move Iwhen one looks forth from a train that is starting to leave a
state ion .
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8The Secret Doctrine , 3rd Ed . p . 67

9 Quoted from Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology ,
p . 614, Vol II .

10For an able discussion of Aestheticism as the predominant form
of oriental philosophy, see F .SC . Northrop's The Meeting of East
and West .

11 See The Life Divine by Sri Aurobindo, Chapter IX, "The Pure
Existen" -p-778 .

12 The seeker or one who is practicing Yoga .

13 For an illuminating discussion of illusionism, see The
by Sri Aurobindo, Chapters V and VI . Book II .

14Critique of Pure Reason , p . 293, Max Muller translation .

Life Divine ,

15Criti ue of Pure Reason , pp . 217, 219 ; Max Muller translation .
Italics mine,

16See the discussion of "Introception" in the third part of this
work .
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Religion , ihilosophy , and Psychology : these three orient-
atiors of human consciousness it their total range and meaning
embrace fields of irterest or attitude that are, in considerable
measure , identical , but each extends into zones which are more
or less disparate . Thus , the distinctive ug ale of religion re-
mains forever outside the zones of philosophy and psychology ., so
long as the latter are conceived in' their purity as abstracted
from the concrete totality of conscious ness. But it i s no less
true that much of psychology is concerned with psychical and
psycho-physical fact and process which is of entirely neutral
concern with respect to the religious attitude , and, likewise,
has little or no value for philosophical integration . Finally,
philosophy expresses a mode of consciousness which is rot re-
ducible it its inner content to any possible psychology, how-
ever much its functions employed may be objects of psychological
interest , and which is, in many respects, quite neutral with
respect to the religious ug ale . But there is a common area of
human attitude and interest wherein these three fields of human
interest and function overlap and intersect, and it is just i^
this common field that we find the most vital and persistent
problems and concerns which have compelled the atterlor of mar.
in all times and places . 'Ne are probably quite safe in saying
that all problems and interests which lie outside this common
zone are , relatively, of only secor. da:7y or of transitory ir-
terest and sigrificarce . Thus, if mankind could conceivably
scl ve ~:ll of these secondary and transitory problems, but failed
in dealing with the concerns of the common field , they it would
have failed in the most profo v:id sense and would find its suc-
cesses empty and futile . For while the successes might mean a
conquest of a world and the preservation of a vital animal ex
isterce , yet the adjustmerts necessary to a healthy and happy
Soul would be lacking and the basis for a higher culture would
be lost , and, therefore , the achievemerts, such as they might be,
would be but a vain success . A world thus conquered and possessed
and a vital life thus maintained would be valueless, with nothing
to offer for inner adjustment or to serve the yearning soul . So,
before and beyond all other considerations , we must face and mas-
ter, if possible , the great common concerns which lie equally
before philosophy , religion , and psychology , giving to other
affairs the residual attention which is their due . $ucceedirg
it this , then we may die, early or late , rich or poor in outer
possessions , with much or little factual information , but in any
case Victor in the larger issues .

In ar earlier chapter there was described , at some length and
in considerable detail , ar irstarce of a transformation in con-
sciousress , which is, urquestiorably , part and parcel of the most
central religious problem , as that problem is understood by the
greater religions . But i t is equally a problem of profound concern
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of that phase of psychology which has sometimes been called "meta-
psychology" . Finally, it implies a theory of knowledge and a
metaphysics, and, therefore, affords a subject-matter for phil-
osophy . Thus this transformation satisfies the conditions which
place it within the zone of coalescence of religion, philosophy,
and psychology, and gives to it a value that may well prove to be
of central importance .

In the present portion of this work it is proposed to devote
the primary attention to the philosophical implications, with
the psychological and religious aspects occupying only a subsi-
diary position . It is rot intended to depreciate either the re-
ligious or psychological values and attidudes in any ultimate
sense , but merely to subordinate them for the present purposes .
The question as to which of these three deals with the most fund-
amental problems, interests, or attitudes is rot raised at all .
Probably, the relative valuation of these three can never be sep-
arated from human subjectivity, so that always some men will value
the ore more than the other two, and yet there will always be men
who give a reversed valuation. . Perhaps it is pertinent to ar eval-
uation of the whole present discussion that the writer should ack-
nowledge that, for him, the problem of transformation has always
appeared as primarily a question of philosophy, with the religious
usle present as undertone, while the pertinent psychological
interest it the transformation developed mainly after the evert .
The factors which played the leading part in the individual cons-
ciousness before the event were primarily philosophical, so that
philosophy enters the picture as an effective agent, and rot ex-
clusively as an interpretation of terwr.rds . But spontaneous--i .e .,
rot individually consciously willed--factors entered into the
total picture, with the result that a final world-view emerged
which is not identical with the ore which helped to initiate the
transformation process . In some sense or degree, there is incor-
porated or permitted within the present system of thought some-
thing of all the leading current philosophical schools, whe ras the
earlier orientation was almost exclusively idealistic . Yet despite
this broadening and modifying effect, the Idealistic orientation
was most largely confirmed, though the present philosophy does not
seem to be completely congruent with any other extant system. Thus,
for example, the present system is nor-relativistic it its pro-
foundest ramifications and yet it may not be called absolutistic,
if the latter term is to be understood as predicating that the
Ultimate is an absolute Be_ ing . The Root of All is conceived, not
as ar Absolute, but as an uncorditiored "on-Relative, which may
be viewed as ar Absolute ness which is ever unknowable to relative
consciousness, but which may be Realized through a process that
essentially cancels relative cognition .

'Wo orientation which properly may be called philosophical may
ignore or disparage the functions off logic . But philosophy is
more than bare logic, for the reason that it deals with content
in some sense that is not exclusively identical with pure logic .
The formal or logical relations which unite variables are necessary
but not sufficient for the formation of a real philosophy . A real
or vital philosophy, of necessity, must give to these variables
some particular or general valuation or meaning . But these valu-
ations or meanings carrot be derived by logic operating by itself~s
Something more is required . row, this "something more" trar :Per
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the necessities of logic and may well :open the door to all those
human yearnings and reeds that would be' closed if the recessarian-
ism of logic alone were valid . ashen both are properly understood,
religious need and human purpose do not require the repudiation of
logical necessity in order to realize their proper freedom . We
can build conceptual figures which unite apparently incompatible
lines of development, or forms of experience, and logical require-
ments by introducing the notion of multiple dimensions . Thus,
while within its own dimension, logic has- the final say and wields
ar unequivocal authority, but the variables which enter into log-
ical relations may have .a~iy .degree of extra-logical development
within other dimensions . . Hence, it is quite conceivable that cer-
tain attitudes, interests, or modes of consciousness may focus
.themselves in dimensions wherein logic is quite irrelevant, yet
this fact would rot a'~V all render recessaty a repudiation of the
authority off logic within' its own realmi* However, an attitude to
which logic is irrelevant is simply not philosophy, though it may
form part of the subject-matter of philosophy . The philosopher,
perforce, must think and produce within the framework of logic as
one of his determinants, though he may carry into this structure
extra-logical components of unlimited richness and variety .

The content, quality, mode, or way of consciousness which is
the ultimate product of the transformation process, previously re-
ported, will supply here the particular valuation or content given
to the logical variables insofar as such material may be conceived
as an instance of terms in relation or of implicatory development .
All this is a content or material giver  through immediacy . But,
whereas the immediate material which enters into by far the greater
part of ph *,.:1 osophic literature is of the nature of experiential
data of quite wide general occurrence in the consciousness of human
individuals, it must be recognized that much of the material which
is introduced here is not part of widely common experience . To be
sure, much of it is rot without representation in extant and ever
current literature, but these literary references are, relatively,
far from numerous, and they are often distinctly obscure and baf-
fling to the rational mind . A large proportion of the immediacy
which. is here the primary referent is not a sensible datum:, but
rather implies the activity of some function of consciousness other
than the four which supply, most of the content off modern analytic
psychology .l . As a consequence we are faced with a real practical
difficulty . The typical dbrtent of philosophy is not2self-deter-
mined whole . There is, it the formulation, an inevitable reference
to a meaning which derives its content from the congruence of ex-
perience common to both the writer and the reader . Philosophy is
not written like rigorous and formal mathematics, wherein all im-
plicit intuitions are thoroughly expugred . Thus the reader under-
stands a philosophy--as far ~s he does understand it--because of a
content immediately known and beyond the word , and which is known
as well and in the same sense by the writer . This, together with
logic, supplies the common domain of discourse essential for the
uniting of the writer and the reader . But when the philosophical
content becomes available only through a psychical function which
is not commonly active, then, in general, the philosophical writer
and the reader will not hold much more in common than the logical
structure of the discourse . This, in turn, places the critic at
a real disadvantage, for, while he may supply a critique of the
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Purely formal logical structures, he often will prove unqualified
in ar evaluat' or of the immediate content itself . If the requisite
psychical furtior is rot it some measure active within his own
consciousness, he car neither affirm nor deny the actuality of the
immediate content in other than arbitrary or dogmatic terms, since
for him the affirmed content is rot known immediately, and, there-
fore, the material--as `distinguished .from formal or logical
relations--must fall short of being wholly-: *clear .

Much of the criticism of philosophic Idealism centers in the
contention that this philosophy has developed into an airy abstra-
ctior wherein nothing but a formal statement without real content
remains. In terms that William James has made famous in philoso-
phic literature, Idealism has seemed to many to have become so
"thin" that it has lost all substantiality whatsoever . This would
seem to imply that James views .Idealism .as a formal philosophy
without real content . iow, if we are to ;view all content as nec-
essarily being of a sensible or experiential nature, then there is
much justice in James' criticism . Idealism in its ultimate and
most rigorous formulation is, in high degree, empirically empty .
But there remains the question whether empiric emptiness implies
emptiness in every sense . The thesis here is that such is not
the case, but rather that through a latent psychical function ron-
empiric but substantial content may be realized in a sense that is
not less compellirg than immediate experience--it being understood
that the word "experience" is limited in its reference to a psy-
chical state or modification of consciousness produced by sensa-
tion in the time-stream. To one who is oriented to the trars-
experiential content, then the apparently empty abstractionism of
rigorous Idealism may become transformed into an abundant fullness
and "thickness", in contrast with which it is just precisely the
empiric philosophies that tend to seem empty, shallow, and "thin" .
Since I have known this to be the case in my own private reading
of Idealistic philosophies, I feel justified it suspecting that
the Idealistic philosophers--or, at least, some of them--refer to
a content which is rot explicit in their systems . In a word, it
appears that there is more back of these systems than the formal
logical structure which is available for the critical evaluation
of all readers . Thus, Idealism may be an expression which is true
to its own substantial and immediately realized meanirg, and so
have a value in the supermurdare sense greater than that of any
other school of.' western philosophy .

Some proponents of objective Absolute Idealism have endeavored
to establish their thesis as a necessity which may be made manifest
by a sufficiently ; acute analysis of the common elements of cons-
ciousness . But 4iticism seems to have established very clearly
that this erde4vox' has failed . It does rot appear that it is pos- .
sible to derive from the common features of a mundane consciousness'
either the actuality or the necessity of a supermurdane conscious-
ness . The attempt to do so is an analogue off inductive reasoning,
which never can prove the universal validity of its generalizations .
From the base of a trarscentert consciousness it may be possible
to infer the actuality, or, at least, the possibility, off a der-
ived mundane consciousness, but from the latter as an initial
premise it is impossible to deduce a more comprehensive root-source .
Hence, one either knows the Transcentental Reality immediately or
he does rot know It at all, and consequently such a Reality is rot
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discursively provable from the ground of common experience . ' It car
be speculatively affirmed, but this . is lees than knowledge,-though
consequences may be deduced from the 'affirmation which may be veri-
fiable . It must be Realized to be known Therefore, the effort
to establish the thesis of Idealism,by ;dialectics alone fail .

But if the effort to establishh the thesis of Idealism by
dialectics has failed, we are left with but two alternatives ; either
we must abandon the thesis entirely .or ground it upon the author-
ity off direct Realization which. is an outcome of a transformation
in individual consciousness . :We are thus forced to face the ques-
tion: Is it valid endeavor to':formulate a. philosophy which is
oriented to a private Realizatidr'whicli is held in common with a
small minority of fellow human beings? Vo doubt this question is
debatable . Clearly, if the private Realization had no chance of
receiving a sympathetic response in the heart or mind of any other
human being, there would be littl6 reason for producing a philoso-
phic formulation, save as ar act of artistic production . But if
ore searches the appropriate literature he will find that this
private Realization is rot so private as at first it may appear,
for there are others who have written from the base of comparable
realizations, and that which some among the human whole have real-
ized is, by the sheer fact of the realization itself, shown to be
a possibility of the human psyche as such . To learn of this pos-
sibilitr may, indeed be enough to supply the impulse toward further
instances of "elf-Awakening, or may strengthen the assurare ce of
those who have had partial glimpses of a Beyond, but are not yet
well grounded on the new Base . To be sure, this purpose may be
achieved through art, poetry, religious practice, and other non-
philosophic means, but it still remains true that for some natures
the Path to self-Realization or to the Higher Consciousness is
through philosophy . These facts would seem to justify ar affirma-
tive answer to the question .

In any case, if it is once granted that there is, or may be,
another way of consciousness, outside the field of common experience,
then this is a matter of real concern for any psychology or philo-
sophy which seeks to achieve a comprehensive view of all the pos-
sibilities of consciousness . Cff course it is possible to build
philosophies and psychologies upon the bases of arbitrary assum-
ptions which exclude from the first the possibility of the Real-
ization of a Transcendent Reality, but this would be valid only as
a conceptual excercise . Thus, we may say : "let us assume mechan-
ism as a universally and comprehensively valid principle and see
what consequences follow." From this we would derive some form
of !naturalistic philosophy, and this might prove to be an interest-
ing, and, in some measure, useful excursion . But it is quite an-
other matter when one, instead of assuming, dogmatically affirms,
mechanism as universally comprehensively valid . Such a standpoint
is at once seriously challenged when any individual says : "I have
immediate knowledge of that which carrot be comprehended within
the limits of mechanism ." Likewise, one may assume the standpoint
which affirms the categories of empiric life as fundamental and
from this derive the anti-intellectualistic instrumentalism of
pragmatism . The resultant philosophies are unquestionably valid
for considerable sectors of experience and thought . But when such
presuppositions are taker ~uriversally and exclusively valid, they

4
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arbitrarily rule out standpoints from which Mechanism and Pragma-
tism are seen to have a validity which is only derivative and par-
tial . Affirmation of acquaintance with such larger perspectives
at once challenges the universal validity of the lesser standpoints .
Thus , if there is a perspective from which the whole of empiric
life may be viewed as derivative and but a partial manifestation
of a larger Reality , then Pragmatism would have only a pragmatic
validity, i .e ., a stepping store to something more durable , and only
that . Firally, it is possible to assume that ultimate reality is
such that it makes no difference whether it is known or rot . With
the Feo-Realists , one may say that this reality can enter into re-
lations with consciousness , or carr be considered in relation to
consciousness , and, yet , again be treated as quite independent of
consciousness , in either case remaining unaltered in its own nature .
But here we have a little more than a logical excercise relative
to an essentially unknown and unknowable somewhat , since knowledge
cannot be derived from beyond the field of consciousness . To be
sure , this point of view may well have some pragmatic utility, but
it does not wield metaphysical authority . As a universal and ex-
clusively valid philosophy , it would deny ,forever all hope to those
who yearn for certain ty, giving in place of this the inflated and
unsecured currency off mere probable or possible truth . He who says,
" I K1VOW", challenges all this .

In what f ollows it will not be attempted to prove a point of
view as the only possible or valid ore . It is gray ded that men
may be scrupulously logical and think otherwise . But it is also
insisted that a Realization in consciousness which finds no place
or adequate recognition in other systems proves the inadequacy of
these . The universally valid system , if such may ever be found or
created , must embrace the rarer contents of consciousness as well
as those which form the mass of common experience . It is proposed
here to present the outlines of a system which, while not excluding
the contents of the more common experience , yet embraces the wider
ranges opened by the Door of Realization . But, first , . to prepare
the ground and to make evident the need of a further formulation,
there will be a brief survey of the principal schools of modern
Western philosophy, with a view to showing wherein they fall short
of adequacy as a philosophic forn for the present purposes .

Footnotes to Chapter I

0

1 .
The four are Thinking, Feeling, Sensation, and Intuition .
See O .G . Jung's Psychological types .
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Chapter II

The Pour Schools of I'?oderr Philosophy

when human consciousness at some .time it the unknown past
reached that point it its development where it turned a reflec .~;;ive
vision upon its experience, taken ,s .a comprehensive totality, it
early discovered two emirely opposed, .'yet complementary, compo-
nents which are irrelucble parts, like 'pol©s, off that totality .
These we know today as Spirit and .Matter, or as Purusha and Prak-
riti, in the terminology that is most widely employed . Reflect-
ive man, ever conditioned by his own individual psychology, has
tended to realize and value one or the'other :of these components
most completely. Some, indeed, have seer them as interdeperdences
inhering in some common root, while others, less integral in their
vision, have seemed to find the ultimate in the one or the other
pole . And even those with the more integral vision have tended the
greater accentuation to the one or the dther component . Inevitably,
then, when mar. became philosophically conscious he tended to divide
into schools of thought in which the common denominator of emphasis
or even exclusive recognition was either Matter or Spirit, however
these two may have beerr conceived . Thus ever a casual perusal of
the history of philosophy leaves the student with the strong im-
pression that there are always, in varying terms and forms, two
main patterns conditioning the orientation of the world view of
reflective man .

In modern Western terminology the division and contrast bet-
ween these diverse lines of philosophic orientation is commonly
represented by words such as Materialism, Naturalism, Realism,
standing it contrast to Spiritualism, Idealism, and Subjectivism .
In schools of thought these diverging and opposed orientations are
most forcibly represented in the modern West as naturalism and
Idealism, the former lying closer to science and the latter to rel-
igion . But in addition to these most radically contrasting systems
of philosophy, within recent decades two other schools have arisen
which occupy positions i$termediate between the more extreme form-
ulations . One of these, Weo-Realism, occupies a position defin-
itely closer to Faturalism than to Idealism, but conceives its
objective reality as something considerably more subtle than that
of naturalism, while the other, Pragmatism, diverges from Neo-
Realism to a viewpoint rather closer to Idealism, though definitely
less absolutistic and more empiric than the latter . These two
later schools may be said to be more humanistic than the older and
more classical ways of thought, in that they more definitely rest-
rict themselves to the actual human processes of cognition, feel-
ing, conatior, with the corresponding contents and valuations .
But it any case the divisions between these various schools are
sufficiently notable to justify a four-fold classification, based
upon a root two-fold division .

All these systems or ways of thinking bring into relief by
accentuationr authentic elements or complexes which are to be found
in actual human experience or consciousness . Thus none may be
wholly neglected, and a truly synthetic philosophy, when and if it
is ever written, must do justice to, or at least find room for,
the positive values of each . But there is a strong tendency or
the part of representatives of these various schools t'o formulate
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their positions in more or less exclusive or privative terms, and
this produces features which must be expunged if there ever is to
be a synthetic system . It is proposed here to examine the primary
f e a.ture s--i . e . , those held in common by various re pre ser. tative s of
a school--of these various schools, with the central purpose of
showing in what respect they are inadequate for the purpose of an
integration sufficiently comprehensive to embrace the values and
knowledge derived from Grostid Realization . The purpose of this
is to clear the ground for the formulation which will follow, and,
as well, to show that a reed for such new formulation exists . The
discussion will start with r'aturalism., pass through Neo-Realism,
Pragmatism, and Idealism, culminating in Introceptualisrl, '•:.e term
by which. I have designated the systematic contribution, which is
in some sense and degree new .
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Chapter III

~aturali sm

Taturalisrz, as it is urderstood° it philosophical usage, has
three distirguishable connotations, all of which have it common
the meaning of Ayr attempted. speculative explanation of every com-
ponent of experience by nears of existences and forces which are .
viewed as natural or mundane, the latter conceptions being under-
stood as excluding everything which may be regarded as spiritual or
transcendental . The three meanings of the term may be classified
as, (a) general, (b) I F:.terialisri, and (c) Positivism . 46 shall
proceed to a brief consideration of these three meanings .

(a) In its more general and less objectionable serse, ATatur-
alisn is the more or less philosophical view which attempts to
explain everything by reference to natural causes or processes in
the sense of that which is normal. It thus eliminates as a factor
in explanation any event or process which may be called supernat-
ural or supernormal . It consequently excludes any interpretation
which may be based upon the miraculous, mystical insight, or en-
lightenment, and, in general, any factor which may be viewed as
transcendental . But in this sense m aturalism does not imply an
attempt to explain everything it exclusively physical terms, par-
ticularly mechanistic physical terms . Mental and biological phen-
omena, as they are found to exist normally, are accepted as natural,

t th' 't ' valu is lost and thiseo ivh 1 Bff

though unreducible to ultimate physical conceptions . Thus, the
emphasis is upon the norm rather than upon the conception of the
ultimate reducibility of evc~rythirg to matter and force . Vatural-
ism, in this sense, is very widespread and appears to be the nor-
mal view among the professional classes whose orientation is to
natural science either in the pure or applied sense .

T aturalism in this most general sense car and does have posi-
tive value as long as it is viewed a.s no more than an heuristi-
principle . It often serves as a salutary protection against over-
imaginative and superstitious tendencies and attitudes, which are

se eurom w o esome . is paroften
Waturalism may and does become actively malicious when, instead of

th d Q;•ogm-eserving as a simple heuristic principle, it is raised to
a tic thesis that the natural is the all in all--capable of serving ~S .
as the ground of interpretation off all elements and complexes of
human experience .

The naturalistic attitude is of very wide occurence among bi-
ologists, psychologists, and sociologists of the present day, as
well as in the engineering profession . But it appears as an inter-
esting and very significant fact that the naturalistic tendency
appears to be weakening among those who form the vanguard. of that
most advanced of natural sciences, i . e., physics . Much in modern
physics sounds ever more like Transcendentalism than like 'Naturalism .
Perhaps other professional groups may discover the implications of
this tendency in another century or so .

(b) Ir contrast to T aturalism in the first sense, that may
mean only ar heuristic attitude, Materialism is a metaphysical the-
ory. It is "that metaphysical theory which regards all the facts
of the universe as sufficiently explained by the assumption of body
and matter, conceived as extended, impenetrable, eternally existent,
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susceptible of movement or charge of relative position" 1 In
particular, Materialism attempts to, .explain 8.11 phenomena, irc-
ludir_g psychical phenomena and the phenomena of consciousness in
gereral, in terms of transformations" of material molecules . It
was Nateria.lists who said that thought was secreted by the brain N
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lets in the philosophical sense, only exceptionally are crude 6'i~ ,,

,
attention . Today, pure natural Ecientists, though often Natural- UP
ring , and uncritical that it scarcely rates serious philosophical p
On the whole, the materialistic philosophy is`,so crude , urdiscer-
as bile is secreted by the liver) and that m .n is what he eats .

i~iaterialists , for they know too well the essentially postulation-
al character of rtheir concepts to fell irrto •t he error of h osta-
ti_- them into absolute metaphysical existences .

However, while free scientists are rarely philosophical X;at-
erislists, none the less, T•=aterialism is today of enormous impor-
tance in the field off sociological theory and practice . The vast
current of 1 arxism or so-called scientific socialism is explicitly
and dynamically materialistic . In fact, it is even designated
"Dialectic T- ateria lism" . But here we have materialismh which is
rot quite identical with the mechanistic materialism of the above
definition, nor is it wholly identical with the biological mater-
ialism that has grown out of the findings and teachings of Charles
Darwin . However, Marxism is explicitly materialistic in three
specific senses which are of philosophic importance :

c1 . It affirms an anti-positivistic, realistic epistemology .
The meaning intended is rendered explicit by a quotation from Lenin,
who has said : "-Yor the sole 'property' of matte r--with the re cog-
rition of which materialism is vitally concerned--is the property
of being objective reality , of existing outside our cognition ."
VVlhile the phrase "existing outside our cognition" does not by it-
self necessarily mean existing outside consciousness in every
sense, yet the general context of dialectic materialism reveals
that this is implied . Further, since the stardpoirt is nor-posi-
tivistic, the complete implication is of an independent self-exis-
tent matter. This is enough to define an essential materialism .

2 . Marxism especially affirms a dialectical movement in
nature and society which is explicitly conceived in the material-
istic sense . The conception of the dialectical movement was taker
from the philosophy of Hegel, but giver a radically inverted mean-
ing. This is evident front the following quotation from Karl Marx :
"For He gel the thought process, which he transforms i to'a .n indep-
endert subject under the ii me idea, is the creator of the real,
which forms only its external manifestation . ;Iith me, on the con-
trary, the ideal is nothing else than the material transformed and
translated in the human brain ."

3 . Marxism affirms the labor theory of value, which means
that the value is produced by labor in such a sense that all prod-
uctive activity whether manual or mental car be reduced to some
multiple of the simplest form of manual production . This concep-
tion is by ro means original with Marx, but its implications ,-re
carried out by him with the greatest consistency . It stands op-
posed to the psychological theory of value it which it is affirmed
that it is human desire which gives value to produced objects, a
view essentially non-materialistic since a. factor in consciousness
is regarded as the value-producing determinant. Ore consequence
of this view is that, it the Marxist program, excercise of indiv-
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idual wish or preference in the consumption off economic objects
tends to be curbed, since the value to be consumed is produced by
labor, not by the desire of the dorsumerl

While most ideological Tlaterialism ; .as distinguished from
practical ron-reflective materialism ; is rot an important social
or philosophical force, yet in the Farxist form it is today an
extremely important social, political, and economic movement . vie
have now a rare opportunity for observin , just what materialism
in action can and does mean . The ethical characteristics of this
movement, as actually revealed, are not something extraneous added
to the original idea. The student of dialectic materialism, who
is familiar with the enurciations of Marx and Lenin, is rather
impressed with the consistency of the development. We have, indeed,
a rare opportunity for a pragmatic evaluation off materialism in
action .

(c) The third, and philosophically more important, form of
PTaturalism, is that which is known as Positivism . Positivism
differs from ,Materialism in that it does not hypostatize the con-
ceptual entities of physical science into substantive metaphysical
existences . It is no less grounded upon natural science than
Materialism, but it may be said to be oriented to the method of
science rather than to the substantive content of science . It is
essentially "the theory that the whole of the universe or of exp-
erience may be accounted for by a method like that of the physical
sciences, and with recourse only to the current conceptions of
physical and natural science ; more specifically, that mental and
moral processes may be reduced to the terms and categories of the
natural sciences . It is best defined negatively as that which
excludes everything distinctly spiritual or transcendental ."3 It
is thus evident that Positivism excludes, in theory at least, from
the realm of valid knowledge every element that is riori or
speculative . Also, since it views the terms, categories, and
methods of science as the exclusively valid source of knowledge,
it provides no place for a kind of knowledge which may be derived
from a third or other ways of cognition .

.Commonly the word "Positivism" is associated most closely
with the name of Au uste Compte, but it terms of the more gerera~l-
ized meaning given here so restricted . Thus, in this
wider sense Locke, Hume, a.rd ;~ enter are Positivists, as well as
several other_Rinkers who, while naturalistic in their orient-
ation, are yet too critical in their thinking to fall into the
naive errors of Tg„terialism . Positivism may be said. to differ
from naturalism in the first sense largely in that it is more
systematically and philosophically developed .

,,Of all philosophies Positivism is probably most closely mar-
ried to natural science . However, it differs from the special
sciences in that it extends or extrapolates their methods into
ultimately and exclusively valid means for the attainment of know-
ledge . The program of the special sciences is much less pretent-
ious it that each merely integrates its knowledge of fact by means
of hypothesized postulates which possess only a pragmatic validity
that may, indeed, have no more than a transitory life . Thus the-
special sciences cannot lay claim to having discovered the true
truth of phenomena, but only warranted assertibility , to use the
term of John Dewey. The question as to whether warranted assert-
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ibility is the final possibility of knowledge cannot be answered
by aby of the special sciences. This is preeminently a question
for philosophy, and, before the latter can hope to achieve an
ultimately satisfactory answer, it must at least consider the
claim that there is such a thing as a mystic or gnostic cognition
falljng quite outside the methodology of all natural science . At
any rate,-Positivism is a philosophy which, basing itself or scien-
tific method, affirms that the warranted assertibility of science
is the last word of positive knowledge that is possible .

Positivism does rot so much assert that there is no metaphy-
sical or roumeral reality as take an agnostic attitude with resp-
ect to the possibility of such an existence . At times, as in the
case of Spencer, it is called the trkrowable, and then dropped as
not relevant for human concerns . '%~e can easily agree that such
a noumenal Reality is urkrowable by the cognitive methods of nat-
ural science, and if the Positivist meant no more than this he
would be correct enough . But he goes further and both dogmatic-
ally and arbitrarily affirms that the scientific form of cogni-
tion is the only possible form of cognition, and thus the unknow-
able for natural science i s a;i absolute Unknowable of which we
cannot everr predicate substantive existence .

A critique of Positivism involves more than a critique of
natural science, for the latter critique does rot resolve the
question as to whether the scientific form of cognition is the only
possible form of knowledge . It gives a delimitation and evalua-
tion of scientific knowledge as such, and, in general, affords us
an objective perspective with respect to it . It carr be contrasted
with other, at least supposed, kinds of knowledge such as Gnostic-
ism, and so we are enabled to see just what science is . So far
we have determined that warranted assertibilitys the last word
of natural science, but we have rot ascertained that warranted
assertibility is the final possibility of all knowledge . However,
it is just the question as to whether warranted assertibility is
final that constitutes the crux of the critique of Positivism and,
indeed., of-1aturalism as a whole . In general, the Positivists
have rot dealt with this question, or at least they have rot done
so adequately .

more may perhaps suggest that it is possible to investigate
the problem as to whether there is an extra-scientific way of
knowledge in the,c scier. tific spirit . Would rot such a procedure
be more in conformity with the fundamental assumption of Positi-
vism than that of dogmatic affirmation without investigation? A
way or ways of cognition could conceivably be a proper object of
scientific study . To be sure, a positive finding of such a study
would be in the form of a warranted assertibility , since this is
all that scientific method can give, b mould be a scientific
recognition that a way of cognition probably exists . And such a
recognition would give the same justification for at least the
attempt in the form of practical procedure in terms of the prob-
ably existent way of cognition that science gives for such pro-
cedure in other fields . Such an additional way of cognition could
not become part and parcel of scientific cognition without alt-
ering the form' and nature of scientific knowledge more or less
radically, but at least the factuality of other possibilities of
cognition would be determined as far as is possible for natural
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science .
As a matter of fact, there exists' today, and has existed for

some years, a study of the type suggested . •above . I refer to the
investigation of extra-sensory perception'. The subject-matter of
this study has embraced telepathy, blairovoyarce, pre=cognition,
and telekinesis, and, while these supposed functions Or faculties
involve less than cogritior implied it the notion of a gnostic
knowledge, yet if existent, they transcend in their coritert and
procedure the way of cogritior of lhtural science . The results of
this investigation to date have beet' strongly positi' e ;' but the
conclusions have beer reported in, the form of warranted :aloe rti-
bility, rather than as a categorial judgment, as is quite sound .
But the degree of assertibility is represented as an eskplicit
mathematical probability which is rendered possible by the methods
employed . It is difficult to see how the results of-these exper-
iments car be seriously questioned as lord; as the theory of the
mathematics of probability is viewed as sound . The fital coise-
querce of this research is that we may view the factuality of ,
extra-sensory perception as scientifically established to a degree
of reliability that is not inferior to much of the body of ge !eral
scientific knowledge .

Cdhat becomes of the positivistic assumption that the only
type of possible knowledge is the scientific kind of knowledge
when science establishes in the sense of this knowledge the fact-
uality of a non-scientific type of knowledge? For row doubting
the factuality of this nor.-scientific kind of knowledge implies
a doubt of the reliability of scientific knowledge itself . There
are those who have found this dilemma quite disturbing . The alt-
ernatives are either a thoroughgoing agnosticism with respect to
all cognition, including scientific knowledge, or the positive ac-
ceptance it principle of nor-scientific cogritior along with scien-
tific knowledge .

*The conclusion which seems to be constrained by the fore-
going argument is that Positivism, in so far as it asserts or im-
plies the categorical denial of the possibility of a metaphysical,
transcendental, or spiritual knowledge, is simply unsound, and
stands condemned by the voice of the science to which it appeals
for its authority . For the establishment by scientific method of
the factuality of a non-scientific kind of cognition of any sort
simply forces ajar the door of possibility for any other sort of
non-scientific cognition for which existential claims may be advan-
ced, particularly if made by individuals of proven intellectual
competency. However, Positivism may well remain valid as an heu-
ristic attitude, provided it is reasonably flexible ; and it may
render valuable service as a check against a too active and too
credulous will-to-believe . Beyond all doubt, scientific method
is a valuable monitor of human cognition so long as it does not
presumptuously arrogate to itself the voice of an authoritarian
dictator .

W, Viewing ATaturalism as a whole, rather than in terms of its
specific forms, we can identify its general cardinal principle as
Realism. By Realism in the modern, as distinguished from the
medieval, sense is meant "the doctrine that reality exists apart
from its presentation to, or conception by, consciousness ; or that
if, as a matter of fact, it has ro separate existence to the
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divine consciousness, it is rot in virtue of anything appertaining
to consciousness as such . "4 Realism is theview that ultimate
reality is rot consciousness ror dependent upon consciousness for
its existence . But Realism is rot simply another name for Natur-
alism, as it has a much wider comprehension ; in fact, the philo-
sophic school known as the New Realism and the, perhaps, more dev-
eloped wing of Pragmatism would have to be classified with Natu-
ralism in this respect . Of the three schools, Naturalism is the
most obviously and intensely realistic, and thus stands at the op-
posite pole with respect to Idealism . Also, of all the types of
Philosophy which have developed in the ;lest, it stands in the
strongest contrast to the thesis affirmed in the second part of
the present work . It will, therefore, be necessary to prepare the
ground for the present philosophy by a polemical examination of
these opposed realistic systems, but ina;.smuc Ms this critique will
be centered upon the realistic standpoint, as such, it is postponed
until we take up the discussion of the New Realism .

As is ir_ general true of all schools of philosophy, Naturalism
has features in which it is relatively strong and offers a positive
contribution and everr attitude, but it is no less marked by inad-
equacy with respect to its treatment and offering in other respects .
With regard to its contribution relative to the factual or empiric
side of science, it does have a degree of positive value, provided
its too categorical and unsound generalizations are properly pruned .
But even as a development grounded in natural science, Naturalism
fails to consider, or at least to consider adequately, phases or
aspects or perspectives which are ineluctable parts of the total
discipline or meaning which we agre o call science, and which
are of ro less importance than the empiric or factual . Science is
not simply a body of empiric fact ; it is, as well, a logically or-
garized conceptual system, grounded upon a particular kind of ori-
entation of consciousness.,-It is thus a compound of fact, system,
and orientation . As a consequence, an adequately scientifically
grounded phi osophy must deal with the systematic and ' orientational
as well as the factual aspects of the scientific totality . It
must incorporate a critique and due appreciation of the orienta-
tional and systematic, or logical, components as well as an app-
reciation of-the purely factual . This Naturalism fails to do, or
at least fails to do in adequate terms . By this it is not meant
that naturalistic philosophers lack orientation or are necessarily
deficient it logical capacity, but, rather, that they fail, more
or less completely, to consider logic and orientation as objects
for critical examination and evaluation . In this respect the re-
maining three schools of philosophy are more complete, and, there-
fore, soup ere the

Zven as a philosophy based upon/factual side of science,
T\aturalisrii, in the technical sense, is incomplete, for its general
orientation is to those branches of science known as "physical" .
It . would be possible for a naturalistic philosophy to be oriented
to the biological sciences, or even to the sum-total of all forms
of science . 'de would thus have ~j broader and sounder Naturalism,
and, in fact, we do find a considerable degree of this enriched
Naturalism in both Veo-Realism and Praa.gmatism . Indeed, much of
txa.gmatism may be viewed as a Naturalism primarily based upon the
io ogical sciences . But in this respect technical Naturalism is
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highly deficient .
If we are to con rsider man in the totality of his conscious-

ness , experience , interest , attitude, etc ., as constituting the
proper subject-mom ,tter for philosophy , then any philosophic system
which is exclusively oriented to the scientific dimension of
human interest is far from complete . For human consciousness as
a comprehensive whole carrot be equated with that part of it which
is scientific in its orientation . .'pan is a vital and mental being
as well as an embodied creature , and it these larger dimensions of
his nature he has interests and attitudes , both rational and ir-
ratioral , that are not comprehensively embraced by the scientific
dimension of his total interest . Thus there are dimensions of
human consciousness , such as the ethical, aesthetic , the spiritual
or religious , etc ., that are essentially other than science . To
be sure , all these aspects of the complete consciousness of man,
with their objective manifestations , may be and have been objects
for scientific study . But the last word of science here is of
value only as giving objective factuality , nothing of the inner
meaning . On the other hand , philosophy is it duty bound to deal,
in so far as lies in its power , iith this inner content as well as
with the objective factuality . In this respect Naturalism , in the
technical sense , is almost a com lete failure References to this
other side of mar are to be found in the writ rgs of the Natural-
ists , but not in such a. way as true insight would dictate . It was
a Natur .list who said : "Religion is the opiate of the masses ."
Tow ,' while there have undoubtedly beer manifestations classed as
religious which are little better than -.r opiate , yet to judge
religion as a whole in such a way is just a~.s stupid as the evalu-
ation of a savage who regards a mechanistic construction of app-
lied science as a form of ceremonial magic . In these dimensions
Naturalism fails, sometimes ever egregiously, and so we may leave
this subject , giving due appreciatior for the positive contribu-
tions of this school , but recognizing its more notable inadequa-
cies and incorapetencies .

Footnotes to Chapter III
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1 .
Quoted from Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology .
2 .
Quoted from article or "Socialism" in ninth edition of the
nc clopaedia Britan ica .

Quoted from Baldwin's )ictiorary of Philosophy and. Psychology .

Quoted from. Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology .
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Chapter IV

The Few Realism

In a history of modern philosophy it which the systems and
schools were arranged in chronological order, the New Realism
would be the last of the four schools discussed, since it arose,
in large measure, out of a polemic directed against the other
three : But if the treatment of the subject is based upon clrs .ss-
ification by similarity of conter.t ; evaluation, and orientation,
it seems quite evident that +he New Re . ..lism would have to be
placed in a position intermediate between Taturalism and Prag-
matism, for like the former and one wing of the latter, it is
quite naturally realistic ir- its orients .tioi . This defines a
general attitude. toward the office of consciousness which, for
the present purpose, is the feature of most importance . 'To be
sure, there are im o tart differences in the form . and nature of
the reality as cored by the different schools, but all agree
in viewing the object as transcending the subject, and both
Naturalism and the r'ew Realism alike affirm the transcerdenerce
of the thing or the existent with respect to consciousness in any
sense .

For Realism, in the modern sense, there is no such thing as
a physical or metaphysical self-existent substance, and thus it
defines a position of greater similarity to Positivism than to
the other forms of Naturalism . Representatives of this school
seem generally to have an acute feeling for the limitations it
the empiric knowing process, arid so have clearly perceived that,
it its ordinary manifestations at least, cognition does not sup-
ply us with an immediate knowledge of substance in any sense,
but only with relations correcting various terms . ,,iuch of its
destructive analysis parallels that of the Pragmatists, but it
differs from Pragmatism in not granting to activism the status
of immediate authority . Like naturalism, it very largely dis-
credits intuitive .. insight, but, unlike naturalism, its primary
orientation is rot . to a sensual datum . As compared to Naturalism,
the thinkers of this school reveal a far superior philosophic
acuity, ar~d as a result the claims of logic and of ethics are
given a recognition that 'is hardly, if any, inferior to that
giver to those of physics and biology . In the relative impor-
tance attached to logical entities and processes this school oc-
cupies ar outstanding position . Or the whole, as a lire of thou-
ght, both critical and constructive, it offers: much of interest
and value .

The New Realism, like all modern and self-conscious philoso-
phy, begins with a consideration of the problem of knowledge .
Since the time of 1timanuel Kant, it has beer realized that ii is
impossible juotly to evaluate the meaning of knowledge unless
the thinker has first become familiar with the nature and limits
of knowledge : In other words, knowledge as such, together with
the knowing process, must themselves be objects of study before
a valid evaluation of the cognitive content car be achieved .
Otherwise ore may fall into the error of projecting the meaning
of the content beyond valid limits . Clearly, ro part of the
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philosophic discipline is more important than this, since obviously
it is useless to define Reality in terms of 'knowledge if we do not
know the nature of knowledge 2L knowledge . b'urther, the problem
presented is not one of interest exclusively for technical philo-
sophy but has ramifications bearing upon the office of knowledge
it all domains, including the scientific, the religious, and the
pragmatic utilitarian . Thus, for example, in the case of the
special sciences, ever though great critical care has been employed
in technical observation and in theoretical construction, the
question remains as to the essential meaningfulness of the know-
ledge produced . Does it give a substantial truth? Is it, perhaps,
merely a useful symbol? Or, is it an essentially meaningless form-
alism that is not true knowledge at all? Jirceagreat mathematiciarr
like Ililbert has affirmed the last view concerning the construc-
tions o at most rigorous of all sciences, i .e ., mathema.tics, we
cannot, offhand, exclude the possibility that all scientific cons-
tructions are ro more than such meaningless formalisms . In support
of such a general view it might be well to recall that the Zen
Buddhists seem to hold a view relative to all conceptual knowledge
which is essentially of this sort . It is not my purpose here to-
suggest that Hilbert and the Zen Buddhists are necessarily correct
in their evaluUT`1"; but simply to point out how vitally important
the epistemological problem is . Thus, although the great driving
moti a ,o_ osophical effort is the determination, and even
the realization, of ultimate Reality, yet before such a search can
hope to attain dependable results there must be a critical evalu-
ation and examination of the instruments employed in the search .
It is, consequently, very much to the credit of the New Realism
that it recognizes the methodological primacy of the epistemolo-
gical problem . Whether or rot the solutions offered are adequate
is quite another matter .

For ar intelligent understanding of the New Realism it is
absolutely essential to comprehend the theory of external relat-
ions, since this plays a vital p-rt in the Neo-Realistic concep-
tion of knowledge and reality . The peculiar feature of this theory
of external relations is the'doc rire that the elements or terns
which enter into various relations with each other are rot altered
in their intrinsic nature by reason of entering into the relation-
sh~p. 'Thus, if yr, object a enters into relationship of effect
witff respect to arother object b, in one instance, and into a
relationship of consciousness with respect to another object c,
then, in both cases a remains precisely the same it its own essen-
tial nature . This gives to terms, of which a is a general sign
meaning any entity whatsoever, a fixed definitive character which
remains forever unaltered . The opposed view is that terms cannot
be completely separated from their relations since the meaning end
everr the content of the term is in part determined by the relations
into which it enters . This is the viewpoint which is known as the
theory of internal relations, and when it is consistently developed
results it ar absolute P_onism, whereas the theory of external rel-
ations results in a wo -vlew that is pluralistic, since the
multitude of terms really form independent self-existent entities .
The theory of external relati ' is characteristic of the New
Realism, while ._e theory o it erna.l relations plays a notable
part in the development of a.bso u e dea sm .

Ir large degree the theory of external relations is intimately
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related to the analysis of the logic of pure mathematics, a.rd in
this field it does appear to have at least a large, degree of val-
idity. Whether or rot from the standpoint of the profoundest
understanding of the nature of pure mathematics this theory will
remain as the final true truth, still it has some measure of truth .
Thus, a numerical entity, such as the number 2, for irt stance, may
well seem to be identically itself arid unaltered whether it stands
as an element in relational complexes which define various infinite
series, either cardinal or ordinal, or is the designation of the
class of classes in which all members possess the characteristic
of consisting of two terms . It would seem that in all the rela .-
tioral complexes of which 2 is an element, 2 remains uralteredly
2, i .e ., unaffected in its intrinsic character by differences in
the complexes . But is rot this, perhaps, only a surface appear-
ance? let us see . Of the class of classes whose number is 2 let
us take two members, one of which consists of two atoms of a mon-
atomic gas, such as helium, and the other of two animals of the
same species but of opposite sex . Can we st~y that the total sig-
rificarce of 2 is precisely the same in the two cases? In the one
case 2 remains 2 indefinitely, but in the other 2 is a dynamic pot-
ertiaT tending toward numerical increase . Again, consider 2 as
the limiting value of the geometrical series 1 + 2 + 4 . +---- + zn_
+----, and as the second member of the series of natural numbers
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, -----, n, -----acs, and in each case 2 gives or re-
veals a meaning which is not identical with that of the other in-
stances. Wig in addition, in all these cases 2 and the relat-
ional complexes in which it is member stand in relation to con-
sciousness, at least in the sense of the consciousness of the
writer and the,reader. It does not appea r that the >`eo-Realistic
theory would deny that there are differences in the above com-
plexes, but would assert that the me;:-,.ring in e,,E.ch case would re-
duce to a combination of 2 and a relation, with 2 remaining intr-
insically the same--as is also true of any other term to which it
is related--and with nothing being added over and above the un-
changing meaning of the relation .

Criticism of e. theory like this is difficult since there ap-
pears to be a' reference to immediate experience which is not exp-
licit. If the theory were in the nature of a formal mathematical
excercise, the critique would consist merely of a:_n examination of
the logical development with respect to terms that are explicitly
defined and without immediate experiential content . But 'L\Teo-
Realism is supposed to be philosophy dealing with empiric ac-
tuality, and thus the terns end relations are supposed to be real
and rot solely'ideal . It is difficult, if rot impossible, to
avoid the feeling here that' there is something in the thinking
that is arbitrary and artificial . Something in the ii ediately
giver, before analysis, is lost--something which is like vision
that is rot completely reducible to analysis and formulation . Can
we say, for instance, that the total meaning of water is reducible
to the chemical addition of oxygen and hydrogen? i~To doubt the
theory has a partial validity and utility, but only as cm abstr-
action from the concrete actual for certain purposes; hence when
the 1`'eo-Realist goes further and claims comprehensive validity,
it is rot easy to avoid the feeling that the theorist suffers from
a partial blindness .
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k As a correlate of the theory of exterrr..l relations, the rew
Realism affirms the complete validity of analysis . Analysis serves
the office of breaking down given complexes of experience into
their ultimate elements or terms, which are conceived as forming
the wholes of experience by entering into various relationships .
But, since relationships are external, the wholes of experience
consist of the sum of the terms and relations and ro more than
that . Thus, the whole is not more than the sum of its parts .
Sheer wholeness does not ndd any new qualitative character which
vanishes in the process of r:nalysis . Therefore, analysis is com-
petent to find all that reality is, and, consequently, there is
no need for a -mystical immediacy to know the final reality .

The ultimate nature of terms and relations is conceived as
essentially logical . In their intrinsic nature they belong to a
neutral region which is neither mind nor body, neither conscious-
ness nor matter. But the terns may enter into relation with con-
sciousness or with the world of physical things, in either case
remaining unaltered in their essential nature . A conscious being
must come into adjustment with the terms and relations, since they
are real and not merely the creative projections of a conciousness .

This theory of the New Realists is largely true with respect
to a fundamental experience of any riathematician, i .e ., that the
material with which he works is, in some sense, highly compulsive .
Although the fundamental a3.ssunptiors of a ma.thematician may be
free creations--even fantasy constructions--yet, as soon as he
begins to deduce consequences he is not at all free to think €;.s
he pleases. The consequences have the inevitability of an abso-
lute necessity . The thinker riust conform to this necessity ; he
carrot make it other than whet it is . So while some element of
invention ro doubt enters into a ma thema .tical system, such as the
conventions of mathematical language and the formulations of the
fundarr~cntal assumptions, yet the effect of constraint by an abso-
lute necessity is a most significant part of mathematical exper-
ience . Perhaps more than in any other field of human effort math-
erratics carries the thinker or a voyage of discovery, with the
creative element occupying a subordinate ~position . The resistance
of the rocks of the earth or of the unconscious factors of the
collective psyche are less ineluctable, or, at least, are not more
insistently conditioning . It is not the will that determines what
mathematics shall be, once the fundamental postulates are giver.,
but it is mathematics that sets limits to the path which the will
must follow if it is to orient itself to something more than a
fantastic illusion . But while it is ro doubt true that the det-
erminations of mathematics are objective with respect to the
private wishful consciousness of the individual, it does not
follow that these determinations are existerces outside conscious-
ness in every sense . We can conceive--a.nd there , :.re realizations
very strongly confiri:.ing the conception--of a primary and uriver-
sal consciousness which conditions the merely private personal
consciousness, and so we may view the essence of mathematics as
being of the nature of this primary consciousness without the
mathematical determination losing one whit of its authority and
objective power .

As ore studies the philosophy of the Few Realism he is im-
pressed with a certain congruence with Naturalism . As was noted
in the preceding chapter, m aturalism grew out of an orientation
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to natural science, and particularly that part o science which we
commonly think of as physical . Yeo-Realism has a similar orient-
ation to mathematics and logic, and so we may say that what Natu-
ralism is with respect to physical---as distinct f m biological--
science, this Realism is with respect to the norma& ive sciences .
Thus we may say that the Neo-Realists are oriented to a much more
profound -necessity than that envisaged by the Naturalists . Both
these schools recognize a valid fact of experience, i .e ., the exp-
erience of dealing with a compulsive necessity, a somewhat which
is more determining than any wishfulness . It is precisely with
respect to this experience that the Vitalists give the least sat-
isfactory answers in their philosophies . Whether i t is Vitalism
or Realism which has in this respect the more fundamental vision
may be a question that cannot be answered in terms which transcend
the relativity of individual temperame-t . For my own part, I find
myself in closer agreement with 16he realistic view with respect
to this issue . In any case, the strength of the New Realism ap-
pears to consist mainly in its treatment of logical necessitar-
ianism, while its principal weakness is to be' found in its deprec-
iation of another fundamental of no less importance, i .e ., the
fundamental of consciousne s .

For the New Realist, consciousness is only a relation, and,
like other relations, it i external in the sense that th terms
which enter into consciousness do not acquire their intrinsic chat
acter or being by that relation . Consonant with a conception
developed by David Hume, the Realists maintair that the actual
entities -the~se?Vmse"s aster consciousness and leave consciousness,
remaining essentially the same . When in consciousness we may call
them "ideas", and when outside, "things", but these words are
merely different .names for the same persistent and unaltered re-
alities . ~.A fundamental implication is that consciousness does not
creatively determine its contents ; it has only a selective rela-
tionship to them . -Some entities may be selected and others negl-
ected., but they always remain just what they were in either case .
The selection of consciousness may build compounds of elements
through the selection of various relations, but the compounds are
conceived as completely reducible to the various terms and rela-
tions, with nothing left over a s characteristic of the compound,
which is lost as a result of the analysis . Thus the experience of
an immediate affective or poetic . value in the compound--which is
lost in the analysis--is simply denied by this theory . But does
this denial have greater significance than that of a psychological
confession? The question as to whether the compound or complex of
experience has what we may call an "over-value" which is lost in
the analysis is really extra-logical . Our judgment must rest upon
the testimony of immediate experience . If there are those who do
not find this over--value in their experience, then they are justi-
fied in reporting that so far as their personal consciousness goes
it does not exist . But this could be a fact of importance mainly
for psychology . The testimony of others who said that they found
the over-value lost in the analysis would have no less validity .
The issue between these two testimonies cannot possibly be resolved
by a logical theory .

s- Since consciousness is conceived as a non-substantial and non-
determinative relation ; it is quite natural for the New Realist to
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develop a psychology and philosophical view in which conscious-
ness is c' i to irrelevant . Thus we get the behavioristic psy-
cology , ire which the determination of psychical fact is conceived
as fully available for objective research without the use of
introspective methods . The mind is conceived to be simply what
it appears to be in objective behavior . - Although it may be pos-
sible -to proceed by this method and build a schema which is
logically self--consi ste~t , yet that is not enough to render it
comprehensively true . (The immediacy of inner consciousness does
rot cease being a fnc1 simply because some methodological theory
has no place for it, Again we have an issue which cannot be re-
solved without refe ence to testimony grounded upon immediate ex-
pe rien ce .

A particularly fundamental feature of the Veo-Realist's
polemic against the Idealist is the contention that the latter
has rot proved that there can be ,o being wholly outside . and ir_
dependent of consciousness . T o doubt the Idealist carrot prove
this , for it is essential to the very nature of proof that in the
act of proving it carries its material into the field of conscious-
ness. But the Idealist may very properly reverse the charge and
challenge the Realist to prove the independent being of a sup-
posed tha~t1which is not knowable in any sense , or of a supposed
thatness existing at any time outside consciousness in every sense .
H may also quite reasonably contend that the burden of the proof
rests with the Realist , since the latter is affirming a thatness
beyond the range of direct epistemological determination and thus
involving hypostatization beyond all possible experience . In the
attempt to show that it is possible to know beyond the range of
consciousness the Neo-Realist has given an illustration which at
first seems quite impressive . We know , for instance , the general
solution of the algebraic equation of the second degree because
we have proved its correctness by rigorous logic . Therefore, we
know that this solution provides a formula which will give a cor-
rect solution of every specific equation of the second degree by
making the appropriate numerical substitutions for the letters
representing constants in the general formula , and we know this
ever in the case of those eguations . - of which no man has ever
thought . hence we know the actuality of an existence whi~ cE has
never been thought or experienced . But here two lines of possible
criticism arise . First , a radical empiricism might well question
whether such supposed knowledge is authentic knowledge at all .
He might say that though the formula was found invariably valid
in all the thousands of specific instances to which it has been
applied , this gives no real knowledge concerning the infinity of
cases to which the formula has not been applied , but in these
cases our conviction of the validity of the formula is only
grounded upon belief . Second, granting that the assurance of valid-
ity given by the general proof for the infinity of equations not
actually solved is authet4tic and justified , yet this does not
imply knowledge of an actuality lying outsid consciousness,-but
only of one lyingbond consciousness in e form of specific
thought and experience. ~In a word, the whole meaning of conscious-
ness as such is not re t cted to consciousness in the form of
thought and experience .

The discussion o he preceding paragraph leads to a question
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of general epistemological interest which extends beyond the field
of Neo-Realistic theory , and is one of considerable importance .
It is a fundamental characteristic of the mathematical use of logic
to develop proofs in general terms , Which ate completed within the
limits of a finite apprehension , but which , nevertheless , are con-
ceived as giving an infinitely extended knowledge , since the spe-
cific cases included in the general proofs are , more often than
not, infinite in number . It is ubquestionably true that the typic-
al mathematician feels an assurance of validity extendiig over the
whole infinity of special eases4 and it Would appear that the Neo-
Realistic philosophers as a class also share this assurance . Is
this assurance justified? It is clear that this :luestion is not .
one which carr be resolved by logical .jroof, since it is essentially
a query relative • to the ' validity of proof itself . f It in troduces
a problem which requires for its resolution an examination of the
very roots of cognition and an evaluation of conceptual cognition .
This leads us into the sea of epistemological theory with all the
variants characteristic of different philosophical schools, not to
mention the vaster vz riatiors introduced by individual philosophies .
This task will not be attewpted here , but a little will be offered
by way of suggestion .

s 'Where are at least three possible forms which proposed answers
to the question we may have . These we may call the empiria, the
formalistic , and the gnostic . None of these forms of the answer
can be dialectically justified in the complete sense which would
finally dispose of the question , since the differences in the
forms are grounded in differences of point of view or perspective,
which in turn are reducible to a matter of individual psychology
or of insight . In the end , it appears that we are faced with the
fact of philosophically significant psychological differences which
are irreducible within the limits of present understanding . But
we may with profit make a brief survey of the three views suggested .

(a) The thoroughgoing empiricist typically denies that the
authority of logic extends beyond the possibility of experiential
verification . Logic may well be a valuable aid in a process of
thought which leads on to ~; fuller experience , but its value is
essentially conditional or4heuristic . It does not wield an ori-
ginal or primary authority n 'its own right , but only one derived
from experience ultimately . ' Hence , a finite logical process can-
not give an infinitely extended knowledge, and consequently the
real justification and proof of a general mathematical formula is
the fact that it is effective in the specific instance . In a word
mathematics does not give us true knowledge of the infinite . The
great difficulty with this point of view is that it fails to give
us any adequate explanation of the success of mathematical thought .
in even the empiric field. The vast bulk of mathematical creation
has been quite unrelated to empiric application ; it has been a
pure development for its own sake alone . But again and again
these pure constructions have supplied subsequently --sometimes
after the lapse of considerable time --the theoretical framework
which organizes the data from experience .' This fact has led no
less a person than Albert Einstein to ask the question : "How can
it be that mathemat3L~s; "being after all a product of human thought
independent of experience , is so admirably adapted to the objects
of reality! "

.
It is certainly difficult , if not impossible, to see
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how such a pure thought could reach ahead of experience if it is
no more than a derivative from experience .

(b) The formalistic view maintains that mathematical enti-
ties, processes, and conceptions are essentially meaningless, and
thus the whole mathematical development is merely a formal struc-
ture . Of course, this would imply that mathematical thought does
not really give knowledge at all, not even as . much as the empiri-
cist would grant . This view is not in conformity with the real-
istic conception, since the mathematical entities would not be
real. It does not cast any light upon the question asked by Ein-
stein . On the whole, this theory does not appear to be fruitful,
but it is worthy of note since no less a mathematician than David
Hilbert subscribed to it .

(c) The third view, which is here called the "gnostic",
maintains that mathematical, and therefore logical, knowledge is
essentially a priori,, by which is meant that it exists independent
of experience . However true it may be that this knowledge does
not arise in the relative consciousness, in point of time, before
experience, yet it is not derived from experience, however much
it may employ a language which is derived from experience . It is
thus it its essential nature akin to mystical cognition--and hence
gnostic in character--rather than similar to empiric knowledge .
This view would explain how it is possible for the pure mathemat-
ical thinker to have pre-vision of the future in formal terms which
subsequently become empirically concrete as experience gradually
advances with its slower trend . It also explains the strong feel-
ing of assurance extending over infinite implication which follows
upon the recognition of mathematical proof . 'Finally, it implies
that mathematical knowledge is authentic knowledge, grounded upon
an orig::n_al authority .) The full conception maintains that the
root ofjmathe- aticol knowledge is identical with the root of empiric
knowledge, but that neither is derived from the other . It thus is
the identity at the root source that explains how pure mathematical
thought can be relevant to the material given by experience .

These three views are barely sketched here, and therefore are
given primarily as suggestions . However, the third view is the
one held by the writer, and its justification will be more fully
developed in general terms in what follows . Inasmuch as the Neo-
Realistic philosophers seer.: typically to accept the assurance of
logical demonstration, the writer stands in agreement with them in
this respect, but he does not find that the Neo-Realistic theory
supplies adequate justification for the acceptance of the assurance .

The outstanding peculiarity of the flew Realism does not lie
in its affirmation of the independence of things with respect to
consciousness, for this doctrine is a characteristic part of all
realism in the modern sense . The differentiating contribution of
the . New Realism is to be found in the doctrine of immanence . This
is the theory that the actual things or terms enter into conscious-
ness without being made over by consciousness . Thus the idea of
a thing is the thing itself, when in the relationship of conscious-
ness , and, consequently, the idea and the thin; are not two enti-
ties but one . In this way, it is believed, the duality between
mind and body is overcome, ar_d, likewise, the duality between know-
ledge and things . But all the while the thing remains independent .
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Thus we may isolate; as.,:the . darditj.al principle of the New Realism
the idea of the in_deXie_ de .nge of the irunanent .

Part of. this „conce~p on suggests a similarity to -'the iden-
tity of the, knowledge and the knowfi which is a characteristic
part of mystical states' of consciousness, but the theory of the
independence of the-immanent nark's a ra;dioal divergence . The
mystical state leads to .. ,a doctrine of inter-dependence ; not only
of the knowledge and the knbwr, but of the knower as well ..

In order to bring-the more fundamental- teachings of he New
Realism into clear relief ; they are listed in brief foim below :

1 . The subject to consciousness can becoL7e in other cbtnnec-
tions the object of consciousness. ,

2 . Mental action is a property of thes nervous organism .
3 . Mental contents condist .of portiohs of the surrounding

environment, illumined by the .action of .the organism;,
4 . The content of the mind is that portion of the environ-

ment taken account of by the organism in the serving of its
interests .

5 . Ideas are only things in a certain relation .
6 . In the case of immediate knowledge, the thing and the

knowledge are identical,
7 . In other corrections than those of immediate knowledge,

the thing is the thing in itself .
8 . In the mediate knowledge the thing thought about and the

thought are both experienced, but the thing transcends the thought .
9 . The thing is independent of experiencing as well as of

thought .
The last thesis marks an important point of departure between

Neo-Realism and the more realistic wing of Pragmatism . In both
these schools the conceptions of the office of thought and of
mediate knowledge do not diverge radically, but Pragmatism tends
to identify the real with experiencing . It is also true that the
Neo-Realistic and the Pragmatic tests of truth and error are not
so far apart . The former simply attaches less importance to the
subjective factor. For both, truth is a harmony between thought
and things, in the one case the things being independent of exp-
erience, while in the other their nature is determined through
the experiencing . Further, the' test of truth is practical, i .e .,
is related to a grouping of interest and circumstances for the
purposes of action . In neither case is truth an internal coher-
ence of ideas or things . Thus in both cases, truth may be thought
of as, a function or relation of a thinking consciousness, or org-
anism, • with respect to something other, be it immediate experience
or independent things .

's The fact which stands out with especial force in connection
with the Few Realism is its enormous depreciation off the signi-
ficance of consciousness. An examination of the numbered items
above gives the impression that consciousness is a sort of by-
product of the effort of organisms to attain adjustment in a pre-
existent unconscious environment . To be sure, consciousness is
rot so unimportant as to be a mere epi-phenonenon'which accident-
ally happened in a mechanistic universe, for it serves the fun-
ction of adjustment for organisms . It, therefore, makes some
difference in the world of living creatures . But it is the lesser
fact ir_ the midst of an all surrounding and compelling necessity .
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Particularly notable in the New Realism , as in Dlaturalism, is
the depreciation of the subjective component of consciousness .
The subject is even viewed as potentially capable of becoming an
object of consciousness in certain relations . Fow, in conformity
with the epistemology of D'eb-Realise , the subject that has becor .se
an object is rot merely a s bol representing the subject, but is
the actual subject itself . Here we have exemplified a very common
error . of the extraverted o ientation i+n the individual psychology .
For whatever it is that has become an object , its status as object
implies a relation to a subject which is riot the supposed subject
that has become object .) To be sure , soriething subtle associated
with the true subject nay ' become an object, but the subject proper
rer.iairs the witness in a relationship of witnessing with respect
to this subtle object , and` Jhus oes of itself become an object .
We may project the conception of a subject-object relationship,
but the subject itself has not been projected its the conception,
remaining still hidden wittzess of the conception . This point is
of extremely vital importance and must be understood by him who
would himself attain self -realization , or would seek to comprehend
the philosophical developments based upon ' self-realization .

In contrast to its relative superiority in the interpretation
of mathematics and logic , the New Realism seems somewhat less than
sati :ifr:ctory in ito treat::-ent of ethics and religion. Here we
find much the sane nadequacy which was so notable in Naturalism .
The reader at tine s has the feeling that these subjects enter into
the total philosophical picture as more or less troublesome addenda .
One in whom the ethical and eligious motives are strong tends to
eel frustrated or belittled The impression is produced that the
real order of being is aloof land unresponsive to human purpose and
aspiration . While , ro oubt , there is a dimension of being which
has this char-actor, o, rather, appears to have this character,
yet, there is far too :much irimediate insight which gives the real
a quite opposite character to permit the Neo -Realistic view an
exclusive validity . After all, the assurance of logic and sense-
impression is not such as to deny other forms of assurance equal
right to recognition . So vole must conclude that the New Realism
has offered an interpretation which is partly~tze, but no more
than that . It has not succeeded in evolving a conception competent
to circumscribe the whole of the real and possible . Important
dimensions of awareness are not recognized at all , and at least
some of these dimensions er.:b _ace that which large portions of man-
kind value above all else . Philosophy , if it is to fulfill its
full office , must recognize and do justice to these dimensions of
being as well as those upon which the New Realism is focused
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Chapter V

Pragmatism

Life, as we know it and as it appears to have always been,
judged by the record of history, has consisted most largely of an
effort by living creatures to survive in an environment which,
while in part friendly, has yet been in large degree unfriendly,
toward that survival . The life-story of man appears to be no ex-
ception to this rule, and so the preponderant thought and effort
of the human kind have been devoted to the practical or mundane
interests of securing food and protection from the elements and
living creatures, including man himself . But from a day at least
as ancient as the formulation of the Vedas there have always been
a few among the human whole who have devoted a portion of their
time and effort to a profounder querying of nature, with a view
to the resolution of more ultimate questions, such as the meaning
and purpose of . life, the nature of being, etc . Out of this deeper
and relatively detached questioning has finally developed the pro-
founder part of both religion and art, and nearly the whole of
what we today know as science and philosophy, in a word, all that
which we class as culture and which contributes the larger part of
the graces and values of living . Those who have led in the cultur-
al side of life, either as originators or as continuers, have
never constituted more than a small proportion of the human whole,
but they have formed an especially significant part, and, while
they have known their share of resentment and persecution by the

D non -urderstandirg mass of mankind, yet, in the end and on the whole,
they have received appreciation and even recognition as forming a
genuine aristoi, a sort of informally recognized class-status
distinct from other men .

Among the bearers of culture there have inevitably grown at-
titudes toward life and thought and forms of formulation or expres-
sion that tend, more or less radically, to diverge from the atti-
tudes and forms natural to the commonality of mankind . This has
led toward a separation of interest and sympathy which at times
has amounted to a social bifurcation, so that the languages, as
well as the attitudes, of the smaller class tended to become strange
and foreign to the collective mass. This inevitably restricted
the service which the former could render to the latter, and so
from time to time there arises the necessity of rep-establishing an
integration or working relationship between the two parts .

In the field of philosophy, which most particularly concerns
us here , the specialization of interest, way of thinking, of at-
titude, and of language is especially notable . Philosophers tend
to write for other philosophers and to give exclusive attention to
the conceptions evolved in the detached philosophical consciousness .
This is all quite understandable since these conceptions are an in-
evitable development for a felt need and they are adequately com-
prehended only by the trained philosopher . But there remains a
large sector of human concern which is left out, and thus the
practical office of philosophy becomes considerably narrowed . In
the classical culture, the isolation of the philosophical world
from the broader general human world was particularly notable .
Such science as there was developed in the milieu of the philoso-
pher, detached from practical life, with the result that, although
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the Greek mind was able enough and theoretical understanding was
well advanced, yet there was relatively little development of a
practical technology . Abstract conceptions became objects in
themselves, unrelated to empiric utility . A distinction arose
ultimately between two orders of consciousness, the one, the more
abstract or intelligible, being viewed as a higher more divine
order, and the other, the sensuous or empiric, being regarded as
irrational and evil . Apparently no culture has ever attained a
greater conceptual purity than that which was realized in Greece
at its peak of development, but it was a conceptuality unrelated
to empiric life . Also, this was achieved at a severe price . At
the top of the culture we find an aristocracy of beautiful intell-
ectuality ; at the bottom, a massive slavery of bound men ; a hum-
anity bifurcated so that the mass received little benefit from
the best .

I The Greek dominated Western culture up until that day in the
Renaissance when the immortal figure of Galileo appeared upon the
scene . In the hands of the scholastics dialectical power had be-
come refined and subtilized, but largely empty of substance, and
perhaps ever_ more divorced from the world of common experience
than was true with the ancient Greeks . However, with the appqar-
ance of Galileo an old cycle was closed and a new ore opened + hat
has continued to the present time . The significant contribuicion
of Galileo was an insight which led to a marriage of a highly
developed conceptuality with sensuous experience, the aspect of
consciousness so despised by the typical cultured Greek. Out of
this marriage was born science, in the modern spirit, and a vast
extension of philosophic subject.-,matter, but, most important of
all from the practical standpoint, there came forth from this
union technology in the modern sense, and with this vast altera-
tions in social organization and in ways of life .

Although it is inevitable that the modern world, as in the
classical, the conceptions and language of technology, science,
and philosophy should be developed with due regard to the peculiar
necessities of each discipline, yet the attitude toward sensuous
cognition was inevitably radically altered, when contrasted to
the attitude of the classical thinker . The sensuous or empiric
could no longer remain the despised half of human cognition . In-
deed, it has often become the most valued half, with conceptual
theory falling heir to the old depreciation . Important as exp-
erience no doubt is, yet even experience has taught us that with-
out adequate theory there can be no true science, not even tech-
nology, so that today we know that we advance in knowledge, as
someone has said, by two legs, one of observation and one of
theory . Therefore, we have not repudiated the sound features of
our inheritance from Greek culture, but by adding to it that which
the cultured Greek scorned we have transcended him both in theory
and in practice .

The rapprochement between conceptuality and sensuous know-
ledge has naturally involved more than a technical advance . A
parallel increased regard for the ways of cognition, interests,
and attitudes of the common mar was probably inevitable . This,
though particularly marked in the zones of sociology and politics,
has yet had its effect in the more aloof field of philosophical
speculation . In our own day there has arisen a whole school of
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philosophy which , questioning the soundness and reliability of
lofty conceptuality , has turned to the field of popular cogni-
tion and interest for its principal subject -matter and basis of
evaluation of the higher conceptuality . This school is the one
popularly known as Pragmatism .

In the hands of the Pragmatist the kind of thinking, which
is the only kind known to most men and the kind which all men use
most of the time , in the field of day-to-day life-relations is
given the dignity of philosophic recognition . In this sense,
Pragmatism is more popular than any other philosophic school, and,
indeed, has been peculiarly associated with the democratic spirit .
But though Pragmatism renders to the ordinary variety of thinking
a dignifying recognition , it would be a. vast mistake to imagine
that the Pragmatist is merely an ordinary thinker or that this
school is popular in its technical methods . Popular thinking is
an object for serious study and evaluation , as viewed by this
school , but the problems considered are treated with all the tech-
nical acuity of trained philosophers . Pragmatism deals in large
measure with popular thinking as a type, but is not itself a form
of popular thinking . Pragmatistic philosophers in the technical
development of their thought can and do become just as involved
and obscure as any other kind of philosophy . They are by no means
always easy to understand , and so , despite the democratic orien-
t oc h• i though t, they therio lvcs belong to the intellec-
tual elite like others who think beneath the surface .

The popularity of Pragmatism is quite different from the
popularity of 'Naturalism. The latter accepts , or the whole, an
attitude toward the world-about which is quite consonant with the
general r~ we view that commonly holds before the developm`e:nt of
reflective analysis . But the philosophical Pragmatis°t, _ like most
other professional philosophers , is intelligently critical of this
view . He is well aware that thinking and the other psychological
functions do make a difference in the content of human conscious-
ness , or, at least , iff they do rot, this fact must be established
by careful study . Whereas the !Taturalist typically thinks it
terms analogous to those which have achieved success it the
sciences of the inorganic , and, as a thinker, very largely forgets
that he is a living being, the Pragmatist views life and the
sciences of the organic as nearer to the true nature of man ard' as
supplying a better key to the urderstardirg of the contents of his
consciousness . Further , this life on which the Pragmatist centers
his focus is rot an abstract or ternal life , but the natural or
er,ipiric life seer all about us . It is the life of plants, of
animals , and of men--just that which the biologist and the psych-
ologist study in its physical and somatic manifestations, respec-
tively . Indeed , this fact implies that the Pragmatist is also a
Naturalist in his way, but instead of being a physical Naturalist
he might be called a biological Naturalist . He views biology,
and, along with this science , psychology, sociology , anthropology,
politics , etc ., as being essentially more fundamental than math-
ematics , physics, and the more mathematical sciences generally .
In the implied relative depreciation of logic and mathematics we
find the primary point at which Pragmatism departs from the New
Realism, though in other respects these two schools have many
sympathies in common .
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VThe central core of Pragmatic interest is the human world,
and not a supermundane Ideal or transcendent Realization . No
doubt empiric life involves more than the exclusively human, since
we have . constant evidence of other forms of life before our eyes,
but Pragmatism does not pretend'to speak for the possible stand-
point of plants and animals any more than it does for a super-
mundane Divinity . All these living, or supposedly living, beings
may receive consideration in a Pragmatic philosophy, but, if so,
they enter into the discussion as objects possessing an empiric
human interest . Thus Pragmatism is not, nor does it pretend to
be, a comprehensively inclusive system .. Its validity, in so far
as it is valid, is maintained to be such for man as we know him
here and now.

Indeed, Pragmatism does not pretend to be a philosophic sys-
tem, but is rather conceived to be a definition of a method of
approach to vital problems . Here Philosophy is viewed as an aid
or guide to an-empiric life so that it may be lived more wisely,
and on the whole more happily . Thus it is more largely a philo-
sophy of and for life than a system of ideas . It may be said
that its metaphysic is the least systematic of the four schools .

Pragmatism has many roots- which--reach back into what-is known
as the English school of Empiricism . like Empiricism it gets its
stuff, in largest degree, from the raw material derived or given
by the senses . But it departs from the earlier Empiricism in
that it is much more activistic, that is, more concerned with
purposive action than with simple reception of impressions, .- The
Pragmatic world is much more alive than the older Empiricist
world. Plan's consciousness is certainly considerably richer than
a mere blank tablet which is passively receptive to the impact of
environment. Men. do have interests and purposes which lead to the
selections of certain possibilities presented by the total envir-
onment . It is to his interest to survive as an organism, and,
beyond this, it is manifest that .he seeks all sorts of objects and
relationships from the most banal up to the loftiest possibilities .
It has remained for the Pragmatist to isolate and accentuate this
aspect of human nature as a significant feature for the understan-
ding of him and as an important factor for the facilitating of his
growth in understanding . The Pragmatist says that philosophy,
ever in its most abstract and other-worldly aspect, is, after all,
but an instance of human interest and purpose . -It is not here sug-
gested that the older philosophers or the representatives of the
opposed schools of the present day were or are unconscious of the
fact of interest and of selections guided by interest, but it is
simply true that generally this fact was neglected as a determi-
nant factor in evaluating philosophic content . At this point the
Pragmatist departs from the non-pragmatic thinker, since he main-
tains that meaning cannot be isolated from the influence of
interest .

At this point the Pragmatist's characteristic attitude toward
the psychological status of ideas becomes evident . Ideas enter
into at least two systems . In one aspect they are recognizable
as psychological facts, that is, as something having a history and
standing in correlation with a group of more or less observable
relations in some living mind, while in another aspect they carry
a logically significant content . For -the greater part, philosophy
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has been exclusively concerned with the logically significant con-
tent and defined meaning in terms that are mainly logical . Prag-
matism says that this is a mistake . Even a perfect and,logically
complete content would only be, at best, but partly competent in
the determination of ultimate meaning, for the psychological fac-
tors of interest and purpose are also determinant. In fact, one
gains the impression that the- Pragmatists cho.r"acteristioally as
a class attach the greater importance to the psychological factors,
with logic admitted only in a subordinate off icei

Ono practical consequence of the foregoing theoretical evalu-
ation of the psychological status of ideas is that proposed concep-
tions may be valued as much or even more by consideration of the
purpose or motive of the thinker than by a regard for the logical
acuity of factual accuracy of the .cdntent . Thus psychological
facts true of the thinker become. . important iti the philosophical
evaluation of the thought . There are connections wherein, no
doubt, the psychological conditioning of the thinker is determin-
ant in such a • way, that the value of the coritebt of the thought is
involved . This is clearly true in All cases involving statement

_of fact, particularly where the fact :s not easily verified by
other means, and no less so . in instances where oubjective deter-
minants form an important component part of the content . In gen-
eral, we may well recognize the , psychological factors as posses-
sing a constitutive importance in the zone ;of reflection where the
,perceptual referent is correlated with a conceptual statement .
(But there is a large ran a of thought wherdit1e the content is purely

. .conceptual and objective . Particularly is this true in the case
of the discovery and pro f• of a matheinatical theorem, and only
somewhat less so in the theoretical development of any science .
In these latter instances the evaluation of the thought content
can be made in complete disregard of the thinker as a person . His
character may be noble or vile, his personal psychology may be
normal or abnormal, and his attitude social or anti-social, but,
in any case, his thought is a presentation which can be judged
as to its soundness quite independently and objectively . Thus it
appears to be clear that the psychological evaluation of thought
has only a partial validity with respect to the soundness or un-
soundness of the content . The Pragmatist has, no doubt, brought
into focus a part truth which is philosophically significant, but
appears to generalize too far .

It is undoubtedly true that the philosopher, being a man as
well as a thinker, is, in his own person, conditioned by psycholo-
gical determinants which vary more or less radically from indivi-
dual to individual, and, equally, there car_ be no doubt but that
these factors play their part in providing the basic orientation
of the thinker and in giving form and direction to the thought .
Unquestionably, criticism which is at all complete must have a due
regard for these factors as well as for the more impersonal and
rational elements, such as the factuality of references and the
soundness of the logic, But if too much stress is given to the
psychological determinants, criticism can all too easily degen-
erate into the error of the argumentum a hominem , and thus we
may see philosophy fall from its lofty state of impersonal and de-
tached aloofness . Issues which otherwise would be worked out to
agreement, or agreement to disagree, on the high level of the forum
may well be carried to the arena for final resolution,. Logical
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issues are resolved in the forum ; differences on the level of trans-
cendental vision are resolved 'by the greater Light manifested by
the more comprehensive Realization ; but differences based upon
psychological factors such as the purpose, interest, and taste of
the empiric man, when resolution becomes desirable or necessary,
cannot be integrated by either the ~fortm oA the Light . In the
latter case resolution at least tends to be one worked out by force,
either physical or psychological .

ì~ An instance of the resolution of philosophic difference by
force , and one which today is deeply stenciled on the world memory,
is to be found in the incident of German National Socialism. De-
spite all the crudities of this movement, it was grounded in a
philosophy . One who has read and brooded upon both The Declineline of
the West and Mein Kampf can hardly help but note practical impli-
cations in the latter which find their philosophical base in the
former. The Spenglerian philosophy is one of the most consistent
developments of the Vitalistic orientation , in which conceptualism
is given radical subordination to the Will and psychological fac-
tors generally . The conclusion is drawn that war is well nigh the
essence of life, and there does not appear to be any ground for
viewing this conclusion as something added to the ineluctable con-
sequences of such an orientation . Logic stands as incompetent to
resolve fundamental issues . The wars of creatures from plant to
man and of groups and nations are the final determinants . No
doubt Spengler- resented the form his thought took in the hands of
the vulgar Hitler , but this was more the resentment of one with
the taste of a scholar and a gentleman for the crudities of a vul-
garian , who was n o gentleman, than it was for the essence of the
Hitlerian philosophy . The fact is that purely vital issues are
resolved by conflict , and thus the transcendence of conflict as
an ultimate determinant depends upon the subordination of the
vital by some higher principle , such as rationality or spirituality .
In this fundamental sense , the powers which defeated National Soc-
ialism upon the field of battle did not thereby overthrow . . or dis-
prove the primary thesis of Mein Kampf , but merely denied survival
to a specific interpretation of that thesis . The irrationalism
of a psycho-vitalistic philosophy was not transcended by a ration-
alistic power , acting in conformity with its own nature, but a
specific manifestation of this irrationalism was overcome by a
greater irrational power . The total effect is in the form of a
confirmation of the primary thesis of Spengler .

The foregoing illustration is pertinent to a discussion of
Pragmatism , since -" Pragmatism " is, in one of its aspects , but an-
other name for "Vitalism" . In this connection , ." Vitalism" must
be understood with a broader connotation tha- is given the same
term in more specialized biological theory . : Vitalism, here ,, means
a philosophical orientation , such that the categories of lif are
given priority over the categories of the mind or intellectoj Now,
while it is true that in some system of thought Life--spelled with
a capital L--is viewed as the' ontological or transcendental prin-
ciple , this is not the sense which is meant by the Pragmatist .
The life of the Pragmatist is the natural or mundane life which
we experience and know with our ordinary faculties--the life which
is studied by the biologist . In this respect the attitude of the
Pragmatist parallels that of the Naturalist , with the important
difference that biological categories are viewed as more funda-
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mental than physical categories , such as those which are funda-
mental in physics , astronomy , chemistry, etc .

I--"- is quite relevant to the attainment of an understanding
of Pragmatism to ask ourselves the questions ',What do we mean when
we speak of " life "? We find that besides the conception of Life
as a transcendental principle there are at least two contrasted
possible meanings . The word may be conceived as meaning a priva-
tive concept , defined to comprehend a certain kind of phenomena .
In this sense " life " is an object of scientific study of which the
end of the program would be an integration of the facts of life
within the limits of intellectually comprehensible law . When bi-
ology is viewed as essentially a special kind of manifestation of
physics and chemistry , this is the standpoint that is taken. The
underlyin&; assumption implied by this attitude , either . implicit
or explicit, is that life is no more than it is conceived to be .
It is just another case of knowledge which , while it may not be
complete knowledge today , is nonetheless regarded as capable of
completion in principle . This implies that conceptual thought has
the power to comprehend life and thus is a larger power and not
merely ore which exists as an effect or by-product of life . But
we may think of "life " in quite a different sense . The word may
be viewed a s no more than a sort of pointer to a reality which,
in peculiar degree , can never be known in the conceptual sense .
Thus , while we may know mathematical and of er logical entities
with conceptual rigors, life forever escapes his k nd of knowing .
What we really do know of life itself , as d sting from a concep-
tual symbol meaning life , is through an extra-conceptual acquain-
tance , i . e ., through a way of consciousness that can never be fully
thought. Thus around every conceptual thought of life it is be- :
lieved there lies a sort of penumbral field which is not part of
the central thought and which may escape clear analysis entirely,
but may be gl_}psed , however dimly , in those moments when consc-
iousness . turns upon itself , as it were , and glimpses a sort of
fleeting shadow. This shadow is a fringe about the nuclear core
of the concept , known darkly like an intuition which defeats all
definition . It may seem that this fringe , rather than the central
conceptt4al core , carries the real sebf the meaning of life .
There are many who say that this is indeed so, and that the nature
of they fringe is such that no intellectual analysis , however re-
fined, ca'Tn ever grasp its real nature , and this is the case be-
causè it is an essentially inconceivable life which so supports
and envelops thought , th the latter can never by itself compre-
hend its living roots . Thus life is viewed as master and thought
the se r~rant .~ This appe - rs to be the general view held by Prag-
matism, <nd particularly by Henri Bergson .

TDoubt:!ess, within non-philosophic and non-scientific circles,
the second view given above would generally seem the more accept-
able , since to view life as an object implies a relatively excep-
tional-'detachment where thought itself, or something greater than
thought and empiric life , supplies its own base , or some founda-
tion other -than life . Far more commonly , life seems to the con-
sciousness to be a. my s tical somewhat which conditions all else, but
which is not itself cone tione , or , if it is , that higher condit-
ioning, is unknowable to the conceptual mind . For the greater part,
Western philosophy has not assumed this point of view, but there
are philosophic thinkers who have maintained it, such as Spengler
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and Bergson . These thinkers are classed today as Vitalists .
4• While i t is true that Pragmatism is a form of 1 a ism, it

by no means follows .that Vitalism is always a form of Pragmatism .
Thus in the case of Spengler, while in this philosophy we find
many features which remind us of Pragmatism , yet the "life" of
Spengler is a notion embracing a good deal more than the "life"
of the biologist . With him it is an ontological notion which can
be really apprehended only by a mystical intuition . The Spengl-
erian philosophy is not restricted to the empirically given, in
the same sense or in the same degree as is true of Pragmatism .
To differentiate the latter more completely we must consider its
development out of epistemological considerations .

The epister~olog,' al definition of Pragmatism is given very
concisely by C . S . e' ce in Baldwin ' s Dictionary of Philosophy
and Psychology in th following words : "Consid what effects,
that might conceivably have practical bearings , we conceive the
object of our conception to have . Then our conception of these
effects is the whole of our conception of the object." ( Italics
mine )

*-From the same 'source we derive a further elaboration of the
definition in the following words : Pragmatism is "the doctrine
that the whole 'meaning ' of a conception expresses itself in prac-
tical consequences, consequences either in the shape ' of conduct to
be recommended , or in that of experiences to be expected, if the
conception be true ; which consequences would be different if it
were untrue , and must be different from the consequences by which
the meaning of other conceptions is in turn expressed ." ( Italics
mine)

0 The second quotation above was cor)'tributed by the late
William James, and, inasmuch as C . S . Pece and William James
were among the half dozen or so thinkers who were most prominent
in the early development of Pragmatism as a philosophic school,
we nay, with substantial reason , regard the foregoing definition
as authoritative . A close study of this definition reveals that
four words are crucial in the determination of its meaning . These
are : "practical , " conduct", " experience ", and "whole " . In order
to arrive at reasonable precision , we will consider their defini-
tions as giver in the same source .

(a) The practical " covers all that is not theoretically or
cognitively determined , but which involves purpose , teleology,,
striving , achievement , appreciation , ideals ." This meaning is
akin to that of practice , which in turn is defined as "conduct or
moral activity, as distinguished from the strictly intellectual
life ."

(b) Conduct is "the sum of an individual's ethical actions,
either generally or in relation to some special circumstance ."
By this definition conduct is differentiated from any kind of
action as is the popular understanding of the term .

(c) Experience is defined in two senses , psychological and
psychic or mental . ( 1) "Psychological : consciousness considered
as a process taking place in time ." (2) Psychic or mentals the
entire process of phenomena , of present data considered in their
raw immediacy , before reflective thought has analysed them into
subjective and objective aspects or ingredients ." The last part
of this definition is contributed by William James himself, who
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goes on to say, that ' it is ""exactly correlative to the word Pheno-
menon" as-, !'it is. use -d in . . a coidurless philosophic sense , as equi-
valent to $fact* 'oi~: e$et~t -to atiy particular which requires ex-
planation ." - The last portion of the quotation is from John vewey' s
contribution to the de ibr Of'the word Phenomenon .

(d) Whole is td, he rode stood 'in the sense of entire or
complete . Tht s; !'whole of otzr . : dot,ception ' and "Whole meaning"
imply that there is hn addit~ ona1 meaning attaching; to the concep-
tion over and above that, giV6b, in, the definition4

Prom the abtwee dofinitior's Wee derive , a very clearly deliriited
meaning of Pragmatisms :. We ..egr still further clarify the conception
by considering what is excluded . by Pragmatism in its use of meaning
and truth . Meaning at d -trht are , denied to that Which is exclu-
sively determined by theory athd cognition . This mearsf for

,
ins-

tance , that a self-contained and sel-'-consis tent mathematical
system which did not lead. : : to arythitlg beyond itself Would not be
true or have meaning . Sheet' ; self-cotsisteticy6 is thus not a crite-
rion of truth . To be stns ; such a system might have an aesthetic
value , in which case it would have a degree of truth and meaning,
but it would derive this from the ,value it had for the aesthetic
feeling, and not from the purely theoretical dr cognitive relations
or content . Thus , truth and mearittg clearly depend upon a relation
of cognitive factor to something other than the cognitive thought
itself . The word whole reveals the privative or absolute charac-
ter of the Pragmatic thesis . Truth and meaning , as understood by
the Pragmatist, do not have the signification given above in ad-
dition to other applications , but the practical or empiric signi-
ficance is the whole of their signification . Thus , one who acce-
pted the above definitions as substantially valid as a art truth,
provided the word whole were expunged , would not be a Pragmatist .

Quite clearly, Pragmatism is anti-intellectualistic as has
been so frequently affirmed by its protagonists . It is anti-
intellectualistic both in the psychological and philosophical
senses , that is, it denies the theory that the intellectual or
cognitive functions are more fundamental than the affective and
conative , and as well , the view that the ul mateL,,_ pr-znciple of the
universe is some form of thought or reason or the more modified
view that reality is completely intelligible to thought . Prag-
matism is also anti-conceptualistic in the classic sense that
universals are real ante res , in rebus , and post res . Further,
it is anti-rationalistic in both the sense of reason being an
independent source of knowledge , distinct from sense-perception
and having a higher authority , and in the sense of a philosophic
method which , starting from elementary concepts , seeks to derive
all the rest by deductive method , as is the process in mathematics .

So far as these determinations of what Pragmatism is not are
concerned , this school does not by any means stand alone, since
the older Empiricists maintained the same attitude , and most- of
oriental philosophy would be in agreement . Clearly, Pragmatism
is empiric or aesthetic and essentially nominalistic, but in
taking its orientation upon the base of experience defined as a
process in time and restricted to the raw immediacy of the sense
it departs from the Oriental Aestheticism which embraces non-
temporal and non-sensuous aesthetic elements . Further, in its
assertion of anti-intellectualism and anti-rationalism , Pragmatism,
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has much in common with the, voluthta ,ristic wing of Idealism and .
finds considerable support in the final position of Immanuel Kant .
But Pragmatism departs from the general thesis of the older • mp-
iricism in the emphasis it places upon conduct and the practical .
The former held a relatively static view of Being , whereas for
Pragmatism real being . approaches . the meaning of activity of bec-
oming , in this respect having a large agreement with the philo-
sophy of Spengler . With respect to voluntaristia Idealism, `~'
matism stands in contrast both ib that it is much more realistib
and because it is anti-tranocerdentalistic , in the sense that the
whole meaningful content . of con'66ptiors consists in a reference to
x i and conduct Th a tith of Pragmatism is to bi.per ence es s e• e e n

found it the Ratiobal Idealism f Hegel, and ever more so it the
highly pure conceptualism of Splnoza.

b The relative human corsciousr$ess manifests through three
fundamental modes which we may designate 'think~in~ ~_ , feeling, and
doing, or more tedhnically, cod : i .tior, nft etio' , a.-rd' tr6nation .

e history of human . philosaphIO thought each of these modes
has, at one time .or another, been giver.r the primary- valuation,
and rot only in the sense of a peculiarity o11i ua ps hb-
logy, but even in the ontological sense Thus, with the main
body of Greek thinkers, zne de-5 Rr.tionalists, and the ratio-
nalistic wing of Idealism, cognition has been given a prime and
even ontological status, wit h-re-sp(d-at to which the other modes
stand in either derivative relationship or tyre at least subordinate .
Likewise, with the voluntaristic Idealists and the Vitalists cor-
atiorr generally occupies the position of primacy, and .even, as in
the case of Schopenhauer, is viewed a: , ontologically identical with
ori inal Bein ear that there should be room for aIt would ag,g pp
school of thought which we might call Affectiorism, where the
primacy in importance would be assigned to the affections . Such a
school does rot appear in the main stream of Western philosophic
thought, but it is to be found in India . Wherever the hedoric tone
of a. state of consciousness is given prime valuation, the philo-
sophic formulation proper to such a volu@,tion would be some form
of Affectionism. In the exceptionally comprehensive and able phil-
osophy of Sri Aurobindo Ghose we find precisely this kind of evalu-
ation ., To bring out in clear relief this orientation, which is
unknown or virtually unknown in Western philosophy, the following
lengthy quotation is taken from Sri Aurobindo's essay on Heraclitus :

"But there is ore great gap and defect whether in his (Hera-
clitus') knowledge of things or his knowledge of the self of man .
We see in how many directions the deep divining eye of Heraclitus
anticipated the largest and prof.ourdest generalizations of Science
and Philosophy and how even his more superficial thoughts indicate
later powerful tendencies of the occidental mind, how too some of
his ideas influenced such profound and fruitful thinkers as Plato, .
the Stoics, the Neo-platorist . But in his defect also he is a
forerunner; it illustrates the great deficiency of later European
thought, such of it at least as hue rot been profoundly influenced
by Asiatic religions . or Asiatic mysticism . I have, tried to show
how often his thought touches and is almost identical with the

• Vedic and Vedantic . But-his knowledge of the truth of things
stopped with the vision of the universal reason and the universal
force ; he seems- to •have summed up the principle of things in these
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tion is here valued above cognition, but on this point I am unabl
to arrive at a definite decision . At any rate, conation receives
the ascendent evaluation .

Pragmatism, then, may be classed as an empiric Voluntarism,

V estern thought has only seen 'two to per aspects , pleasure and
aesthetic beauty ; it has missed the spiritual delight and the
spiritual beauty. For that reason Europe has n`ver been able to
develop a powerful religion of its own ; it has been obliged to
turn to Asia . Science takes possession of the measures and utili-
ties of Force ; rational philosophy pursues reason to its last
subtleties; but inspired philosophy and religion can seize hold of
of the highest secret, Uttamam rahas aIn .!' l

It is thus a fact that corresponding to the three primary
modes of relative human consciousness there have been systems of
philosophy which have given primacy of accentuation to one or an-
other of these modes . The two schools heretofore discussed ; i .e .,
Naturalism and the New Realism, quite clearly give the primacy to
cognition , either perceptual or conceptual . But Pragmatism
clearly subordinates conceptual cognition to empiric or percep-
tual co rni tion, and, by a e- -tuart±n -prae4iee -a~d~c~on~ duct, gives
the primacy to the coma mode of consciousness . Perhaps.f̀fec-

the ecstasy of our fulfilled exieterce ' Of this last secret power
ustice, better than harmony, truer t n reasor,#--unity and bliss,

two first terms, the aspect of consciousness, the aspect of power,
a supreme intelligence and a supreme energy . . The eye . of Indian
thought saw a third aspect of the Self and of the Brahman ; besides
the universal consciousness active in the divine knowledge, besides
the universal force active in the divine will, it saw the universal
delight active in divine love and joy . European thought, follow-
n~t e line of Heraclitus' thinking, has fixed itself on reason
and on force and made them the principles toward whose perfection
our being has to aspire . Force is the first aspect of the .world,
war, the-clash of energies ; the second aspect! reason, emerges out
of the appearance of force in which it is at first hidden and
reveals itself as a certain justice, . a certain harmony, a certain
determining intelligence and reason i n taings ; the third aspect is
a deepe r secret behind these. two, universal delight, love, beauty
which taking up the other two can establish something higher, than

in contrast to transcendental Voluntarism, such as that of Schopen-
hauer. But being a form of Voluntarism, the general implications
of a voluntaristic attitude, both positive and negative, follow .
There is -a definite support and strengthening of those tendencies
in man which express themselves in performance, such as conquest
of nature, missionary zeal, melioration activities and movements,
progressive education, promulgation of propaganda of all sorts,
selling,` promotion, building, etc ., etc. We may well agree that
much of this is all to the good, but there is another side to a
Voluntarism which is its own ultimate law . The will may and has
successfully sought to impose its idea upon the other fellow,
group, ,,.or nation, either for, or not for his own good . It is of
the very nature of Voluntarism to deny that there is any moral
maxim, conceptual law, or transcendental order which can serve as
a supreme court for the review of its volitions . Whatever willed
objective is successfully effectuated is, by reason of that success,
morally and otherwise justified . Thus, a successful National
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Socialism was overthrown . tad the 1'Tazis been strong enough to
succeed , they would have been justified

It is quite understandable arid in conformity with expectat on
that, giver the premises of Pragmatism, there should follow the
doctrine of the will to Believe as a justified form of cognition .
But the will to believe, which in the hands of a William Jamesf
a cultured gentleman of superior tastes a±'d ethical Values ; could
eventuate in a statement with which we cab ,feel much sympathy
is subject to no guiding modulus and both could and would mean
something very different when developed by a man of quite different
character and tastes, such as Jose ph Stalin . Here the successfull -
effectuated will becmes final au thorityi The s is that which y
t will actualjr accomplisherd only that . This is'the ..great
dilemma of the Voluntarist . On one side, a completely free will,
not subject to the review of any higher authority-'-att the pri_cg ~of
chaos ; on the other,-a moral and rational governing modtxliis clv_f
price of- a curtailed freedom .. Howard H . Brinton, in ' his ' .The Mysti c
Will , has shown how that greatest of voluritaristic mystics, Jaddb
Boebme , becoming conscious of the dilemma ; was troubled; and there-
fore at times wrote lik& a rationalist . Jacob Boehrne,' who although
in his soul incarnating; the spirit of nonytriolence iii such degree .
as to be the very fountainhead of the nor' +violent tendency in the
West, none the less was 1kewise the fountainhead of that volunt~'
arism which is the ultimate ~~ bhee . and Justification of all . violence'

The difficulties invbl.ved when. Pragmatism i understood as
an orientation to pure activism .has shot escaped the . attentiob of
one of the leading Pragmatists and had caused him to ' feel some*.
doubts . This self-criticism comes from C S . Peirce~ who, at least
in the temporal sense, was the first df the mo e-rF_-Vtagmatistsj* and
since his statement is trenchant and comes from the ranks of the.
Pragmatists, it will be quoted at lengthy .
;3Qc sq "This maxim2 was first proposed by C . Si Peirce in the

Popular Science Nonthl . for January, 1878 ; and he explained
how it as tie applied to the doctrine of reality The Whiter
was led to the maxim by reflection upon Kant's Critique Of Pure
Reason . Substantially the same way of dealing with ontology
seems to have been practiced by the Stoics . The writer subse-
quently saw that the principle might easily be misapplied, so
as to sweep away the whole doctrine of incommensurables, and, .
in fact, 'the whole Weierstrassian way of regarding the calculus .
In 1896 William James published his Will to Believe,and later
his Philos . Conceptions and Pract. Results ,which pushed this
method to such extreme s as must tend to give us pause . The
doctrine appears to assume that the end of man is action--a
stoical axiom which, to the present writer at the age of sixt ,
does not recommend itself so forcibly s it did at thirty . If
it be admitted, on the contrary, that action wants an end, and
that that end must be something of a general description, then
the spirit of the maxim itself, which is that we must look to
the upshot of our concepts in order right to a rehend the::z,
would direct us toward something different from practical facts,
namely, to general ideas, as the true interpreters of our
thought. Tevertheless, the maxim has approved itself to the
writer, after many years of trial, as of great utility in lead-
ing~to a relatively high grade of clearness of thought . He
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conception td such a_ consciousness cannot be classed as truth or
meaning . Since the immediate content of at least some mystical or
Gnostic states of consciousness has such an immediate non-temporal
and non-sensuous character, or at least purports to have such, it'

would venture to suggest that it should always be put into
practice with conscientious thoroughness, but that, when that
has been done, and not before, a still higher grade of clear-
ness o thought can be attained by remembering that the only
ultimate good which the practical facts to which it directs
attention can subserve is -to further the development of conc-
rete reasonableness; so that the meaning of the concept does
-rot lie in any individual reactions at all, but in the manner
-in which those reactions contribute to that development . In-
deed, in the article of .1878, above referred to, the writer
practiced better than he preached ; for he applied the stoical
maxim most unstoically, in such a sense as to insist upon the
reality of the objects of general id eas in their gereralit .115
v r Certair striking modifications of the original conception of

Pragmatism are revealed in the ital'ici :sd portion of the above
quotation . First, since activism appeals more to the man of thirty
than to the man of sixty, it appears that the activistic emphasis
is no more than a matter of individual psychology and thus may not
be validly extrapolated into an ontological principle . Second,
it appears that the essential meaning of the maxim is not necess-
arily activistic but consists in the evaluation of the given con-
ception by its upshot-- a view which contrasts with evaluation by
the source . (This would appear to be the most fundamental feature
of Pragmatist method which remains .) Third, it appears that the
maxim is merely useful in guiding empiric thought, but not, there-
fore, necessarily an absolute criterion of truth . It is thus
reduced to a mundane heuristic principle . Fourth, it appears that
there is insistence upon the reality of general ideas in their
generality . This would seem to bring us back to the standpoint of
the Conceptualists, and with that the distinctive quale of Pragma-
tism qua Pragmatism very largely vanishes .

With Pragmatism modified as above, it would seem that we have
left merely a useful method of heuristic or pragmatic value only,
and in that case the idea that the whole meaning or truth of a
conception is nece sarily found in consequences in terms of conduct,
the practical, an the empiric, would have to be abandoned . But
in that case Pra atism would hardly have any reason for existence
as a philosophic school . With Pragmatism reduced to the status of
a useful modulus of procedure in the movements of mundane conscious-
ness, there does not appear any re Sn why a protagonist of any
school 'of philosophic thought could not and should not also be a
Pragmatist in some phases of his thinking . Standard Pra&atism,
by reason of the privativity implied by the w.,-.rd "whole" in the
maxim, narrows the office of conception not only in the sense al-
ready discussed but, even more seriously, excludes the use of the
conception in relation to a transcendental meaning, and this is
a matter of p_r rrticular importance to us here .

In conformity with Pragmatic epistemology, if there is a con-
sciousness which is not conceptual, or merely conceptual, which is
not in time, which is not an immediate resenta for of phenomena
and is n ot related to conduct as action, then the relationship of
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follows that the Pragmatist's epistemological theory either (1)
im lies denial of the actuality of such a mystical content, or
(2) granting that such a content exists, then affirms that the
relationship of a conception to it may not be classed as 'mean-
ing' or 'truth' . This constitutes the second zone in which truth
and meaning are denied to a conceptual relationship--the first,
it will be recalled, being the zone of the relationship of concept
to concept in an exclusively conceptual system, such as that of
pure mathematics . Now it is true, as a matter of fj,. . t, that his-
torically, as well as currently, the notion of 'truth' has been
important, and even very important, in both zones . The Pragma-
tist theory, therefore, must imply that both of these uses of the' 'notion of truth are without validity, and, therefore, that both
of these types of conceptuality are without meaning---a conclusion
which is not very likely to be acceptable to either the philoso-
phic mathematician or the philosophic mystic .

0 It is rot here suggested that Pragmatism, as such, or that
all pragmatic thinkers , necessarily deny the actuality of mystical
experience . Indeed , William James has treated the subject very
sympathetically in his Varieties of Religious Ex erience , and has
affirmed that it deserves much more serious study . But the mys-
tical consciousness appears under two aspects , in that, in ore
sense it is an experience , and, in another , it is an immediate
content . As an experience , it is an event happening to some sub-

V "U 4 4- , 1f --. \ i -, e n time, and, as such, falls VVI bhin the range of psy-
chological, , and even physical observation . Further,
the event may produce changes in the conduct of the individual in-
volved, and this may be noted and in some measure evaluated objec-
tively . In this sense, the mystical consciousness is a somewhat
which may fall within the range of evaluation in the pragmatic
sense . But the matter is quite different when we come to consider
the inward or immediate content--the psychical as distinguished
from the psychological--of the mystical state . This lies beyond
the range of external observation, as is also true of the immediate
psychical value of any experience, such as the immediate quale of
the experience blue, for instance, and can be known only by those
who have realized the state . It is certainly true that historic-
ally such inward or psychical content has constituted the mean-
ingful reference of philosophies, especially in the case of ori-
ental philosophies . But this sort of truth-reference is ruled
out by the Pragamatist epistemological theory .

Anyone who granted the validity of the mystical or Gnostic
40 content and of a truth-relation or of a meaning-relation on the

part off a conception to such a content , but who at the same time
accepted as valid the Pragmatist definitions of truth and meaning
in other relations , would not be a Pragmatist in the sense of the
definitions quoted above . For then the whole meaning of a con-
ception , or of conception as such , would not be manifested in
practical consequences in terms of conduct and experience . At
least some of the meaning would be of a different sort . Super-
ficially , one might imagine that the removal of the word whole'
from the definitions would resolve the difficulty, but this is not
so, since the indepe"deuce and existence of Pragmatism as a school
actually hangs upon that word . As an example , we can easily con-
ceive of an Absolute Idealist who would say, provided the word
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'whole' were removed from the definition : I also accept the Prag-
matist epistomology as an adequate description of conceptual cog-
nition in its relation to the relative realities of appearance,
but rot in its relation to Ultimate Reality . In such a way Abso-
lute Idealism could assimilatethe Pragmatist epistemological theory
as a part truth, and there would be no room left for Pragmatism as
an independent school . However, the historic fact is that episte-
mological Pragmatism came to birth as the result of a polemic
directed against Absolutism . Thus its possibility as an indepen-
dent existence lies in its emphasis of the word 'whole' in the
definitions. It appears somewhat ironical that Pragmatism, in
order to establish a place opposed to Absolute Idealism, had to
invoke a sort of left-handed absolutism of its own !

The argument in support of Absolute Idealism, as against: that
of Pragmatism, has opened a door within the defenses of the latter
whereby the former may possibly once again establish itself, if it
can show ;_ni any degree, however o!tlall, that the use of the word
'whole' in the Pragmatist definitions is not valid . This is the
analogue of William James own thesis that Pluralism is established
if it can be shown, in even the smallest degree, that there is
something not contained in the Absolute One . Thus, if a conception
can mean a mystical content--as is indeed implied throughout the
philosophical Buddhist Sutras, to name one instance--and this con-
tent is neither a time-conditioned consciousness nor a perceptual
experience, in the sense of the raw immediacy of sensual presenta-
tion, then a breach is established in the walls of Pragmatis-tep-
istemological theory . To be sure, this does not necessarily imply
the negation of the instrumental theory with respect to the office
of the concept . But if the instrumental theory is retained, or
insofar as it is retained, the concept would have at least a two-
fold instrumental office . One would be that so well developed by
Pragmatism, wherein the conceptual idea is instrumental to an ex-
perience, or practice, that always includes some degree of the
perceptual quale , and second instrumentality would be oriented to
an immediate content which is non-experiential--ir the sense of
the definition given above-- and none-conceptual . This latter con-
tent we may call the Transcendental or Spiritual, in the Indian
sense of the term . The polemic of Pragmatism as against Absolutism
would have proved effective to the extent that it has established
that the thesis of the latter cannot be maintained on the ground
of pure conception alone . Conception would have to be differen-
tiated from the transcendental content as well as from the percep-
tual . The intellectualistic thesis that the fundamental and
ultimate principle of the universe is some form of thought might
well have to be abandoned, and, whether or not the intellectual-
istic psychology, which places cognition above affection and con-
ation, would be retained, still the intellectual and conceptual
would stand below the Transcendental . In any case, the Pragmatist
thesis that conception is derived from perception could be main-
tained no longer as exclusively valid . For, it is at least pos-
sible that the concept has a hidden Father in the Transcendental,
as well as a revealed iother in the perceptual or experiential,
and, on a priori grounds, it cannot be maintained that the nature
of the concept is necessarily in closer affinity to the Mother
than to the Father . Recognition of the actuality of the Father,
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and, further, the realization that his nature is not less native
to the Son.-concept than is the Mother-percept, is all that the
Transcendental Idealist reeds .

A The :`Austrumer.tal interpretation of intellectual thought or
conception, as developed by Pragmatism, is based, in considerable
measure, upon the thesis that the concept is derived from the per-
cept and serves as an office for the latter . In this connection
the percept is not to be construed as derived exclusively from
sensation, but, rather, something sufficiently comprehensive to
include a complex feeling and intuition as well as sensation .4
Perception thus comprehends the material given by all the psycho-
logical functions except conceptual thinking, as these functions
are listed by C . G . Jung . This perception is conceived as prior
to conception both in the sense of time and of epistemological
value . With respect to the notion of priority in time, the study
of biology, under the assumption of organic evolution, does build
a very strong presumption in support of the thesis . Investigation
of the psychical life of arimals, particularly in the case of the
higher animals, gives convincing evidence that they do have a
perceptual consciousness in which there is some form of sensation,
feeling, and intuition . But there is little or ro reason to sup-
pose that animals think in the conceptual sense . Thus, in bio-
psychology, the qualitative differentiation of man from all other
animals inheres in the development or presence of the function or
faculty of cc .Iceptual thinking . Man is distinctively man because,
and to the extent, he thinks conceptually . Prom the standpoint
which regards the theory of organic evolution as an all-sufficient
basis of interpretation, man and conceptual thinking are simply
the latest terms in the natural evolutionax-y- series . If, then,
we view man as solely a biological entity, it is clear that on
the whole he has achieved the most comprehensive adjustment to
environment, when compared to that of any other animal . He com-
mands the stage of life as does no other creature . He car survive
under far greater diversity of conditions, and, in spite of the
relative atrophy of functional capacities that are strong in the
animals, he is lord over the whole animal world, and has advanced
far in the conquest of the inorganic . Despite his many remaining
and new problems, man constitutes an advance over the purely ani-
mal kingdom in the art of adjusting life to environment . But the
key to this unique achievement of man clearly lies in the possess-
ion of the faculty of conceptual thinking . Therefore, there can
be no doubt but that the concept does serve an office for life .

eDoos t therefore'follow that the total significance of the
concept is that of an office for life? :given though we grant that
the giverr outline of the bio-historic genesis of the concept is
substantially correct, we may still ask this question . Here it
is quite germane to point out that bio-history we refer to is it-
self a conceptual construct, and not a pure perceptual fact . The
history known is a history for thought, whatever else it may be .
As a consequence, the reference to biologic evolution does not
supply us with a pure pre-conceptual root from which the concept
is supposed to be derived . The material with which we are work-
ing is so compounded that the corcep-is inextricably a part of
it, and the problem of the inherent nature of the concept simply
reappears in a new form .
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The thesis that historic genesis supplies the key to signifi-
cance is, itself, no more than a conceptual hypothesis, a theory
of interpretation . History car be interpreted in such a way that
it loses all ontological value . Thus it is possible to view all
events as merely supplying occasions which arouse recognition of
truth without being their source . In such a case the bio-historic
process would have only the value of a sort of phantasmagoria
having only catalytic significance . A consistent interpretation
of history along this line is only a questionbf skill . As a result,
we could quite easily conclude that the primacy of perception in
time casts no effective light upon the fundamental nature of conce-
ption . So, the facts of biology do not prove that the total sig-
nificance of conception is that of an instrumental aid to-life or
experience, nor that its principal significance is such . All we
can positively say here is that conception does facilitate the
adjustment of a living organism, though it may have quite other and
everr much more important relations .
,li As far as I carr see, the Vitalists have not established their

thesis for the derivation of the concept, though, if they had, the
conception of the exclusively instrumental value of the concept
with respect to life might well follow . But although the vital-
istic attempt at proof may have failed, this does not imply that
the instrumentalistic theory may not otherwise be established .
There is another line of approach to substantially the same conc-
lusion, which in my opinion, carries much more weight . This we may
call the psychological approach and shall proceed to its consider-
ation .

The introspective observation and analysis of the actual uq ale
and functioning within consciousness can lead to a philosophic
statement, and this seems to be the most distinctive approach to
Pragmatism as exemplified by William James . While one is immersed
in a state of consciousness or engaged in a psychical process. it
is possible to shift one's attention from the immediate enjoyment
or content to the observation of the state or process itself .
This step is sometimes quite difficult as the shift of attention
may, very easily, destroy the state or erase the content, but with
care it can be done . In this kind of effort William James was un-
doubtedly endowed with exceptional skill, and has unquestionably
made highly valuable discoveries . But not only did this sort of
research contribute an important part of his psychological theory,
it also formed a significant part of his philosophical base . His
theory concerning the nature and functioning of perception and con-
ception appears to be very largely grounded on such research, and
that is the phase which concerns us most particularly here .

James' root finding is probably best given by a direct quot-
ation of his own words . In his Some Problems of Philosophy he
has said

"If my reader can succeed in abstracting from all concep-
tual a:.-id l_-* l,acik into his immediate sensible
lifegat this very moment, he will find it to be what someone has
called a big blooming buzzing confusion, as free from contra-
diction in its 'much-at-onceness' as it is all alive and evi-
de n tl iy there .

'Out of this aboriginal sensible muchness attention carves
out objects, which conception then names and identifies forever--
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in the sky 'constellations', on the earth 'beach', 'sea', 'cliff',
'bushes','grass' . Out of time we cut 'days ; and 'nights,

• 'summers' and'wirters' . We say what part of the sensible
continuum is, and all these abstracted whats are concepts .

" The intellectual life of man consists almost wholly in his
substitution of a conceptual order for the perceptual order in
which his experience originally comes " .
In a footnote James acknowledges the obvious fact that this

account of the 'aboriginal sensible'flux' directly contradicts that
which Kant gave . As this contrast is historically of prime philo-
sophic importance and implies quite diverse irterpretai .ons of the
function of conceptuality or understanding, I quote the relevant
statement from the Critique of Pure Reason :

"But the conjunction corjunctio of a manifold in the in-
tuition never can be given us by the senses ; it cannot therefore
(to) be contained in the pure form of sensuous intuition, for it is
a spontaneous act of the faculty of representation . And as we
must, to distinguish it from sensibility, entitle this faculty
understanding so all conjunction--whether conscious or uncon-
scious, be it of the manifold in intuition, sensuous or non-sen
suous, or of several conceptions--is arn act of understanding .
To this act we shall give the general appellation of synthesis ,
thereby to indicate, at the same time, that we carrot represent
anything as conjoined in the object without having previously
conjoined it ourselves ."6
James goes on to say, not quite consistently but I think cor-

rectly: "The reader must decide which account agrees best with his
own actual e.perience ."

But despite James' virtual acknowledgment in the last quotation
that there may be a relativity of individual psychology involved
in the differences in the formulations of the sensibly given, as
between himself and.Immanuel Kant, he proceeds in his subsequent
philosophic developent as though his own finding were universally
established fact and thus would seem to be guilty of the psycholo-
gist's fallacy--his own designation--which he, himself, has defined
as the "confusion of his own--the psychologist's--standpoint with
that of the mental fact about which he is making his report ." It
may, quite possibly, be admitted that, given the perceptual base
which James found through the examination of his own psychical pro-
cesses , much, if rot all, of his epistemological theory concerning
the office of percepts and concepts follows reasonably enough. But
can epistemology of universal validity be established in this way?
Have we perhaps a statement which is valid for an individual or a
psychological type but not valid as a general truth? Both Hume
and Kant most certainly found the giver sensibility in quite other
form, and this fact cannot be casually swept aside . The contrast
is radical ; for James a continuum of 'much-at-onceness' in which
mayness is given, fused in an original unity of a perceptual 'flux'
into which the conceptual power casts 'cuts' which are extracted as
discrete entities, both static and timeless ; for Hume and Kant, a
manifold of atomic elements which, for Kant, are conjoined into

• unified wholes by the conceptual understanding and the transcendental
unity of apperception of the Self . For James, the conceptual fun-
ction introduces separation into discrete elements by abstraction
from an original unified totality, while, for Kant, the conceptual
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understanding conjoins into the object from an originally given
manifold, and thus is a synthesizing function . From such cont-
rasted bases quite different epistemologies must follow and cor-
respondingly different metaphysical conceptions .

Neither the descriptive picture of Immanuel Kart nor that
of William James stands unsupported by other testimony . It is a
historical fact that Kart's view was largely accepted by Western
philosophy since his day, but the experience of the pure perceptual
as giver by William James appears highly consonant with the view
which holds the predominant place in the Orient . We are indebted
to Dr. F . S . C . Northrop for bringing this characteristic of
oriental thought and valuation into clear relief in his The Meeting
of East and West . Indeed, Dr. Northrop builds a convincing case
for the thesis that just in this valuation of the pure perceptually
given we find the prime differentiation in the psychical outlook
and occidental man . Therefore, we cannot in a quick or off-hand
manner decide that either view is exclusively true, for here we do
not have a conceptually deduced conclusion available for objective
logical analysis nor an objective datum checkable by scientific
method, since the given datum is psychic in the sense of a cons-
cious process apprehended by itself, rather than psychological in
the sense of being apprehended by another . The self-observing
consciousness gives a material which is mostly beyond the reach
of criticism because it is subjective, and so, at least provision-
ally, we must accept it as valid for the individual reporting what
he finds . Unquestionably, we must recognize a difference in com-
petency in the self-examination, yet, regardless of whether the
competency is limited or large, the finding must be determinant
for the individual himself . As a consequence, the epistemology
and general philosophy founded upon the psychic material may pos-
sess a substantial validity for the individual and for those of
similar psychical type, and yet fail to authenticate an extrapo-
lated general epistemology . We must assume that other self-det-
ermination of the psychic character of the pure perceptual sup-
plies an equally valid ground for a quite different theory of
knowledge and philosophical development .

In my own firdirg with respect to the perceptually given,
prior to the experience of the transformation process reported in
Chapter II of Part I, the material seemed of identical nature with
that described by Kant . Subsequently, when reading James' report,
I made a re-examination and found the perceptual material to be
consonant with his statement . But repeated examinations since then
have given me either the continuum or the manifold, and I do not
find myself able to determine that the one view i s more profound
or truer than the other . This fact has forced the provisional
view that the finding is conditioned by individual psychology and
that the ultimate or objective nature of the pure perceptual is
such that it possesses both characters at the same time . This
seems like a contradiction and probably is a paradox, but it is
scarcely more difficult to accept than the physicist's experience
of the phenomena of light which requires a description in terms
of both corpuscles and undulating waves .

We derive from Kant and James two radically contrasting the-
ories of the origin,,, office, and nature of the conceptual under-
standing . For James, the concept is derived from the percept, is
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at all times-.dependen.t upon the percept for its ultimate meaning,
and, in the era 'O' fulfills itself . by eventuating in a perceptual
state of cones .oustiess or experience, but for Kant the conceptual
order is a p riori, that is, ncit derivedd from perceptual experience,e
and though rot known by the"°:relati ie consciousness prior to exper-
ience in time, . is, nonetheless ; transcendental in its 'nature and
thus prior iro its essence', it` integrates the raw perceptual mat-
erial, depends .upon the latter for` : the predication of actuality,
but not for the determir~atiot' of the form .of understanding . There
is a considerable area of. ag emert between Kant and the Pragmatists
in that they both view the office of the concept as related to the
perceptual material . Indeed) it will be remembered that the first
statement of the Pragmatic theory grew out of Peirce's meditation
upon the implications of certain portions of the Kantian thesis .
But we can hardly conclude that this interpretation is true to the
whole meaning of the Kantian philosophy, since modern Idealism is
derived from this source, both in its Rationalistic and Voluntar-
istic forms . Truly, Kant conceived a puissant and pregnant philo-
sophy! It is true that the Kantian treatment of the concept is
moderately pejorative when compared to the view of the older Rati-
onalists, but is much less pejorative than James'treatment, since
the latter views the concept as no more than a dependent attach-
ment to the perceptual order . For Kant, the concept had a trans-
cendental genesis, and, therefore, a degree of authority which was
independent of the perceptual order .

Conceptual thought can develop a system in its own terms, em-
ploying concepts liberated from all perceptual reference, as is
done in the most formal and most pure form of mathematics . In
this case, the terms have been viewed as 'meaningless', and cer-
tainly appear as meaningless if 'meaning' is restricted to a per-
ceptual referent . In terms of James'view, the pure perceptual con-
tinuum forms ar order in itself which has no need of the intro-
mission of any conceptual element in order that it may have exis-
tence . This order, according to James, has no meaning but is bimply
itself, or its own meaning, if we may so speak. 'TIea*ng', in
James' sense of the word, is an attribute or quality of the concept
when it serves the office of pointing .to the perceptual order, or
some portion of it, and the terminal value of the concept lies in
the perceptual experience to which it points . Tow,-.ir James' view,
there are two interconnections between the conceptual and the per-
ceptual, (1) the birth of the concept out of the perceptual matrix,
and (2) the relation ship of pointer on the part of the concept to
the perceptual in relatively or ultimately terminal P :~.rzee . That
the concept can and does serve the office of pointer to a percep-
tual experience is not questioned here, so long as this 'meaning'
of the concept is not taken in the privative sense . But gap we
truly say that the concept is born out of the perceptual matrix?
If it is in some sense born out of that matrix, can we derive its
complete character and nature from the perceptual source? These
questions we shall proceed to examine .

If the conceptual were something exclusively derived from the
perceptual and dependent upon the latter for its possibility, as
the tail of a dog is dependent upon the dog, then self-contained
conceptual systems would rot be possible . But we do have such
conceptual systems . Further, when we consider the inner form or
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organization of the conceptual systems and of the perceptual order,
we find radical discrepancies . One is rot the duplication of the
other, as James himself has shown at some length . Attempts to
build a conceptualistic p}ilosophy which shall embrace the totality
of the perceptual have failed, broken by the dilemmas of many ap-
parently unsolvable problems . This we shall illustrate by one in-
stance, i .e ., that of the characters of the conceptual and the per-
ceptual continua . The conceptual continuum consists of an infinity
o_'terms, no two of which may be selected in such a way that there
will not be an infinity of other terms between them, yet each term
is static and completely determinant . There are no gaps in the
continuum but also no flow or flux and no becoming . In contrast,
the perceptual continuum consists of no completely determinant
terms, but only of parts which stand out in the sense of more or
less, and all inter-connected by a stream of becoming, such that
no term is identical to any other, or even with itself, and stands
in no fixed unchanging relationship to any other . Clearly, these
two continua are radically different . We cannot set up a two-term
relationship between the elements or parts of ore and those of the
other. We cannot do this, as suggested by Dr. Northrop, even
though the two-term relationship is conceived as freely in the
form of one-one, one-many, and many-one . If the perceptually
given were in the form of a manifold, as Kant found it to be, such
a two-term relationship might be quite conceivable, but we are at
present viewing the perceptually given in the form which James gave
it. In this form it is a flow or flux, and thus not consisting of
determinant terms with which a two-term correlation is possible .
So we must conclude that the inner form or organization of the con-
ceptual systems and perceptual order are qualitatively different,
and not merely different in degree but diverse in the sense of
being incommensurable .

But while the conceptual and the perceptual are orders or sys-
tems incommensurable to each other, so that the one is ineffable
with respect to the other, they unquestionably do interact . Some-
thing in the conceptual system is derived from the perceptual
order. Of this there carr be no doubt . However, this fact of
something contained in the conceptual, which is derived from the
perceptual, does not imply that the conceptual in its total or its
essential nature is derived from the perceptual . What we have,
rather, is the meeting of two powers or modes of the total cons-
ciousness that are in their surface manifestation alien to each
other, however much they may be fused in their root source . What
is being suggested here is a fusion or identity in a common root
combined with parallelity in manifestation, rather than a causal
connection on the surface . Because of the commonality of the root,
interaction is possible, but because of independence in essential
development, each according to its own law--or swadharma--there is
an ineluctable incommen surability in the inherent character of con-
ception and perception . We can illustrate the interaction combined
with essential incommensurability by the figure of conceiving of
the perceptual flux as stream or a sea of flowing currents into
which the conceptual enters as a determinate vessel and brings
forth a portion of the perceptual water . The concept in its impure
or mixed form consists of both the water and the vessel . The water
is derived from the perceptual, while the vessel is not . Pure
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conceptuality is a development in terms of the vessel alone with-
out the water .

When Kant said , "but, though all our knowledge begins with
experience , it by no means follows that all . arises out of exper
fence ", he made one of the most prQf6und ; observations ` in' the
whole history of philosophy . . ("Krbwledge " here is to be under-
stood in the sense-of corceptual "krowledge .) The implication is
that in the conceptual . and perceptual we have two orders , neither
of which is : derived from the other . As a result , each is , capable
of independent or autonomous development in accordance with its
own nature . The perceptual does not need the conceptual in order
that empiric life may survive , ass is abundantly demonstrated by
the lower forms of organism . Likewise , however much ' it may be
true that within our ordinary experience the conceptual . order does
not manifest until brought into contact with experience , yet,the
conceptual is capable of operating in its own terms and in accor-
dance with its own law, in high disregard for all perceptual
elements . It does not even need the Kantiar transcendental forms
of perception , i .e ., space and time, as is demonstrated in the
development of formal mathematical systems . We do not need to
decide that one order gives truth while the other does not, or
that truth attaches exclusively to a relationship between the two ;
nor'do we face the necessity of concluding that ore is real while
the other is unreal . Perhaps we are not able to answer questions
of this sort in the ontological sense , but we can recognize that,
relative to individual psychology , the ore or the other order
carries the greater , or even exclusive , reality-value and truth-
value , and thus open the door to a larger mutuality of understand-
ing and consideration .

Conceding that the perceptual and conceptual orders are, as
they stand manifested to our relative consciousness , of distinct
nature, neither , in its essential character, being derived from
the other, then we may well inquire as to the innate character of
each . Is ore substantive while the other is only functional, or
is each both functional and substantive , etc .? For James, it is
clear that primary substantiality attached to the perceptual, -as
being both the source and the terminal of the conceptual, while
the conceptual entered into the picture preponderantly as a
function or active agent which is valuable mainly as it leads to
something beyond itself--a something which is always perceptual .
None the less , the conceptual is granted a degree of substantive
value , apparently in the form of vague images which are associated
with some--but not all --concepts , and can be objects of contem-
plation . But clearly a 'vague image ' is not itself of conceptual
character, but a form of percept , and so we are-forced to conclude
that James did o.t grant to-the conceptual order a conceptual
substantiality ua conceptual . Thus the conceptual qua conceptual
appears as functional only . But it is quite otherwise with the
perceptual . It would appear that James viewed the perceptual as
primarily , if/rot wholly, substantive ,- as is indicated by the
following 9.uotatior : ' The . perceptual flux as such . . . .means
nothing, and his what it immediately is"7 Yet there are interpre-
tations of the perceptual that vary radically from this view, as
in the case of all those views wherein the percept is regarded as
merely the occasion which arouses the conceptual understanding
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into waking consciousness . Clearly, or such a view the perceptual
serves a functional office, either as a part or the whole of its
significance . Likewise, there are interpretations of the concep-
tual which give it substantive value, even in the sense of prime
or exclusive substantive value, as for example is the case in the
philosophy of Spinoza . Clearly there are important differences
here, of interpretation or of insight, which require our further
consideration .

What do we mean by function and substance? Of these two, the
meaning of function is reasonably clear . As used in this discus- .
sion, we may understand function as an activity, process, or cons-
tituent, which is dependent for its value, significance, etc .,
upon something else . Substance or the substantive is that which
is to .be understood as in some measure the self-existent and the
substrate of properties or processes, thus terminal or relatively
terminal with respect to values, significance, etc . There are
philosophies which abandon the notionn of substance entirely, as in
the case of David Hume, much of Positivism, and a large part, if
not the whole, of Buddhistic philosophy, but we shall rot discuss
this actualistic theory at this time as it does not appear to be
meaning affirmed by William James . Practically, from the psycho-
logical or psychic standpoint, we may view the distinction between
the substantive and the functional as being such that the substan-
tive may be an object of contemplation for its own sake, more or
less completely, and thus relatively or absolutely terminal,
whereas the functional is not such a contemplative or terminal
object, but is only a means for reaching such .

In the history of thought it is Rationalism or Intellectualism
that has affirmed Substantialism and the state of contemplation as
the final state of blessedness, as is notable in the philosophies
of Spinoza and of Leibnitz . Or, again, as brought out by Sri
Aurobindo in the following quotation : "For it is asserted to us
by the pure reason and it seems to be asserted to us by Vedanta
that as we are subordinate and an aspect of this Movement, so the
movement is subordinate and an aspect of something other than it-
self, of a great timeless, spaceless Stability, stharu , which is
immutable, inexhaustible and unexpended, not acting though con-
taining all this action, not energy, but pure existence ."8 In
contrast, it is empiric insight which has led to the nor.-substan-
tialistic or nihilistic view that there is nothing but the move-
ment, inhering in nothing else, as exemplified by David Hume and
the Buddhists .

But though the vast rationalistic tradition affirms a sub-
stantive Existent, which is not revealed by sensuous experience,
however profoundly empiric insight may be developed, the question
arises as to whether this existent is real, something more than a
speculative construct, and, if it is real, is its nature concep-
tual? That there is a real Existent, which is not given to the
sensuous consciousness, however acutely developed, is affirmed by
more than the pure reason . Thus, quoting again from Aurobindo :

"But there is a supreme experience9 and supreme intuition
by which we go back behind our surface self and find that
this becoming, change, succession are only a mode of our
being and that there is that in us which is not involved at
all in the becoming. Not only can we have the intuition of
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this that is stable and eternal in us, not only can we have
a glimpse of it in experience behind the veil of continually
fleeting becomings, but we can draw back into it and live in
it entirely, so effecting an entire charge in our external
life, and in our attitude, and in our action upon the move-
ment of the world . And this stability in which we can so
live is precisely that which the pure Reason has already
giver us, although it can be arrived at without reasoning
at all, without knowing previously what it is,--it is pure
existence, eternal, infinite, indefinable, not affected by
the succession of Time, not involved in the extension of 10
Space, beyond form, quantity, quality,--Self only and absolute .°

Here we have affirmed a substantial Base, affirmed by the pure
reason, intuition and mystical realization, but it is clearly not
a Substance composed of conceptual stuff any more than it is of a
sensuous perceptual nature . So, while or the whole the Western
rationalistic thinkers, who have affirmed the reality of the non-_
sensuous substantial, have given the impression of meaning,a-con-
ceptual sort of substance, this may well be an error of interpre-
tation and ever of understanding on their own part . In other
words, the intelligibly or rationally given of which they spoke
may well have been Reason plus something more . This I am convinced
was the case . What they saw clearly was that here was a somewhat
which had no part in sensuous experience, in fact was quite other
than that, but which was certainly giver to profound insight .
Then, if there is only perceptual and conceptual knowledge, it
belonged to the conceptual order . But it may belong to another
more transcendental order of consciousness which is only isolated
with difficulty. Provisionally, then we may say that the pure
Existent is neither conceptual nor perceptual .

Whether or not there is a conceptual substantiality, of a
nature not reducible to percepts or a transcendental order, is a
question we shall leave open here . The essential point of the
present critique of the Pragmatist epistemology in general, and
that of William James in particular, is the thesis that the con-
ceptual order is not completely derivable from the perceptual, and
that its meaningful reference is not exclusively to an ultimately
perceptual referent . And then there remains at least a possible
a priori referent, which the concept may mean, even though the
whole office of the conceptual order may be that of instrumental-
i sm, one way o r the other .

There can be no doubt but that the fundamental maxim of Prag-
matism is of authentic utility in many applications . This is
particularly true in the case of natural science, but 'science' in
this sense means a particular way or form of knowledge, and rot
knowledge in every possible sense . Natural science is a body of
knowledge delimited by its own methodology . This science is gov-
erned by three heuristic principles, as follows : (1) The data or'
material of scientific knowledge is grounded in sensual observation,
and restricted to the generally possessed sensory equipment . (2)
The organizational concepts or theories introduced to form the mass
of selected observation into a conceptually thinkable system are
invented or intuited postulations . (3) The interpretative post-
ulates must be of such a character that consequences may be inferred
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of such a nature that they are verifiable or disprovable by an
indicated observation either with or without,a devised experiment .
But such a methodology uses concepts in a way that satisfies the
Pragmatic prescription . Clearly, science in this sense is for a
program or purpose and rot a detached presentment of the real as
an object for pure contemplation . Theory is an instrument toward
a practical end, in the philosophical sense of the term, although,
of course, this practicality is not necessarily to be limited to
the sense of a narrow utilitarianism .

Yet, although natural science is unavoidably a source of
truth only in the pragmatic sense, owing to the limitations imposed
by the methodology, nonetheless, ark analysis of the attitudes re-
vealed by at least some scientists suggests a feeling for knowledge
in a more ultimate sense, such as that of the Gnosis . Why else
the predominant preference for 'pure science', as contrasted to
applied science, or the part of the greater scientific thinkers?
Here we have revealed an orientation to truth, not as a means to
some practical accomplishment, but rather as an end or value in
itself . . Of course, a conceptual formulation of truth is less than
Gnostic Truth, and the Gnosis is not grounded in a sensuous base,
as natural science is, yet the feeling for truth as a value in it-
self, however inadequately it may be conceived, is the sign of an
interest which is more than pragmatic . In fact, it is a well rec-
ognized principle among the pure research thinkers that a motiv- .
ation guided by a consideration of possible practical utility acts
as a barrier to successful research . The pure search for truth,
whatever it may be, is the royal road to fruitful results, not
alone in the development of detached theory, but even in laying
of the bases for future utilitarian applications . We may even say
that the pure scientist, however much he may be restricted to the
employment of a pragmatic methodology, is, nonetheless, motivated
by a love of truth as a terminal value . Thus the Pragmatist theory
of cognition is not sufficient to explain the whole of the scien-
tific process, just as the logistic interpretation of mathematics
is inadequate to achieve an understanding of mathematical creat-
ivere ss .

The degree to which our scientific disciplines confirm the
Pragmatist theory of knowledge varies with the sciences . The
sciences most closely related to empiric life, i .e ., the biolog-
ical sciences and psychology, most largely confirm the Pragmatist
theory, as might well be anticipated, since this school is most
closely oriented to this division of science . But this theory is
progressively less adequate in the other sciences as they become
more and more mathematical, and it fails most notably in the inter-
pretation of pure mathematics--the field in which the Yew Realism
has its greatest strength . Whether or not pure mathematics con-
sists only of conceptual elements, it certainly is freed from ad-
mixture with the perceptual and thus is not subject to the method-
ology of the empiric sciences . So the Pragmatist theory has only
a restricted validity even in the field of science itself .

The general thesis of Pragmatism, that there is a non-intel-
lectual form of knowledge or awareness, is one which can hardly
be questioned, but the further thesis that this non-intellectual
form is more fundamental and comprehensive does rot necessarily
follow, or it may be true in some respects and not in others .
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Further, the Pragmatists class this other form as perceptive in
the sense of being experiential, with experience defined as "the
entire process of phenonena, of present data considered in their
raw immediacy ." If then we take a concept from out of a part of
the perceptual flow, it is clear that the total flux is more than
the concept, but the latter in its universality has an extension
reaching far beyond any particular concrete experience . Thus, in
one sense the perceptual is more comprehensive than the conceptual,
but in another sense the reverse is the case . Which kind of com-
prehension is the vaster is a question orr which we may never find
agreement, since the relativity of individual psychology and in-
sight is determinant here . Again, with respect to the question as
to which is the more fundamental, much depends upon the theory of
the origin of the concept and percept which the thinker entertains .
If the conceptual is viewed as wholly derived from the perceptual
matrix, then clearly the latter is more fundamental, but if both
are viewed as derived from a common source, but not the one derived
from the other, then there does not appear any simple way in which
we could determine that either is more fundamental it the onto-
logical sense .

Pragmatism is rot only anti-intellectualistic, it is also pro-
sensationalistic, or pro-vitalistic, or pre-experientialistic,
meaning by this that sensational experience and life are more fun-
damental and more bedded in the Real than the concepts of the
intellect, or the intellectual order as such . One may agree with
Pragmatism with respect to its anti-intellectualism in the sense
that intellectualism means the identification of things with what
we know of them in reflective thought--with nothing left over--and
yet diverge with respect to the Pragmatist view relative to vital-
ism and sensationalism . There is a Gnostic or supramental Know-
ledge which is quite other than sensational cognition, or vital
intuition or perceptual intuition, yet this Knowledge is truly more
fundamental and comprehensive than the conceptual order . Pragmatism
is not only anti-intellectualistic but it also is anti-transcerd-
entalistic, and the primary focus of the present critique is aimed
at the latter feature .

Transcendentalism may be no more than a postulate of the
reason, in which case it is a speculative construct not grounded
in experience or any other form of immediacy, but it may also be
a conceptual construction based upon direct Realization, such as
may be known as Gnostic or Mystical Enlightenment . For a consc-
iousness that has no acquaintance with direct Realization the
notion of a transcendental Reality tends to appear fantastic,
since it does not seem to be a content of common experience, and
does not seem to be a necessity for the reasoning process, except,
perhaps, in the restricted Kantian usage of the notion . From this
latter point of view, the hypothesis of a transcendental Existent,
however much it may facilitate a philosophic formulation, suffers
by the defect that it can never be authenticated by common exper-
ience, and thus it appears more in the spirit of natural science
to abandon the notion entirely and proceed to the construction of
philosophic interpretation exclusively in terms of concepts which
mean elements, complexes, relationships, or processes lying within
the limits of experience . But for consciousness which has had or
possesses direct acquaintance with direct Gnostic Realization, such
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procedure inevitably appears to be arbitrary and inadequate . The
latter may grant that, if we cut off that section of total cons-
ciousness which we may call the human empiric and conceptual con-
sciousness, then the Pragmatist epistemology and general philosophy
forms a substantially accurate interpretation, but it would be
only partial and could not satisfy more than a part of human need,
since a portion of the total human need requires the Transcendental
for its fulfillment . From this standpoint, Pragmatism is inadequate,
and everr in a measure malicious, since its orientation to the em-
piric is exclusive or privative .

It may be contended that mystical or Gnostic Realization is a
form of experience and may therefore be embraced within the Prag-
matic meaning of the term, and therefore be a possible referent in
the forms of Pragmatic epistemology . The expression "mystical ex-
perience" does occur in literature, as in the cases of both William
James and Sri Aurobirdo, but to validate such usage the meaning
of the term "experience" must be widened substantially beyond that
given in Baldwin's Dictionary and which appears as the sense dir-
ectly affirmed or implied in Pragmatist philosophy . No doubt,
mystical states of consciousness do occur as events in the life of
the individual, and to this extent we are dealing with a process
in time, and the event itself is a phenomenon . To this degree we
may validly speak of a mystical or Gnostic experience . But it is
quite otherwise when we consider the meaningful content of the
states . At least some of these--and all that are authentically
Gnostic--have a content which is timeless and Noumenal, and thus
fall outside the definition . I believe the definition of "exper-
ience" as given is perfectly sound and is in conformity with the
general understanding of the term, but if we take "experience" in
this restricted sense, then it becomes necessary to recognize
other forms of immediacy, such as Gnostic immediacy .

A Gnostic immediacy may be the referent of a body of concep-
tual or reflective thought as significant only in the instrumental
to an empiric immediacy, and, therefore, not identical with the
instrumentalism of Pragmatic epistemology . But whilee this is
clear where the Gnostic Realization is sharply defined as -neither
thought nor experience, as in the case of preparatory meditation
in which intellective and sensuous process is silenced, there re-
mains the case of Gnostic insight which is not pure but mixed with
conceptual or empiric elements, or both, and in this case there
can be confusion in interpretation . The actual state of conscious-
ness of an individual may seem to be pure or simple, whereas, in
point of fact sufficiently profound criticism will reveal that it
is a complex of functions or faculties . The Gnostic and the em-
piric may be so fused as to seem to be of one sameness with sense-
experience, but this fusing may occur between the Gnostic and in-
tellective thought with the result that the while complex appears
to be simply the pure Reason . Here lies the source of the self-
evident truths and innate ideas which formed so important a part
of Rationalistic thought before the time of Kant . But while Kan t
made it clear what the pure reason qua reason is and took a pe-
jorative attitude toward the Transcendent in the Gnostic sense,
thus tying reason to experience in the narrow sense, the Reality
for Gnostic Realization does not therefore cease to be, nor does
the fusion of a partial Gnostic insight and reason cease to carry
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authority. What he did, in this respect, was the isolation of
reason qua reason, and did rot thereby invalidate the insight of
the Ratioralists and the Platorists .

But whether or not the Platonic ideas or self-evident truths
or innate ideas are grounded it pure reason or a combination of
the Gnosis and reason, the rationalistic method remains valid as
a philosophic process, once the insight is given . Philosophy can
be, in some range of its activity at least, a deductive develop-
ment on the analogue of mathematics . And it would be no more nec-
essary for this kind of philosophy to justify its conclusions by
reference to a narrow empiricism than it is for pure mathematics .
We are by no means justified in assuming that all Truth is cor-
related with the empiric in the narrow sense of the definition .

What I am here suggesting is that the alternative of Empir-
icism is not necessarily Intellectualism nor Rationalism in the
sense of a pure reason, in the Kantian meaning of the term , as a
source of knowledge independent of sense-perception . The alter-
native may be a philosophy grounded upon a third form of cognition
which is more fundamental, more primitive, and more authoritative
than either sense-perception--and likewise perceptive intuition
and vitalistic intuition--or conceptual cognition . The present
work is by no means unique in that it is a formulation of a phil-
osophy of that sort, as can be verified by reference to the main
streams of Indian philosophy and at least the philosophy of Plo-
tinus among the Greeks . The standpoint is presented very clearly
in the following quotation from Plotirus .

"External objects present us only with appearances . Concer-
ring them, therefore, we may be said .to possess opinion
rather than knowledge . The distinctions in the actual world
of appearance are of import only to the ordinary and prac-
tical men . Our question lies with the ideal reality that
exists behind appearance . How does the mind perceive these
ideas? Are they without us, and is the reason, like sensa-
tion, occupied with objects external to itself? What cer-
tainty could we then have, what assurance that our percep-
tion was infallible? The object perceived would be some-
thing different from the mind perceiving it . We should have
then an image instead of reality . It would be monstrous to
believe for a moment that the mind was unable to perceive
ideal truth exactly as it is, and that we had rot certainty
and real knowledge concerning the world of intelligence . It
follows, therefore, that this region of truth is not to be
investigated as a thing external to us, and so only imper-
fectly known . It is within us . Here the objects we contem-
plate and that which contemplates are identical,--both are
thought . The subject cannot surely know an object different
from itself . The world of ideas lies within our intelligence .
Truth, therefore, is not the agreement of our apprehension of
an external object with the object itself . It is the agree-
ment of the mind with itself . Consciousness, therefore, is
the sole basis of certainty . The mind is its own witness .
Reason sees in itself that which is above itself as its
source ; and again, that which is below itself as still it -
self once more . "Knowledge has three degrees--Opinion, Science,
Illumination . The means or instrument of the first is sense ;
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of the second, dialectic ; of the third, intuition . To the
last I subordinate reason . It is absolute knowledge founded
on the identity of the mind knowing with the object known ."11

Here we have recognized three forms of knowledge, i .e .,
Opinion, or Perception in modern terms ; Science, or Conceptual
Cognition ; and Illumination, or Transcendental Cognition, or Intro-
ception in the terminology of the present work . Reason, Science,
or Conceptual Cognition occupies an intermediate position between
the other two, but is seen as having its source in that which is
above, or Illumination, and stands in a relationship of hierarch-
ical superiority to the sense-perception which lies below . Plot-
inus' philosophy is grounded upon Realization, and not upon mere
inventive speculation, and, therefore, what we have is a relation-
ship in the hierarchy of knowledge which is found by self-exami-
nation . Thus it is grounded in a self-searching similar to that
on which William James grounded his theory of the relationship
between concept and the percept, though the found relationship
was radically antithetical . What are we to conclude about such
disagreement? Is onecompetent and correct and the other in-
competent and in error? Or, shall we assume equal competency,
but with difference of results growning out of difference of pers-
pective? I think that an affirmative answer to the last question
will afford the juster view. At any rate, assuming that it is the
most just view, then it would follow that James' view that concepts
are born exclusively out of percepts is a part truth, valid only
if the word "exclusively" is expunged . The authority of Illumin-
ation is too great to be disregarded .

If reason, or the intelligible order, or the conceptual order,
is derived from a source above it, and is in hierarchical trans-
cendence with respect to the perceptual order standing below it,
then it will most naturally have affinity to the Illuminative order
of cognition, greater and more immediate than the affinity between
the latter and perceptual cognition, though there is abundant
ground for recognizing that a correlation of the latter sort, which
proceeds around or short-circuits the reason, does exist . But the
difference suggested as between these two types of correlation is
analogous to the difference in military communications, known as
communication through channels and around channels .

A certain important consequence follows from the inter-relat-
ionship of the three types of cognition as given by Plotinus, and
that is that the universal of conceptual order is in closer affin-
ity to the Illuminative Cognition than is the particular . In other
words, that which appears from the standpoint of concrete sense-
perception as abstraction away from the immediately given, i .e .,
the general concept, when viewed from the perspective of Illumina-
tive CVgnition, is closer to the immediately given, and is closest
when the concept is most general and therefore most universal .
Since it is from general or universal concepts that the largest
deductive development is possible, it follows that a philosophy
grounded on the Illuminative Cognition would elaborate itself
mainly as a deductive system, which does not derive its authority,
however much it may derive illustration, from sense-perception,
or from perceptual intuition or vitalistic intuition . Here we can
see the possibility of a mathematic which is not mere logicism or
formalism, but, rather, a revelation of truth as it is behind
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appearance of phenomena .
These considerations should throw light upon the philosophy

of Spinoza, both with respect to its substance and form . This
Philosophy purports to be a necessary development, in mathematical
form, of certain fundamental conceptions, so that the truth of the
consequences depends upon the truth of the antecedents, with no
need of any other kind of dependence . Truth in this sense may be
viewed as a legislative authority with respect to experience . Of
course, for a consciousness which is grounded solely in perceptual
immediacy a development of this kind seems particularly irrelevant,
but to a consciousness that commences with a mystical or Gnostic
immediacy, of the type reported by Plotinnus, the case is quite dif-
ferent . In the latter instance, the knowledge with which the sys-
tem begins is known originally and immediately and with far stron-
ger assurance and authority than anything ,given through perception .
From this standpoint a critique of Spinoza would consist of the
following three phases ; (1) Is the initial insight based upon the
reason alone, or is it grounded on some other power of conscious-
ness? (2) Are the initial conceptions correct formulations of an
adequate insight? (3) Is the logical development correct? The
question would not arise as to whether the conclusions were auth-
enticated by experience . They might or might not conform to con-
clusions drawn from experience, or, what is more likely, they
might in part conform, in part contradict, and in part have no rel-
ation to, common experience . The only important practical or ethi-
cal question would be ; Do they serve to orient consciousness in
such a way that it tends to develop toward, or awaken to, the
initial Realization? There is something in this that reminds us
of the Pragmatist maxim, in that the practical test of a truth is
by a leading of consciousness to a somewhat that is other than a
concept, but this would be an inverted Pragmatism .

Even though we assume that the Pragmatist has been successful,
or at least may be successful, in showing that `there is no know-
ledge which has its original source in the concept, or pure conc-
eptual order, and that no ultimate terminal lies in this order, yet
this achievement, by itself, is not enough to prove that the sole
origin and the sole terminal lies in experience, in the sense de-
fined . To justify completely the maxim, the Pragmatist must prove
at the very least, that there is no such thing as Illuminative Cog-
nition in the sense Plotinus has formulated . It is hard to see
how this possibly could be done, any more than could a supposed
nor.-sensuous being prove to our satisfaction that there is no such
thing as sensation . The intellective power is simply not competent
to disprove the actuality of any immediacy, and the fact that a
given individual or a large class of individuals has not known a
certain type of immediacy is'irrelevant so far as its factuality
is concerned . This constitutes the essence of the present critique
of Pragmatic epistemology .

Our discussion of Pragmatism would be incomplete if we failed
to consider the idealistic wing of Pragmatism as represented by
F . C . S . Schiller . The view developed by this philosopher, while
in fundamental methodological agreement with the conceptions of
Dewey and James, differs from that of the latter philosophers in
that it abandons their naturalistic Realism, a characteristic which
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is quite explicit it Johr Dewey's Logic . Schiller starts with .a
fact which has been of prime importance for all Idealism since
Bishop Berkeley. This fact is expressed explicit in the follow-
ing words of Schiller : "The simple fact is that we know the Real
as it is when we know it ; we know nothing whatever about what it
is apart from that process ."12 This fact of cognition is with
Schiller, as with the Idealists generally, the foundation stone
of ontology, or the theory of the nature of Being. Here we have
a principle of philosophic procedure of primary importance with a
large philosophic class, and we may profitably devote to it some
consideration in its general form before prodeeding'to the dis-
cussion of the special form of Schiller's treatment .

It is a fact, recognized by the more thoughtful Realists, as
well as insisted upon by all Idealists, that all that we ever cog-
nize is an existent in consciousness . Whether this existent is
viewed as primarily a conception, a perception, or a volition--
differences of view that have led to the classification of Idealists
into sub-schools--in every case we meet this existent as a fact in
consciousness . Now, while the Realist who acknowledges all this
would say that this fact is merely ar incident characteristic of
the cognitive process, which leaves the real Existent, as it is,
unaffected, the Idealist insists that the characteristic of Exis-
tence, as it is in consciousness, is the characteristic of Exis-
tence as it is in itself, or per se' . Certain Idealists have at-
tempted to prove logically this thesis, but with respect to this
effort at proof the Realistic criticism under the headings of the
so-called fallacies of the "fallacy of definition by initial pred-
ication" and the "fallacy of the egocentric predicament" does seem
to be well taker . It will profit us to consider these critiques .

"Definition by initial predication" means the defining of any
idea, fact, or thing by the circumstances of its first manifest-
ation to our cognition . Thus my first cognition of gravity might
be the experience of seeing an organic object, such as an apple,
fall from a tree . If then I defined gravitation in such terms
that being an organic object was essential to the notion, I would
have defined by initial predication . There. is an obvious error in
a definition, since other than organic objects are clearly subject
to gravitation, and the valid statement of the law must be such
as will account for all instances and exclude all that is not es-
sential to the conception . In the case of Idealism this criti-
cism is applied in the sense that the appearance of the existent
in consciousness is only the accident of the first appearance, and
may not validly be made a determinant of the Existent as such .
Therefore, it is not proved that the Existent is ar Existent for
consciousness and only for consciousness . The force of .this argu-
ment may well be granted, but all it has achieved is disproof of
proof in the logical sense ; it has not disproved the fact that the
Idealist maintains it . Further, there is no second or other sub-
sequent appearance or experience of the Existent which contrasts
with the initial experience in this respect . In the illustration
of the falling organic object the case is different, since we do
have subsequent experiences of falling inorganic objects . This
fact makes %hlery important difference . The error made by the
Idealist iu,,case was the attempting logical proof where his real
ground lies in immediacy, just as the greeness of a green object
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subsists in immediacy and carrot be proved .
The so -called " fallacy of the Ego -centric predicament" is

akin to that of initial predication . It is a fact that it is im-
possible to conceive of anything apart from consciousness , and, in
particular , in terms of relative consciousness , it is impossible to
cognize anything that does not stand in a conscious relationship
to a knower , witness , or subject . As ordinarily conceived, this
knower or witness is viewed as the ego , and so we have the primary
fact of relative consciousness that all cognition stands in rela-
tion to a conscious ego . By ordinary , non-mystical means we can-
not escape this . Thus , if we try to compare the object of cons-
ciousness with what it may be supposed to be outside all relation
with an apperceiving ego, we are stymied at the very beginning of
our effort . We may compare an object as it is for pure percep-
tion with what it becomes for conception , but in neither case do
we get something outside consciousness in every sense , nor do we
find arythirg that is not in relationship to a cogrizing subject .
The critical Realist acknowledges the factuality of the predicament
but denies that this fact is sufficient to justify that only ideas
exist or that only objects for consciousness exist . Again, we may
grant the validity of the criticism so far as the question of logi-
cal deduction or induction is concerned . We may quite well grant
that in formal logical terms the Idealist does beg the question,
but this criticism carries force only if the Realist car produce a
conceptual system which does not involve an analogous error of
equal or greater importance .

But the Realist does beg the question much more egregiously
than does the Idealist . For if we do predicate that there is an
Existent outside consciousness in every sense , then we are making
a statement concerning that of which we car never know anything
whatsoever . As a matter of knowledge , we cannot validly affirmm
even bare existence of such an Existent . If we believe in it,
then that is an act of viole will to believe that can hardly be
surpassed by the most supers _ ious religious belief . Further,
what possible meaning attaches to the notion of a forever unknow-
able unknown for every possible form of cognition there may be?
How can we possibly distinguish between such a supposed existence
and absolute nothingness?

The Idealist is on quite unassailable ground if he affirms
only that which he knows , and which therefore is an existent for
consciousness , and makes no affirmation or denial with respect to
the supposed unknowable unknown so far as its existence is concer-
ned, but points out that the notions of existence and non -existence
are quite meaningless with respect to such an eternally urkrowable
unknown . The predication of this eternally urkrowable unknown may
have , as Schiller quite rightly notes , a pragmatic value as a con-
venient fiction , but it is the predication , not the supposed un-
known , that has the pragmatic value , and predication is an act
within and of consciousness . Still, if we can dispense with this
predication and replace it with another conception of such a sort
that it is in principle verifiable , and which has an equal or great-
er pragmatic value, then we shall have established our philosophy
upon a sounder base than that known to any form of Realism. Such
a conception will be offered later in this work .

So far , I believe the position taken by Schiller is the sound-
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est of all the Pragmatists , but as we follow further his thought
serious difficulties arise . In basic conformi ty wit the other
Pragmatists , Schiller restricts , or seems to restrict-, conscious-
ness to the notion of experience . TTow, in addition to the general
criticism of this aspect of Pragmatism , giver above , in the case
of idealistic Pragmatism there are further difficulties . The 'ex-
perience ' of Schiller, as of other Pragmatists , is the experience
of empiric human beings , and not a total experience of the Absolute .
How does this kind of experience become organized into a unity,
social or otherwise ? With the realistic Pragmatist there is a pos-
sible unity provided by the commonality of the supposed real order
outside experience , but this order does not exist for the ideal-
istic Pragmatist . Absolute Idealism provides the organizing mod-
ulus of either a Transcendental or of ar Absolute Consciousness,
but such a modulus does rot exist for Schiller . As a result we are
faced with a relativism of specific experiercings , rot unified by
any rational or Transcendental Principle . Schiller derives an
ethical metaphysic , but hardly provides any way of choosing between
the empiric ethical orientations for the social body , save that of
successful imposition . If the ethics of a Hitler were successfully
imposed by the sword , then Hitler would have won the empiric argu-
meet , and there would be ro higher ground for an adverse moral judg-
ment. The strength of Schiller is his Idealism ; his weakness lies
in restricting consciousness to the experience of empiric man .

It is not part of the present purpose of the writer to develop
either a comprehensive exposition or critique of Pragmatism, nor,
for that matter , to achieve completeness it this respect relative
to any of the current schools of philosophy . The purpose is"rather
to clear the ground for his own formulation which involves certain
incompatibilities with many current views . Beyond this restricted
purpose there is no intention of trying to prove that any extant
system or philosophic orientation is completely false or unsound .
It seems to the writer that all philosophies , or at least most,
constitute a valid formulation, in at least some measure , of gen-
uine insight into Being or knowledge , or of acquaintance with fact
or experience . For the most part , error arises through giving a
too sweeping , or ever exclusive , extension to views that are only
partial . Full recognition of the partial validities is freely
offered , along with the critique of important defects .

The writer feels that Pragmatism has made a durable contri-
bution which may not be disregarded in any future philosophy, if
the latter is to establish itself upon a sound bases . Thus the
Pragmatist analysis of the percept and the concept , with their
inter-relations ,' is a valuable continuation and advance upon the
criticism of Immanuel Kant , and, like the production of the latter,
must be taken into account in any future metaphysic . But by an
exclusive orientation to experience , so conceived as to close the
door to the Transcendental and the type of cognition which renders
the Transcendental available to human consciousness , Pragmatism
so far restricts the field of human consciousness as to close the
gate to those values which form the most essential part of the
higher religion and religious philosophy . As a philosophy which
is oriented exclusively to mundane interest , Pragmatism has a
great deal to offer as a modulus in the field of action , but action
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organized consciousness . The philosophy which provides the greater

is not the whole of man . There are rich values to be known only
in a state of contemplation , and there comes at some time, at
least to some men, a felt need for these values that transcend the
desire for action . Here the orientation is to the substantive
rather ~an to the activistic or functional . It may well be, as
C . S . e',itrce indicated in the quotation giver earlier , that Prag-
matism a philosophy more adapted to the needs of youth than to
the spirit of age and maturity . Sooner or later we must all face
the mystery of death and the dissolution of a't least a phase of

but a small part in the vast reaches of Eternity .
No doubt the supreme criterion of Pragmatist philosophy is

preparation for this transition, so that it may be faced with con-
fidence, trust, and even assurance, would seem to have met the
greater need, since after all the cycle of material activity plays

the principle of test by consequences , which stands in contrast to
test by source . Equally, there car-be no doubt that in many sit-
uations the test by consequences is the only available method by
which empiric man can evaluate offered conceptions . This is an
application of the old maxim, "by their fruits you shall know them",
but raised to a status of a universal .and exclusively valid prin-
ciple . However, with all its unquestionable utility, this criter-
ion has serious limitations . A given empiric consciousness, and
indeed the whole of empiric consciousness as a type, may fail to
apprehend the full range and bearing of the consequences, with the
result that a judgment of soundness, desirability, or "warranted
assertibility", or the opposite, may be made, while a full know-
ledge would reverse the judgment . We may illustrate the difficulty
by a reference to Plato's figure of the cave . The man who escaped
from the cave found the light-world and then returned to the dwel-
lers in the cave with conceptions having their base in the light-
world would most likely find that his conceptions were not accep-
table to those whose cognitions were confined to the shadow-world .
Conceivably, some of these conceptions might be verified by the
test of consequences within the terms of the shadow-world in some
degree,but to the largest extent they would fail of such verifica-
tion. Undoubtedly, for the greater part they would seem like rank
heresy, with all the implications that follow from that . Tested
by consequences exclusively, such conceptions would have little
or no positive value for those who chose to remain bound in the
cave consciousness . Suppose, though, that among the cave dwellers
there was one or more who accepted the man who returned as an
avatar , or a divine descent from a transcendent order, and then
accep d in faith the conceptions offered because of their source,
and `L e& r oceeded to think and act in conformity with the impli-
cations of the new and strange cotceptior_s . The probably2 outcome
would be ultimate escape from the cave with the subsequent veri-
fication of the conceptions .

The great limitation of verification by consequence lies in
the fact that it assumes the understanding and insight of the
present, existing empiric man as the power or standard for the
evaluation of the consequence . It is not hard to see how the
greatest ultimate good and truth could appear to the perspective
of the present empiric consciousness as something unattractive, un-
sound, and even malign . There may well be conjunctures in the his-
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tory of empiric man when disaster can be avoided only by the hier-
atic imposition of certain truths with their implications . Changes
wrought in the human consciousness by this means can have the effect
of rendering the giverr consequences attractive, sound, and benign .
In the two situations the test by consequences leads to quite
divergent evaluations .

To be sure, the Pragmatic thinkers do quite generally accept
the notion of evolution as an active operating principle resulting
in the development of human consciousness . Indeed, with John Dewey,
development is a fundamental conception . This implies that the
valuation based upon consequences is subject to progressive modifi-
cation, but this development is, quite naturally, viewed as a con-
tinuum in the evolving empiric consciousness . Yet, while one may
recognize a degree of validity in this conception, the difficulty
remains that it car be finally valid only or the assumption that
the sole process in the transformation of human consciousness is in
the form of a continuous evolutionary development in the empiric
field . If it is true that the total process in the transformation
of human consciousness is in the nature of multiple continua in
discrete relationships of transcendence with respect to each other--
as may be illustrated by the notion of multiple dimensions--then
the conception of development exclusively within the terms of one
evolutionary continuum fails of being adequate . It is reduced to
a part truth, which, by being insisted upon too exclusively, can
retard the realization of the higher possibilities of man .

A study of the history of Gnostic transformations renders
quite clear the fact that here we are dealing with alterations of
states of consciousness and of self-identification that involve re-
lationships of discrete transcendence, often, if not generally,
manifesting incommensurability as between state and state . Here,
then, we have at least one field in which the test by consequences
fails .

The test by consequences, when viewed as the sole criterion
of truth and soundness, tends to the enthronement of the consensus
gentium as supreme authority, and, in the absence of universal
consent, to the general exaltation of majority opinion and evalu-
ation . This tends to drag culture down to the dead level of medio-
crity, since the valuation of the majority tends to be that of the
medial intelligence, character, and taste . Superiority of truth-
insight, moral standard, level of taste, etc ., are not initially
or naturally part of the medial level of human consciousness, but
are the contribution of the few who stand or march in the van of
human progression . The valuations of the latter tend to fare ill
before the consensus gentium at the time of their presentation,
however much they may slowly percolate into the common conscious-
ness in the passage of time . The result is that the test by con-
sequences, when too greatly exalted as a truth and value criterion,
tends to retard the development of the higher possibilities in
human consciousness . If the goal of marr is to exceed himself, if
this goal is such that he must leave behind what he now is in
order that he may become a something more, which, as yet, he can-
not understand and properly value, then the test by consequences
is not enough when applied by the consensus gentium of the majority .
It is here that Pragmatism fails .
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Heraclitus, P . 58 .

2 .
See page 326 .
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Footnotes to Chapter V

Italics mine .

Quoted from article on Pragmatism in Baldwin's Dictionary
Philosophy and Psychology. Italics

4 .

mine .

See William Jamos' Some Problems of Philosophy,

5 .
Pp . 50-51 .

6 .
P . 129 Meiklejohn translation .

7 .
Some Problems of Philosophy, P . 49 .

8 .
The life Divine , p. 70 .

p . 48, footnote .

9 .
'tExperience' as used by Aurobindo is not restricted to the raw
immediacy of the sense or time conditioned process, but embraces
the ways of consciousness which I have called 'Realization',
'Recognition','Enlightenment', etc .

10 .
The Life Divine , pp . 73-74 .

11 .
Quoted from letter to Flaccus as given in Hours With the Mystics ,
by R . A. Vaughan . Italics mine except the italicized 'within'
and 'known' .

12 .
Quoted from the quotation in Perrey's Present Philosophical
Tendencies , p . 217 .
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Chapter VI

Idealism

Does consciousness exist? No question is more fundamental
than this, since conformity with the form and substance in which the
thinker answers it, so will his philosophy be developed and so will
his life be oriented . To many, the writer among them, the question
seems redundant, since no fact appears more self-evident and cer-
tain than that consciousness does exist . But serious and able
thinkers, William James among them, have questioned the existence

• of consciousness and ultimately arrived at a negative conclusion .
This fact causes one to pause and to question just what is meant
when the existence of consciousness is doubted and even denied .
That some men should deny, while others affirm, the existence of
the world, is easy to understand, but that the existence of con-
sciousness should be in all seriousness denied seems to be the ul-
timate in fantasy . Certainly, for certain states of consciousness
the world, and the whole universe for that matter, appears to be
no more than an essentially meaningless phantasmagoria, yet con- .
sciousness remain3as an indubitable and ineluctable fact . A very
highly important sector of Oriental thought takes its stand upon this
view, and not on the basis of mere spepulation, as is often the case
with Occidental philosophers, but upon the ground of direct Reali-
zation . Thus the fact that serious negative answers to the question
exist, compels us to a careful consideration of the question .

What do we mean by consciousness? A profound study of the
D subject reveals the fact that here we are dealing with a somewhat

which is essentially indefinable ; it is that which is presupposed
in even the possibility of definition, but is never itself the
object defined . Nevertheless, it is possible to indicate or point
to what we mean by consciousness by bringing this state into con-
trast to a state of another sort . For a first approximation, this
has been done rather well in the following words : "Whatever we are
when we awake, as contrasted with what we are when we sink into a
profound and dreamless sleep, that it is to be conscious . What we
are less and less, as we sink gradually down into dreamless sleep,
or as we swoon slowly away ; and what we are more and more, as the
noise of the crowd outside tardily arouses us from our after-dinner
nap, or as we come out 4f the midnight of the typhoid fever crisie',
that is consciousness ." The experience described is, no doubt,
quite common--and, therefore, we generally know, with greater or less
adequacy , the distinctive reference of the notion of "consciousness" .
But a careful study of this experience as we actually pass through
it raises considerable doubt as to whether we have secured an
essential contrast between a real and complete unconsciousness and
consciousness . Thus,.waking may be from out of a dream experience,
and while a shifting in the mode of consciousness, with a possible
fading of the dream into irrelevance and even complete disappear-
ance from memory, is sharp and clear with the apperceptive mass of
the waking state suddenly replacing the dream, .yet both states with
all their divergencies of content, affective quale and connative
attitude are, none the less, united in the common feature of being
conscious . Again, if one wakes from dreamless sleep, the moment of
transition, plus a usually brief interval while waking consciousness
assumes dominance progressively, may be marked by a residual hedonic

• tone of delight, which may well lead one to regret the awakening .
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There can be a more or less clear feeling of movement from delight
to relative pain, even though the relative hedonic tone of the
waking consciousness at the time is of a superior and positive sort .
Thus the contrast, even in the awakening from dreamless sleep, is
not between an absolute unconsciousness and consciousness . It
appears, rather, as a contrast, within a whole or common denominator
of consciouness, of one conscious state with another . Therefore,
the descriptive definition of Ladd more correctly isolates a state
of consciousness, rather than pure consciousness as such . However,

• there is a wide, if not universal, custom in Western philosophy and
psychology of giving to the word "consciousness" the meaning sug-
gested by Ladd, but, however such this may be justified from the '
standpoint of a superficial psychology, it tends to produce a
restriction in understanding which renders incomprehensible the
very foundation of Idealistic philosophy . We must, therefore, examine
into the sense in which the judgment has been made that consciousness
does not exist .

In the following quotation, taken from Ralph Barton Perry's
essay on "The Philosophy of William James", reprinted in the
Appendex of Present Philosophical Tendencies , the sense in which
consciousness is denied existence is brought out fairly clearly :

"If by a thing's existence you mean its separate existence, Its
existence as wholly other than, or outside of, other things, as one
planet exists outside another, then consciousness does not exist .
For consciousness differs from other things as one grouping differs
from another grouping of the same terms ; as, for example, the Re-
publican party differs from the American people . But this is its
true character, and in this sense it exists . One is led to this
conclusion if one resolutely refuses to yield to-the spell of words .
What do we find when we explore that quarter to which the word
'consciousness' directs us? We find at first glance some particular
character, such as blue ; and at second glance another particular
character, such as roundness . Which of these is consciousness?
Evidently neither . For there is no discoverable difference between
these characters, thus severally regarded, and certain parts of
nature . Furthermore, there is no discoverable community of nature
among these characters themselves . But continue the investigation
as long as you please, and you simply add content to content, without
finding any class of elements that belong exclusively to conscious-
ness , or any conscious 'menstruum' in which the elements of content
are suspended .i2

The idea presented in this quotation seems to be that conscious-
ness exists in the nature of a selection of one or more things, which
then form the content of consciousness, out of the totality of all
things that exist . These things are what they are and unaltered by
reason of existing inside consciousness or outside it . Among all the
things that one can select he cannot find one thing or group of
things which may be designated consciousness, in contradistinction
to other things . In addition, it is affirmed that one cannot find
"any conscious 'menstruum' in which the elements of consciousness
are suspended ." Thus, if we sum up in one sentence, consciousness
exists only in the sense of a selection or relationship, within the
existent, but does not exist as a constitutive substance supporting
things or as a menstruum or field in which contained things or objects

. are suspended .
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The conclusion attained is reached through a critical examin-
ation of experience in the form of a searching of the mental or
psychic status or activity which the thinker actually finds within
himself . Thus it is grounded upon something more fundamental than
dialectic, i .e ., an immediate finding . But such immediate finding
is relative to the cognizing individual, and may not be safely
universalized into a general judgment . It certainly is a psycholo-
gical cofession, and may have validity only for a psychological
type . in' any case, it cannot rule out the possibility that a self-
searching by an individual of a different type or of a different
kind of power may lead to quite different discoveries . As a matter
of fact, other searchings in this zone have led to quite diverse
conclusions . Testimony in support of this fact is to be _fodnd .in the
following quotations from Oriental sources .

In the general exposition of the philosophy underlying the
Tantric works, Shatchakranirupana and Paduka Panchaka , as given by
Arthur Avalon in The Serpent Power , we find the following statement ;
"The ultimate reality is Pure Consciousness (Chit, Samvi) from out
of which by its Power (Shakti) Mind and Matter proceed ."-;' Again,
from the great work of the present-day leading exponent of the
Indian Vendanta - - a different philosophic system from the Tantra- -
the following quotations are extracted from out a large number of
statements of similar import . "It then becomes apparent that what ____-\
we see as consciousness must be a Being or an Existence out of whose 1,
substance of consciousness all is created ." "It is true that there•
is no such thing as an objective reality independent of consciousness ;i
but at the same time there is a truth in objectivity and it is this,
that the reality of things resides in something that is within them
and is independent of the interpretation our mind gives to them and
of the structures it builds upon its observation . These structures
constitute the mind's subjective image : or figure of the universe, but
the universe and its objects are not a mere image or figure . They
are, in essence creations of consciousness, but of a consciousness
that is one with being, whose substance is lie substance of Being and j
w ose creatioris`too-Mare of that substance, therefore real . In this
view the world cannot be a purely subjective creation of Conscious-
ness ; the subjective and objective truth of things are both real,
they are two sides of the same reality . 5,)

These quotations from Indian sources are of particular im-
portance for the reason that typical Indian philosophy is not of the
nature of mere speculative constructs, but are formulations based
upon Realizations or immediate insights . But the results are so
different from that given in the above quotation from Ralph Barton
Perry as to lead to incompatible interpretations . Here is an issue
based upon immediate findings and which, therefore, cannot be resolved
dialectically . Mutual recriminations between the two parties would
be even less fruitful . If, then, we are to assume, as I think we
must, that the findings of both parties were authentic, as far as
the searching extended, the remaining possibility of a resolution
of the difference lies in determining whether one insight is more
comprehensive than the o+-'„- r and provides a zone in which the latter
has a partial validity . VThese specifications are in fact met by the
second quotation from Aurobindo . Here the essential statement is
that though there is no objective reality independent of consciousness,
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yet from the perspective of the surface human mind, and therefore of
the relative consciousness, there is an independent objectivity .
Truly, consciousness restricted to the latter sense is not a
'menstruum' in which the elements of content are suspended ." If the
"consciousness" of the Idealist is to be understood exclusively in
this restricted sense, then the critique of William James carries
substantial force . But for .him who knows consciousness in the deeper
sense, the figure of the 'menstruum' carries considerable validity,
for there are levels of direct Realization in which one finds a
field of consciousness quite capable,of dissolving the objects or

• contents suspended within it . Thus, we may conclude that there are
fractions or forms of consciousness which do not have existence in
the sense that James denied existence for them, yet in a deeper
sense there may be a Consciousness which is the substance and support
of all things . At any rate, the thesis that such a Root Consciousness
is the ultimate Reality is the cardinal principle of Idealism .

The word "Idealism" is not in all respects the best term for
the designation of our present school, since the ultimate reference
of "idealism", in the etymological sense, is to the "idea", while
not all systems of thought which are classed as Idealism are pri-
marily oriented to the idea , e .g ., the philosophy of Schopenhauer .
The common feature in this school of philosophy is an orientation to
consciousness, in some sense, or to some element or elements or
complexes whose nature is part and parcel of consciousness . There-
fore, all these philosophies are, in the technical sense, to be

be classed as spiritual, since the common meaning of "spirit" is "the
conception of that which is conscious ." Thus it would appear to be
a better practice to class the school, when considered as a whole,
under the designation "Spiritualism", care being taken not to confuse
this meaning with the popular conception of supposed or real com-
munication by means of a medium with discarnate entities . But even this
term, as commonly employed in Western philosophic thought, is hardly
broad enough to embrace all philosophic orientations which find on-
tological primacy in consciousness in some sense, for, in general,
"spirit" is viewed as that of which consciousness is an attribute,
rather than consciousness itself being spirit . It is for this reason
that I have been unable to class my own system simply as Idealism,
and coined the term "introceptionalism" .

It is suggested here to use the term "Spiritualism" for the whole
shcool of thought which has oriented itself to conscious being, re-

• gardless of phase of consciousness which is given primacy, meanwhile
reserving "Idealism" for the sub-class where primacy is given to the
idea in some sense . Spiritualism is negatively defined as the or-
ientation which stands in strongest contrast to the views classed as
Materialism, Naturalism and Realism, the last term being understood
in the modern and not the medieval sense, which latter is really but
one of the forms of Spiritualism . Common to Materialism, Naturalism
and Realism is the conception that the ultimate reality is a non-
conscious existence, --not in the sense of Von Hartmann's Unconscious—
and that consciousness arises as something derivative, that may be
selective but is not either creative or constitutive . We shall give
our attention first to the form of Spiritualism which most strictly
may be called "Idealism" .

The roots of Idealism, so far as traceable in the history of
• Western thought, are to be found in the early or pre-Socratic
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• philosophy of the Greeks, but at this stage of reflective thinking
the Idealistic and Realistic tendencies are so far intermingled that
the sharp cleavage is lacking that is so notable today . The first
clear statement we have of philosophic materialism was given by
Leucippus and developed by his better known pupil Democritus, but
paralleling this development we have the first sharp delineation
of the-Idealistic tendency in their younger contemporary, the Justly
famous Plato . For the one, the prime fact was found in the notion
of body, for the other the prime reality was seen to be in eternal
Ideas . Although these two orientations are traceable as the expressions
of complementary attitudes down to our own day, the predominant
influence, so far as religion and philosophy are concerned, is un-
questionably that of Plato .

With Plato we have the clear emergence of the conception of
ideal elements as ontologically significant and determinant . As
a matter of fact, we have conceptions, such as, 'tree', 'table',
'goodness', 'truth', 'beauty', 'Justice', etc ., but in the history
of philosophy there has been extended discussion, without final re-
solution to this day, as to the real status of these conceptions .
Are they notions corresponding to real existences or are they merely
abstractions of common features from concrete and particular ex-
periences? It is unquestionably true that so far as sensuous
experience is concerned we do not deal with treeness, as such, or
goodness, as such, etc ., but with particular trees, good acts or
persona, etc ., and, if one's feeling of reality is exclusively as-
sociated with these particular experiences, then he is disposed to
view the general conceptions as only nominalistic abstractions,
valuable perhaps for communication or manipulation, but not realities
in themselves or corresponding to such self-existent realities .
But with some individuals, the feeling of reality is associated,
predominantly orexclusively, with the general or, rather, universal
qualities, and, in this case , the universals seem self-existent and
substantial, whereas the concrete presentments of experience seem
like shadows or mere phenomenal appearances of the pre-existent
universals . Now, each type of individual may develop a philosophic
world-view, in conformity with his reality-feeling, and while
argumentative conflict growing out of this divergence of view may
and has resulted in the mutual perfecting of the respective systems,
it has generally failed in the conversion of the individual of one
type over to the view of the other . The significance of this is
that, although the representatives of both types employ the same
logic , they, none the less, diverge in their primary insight and
reality-feeling-, which is essentially extra-logical and of the nature
of aesthetic immediacy . If, then, we are to come to an under-
standing of the truth contained in these conflicting views and achieve
a just appreciation of their significance, we must find some other
approach than that of dialectic . In modern analytic psychology we
have a means to this end which goes far toward the resolution of the
problem .

But before we can properly appreciate the contribution of
• modern analytic psychology we must step across the centuries from

Plato to Immanuel Kant, who gave to the essential Platonic conception
its most important modern formulation . And, again, to understand
the significance of Kant's contribution it is necessary to realize

• something of its office in the stream of philosophic d&V3lopment .
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At the time Kant had appeared upon the scene, the stream of philosophy
had divided into two divergent, though fundamentally complementary,
branches, commonly known today as Rationalism and Empiricism .
Rationalism had culminated in the dogmatism of Christian Wolff in
which the endeavor was to derive everything by a method of deduction
paralleling the processes of mathematics, but the result was a
system which was very largely unrelated to the material of actual
experience . The other, or empiric, branch of the stream had flowed
from Descartes through John Locke and Bishop Berkeley to David Hume
where we arrive at the conclusion that the sole reality consists
of a sequence of sense-impressions and inner introspective states,
without any material or mental substrate and without any basis for
supposing the sequence to be governed by either natural or logical
law. On one side, a dogmatism from which, while there is an abundant
emphasis of a principle of organization and order, there yet is no
relatedness to actual experience, on the other, a scepticism which,
while it was closely bound to sensuous immediacy and thus fully
recognized the force of brute fact, yet afforded no security or
certainty with respect to those values most vital in the conscious-
ness of man, such as uniformity and calculability of nature, the
reality and persistence of the Self or the actuality of the Divine .
Thus philosophy had come to a dead-end which could satisfy neither
the needs of a theoretical or systematic science nor of the religious
consciousness .

The high valuation which Immanuel Kant has generally been given
by the philosophers who followed him is no more than just, if for no
other reason than that it was he who found the way out of the impasse
which philosophy had reached . And this remains true, even though all
his specific conceptions may have to be modified in the light of a
later and fuller understanding, for he was the force which drew to-
gether the divided, but essentially complementary, streams of thought,
and gave new direction and vitality to future thought . But Kant is
significant in a considerably larger sense than that of being the
synthesizing point in the Western philosophic stream, for, in the end,
it was he who opened the way to the bridging of understanding between
the Western and oriental mind . This latter service was not so much
contributed directly by Kant, who was not and never claimed to be a
metaphysician, as by the main stream of philosophy which was founded
upon and recieved impetus from his most fundamental conceptions, i .e,
German Idealism or, rather, Spiritualism . One who is familiar with
the thought of Kant, and with the Rational and Voluntaristic Spirit-
ualism which grew out of him, can turn to Buddhistic and Vedantist
philosophy and not find it wholly strange and meaningless . To be
sure, important differences remain, growing out of the fact that the
matter of oriental philosophy is grounded in Gnostic Realization at
every step, while Western philosophy is more largely, though not
wholly -- as indicated by the influence of Meister Eckhart and
Jacob Behmen upon Hegel --, guided by a logical modulus . But the
parallelism of the ultimate conceptions in these oriental and
Western developments is sufficiently close, so that a conceptual

• crossing without undue intellectual strain is possible . And this we
owe in a profound sense to the labors of Immanuel Kant, who thus may
well be the greatest synthesizing or integrating force in the whole
history of thought .

Kant developed his synthesis of the two philosophic currents by
i
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the acceptance of the determination as to fact which had been form-
ulated b David Hume al on with an equal acne tonce of +I nneJ , g p recogn on
of principle or law that was the primary vision of the Rationalists .
Kant as a physical scientist, concerned primarily with theoretical
development, was well aware that neither factor or component could
be disregarded without destroying the possibility of any such science .
But Hume's analysis had shown that on the basis of experience through
the senses alone we can have no knowledge of law or assurance of an
order in the universe, yet despite all this, science, especially in
the form of the Newtonian development, had built theoretical con-
structions which fitted with remarkable reliability the matter sub-
sequently given through the senses . Clearly, there is some law or
order, conforming in high degree with our logical thinking, that
governs somehow the material supplied through the senses, or by
sensuous intuition, to use Kant's own term . Now, if law or prin-
ciple is not given by pure experience, and, yet, is known with an
assurance not inferior to that of experience and, in addition, is
even empirically vindicated by the power of theoretical science to
prognosticate future experience, from whence do we derive this
knowledge of law and principle? Kant's answer to this is, that our
knowledge of law, principle or order and, in a word, of all truth as
distinguished from knowledge of fact ;, is innate or a priori . That is,
we carry in the subjective dimension of our consciousness predeterm-
ining forms which, while they may not condition nature as it may be
supposed to be apart from consciousness none the less determine the,
form of our possible experience of that nature . We are not born with

60 minds in the state of blank tablets as John Locke imagined upon, ,
which the realities of the objective are written just as they are,
but we carry a framework in our minds which predetermine the limits
of possible experience . In so far as there may be supposed to be
a nature or phase of nature which could leave no impress within the
terms of these forms, we could never know of its existence . But we
can know the conditioning forms of our experience (transcendental
aesthetic) and of our thinking (the logical forms of the understand-
ing), because they are already present in the mind, even when'ne w-barn .
Thus it is possible to build a theoretical science, which is .reliable
with respect to the phenomena given in experience, but we can predicate
nothing with respect to nature or the thin] as it is in itself . In
a sense, which is not individually voluntaiy, we legislate the'law
and order governing possible experience, and can, therefore, know it .
It is of little moment, as Kant pointed out, that we do not actually
cognize these forms and law, in point of time, before experience,
but the essential point is that, instead of deriving them from -
experience, experience is the occasion on which the knowledge of them
is born . In a word, they are logically prior to all experience, how-
ever much actual cognition of them may be temporarily subsequent to
experience .

Without entering into the detailed development of the idea,
which is very complex and often difficult to follow, we now find
ourselves with a conception which enables us to see how it could be•
possible for a human individual to have an ordered experience and
could know necessary governing laws, so far as he individually is
concerned . But so far we are provided with only a private or solip-
sistic field of ordered phenomena and, if we are to conceive of man-
kind as a community of actual individuals, and not merely phenomenal
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• appearances within my unique and private consciousness, then more is
required . To meet this difficulty Kant contributed what may well be
his most important conception, i .e ., the idea of a transce=ndental
Self or Ego, which may be called objective with respect to the
empiric or psychological ego of the individual, since It conditions
the latter . Here 'objective' is not to be understood as objective in
the sense we apply this notion to the not-self or non-ego or content
of a consciousness apperceived by a self or ego, but is rather to
be understood as an impersonal and universal Subject, such as an
Absolute Self or Subject . In some way the Transcendental Self lays
down the forms of possible experience and thought, and the private
or individual subject is as much conditioned inwardly by this as it
is by the matter of external experience . Thus we have a basis for
cognizing forms and laws that are not merely private, but which are
generally valid for all individuals and, indeed, we now see the
possibility of communication with mutuality of understanding, and which
is not wholly dependent upon a commonality of the aesthetic component
of experience . In contrast, on the basis of the Humian conception,
intellectual communication would be impossible, and the only possi-
bility of conveying anything would be by evoking, as by appropriate
use of art, of similar aesthetic states of consciousness . But, as a
matter of fact, we can communicate intellectually and, in the
purest forms of this communication, as in mathematics and logic,
there may be a complete absence of all aesthetic evocation . With
the full Kantian conception, an explanation of how all this is
possible is provided, and thus Kant left us with a conceptual frame-
work which effected a vaster integration for understanding than
had ever been provided before him .

That Kant's philosophy was not complete and, in the sequel,
proved in certain respects unsound, detracts little, if at all, from
its importance . It opened the way to the most fruitful speculative
thought that has ever been known and, whether the subsequent thought
was built upon the foundation of .this philosophy or by an adverse
criticism of .it, Kant has been, in either case, a philosophical
stimulus of the highest power . There is some reason for believing
that no conception has ever been produced or ever will be produced
which will be eternally and immutably valid . But whether this is
true or not, conceptions which widen and broaden the stream of thought
and understanding are to be regarded as among man's most precious
possessions . In this sense, at least, Kant's contribution is an

to be classed with the earlier achieve-endurin and loft value ,g y
ment of Plato, and permanent in its effect, even though every parti-
cular Kantian conception is ultimately over-passed and even forgotten
in the foreground of consciousness . Even though the steps, by which
we climb the cliff of consciousness, in time erode or break away
below us, yet, but for those steps we would not be where we now are .
So, the steps that are gone are, none the less, in a profound and
occult sense, permanent and enduring .

The two most primary conceptions of Kant, i .e ., the forms or
ideas which underlie experience and the Transcendental Self, are

• crucial determinants in the development of the Spiritualistic
philosophy which grew out of him . Of these, we shall give first
consideration to the Idea .

Kant and Plato agree in attaching an a priori primacy to
. certain Ideas which are of an extraordinary universality, but there
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• is a characteristic difference in the way these Ideas are viewed .
For Plato they appear'as metaphysical self-existences, while for
Kant they appear as epistemological pre-determinants . For Plato the
judgments of knowledge and Being have not become clearly distinguish-
ed, but with Kant we have the fruit of two thousand years of thought
in the sharp recognition that metaphysical actuality, as it is in
itself, is something other than our knowledge of It, at least In
so far as our common non-mystical forms of cognition are concerned .
But despite these important differences, the basic agreement that
there are fundamental pre-existent Ideas establishes a far more
important ground of agreement . Consequently the primary question
that must be met in the valuation of the authenticity of Idealism
is that as to whether such Ideas really exist, and as to how we
determine that they are .

One could easily imagine that these supposed .or real pre-exist-
ent Ideas existed only in the sense of a speculative construct or
postulate, introduced for the theoretical handling of a problem in
the sense that is common . in modern science . In that case, the only
test of their validity would be the pragmatic trial by consequences .
But they may be knowable directly through insight, in which case
they are w~zch more than speculative constructs and have .a more or
less neluctable character, analogous to that of well-attested facts
of experience . It is upon the question of the status of these Ideas
that light Is now shed by analytic psychology .

As man is born with a characteristic anatomical structure, which
differentiates him from other animal creatures, so also does he
enter embodied life with a psychical orgca nization, which predeter-
mines the general form in which his consciousness may develop, how-
ever much the specific form of that consciousness may be conditioned
by environmental factors . Modern analytic psychology, through the
development of methods adapted to the study of this kind of subject-
matter, has afforded us a means for an empiric investigation of
psychic material so that we are not now6entirely dependent upon the
insight of Platonic or Kantian genius . These conditioning psychi-
cal forms, as reported in the works of Dr . C . G . Jung, differ from
the Abstract Ideas of .Plato and the Categories of Immanuel K&n,t in
that they appear ads" concrete and collective images wh'i'ch; because
of the latter character stic

.
Jung designa s as 'p rimordial' or

'a_]^ he~tty_pal' . . They are images which are not mere reproductions of
objects, as given through the external senses, but are of a sort
which arise s ontaneousl from an u tra eable o e and thatr• p y , --n s uc c
is therefore called the Unconscious, --and find their analogue in the
mythologies of the various peoples, in alchemistic symbols and in the
Mandalas, which play so important a part in the oriental psychology
of the transformation process . Their original character is similar
to perceptual images, rather than to the form of conceptual ideas,
but they differ from the external perceptions in that they predeter-
mine ways of viewing experience, while the latter present us with
facts. As one becomes conscious of external fact by an extraverted
movement in consciousness, so one may animate and bring above the

• threshold of consciousness the primordial images or archetypes
b Wf i h
thus, a means of research in this subjective mension that, in
some measure at least, froes us from a more or less blind accep-
tance or rejection of the general conception that there are predeter-
ming Ideas, as enunciated by Plato and Kant .

e ave,y a process of more than usually pro ound introvers on .
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• The primordial images of Jung differ from the Platonic Ideas,
not alone in the sense that they are in their initial form quite non-
conceptual, but in the further respect that they are not truly
eternal . They are indeed very ancient, representing, as it were, the
view of a million-year-old consciousness for which the phenomenon
of the passing moment would be rather improbable, but they are
conceived to be a deposit in time . With respect to the fleeting
elements or complexes of experience they are truly hoary, . but since
they are deposits in time, although a vast time, they are less than
eternal . Thus they enter into the total picture of the empiric
consciousness in a sense that is analogous to the parameter in mathe-
matics ; they are relatively permanent with respect to the current
experience of any embodied man, but are not ultimately permanent .
Clearly Jung does not give, nor does he pretend to give, a des-,
cription of the ultimate derivation of the relative consciousness'of
man, since he restricts himself to statements that can be empiri-
cally verified . But he has isolated by empiric means imagerial
factors which serve the office of pre-determinants, or a priori
components, in the present concrete consciousness, and, in so doing,
has gone far in confirming the primary theses of Plato and Kant .
_ The fact that Jung speaks of 'primordial images', while Plato
and Schopenhauer speak of them as 'Ideas' and Kant calls them
'transcendental forms of aesthetic intuition' or 'categories of the
understanding', does not constitute a distinction of fundamental im-
portance . The fact of first importance is that, in any case, they

to
are a priori or preconditioning factors . Thus the psychically
received and accepted world is not the world as it might be known to
an absolutely pure consciousness,-- a consciousness not subject to
the condition of being an object for a subject, -- but is a world
which is mirrored in the relative consciousness, and the mirror has
a shape or character largely defined by the a priori components .

The autochthonic primordial images are viewed by Jung as the
maternal soil from whence arise the general conceptual ideas that
have the abstract, definitive and rational character, which is the
typical mark of conceptual systems .Hence, the Idea, thus conceived,
possesses only a secondary or derivative character . Here Jung stands
in essential agreement with the thesis of Schopenhauer . We are also
reminded of the view advanced by William James, with the difference
that while James appears to be speaking exclusively of externally
derived perceptions, or images derived from the concrete and parti-
cular object, Jung on the other hand, in so far as he is speaking of
the Idea derived from the primordial image, means a perceptual
matrix which is subjective and, while this matrix is also concrete,
it ib none the less universal . The primordial image, like the funda-
mental and essentially Platonic Ideas of Schopenhauer, is a concrete
universal, which stands in the relation of source with respect to the
abstract conceptual universal . Now, while one may agree with both
Jung and James that in some sense the primordial image and the parti-
cular percept, with objective reference, both constitute material
soils underlying the concept, -- in the one case the more general
ideas , in the other the ideas with more particular and objective
reference et it remains true that the concept whether more

0

f y Y
general or more particular, has, in its total character, features which
are not reducible to either matrix, such as being more or less
completely definitive . In both cases, as between the concept and
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the primordial or the particular percept, there is a relationship
of imcommensurability as well as of meaningful reference . The matrix,
in either case, is aesthetic or irrational, yet the most notable
characteristic of the child-concept is rationality . In a word,
something is added in the concept which is not reducible to the
matrix .

It becomes evident that we must look further if we are to
complete the derivation of the abstract and rational or conceptual
ideas, whether in the sense of the a priori universal concept or
the a postiori concept having objectite perceptual referents . Though
the primordial ima e and the exte l t t th d bt• g perceprna oge er are, no ou ,
sufficient to maintain an embodied consciousness, that consciousness
would be something less than that which we actually find manifested
in the human being . It would be an exclusively perceptual conscious-
ness . It would have a sense mind, but not an intellectual mind . In
a word, the being would not be capable of reasoning, though a per-
ceptual, and probably autonomous, thought would-be possible for it .
The surface consciousness would be engaged in external perceptions,
but the subliminal mind, bearing the primodial images, would remain
hidden in impenetrable unconsciousness . We can see how this equip-
ment could be enough for meeting the task of adjustment between a
living organism and its environment, for clearly the animals are
endowed with a consciousness-organization of this sort, and t e
animals have abundantly proven their ability to survive . Its .uite
conceivable that an evolutionary development of this type of or-
ganization could lead to the establishement of entities much in
advance of the animals as we know them, and with a capacity for
quite superior states of consciousness ; -- even states of conscious-
ness which in the purely spiritual sense could far transcend those
attained by most men\ . But d pite all this, we would not have
human beings anywhere in the volutionary series, since the power
of rational thought and of c e tual communication would not have
arisen . And, likewise, there would be lacking the power to turn
upon the states of consciousness for their analysis and ultimate
master .

Before proceeding to the derivation of the rational componePt .
which is the distinctive sign of man qua man, it may profit us to
reflect futher upon what is achieved by the addition of the pri-
mordial image to the external perceptual equipment to which David
Hume reduced human cognition . It well be remembered that Hume
C.t2-'u with a wholly unpredictable and anarchi(play of insubstantial

• images without any possibility of integration in terms of form or
law. This feature is corrected, by the introduction of the primor-
dial image, to the extent that it now becomes possible to see how
a perceptual order or dependability is possible . Part of the task
which Kant performed is effected . The conscious entity functions
within A framework of order and a kind of dependability within its
world of experience, though it would be lacking the powers of
understanding discrimination and judgment and could never construct
a science, nor even produce a Humian philosophy . But with all this
limitation , which would eliminate the whole rational dimension of
our consciousness so that there would be no science, no mathematics,
no philosophy and no art of the characteristic Wester')sort,--though
a purely aesthetic art of the type of the Zen Buddhists construc-
tions might conceivably remain --, yet a kind of enlightenment would
remain a possibility, and so the possibility of a religious motif
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would not be excluded . In fact, a careful study of the Chinese
Taoism and Buddhism, particularly in the cha'n or Zen form, suggests
that an important aim of that discipline Is the elimination of the
rational component from consciousness so that we have left a con-
sciousness composed exclusively of the outer and inner perceptual
factors . In terms of these, the religious objective is the shifting
of identification from the external perceptual factor to the inner,
or primordial, and then transcending the latter as image ... Becoming
conscious in this final stage is Enlightenment . From the study of
these Chinese Sutras the Western reader may well derive the impression

• that the writers viewed the development of a rational power in man
as unnecessary and even a mistake . But whether or not the possession
of a rational power, either as a faculty or function, is necessary
and desirable in the total constitution of man, there can be no
question but that man in one side of his nature is a rational being
and that this characteristic is, at least, of considerable impor-
tance and, accordingly, the determination of the status of this
function or faculty is of prime concern for him who would know the
nature and significance of hman knowledge .

In the history of Greek thought the principle of Reason, in
the profoundest sense, is represented most commonly under the notions
of Logos and Nous . While the sense in which these terms are employed
varies from thinker to thinker, it is probably in accord with
the most mature usage to regard 'Nous' as an ontological or Divine
Reason, while 'Logos' enters into the picture in the sense of the
'Word', or the Reason become articulate, organized and manifested .

D
Although in the Greek thought the metaphysical and the epistemological
were not yet ' .cearly differentiated, so that 'Logos' can mean 'Word'
as well as 'Idea', and is even personalized in some developments, yet
it is easy to see in 'Logos' the original of the modern concept, and
all that is now understood under the designation of 'logic' . This
is 'reason' conceived as a ratiocinative process, i .e ., reasoning .
But the Greeks also conceived of 'Reason' in a more ontological sense,
--as is also manifest in a modern thinker like Hegel --, and in this
profounder sense it is identical with the notions of 'Law' or
'Order' conceived as governing, both teleologically and structur-
ally, the whole Cosmos . Reason, in this sense, is identical with
'Nous' and, apparently, also identical with the Indian conception
of Buddhi , taken in the sense of a Cosmic principle . Within the
limits of human cognition, the distinction between 'No,us' and
'Logos' seems well represented by the differentiation indicated by
'apprehension ' and 'comprehension', understood in the more rigorous

i
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sense . Apprehension carries the meaning of simple cognition ;
or what James called "knowledge through acquaintance", whereas
'comprehension' is the definitive "knowledge-about" .

In conformity with the foregoing discussion' Reason, in the sense
of Nous, is not identical with the subjective ratiocinative process
of human thinking, but is rather a part or phase of higher Nature
and, therefore, objective . Raticr.ination would be a stepped-
down correlate or reflection in the relative consciousness where the
relationship to knowledge would be one of seeking . Reason, as
Nous, is pre-existent with respect to the relative consciousness .
In this sense, Reason does not stand in contrast with intuition,
-- as is the case with ratiocination, --nor with other forms of
higher cognition, such as Vision, Direct Cognition and Knowledge
by Identity, as differentiated by Sri Aurobindo . A perfect
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Rational Intelligence would, for instance, embrace the whole of
extant and future mathematics as a unified totality without passing
through reasoned steps as a process in time . Reason, as Nous, must
be conceived as pre-existent with respect to all experience, however
much the ratiocinative reason, or Logos, must wait upon experience
before It can be manifested . Thus, however much the concepts of the
latter are dependent upon experience, either in the sense of the
primordial images or of the particular images with external re-
ference, for their substantive content, yet the concept is not
exlusively derived from the percept but has, as well, a source in
the primordial Reason . This provides for a dimension in knowledge
which is other than experience in its Root, although actual
knowledge as we know it in the relative field is so far an inter-
mixed mass of empiric and pure rational components, that their
separation is a task of great difficulty .

Assuming the picture, as thus far delineated, at least pro-
visionally, we are in a position to deal with a defect in the
primordial image as given by Jung . This image does not appear
as an eternal or timeless archetype, and thus absolutely a priori .
It is rather a deposit over a vast temporal range of experience,
or the way a million-year-old consciousness .would perceive . It is
relatively a r~ iori , but only relatively so . It may be viewed as
the conditioning factor in current particularized experiencing,
that is itself a deposit from all past experience, but does not
provide the form whereby the initial experience was possible . The

D root-form, making possible the initial experience, cannot be it-
self a deposit of experience . This form we here find in the notion
of Reason as Nous .

For the consciousness of the extraverted empiricist, and
even for the introverted sensationalist, the question quite nat-
urally arises as to how a pure Reason can be cognized, since it
is not .given by experience in the restricted meaning of the term .
To answer this query we must at least assume the actuality of
ways of cognition other than the empiric . For the purposes of
formal discourse, once we assume or postulate the apperception
of pure Reason, or of a Reason which is pre-existent with re-
spect to experience,'O~can be accepted in principle . But if we go
no further than this then the discussion is only of academic in-
terest . To advance beyond that necessitates the immediate act
.uality of the required cognitive power . There are those who have,
or at least claim to have, immediate acquaintance with cognitive
powers which are not active in all men and, therefore, when such
formulate philosophies, grounded more or less upon these powers,
verification by strictly empiric means is impossible . Thus the
effective critique of these philosophies is impossible b those
who are strangers to the necessary cognitive resources . The u -
timate and vital question, therefore, is whether or not these cog-
nitive powers exist . It is the same problem that arises in con-
nection with the evaluation of the states of consciousness of the
mystic, only, in this case, it occurs in connection with the
cognition of Reason itself . But here no attempt will be made to
prove the actuality of means of cognition which are not generally
active, since such proof is quite unnecessary with respect to those
who have these powers, and it is impossible in the case of those

• who lack them . It is merely pointed out that the existence of
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such powers. must be assumed if a primary understanding of Idealism
is ever to be attained .

We now poeeess at least a schema whereby the development of
universal conceptual ideas may be seen as possible . These ideas
are the product of the combination of the primordial images and the
pure Reason, whereby we derive concepts which unite a perceptual
context with a logical order . Both components are necessary, since
without the substantive content supplied by the primordial image,
the logical form would lack all relation to experience, while,
on the other hand, without the rational component, the primordial
image could never supply the notion of law and organization .
Because of these two factors we are enabled to cognize the exter-
nally given as a Cosmos, and not merely as an indeterminant Chaos .

Having reached this point, the question arises as to whether
we have determined a truth concerning the nature of the world or
universe, as such, or only determined conditions of human know-
ledge . It is clear that Kant viewed his analysis as valid only in
the latter sense , since he explicitly said that it never occurred
to him to question the existence of a real world, in the sense of
an existent beyond all consciousness . He even called himself an
"empiric realist", though he acknowledged that he was also a
"transcendental,idealist" . By this it is to be understood that he
viewed intuitions of the senses, in their concerete filling as
determined by an external somewhat, or the thing-in-3 .tself, which
in its nature as it is in itself is unknowable to human cognition .

D In this sense he remained realistic, in his own opinion at least .
But the actual form of our experience he conceived as determined
by transcendental forms which are pre-existent in the knower .
In this sense he was frankly idealistic .

Footnotes to Chapter VI

l Quoted from Ladd's Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory
as given in Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology .

2pp . 352-353

3 The Serpent Power, p. 26

4 The Life Divine by Sri Aurobindo, p . 574 .

5Ibid . P . 576

6See Jung's Ps cholog of the Unconscious and Psychological
Types, particularly the of n ons o Image" and "Idea"
in the latter .
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Chapter VII*

Idealism . (contintued )

The Idealist affirms the primacy of consciousness along with
with its subject . This is not to be regarded as merely an arbitrary
affirmation nor as a working hypothesis, but as a direct or im-
mediate recognition, something which is beyond all doubt for the
thinker himself. This is so fundamental that the Idealist finds it
confirmed in the very denial of the denier, since the denial it
self is an act of consciousness . That which is wholly unconscious
could not deny anything . So when the Realist opposes the thesis of
the Idealist, he has to invoke, however unwillingly, the very
quality which the Idealist affirms is . It never occurs to the
Idealist to charge the Realist with being unconscious, so he is
perhaps temperamentally incapable of getting the Realist's point
of view. To get his argument across effectively the Realist should
insist more explicitly on his own unconsciousness . In this way he
might succeed in not adding fuel to the Idealist's fire .

Now, once one has the initial certainty of the subject or
self and its consciousness the basic problem of philosophy takes
a characteristic form . So long as one focuses his attention
inwardly he has an immediate realization of perfect freedom . His
will and thought are under no external constraint . Their activity
is perfectly free . But when the focus of consciousness is turned
outward, the freely willed act becomes an objective deed, which is

D confronted by all sorts of constraints . The deed is an action of
what we commonly call an organism which simply cannot do as it
pleases since it moves in a seeming environment which in innum-
erable ways restricts the action of the organism . In this way the
freely-willed act of the pure self is confronted with resistance .
Ultimately practical paths for the will can be found, it is true,
but these paths are, in part, determined by necessity so that in
the final form thby are only in part the expression of pure freedom .
This necessity appears as the objective world of mountains, trees,
oceans, building, etc ., just precisely that which-the Realist takes
as in some se$(se the ultimate and basic Reality . itself . But the
Idealist knows immediately the conscious self and its freedom, so
the necessitarian character revealed in the object raises a problem .

* From the standpoint of one who appreciates systematic organs
zation the material in the present and subsequent chapters of
Part III will prove less than satisfactory . Here there will be
found an interplay between the intellectual and introceptual
functions, that, at times, may seem somewhat like a contest . The
one emphasizes organization, the other, flow of consciousness ;
the former serves best communication to the trained mind, while
the latter provides the fertile ground for pregnant ideas ; the
first exemplifies discipline, the second, freedom . Even for the
writer himself, criticism and reorgainizatioti of such material
is difficult and involves the danger of sacrificing substance to
form . Accordingly, it was decided to leave the composition un-
altered, save in very minor detail . By far the most valuable
material in Part III is to be found in the present and -succeed-
ing chapters .
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• Details in the offered solutions of the problem of necessity
vary with the different idealistic thinkers, but one feature Is held
in common by all representatives of this school . It is this, i .e .,
that the solution must be found in the nature of consciousness it-
self . Manifestly the only objective world we have is a world which
exists in and for consciousness . If we say that it inheres in some-
thning independent and quite outside consciousness as such, then we
beg the whole question by a speculative answer which can never be
;becked . For all checking is a conscious act dealing with mater-
ial which is already inside consciousness and thus nothing is proved
as to the existence of a somewhat absolutely outside consciousness .
To be sure, one can affirm this . somewhat and thus take a purely
arbitrary and dogmatic position, but this, the Idealist will say,
is no true philosophic solution . The only being we know is nec-
essarily known and that is the important fact . Therefore being is
defined as identical with being-known or as being for or in or of
consciousness .

At this point the Idealist is vulnerable before logical criti-
cism, since he cannot prove that it is essential to being that it
should be knor;n or exist in consciousness . As a matter of strict
logic he begs the question . Of course, the Realist is not slow to
pick out this weakness and accuses the Idealist of failing to prove
his thesis. It is perfectly true that the primary thesis of Ideal-
ism is not proven logically and so there is no logical compulsion
to constrain all men to accept some form of Idealism as the only

D
possible true philosophy. But the opposed philosophies face the
same essential difficulty in a different form . Always one can find
root assumptions which are not and cannot be proven logically . The
Realist, for instance, cannot prove the existence of his independ-
ent reality and, so, also begs the question .

It is a fact that man has not and cannot build a rigorously
self-contained system wherein every element is itself logically
derived . The closest realization that j have of this is to be found
in some purely formal mathematical systems in which the elements
are wholly meaningless terms . But here logic is always assumed,
since its first principles are not proven . Proof depends upon those
principles, but they are themselves outside proof . It may be im-
possible to doubt them, but the ground of confidence in them is
immediate and original . But accepting anything in this way is
actually a begging of the question when we assert that it carries
the quality of truth . So we must be content to start with something
immediate , be it experience or insight, and then after that rig-
orous logical demonstration is effective but, yet, always relative
to the original immediate ground .

We must accept the fact that different philosophies, start-
ing from different grounds given in some way immediately, will
develop in different directions and exist side by side . Each
one has at its roots a basic logical weakness, with the result that
mutual vulnerability gives to all a right to existence relative to
each other . So, while logical soundness is indeed an important

• part of every genuine philosophy, yet this is not the whole of the
story . It is even more important that every philosophy is the
expression of a View which is more primary than the philosophy
itself .

Now, although the Idealist cannot prove his primary thesis
and must counter the Realist by bringing the same charge against
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the latter, yet the Idealist can make a po_.nt favorable to his
position that is particularly strong . He can point out that when
being is conceived as identical with being known or with existing
in and for consciousness he has given a definition that has some
meaning . On the other hand, the notions of being and existence
have no intelligible meaning when they are predicated of that which
is outside of consciousness in every sense . What in that case does
it mean to be or to exist? If anyone tries to give an answer to this
question he will only invoke a meaning,which exists for conscious-
ness . His very answering and the content of the answer is some-
thing in consciousness . So the Idealist may very well say that the
only being and existence which can possibly have any significance
is a being and existence which is for consciousness of some sort .
That which is completely outside all consciousness is simply in-
distinguishable from that which is not . So we may just as well
disregard the whole matter .

But there is a difficulty which still remains . The inward
realization of freedom is offset by an outward experience of nec-
essity . The notion of an independent and real world does have
value in explaining the necessity, for if living and conscious
beings are actually in a pre-existent and independent environment,
then it is quite easy to see how they will be constrained by it .
But this, in its_turn, .makes it difficult to see how conscious-
ness can have any real freedom . The direct realization of free-
dom ultimately has to be reduced largely to an illusion . But
those individuals who have the greater immediate certainty of the
freedom and have only a secondary or derived experience of the
necessity will not accept this view . They certainly will not sacri-
fice the more certainly known for that which is less certainly
known . So they ask, Is there not some other way of explaining
the necessity which will meet this difficulty?

Idealism does offer its answers and this leads us into a
veritable sea of philosophic theory and discourse which many find
quite difficult to follow . In the end the Idealist believes
that he has met the problem in such a way as to save the freedom
so that it remains as something absolutely real, and yet supplies
a conceivable explanation of the necessity . In this process a
good deal of conceptual simplicity is lost, as compared to the
statements of the Realists, but at least the baby is not thrown
away with the bath . And the Idealist considers the baby, freedom,
to be so valuable as to be worth any effort to save it .

In contrast, the Realist, whether oriented to a mechanistic
nature, to a logic of relations or to an empiric life, seems to
be lost when he has too much freedom . He seems to secure his
comfort by anchoring himself to something outside of conscious-
ness . He may call this something "matter" ; "terms in relation"
or "empiric life", but consciousness is an incident embraced by
an enveloping necessity whose nature is other than consciousness .
Of course, he too has the direct feeling of freedom, though
it can hardly be as decisive as in the case of the Idealist, and he
generally strives to find some room for it . But it never rises to
a commanding position . He has, however, a very clear idea as to
why we canny always do as we please .

Now an Idealist can nevelhope to be taken seriously if he
merely affirms his unconditional freedom and lets it go at that .
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If he did that he would be very subject to the charge of uncritical
subjectivism . There is far too much evidence of a compulsive nec-
essity which affects all creatures, be they Idealists or not . So
the Idealist must take up the problem of necessity and the great
Idealists have given so much thought to the problem and have so
largely written concerning it that they often give the impression
of being necessitarians . But this is only the outside of view of
the Idealistic systems . The real heart is a profound feeling for
freedom . Perhaps one would have to be something of an Idealist to
be aware of this fact, but it is possible for anyone to find the
evidence if he will but look far enough . I need but suggest the
thought of the greatest of all the Idealists, I .e ., Shankara,
with whom the summum bonum is explicitly given as Liberation,
spelled with a capital 'L= .

To the philosophically naive consciousness of most men it
doubtless will seem harder to follow the more rigorous form of
Idealistic philosophy than any other form of thought . He is fin-
ally led into regions where the familiar, so-called, real world is
left far behind and most of the 'Judgments of his highly vaunted
common sense cease to supply any genuine help . He may be excused
if he is disposed to feel like a man out in space with no planet
to place his feet upon, nor solar system to give him bearings . . And __

--then the content of the thought may often-seem as though it dealt
with nothing that meant anything whatsoever and, least of all, have
any bearing upon practical human affairs . But deeper reflection
will show him that the Idealist does have genuine anchorage, does
employ an objective modulus and is deeply concerned with that which
in the end is of the profoundest and most vital interest with all
men. The anchorage of the Idealist is, as already noted, the im-
mediate fact of consciousness and its subject ; the objective modulus
is the logical structure of thought ; and the practical interest has
the deepest concern with the problem of death and immortality . On
the whole, it is true, the Idealist as a philosopher is not greatly
concerned with the practical problems of finite life in this world .
He finds plenty of able men who are engaged with these problems and
so rarely finds the call of duty in this direction . But he sees
beyond this cycle of finite life a great problem which, if it is
not solved, renc'grs the solutions of all other problems unimpor-
tant . So, I submit, there is abundant reason to bear with the
intellectual processes of the Idealist if he can offer any evidence

• of certainty where most men only believe darkly within a cloud of
doubt .

0

Let us, now, examine the main features of the Idealistic
treatment of the problem of necessity . If there is no world out-
side of consciousness and the essence of the . self is freedom, how,
then, are we to account for the experience of necessity? The
Idealist answer to this question invariably takes us away from the
material of objective experience . With the exception of the prag-
matic idealist, the resolution of the problem either invokes the
Divinity or a transcendental SELF, .which stands in such a relation
to the empiric self that it may be called objective . But it is
not objective in the sense in which sensible objects or even ideas
are called objective . Here we have a notion that is quite subtle and
which I think is quite generally misunderstood by the critics of
ICoalism . But first, let us see how the notion of the Divinity or
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the transcendental SELF can help us with the problem of necessity,
leaving the problem of the reasonableness of the notion until
later .

In the case of Berkeley the notion of the Divinity was invoked
quite simply to account for the ideas experienced . Berkeley's
ideas , it must be recalled, included all experiences, such as
sensations, as well as ideas in the conceptual sense . These ideas,
he affirmed, were not produced by something outside consciousness,
such as independent and real things, but many of them, at least,

• had a character of being given quite independently of individual
volition . How were they placed in the consciousness of the indivi-
dual? The answer is that God placed them there . The actuality of
God is not questioned by Berkeley nor is the Divinity a real
philosophical conception with him . He seems simply to have accepted
God of Christian faith, with the result that he left many logical
problems unresolved . -So this earlier form of Occidental Idealism
is mainly valuable for introducing the idealistic approach to the
problem of philosophy but does not leave us with a system that is
highly satisfactory .

Before leaving this passing reference to Berkeley, it seems
important to note the fact that this thinker, like Schiller and
Bergson of the pragmatist school, is not classed as a member of the
school of Idealism . Like the two pragmatists names, he accepts
the cardinal principle of Idealism but does not accept another prin-
ciple which is of almost equal importance for the latter . Basic-
ally the ideas of Berkeley are not concepts but percepts . Thus
in ide li ma be la ed as a em iri or =1"^n t"all idealisma sm c ss n c
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whereas the great school of Idealism gives ascendency to the con-
cept relative to the percept . Berkeley's thought is anti-ration-
alistic, even in its voluntaristic form . For Berkeley the concrete
idea or perception has a reality-value which the abstract concep-
tion does not possess . He continues the psychological orientation
of the Nominalists of the Middle Ages . But since the cleavage
between Idealism and Realism is more fundamental than that between
Sensationalism and Rationalism, there is a significant reason for
classing Berkeley with idealism in the generic sense , though not
with the specific school of~ Idealism .

There is something naive about Berkeley's invocation of the
Divinity in order to explain the .necessitarian and orderly character
of the perceived ideas . For this is the inherited Divinity of
Christian faith . . It is not the Divinity of direct realization nor
as a necessity for reason . It is thus not the kind of God which can
properly enter into any philosophical system as a true agent of
integration . It is rather a general appeal to Providence for help
when one's own individual resources prove inadequate . Now it does
appear that no man ever quite succeeds in building a system of thought
which completely avoids the appeal to something which is the logi-
cal equivalent to Providence, though he may call it by quite differ-
ent names such as "Chance" or "Nirvana" . This means that some-
thing extra-rational has to be invoked sooner or later, but some : .e
thinkers have been able to extend the limits of rational thought
much further than others . This, indeed, has a great deal to do
with the relative valuation of the hierarchy of thinkers . The
greatest thinker is he who has been able to think furthest into the
unknown . Among philosophic thinkers Berkeley did not go very far
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before he found his limits . The great Idealists went much further
i and gained profundity at the price of increasing incomprehensibil-

ity . As a result they have given us the most intellectually sound
interpretation of necessity which avoids the pitfalls of Realism .

Now, by a sufficient degree of inward penetration in conscious-
ness one can find the self as an immediately known reality .' This
is not a process of simple introspection as is commonly used in
experimental psychology . In fact, this introspection remains far
too objective to lead to the discovery of the self and the result
is that many psychologists never do find the true self . They do

• find something which they call the subject but they describe it
in such terms as to show that they have actually found only a subtle
object . -In fact, the Neo-Realists explicitly state that this sub-
ject may enter into the relation of an object for some purposes of
thought . This simply means that such psychologists are talking
of a subject of quite a different nature from the self of the
Idealist . This difference may be suggested .by the figure of a lamp
with a light within it . The subject of the more empiric psycholo-
gist is only the lamp while the self of the Idealist is the light
itself . Actually introspection, in the usual sense, can go no fur-
ther than the lamp, since it is the light which illumines and
makes possible the subtle observation of introspection . The light
is back of the act of introspection and only the lamp is in the
foreground . So in introspection, consciousness has not really
turned upon itself but merely established a kind of short-circuit
in the psyche . To find the self of the Idealist one has to go a
good deal further than this .

.(The turning of consciousness upon itself is a very mysterious
process . To account for it I have become convinced that we have to
introdu5e the notion of a function which is other than the four
functions of analytic psychology, i .e ., thinking, feeling, sensation,
and intuition . '-'I hold the thesis that it is the activity of this
functio which constitutes the real base of Idealism in the grand
sense Further,'it is the more or less complete inactivity of this
functiont hat destroys .the force of the Idealist argument for so many
thinkers 'and psychologists . Also+ it would appear that even with the
Idealists in whom the func on was active, there was a defe
knowledge of J-t as a distinct function, ction, the result being that they
o ten tried-to explain by pure reason so ething which involves more
than logic itself . It is right here that I would locate the greatest
failure of . the occidental Idealists . But the failure in terms of ~
presentation does not imply unsoundness of fundamental insight .

The'above point is well illustrated in the case of Fichte who
may well prove to be the-purest example we have in the West of an
Idealist . From the standpoint of sheer insight I'find Fichte very
convincing, but his attempt .in the "Science of Knowledge" to
derive that insight as the necessary underlying implication of the
logical laws of thought seems strained and far from convincing .
Very possibly he has the substantially correct view as to the source
of the laws of thought, but it is quite another matter to say that
from the use of logical principles he has proved the source ., I am

• pretty well convinced that Fichte did not discover the self or "ego"
as he calls it, by the method in which he sought to prove it . I
would say that he really knew the self through what we might call the
fifth function, though it is entirely possible that Fichte did not

• differentiate this function in his analysis . In such matters the

"I~_
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psychical analysis of the Orient has gone much further than either
• the philosophy or psychology of the West .

Elsewhere I have suggested the word "introception" to re-
present this fifth function . It is to be understood as the process
whereby consciousness turns upon itself and moves toward its
source . It is not the same as introspection wherein consciousness
merely short-circuits itself to observe more subtle psychical
objects, which are generally unconscious for the extraverted at-
titude . Introception, when successful, leads to a state such that
consciousness becomes its own content'. that is, a consciousness

• which is divorced from its objective reference . By this means the
self as source of consciousness can be realized and without being
transformed into a subtle object as a me . This is identical with
the Indian notion of "meditation without a seed", which is absolute-
ly essential for the attainment of Liberation or Enlightenment .
Buddhist use of the word "Dhyana" suggests very strongly that it
refers to an analogous process . So it may be said that by "intro-
ception" I mean substantially the same higher psychical function

hout a seed" and "Dhyana" . It is this, I con-as "meditation iw~ceive, to be the real source of the assurance of the originating
idealistic philosophers and as the ground for differentiating
Idealism proper from mere Intellectualistic idealism which latter is
more a reflection of a Light than an incarnation of the Light
itself . . Introception gives immediate content just as perception
does-but diverge at least as radically from the latter as does
conceptualism . . If one divides the functions of consciousness into
two classes wih perception, on one side including feeling, sen-
sation and intuition, and conception, on the other, then intro-
ception would appear lumped with conception . In this case a success-
ful critique of conceptualism would undermine the foundations of
idealism, particularly in the case of the Absolutistic school . .
But if the true base of Idealism is the activity of a function
which ordinarily;-is latent and inactive, then the real root of
Idealism is untouched by a critique of conceptualism considered in
separation from introception . "Introception" is definitely not
thinking, feeling or sensation . It is also definitely different from
"intuition" as that term is generally understood, though trans-
lators from oriental sources have often used the latter word .
This, however, only helps to confuse the situation for then we
think of intuition as it appears in analytic psychology or in
usage such as that of Bergson . It is a content coming into con-
sciousness out of the dark of unconsciousness, hence we have Berg-
son speaking of grasping indefinite fringes around the core'of
conscious ideas as Intuition . But introception is a function
operating in the intensest kind of Light wherein one is more com-
pletely conscious than ever before . Consciousness turning upon
itself is a very different matter from contents rising into .con-
sciotisness from out the unconscious .

*I submit that "turning inward"J in the sense in which-Fichte -
speaks, must be understood in-the sense of introception rather
than of simple'(introspection : Thus no amount of bare introspec-,
tion would-be competent_to challenge what Fichte found . Intro-
ception is an exceedingly profound act of introversion and the
evidence would indicate that it His quite rare. If introversion is
carried very far without the turning of the Light of consciousness

~.' . upon itself, the a ec is-of some ingnchoa ft er ng out
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• into the darkness of unconsciousness . But with the turning of the
Light of consciousness upon itself consciousness becomes vastly in-
tensified with the quality and ground of assurance much better es-
tablished than in the case of anything derived from experience . This
is something that must be borne in mind if one is ever to understand
Idealism of the grander style .

Introception renders the actuality of the self far more in-
dubitable than any content given through perception . This is the key
to idealistic assurance and explains why all the necessitarianism
which inheres in the environment takes on the quality of subordin-
ation. In fact, the intensified Light of the introceptive process
gives to all experience a dreamlike or unreal character . It is
like the sun quenching the4light of the moon, or like the waking
state quenching the consciousness of the ordinary dream . This is
not a speculation, it is something which actually happens . The shift
from introception to perception is like the sun going under while the
moon takes offer . . :, The memory of the light of the sun, when the moon
is shining, is stronger than the memory of the light of the moon,
when the sun is shining. This alone gives a determinate meaning as to
which is relatively most real .

The first immediate content of successful introception is the
realization expressed by the words "I am" . This is not an inference
from conscious activity, such as that of Descartes when he inferred
the being of the self from the fact of thinking . The being of the
self is an absolutely immediate datum requiring no further support . .
I repeat , the actuality of perceptually experienced content, taken
in its most., complete immediacy, is much less decisively certain . .

The being of the self, which for introception is more unequi-
vocal than the being or actuality of perception, is like an un-
supported Light . It is "the Flame which burns without wick or oil" .
But it is so pure as to be quite without the taint of personality .
One may conceive of it as like a self-supporting Light within a more
or less differentiated lamp . The latter carries the individual charac-
ters of personality. There is thus something about the pure self
which gives it the character of real personality

. While in the rig-s orous sense it is highly subjective, it is not a personal subjectiv-
ism. This is a point of the very greatest importance for philo-
sophy since the impersonality of the self gives it a universal
value. It is the ground for something a good deal more than a merely
personal philosophy .

• We are quite right in valuing physical science because it gives
somethine more than merely the private experience of the individual
scientist . It gives general truths whether they are interpreted in
realistic, pragmatic or other terms . It is for this reason that
we call it objective . Commo3ly we oppose to this, subjective judg-
ments that are so largely colored by personal feeling tones that
they have only a restricted appeal . That which we call objective
is believec~to be in some sense true for all men, .while that which
is subjective is not true for all men, and may not be true at all .

• The self of introception, being quite pure and impersonal, is not
subjective in the latter sense . It supplies a generally valid
base. Thus it is conceived by those who know it, and if the non-
idealist is ever to arrive at an understanding of the inner mean=
ing of the Idealist, he must grant this point . The only possible

•• verification is by-the path of introception itself .
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The last statement implies a radical departure of the idealistic
theory of verification from tat of Pragmatism . The pragmatist
dictum that a difference of tr th must make a difference of fact
here, namely, in the world of p rception or experience, implies
an exclusive one-way-reference o ideas . The idea means"ex-
olusively a terminal content havi g a perceptual q ale . . Thus there
can be no verification save throu h experience . But the con-
ceptual content of the Idealist qua Idealist is purely introceptive .
If, incidentally, this produces - fference of fact in the field
of experience that is merely an addenda which adds nothing to the
essential truth-value . Actually, the introceptive verification
may have repercussions upon the empiric life of the individual
with the result that the latter may, more or less widely, influence
other lives . These effects may or may not be valued positively or
negatively in the pragmatic sense . But all this is beside the
point from the perspective of introception . Introception supplies
its own authority and may very well, in some of its ramifications,
move into zones quite unrelated to empiric consciousness . In such
cases a difference of truth would produce no difference of fact in
the perceptual field . Often it is true, a difference that is in-
troceptively significant does have effects that are significant
for the perceptual field, and may even be of momentous importance .
Thus the Buddhist introceptive insight has led to empiric ways of
life that are notably different from the ways of life of most men .
One effect is the reduction of militancy . I This is something that
does have a pragmatic value. But it would be a vital mistake to

D
regard such effects as the underlying objective of Buddhist teach-
ings . They are, after all, only incidental . The real objective
is the attainment of Nirvana . If it were true that attainment of
this end implied violent militancy in the empiric field then, I
submit, that Buddhism would have to acdept such violence .

I think it must be clear that the fruits of the introceptive
orientation, in so far as they include effects within the empiric
field, will not always be such that they will receive favorable
valuation from the vitalistic pragmatist . While at times the good of
the one standpoint will over-lap the good as viewed from the other,
there are other situations in which this is not the case . Here there
arises an inescapable conflict of valuation and direction . Funda-
mentally introception leads away from experience and the empiric
life, which define just precisely the field of focus of the Prag-
matist and of the Realist . That the latter should judge such effects
adversely is not only understandable but is really inevitable . But
the Introceptionist counters this with a comparable attitude in
the reverse sense. He views all valuation of experience and of em-
piric life which leads to estrangement from Divinity or Spirit as
a positive evil, indeed as part and parcel of the only real evil .
There is thus a limit to the possible reconciliations of the dif-
ferent philosophic attitudes . Between Idealism and the other
three schools there is a gulf of incommensurability which implies
neluctabl conflict and choice . He who has opened the door of
introception cannot possible be a Pragmatist or a Realist save only

• in his secondary relations as an empiric entity, that is, exlous-
ively in those relations which he regards as of no primary importance .

I have introduced this discussion of introception into the
general subject of Idealism since I conceive it as absolutely
essential to an understanding of the true meaning of Idealism .
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I ".am not writing •a mere history of philosophy . If I were I should y
have to consider the idealistic theories of knowledge as they have
actually been developed by the leading Idealists . It must be ad-
mitted that such theories have followed the intellectualistic
pattern . In 'following this course the Idealists have made them-
selves vulnerable to criticism and have given a faise impression of
what actually is their base of assurance . I believe that the great
Idealists would agree, in their private hearts, substantially with
what I have said above ., Perhaps they have hesitated to place their
systems frankly upon, what I have called, an introceptive base with
the idea that such was an unseemly course of a philosopher. It is
also possible that there was a defective differentiation between
intellectual form and introceptive content . The isolation of the
purely logical features of mathematics has given us today an ad-
vantage over the older writers . " We are enabled to see that there
is a vital difference between rigorously formal mathematics and
mathematics which results from the union of logic and intuition or
introception . This shows very clearly that something is stripped
away when pure mathematics is reduced to an exclusively logical
formalism . This something is in addition to the pure concept . Now,
the bearing of this point upon Idealism is very vital . It means that
rigorous logical system, by itself, does not give content . Content
enters as something extra-logical or as indefinable in the logical
sense . The logical demonstration renders explicit a truth implicit
initially in the original content, but does not supply the initial
content. Once this is understood, all reasoning becomes relative to
a reference supplied by some other means than reason itself . If,
now, it is assumed that perceptual experience is the only possible
extra-logical reference, then it readily follows that all conceptual
or rational thinking is instrumental to empiric content . But from
perceptual content the idealistic transcendentalism cannot be de-
rived by logical implication . As a result the Idealistic thesis
falls. couTR,ovcn,s4

The strength of the pragmatistic(po emi as against Ideal-
ism lies in its criticism of intellectual sm . The case which Prag-
matism builds here is very strong . If the pure concept is really
empty, save in so far *' as it has a reference beyond itself, then it
is impossible to prove a substantial reality by concepts alone .
Analysis seems to have established the soundness of this point .
But it does not necessarily follow that perceptual meaning is- .the
only possible reference of the concept unless it can be proven that
consciousness contains no other possibility .

Indeed the anti-intellectualistic argument is a good deal
older than current Pragmatism and is to be found highly developed
in the thought of Immanuel Kant himself . His criticism of the
tological argumen is a classic of this type of thought . But he

was orce to-leave a door open to extra-experiential possibili-
ties . The following excerpt from his thought is of particular
significance .

"Our conception of the object may thus contain whatever and
how much it will ; nevertheless ; .. :we must ourselves stand away
from the conception, in order to bestow existence upon it . This
happens with sense-objects through the connection with any one
of our perceptions in accordance with empiric laws ; but for the
objects of pure thought there is no sort of means for perceiving
their'existence because it is wholly a priori that they can be
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known ; our consciousness of all existence, however , belongs
~_ altogether to a unity of experience and an existence outside

this field cannot absolutely be explainedaway as impossible .
But it is a supposition that we have nomeans of justifying .!

For our purpose the vital part of the quotation lies in the
words that have been underlined . It cannot be affirmed that con-
cepts derive their existential value from
perceptual experience alone, on purely theoretical grounds . Grant-
ed that the pure concept does not give existence, yet that exis-
tence may be grounded in something other than perception . It is

• affirmed here that it is sometimes grounded on introcenti_on and
that this is the real foundation of the idealistic systems.''By
this means the essence of Idealism remains untouched by all the
anti-intellectualistic arguments . This implies that the alternative
of anti-sensationalism is not necessarily intellectualism but can
be a third way of consciousness which is direct and immecate in
its own right .

One may agree with Pragmatism as to its general theory of the
instrumental nature of concepts, but radically oppose the specific
theory that the instrumental reference is always to a perceptual
content . There may be an '-introceptive reference as well . Grant-
ing the validity of introception, the central thesis of Idealism
remains unaffected . ' Also Idealism can develop a theory of truth
wholly at variance with the pragmatic test, in so .--far as the latter
is exclusively related to programs in the stream of time-and ex-
perience . There remains the test of the psychological determination
of the factual actuality of the idealistic direct realization of the
self .

I have already argued that the pure self cannot be found by
the methods of introspection . Introspection deals with objects,
even though they are subtle ones . A` most it finds a me having .
enough of determinate character to be an object in certain rela-
tions, as the Neo-realist says . This method fails to exclude the
other .possibilities,'- .unless it can prove rigorously that the four
functions are the only possible ways of consciousness . This it has
not done and, from the very nature of the problem, cannot do . I
submit that introception is a fifth- unction which renders avail-
able content which, otherwise, cannot be known, and , I affirm,
that this supplies the base upon which the whole structure of
Idealism rests . .

It•has long been a custom for philosophic systems to include an
• outline-of psychology as a component part . . Among the older sys-

tems it was frequently customary to introduce psychology as
-as rational psychology. Today it is empiric psychology, that is, t
the kind which results from the application of scientific method .
In introducing the discussion of introception as a way c
sciousness within the body of a philosophical exegesis/_,_, - X4'/0

.therefore, proceeding in accord with well estanractice. 06
For introception, considered as a way of consciousness as differen-
tiated from the content rendered available by it, falls under d~
the general head of psychology . But it does not fall within the
limits of the common understanding of either rational psychology
nor of empiric psychology . Perhaps we may best regard it as
meta-psychology. Now the material of this psychology is conceived
as being, in principle, available for study, provided the right

• conditions exist . It is not affirmed that any subject at any time
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supplies the material in a form available for his own investigation .
It is simply affirmed that there are instances where it has been
rendered available, thereby proving a possibility of consciousness
as such .

Psychology is philosophically significant to the extent that
the existence of a way of consciousness must be assumed before the
content and inner relations of cohscic9Usness can be analyzed and
evaluated . The question of the actuality of a way of consciousness
is, properly, a psychological rather than a' philosophical problem .
The importance of this pt6blem hardly heeds to be emphasized in a
day when the positive appreciation of .psyohoidgy is so strong as
it is with us now . .. Actually, ;it is philosophy which has felt the
force of relative depreoiatiori This attitude is an expression of
the widespread superficial by of the age6, For, manifestly, a
way of consciousness is only of instrumental value to the content
which it renders available : Nowi the way of . consciousness does
not define content save in • very general terms, which are always
other than the distinctive wale of the content itself . The way
of consciousness bears a strong analogy to a route and method of
travel . :; In fact, this analogy is so strong that it is a general
oriental practice to speak of a way of consciousness as a "path"
or "road" . If we analyze a route and means of travel to some
destination we can say something about the possible values to
be realized at the destination, but not very much. Our knowledge
of content is here mainly negative . Thus we can know that if the

D
route and means are exclusively those of land travel, then we also
know that the content of the destination will not include the values
which can be reached only by sea-travel . Otherwise the actual
positive content realized at the destination is not known by the
route or conveyance used . . Thus one could know very thoroughly

e road which leads to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and all
that goes into the structure and operation of an automobile,
yet this would give no knowledge of the direct experience of the
Grand Canyon itself. Knowledge of the route and means of travel
is psychology, but the valuationof the direct content of a real-
ized consciousness, in so far as it is thinkable, is the concern
of philosophy .

We have, now, left the problem o necessity,, as it appears to
the idealistic perspective, suspende in the air, as it were,
for quite some time, meanwhile engaging in a somewhat extensive
review of a proposed fifth function of consciousness . . This seemed

• unavoidable for two reasons . .. First, the actuality of the function
which I have called introception, is not a generally recognized
fact, and it was necessary to build some presumption for it .
Second, in the failure to establish its case upon purely intellec-
tual grounds, Idealism must invoke some non-empiric and non-in-
tellectual function, if it is not to be cast aside as a vai].spec-
ulation. If the reader does not feel that the evidence in support
of the actuality of introception is adequate, then I suggest that
he assume its actuality during the examination of the thesis of
Idealism in order to see whether this is not enough to support
that thesis in principle . If the ultimate conclu s''ion is posi-
tive then the problem of the status of Idealism rests upon the
meta-psychological problem as to whether introception is a valid
way of consciousness to be added to the four generally recognized
functions .
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I have already defined the distinctive characteristic of
M introception as the "power of the Light of consciousness to turn

upon itself toward its source." lid this, it will be remembered,
was carefully differentiated from introEpection in that the latter
is consciousness concerned with an objective content, although it is
a content of a more subtle nature than the more outward going
consciousness known as observation. The success of introception
means that sooner or later a point is reached wherein conscious-
ness loses all content save that of itself . Such a point, if ab-
solute, is equivalent to the complete disappearance of the world
about. But the fundamental effect may be achieved by a sort of
diversion of the major portion of the stream of consciousness so
that it turns about toward its source, while a residual portion
continues to flow toward the object, i .e ., the world-about . .. In
this case, objective consciousness continues in a kind of twilight
in an inferior portion of the total psyche of the individual . The
diverted portion of the stream becomes a consciousness without
objective content but with an exclusive awareness of itself and its
subject. Such a consciousness is clearly not a mere relation be-
tween two terms, a subject and an object, since only one term re-
mains . This is a point of very great epistemological importance
since it begins to cut under the whole conception of consciousness
as exclusively a relation between terms . Here consciousness is
realized in a way independent of both time and space, at least in
so far as these notions are predicates of the world-about . An
individual consciousness in such a state would, in particular,

D
have no basis for time measurement and hence there would be no
basis for differentiation between instantaneousness and eternity .
If a portion of the stream of consciousness continued to flow to-
ward the object, a correlation with the chronometer, which the
cosmos is, would remain, with the result that one would realize a
conjunction of consciousness as time conditioned, with conscious-
ness as timeless . . This i.s a curious kind of crossing of the gulf .
between the seeming incompatibles of time and timelessness .

A.s I am speaking mainly from a direct knowledge of an in-
stance of introception, I am better able to state what is possible
than to define the limits of possibility . I do know, that as
measured by the portion of con' ousness still related to the world
about, the state wherein the s and consciousness are the sole
content can be instantaneous ollowed by an immediate unfoldment
of another and very astonishing content of a character incommen-
surable with objective experience . A.s this has a very close bear-
ing upon a very vital part of Idealistic philosophy I propose to
describe its principle feature, so far as that may be . .

The imme iate effect of a state of consciousness with a
one-way depen'ence or relation to the subject and no object is
that of a vast Void. It is an "I„ suspended in an utter Voidness . .
But at once an enantiodromedial process proceeds to transform the
Voidness to the value of substantial Fullness . . Here is a "thick-
ness" which I am quite sure would much more than meet William Jame4d
demand . . I know of no empiric content which in the faintest degree'
suggests this quality of Fullness . Now, this Fullness is the actual
palpable Presence of Divinity Itself . It is not anything so crude
as a vast man in space, but a Presence which permeates the whole
of space, interwoven throughout the objects of ordinary conscious-
ness,ness , .yet more completely present where those objects are not .

a
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The effect is a radical reversal of all former values and a resolu-
• tion of many of just precisely the problems to which empiricism

can give no satisfactory answer . .
There is very little in an introceptive realization of this

sort that suggests the God-coAc~eptions of the traditional reli-
gions . Mostly such conception' seem to be little more than a
stylized construct of the human imagination . But the introceptive
realization confirms the actuality of the Supreme Value which the
general faith of mankind envisages, however defectively it may
conceive it . For both philosophy and psychology the various names
of the Divinity have simply the significance of a symbolical repre-
sentation of the Supreme Value . Proof of the actuality of this
Supreme Value is possible only by direct realization. It may very
well be reflected in the practical or moral reason in the sense in
which Kant used those terms, but I suspect that a careful examina-
tion of the argument for God from the basis of the practical reason
will prove it defective just as truly as Kant showed the ontolo-
gical argument from pure reason to be defective . Immediacy alone
supplies proof, though faith may very well be conceived as a
sign-post .

There is excellent evidence, to be derived from the content of
the formulations bgsed upon religious mysticism, that the above stage
in the introceptive process may be relatively terminal . That is,
consciousness may establish an anchorage at this point . But I know
that if the process is continued there are subsequent enanteo-
dromedial transformations which lead to considerably more profound

D orientations . A latter stage is of considerably more importance for
the understanding of Idealism than the one now before us . However,
before continuing with the further development, it is important
to consider the effect of the present stage upon the world-view . .

As was noted above, the stage of consciousness united with a
self but with no object proved to be nascent like that of a chemi-
cal atom just set free from one combination but which immediately
thereafter enters into another combination . The self becomes uni-
ted through consciousness with a new object, but one which is no
longer the secular world . There is no transcendence of dualism here,
but the whole field defined by the self, the not-self and con-
sciousness is manifestly psychical . At this level there is no
question of a non-psychical existence for consciousness . But we
cannot here say that it is a field wholly illumined by conscious-
ness . The Divine otherness includes vastly more than that com-
prehended by the conscious self . But one would not interpret this
as an independent, non-psychical existence in the spirit of the
Realist. One would speak, rather, of the Unconscious in the sense of
von Hartmann. This Unconscious is the surrogate of the Realists'
independent entities which carry the necessitarian factor . In a
word, we have arrived at a patTern for the interpretation of nec-
essity which can be formulated in purely psychical terms, though
we have not arrived at a complete determination by consciousness . .
It is thus a position of modified Idealism but not absolute
Idealism. A

Necessity may now be interpreted as the inherent Law of the
Divine Otherness, rather than as the inherent structure of a
secular nature . On the level of the introceptive realization it-
self there is no problem as to the reconciling of freedom with the
necessity of the Divine Law. Freedom becomes simply the freedom to
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surrender to the Divine Law or to affirm the autonomy of the self . .
If the course of surrender is taken it is not to be conceived at
all as something hard to do . It is an act most highly desired by the
self. Actually the affirmation of the autonomy requires a dis-
tinctly austere act of will . . Self-surrender is sweet . The burden
of problems and responsibility drops away . The universe as it
really is, is Divine and just what it should be . To move in the
current of this 'should be' which is, seems as the most satis-
factory course which any man might desire . Freedom is not an
arbitrary doing as one pleases by a finite self, but a surrender-
ing to-something far more adequate in every sense . Actually, a cer-
tain glory is felt in the depreciation of the self with respect
.to the Divine Otherness . Anyone who is familiar with the liter-
ature of religious mysticism will recognize this psychical pattern .
Indeed, the essential uale of this state leads to far richer ex-
pression in religious practices and poetry than it does in philo-
sophy. . No one who know5will ever depreciate this state, but as
our concern here is primarily philosophical, we must focus upon
the more philosophical implications . .

For the reflective consciousness the problem of necessity
really becomes the connection between the inherent Law of Divinity
and the order of sensible nature . We are not here concerned with
the concrete resolution of this problem which can readily become
a whole philosophic work in itself . We are concerned merely with
the pointing to a possibility of solution other than that of the
type offered by Realism with respect to the problem of necessity . ..
The present approach will, of course, have its advantages and
difficulties, but let us note what is gained by the approach . In
principle we have a resolution of the problem of necessity without a
stultification and-depreciation of . the yearning for freedom, nor is
the actuality of freedom denied . Freedom becomes reduced to
freedom to affirm the self or to abrogate it, with the latter
appearing s_ ontane ousl as the more attractive course . The union
with the Divine ecess-ity is thus an act of freedom . The religious
value is not lost nor reduced to a mere addenda of a secular
philosophical system . The Divine Otherness is not something alien
or unfriendly, like Realist's world, but the very best of friends .
All of man's great problems are resolved in an aura of profound
Peace, through the expansion into the Divine Otherness which
comes with the completeness of surrender . ..

The first stabilized stage of introceptive realization does
not lead to a monistic metaphysics and, therefore, is not to be
classed with absolute Idealism . The dualism''of the individual
self and the Divine Otherness is not yet,reduced to a true unity .
In the language of religious mysticism such unity as there may b e, rvi~
be conceived as the union of the Lover and the Beloved where, from
the finite point of view the lever is the individual self and the
Beloved is the Divinity . But as the relationship is mutual, the
Divine Otherness also appears as the Lover of whom the object is
the individual self . An important part of the satisf ction of this
state does lie in the fact that the dualism still re i s as
otherwise the relationsip of love would lose its objective mean-
ing. There is plenty of reason why this stage tends to become
a point of fixation - a station on a-path which actually reaches
further . -A. study of the literature would indicate that mystical
states only exceptionally pass beyond this . Indeed, there is
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much to be said for the view that the term "mysticism" should be
• applied exclusively to this stage, while deeper stages may be more

properly classed as .Gnosticism_. It is clear that if we do so re-
strict the connotation of "Mysticism", then mysticism is far more
signif-icant for its feeling value than for its noetic value . But,
as we shall see later, this relativity is reversed in the deeper
and more Gnostic state . In-the narrower sense, then, Mysticism
is of relatively minor philosophic importance, though of vast
religious importance . However, it does clearly carry philosophic
implications .-

If we think through the implications of Mysticism, in the
narrower sense , we find that its dualism really implies a kind of
pluralism, for, if the self is not conceived in the solipsistic
sense, then we do have a plurality in the multiplicity of selves .
This would account for the fact that, while analysis reveals first
a dualism and then a pluralism, yet the predominant testimony of
the mystics favors a monistic interpretation . This is true for the
reason that the real orientation of the mystic is to the Divine
Otherness, whose nature is monistic and is clearly realized as
such in the mystical consciousness . But the objective character of
the love relation prevents the monistic character from being complete .

One may well ask what the offering is from this state to
objective scientific and world-problems generally . . Frankly, it has
no primary concern with such problems . They cease to be any long-
er vital to the individual who has attained the state, and human
service is simply a matter of helping others to attain the state

D likewise . Success in this would solve the problems by their dis-
appearing. And this solution is quite adequate for . all those who
can be induced to accept a positive orientation to the state . But
beyond this limit it naturally fails . But there is no logical
nor moral reason why the mystic should not feel favorable to a
direct approach to scientific and world-problems, and there is
nothing in his philosophy to prevent . him from participating in such
work himself . But all this he would regard as simply of pragmatic
value in the sense of being only pragmatic - a very different
matter from being a philosophic Pragmatist in the privative sense .
Of course, there is nothing in this attitude to provide a very deep
concern with the scientific or sociological problem as they have
too much the character of .dream-problems. Yet, given the will to
deal with such problems, there is no reason why a mystic should not
achieve as much or more than the non-mystic . Indeed, some of the
very best of the scientists have been 'a good deal more than a little
mystical .

Now, what happens to the great philosophical problems of the
nature of truth and of reality? The answer is really very simple .
Truth and Reality mean virtually the same thing and they have a
significance which renders it necessary to spell these words with
capital initial letters . Truth and Reality are identical with
Divinity, and the realization of Truth or Reality is not other than
the realization of and .union'with the Divinity . Clearly, as con-
cepts, these words do not have a truth-reference in either the
Pragmatic or the Realistic sense . They have a substantial rather
than a sign-pointer significance . One finds the meaning, not through
a successful program of action, but by a meditative or introcep-
tive penetration into the essence of the word or concept . And this
may be said to be a general description of the meaningful reference
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• of concepts, in so far as they have a mystical value . On the whole,
I should say that this enhances the value of concepts, as contrasted
to their value in either Pragmatic or Realistic usage . Some words
and concepts are important in such a way that both the Realistic
and Pragmatic use of them has the effect of serious depreciation . .
I doubt but that anyone who has the mystic flare would feel that
there is a distinct cheapening of value in all three of the fore-
going philosophies .

.If an individual had before him a comprehensive selection of
modern works on philosophy and he selected at random a few vol--
umes for reading, the probability is that he would emerge with
the-impression that philosophy is, first of all, the first effort
of man to arrive at science and, secondly, a child of science, in
that it is conceived quite frequently now as properly a general-
ization of scientific method . If, on the other hand, this same
individual had before him a selection of extant Greek and Indian
contributions to philosophy together with Western works produced
around the eighteenth' century, a similar reading would tend to give
the impression that philosophy lies close to religion . The fact is,
philosophy as a whole reflects and comprehends both the scientific
and religious motifs . But in our present day the scientific and
worldly utilitarian spirit holds the ascendent place in the reflec-
tive world with the consequence!; that philosophy is viewed as more
like science than like religion :` With Idealism the scientific
side is subordinated to the religious motif, but still remains in
so far valuable that the religious element is married to thought and
not exclusively to feeling . Because the present age is highly se-
cular, with religion as the weak sister if she is recognized at
all, it is understandable that philosophy should be largely con-
ceived in the sense of secular speculation. This I conceive to be
the real psychological reason for the general current deprecia-
tion of Idealism as a whole . With the realization of the failure
of the too secular orientation - a fact which is becoming evident
in the present world-wide moral debauchery - there will be a
return to a serious valuation of religion, and then once more the
idealistic type of philosophy will return to the royal position it
once held . For, in the broad sense, Idealism alone among all the
philosophies really takes religion seriously .

An acquaintance with the lives as well as the works of the
great Idealists is an illumining experience . Most generally they
seem to be deeply religious natures . Berkeley, himself, was a
bishop . The importance of the religious side of Immanuel Kant is
very evident and seems to supply the deeper reason for his having
to supplement the negative effect of the "Critique of Pure Reason"
with a "Critique of Practical Reason", so that a place for reli-
gious values might still remain . Fichte comes very near being the
pure devotee, as revealed in the following quotation from "The
Vocation of Man" :

"These two orders, - the purely spiritual and the sensuous,
the latter consisting possibly of an innumerable series of
particular lives, - have existed since the first moment of
the development of an active reason within me, and still pro-
ceed parallel to each other . The latter order is only a
phenomenon for myself, and for those with whom I am associa-
ted in this life ; the former alone'gives it significance,

• purpose and value . I am immortal, imperishable, eternal,
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as soon as I form the resolution to obey the laws of reason ;
I do not need to become sor The super-sensual world is no
future world ; it is now present ; it .can at no point of finite
existence be more present than at another ; not more present
after an existence of myriads'of lives than at this moment . My
sensuous existence may, in future, assume other forms, "but
these are just as little the true life as its present form .
By that resolution,I lay hdld on eternity] and cast off this
earthly life and all other forms of sensuous life which may
yet lie before : me in futurity, and. place myself far above them .

• I become the sole source of my own being and its phenomena,
and, henceforth, unconditioned by anything without me, I have
life in myself . My will ; which is directed by no foreign
agency in the order of the super-sensual world, but by myself
alone, is this source of true life and of eternity ."
Now, if we go back in time nearly two thousand years, and far

across the world, we find as an important part of the Buddhist
canon, the "Awakening of Faith" by Ashvaghosha ., From this let us
select the following quotation :

"First as to the unfolding of the true principle . The mind
has two doors from which issue its activities . One leads to
the realization of the mind's Pure Essence, the other leads to
the differentiations of appearing and disappearing, of life and
death . Through each door passes the mind's conceptions so
inter-related that they never have been separated and never
will be ."
Is it not as though one spirit were speaking far across space

and time, indifferent worlds and different cultures?
Let us turn now to the opening words of a very famous logic,

the words of one of the greatest intellects the West has pro-
duced. I quote :

"Philosophy misses an advantage enjoyed by the other sciences .
It cannot like them rest the existence of its objects on the
natural admissions of consciousness, either for starting or for
continuing, nor can it assume that its method of cognition,
either for starting or for continuing, is one already accepted .
The objects of philosoThy , it is true , are upon the whole the
same as those for religion.-In both the object is Truth, in that
supreme sense in which God and God only is the Truth . Both .
in like manner go on to treat of the finite worlds of Nature
and the human Mind, with their relation to each other and to

• their truth in god.--" _
(Underlining mine)

Who but an Idealist would start a treatise on logic in the
spirit of an essentially religious subject? This quotation is from
Hegel, the greatest of the idealistic thinkers .

Clearly, he who would understand Idealism must have the feeling
for the religious problem as the most fundamental of all problems . .
'And the real significance of Idealism is not to be judged by its
offering to the practical advance of secular science . This con-
tribution is, admittedly, but little if anything . It deals with
that which is forever outside the reach of science so long as
it is restricted to current methodology. Our science supplies
us with many arts and material advantages plus a most dangerous
implementation of the will to war. Perhaps the Idealist has good

• reason to feel proud that he is excused from responsibility for this .
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Perhaps the Idealist may be excused if he prefers other-worldli-
• ness to a "real" world composed so largely of the irrational and

insane spirit of violence . Let those who desire something better
look to Idealism .

When introception is carried to the stage where the self appears
as small and enveloped in a vast Divine Otherness, we do not find
a basis for absolute Idealism, as has been alread noted. At this
point one could not say with Fichte ; "I become the sole source of
my own being and its phenomena, and, henceforth, unconditioned by
anything without me, :I have life within myself .,, The mystical

• stage of introception places the source of life and being in the
Divine Otherness, and this is not in accord with Fichte's insight
as implied above . . So we must return to consider the further deve-
lopment of the introceptive process . .

The self, stripped of all extrane :ouo elements, of everything
that can possibly be an object for consciousness, is very small in-
deed. It is a bare point of Light, the mathematical zero which
forms the origin of the basis of reference . It is that upon which
further possibility rests, but is itself no true content of con-
sciousness . But if at this point, the introceptive process con-
tinues, as it will if the autonomy of the self is maintained as
against the surrender to the Divine Otherness, then there follows a
simply tremendous enanteodromedal transformation . The self as a
bare point becomes an unlimited Space whose nature is Light or
Consciousness . Divinity fuses with the self thereby becoming the
SELF which is at once both God and I . Again, this is not a spec-
ulation, it actually happens . This changes the whole view of the
nature of being and does supply, as we shall find, the true basis of
absolute Idealism .

Where the Divinity becomes so-extensive with the SELF, Light
spreads everywhere . This means that the Unconscious is absorbed
by Consciousness . We may, conceive of this Consciousness as Thought,
though that is simply to select one from among other possibilities .
Consciousness is Thought, and more besides . But consciousness as
Thought givEs the World that peculiar coloring so that It may be,
for philosophy . The Divine Thought which is MY Thought forms the
only world there is . Thus the World is Thought, before it becomes
experience .

For the man born into the empiric world, experience comes
first in time, thought afterward . To see thought in this sequence,
and only in this sequence, leads naturally to the view that thought

• was evolved to serve experience, and that alone . Hence we have
the philosophies in which thought is onlyy the little one, the
servant in the house who has no business sitting upon the royal
throne . Truly, in time, experience and perception are the Mother
of thought . But where there is a mother there must be a father .
Mythology and the psychology of the unconscious tell us that earliest
natural man worshipped only feminine divinities, for the child knows
first and only the mother as an immediate fact . The father is
accepted later on the basis of a more or less uncertain inference .
The actuality of fathe'rh ood is an immediate realization only for

• mature consciousness . . Much of our modern philosophy is in the
state of primitive man in its acknowledgment of mother-perception
and its doubt or denial of the father . Indeed, Pragmatism doubts
that the father is even a valid inference, much less an immediate

• realization. Thus Pragmatism is the doctrine that parthenogenesis
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or the virgin birth is the universal and final truth!
•. Now, once it is realized that thought has a hidden father as

well as a revealed mother, it becomes evident that the concept
embodies a dual character . As derived from the mother it leads to
the object whose essence is experience. But as derived from the
father it leads inward toward an unseen substantiality . From this
there follows two quite opposed logical theories, each of which is
capable of validating itself from the ground which each assumes . AA
life-time devoted to the elaboration of one of these logics will
never succeed in dethroning the other . The comprehensive view which

• finds a place for each is found only by consciousness moving within
its own roots . Mere experience can never supply the final answer .

The search-. :.for the roots of thought leads us veritably into
deep waters . It is easy to say that conceptual thought is gener-
ated out of perceptual life by a process of abstraction and then,
having assumed such a genesis, to proceed to the developemnt of a
logic wherein the conceptual order acquires significance only in
relationship to experience . . But how is it possible that a living
perceptual flux or manifold - view it whichever way one will-
should lead to the abstracting process? How, indeed, does it be-
come possible to rise out of the perceptual stream or manifold to
a super-perceptual order? This is by no means a simple matter, and
it is no more answered by invoking the name of life, as is done
by the Vitalists, than it is by invoking the name of God . Both
answers are mystical in that negative sense whereby there is meant

D a break-down of the intelligent will to carry through to the end .
In the answers to these questions we will find just precisely the
essential differentia between the animal and human kingdoms ., Is
the difference between the animal and the human but one of degree in
an evolutionary scale without a qualitative break and addition, or
does it form an incommensurable division between two orders? Is
man merely a more advanced animal, or is the total human being to be
conceived as an animal nature to which something transcendent has
been added, a somewhat which is more lordly and. divine than any-
thing which is possible to the merely animal howey , ~pr highly evolv-
ed? These questions are implied, for perception in the broad sense
includes the three functions of sensation, feeling and intuition
taken together in contrast to conception, and all three of these
functions can be found, well or poorly developed, in the animal soul,
but conception is alien. The beasts are dumb just because they do
not have the power bestowed by the concept . Is man merely the child

• of the animal, or is he something added to the animal from beyond?
If he is only the child then he can hardly claim the royal status
in the kingdoms of living forms which would rightly be his if his
fundamental nature as man is something bestowed from above . If he
is 'only the child then, indeed, a thoroughgoing democracy might
well be the last word in social relations, but it would have to be
a democracy in which the animals, the dogs, horses, tigers, lions
and hyenas would have to be accepted as the equals of men with the
same right of political representation . If, on the other hand, the

. quintessential meaning of the words "human" and "man" is something
transcendental added to the animal-order, then the true relationship
of man to the animal is royal or hierarchical, and this would be true
in a progressive series from the most animalistic man up to the
most human man . So, indeed, what we find with respect to the roots

• of thought has manifold bearings, not alone upon the form of
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• philosophy, but even rreaching down into the determination of the true
social order .

How is it possible that man can receive the stream of manifold
of ever-changing experience and yet not feel completely alien? To be
merely presented is not 'enough to sup ly the presented with
recognition by human consciousness. Something is supplied by the
human subject so that the presentation can be recognized as a
perception, otherwise the human consciousness would have no means
of rendering an alien other into something familiar, understandable
and even. friendly. If one studies the psychology of the more intro-

' verted phase of human consc.iousness he does find, as Dr . Jung has
shown, that in the deeps of man there is a perceptual matrix of
a profoundly archaic nature . This appears, at times, as a pro-
jected image, which is called primorcU al for the reason that . it is
not reducible to a construct from the objectively presented sit-
uation. This is something truly a priori , something of the nature of
the Platonic Ideas which lie at the roots of the mind and which
render possible, first of all, the integration of perception . As Jung
conceives it, the Idea proper is derived from the primordial image
by a process of abstraction by the reason, and thus the idea is not
merely a construct from objective perception, but, in relation to the
latter, has something of an innate or a priori character . But still
the Idea is derivative from the primordial image whose nature is
primarily perceptive . This view drives the problem'to a-deeper
level, . but still does not answer how the ab_stractIng ._ process

D of the reason is possible .
There is an impressive parallelism between the views .of Dr . Jung

and those of Schopenhauer . . The latter philosopher, it will be
remembered, maintained the thesis that the primary root of being
is not noeticbuut voluntaristic . The Will is primary while the
Idea, which c' oses the whole objective universe, is merely second-
ary, being essentially an objectivication of the Will . But the
Idea exists in two aspects, a more objective and a more subjective .
The objective Idea is subject to the principle of sufficient reason,
is multiform and is the source of all science . The subjective Idea
is the primary object, existing behind and prior to the principle
of sufficient reason, has a unified character and is revealed most
directly, not in science, but in art, in other words, the deed . ..The
subjective Idea is fundamentally identical with the primary Ideas
of Plato, and performs a function analogous to that of the pri-
mordial image of Jung. Since the subjective Idea exists prior to
the principle of sufficient reason, it is useless to hope to find
a reason for it in the sense that its form or actuality could be
deduced from something prior to it . It, thus, exists for reason
as something immediately given .

I think that Jung is quite right in finding in Schopenhauer's
more subjective Idea a similarity to the perceptive quale of the
primordial image . The Idea of Schopenhauer is very different from
the Idea of Hegel, for whoi,the Idea has a more original and self-
existent character . Here we have the conflict between voluntar-
istic and noetic)Idealism sharply drawn, - a conflict which even

• helped to m tter the life of Schopenhauer . The more subjectivis-
tic Idea is like a transcendental object which is derived from a Will
antecedent to the subject-object relationship . The Hegelian Idea is
self-existent and primary . My own view is that there is a part truth
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• in both standpoints, but that both are relative to a still more
profound actuality which occupies a neutral position with respect
to the Will and the Reason . This view I shall develops later .

The thought of Schopenhauer is in fundamental sympathy with
the perspective of all those who find a primary orientation in
teleology or purpose, and it seems to be quite generally true that
for those who take this orientation there is something more
fundamental in generic perception than in conception . Percep-
tion is the root source and mother of the concept and of the idea
conceived as conceptual . Jung has recognized something like a
dependence upon a feminine source as instanced in the following
quotation : "The primordial image is the preliminary stage of the
idea its maternal soil ."1 But the notion of the mother always
implies the notion of the father, and so, the account of the
genesis of the Idea or concept is not complete until we find the
father and isolate his function also . I would suggest that one
significant way of viewing the difference between Schopenhauer
and Hegel consistsin interpreting the former's orientation as being
more to the feminine factor, while that of Hegel was more toward
the masculine factor . The whole Pragmatic-VItalistic school is
closer to Schopenhauer than it is to Hegel .

The present stage of our discussion leads us to the necessity
of considering the relation of "idea " to "concept" . In a great
deal of usage the notions are used interchangeably, but we are for-
ced to differentiate a real difference in the meaning . The more

D
subjective Idea of Schopenhauer, and likewise the Idea of Hegel
have a creative power, though the creativeness is understood dif-
ferently . Thus Schopenhauer's Idea is creative in a more art-
istic sense , while that of Hegel implies a creative reason op-
erating through the dialectic process . Now the concept is often,
and perhaps more correctly, understood as meaning rigorously just
what it is defined to mean . Such a concept would not lead to
possibilities which could not be rationally inferred . A group of
defined concepts will lead to implications whereby rendering some-
thing explicitly, but will give no more than was implicitly .pI'ebent
in:the beginning . But an Idea with creative potential grows more
like something that is alive . It has possibilities which cannot
be known by pure inference alone . As I am acquainted with both . :
kinds of mental contents I am thoroughly convinced of the justice
of the distinction . It would follow, for one thing, that Bergson's
criticism of Intellectualism has a great deal of validity with respect
to the concept as outlined above, but it would not be valid for the
Idea, since the latter has the power of growing beyond itself . But
it would be a serious misapprehension to rega rd Hegel's philo-
sophy as conceptualism or intellectualism in this sense, even though
he gives that impression to a merely surface view . There is a
creative potency in the Hegelian Idea .

Concepts which are taken as they are defined to mean, and
only that, stand in a position of disassociation from the whole
perceptual field . .They are equally to be differentiated from
introoeptive content. They stand in a zone neither of the earth nor
of spirit and lack that which is necessary to predicate actual-
ity in either sense . They define forms of the possible for human
consciousness in its peculiar quality as human, taken in differen-
tiation from both that which is animal and that which is spiritual . .
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But we are not justified in regarding this as a 1itniting defini-
tion imposed upon the possibilities' of consciousness in its con-
crete totality without specific referen_ce'to_a human way of knowing .
We may know a necessity for man as Iman man but do not thereby have
certainty relative to :the nature of other than human kinds of con-
sciousness, whither of, "a superior or inferior natu e . To know the
latter, the, coinsdiousness principle . In mann would hove to be shifted
to the basis of other kinds of . beings . But the definition of what
is possiblee for : the distinctively human kind-of cohsciousness is,
no doubt, :of great importance for a . human being . . The study of the
nature and logic of a pure.` conceptual order, taken in abstraction
from both perceptual reference and to introceptive content, is,
unquestionably, a valuable work . I would be among the last to
depreciate the value of logical investigations such as that of
Bertrand Russell's ttPrinoiples of Mathematics" But it would be
a mistake to conceive this kind of logic as the final worm in logic .

Idealism in the noetic form has been conceived far too often as
the necessary implication of Reason . Beginning with the primary
thesis that Reality, whatever it may be, is not self-contra-
dictory, an examination of the specific contents of relative con-
sciousness apparently leads to a number of contradictions or
antimonies . In other words, relative consciousness is self-contra-
dictory and, therefore, unreal . Consequently, Reality must be
found by transcending the whole relative world, including all
finite thought . The total process by which this conclusion is
reached is very elaborate and involves an extensive literature
which, at times, becomes highly recondite . We shall not here re-
trace steps which are well known to'~` philosophycal student , but
merely note the outcome. Now, since the days of the grew Ideal-
ists we have come into a far better understanding of logical poss-
ibilities through the logical analysis of mathematics, and it
appears that many of the supposedtontradictions of the relative
field can be resolved, with the result that the above argument
loses its force . To be sure, the relative world may, indeed, be
unreal but, if so, that fact is not established by the formal ar-
gument from essential contradictoriness of all relative conscious-
ness . Further, the assumption that Reality is not self-contra-
dictory may be challenged, not by affirming that it may be self-
contradictory, but on the ground that contradictoriness is a
conceptual category which is not relevant in an ontological
sense. This form of challenge is typical of the anti-intellec-
tualists . So, in the light of these criticisms, the case for
rational, absolute Idealism falls in so far as its case rests only
on a logical thesis..

I am prepared to grant the force of the above arguments, but
deny that they touch the real ground of monistic Idealism . When
one reads the great Idealists, such as Fichte, Hegel and Sehopen-
hauer, he finds that there is a good deal more present than a
logical necessitarianism . Particularly is this clear in the case
of Schopenhauer-who is explicitly a volun t but it is also
true of the other two . To be sure, t ey attached great importance
to the logical or rational factor and with a large degree of
•justification . But, beyond this, there is the unmistakable evi-
dence of insight, the "temper akin to genius", to quote a phrase
from Schopenhauer. These philosophers spoke of something they knew,
but not from perceptual experience nor as a logical inference alone .
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• And it is from this something known immediately that Idealism of
the grand style derives its authority . Beyond perception and
conception lies introception which is the path to a transcendental
immediacy, and when introception is united with conception then
we have the basis of the Reason which leads to Idealism .

.In support of my present thesis I would call attention to the
profound affinity between the Idealism of men like Fichte, Hegel,
and Schopenhauer and an orientation characteristic of the Upani-
shads . Particularly is this affinity notable in the case of the
philosophy of the great Indian monist Shankara . Here also,
Reality is supersensible and radically monistic . But one who
studies the philosophy and life of Shankara finds very clearly that
the logical presentation of his system is incidental to a pri -
mary insight. In other words, the ontology is not exclusively
nor prima ily a logical deduction . Shankara went first to his
Guru who did not teach him as a modern professor of philosophy
teaches his students, but rather facilitated the awakening of a
latent function of consciousness . The successful awakening of the
function led to immediate realizations of a nature which is non-
perceptual and non-conceptual in their essential nature. From
this the philosophical system followed . I have employed the term
"introcept" for this kind of immediacy, and "introception" for the
process .

It has already been stated that when introception is carried
far enough, the self and the Divine Other coalesce in a SELF
having a highly transcendent character; This is a radically
unitary SELF of so complete an aloofness that personality simply
does not exist for It . It is equally aloof from the empiric
world. It is the union of the subject to consciousness and its
content , It is not contained by space, time and the world of
sensible objects, but is like a Space which contained and com-
prehended all these . From this state of introceptive realization
certain consequences follows :

1 . The SELF supports the universe, yet is not conditioned by
the presence or absence of the universe . .

2 . -The transcendent Thought of the SELF is the substratum of
the universe which, later, is experienced by the empiric self,
with possibilities of distortion .

3 . This Thought defines necessity, whereby the freedom of the
empiric self is conditioned, so that for the empiric self the
inner sense for freedom attains no more than a partial reali-
zation .

0

k. This Thought is the noumenon of the laws of nature which
receive a statement from physical science of only a pragmatic
validity .

5 . The world of the empiric self, being only derivative, is
no more than an illusion when it is conceived as an independent
self-existence .

6 . Truth is a relation of congruency between empiric thought
or conception and. the transcendental Thought . .

7 . The laws of empiric thought are part of the necessity
imposed by the transcendent Thought .

8 . The Thought, which is both of and identical with the
SELF, serves the purpose of attaining complete SELF-consciousness .

9 . The Thought of the SELF is pregnant with creative poten- . .
tiality so that It elaborates from within itself possibilities
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which are more than may be formally deduced .
10. This Thought is concrete in that it is totally comprehen-

sive, but appears as abstract when contrasted to empiric thought
derived from perceptual experience . . 1'

11 . The development of this Thought 'ish so far as reflected to
objective thought, is enanteodromedal, i .e .,• follows the form of
the triadic dialectic .

The above statements are not merely invented postulates from
which one might proceed to build a hypothetical system, nor are
they to be viewed as the necessary consequences of either empiric
or pure objective thought . This is a very fundamental part of
my whole thesis, and criticism that does not bear this point in
mind misses the essence of the whole argument . They are ideas in
objective form derived from the Thought of the SELF . They are not
themselves the immediate form of that Thought which, in its own
nature, is independent of the concepts and word-signs of objective
thought . That Thought in its own essence is forever incommunicable
in the .forms of relative consciousness . Thus the primary postu-
lates are rather precipitates within relative thought of a Meaning
prior to the latter and which are subject to unavoidable distortion
through processes whereby content identical with the SELF is made to
appear as an object of consciousness for the empiric subject . The
Thought of the SELF is not an objective or empiric thought and it
must be conceived as such, that if realized by a non-thinking being
it would not appear as Thought at all . It is a potential of many
facets, of which Thought stands out as the most significant to a
predominantly thinking being. Doubtless, through another appropriate
facet It could appear as primarily Willing . There is, therefore,
a certain relativity here which prevents us from reaching an obj-
ective decision as to the primacy of Reason and Will . We may sim-
ply say that to a predominantly thiking being It appears as
primarily Thought, and from that perspective a characteristic
philosophy follows . : .The above postulates are, therefore, affir-
med as true but not as so exclusively true as to pre :tnt pre-
cipitation in other patterns .

,,But whether one realizes the SELF as inherently Will or Thought
the common implication of this stage of introception is the
identification of being with conscious existence . That is, in
the generic sense, the introceptive realization confirms the car-
dinal principle of Idealism, but does not necessarily develop in
the-form of Rational Idealism . However, it may take the form of
Rational Idealism, and the above postulates imply that form .

-Even a brief examination of the postulates will show that they
confirm the major part of the Hegelian thesis, though stripping
from that thesis certain features, including its privative chara-
ter . To a degree the most primary thesis of Hegel is confirmed,
but not wholly . -Thus there is a sense in which Being is identical
with Thought, yet not identical with objective or empiric thought .
The Thought of the SELF is the noumenal Reality underlying the
sensible world, and the necessity inherent in that Thought is
projected as the constraint which surrounds the empiric subject .,
But that constraint is only partly identical with the laws of em-
piric or objective thought . We are dealing here with the Father of
the concept, but as the Father implies the Mother, so the total
character of the concept is no more given completely by knowledge
of the Father than it is given completely by knowledge of the
Mother. We have, in fact, a dual determination, the one intro-
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ceptive and the other perceptive, with the result that neither
perspective alone can give a privative view . . Thus the fundamental
criticism of the privatism of Pragmatism applies equally, though in
the reverse sense, to the privatism of Hegelian Idealism . The com-
prehensively synthetic philosophy requires a perspective so far
neglected, at least in the Occident .

It is now evident that we must differentiate thought into three
forms or aspects . In its most familiar and common form, thought is
concerned with a content given through experience . In this case,
the relatedness of thought is to a perceptual datum with per-
ception , in the broad sense which includes sensation, feeling and
intuition, guiding the course of the thinking . This is the only
kind of thinking which is given `recognition by the Empiricists - F .
including the Pragmatists and the Nominalists - as possesr'-
genuine validity . It is clear that thought in this sense of
only instrumental value in relation to an experienced or perceptual
content. But there is a second kind of thought wherein the concepts
are taken in abstraction from meaningful reference . . In this case,
the process starts with concepts and ends with concepts without
implying a reference to anything else In this case the concepts
do not mean anything that may be perc&ived or experienced nor do
they refer to a spiritual essence. There is thus no material, but
only a formal, content . ' This is the thought of symbolic logic and
of formalistic mathematics . In this case , the truth and existence
of a system lies only in the self-oonsistency of the system . Such
a body of thought is neither materialistic nor spiritual, but lies
in a realm between the transcendental and the mundane . It really
corresponds to the neutral entities of the Neo-realists which are
conceived as neither body nor mind If we call the first kind of
thought empiric or perceptual, we may call this pure thought . The
third kind of Thought is strictl transcendental and so I differen-
tiate it from the other kinds elling the word with a capital
T . . Thought, in this third sense, does not stand apart from the
thinking subject, but is to be viewed as identical with the SELF .
Thus there is a sense in which we may say the SELF is Its own Thought
and this Thought is the SELF, and yet we may employ the two notions
for the purpose of emphasis - the word "SELF" referring to center
of consciousness in its purity, and the word "Thought" to its
quality as Meaning Thought, in this highest sense, may be con-
ceived as pure Meaning stripped from all form, whether conceptual
or perceptual . Meaning in this sense is to be conceived as uncon-
ditioned by time, space, and experienceing . It is purely trans-
cendental and pre-existent with respect to all history of process .
Neither experience not pure thought, by themselves, can lead to the
transcendental Meaning of the higher Thought . It can be attained
only through another function which I have called "introception" .

Manifestly, for most individuals, introception is not differ-
entiated as a distinct conscious function . . But this by no means
implies that it is wholly inactive, a may conceive of it as being
either wholly inactive or as in some measure active without the

. individual being conscious of its operation . The latter case would
parallel the unconscious activity of the other four functions which
is already a known fact for analytic psychology . There is, in
fact, nothing strange about the notion of an unconscious activity
of a function, as this is implied in all cases where there is a
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content giveh to consciohsliess through a function without there

S being consciousness of the.fttriction itself Actually, this would
seem to be more the rule than the exception . So I am not posit-
ing anything strarige 'or: even tihixsiial in affirming an unconscious
activity of introception . . Bt'E when the introceptive function
operates in this way the tendency would be to identify it simply
with intuition ; which is merely a general name for all possibi-
lities of psychical furl,idh whidh have not yet been revealed to
consciousness as distinec„functioris . .1 claim merely to have is-
olated for oonsoiotis recogriitiori a function which has at all times
operated more or less widely among men . This function*is to be
regarded as truly inactfiVe, both in the conscious and unconscious
sense, only in the case of those meld who have an exclusively
mundane or materialistic understanding . But when introception
is not consciously isolated and produces contents for conscious-
ness, the effe9t is a,fusing of this content'with the content of
the other functions with the resizlt .that there is no clear under-
standing of:' the differentiated referehce of the total oomplet .
content The z'esult is wide-spread confusion of interpretation .

An indistinct feeling for or conviction of a spiritual
reality is proof of the activity of introception in its unconscious
mode . When introception itself has been rendered condcious, the
indistinctness disappears and is replaced by a positive assurance
resting upon a ground which is also known . In the latter case
an inchoate knowing is transformed into a clear knowing forti-
fied by knowing of the knowing and of the how of the knowing . But

p
the inchoate knowing which maintains a religious orientation in
the face of the sharpest kind of criticism based upon scientific
enlightenment is the strongest kind of indirect evidence of the
e:xi stence of the fifth function. Now, when the content through-
introception is fused with the content of one or more of the other
functions, without knowledge of .the activity of this function,
there is a general, and quite natural, tendency to attribute the
content to the knowhfunctions . We are here particularly interested
in the case when unconscious introception is united with the con-
tent of thinking .

In the fusion of unconscious introception with conceptual
thinking, the individual tends, quite naturally, to give to the
concept a transcendental reference . This is the real ground of
the ontological argument for God and for the metaphysical think-
ing of the scholastic and rational type generally . The funda-
mental failure of this way of thinking does not lie in the insight,
but in the attribution of the authority of insight to the concept

0

itself . Kant's analysis succeeded. In differentiating the purely
conceptual factor, and his criticism of the rational-scholastic
kind of demonstration stands as valid in so far as he showed
that from the pure concept the conclusions of Rationalism and
Scholasticism do not follow . And yet Kant's criticism does not
touch the real ground upon which the scholastic and rationalistic
insight rested . Hegel felt this when he rebuked Kant for treat-
ing the conception of God in the same way as the conception of a
hundred dollars in one's pocket which possesses everything that
may be thought of a real hundred dollars, but which yet lacks
.!omething which the empiric hundred dollars possesses . The point
I would make is, that the idea of Divinity or of any other
metaphysical ^ .tuality contains this actuality if the concept is
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. fused with the introcept , but not otherwise . Thus the error of
the metaphysically oriented thought before Kant lay in a fail-
ure of epistemological analysis but not of insight, or, at least,
not necessarily of insight . That is, the Rationalists, or at
any rate some of the Rationalists, may have been quite correct in
their metaphysical conclusions, however much they may have been
in error in the methods they employed in deriving those conclusions .

Monistic Idealism, or rather the rationalistic wing of mon-
istic Idealism, is virtually a restatement of Spimoza's metaphysics

• in the form which became necessary after the criticism of Kant .
Hegel, who is the great continuer of the Spirit of Spinoza, does
not in the essential sense alter the metaphysical outlook of
Spinozaism. He mainly changed the form of the statement so as
to render it less vulnerable before the Kantian form of criticism ..
The insight is really the same ; the method of establishing insight
is different . This effort of Hegel is enormously important, for
Kant's criticism left us without ground for spiritual or meta-
physical assurance . Kant himself felt this and was clearly far too
religious a man to like the results and, in large measure, tried
to correct the effect of his criticism in his"Critique of Practical
Reason", but with results that fell far short of supplying an
adequate ground for genuine metaphysical assurance . Hegel, I
believe, succeeded better but has, in his turn, proved vulnerable
before more modern criticism . .

But modern criticism, like the earlier Kantian criticism, has
left us with only perceptual experience and conceptual thought
which either is related to experience or produces only an abstract
construction without real content . This leaves us without means
for determining any metaphysical actuality since the metaphysical
is no immediate part of either the purely empirical or the purely
conceptual . The result is that religious conviction has, for
modern enlightened consciousness, either the value of superstitious
fantasy, or else only a psychological value in the sense of Jung .
Under such conditions, the best that could possibly be said of such
a religious conviction is that it has a value for psychological
therapeutics . Under such conditions religious conviction is
subjected to a simply terrible depreciation, since the content of
such conviction is valued, at best, as of only instrumental sig-
nificance, whereas the very soul of the conviction is that its
content is of terminal significance . The would-be destroyers of

• Hegel are, in effect, the would-be destroyers of religious insight,
regardless of whether these destroyers are Marxians, Naturalists,
Pragmatists or Neo-Realists .

But all of the foregoing critiques constitutes a delimitation
of pure conception taken in abstraction from all content . Theca
have no bearing upon the content which may be supplied to the
concept through introception . The authority of the introcept has
quite a different ground from the authority of the concept . So,
granting that conception qua conception can have only an instru-
mental value , it does not therefore follow that it is instrumental
to an exclusively perceptual or experiential content . Granted

t that servicet , yethat conception in its purity by itself is servan
may be related to a transcendental as well as a mundane order .
Further, when conception is united to the introcept it becomes a
vice-regal power in relation to the whole mundane field of
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perception and experience . There is, thus, such a thing as a
royal thought , as well as a servant thought . The mundane philo-
sophies know only the servant thought, and though they may have
ever so correctly understood the nature of this kind of thought,
all of this is quite beside the point when we are in the presence
of thought invested with the robes of true royalty .

The truly Royal Thot.ght stands above the formalism of words
and concepts, though it may ensotl these . Let it be clearly
understood that I am not here speaking in terms of a specula' .
tine abstraction but of something which, under the appropriate

• conditions, may be known directly. There is a state wherein one
may be clearly aware of a dual thought process withih the mind
which ' .may even be present concurrently . One, the deeper Thought,
moves or develops withtlut words, concepts or images, and readhes
into the more objective mind only through an incipient and casual
contact with conceptual fragments ., it is a thought of an error
mous clarity and sweep Until one has had the impression cor-
rected by subsequent experience, it seems as though this thought
would be very easy to formulate . But actually the formulation is
extremely difficult. It does not precisely fit any conceptual or
word f rms. A. pure meaning grasped, almost instantaneously is
only b laborious effort partially conveyed in a form which can
be written or spoken . Often very strange constellations of con
ceptual forms are required to suggest the primary meaning . Such
constellations are of an order which make little or no sense

D

in terms of the more familiar conceptual references . Thus, for
example, ordinarily the notion of ttflow" implies a movement from
a point here to a point there, either in space or time . This is
a .fixed meaning which we habitually give to the notion of flowing .
It is most certainly progressive, in some sense, rather that
static . But how would one convey an immediate value or reali-
zation wherein the static and flowing quality were equally emphatic?
I used the notion of a life-current constantly moving but, at
the same time, so turning upon itself that there was no progress
.from a past to a future . I,thought I turned the trick in giving
a clear formulation to an immediate content, until someone gen-
tly suggested to me that it did not make senses I caught his
point of view right away . Yet that did not change the fact that
I knew what I knew . Actually, this difficulty is not so strange,
for if one manages to abstract his purely perceptual consciousness
from the ordinary complex of concepts and percepts which forAthe
manifold of daily conscious content,and then tries to formulate
.the raw perceptual material in terms of concepts, then he finds that
the concept and word forms do not fit either . The pure per-
ceptual quale Is more like impressionistic, futuristic or surreal-
istic art . Anyone who tries to capture that sort of thi~g in
terms of concepts and words so that they will really make l~straight-
forward and understandable statement will have a real labor on
his hands .

The Inner Thought is spontaneous in that it happens of
itself in so far as the objective or personal thinker is concerned .
It is notthe product of a consciously willed effort by the per-
sonal ego . Further, it is not a content which stands out as
clearly differentiated from the self . Rather, the self and content
are blended in identity, a state which is very difficult to con-

• ceive from the objective point of view . But, as a result of this
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identity between the I and the content, there is no possibility of
a content which is erroneous with respect to the self . Hence there
is real noetic certainty here, without all the problems and
uncertainties which grow out of the trial and error method of
empiric cognition . There is no question of knowing correctly,
until one seeks to achieve a formulation through the objective
mind . But the latter process can be more or less correct or more
or less in error, and, withall is never wholly correct . And right
here lies the reason why the great idealistic philosophies are,
at the same time, always vulnerable before criticism and, yet,
in their inward meaning, are equally invulnerable . The psycholo-
gical, epistemological and logical hackers may tear to pieces the
formal garments of systems like those of Spinoza and Hegel all
they please, and yet never reach at any point the inner authority
on which those systems rest . For men like Spinoza and Hegel know
what they know, despite the defects of their own formulations and
all the attacks of lesser men . He who has been There is not to
be moved by a mountain of denials of those who have not been
There, though he may be convinced that he should alter his garments .

The inner Thought is, whether or not it has also been
thought conceptually . Also, whether or not it is important to
the inner Thought to have been thought conceptually, it certainly
is of the highest importance to the empiric man that It should have
been brought down within the range of his conceptual reach . By .
having been thought conceptually, the inner Thought ensouls the
concept so that thereafter such concepts are powers in themselves .
They are no longer merely sign-pointers to further experience
in the pragmatic sense . Doubtless many concepts and words have
merely a sign-pointer value, in this sense, and perhaps all concepts
may have such a significance as a phase of their total meaning .
In so far, the pragmatic theory of knowledge may well be correct
enough, but it becomes positively vicious when it abrogates to
itself exclusive validity . The ensouled concept is a life-line
from Spirit to empiric man, - the wanderer in the confusing forest
of experience . But when such a concept is reduced to a soulless
sign-pointer in a purely mundane manifold, it ceases to be a
life-line to Spirit .

With introception, conception and perception we have three
primary functional forms of consciousness, if we take perception,
in its turn, as consisting of the complex psychical manifold
produced from the psychological functions of sensation, feeling and
intuition . From the three primary functional forms of conscious-
ness we can derive four secondary combinations which produce
corresponding fields having distinctive character . These four are
outlined as follows :

1 . Introception combined with conception . This already has
been partly discussed in its relation to rational Idealism . This
is Spirit descending to man from above and thus appearing in the
transcendental relation .

2 . Introception combined with perception . This is the
foundation of mystical states of consciousness of the alogical' .
type . In this case the psychological functions of feeling and
intuition play a far larger part than does thinking . A study of
mystical literature leads to the conclusion that by far the larg-
er portion of the mystical states are of this type . In this case
it is reasonably correct to speak of mystical experience, whereas
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the more noetic quality produced by the combination of introception
16 and conception is not properly called experience, but requires

some other words, such as "recognition".. Here we may speak of
Spirit in the immanent relation to human consciousness .

3 . Conception combined with perception.- This is the familiar
relationship which forms the subject-matter of the vast bulk of
current philosophical and psychological literatt,,lre ;; It is
entirely possible that the Pragmatist's epistemological interpre-
tation of this particular field is, in large measure, correct . ~'
The field determined by this combination is exclusively secular

• and practical in the mundane or utilitarian sense . In this
connection the humanistic theory of value and ethics may be valid
enough, but the field of consciousness produced by this combina-
tion, when taken in abstraction from -other possibilities, is
strictly non-religious . Since practically all of current socio-
logy is conceived in terms of this combination, it is easy to see
why most of our social thought has an exclusively secular orienta-
tion . .' It is conceivable that in this combination primacy could .
be given either to perception or conception . This gives us the
following alternatives :

a . When perception is given primacy, conception appears as
only instrumental, with the pragmatic theory of knowledge follow-
ing as a natural consequence .

b . . When conception is given primacy, the instrumental theory
of ideas does not follow or, at least, does not necessarily follow .
It appears to me that Neo-realism does imply the relative primacy
of mathematical and logical entities .

4 . Introception combined with both conception and perception .
This naturally represents the most comprehensive field of all
but supplies the most difficult problems for philosophic inte-
gration. I do not know of any philosophy which deals with the
problem in this complex form . It does not seem to lend itself
to any single and simple theory of knowledge . It is more likely
that all theories of knowledge have a relative validity within
this field. But barely .to accept this view can result in little
more than an ecl~ect-ic syncretism whicn is, however, something far
too loose to be philosop ca1Ty satisfactory . The big problem
would be the integration of the apparently incompatible theories into
a systematic whole, and certainly this is no simple matter.

If the three primary functional forms of consciousness are
each taken in isolation from the other two, distinctive fields
of consciousness. are also delimited . These appear somewhat as
follows :

1 . Perception taken in isolation . This corresponds to sub-
human consciousness, such as that of the-animal kingdom . This
has its superior possibilities which do seem to be evidenced in
some of the behavior of the higher animals . Some directions which
would shame a good many human beings . But, clearly, out of this
field of consciousness no science or philosophy could ever be
evolved. Yet, at least, something of art could develop .

• 2. Conception taken in isolation . This is clearly the field
of pure mathematics and pure logic, in the modern rigorous sense .
A mathematical philosophy is quite possible here, in complete de-
tachment from consciousness in either the perceptual or intro-
ceptional sense . When mathematics is related to perception we have
applied mathematics in the familiar sense . But when mathematics is
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• l at ma re igious force which is a kind of applied m he atics, but in
quite a different sense . In the latter case, Truth is not an
incidental notion employed by mathematics, but so largely becomes
its soul that the word must be spelled with a capital ; T . It is
not this kind of mathematics which'. is discussed by Bertrand Russell
in "The Principles of Mathematics" .

3 . Introception taken in isolation . This is pure Spiritual
Consciousness in the strict meaning of the Words . itJs absolutely
Other Worldly in that complete sense therein the whole relative
universe with its multitude of forms and creatures lijerally van-
is.h, as a forgotten dream has varnished . It is the Ni1vanic or .
Super-Nirvanic State of Consciousness . This State JAS the ob-
jective envisaged by men such as Buddha ; Shankara and Christ . It
is the religious objective in the grandest sense.' It transcends
philosophy just as it transcends all other relative formations,
even the most abstra'dt . but it is closer to the most abstract
formations'than it is to sny concrete' particularization .

Of the seven fields of donsciousness, three are manifestly
non-philosophical and non-scientific In their inward content . These
three are pure perceptions pure .introception and the dombination of
introception and perception . The other four fields which incor-
porate conception do present the possibility of,a philosophical
problem and orientation .. Our interest here falls within the range

sof th n of th oth r three vesif fields t th lx ,ese our o e e a, o e e c u
to recognize them as states in their own right . One implication40 which follows is, that an absolutely comprehensive system of
philosophy or science is impossible, since it -could not truly
represent or portray states wherein conceptual cognition does not
enter as a component part . In other words, a conceptual monism would
not be an universal monism, since it could not incorporate the
forms of consciousness wherein there is a complete absence of the
concept. Yet this does not necessarily imply pluralism, since there
may be an ultimate non-conceptual unity .

Of the four current philosophical schools, three are exclusive-
ly related to the field delimited by the combination of conception
and perception . These are Naturalism, Neo-realism and Pragmatism . .
Idealism, alone, Is oriented to the combination of introception and
conception and to some extent, perhaps, to the combination of
introception, conception and perception . The religious :imotif,

• therefore, is to be found dominant only in Idealism, whereas with
the other three philosophies it enters, at most, as only an after-
thought. With all of these schools of philosophy there is a dif-
ference of accentuation in the relative importance of the functions
of consciousness . The relative emphasis Is as follows :

-1. Naturalism . Perception under the ug ale of sensation is
given ascendency over thinking, while both intuition and feeling
are quite ignored as philosophically significant .

2 . Neo-realism . Thinking is given ascendency with sensation
• subordinate, though remaining a significant constituent . Feeling

is not wholly disregarded since there is a neo-realistic theory
of value . But on the whole intuition seems to be rather despised .

3 . Pragmatism . Sensation, feeling and intuition are all
recognized as philosophically significant, with conceptual think-

g ing playing the subordinate or servant role . . The degree of
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importance attached to the three perceptual functions varies with
the different pragmatic thinkers, though all agree in subor-
dinating conceptual thinking . Intuition is accentuated with
Bergson and Spengler . Apparently, sensation carries the prior
value with Dewey . Perhaps James gives a larger recognition to
the determinate part of feeling, as compared to the other lead-
ing Pragmatists, but I would not say he gives it first place .
He affirms the right of a will to believe and of "over-belief"
which implies a high valuation of the right of feeling to play
a determinant part . Possibly Schiller gives as much emphasis
to the constitutive part of feeling as any . Quite frequently,
too, Pragmatists affirm the doctrine that all thinking is wish-•-
ful .thinking, and this implies an attribution of a predominant
role to feeling, at least in so far as conceptual thinking is
concerned . It does not seem to be so well recognized that there
is such a thing as wishful sensation and wishful intuition as
well .

4. Idealism. Idealism divides into two branches known as
Rational Idealism and Voluntaristic Idealism . My study of
Rational Idealism leads me to the conclusion that here conception
is united with, but ascendent over, introception . Voluntaristic
Idealism, of which Schopenhauer is the greatest representative,
combines in my judgment, introception, conception and percep-
tion, with perception ascendent over both conception and intro-
ception . The "Will" of Schopenhauer is really a reference to the
per ceptive ug ale , with accentuation of its conative character .
(This accentuation of conation is likewise characteristic of
T Pragmatists .) In my opinion, no modern occidental philo-
sopher has .aetually given primacy to introception, nor did Plato
among the Greeks . This accentuation is to be found in Shankara
and Plotinus, and in Buddha . In our culture, the predominantly
introceptualistic philosophy remains to be written .

The great philosophical achievement of Kant consisted of
two parts : -- one positive and the other negative . He supplied a
basis whereby we could have confidence in the orderliness of
experience, which is the necessary condition of any possibility
of science. But on the negative side, he showed that pure reason
or pure conception could never lead to a knowledge of metaphy-
sical reality . Yet the yearning for metaphysical certainty is not
only the greatest driving motivation of the philosopher, it equal-
ly underlies the religious feeling. Kant, himself, clearly felt
the desire for this certainty no less than other men and so came
to his negative conclusions simply as an act of intellectual
honesty. But while he is forced to conclude that pure conception
cannot prove a metaphysical existence, yet it is equally impossible
for the reason to prove the non-existence of a metaphysical
reality . . The incompetency, in this case is merely such as that
of the pure reason operating by itself. The possibility of some
other way of knowing, whereby metaphysical reality may be the
certain realization of man is not excluded . So In the absence of
this other way of knowing, man has a right to faith which the pure
reason is incompetent to deny, so long as the faith is oriented to
a moral or spiritual order . But faith, by itself, justifies only
the postulating of a metaphysical reality . It is less than
knowledge and so may be conceivably grounded on nothing better
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than a fantasy . Kant, like William James, gives us a right to
believe, but no real ground of spiritual security .

-< We may say that the great purpose of the German Idealists
who followed Kant was to secure a more adequate ground for this
orientation to spiritual or metaphysical reality than Kant left .
The idealistic development was certainly not necessary for es-
tablishing the ground for a practical science, for Kant left
this ground abundantly seoured.. But the greatest yearning of
the human soul can never be satisfied by a practical science, how-
ever far it may be developed . Practical science never answers
the question of the ultimate meaning of the whole of experience .
Now it is possible that philosophy might accept Kant's conclusion
as to the office of conception as final and, discrediting faith
as a valid sign-post of the transcendental, then proceed to the
general handling of those problems which fall outside the range
of particular sciences . Both Neo-realism and Pragmatism are
philosophies that have followed this course, while the metaphysi-
cal conclusions found in Naturalism are clearly of the type that
are untenable in the light of the Kantian criticism . To Idealism,
alone, fell the task of finding a positive answer to the meta-
physical or religious yearning of man in terms more positive than
that of a permitted faith, with a right to postulate that which
man feels or intuits .,

Did Idealism succeed in its task? In the light of modern
criticism the answer seems to be negative . One can find places
in William James' writings where he says that . the Idealists may
be right in their insight, but yet they have not established that
insight, He grants the right of a will to believe, but nothing
more positive than that . With Neo-lealism the outlook becomes
even more discouraging, for here the logical outcome is the 3
radical pessimism without hope expressed by Bertrand Russell .
Today the philosophical standing of religious - by which I mean
the orientation to a metaphysical certainty - is very shaky
indeed. After all, faith is only a crutch or boat whereby man
may hope to cross the stormy sea of uncertainty to the further
shore of certain Knowledge . Within some reasonable time faith must
lead to transcendent Knowledge or it must be judged as tried and
found wanting . So every truly religious man must feel the deep-
est wish for the success of the proposed enterprise of the
Idealist . For any man to feel happy in the finding that Ideal-
ism has failed•i Stheclearest proof that he lacks any real re-
ligious orientation . Intellectual honesty may compel the man
with genuine religious orientation to acknowledge the force of
modern criticism, but he must feel saddened by its success .
And in the face of this success he must either feel a challenge
to carry further the enterprise of the Idealists, or else ac-
quiesce in devastating defeat . For no vital religious nature will
ever be satisfied with an ersatz substitute for certain meta-
physical Knowledge in the form of psychological permission to
believe, since psychology offers to the religious orientation no
more than a toy for quieting a wayward child . . AAA real man will
insist upon the real thing or nothing . There either is a Kingly
Knowledge which can be known by man, or life is no more than a
barren waste filled with mirages wherein childish souls disport
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themselves, and mature souls face despair with firm, upright pos-
ture and a smile, but it is entirely futile . Universal suicide
would be a more rational answer .

The three mundane philosophies give us no valid reason for
eschewing wholesale racial suicide as the one and only adequate
solution of the problem of life . Sufficient reason for another
course can be found only in carrying on the enterprise of the
great Idealists, in the hope of correcting their technical errors .
Loniz ago I proposed to carry on that enterprise and, finally,

a attained success . I know that the Kingly Knowledge is and that it
is possible for man to know it. And I also know the Road by which
it may be attained so completely that faith is finally consumed
in certainty . But the Road lies in a way of consciousness very hard
to find-for him who looks forth exclusively upon the world-about,
whether of sense or ideas . Yet this Road is very close at hand,
since it lies locked in the psyche of every man . Looked for in the
right way it can be found . With all of our extensive psychological
and epistemological analysis we of the West have missed the great-
est secret of the psyche . Now, once this Kingly Knowledge is known
then the problem of its relationship to conception and the empiric
world is only one of detail . The problem may be technically diffi-
cult, but since its solution is not vital, we have plenty of time
for its resolution .

In the next chapter I propose to outline a new philosophic way

P
which, while it lies close to the spirit and motive of Idealism,
yet departs from the method of the latter in certain important
respects ; and orients itself to an ultimate conceived in different
terms . So far I have simply traced a trail through the systems and
ways of thought now existing, removing, in principle, barriers,
where they appeared, and emphasizing pointings to a similar goal
where they were found . With their ramifications in directions
neutral to the present purpose I am not here concerned with the de-
velopements of extant philosophies . I admit finding such of re-
lative value in all, and in many relations I may assume the attitudes
of these other philosophies, but I find all modern thought falling
short with respect to the great problems which man must solve if
life is to be more than the resolving of a meaningless jig-saw
puzzle . It is not enough somehow to wriggle through the span of
life through the judicious employemnt of innumerable games . . Dur-
able satisfaction can come only when man has, at last,-crowned his
effort with the realization of an all-inclusive and significant
Meaning .

Footnotes to Chapter VII

1 Quoted from Psychological Types ., P- 557

2 This would even throw a light upon the feministic element that has

O
been noted in the psychology of Adolph Hitler, with his strong
development of intuition relative to reason .

3 See the quotation on page 346 of "Present Philosophical
Tendencies " - Perry ; Longman ?s 1912 ed .
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Chapter VIII

• Introceptionalism

In the broadest use of the term, "idealism" means any interpre-
tation of being or of experience wherein consciousness, in some
sense, plays the determinant part . But the manner in which cons-
ciousness is dererminant varies quite widely with different thinkers
Thus the external universe may be conceived as composed merely of
ideas, in the sense of percepts or recepts, as in the case of Ber-
keley, or it may be a system of Reason as conceived by Hegel, or, of
a Will lying behind the reason, as with Schopenhauer. Further, the
empiric activism of Pragmatism may be conceived essentially in terms
of consciousness, as was true in the case of F . C . H. Schiller. As
in the case of Kant, the idealism may be of an epistemological char-
acter in that it defines the form of possible experience and know-
ledge, without saying anything about the nature of the thing-in-it-
self . Idealism in this most general sense stands as differentiated
from Realism in its broadest connotation wherein both primary exis-
tence and the constitution of knowledge are conceived as independent
of consciousness . However, Idealism, in the sense of the specific
philosophical school known by that name, is more definitely defined .
In the latter instance, either the Reason or the Will of a universal
or absolute SELF constitutes the metaphysical nature of the universe .
So the general affirmation that consciousness is a primary determin-
ant is not sufficient, by itself, to lead to the classification of

thi k I t i t t th id li tii i ed sense of ea s cn deal n the res c eer as a n s rD any
school . Idealism, in the grand sense, is otherworldly as well as
being oriented to the view that consciousness is primary, while in
the more general sense of the term, the idealist can also be an
Empiricist .

In the philosophic view, of which I am here giving an introduc-
tory outline, consciousness is again conceived as primary and cons-
titutive, but the point of departure from the prededing philosophic
theories is so considerable that a . new classification seems necessary .
I ground my thesis upon a new function of consciousness, which I
have called "introception", and which implies a function differing
from both the empiric and the conceptualistic, as those notions are
currently understood . It also implies a function more profound than
the conative principle of Will as understood by Schopenhauer . So I
am calling this view "Introc .eptionalism", in which the word "intro-
ception" is given dual reference, first, to a function of conscious-
ness, and, second, to the content or state of consciousness rendered
accessible by the function .

As has been already noted, the validity of the present thesis
rests upon the actuality of the function of introception primarily .
Without at least assuming that actuality, the theses loses its
ground as a possibility . But if the function is granted to be real,
it does not therefore follow that the theoretical statement is nec-
essarily correct throughout . It may be correct as a matter of fund-
amental principle, and yet fall short of correct interpretation in
detail. This is true for the reason that all philosophical inter-
pretation necessarily involves a correlation of the primary given
material with a conceptual organization, with the result that the
immediate element may not always be correctly conceived, or the laws
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of thought may be violated in the development . The latter is a prob-
lem for human skill, wherein the thinker is limited by the relati-
vity of his proficience . It is important that the critic should
bear this distinction in mind and not judge the reality of a func-
tion by either the weakness or the strength of the proficiency in
conceptual interpretation . I am much more concerned that introcep-
tion should attain recognition as a genuine psychical function than
that this system of interpretative ideas should be accepted .

The function of introception has been defined as the power where-
by the Light of consciousness turns upon itself towards its source .
This statement, bare and simple as it is, implies a good deal . For
at once we have the implication that human consciousness is not ex-
clusively of such a nature that it is dependent for its existence
upon the presence of two terms, a subject and an object, that it
unites in a relation . As I understand the Neo-realistic theory of
consciousness, consciousness is conceived as exclusively a relation
between two terms and not a self-existence nor a function of a sub-
ject taken in abstraction from all objects . Upon the basis of such
a theory, the turning of the Light of consciousness upon itself
and moving toward its source would be a meaningless and fantastic
conception . I am, therefore, forced to deny at least the exclusive
truth of the neo-realistic theory, though it might conceivably. have
a relative validity as a description of part of the total nature of
consciousness,

It is further implied that human consciousness is of such a
nature that it may be conceived of as flowing or streaming, in part

D at least , from the subject toward the object . This, again, implies
that consciousness is not merely a relation, for a flowing involves
the notion of a something or a somewhat that is flowing' Even when
we speak of the relationship of flowing we do not mean that the
relation of flowing flows, but have merely abstracted a feature from
the total situation. So, while consciousness conceived as exclus
ively a relation might bind subject to object, it could not flow
from subject to object . The whoie.,notion of consciousness turning
upon itself and moving towards its source thus implies that cons-
ciousness has a substantive character . This I shall later affirm
on immediate grounds and not simply as an implication from a def-
inition . Now, in implying that consciousness is substantive we are
giving an affirmative answer to the question which William James
asked in the form, "Does consciousness exist?" Since James gave
a negative answer in the sense in which we give an affirmative one,
it follows that here we depart radically from James' position .

If, now, consciousness does flow from the subject to the object,
then it follows that the function of the senses is not purely rec-
eptive . Although I am unable to exclude the possibility that there
may also be a flow of consciousness from the object to the subject,
in which case there would be a sense or a degree in which the func-
tion of the senses is receptive, yet the flow from the subject to
the object is the primary fact for our purposes . This implies,then,
that in some measure the individual subject makes the object which
is realized or experienced by him . However, I do not mean to sug-
gest by this that the object is, or necessarily is, a consciously
willed creation of the individual subject . It would be, at least
more usually, a projecting process from the subject which is uncon-
scious to the individual ego . There is, indeed, much evidence from
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analytic psychology which gives substantial support to this idea .
Especially do we find in primitive psychology that the unconscious
projecting of subjective elements upon the object plays a highly
important part in determining the nature of the world-about as the
primitive experiences it . We have the advantage over the primitive
that we are now able to isolate this function in some measure for
analysis, so that the world-about for us is something very different
from what it is for the primitive .

As said above, it is possible that there is also a flow of cons-
ciousness from the object to the subject, thereby placing the sub-
ject in the receptive position . Such a theory does exist in the
Indian Tantra . But while important implications would follow from
this theory, I shall disregard this feature for the present .

The idea that , at least in part, human consciousness is of the
nature of a flow from the subject to the object, is, fortunately,
available to a degree of verification that can be applied more or
less generally . I have applied a test both to myself and others
that has afforded some very interesting results . The subject is
asked to attend to some fixed object, preferably some seen object,
and then, without changing the fixation .of the sense-impression,
he is told to focus his attention upon the perceiving rather than
upon the object of perception . This is an effort to perceive per-
ceiving. I find that most subjects report results having one or
more of the following features : The object tends to grow dim .
Often something like a dark shadow, which yet has a character dif-
ferent from ordinary darkness, begins to grow over the object .
The object may disappear completely . A field of light may replace
the object. Along with this there is very frequently a marked
change of the affective state of the subject . It is a more or less
intense feeling of felicity, of the general type reported from
mystical experience, but not so developed .

Of course, I am well aware that it is possible to invent otherr
theories to account for this kind of experience, for alternative
theories for any experience whatsoever are always possible and only
limited by the imagination of the theorist . But this test at least
implies that the definition of introception as a turning of the
Light of consciousness upon itself so that it moves toward its
source, is a functional concept and, therefore, one that is scien-
tifically useful in some measure, at any rate .

The facts of introceptive realization and experience definitely
imply that human consciousness is of such a nature that, under the
appropriate conditions or by the appropriate effort, it can be
severed from the object and exist with no more than a one-way dep-
endence upon the subject . This has a profound bearing upon the
nature of the ecstatic trance of the neo-Platonists and of the
Samadhi trance of the East Indians . Under the assumption of the
theory that consciousness is exclusively a relationship dependent
upon the two terms, known as subject and object, then the ecstatic
or Samadhic trance would be interpreted as a state of complete un-
consciousness . Leuba in his "Psychology of religious Mysticism"
has maintained this view. But manifestly his view is prejudiced by
his assumed theory of consciousness and is not based upon knowledge .
Both the neo-Platonic and the Indian literature on the subject
imply that the state of ecstatic trance has a distinctly superior
noetic and affective value, which is quite imcompatible with the
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notion that it is a state of unconsciousness' The only proof here
is, of course, immediate experience or realization, and then the
proof exists only for the individual subject . My own experience
has always been in the form of a separation in the flow of consciou-
sness so that a minor portion of the stream continued toward the
object, the result being that objective consciousness was dimmed
but not extinguished . The object was extremely depreciated in that
it lost all or nearly all relevancy, but always remained as sensibly
or conceptually available . But the consciousness in the state of
the reverse flow toward the subject was like a Light highly inten-
sified . All objective consciousness, relatively, is only like moon-
light contrasted to bright sun-light in a dry desert atmosphere . I
know that the introceptive process is anything but a dimming or dis-
appearance of consciousness , but rather a radical intensification of
it . I must agree with the frequently recurring figure found in mys-
tical literature wherein the introceptive state of consciousness is
likened to the rising of another Sun so bright as to dull forever
thereafter the light of the physical sun . Most emphatically, this
experience of intensification of consciousness is real enough, en-
tirely apart from tie interpretation of its meaningful value for
knowledge or feeling . A comprehensively true psychological theory
of consciousness will simply have to incorporate this fact .

So far I have not attempted to define consciousnes,~sr As a
matter of fact , I cannot any more define it than I cai the distin-
ctive guale of any perceptive state . One can, for instance , define
a one -wave color as consisting of a given wave length , of a given
wave rate and of a given wave form , but he cannot define the distin-
ctive guale of the color seen by an individual subject . This defin-
ition gives that which a man born blind could understand, but-the
distinctive uale of the color is something which cannot possibly
be conveyed to him save by immediate personal experience . Consc-
iousness , being of this same nature , is, therefore , indefinable . We
can point to consciousness by saying that it is that which becomes
less and less as a man sinks into dreamless sleep and that which be-
comes more and more as he slowly returns to waking consciousness,
and no man who has never had this experience or its equivalent could
ever possibly know what consciousness is . In other words, a state
of continuous consciousness which never had stood in contrast with
unconsciousness in some sense , could never be known as consciousness .
It is thus conceivable that there could be a primordial consciousness
that never knew its own conscious quality . Nay, more , even the so-
called unconscious of analytic psychology may very well simply be
a consciousness of this sort .

Now, while the starting point of the introceptive process is
human consciousness, it by no means follows that our search will
comprehend only human consciousness . Human consciousness is a form
or way of consciousness, which is differentiated from animal and
other possible kinds of consciousness . If consciousness qua cons-
ciousness is a continuum rather than a discrete manifold, then the
search may carry us to a place where we shall see man as simply a
zone of possible consciousness-forms among others . Perhaps it is
just the significance of Kant's work that he delimited in principle--
however defective in detail--the characteristic features of a human
qua human consciousness while beyond there lay other possibilities
of consciousness he either did not consider or did not know .
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Indeed, strange things happen when one starts the introceptive pro-
cess, things of such revolutionary implication that the Copernican
change in astronomy or in Kant's thought is distinctly mild in
contrast . The would-be investigator may well think twice before he
starts upon the enterprise, if he fears the loss of his gods, be
they scientific or traditional, for once the door is opened,- . .there
is no turning back .

When an investigator is presented with an affirmation or evid-
ence that there exists a psychological function which is not gene-
rally isolated so that it is commonly known, it is quite natural
for him to question whether any means exists such that this func-
tion may be rendered consciously active . This is an enormously
important question, but I shall not here consider it more than
briefly since the present concern is oriented mainly to the office
of introception and the significance of the content rendered avail-
able by this function . The problem of how the function of intro-
ception may be aroused into conscious activity is one of much dif-
ficulty and of vast ramification . There is indeed quite an exten-
sive oriental literature upon the subject, much of which being so
largely oriented to the peculiarities of a psychical development
foreign to the occidental organization that it is practically use-
less for the Western student . But even a casual study of this lit-
erature will convince one that the oriental sages have given the
problem very serious and profound consideration . There can be no
doubt but that oriental students of the subject were as thoroughly
convinced of the value of the investigation as we are of our own
science . There is unmistakable evidence that positive results were
attained and that such results were valued by the Oriental above
all other achievements . The typical Western superciliousness of
attitude toward the Oriental will not survive a serious study of
Eastern wisdom . Oriental intelligence simply developed in a dif-
ferent direction from our own and achieved results in that direc-
tion which are in no wise inferior to our own achievements . Where
we have progressed in the physical control of matter, the Oriental
has progressed most in the understanding and control of the psyche .

The problem of method, whereby the latent introceptive function
may be aroused to conscious activity, is peculiarly difficult,
since the solution proves to be one which can never b',completely
attained by method . Further, effective method has been found to be
relative to individual temperament . The means which have ac.taally
proven effective with the individual of one temperament, may fail
completely with another with a radically different psychical organ-
ization . Recent work with respect to the differences of psycholo-
gical types casts an illuminating light upon this aspect of the
problem . So, clearly, the subject requires a vast amount of study .

But even though we knew the last word which could be uttered
with respect to method, we would then be placed in control of only
one side of the problem . The other part of the arousing process is
autonomous or spontaneous and is thus something which no man can
command by his consciously willed efforts alone . To use a figure
in the oriental spirit, the individual through his faithful employ-
ment of method merely prepares a cup which is filled when something
other, and quite beyond his control, acts on its own initiative .
Sometimes it so happens that an individual may have unconsciously
prepared the cup and then received the benefit of a spontaneous
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filling as a matter of complete surprise . So the conscious employ-
ment of method is neither an absolute essential nor does it provide

S
a positive assurance of success within a prescribed time . But the
consenTus of oriental experience abundantly confirms the view that
the application of appropriate method vastly increases the probab-
ility of success, so that work in this direction is well justified .

Back in the days when I was a university student this problem
came to my attention and so largely challenged my interest that it
ultimately came to occupy a central place . I finally proved that
the discovery and use of the appropriate method could eventuate in
a successful outcome, though success was not attained until after
more than twenty years . And, yet, today though I am aware of the
office of method and the meaning of what it can achieve, I still
find it impossible to define the crucial step . In the end every-
thing hung upon a subtle psychical adjustment that is truly inexp-
ressible, since the very act of expression gives it a false appear-
ance of an objective character which is not at all true to the real
meaning . I found that the key consisted in attaining a moment with-
in which there is a thorough-going detachment from the object and
from the activistic attitude of ordinary consciousness . The simp-
licity of this statement hides its real difficulty for there is
implied an uprooting of very deep-seated habits . There is a sense
in which we may say that thoroughgoing breaking of the dependence
upon the object and of the activistic attitude is like a conscious
dying, and long established psychical habits tenaciously resist this .
It may take a lot of work to attain the critical state .

Certain habits place the Western scholar at a peculiar disadvan-
tage . We even have made a virtue of an attitude which operates as
a fatal barrier so long as it persists . -This is the attitude of
detaching intellectual understanding or apprehension from oneself .
We study, think about and gather endless information about all sorts
of subjects and pride ourselves in standing aloof from the content
of what we study . With respect to much mat-rial this is a justif-
iable and useful attitude, but it is not the way one attains a
psychical transformation . One can raise a study to the status of
an effective transforming agent only by giving himself to it with
the same completeness which is characteristic of the more intense
religious natures . Most scientific and scholarly minds seem to be
afraid of this as of the devil himself . However, this fear musts be
mastered or the scholar will remain a stranger to his most valuable
inner resources . Knowledge about becomes an effective agent only
when it is transformed into knowledge through acquaintance , with the
willingness to accept any practical consequences which may follow .
Beforehand, one does not know but that he may lose just that which
ho values most, and it takes a good deal of the faith-attitude to
face this . Of course, what does happen is a radical change in the
orientation of valuation, so that a vastly greater Value replaces
the old system of values . Thus it is not really value that is lost,
but an old orientation, which is quite a different matter .

A secularistic kind of scholarship, no matter how extensively
developed, will leave the scholar outside the sacred precincts, so
long as the attitude remains secularistic . It is just the subtle
change implied in the difference between secular and sacred which
makes all the difference in the world . In principle, anything what-
soever can acquire the sacred value, it is simply important that the
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attitude of sacredness shall exist in some direction and shall ab-
sorb the predominant portion of the interest . Sacredness implies
self-giving, while secularity implies self-withholding . In the
transformation process, everything else is incidental to the att-
aining of the self-giving attitude . Mostly men attain this attit-
ude only after a desperately painful crisis, but if it can be ac-
cepted without waiting for the crisis the individual simply saves
himself a great deal of discomfort .

-With this brief and passing reference to the problem of method
I shall return to the problems of more specific philosophical sig-
nificance . Yet, it should not be forgotten that philosophy itself
becomes a part of method, provided it is united with the religious
attitude . Most of current philosophic thought tends to destroy the
sacred or truly religious attitude . For instance, thought when
viewed as the Pragmatist views it cannot be used as an instrument
of introceptional transformation . Further, a philosophy which views
religion as merely a tagged-on incident of human psychology, as is
the case of all the three secular philosophies, does not in itself
favor the religious attitude .

It is possible, in considerable measure, to consider the office
of introception and also the content rendered available by intro-
ception for philosophical development, without having direct per-
sonal acquaintance with this function . Admittedly, this implies
an entertaining of abstract ideas in a sense that is different from
abstraction based upon perceptual experience, but the intellect has
abundantly proven its capacity to do this in the development of
pure mathematics . One can treat the philosophy as if it were true
and then follow out the implications to see if they may not lead
to results that can be directly valued .

The turning of the Light of consciousness towards its source
does not mean that the subject or "I" is transformed into an object .
For if the "I" were an object, then it must be an object for another
subject, with the result that the supposedly objectified "I" ac-
tually is no more than an abstract construct for the real "I" which
now is in the position of the new subject . It is utterly impossible
for the "I" to be an object, unless consciousness attains a trans-
cendental position in a more comprehensive SELF from which it is
possible to look down upon something like a discrete self which is
a reflection of the former . But at the first stage of introception
this transcendental perspective has not been attained . The process
begins with the consciousness of an individual human self and so
there is no adequate base from which that self can be viewed as an
object, since it does its own viewing . This is a point of simply
immense importance, since here we have one of the most fundamental
differentiating features of introception as contrasted with the
more familiar functions . It is extraordinarily difficult to give
this part of the process a conscious recognition and then to inter-
pret it in conceptual language . Where process functions uncons-
ciously, and this seems to be by far the predominant rule, the
individual simply finds himself in the new orientation with no
clear appreciation of how he got there . (There are amusing ins-
tances recorded where men have wondered about their own sanity .)
The individual, in this case, is at one moment in the familiar
world-field, at the next, in something which seems to bear no com-
mensurable or intelligible relation to it . The transformation
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just happened like an act of Providence, and then everything that
was true of the old world-field has suddenly become sheer nonsense--
the wisdom of worldly men is transformed into mere folly . And if
the transformed individual himself tries to speak of his new way of
consciousness he sounds nonsensical to the worldly wise . The result
is a more or less mutual contempt .

St. John of the Cross in one of his poems has effectively pre-
sented the inner effect of an unconscious transformation . Below I
quote a portion of this poem :

"I entered in--I knew not where--
And, there remaining, knew no more,
Transcending far all human lore .

"I knew not where I enter'd in .
'Twas giv'n me there myself to see
And wonderous things I learn'd within
Yet'knew I not where I could be .
I tell not what was shown to me :
Remaining there, I knew no more,
Transcending far all human lore ."

It is not surprising that a man who knows only the more objec-
tive functioning of the intellect should regard this sort of thing
as a kind of intellectual suicide and a general breakdown of organ-
ized consciousness . But the fact that men like St . John of the
Cross have been enormously influential, not before, but after and
because of the mystical transformation implies in itself that we are
in the presence of a highly significant process . They wield an
immensely potent power upon the consciousness and motivation of
their entourage ; one that is of a distinctly profounder sort than
the ordinary lines of influence . Both psychology and philosophy
fall short of performing their full responsibility if they simply
avoid the serious consideration of the problems presented by this
transformation process . Unquestionably something does happen, even
though our judgment is based only upon observable effects . It is
just because of the transformation that men like Buddha and Christ
become incarnations of the most far-reaching powers known to history .
Neither the personal lives of these men not their moral and meta-
physical theories supply us with any adequate basis for interpreting
their influence . Actually, that influence operates mainly through
the collective psychologic unconscious, thus affecting men at the
very roots of their consciousness and motivation . It seems to me
rather foolish for the scientific mind to avoid dealing with the
problem presented, simply because it threatens the comfortable en-
joyment of accepted presuppositions .

The quotation of St . John of the Cross is not beyond the possi-
bility of analysis if one is familiar with the process . There is
no necessary break-down of rational understanding here, provided
the conceptual presuppositions are appropriately altered . Let us
attempt this analysis of the portion of the poem quoted .

"I entered in--I knew not where--"
thCl l h dh t ti f b F ilif• ear y ere we o save a on o ar merans orma ase . am

employed in mathematics prove of vast help here . The base of ref-
erence in mathematics is the beginning point of an analytic process .
The base is taken arbitrarily--in the logical sense--while the fol-
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lowing analysis proceeds in strict logical form. But we may change
our orientation of the problem from one base to another, with a
more or less radical change in the form of the analysis of a given
problem. If one viewed the two treatments without knowledge of
the change of base, the effect might be in some cases distinctly
confusing, enough even to make the conjunction of the two treatments
to seem irrational . Now this situation is analagous to the effect
of an unconscious introceptive transformation . One gets into a
new field with its system or orientation and valuation, but has no
idea of how he got there . He knows that he has entered into some-
thing, but has no idea as to how or where . He knows immediately a

• new kind of consciousness with its content, or that which replaces
r r rall content, but the connect. . on with the old kind of consciousness

is completely broken . That is, the process of transformation from
one base of reference to another is unconsciousness, but the field
defined by each is immediately realized .

,,And, there remaining, knew no more,
Transcending far all human lore ."

The "knowing no more" implies a destruction of consciousness,
but the "transcending far all human lore" implies that conscious-
ness still is . This seems like a contradiction, but it is only a
paradox. A contradiction is the affirmation that A can be both A .
and not-A at the same time and in the same sense, while a paradox
implies opposite affirmations when taken at different times or in
different senses, one or the other, but not both . This distinc-
tion shows that we are not dealing with a breakdown of conceptual
power, but are dealing with a new and more comprehensive kind of
thought . Actually, in the above quotation, the "knowing no more"
refers to the field delimited by the base of reference of ordinary
consciousness . The knowing was not in terms of the old pattern .
But the new position is transcendent with respect to the old . It
comprehends much more and, hence, reaches far beyond "all human
lore" . That this superior state is not only not unconscious, but
even has positive noetic value is implied in the next portion of
the quotation .

"I knew not where I enter'd in .
'Twas giv'n there myself to see
And wonderous things I learn'd within
Yet knew I not where I could be ."

St . John simply did not know how he got There, or where he was .
This was mystery . But he learned tremendously valuable things, in-
cluding the seeing f himself . This seeing of himself is the first

• most significant and distinctive fact of the introceptive process .
The word "seeing", used here, is deceptive since it suggests a per-
ceptual process. It is more like the seeing when one says "he sees
an idea" . It is a form of cognition which is neither perceptual
nor conceptual, but is another way of consciousness . In earlier
efforts to try to describe the process I found myself in consider-
able difficulty, since the available language gave an impression
different from that intended . The development of the word "intro-
ceive" proved to be of substantial help once it was defined to mean
a process which is neither perceptual nor conceptual . Strictly one
should say "myself to introceive" rather than "myself to see ."
This is genuine acquaintance with the self or "I" without trans -
forming it into an object of consciousness . That is, it is totally
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different from a perceptive process, which is confined exclusively
to contents other than the self or"I" . Perception is essentially

• extraverted and non-spiritual, even though having relatively intro-
verted and extraverted phases, while introception is a radically
introverted process .

•St . John affirms that he learned wondrous things within . This
is an explicit affirmation that the state was not only one of cons-
ciousness, but also one possessing the noetic quale . (I am, of
course, assuming that St . John was neither a fool nor a liar but,
on the contrary, an exceptionally intelligent and conscientious man .)
However, the content of the new kind of cognition was beyond the

• powers of St . John to give it conceptual formulation, hence : "I
tell not what was shown to me ." This, of course, might be inter-
preted as a will not to tell, but one who is familiar with the state
or with the difficulties in expression mystics always manifest, will
realize that the true reason for not telling was the inability to
tell . Concepts simply do not conform to pure introceptive meaning .
But, equally, concepts do not conform to pure perceptive meaning .
They, rather, delimit fields of possibility in a certain way of cons-
ciousness which may grow . They are forms in the Kantian sense which
do not give actuality as it is apart from conceiving. But they do
give command, and that is an office of the highest importance . We
are generally familiar with this office in relation to the world of
perception, but we are almost wholly ignorant of a corresponding
potential office with respect to introceptive cognition . Too few
mystics have also been masters of conceptual thought, and so gave up
the effort to tell even that which could be told, if the appropriate
skill were employed. The concept does not and cannot give the dis-
tinctive perceptive quale, and the same is true with respect to the
introceptive quale . But it has an actual or potential office both
ways .

The "transcending far all human lore" carries an implication of
far-reaching importance : It carries the meaning that a human-being
can attain a state of consciousness which is not a human kind of con-
sciousness . Extensive reading of introceptive literature, whether
of the gnostic or more narrowly mystical type, reveals that such
transcendence is quite generally implied or explicitly affirmed . In
other words, there is a linkage between human consciousness and other
kinds of consciousness such that a human self can either become more
than a human self, or can participate in a more than human kind of
consciousness . Here we see the reason why mystics are never Human-
ists, in the modern philosophic meaning of the term, although they
may be highly humane and compassionate . Humanism conceives human
consciousness as exclusively human qua human and incapable of being
or becoming anything else . The content of the mystical realization
is incompatible with this view and even affirms that there is avail-
able to man a superior kind of consciousness which is much more
desirable than the only human . To the mystic the merely human prob-
lem can never seem to be vitally important, save as it may serve as
an instrumental office for the arousing of the superior conscious-
ness . In so far as human suffering may serve as an instrument for

. awakening, the mystic would say that it is good and should not be
removed until it has completed its office . This gives an impression
of cool detachment from human pain, but the real meaning is an heroic
willingness to permit a pain that serves the end that is conceived
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as the only really desirable end . Some physicians feel the same
way about child-birth with considerable showing of good reason for
justifying their position .

In the sense of introception, the consciousness related to the
"I" is not a consciousness of the "I" . It is immediate "knowledge
through acquaintance" in the most rigorous sense . One might even
speak of it as a sinking into the "I", but the difficulty with all
these formulations is that they suggest a connotation in the ordi_i-
ary sense of language usage, which is quite different to the real
meaning. "I am I" conveys the idea with more rigor, at the price
of meaningless tautology for ordinary thinking . We might say, "°I
am and I am thus without dependence upon any objective setting" .
I am known as I in an empty world, which is empty because I am not
projected as a not-self, in the sense of Fichte, while in the intro-
ceptive state . It is I, together with consciousness that I am, im-
mediately known and not as a mere inference . To be conscious as
the pure "I" is to be conscious of Nothing, which yet is infinitely
more valuable than any thing. I am the pure Light, which by illumi-
nating everything gives to everything existence for me, and save as
things exist for me there is no meaning in predicating existence of
them .

Knowledge toward the self, in the introceptive sense, may be
likened to a zero-state that is intensely illumined . As it were,
the world contracts to a zero-point and becomes pure Light . Com-
paratively, the old world is darkness . The immediate effect at
this stage is of an absolute emptiness filled with absolute value .

D We are here dealing with a very profound conception where, again,
it seems that only mathematics can help us .

The one conception in mathematics which required the greatest
amount of genius for its birth, is the conception of zero . This
was the great mathematical achievement of the Hindus . . Here we have
a notion which stands for nothing, and yet becomes the most vital
unifying conception of mathematics . Zero is the foil which gives
meaning to all numbers . The step from 0 (zero) to the numeral 1
(one) is a leap across a whole universe . From one and zero we
build our systems of reference, which is merely a way of saying
that with nothing as a center we have the fulcrum for control of all
elaborations in form. Zero is the bare point, having only position,
but no existence, on which we rest all else in our analysis .

The pure "I" is the zero-point of organized consciousness . It
is the center of all systems of reference of our human kind of cons-
ciousness . When an astronomer takes the milky way as a base of ref-
erence, he really projects himself as a thinker to the milky way,'
This illustrates the real independence of body which is character-
istic of the self or "I" . I am at the point where I center my
thought . If I habitually center myself in the body then I am there
in an exceedingly narrow kind of bondage . (Such identification
with bbdy is the essence of materialism .) But I actually break this
bondage every time I think myself away from the body, as to some
other base of reference . We are actually doing this sort of thing
all the time, but commonly without realizing the significance of

S
what we are doing. Simply to realize what one is doing in all this
is to take a long step in the liberating process . I literally am
where I think or otherwise function .

If one sinks into his own pure self-consciousness and carefully
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strips away all habitual or inherited interpretations, he will find
that there is no meaning attaching to the notion r+f body . He will
find consciousness with various modifications, and nothing else . He
can call certain modifications 'body' and by various other names,
but these are merely creative or fantastic constructs . He knows
only consciousness .. And that consciousness is centered in its own
subject, and nothing else . That subject is, always has been and
always will be perfectly free, and unaffected by any objective con-
ditioning, To the self, the space outside and inside a granite
mountain is one and the same, and access is equally free in both
cases. When a surveyor establishes a point inside a granite cliff

• that has been pierced by no tunnel, he has actually placed himself
at that point . He has not placed another physical body there ; he
has placed his "°I" there, and from that point inside the cliff of
granite he can think further .

We often talk of unconsciousness ; we never experience it . Drop-
ping all inferences and habitual interpretations, and watching as
closely as possible, I never find one moment of unconsciousness . I
find the beginning and ending of states of consciousness, but I know
nothing of unconsciousness . I find appearance and disappearance of
contents, but no unconsciousness . Some change of states I call going
to sleep and waking up--merely a habit--but not one moment of un-
consciousness have I found . Sometimes I remember from one state to
another so that there is a cross-correlation of content, but there
is no change of consciousness--only of content . If I predicate that
which is true of content as being true of "I", then I artificially

D bind myself through a fantasy . I, in reality, am quite free from
content, and never for one moment . unconscious . Now, all this any
man can find if he will but just study himself with clear discrim-
ination .

We, who are born today into a world transformed and molded by
untold millenia of thought, find it exceedingly difficult to imagine
the state of consciousness wherein thought has not yet arisen . Only
with great-effort during the waking state do we silence our concep-
tual processes and abstract from all experience the modifications
of content produced by thought, so that we may once more regain the
ancient primitive consciousness . We acquire knowledge of this state
more easily when we recall our dreams during sleep . While dreaming
we are wholly in a state of pure perception or, at least, nearly so .
Here we have pure experience wherein the dreamer lives in an envir-
cnment projected by his own psyche and where rarely is there a
thought which stands detached from the experiencing . The dreamer
moves in a self-produced environment, but he knows not the nature of
his own production, or even that he has produced it . So he becomes
the victim of the projection which seems to be not himself . Ordin-
arily he is quite unable to will anything counter to the circum-
stances which surround him, so he flows along as a conditioned pawn
in the stream of his experiences . On awakening the dreamer recalls
his experiences with something of shame for exhibiting so little
capacity of command, for proving to be such an infantile weakling in
the midst of mostly trivial circumstances . The waking man has long

. learned to conquer and command his course of life in far more form-
idable circumstances than those presented in the dream . There is
something appalling in the realization that the man awake should be
so strong, and yet so terribly weak when dreaming .
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In our memory of the dream we have recaptured something of the
pure perceptual consciousness which was the common form of conscious-
ness of all earthly creatures before conceptual thought was born .
To perceive only is to dream . To think primitively is to produce
thoughts that are perceived ; thoughts that are not yet freed from
their pre-natal dependency . To live thus is to live the victim of
that which happens and not as a ruler in the kingdom. This is the
life in the mother's womb where the autonomous forces of life rule
with unbroken sway . Through untold ages did the race of men dwell
as unborn infants in the womb of pure perception, and only very
slowly was the birth of a self-determining will achieved . Even

• today, only the few, relatively, have become freed from the ancient
racial womb. Most men have scarcely learned more than to creep or
to walk a few steps on unsteady legs, ever ready at the first por-
tent of crisis to return to the encompassing protection of the
Mother. And this is why when surgings rise from the perceptual
depths of life the mass of men are embraced in the psychical cur-
rents over which they have no command . Whole crowds, even nations
and races and humanities, are swept away by currents of feeling
over which their own half-born ideas have no power . Thus, and thus
only, arises the folly of warring nations and classes . Only in the
more peaceful hours does the tender new-born life of thought possess
a fragile and uncertain direction of the individual lives . So it
is with the overwhelming mass of men . But there are a few who have
grown sufficiently strong in,the power of self-directed thought
that they can face the surging storms from the perceptual depths

D of life and maintain in the midst of the hour of trial a free judg-
ment and a free will . And this power which some have attained, all

ingmay some day yet attain, for no single man can achieve anyth
without proving a general possibility for all men .

The child becomes the man only by leaving the home of his birth
and early protection and guidance, to go forth into a strange world,
there to achieve for himself a place, or to fail in the effort . The
youth, f1 ;ding midway between the child and the man, is called
forth by the call to adventure from the unknown and, yet, is called
back by his home-sick heart . As the adventure becomes the austere
trial of the solitary life which must rest upon its own unaided
forces, the cry of the home-sick heart ever becomes stronger, and
racial man, far more often-than otherwise, heeds the cry of the
heart and returns to his former home, where for him only the Mother
is known and not the Father . In the life of a rising consciousness
the home-sick yearning is for the irresponsibility and protection of
the pure perceptual state . The austerity of the conceptual craving
has proven too severe ; the responsibility of conceptual thought too
great . For when man conceives he builds his world ; he becomes the
architect of his own destiny . No longer does he rest secure in an
inheritance provided by his source . And so it is that often, even
men who have builded much from their strength, come to a time when
they direct the lines of their structure so as to provide a way of
return to Mother perception . These are men who even philosophize
their way back, thereby forgetting their love of Sophia . Great, in-

t itd d t b th ll M t h f hf th th th ur yee , mus e o o er sons o suc mae ca e er a
yet should feel so strongly the desire of return to the womb! For
conception, viewed as only instrumental to perception, is but a
philosophic apology for the yearning for the womb. Thus the great
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labor of conception is frustrated, sin Og its first great purpose is
to build a bridge to the realization of the unknown Father .

t Man has become mature only when he has ceased to dream, whether
asleep or awake . He has become adult when, instead of dreaming, he
conceives and builds . To dream is the easy way ; the way that grows
of itself . To conceive and build is the hard way of mature cons-
ciousness . It is true that conceptual thought is instrumental, but
it is not true that its total meaning lies in finding a way of re-
turn to mother-;perception . It is also instrumental to the attain-
ment of the Father-consciousness, realized through introception .
And, finally, it is instrumental ti a new-world building wherein are
compounded the consciously realized forces of both the Father and
the Mother . Here, through conception, man produces his own future
estate, a domain which heretofore had abode in privation of form as
a bare possibility, awaiting the office of conception that it might
become existential . I do not oppose the instrumentalism of the
Pragmatists as being in principle unsound, but as being far too
narrowly conceived . The instrument of return to the Mother-percep-
tion is but one possibility and, when this is given exclusive rec-
ognition, man fails to assume his larger responsibilities . There
is more than one kind of Truth and Meaning .

When the Youth has gone forth from his ancient perceptual home
he carries with him an inheritance which, if used with reasonable
discretion, will prove sufficient for him to build the bridge to the
Father where he will uncover illimitable resources . But if he fails
to make the crossing, then exhaustion will force him to return to
the womb, there to gather strength for a new trial for manhood .
Thus it is that we see human culture rising out of the matrix of
life and, then, largely failing of its intended destiny, it falls
back into the matrix, to rise once more in a new culture, and thus
continuing time after time . This is the Vision that Spengler has
seen so clearly. But he saw only the periodic risings and the Mat-
erial Soil . He found nothing eternal but the Mother. This limits
his Vision and renders his philosophy only a part truth. He failed
to see that life below supplied the material, wherewith by approp-
riate usage, Life Eternal might be attained . He saw the rising and
the failure and said this was all . He missed the occasional suc-
cesses which stand as earnest of final universal achievement . Pro-
fane history is mostly a record of failure and thus does not teach
the more hopeful lesson . For this reason history can become a dan-
gerous study, if one fails to extract the small amount of hidden
gold in the otherwise worthless ore . If one can find the hidden
gold in history, then, indeed, its study may prove to be highly
profitable. Otherwise, it is better not to have consciousness tAo
heavily laden with the vast record of failure . The real meaning of
history is the striving of life for LIFE .

How is conception related to perception and to introception?
This is a problem which ever grows in mystery the more one studies
it . In the more confused states of consciousness where concepts and
percepts are so inter-blended that no clear distinction between them
has arisen, the vast distinction between the two is by no means
clearly apperceived. Only such a confusion could lead to the idea
that concepts are simply copies of percepts . Once conception is
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isolated and realized in its own nature it seems like a world apart
having no commensurable relation with perception . There is, indeed,
something transcendental about conception, even though it is not
wholly unrelated to the perceptual order as is made evident by'the
command it wields over the latter . The conceptual meaning can be
defined, while the perceptual cannot, since its peculiar nature ever
lies in that which the philosopher calls " guale " . And, likewise,
the uale of the pure introceptual realization is equally foreign in
innate character from the conceptual order . Yet, despite the fact
that there is something incommensurable between these three orders,
it is true that somehow conception bridges the gulf between percep-
tion and introception.is far too vast for a self-conscious crossing
to be effected without aid . Somehow conception partakes more of
the nature of both perception and introception, than do either of the
latter two of each other. In some sense, conception is the child of
both perception and of introception, yet possessing something dif-
fering from both in its own right . Because of the dual heritage, it
can serve as the bridge across the gulf between the Father and
Mother, though through its own peculiar guale if differs from both .

Emanuel Kant's critical analysis of knowledge has helped to
clear up much of the problem of the relation of conception and per-
ception. Frequently it has happened that men thinking in their
towers of pure thought, without any concern of possible bearings
upon perceptual experience, have defined the forms within which
future experiences developed . So impressive has this fact become
in these latter days of astronomic and intra-at .mic rangings that
Sir James Jeans remarked in his "Mysterious Universe" that the uni-
verse seems like the thought of a Divine Being who thought like a
pure mathematician . This does, indeed, impress one as a strange and
mysterious fact when first he contemplates its significance . Yet
Kant's thought has prepared the way for our understanding of it in
principle . For the basic structure of man's thought is an a priori
determinant of the world which he thinks . It is not a question
simply of thought conforming to a pre-existent order in a perceptual
manifold or flux, but the reverse . The perceptual order manifests
to the thinker only within the forms which thought allows . Other
forms would reveal other worlds and have done so, within minor
limits, in the cases of other cultures . So the form of our concep-
tion is the form of our possible thinkable experience, whatever the
experience of other types of consciousness may be . Thus we can pre-
dict, when we think in conformity with the laws of bur thought, not
because we have guessed correctly, but because we have predetermined
the possible . So, in a sense we have created the world we later ex-
perienced, though there is something that we as merely men have not
placed there . We cannot pre-determine the distinctive guale of ex-
perience, nor can we make over the underlying structure of our
thought as we please . Thus there is a sense in which we can truly
say that any self-consistent system of thought possesses existence
and is real . Who can say that any such system will never be filled
with a perceptive content? Thought destroys something and yet it
creates something to take the place of that which was destroyed .
By thought some of us have been led far away from the primitive mat-
ernal soil of perception and, in that, we have known both impoveri-
shment and enrichment . ( correction--line 12--after word "introcep-
tion" insert--"the gulf between perception and introception")
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But if man cannot live by bread alone, yet neither can he live
by concepts alone, nor by these two however richly combined . Not
all yearnings are fulfilled within this compound zone and, as pass-
ing time brings maturity, the unsatisfied yearnings grow in number
and with ever-larger intensity . More is needed to give the endless
game of life durable Significance . And the longer the yearning lasts
unsatisfied, the more empty becomes the game and the more insistent
the demand for Significance . This yearning is an earnest that the
total possible consciousness for man is more than that which he has
generally realized . He is more than a sub-human perceiving creature
that has learned to conceive .

That which all but the few have neglected is the Father of cons-
ciousness,--introception . Here is that which originally inpregnated
the Mother, and then was forgotten in the inner depths of conscious-
ness, and was even denied by many . It is the return to the Father
which completes the first cycle of the Pilgrim in the journey to full
Enlightenment . Until mankind essays this final step there can be no
true Peace, but only the return to the pre-natal stage of perception,
when there is weariness from the labors of conceptual creation .
This latter return is a kind of failure, though it may be unavoidable
when weariness and weakness have become too great . But he who, be-
fore his powers have become too greatly exhausted, forces the Gate
of introception, completes the first cycle of the Great Work, and
may rest, if need be .

To arouse self-consciousness is the great office of the concep-
tual function . Within the dream-like state of pure perception there
can be no awakening of self-consciousness . The child born in the
womb is sustained by the psychical forces which it does not control .
It is, but does nbt know that it is, and it is conscious but does
not know its own consciousness . The labor-pains of conceiving first
arouses the power of consciousness to be aware of itself . And when
this power of consciousness to know itself has grown enough the in-
troceptive door may be opened and, leaving even thought behind,
consciousness may still retain the power not only to be, but to be
aware of itself as well . Thus the crossing is consummated over the
bridge of conception . Beyond lie further possibilities ; among them,
the union of conception with introception .

Conception is the son of the Mother, but the daughter of the
Father . Thought gives eyes to blind perception and so leads it .
But thought is led by introception and gives form to it . With res-
pect to the transcendent realm, thought gives form to unlimited
formless possibility. With respect to perceptual filling, thought
determines the range of possibilities . It clothes Spirit in form
and illumines the matter of perception . These are the dual offices
of conception in its relation to introception and perception .

When thought moves towards its own roots then it comes near to
the key which will open the door to the new function. Kant came
close to this key, but either neglected it or did not use it aright .
Those who received his mantle most directly went far on the new
road. Within the writings of the post -Kantian Idealists there lies
indubitable evidence of Vision, in the sense of Gnosis, but it is
not at all clear that these men of vision ever clearly recognized
that the authority of their insight actually rested upon a new fun-
ction . Perhaps Schopenhauer glimpsed something of the truth when
he grounded his world-view upon the conative principle of Will, but
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I regard this view as simply the accentuation of the activistic ele-
ment in consciousness which always stands as the other of the con-
templative. There is nothing inherently more profound in activism
than in comtemplation. The emphasis of one aspect or the other is
more a reflection of individual temperament than Qf absolute valid-
ity of insight . Actually, Schopenhauer's Voluntarism is a meta-
physical interpretation of insight, and not the instrument of in-
sight itself . The function of insight gives a transcendental con-
tent which, when reduced to an interpretive system, becomes subject
to the relativity of all subject-object consciousness . Therefore,
there can be no such thing as an absolutely infallible interpreta-
tion . Thus we must distinguish between insight and its formulation .
The voluntaristic doctrine is simply a formulation which gives ac-
centuated valuation to the conative element in consciousness and
depreciates the rational features . In the last analysis, Volun-
tarism is just as relative as Rationalism, and is no more profound .

I believe, however, that Schopenhauer did, in a measure, is-
olate the function of introception when he spoke of the intuition
of genius and of the "temper akin to genius" . This is clearly the
function of insight if one considers the notion in the sense that
Schopenhauer employed it . It is not the ordinary kind of intuition,
but intuition moving toward the transcendental . Intuition is a
general notion applying to all forms of immediacy reaching from the
most primitive instinct up to the highest insight . Clearly this is
a collective rather than a definite notion which will become more
and more differentiated the more our consciousness of the function

D grows . The `intuition of genius` is not any kind of intuition, but
a special kind related to the truly metaphysical side of being . It

4)

has a character which definitely differentiates it from other kinds
of intuition and thus deserves a special designation of its own . In
Buddhistic psychology it is called "Dhyana`° . I have called it
"introception" .

Before leaving this reference to Schopenhauer it seems well to
call attention to a weakness in his system which I am enabled to
avoid. Schopenhauer gives to Will a fundamental and constitutive
metaphysical character . It is the true nature of the underlying
Reality. Spengler has very correctly shown that this metaphysical
conception by no means implies Schopenhauer's ethics . In fact,
Spengler has really carried out the metaphysics of Schopenhauer with
fundamental consistency and derived an ethic, which, I believe, is
a far truer derivative from that metaphysic than Schopenhauer's own
ethic. For my part, I would maintain, in opposition to Spengler,
that the really profound insight of Schopenhauer is to be found in
the ethics rather than in the metaphysics, and the ethics actually
controverts the metaphysics . For Schopenhauer affirmed in his ethics
that the feasible way to salvation lay in the thorough-going denial
of Will, through the denial of the will-to-live . The ultimate sal-
vation is a state wherein the Will is nullified . But if the Will
can be nullified then it is not the ultimate ontological principle .
ere -' --~-ill more ultimate . If we turn to themus- e something st

very end of Schopenhauer's "The World as Will and Idea" we find a
very significant sentence and footnote . Here he says : " . . . . we
freely acknowledge that what remains after the entire abolition of
will is for those who are still full of will certainly nothing ; but,
conversely, to those in whom the will has turned and has denied it-
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self, this our world, which is so real, with all its suns and milky-
ways--is nothing ." So the world that rests upon the will is nothing
while the state which results when the will has turned upon and
denied itself is nothing for those who are still full of will . This
is not the same thing as saying that it is nothing, per se . Its
nature is simply a somewhat beyond all conception, but the Root
Source of every possibility . Clearly, Schopenhauer reaches a some-
what which is more fundamental than the Will . Here Schopenhauer and
I converge to agreement, however far we may differ as to the rela-
tive status of the Will .

It is interesting and significant that in the second clause of
the above quotation Schopenhauer used the expression : "those in
whom the will has turned and has denied itself" . This is a logical
parallel of the "turning of the Light of consciousness toward its
source" and of the recurring phrase in the Buddhist Sutras, i .e .,
"the turning about at the deepest seat of consciousness" . It is
this turning about which forms the very essence of Dhyana and of-the
function which I have called introception . Clearly, I am not dis-
cussing a merely private experience but something which was recog-
nized as crucial for both religion and philosophy as much as 2,500
years ago and was, at least in some measure, appreciated by one of
our leading Western philosophers . The "turning about" does involve
conative factors and so it may be viewed as a turning about of the
will so that it denies itself in its habitual movement toward the
object . This aspect of the function of introception is certainly
important and I shall discuss it later, but since I view the cona-
tive element as instrumental to noetic content I have naturally
placed the emphasis upon the latter . I concieve the "turning about"
of the will as more significant in relation to the problem of method
than it is to the question of the ultimate constitution of Reality.
In fact, Schopenhauer, despite his metaphysical theory, has implied
this when he speaks of the will as denying itself .

At the very close of his book, Schopenhauer makes a very sig-
nificant statement in the form of a foot-note added to the sentence
quoted above . This note is as follows : "This is also the Prajna-
Paramita of the Buddhists, and the 'beyond all knowledge', i .e ., the
point at which subject and object are no more" . In other words,
that which seems like nothing to "those who are still full of will",
is precisely the same as the Prajna-Paramita . This leads us to the
question of just what is meant by the Prajna-Paramita . As a matter
of fact, the Prajna-Paramita is the central core of the Buddhist
philosophy and the sacred objective of the religious practice . Ev-
erything else has only a relative or derived reality, but this is
absolutely real . Through the realization of Prajna in the highest
sense of the Prajna-Paramita one attains Nirvana and states of cons-
ciousness which are still more profound . I shall later discuss this
subject at some length, but here I shall consider briefly whether
this is merely another name for absolute nothingness .

Something of the meaning of both Prajna and Paramita can be
derived from a study of exoteric Sanskrit sources . . Let us take the
dictionary definitions .

Prajna has the following meanings : (as an adjective) intelli -
gent; knowing, acquainted with . (As a noun of feminine gender) in-
formation ; discrimination, judgment, intelligence, understanding ;
wisdom, knowledge ; purpose, resolve ; the Universal Mind ; the capacity
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for perception ; Consciousness .
Paramita has the meaning: (As a noun of feminine gender) reach-

ing the further shore, complete attainment .
Prajna-Paramita is given the value : (as a feminine noun) high-

est degree of knowledge or understanding .
We would reach even better the Buddhist meaning of this com.--

pound term if we give Prajna-Paramita the value of : the wisdom,
knowledge or understanding attained by reaching the further shore .
It is otherwise known as "Transcendental Wisdom" which is to be
understood as radically different from empiric or worldly wisdom or
knowledge . In fact, neither form of-wisdom implies the other since
each is attained in different ways, yet one and the same individual
may attain both by the appropriate effort in the two directions .
The Indians differentiate between absolute Truth or Knowledge, known
as, Paramarthasatya, and relative truth or knowledge, known as,
Samvrittisatya . This corresponds to the difference between Trans-
cendental Wisdom and empiric wisdom .

It is clear that when Schopenhauer uses the phrase "beyond all
knowledge" in his definition of Prajna-Paramita it is to be under-
stood in the sense of being beyond Samvrittisatya or empiric know-
ledge or wisdom. It is not beyond Knowledge in the sense of Trans-
cendental Wisdom (Paramarthasatya) or of wisdom, knowledge and under-
standing attained by reaching the further shore .

Obviously the Buddhists do not mean by Prajna-Paramita an ab-
solute nothingness, although they often do use in this connection
the term Shunyata, which means literally Voidness . But the Buddhist

D
Canon is clear on the point that the Voidness may be attained and
abided in as a state for a great period as measured by objective
time, and then may be left . Further, the realization of the Void-
ness may be the beginning point of a higher kind of evolution of
such a nature that it simply cannot be conceived by ordinary rela-
tive consciousness . Sometimes it is spoken of as a super-cosmic
evolution . All of this implies something totally different from an
absolute annihilation .

However much the Western student may seem to be justified in
questioning whether the Buddhist sages know what they are talking
about, it is none the less perfectly clear that they do not mean by
Nirvana and Shunyata a state of annihilation of all consciousness .
On the contrary, these terms refer to states which are or may be
states of consciousness and definitely possessing the noetic guale .
This would imply that one would arrive at a better understanding of
the Buddhist meaning by taking the metaphysics of Hegel in combin-
ation with the ethics of Schopenhauer, rather than by taking Schop-
enhauer's metaphysics and ethics together . However, we have here
only an approach to the Buddhist meaning as the Hegelian Idea is
something less than Shunyata . So far, no Western philosopher has
quite made the crossing to the "Further Shore

In my employment of the term "consciousness" in the phrase "the
Light of consciousness turning towards its own source" I am implying
something more fundamental than either noetic or the conative . Cons-
ciousness, in its total meaning, includes these two aspects as well

• as feeling tone and more or less undetermined other qualities . Cons-
ciousness is the common denominator of all . It is, therefore, the
best neutral term .

Unquestionably one must employ the will in the appropriate way
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before the "turning about" can be effected . The mystical partici-
pation in the object holds mankind in an hypnotic spell which is
harder to break than bars of iron . To break this spell a strongly
willed effort is required . Actually no objective achievement re-
quires an equal degree of intensity and persistence of the will .
Will, both conscious and autonomous, rules the empiric world and
simply employs ideas or concepts as instruments . The result is that
in ordinary experience, the will never has to face as great a battle
as when it turns upon itself for the purpose of effecting a neutral-
ization of its long established habit of outward flowing . Ideation
can achieve a theoretical "turning about" much more easily and, if

tiidb tb d t d t t iill l i o on,ence eahas y o accep su serv• the w een a rea ra ne
then the latter can lead the way in the "turning about" and the
battle of the will is substantially reduced . But in this case part
of the battle was already won when ideation achieved the subserviency
of the will .

Without some degree of theoretical understanding of the whole
process, the "turning about" implies an almost tragic climax, for
from the standpoint of conative and feeling consciousness the turning
away from the object seems like self-annihilation. The mystical
participation in the object involves both the will and the feelings
far more profoundly than it does cognition . The intellect has al-
ready had so large a training in abstraction that it has become fam-
iliar with objects of high tenuity . This affords an enormous advan-
tage, since between the object of highest tenuity and true object-
lessness the gulf is relatively small . The labor whereby a man at-
tains the point of working with objects of highest tenuity actually
implies much of the austerity requisite for the achievement of true
objectlessness .1 The very "thinness" of concepts, that aroused the
protest of William James, actually becomes a superior merit when the
concept is employed as an instrument for arousing introception .

Again, I am implying that the office of conceptual thought in
relation to the function of introception is of instrumental char-
acter. But this is instrumentalism intbrprete_d in a very different
sense from that of the instrumentalism of the Pragmatist wherein
conception is viewed as serving solely the end of more experience in
the perceptual field . Actually, here, both knowledge and the concep-
tual function are to be viewed as relatively terminal with respect
to experience . The kind of conception which has transcendental roots
is not derived from experience . With respect to this kind of concep-
tion experience enters into the picture solely as a catalytic agent
which drops away more or less completely as the conceptual process

• takes hold on a totally different kind of base . One comes to value
experience for the knowledge it arouses and the conceptual process
which it helps to start, rather than the other way around . The
Pragmatist values knowledge and knowing because of the further ex-
perience to which it leads . Thus a radical difference of orienta-
tion is implied. In the end the conceptual process leads beyond
itself but, in the case of introception, the end is a spiritual
realization, and net merely more experience . After the attainment
and anchorage in the spiritual realization, the conceptual order
may serve a new office, with bearings upon the field of experience .
But in this case the relationship is hierarchical with conception
serving'a6 the law-giver with respect to experience and the percep-
tual order generally . But even in this case, conceptual knowledge
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is only a surrogate for the introceptive content for such individual
consciousnesses•as do not know the latter directly .

The "thinness"' of concepts has a two-fold connotation . In the
one sense, which William James employed in his "Pluralistic Universe"
and elsewhere, the concept is "thin" because it lacks substance . It
is-like the blueprint and specifications of a bridge, building or
machine, since in this case it is a practical instrument for the ef-
fecting of consequences in the realm of perceptual existence . Every-
thing that can be conceived of the bridge, building, etc ., can be
conceived of the blueprint and specifications, but the corresponding
perceptual existences have something which the latter does not possess,
They lend themselves to empiric use . It is this latter functionality
which constitutes the "thickness" in James' sense . But "thinness"
takes on quite another meaning when it is understood in the sense of
the Voidness (Shunyata) of the Buddhists . Shunyata is voidness only
in its seeming as it appears to relative consciousness, particularly
in the sense of perceptual consciousness . In its. own nature it is
the one and only self-existent Substance . The spiritual concept or,
in other words, the concept when united with introceptual filling,
can be called "thin" only in the Buddhist sense . Realized in its
own nature it possesses a higher substantiality than perceptual ex-•
perience . -Thus it is entirely possible to realize greater fullness,
greater..substantiality, in the case of some concepts than that given
by experience . There is, consequently, a sense in which the most
abstract knowledge--just precisely that which James would call most
"thin"--is actually the most concrete of all . Unless one appreciates
this fact he will miss the real force of the transcendentalistic
thought .

If by the meaning of a concept we understand a perceptual exper-
ience, whether as an object for sensation, a program of action, an
adjustment of life, etc., then in this case we would not say that
the concept enrobes its meaning . It rather points towards its mean-
ing. In much discussion this is the only kind of meaning recognized,
but it is not the only sense in which significance can be understood .
However, when concepts carry meaning only in this sense they are
only sign-pointers and thus are instrumental relators exclusively .
This is meaning taken exclusively in the objective or extraverted
sense . But there is another form of significance which is related
to the subject, and here the relationship of the concept to its
meaning acquires quite a different form . It is not a meaning objec-
tively experienced to which the concept or idea leads . The signif-
icance lies within the concept so that we would properly speak of
the Concept as enrobing the meaning, rather than pointing to it in
the sense of the figure of the sign-post . One finds this second
meaning, not by the appropriate kind of action, but by the correct
kind _meditation, that is, by a process of introception . _ hoe dif-
erence between these two procedures is simply of enormous importance .
For one thing, one must understand that introceptive meditation is
not merely a process of reflection about an object, whereby one de-
ducts or infers consequences . It is a movement of consciousness,
such that, a successful outcome implies a transcendence of both
thinking and perception so that consciousness enters something like
another dimension . In fact, the inward penetration into the signi-
ficance .of a concept is the epistemological or psychological parallel
of the introceptive movement toward the self wherein the self is not
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transformed into a new object, but remains unaltered in its subjec-
tive character . This is not a conceptual relation considered in
either pragmatic or realistic epistemology .

A given concept may have both the perceptive and the introcep-
tive kind of relations but, in general, it seems clearly evident
that some concepts possess more the one kind of meaning, while
others are more valuable in the opposite sense . We can say with a
considerable degree of generality that the more concrete the char-
acter of a concept the more it may be taken as meaning a particul-
arized perceptual experience, while the more abstract it is the
more the reference is to an introceptive content . In other words,
increase in abstraction is a movement towards a spiritual orienta-
tion . As an illustration we may take two notions, such as, "a
beautiful scene" and "beauty", the former being the more concrete,
the latter the more abstract . Now the notion of a beautiful scene
implies a judgment related to a concrete perceptual object, while
"beauty" is an abstraction of bare quality . From the standpoint of
a highly extraverted, concrete consciousness there is an actual ref-
erent which corresponds to the beautiful scene, but no such real
referent for the notion of beauty . The latter notion may help to
further the process of thought, but, taken by itself, has no real
meaning, but only something like a flavor derived from concrete ex~-
perience . At any rate, from this viewpoint beauty is not a self-
existence apart from beautiful objects . But no one who has had any
considerable experience with introverted penetration will agree
with-the above judgment . There is such a thing as a direct realiz-
ation of beauty quite apart from beautiful objects . In fact, acqu-
aintance with this realization leads to the discovery that there is

actually no such thing as objective beauty . The beauty seen is
superimposed upon the object by the observer, though generally this
process is unconscious . Beauty cannot only be conceived in abstr-
action from objective content, it can also be realized directly
apart from all .objects . This is part of what is accomplished by
the introceptive function .

When a concept enrobes an inner Significance it possesses
"thickness" or depth. In other relations, the same formal concept
may point, directly or indirectly, to a perceptual experience . In
this case, it has the value of "thinness . Thus the "thinness" of a
concept, when viewed from the extraverted perspective, may be tran-
sformed into "thickness" when the same concept is taken in an intro-
ceptive relation . Accordingly the "thinness" and the "thickness"
are"relative to perspective rather than being absolute or formal
properites .

As the process of abstraction is carried further and further
toward the-limit of tenuity wherein conceptual thought can function
the growing `thinness", in the conceptual sense, corresponds to a
growing "thickness", in the introceptive sense . There finally is
reached a point where thought continues without the use of concepts
or, at least, without the use of concepts which can be represented
in words . In mathematics this process has, long since, reached the
stage where words, in the ordinary sense, cannot express the thought,
and only symbols can serve as the conceptual instruments . But
there ultimately comes the point where there are no longer any sym-
bols, even, that are adequate . Thought then deals with a disembod-
ied Meaning . At this point the "thinness", in the extraverted
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sense, has become absolute, while the inner "thickness" has virtually
• become infinite . This is an extremely pregnant Thought for, in this

sense, a single Idea may require even volumes for its interpretation .
Indeed, it is never wholly interpreted since no objectively think-
able elaboration can ever exhaust its possibilities . We may think
of it as being in its own nature like the perfect summation of a
converging infinite series, whereas the objectively thinkable inter-
pretation is not more than approximation of that summation, pro-
ceeding term by term . At any point attained in the second process,
there still remains an infinite number of terms to complete the sum-
mation . So in speaking of the inner Thought as infinitely richer
than the objective thought, the words "infinite" and "infinitely"
are to be taken as strictly valid .

The relative substantiality of the inner disrobed Thought may
also be suggested by certain notions taken from Modern physics .
Today we think of matter as composed of atoms which, in turn, are
composed of protons, electrons, and a few other elementary parts .
The atom appears to be organized with a nuc'Olehr center, consisting
of protons and neutrons, while there are additional electrons ro-
tating in a field about the nucleus . The total size of the atom is
conceived as the space circumscribed by the outermost atom. Now,
within this space, the total volume actually filled by electrons
and protons is comparable to the space filled by the sun, planets,
satellites, meteors, etc . In other words, the unfilled space, even
in the densest of matter found in nature on this earth, is simply
vast compared to the filled portion . Now, if protons, neutrons, or
electrons were actually packed tight so as to rest in contact with
each other, the resulting density would be almost inconceivable to
the imagination. In the case of some of the heavy stars it appears
that this state is, in high measure, approximated, with the result
that, according to calculation, a volume the size of a pea would
weigh a ton. If we liken ordinary conceptual thought to the atomic
organization of matter as we know it here, then the disrobed or
transcendent Thought would correspond to the tightly packed protons
or neutrons : It is immeasurably more substantial .

Another way of presenting the idea is to say that the trans-
cendental Thought consists of Meaning in its purity, dis-
associated from all form . And, in this sense, even the most abs-
tract mathematical formula must be regarded as form . Clearly, this
is not thinking in the familiar sense of the word, but, nonethe less,
it is Thought, though of another order . One is justified in calling
it "Thought" for the reason that it is a content most nearly related
to thought among the more familiar human functions . We may call
this the pure introceptive Thought, but it is not to be understood
as'identical with the whole of introceptive content . For instance,
there is, as well, an introceptive quality that bears an analogous
relation to feeling with a corresponding degree of relative inten-
sity .

If I have succeeded in conveying my meaning, it will be under-
stood that Voidness, in the sense of Shunyata, is only the Suchness
as it appears from the perspective of relative consciousness . When

• It is realized in its own nature, it is absolutely substantial .
This shift of value corresponds to a shift in the base of self-cons-
ciousness, as from one to another system of reference, in the math-
ematical sense . The transformation is effected by means of a
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reversal of the flow of consciousness, both in the sense of the will
turning about and nullifying its normal flow, and of awareness con-
summating the same turn .

Footnote to Chapter VIII

40
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I .
One of my teachers in mathematics once told me of the psychological
preparatory steps requisite for the production of creative work in
the field of the Theory of Groups, a particularly difficult branch
of mathematics . This preparatory work required about three months
in which one studied his subject, worked on it, thought about it
and dreamed of it . Meanwhile he religiously severed himself from
any diversion, particularly of a type that was naturally attracrive
to him and which could absorb his interest without great effort .
Only after a protracted period of this kind of discipline was the
intellect enabled to move creatively in the tenuous field of that
kind of mathematical thought . There was one case of a German
professor who specialized in the same field, but who also loved the
opera. -He found that if he were going to continue his mathematical
work he had to renounce the opera . The interest in the opera simply
drew off too much of the libido, in a way that was an essentially
easy and spontaneous activity, with the result that there was a
fatal weakening of the creative will in the more austere field .

Now this illustrates the real meaning of the austerity requisite for
the awakening of the introceptive function . The libido must be con-
centrated in the new direction until the function . is awakened and
establislied . All that the above mathematicians needed to add to
their effort to effect the arousing of introception was the spirit-
ual polarization of consciousness . As it was, they stopped some-
what this side of the Gnostic goal . But otherwise they employed
essential features of the discipline necessary to break the mystical
participation in the object :
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Chapter IX

Introceptionalism

II

Introceptualism is a transcendental philosophy . But since the
notion of the transcendental has a number of specific meanings in
both philosophy and theology, it is necessary to render explicit the
sense in which that notion is used here . In one sense, the trans-
cendental is conceived as knowledge or truth beyond the range of
human conception or acquisition . In this case, the judgment that
such a knowledge or truth exists is based upon super-human revel-
ation or upon the universalization of rational categories beyond the
range of possible experience . In a second meaning, we have the use
of the terms "transcendent" and "transcendental" as employed by Im-
manuel Kant. Here the "transcendental" is conceived as the a priori
forms which delimit possible experience and what may be thought con=
cerning it, while the "transcendent" is that which lies beyond all
possible experience and, in conformity with the Kantian thesis, can
never be an object of knowledge . In . a third usuage, transcendental
philosophy is the systematic development of the view that the subjec-
tive component of consciousness stands as the determinant factor with
respect to the objective, often implying that the experienced world
is dependent upon the activity of the reason . In a fourth sense,
transcendentalism is "any philosophy which emphasizes the intuitive,
spiritual and super-sensuous ; any mode of thought which is aggres-
sively non-empirical or anti-empirical ." (Baldwin's Dictionary) .

The present transcendentalistic philosophy has a good deal in
common with all four of these uses of the terms transcendent and trans-
cendental, yet possesses its own peculiar differentia . Introception-
alism affirms a Truth and a Knowledge which is not derived from ex-
perience and which is not dependent upon experience for its being .
But it does not deny the existence of an inferior empiric sort of
knowledge which is grounded upon experience and valuable mainly, if
not wholly, in its relation to further experience . From the stand-
point of the introceptive realization, empiric knowledge may be val-
uable exclusively as a catalytic agent which may, under some conditions,
help to arouse the introceptive activity, but in this case the empiric
factor supplies none of the content of the transcendental Truth or
Knowledge , though it may supply symbolic figures of speech in con-
nection with the problem of suggesting a spiritual meaning . Thus ex-
perience remains valuable essentially for no larger purpose than
supplying a language whereby hidden and pre-existent Meaning becomes
objectified .

But while introceptive Knowledge transcends experience it does
not lie beyond the possibility of direct realization by a human being .
Since in quite common loose usage, "experience" is often given a con-
notation sufficiently broad to include what I mean by "introceptive
realization", it is important to remember that here "experience" is
given a delimited meaning . First of all I understand by experience,
"consciousness considered as a process taking place in time" . This
is the first sense given in Baldwin's Dictionary and it seems to be
accorded general agreement . Further, I regard experience as the state

• of consciousness produced through the function of perception, into
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. which conceptual knowledge enters only as a ministering agent .
Finally, I view experience as a mode of consciousness wherein the ob-
ject is relatively ascendent with respect to the subject . The latter
emphasis appears to be a necessary part of all empirical philosophy
and constitutes a primary differentiation between Empiricism and .
Transcendentalism .

In relation to all three phases of the definition of experience,
introceptional realization stands decisively differentiated . First
of all, it gives consciousness in a state such that time is not at
all relevant . Second, it is not a state of consciousness based upon
perception, but upon another function or way of consciousness. Third,
it definitely gives the subject the position of transcendency with
respect to the object . Thus the introceptive realization is to be
conceived of as something which can be known by a human being, but
cannot be experienced .

Pure conceptual knowledge is also a somewhat which falls outside
of experience in the above sense, but it is also not to be regarded
as identical with introceptive realization . The distinction is high-
ly important, since, negatively considered, from the standpoint of
Empiricism, Introceptionalism may appear to be identical with Ration-
alism. In Rationalism, the object for knowledge transcends the ob-
ject for experience, but it by no means follows that the subject
transcends the object . Rational demonstration produces an effect that
is, indeed, closer to the subject, that any demonstration through ex-
perience, yet the most rigorous reasoned proof has yet a quality of
objectivity and, therefore, of distance with respect to the subject .
For this reason one cannot by pure thought alone think himself into
the transcendental state of consciousness, though he may attain a
highly rarified surrogate of that state--something which is far be-
yond the possibilities of mere experience . As a consequence it requires
more critical acuity to differentiate between this surrogate and gen-
uine introceptive realization, than it does between the latter and ex-
per ence proper. Thus, for example, we can both conceive and intro-

ively realize a timeless order, but we cannot experience it, since
rXwe

a state of consciousness conditioned by time is an ineluctable mark of
experience as such .

As will be shown more fully in what follows, the introceptive
realization is a state wherein the subject and the object become so
far interblended that the self is identical with its knowledge . This
is a state of intimacy which never can be attained by pure rational

a demonstration alone . For this reason, the most rigorous logical proof,
however far it transcends mere experience, none the less, falls short
of certainty . The subject can be absolutely certain only of that know-
ledge with which it is itself identical . This is characteristic of
introceptive realization, and thus differentiates Introceptionalism
from Rationalism, though there is closer affinity between these two
philosophic forms than there is between either and any Empiric philosophy .

The introceptioanal transcendentalism is not to be conceived as a
form of revelation beyond the possibility of verification by the self
within a human being . Revelation which cannot be verified directly,
and not merely pragmatically, wields no authority worthy of philosophic
respect. Alfreligions based .upon this notion of revelation fall below
the level of philosophic respect . Revelation, in this sense,-implies
acceptance through blind belief, which is something considerably less

• than inner'faith, which may be regarded as an intuition that has not
yet fulfilled itself as full knowledge in the Light of consciousness .
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Introceptionalism affirms no knowledge, truth or reality which may not
be directly verified by the self resident within a human being . It is
even more antagonistic to the attitude of blind belief than is physi-
cal science .

There is a sense, however, such that the knowledge of intro-
ceptive realization is not to be regarded as human knowledge . For
this reason I use the form "verified by the self resident within a
human being", rather than simply saying "verified by a human being
or human subject" . In the end we will have to regard the self as
transcending the condition of being human . The complete imperson-
ality of the Light of consciousness appearing as emanating from a
self renders the distinction of a human, a sub-human and a super-
human consciousness meaningless . It is only after this pure con-
sciousness has been modified by form, tone or state that we are
enabled to classify it as being consciousness of one or another order .
Consciousness as it is behind the categories of human consciousness is
no longer merely human consciousness, but simply capable of assuming
the form of human consciousness .

Critical philosophy has generally derived the conclusion that
a human consciousness can know only a content which is capable of
being experienced, save that it may know also the a priori forms
which define the limits of possible experience . Beyond this, human
consciousness has only moral intuitions or faith which, while they
give less than knowledge, yet provide an orientation to a somewhat
transcending human consciousness . I am not only forced to agree with
this conJ.usion, but would even affirm it independently if it did not
already exist . Thus the possession of a knowledge, which goes beyond
experience and the conceptual forms which delimit possible experience,
implies a consciousness which is more comprehensive than human con-
sciousness per se . If the self which is resident within a human being
is conceived as incapable of awareness in any other than the restricted
human form, then a transcendental knowledge would have to be judged as
impossible . Anything derived from a transcendental order would have
to be -regarded as a revelation which man would have to accept or re-
ject blindly, since he could not himself verify it . But if, on the
other hand, the ultimate organization of consciousness-is such that
it is possible for the self resident in a human being to transcend the
limits of the human form of consciousness, then it becomes possible,
in principle, for such a self to realize a transcendent knowledge and
then, to the degree that the individual had established a correlation
between-the transcendent and the conceptual, expression could be given
to this . knowledge . There would then arise the problem of how such an
expression is related to the transcendent content, just as there is a
problem of how conception is related to a perceptual content, but at
least a way of correlation between transcendental content and human
consciousness is established in principle . In this way it would be
possible for man to check directly the content of purported revelation,
thereby sifting the true from the erroneous . It thus becomes conceiv-
able that man may consume faith and belief in the Fire of Knowledge .

Introception is the function whereby man transcends the limits
of the merely human . It is the way to direct metaphysical understand-
ing. But here sound criticism must be careful to draw the distinction
between the pure metaphysical understanding and the conceptual frame-
work which symbolizes it . What man can think conceptually is not a
true portrait of the transcendent and never can be, for a conceptual
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order is objective with respect tb aa thinking self while transcendental
knowlecge is identical with its subject . As a consecquence, the pro- .
cess of objectification inevitably implies distortion, however high
the skill of the thinker . However, the conceptual order is a symbol
which means the transcendent order, and defectiveness resident in the
symbol may not rightly be predicated of that which is symbolized .

Of course, it is again clear that the conceptual form is instru-
mental in its relation to the Introceptional content, but here the
reference lies in the dimension of intensivity, rather than of exten-
sivity as in the case of the pragmatic theory of knowledge . Further,
a conceptual order, having introceptive reference, when it is consid-
ered in its relation to the field of perceptual experience, is not a
servant-function but a master-function . It legislates laws governing
the range of future possible experience . As I have said before, this
kind of conceptualism is a surrogate for transcendental realization
in the field of experience for all consciousness which is not in a
state of direct realization itself . Conceptual cognition, in this
sense, transcends experience and wields an authority beyond the test-
ing of experience . It supplies the framework or base of reference of
future possible experience, but such conditioned experience cannot
check its own presuppositions, thereby rendering an objective prag-
matic testing impossible . Transcendental insight alone is competent
to test an introceptive concept, while experience can test an empiric
concept by the pragmatic method . It thus follows that, from the stand-
point of Empiricism, the introceptive concept bears a strong analogy

ll fy dif erentD to a rationalistic system, though its real nature is tota
from that of abstract Rationalism .

We are now in a position to develop a theory of both the doe-
trine of innate ideas and of natural rights . Whenever any individual
from the level of an introceptaal realization gives conceptual embod-
iment to a transcendental content, he imprints this as a form within
the collective psyche . Such concepts are peculiarly vital forces .
They are of a distinctly different order as conpared with mere working
hypotheses, since the latter are merely invented constructs designed
to integrate some empiric complex . Any number of working hypotheses
may be designed to deal with such complex situations, and the choice
among alternative hypotheses is governed by purely pragmatic consid-
erations, such as relative simplicity of formulation and application .
Such formulations are proposed, used and abandoned, either when they
prove inadequate or when some alternative theory offers superior ad-
vantages . Clearly, such constructions supply little more than scaf-
foldings which facilitate the growth of human understanding and com-
mand of the environment . Probably the Pragmatists have interpreted
this process correctly enough . But a concept which is the embodiment
of an introceptual realization carries a force of quite a different
nature .

If a student can so far free himself from his own cultural matrix
such that he may view other cultures with an attitude freed from pre-
judice, he will find that other cultures have world-views and sciences
of a nature more or less incommensurable with our own . He will find
that many of the features of older cultures which have formerly seemed
merely crude or immature to him actually have a good deal more of en-
lightened sophistication than he had imagined . It will become clear
that there is simply a number of different ways of viewing the world
and conceiving a science, and that all such ways which have been part
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of an historically significant culture have actually proved themeselves
adequate by pragmatic tests . Our science and world-view may seem ob-
vious enough to us but quite different orientations have seemed no less
obvious to other peoples and have been no less effective in achieving
an adjustment between the living human-being and the world-about . No
one culture, not even our own, possesses the exclusively correct world-
view . Now, what. is it that causes any particular world-view to appear
to be obvious or natural? This is a question which leads us down into
the generally unconscious determinants of the various ways of orient-

. ation possible to man . Some of these orientations we can trace to
historic sources thereby clarifying particular instances of a gener-
al process .

Men like Pythagoras and Galileo are a good deal more than scien-
tific workers . They are, rather, men of scientific deeds, in the
sense of Spengler . They established ways *of approach to the problem
of such a basic source that those who followed in the respective
cultures subsequently thought along the lines they laid down . Our
science may even be called the Galilean science, while that of the
Greeks may be thought of as the Pythagorean science . It is part-
icularlyt significant that the use or understanding of number in
these two sciences is so vastly different that it is quite dif-
ficult for one who belongs to the current of the one kind of sci-
ence to understand, the number concept of the other . These men ac-
tually established frameworks of approach which became like self-
evident truths for those who followed in their foot-steps . . We are
not merely convinced of the soundness of these truths, we rather
believe them with a religious sort of conviction . Now, what such
men have actually done is to imprint within the human psyche of
their respective cultures concepts which embody an introceptive
realization . These concepts are pregnant and living and, within
their respective spheres of influence, they possess the men who
are subsequently born so that they find it exceedingly difficult
to free themeselves from the feeling that these concepts are necessary .

In the field of religion this process is even more notable. Thus
to the Christian Protestant of the conviction the Lutheran doctrine
of "justification by faith" is not merely a philosophical theory to
be entertained among alternative theories ; it is rather a necessary
ground-principle which is believed by all who realize the true doc-
trine. But this doctrine has never been universally held, either
in the historic past nor at present, even among men of distinctly

• superior religiosity. The opposed doctrine of mediation appears
to possess an even wider acceptance, and seems quite as natural and
obvious to those who accept it . What we have here is simply an il-
lustration of a process wherein a man of introceptive insight im-
pregnated a concept with that insight and thus predetermined the
view-point of large numbers of men who followed him . Through the
insight of Luther, "justification by faith" became an innate Idea .

Friedrich Nietzsche supplies us with another instance of this
same process, closer to our own time . Nietzche has his own pec-
uliar insight and gave it conceptual form in his works, with the

i result that it also possessed a sector of subsequent humanity with-
to see how much of the orientation ofIt is easyin its folds .

German National Socialism is predetermined by the thought of Nietzche .
To many students, the thought of NietAche may appear as ;erely an-
other philosophic theory, but for those who are possesseq by it, it
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comes as an innate truth, regardless of whether they have read Nietz-
sche or not .

'Every significant philosopher and every important social or
religious leader has produced an impregnated concept from out of
the hidden heights or depths . Not always are such concepts impreg-
nated with Light, for they may also be born out of darkness . But
they are always more than bare conceptual frameworks or theories .
They always carry something of the nature of life within their
depths, be it of a dark or luminous sort . As a result of this

• there is, in addition to the explicit logical consequences, an
even more vital development such that they may grow in ways not
foreseen by their originators . Doubtless Nietzsche did not mean
by his "superman" the "super race" of German National Socialism,
but this would simply mean that his impregnated concept had poten-
tialities transcending his own private imagination . It is indeed
a wis .e father who can foresee everything his son will become .
When one gives life to anything he assumes a vast amount of respons-
ibility. He may have started something better than he thought, but
it may equally well develop into something considerably worse .

The foregoing illustrations are instances of a process with-
in the range of historic observation . By studying instances of this
kind one may learn much of the forces which predetermine the think-
ing and conduct of men . The consciousness of men moves within frame-
works which are quite generally not examined and, frequently, not

D

even known in their nature as frameworkes which stand in contrast
to other possibilities . Within those frameworks the possessed in-
dividuals may deal with their respective problems with greater or
lesser measure of critical rationality, but the acceptance of the
framework is something either more or less than rational . One can
easily prove this point by subjecting the more or less unconscious
framework of another to criticism in the presence of the latter .
Almost inevitably he arouses a state of consciousness highly toned
with affect. He makes no headway at all 'with his rational criticism
and, in the case of the less mature religious types, runs the risk
of being accused of possessing a satanic disposition . On the whole,
this sort of thing is an unwise and dangerous course of procedure .
Generally, it is better to let men sleep within their frameworks,
so long as they are not too dangerous to other men . In this matter
the Indians are wiser than we are, for they say that it is unwise
ever forcefully to awaken a sleeping man . Rather, let the man
awaken naturally before trying to teach him .

The basic frameworks possess men and thus have the nature
of conviction , rather than of a theory which is accepted through
being convinced . Now, it is these convictions which carry the
force of innate or native ideas . A psychological or introceptive
insight, which has penetrated to deeper levels of consciousness than
the frameworks which predetermine the consciousness and conduct of
most men, leads to a knowledge of the relativity of all such frame-
works . Their innateness is thus only relative and not absolute .
But they are properly of the nature of innate ideas for those who
are possessed by them, since these frameworks are not for the pos-
sessed individual something derived from experience, but rather
underlie and predetermine the form of his experience . It is impos-
sible for the experience of the possessed individual to disprove

• them, since they automatically exclude all possible experiences
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which are not confirmatory . It is no easy matter to transcend
frameworks of this sort, since the transcending implies something
analogous to a dying process which precedes a new birth, either in
a minor or radical sense . In this, the consciousness of the man of
science is as greatly bound as is the representative of any religious
sect . Transcendence of any sort is never easy, but all real advance
of human consciousness, that is more than mere elaboration of old
possibilities, is dependent upon it .

Enlightenment is a process of transcendence of old conditioning
frameworks . It is not merely the further development of possibilities
subsumed by the frameworks . To continue the further development of a
science delimited by the framework of Galileo's insight is not a pro-
gress to new enlightenment, but is merely an elaboration of Galileo's
enlightenment . The enlightener always speaks from out the transcend-
ent, while the continuer merely elaborates further or sustains . This
is true with respect to science, religion and social orientations
generally .

Enlightenment may proceed far or only a little way, but always
something that formerly had seemed as necessary and innate is trans-
cended . Old anchorages are broken while new ones are achieved . This
is a serious business, for while the greatest values men have known
have come by this road, yet every enlightenment is a destructive
force with respect to old, more or less unconscious, presuppositions .
For this reason the enlightener is more likely than not to be an
object of persecution . He appears to his milieu as the destroyer

D of established and precious values . In some respects, he is fort-
unate who is not understood in his own time .

Innate ideas are not derived from experience but have their
origin, either in introceptive realization or by penetration in the
more or less shadowy depths of the psychologic unconscious . They
are thus not merely logically presupposed in all experience, but
actually have a source in a realm other than that covered by ex-
perience . In their higher form, they are rooted in an introceptive
realization and, therefore, are truly transcendent, in the very
sense of a transcendent knowledge which Kant conceived as-impos-
sible. Objectively, such ideas can neither be proven nor disproved .
They are, thus, not to be judged as either true or false, but rather
as the relative standard by which the true and the false are measured .
Consequently, and an example, it is impossible to determine whether
the doctrine of natural rights is true or false . Rather it is true

• that if this doctrine is a presupposition of a social consciousness,
then a way of social thought and life follows as a consequence .
There is excellent reason for regarding this doctrine as defining
the distinctive meaning of the American way, since the moral ground
for American autonomy was grounded upon this doctrine . Thus, if
this doctrine is repudiated, then the distinctively American way
is overthrown, to be replaced by something else, better or worse--
probably the latter .

So far we have been investigating innate ideas as particu-
larizing framewarks whereby different human cultures, religious
sects and social movements are differentiated . But beyond these
limits mankind as a whole has still deeper roots such that inter-
cource and cross-understanding becomes possible . Various human
groupings are obviously different in innumerable ways, yet the whole

• human family still remains one, having certain similarities of feel-
ing, thought and action in common . It is because of this that we
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differentiate some creatures as being human . How does a man differ
from an animal or other kinds of creatures of either an inferior or
superior order? The biologist would say that the differentiation
lies in a distinctive anatomy . This answer is doubtless valid
enough as far as it goes, but it reflects the superficiality which
confuses the incidental with the fundamental . Actually, a creature,
which possessed the anatomy normal ;to men but which possessed the
consciousness of, and behaved like ; an animal, would be an animal
in fact and not a man . Likewise ; a creature possessing a human
kind of consciousness, but in the form of one of the animals, would
really be a human being. It is unimportant that man should be
defined as "a featherless plantigrade biped mammal of the genus
Homo", but it is highly significant that the Sanscrit root "MAN"
should mean "think" or "the thinker" . An intellectual donkey would .
be more of a human being than a stupid Australian bushman . If the
most primitive "featherless plantigrade biped mammal of the genus
Homo" does not think, then he is not a man .

A hur,an being is a man because he thinks conceptually, and not
because of any of his other functions, however highly they may be
developed . Now, the conceptual thinker is one whose stream of con-
sciousness is modified by the framework essential to thought as such .
This framework included the laws of thought in their totality of
principles which cannot be derived from any other conception, save
in the circular form of mutual implications . No one can repudiate

D these principles and continue to be a thinker, though he might con-
tinue to be conscious through the activity of other functions .
These basic laws of thought are not derivations from experience,
but are the ground-structure which renders the world-view charact-
eristic of the thinker possible . They are not necessities of
"things" or of consciousness in its abstract or, rather, concrete
totality . Thus the laws of thought are of ontological importance
for conceptual thought ; but not for being as a whole .

The laws of thought are, thus, quite properly innate ideas
which cannot be thought away without thinking away the very possi-
bility of thinking . They are real and objective enough for the
thinker qua thinker. Thus to attain an insight which so far
transcends them that they assume the character of relative determ-
inants is to penetrate into consciousness beyond conceptually think-
able limits .

There are innate ideas truly enough, but they are themselves
dependent upon a Source beyond experience and which is, therefore,

0

genuinely transcendental . Within the circumscribing limits of the
framework of consciousness predetermined by them they can only be
known as terminal or border-line conceptions . They are the theor-
etical sum of an infinite converging series . While confined with-
in the limits of this framework man's consciousness cannot pass
beyond this border-line . But this limitation passes when man finds
a function by which he can reaoh consciouly beyond the border-line .
Every such movement is an act of transcendence . Now, if any man
attains the point of introceptive realization such that he may
look down upon the most basic principles which render conceptual
thought possible, then he has transcended human consciousness in
the rigorous sense . In terms of the Indian symbolism, this is the
transcendence of the Manu or of Vaivasvata, in other words, it is
a transcendence of the root framework of consciousness which literally
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is the progenitor of all thinking beings . Thus the laws of thought
are the seed of Manu .

It is indeed true that man . cannot speculatively determine what
lies beyond the deepest roots of conceptual thought . Kant's crit-
icism is conclusive with respect to this . Speculation is valid with-
in the framework of the thinker, but not beyond . But beside spec-
ulative thought there is in man's total psychical constitution a func-
tion--generaly latent--whereby he can reach above, and not merely
below thought . (The processes described in Jung's psychology of

• the unconscious mainly lead to levels below conceptual thought .)
It is this function which I have called introception . And by means
of this function the self resident within a human being can know
and check transcendental realities . Here is something a good deal
more than faith, intuition or revelation . It is also not subject
to the limitations which criticism has imposed upon speculative
thought . We have, thus, at least a theory for an epistemological
foundation for a transcendental knowledge .

Through introducing the notion of the introceptional function
I have avoided, in principle at least, the logical difficulties
which have, heretofore, dogged the heels of transcendental phil-
osophy . The problem of the genuineness of transcendental insight
or presupposition is reduced to the problem of the actuality of the
function of introception as I have defined it . This is not a prob-
lem for logic but for psychology in the sense of meta-psychology .

D

The actuality of the function must be determined, either by a
search of the historic evidence for its existence, or by direct
individual arousing of its activity . The latter method, of course,
supplies the only absolutely certain demonstration that the intro-
ceptive function is a fact .

When the Light of consciousness turns upon itself toward its
source, then if consciousness were dependent upon the object for
its existence, the resultant state would be one of complete uncon-
sciousness . But actually the resultant state is, not only not one
of unconsciousness, but is, indeed, a state of greatly intensified
consciousness . Thus if consciousness depends upon anything at all
it is exclusively dependent upon the subject or self . Now, when
consciousness turns upon itself the object vanishes, thereby proving
the contingency of the object . Whether or not there is an external
world existing as a thing, outside the relation of being an object
for a subject, is really a matter of no importance . Actually to
predicate existence or non-existence of such independent thinghood
is a meaningless judgment, since no meaning attaches to the notion
of existence apart from consciousness . If anyone attempts to de-
fine such existence he inevitably finds that in the very act of de-
fining he has transformed it into an object, that is, into a some-
what which exists for consciousness . The arguments for the exist-
ence of the independent thing do not have any sounder logical basis
than the old formal arguments for the existence of God, that Kant
criticized so effectively . The existence of the independent thing

• is not a necessity for thought, and that which actually takes place
in an introceptive realization shows that it is not a necessity for
consciousness . Thus it is wholly unnecessary either to affirm or
deny the existence of the independent thing . It is simply irrelevant .

At the first stage of the introceptive transformation the object
vanishes , while the subject persists . This implies at least the
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relative transcendency of the subject with respect to the object,
a consequence of the very highest importance, not only for phil-
osophy and religion, but for sociology as well . The relationship
between subject and object is not .equalitarian but hierarchical,
with the subject occupying the transcendent position . As between
the subject and the object, authority inheres in the subject . An
instance drawn from history illustrates the practical bearings of
this relationship .

It is related that during or after his conquest of India,
Alexander the Great learned of the Indian Yogins and their strange
powers and was highly interested . Ultimately he had the opportunity
of meeting one seated upon the bank of the river . The Yogin gracious-
ly condescended to converse with Alexander and answered his questions
at some length . Alexander was greatly impresse . and wished to have
the Yogin return with him to Macedonia, and so proposed to the lat-
ter that he should follow this caurse . But the Yogin refused . Final-
ly, Alexander threatened to employ all the compulsive means he had
in his power, including the threat of death itself . But all this
left the Yogin as unmoved as ever . Ultimately, Alexander retreated
in defeat . Though the great soldier could conquer a world, yet he
could not influence the will of a single naked Yogin . Stated in
psychological terms, Alexander exerted the greatest power of his
time over the objective situation, but was powerless with respect
to the self, for the very essence of being a true Yogin is single-
pointed identification with the self . The world-ruler, no matter
how great or powerful, never commands the Yogin, but in all relations
with the latter seeks from him what he may graciously bestow . Here
the proud ruler must play the humble part .

The objective situation dominates only those who are weak and
deluded--unfortunately the vast majority of human beings . The ob-
jective situation does not dominate because it transcends the Sub-
ect . Metaphorically stated the beggar object in life has ab-

rogated the royal thrcne., while the true . ruler (the self) has per-
mitted himself to become the scullion who seeks largess of the
real beggar who appears in royal robes . If one has a large wealth
of compassion he may pity the true royalty who imagines himself
to be only the scullion, but since the latter has no one to blame
but himself and could reaffirm his status at any time, he really
merits only contempt . When all this is clearly understood our
whole conception of social organization and method will be radical-

. ly altered . Today because we have permitted ourselves to fall un-
overn -conceive o ft wth bd th h ti ti fd i goon jec eypno c om na e oeer

ment in terms which fit only the psychology of the deluded scu]3ion .
Philosophy has fallen far from its high estate when it sells

itself to the object . That physical science should do this is not
so surprising, but one expects more from philosophy . Not only do
the explicitly realistic schools do this, but one even finds the
Pragmatists assuming the same orientation . Consider the following
quotation from William James : "As I myself understand these authors,
we all three (including Schiller, Dewey and James) absolutely agree
in admitting the transcendency of the object--provided it be an
experienceable object--to the subject, in the truth relation-Ill
The final phrase suggests that possibly the pragmatic theory does
not affirm the transcendency of the object in all possible relations,
but it is clear that in that pre-eminantly important relation of
truth it does . What does this imply?
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It certainly means that truth is not a transcendent relation
which exists prior to experience . The truth relation is a function
of experience and not of, introceptive realization . One finds truth
by an adjustment to an objective situation, not by an inner and super-
sensual attunement . In .the one case one attains truth by achieving
adjustment with a1 already existent world, even though it is merely
the world which is given through perceptual experience, while in the
other the realization of truth actually destroys the world as posses-
sing any sort of real independence . Consciousness, as known through
the introceptual realization, is independent of the objective world,
and merely permits the latter to be . Knowing the true nature of this
objective world is a very essential feature of the truth of inner
realization . Awakened self-consciousness may choose to act as though
the objective world were real in itself and thus play the game on
those terms . In this case there are various relationships, some of
which may be called "correct" and others "incorrect", but here we
have something less than the truth-relation . It would be better
to speak of empiric correctness and incorrectness, meanwhile leav-
ing the loftier term "Truth" for the more fundamental adjustment
which determines the real relationship between the subjective order
and the objective order taken as a whole .

Footnote to Chapter IX

1 Meaning of Truth, pp xvii-xix, italics mine .
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Chapter X

Introceptionalism

Substantiality is inversely proportional to ponderability

In the psychology of the transformation process it is a known
fact that the process is generally accompanied by a presentation,
either in the dreaming or waking state, of a series of symbols that
convey a particularly significant meaning to the individual . The
culminating symbols tend to take a form, technically known as
Mandalas , which are generally sensuous presentments or actions .
Once the content of these symbols is adequately assimilated the trans-
forming process is completed and the individual has achieved inte-
gration upon a new level . Both the western psychology on the sub-
ject and the manuals of Oriental Yoga agree that these symbolic
instruments are highly, important . But it is not invariably the case
that the symbol takes a sensible form, either as a recept or a
sensible act, In my own psychological organization there seems to be
a distinctly limited capacity for fabricating sensible images auto-
nomously, with the result that I stand in a defective position for
the direct personal criticism of this process . I have never known
visible or other sensible presentations of this sort during the
waking state and only rarely even in dreams . But I have had acquain-
tance with conceptual presentations of a semi-autonomous sort which
proved to be of enormous importance in the transformation process .

A conceptual presentation is not to be understood as a concep-
tual representation since, in part at least, it enters conscious-
ness in much the way a percept does . It is not more than partly a
conceptual construction and may, Indeed, apparently be an almost
wholly autonomous development . As I know this kind of presentation
it is marked by a complete lack-of concrete perceptual or sensible
elements . It is more like a newly born and full grown idea- a birth
well symbolized by the steeping forth of Minerva fully grown from the
head of Jupiter. It is highly abstract as though coming directly
from a consciousness to which what we call abstract is more immediate
and direct than the concrete and particular . Here I must diverge from
C .G . Jung when he insists that the abstract idea is exclusively a
development from an essentially concrete and perceptual primordiall
image . As far as my acquaintance with this kind of Idea goes it
actually is so abstract in its original nature that in order to .
formulate it at all it is more or less distorted by a process of
concretion . Our language fails because it is not abstract ienough,
thus the distorting effect of conceptual representation is the re-
verse of that which occurs when a concrete perception is given con-
ceptual formulation . I must insist upon this point as it has an
important bearing upon one of my theses, i .e ., that our most abstract
language is the best vehicle of ultimate Truth .

The immediate conceptual presentation is more like the mani-
festation of a mature consciousness than of the primitive kind of
consciousness suggested by the primordial image . This leads to some

• very startling implications for it seems to imply that in its total
meanin the collective unconscious is not merely filled with ag
primitive kind of primordial content . Unquestionably there is such
a primitive primordial content, but I see no good reason for doubting
the equal existence of a deposit in the collective unconscious of
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ancient and unknown culture of a very high order of maturity . Indeed,
the history of the past, in so far as we know it at all definite-
ly, does not reveal to us a stage when the earth was without its
Sages of a very superior order . Our current idea of a development
from exclusively primitive roots is really little more than a mythical
construct, probably very largely the result of prejudices induced
by Darwin . The archetype of the wise old man which Dr . C . G. Jung
has isolated does not at all carry the symbolic meaning of primitiv=
ity but, rather, of something that is distinctly mature . It is not
at all improbable that there were ancients who were wiser in their
day than we are in ours . It is by no means a self-evident truth
that the process of time inevitably implies progress in wisdom .
Degeneration is just as likely and even becomes rather probable when
we consider possible'social implications of the second law of
thermo-dynamics .

I most certainly do insist that the Sage is the child of
•introception rather than of perception, so that Wisdom in the spiri-
tual sense is a Root, rather than a flower growing out of percep-
tual experience . Thus Wisdom descends from the sky and does not
ascend out of the earth, and without the down-pourings from the sky
the earth would be parched and cultured life would gradually dis-
appear . It is for this reason that earth-born philosophies are
sterile .
. A conceptual presentation differs from a conceptual represen-

tation in the further respect that it carries an enormously clari-
fying authority . It is entirely possible that through unaided
intellectual speculation an individual might develop a formulation
precisely the same as that of a conceptual presentation, but the
effect would be entirely different so far as the transformation
process is concerned . The speculative construct would be only a
theory, from which systematic conclusions could be drawn, but it
would not yield the authority of insight . The thinker is not made
into a different man by it . But a conceptual presentation carries
with it a superlative order of assurance = one knows that without
doubt here is Truth . The knowledge does not seem external to the
self, as is the case with purely speculative constructs . Cue can
transfer his anchorage to the conceptual presentation with the same
certainty that formerly he viewed himself as the world-bound man .
Subsequently, the influence of inherited and traditional ideas may
introduce doubt if the individual permits them to do so and, in that
case, the transformation process will be hindered if not prevented
entirely . Unquestionably merehabit and tradition must be heroically
depreciated . But here we have merely the dangers which must be con-
quered along the Way . At any rate, at the moment of the presentation
itself the authority of the insight is unequivocal . One has found
a base on which he can stand against the opinion of the whole world,
if that is necessary .

In my own experience the crucial key to the transformation
process lay in a sudden and highly authoritive recognition which fin-
ally took the aphoristic form" "Substantiality is inversely propor-
tional to ponderability" . At a particularly lucid moment I simply
saw that this must be true . Sensible presentments and conceptual
representations in that moment acquired the value of voidness, sur-
rounded by fullness which is forever hidden to a consciousness
operating exclusively under those forms . In other words, I found
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real fullness in just those zones where sensation and conception
reported absence of anything . This was a radical inversion of all
habitual values . But it removed the remaining barriers to the
awaken ing of the introceptual process .

If one analyzes the aphoristic formula he will find that it
implies a phase of the process of "turning about" . In terms of our
ordinary understanding and habits we conceive of all development and
progress as a movement toward further elaboration of perceptual and
conceptual content . We imagine that such content is, of course,
something and, indeed, something valuable . Enrichment is a process
of increasing it . But all of this valuation is reversed . Both per-
ceptual presentation and conceptual representation have the
significance of an empty phantasmagoria of essentially no more
substantiality than dream-stuff . Particularly is this true of sen-
sible presentments, though it is somewhat less emphatically the case
with concepts . Sensible fact, instead of having the greatest reality-
value, as is the case with most men, is seen as most empty of reality .
All the relationships of the sensible world are seen to have only the
significance of a sort of painful game, which doesn't lead much of
anywhere . But, in contrast, the assurance of a super-sensible ac-
tuality is much more profound than any former belief in sensible
reality . Here is indubitable evidence of another way of consciousness
which receives practically no recognition in our psychology and
philosophy .

I conceive it to be highly significant that the transformed
point of view leaves the substance of the logical processes of thought
unaltered . The content of meaning given to the indefinable terms
which enters into logical systems is simply given a new reference . In
other words, rational thought remains the mediator between the per-
ceptual contents as negations, instead of positive actualities, and
then proceed with the systematic development of either a science or
a philosophy .as formerly . One can think as well or better than ever
before, but the valuation of the content of the thought is radically
altered . As a consequence this transformation does not imply any-
thing like an alogical attitude . I feel, therefore, justified in
affirming that there is more relative reality In logical process and
form than there is in any perceptual presentment or experience . But
even this reality is only relative .

It is not implied that experience is wholly without value, but
the value which it does have is symbolical and instrumental . A neg-
ation can very well serve as a symbol of that which is negated . It
is all a question of how the meaningful reference is interpreted . .
Experience simply is not an end-in-itself, nor does it mean something
which can be attained by more experience . Its real reference is to
that which is realized directly only by the turning about in conscious-
ness . Movement of consciousness in the direction of jxperience ultim-
ately always leads to disappointment and frustration . But with the
turning about the frustration and disappointment vanish .

Of course, a theory of the nature and office of experience is
needed . Experience arises out of a conative attitude of hunger or
craving . In a state of complete satisfaction there is none of the
desiring or yearning which leads on to experience . But in the ab-
sence of satisfaction all sorts of strivings are aroused whioh are
oriented in whatever direction it may seem that satisfaction may be
achieved . So long as consciousness is oriented in whatever direc-
tion it may seem that satisfaction may be achieved . So long as con-
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sciousness is oriented toward the object this leads to a search for,
more and ever more experience . But somehow every experience is a
disappointmenz, in that it fails to supply the satisfaction sought,
and so the same effort is repeated again and again through a seem-
ingly endless series . But the content of experience is like a
worthless piece of quartz rock in which there once lay a nugget of
gold, but where now there remains only. the mold of that nugget . It
is like the gorgeous color on the inner pearly surface of a sea-
shell, which color is no substance in the shell but is the light as
it is refracted from the surface . It is the rainbow's end of promise
of fulfillment, but which is always snatched away at the moment of
grasping . And this is true since there is no substance 'in the con-
tent of pure experience .

The office of experience is to frustrate and to cheat, and yet
not for a malicious purpose . Experience brings pain so that con-
sciousness may be gradually awakened to self-realization . For if
consciousness flowed freely toward the object and thereby found the
fulfillment of its yearning, there would be none of the shock
necessary, such that consciousness could become aware of its own true
nature . Empiric consciousness is like an alien in a distant and
strange land but who is yearning for all that has been lost . He
seeks widely in this land for the old companions but who are not to be
found anywhere in that region . To find these companions, consciousness
must return to the source from whence it came, and it is the office
of experience to l&sh the wanderer until he finally awakens to the
need for the return .

The values which experience symbolizes lie behind the outward
flowing stream of consciousness, and thus are actually closer to the
wanderer than the objects which lie before him . These values are
just precisely those which never are the content'of any presentment
nor of any idea. They are thus symbolized by the void of unfilled
space which seems to the objectively streaming consciousness to be
nothing at all . So experience gives just that which Reality is not ;
it is the thin and insubstantial surface which bounds and hides the
Real . The frame-work of empiric consciousness is such that it ever
veils the durable and substantial .

It is characteristic of the critical analysis of our day that
it finds no substance anywhere . There is real acuity of understanding
revealed in this criticism, for it is indeed true that the form of
our outward-going consciousness is just such that it never can give
us a realization of substantial actuality . Terms in relation are
truly empty and as thin as a mathematical surface and this is indeed all
that may be realized is equivalent to saying that the experiential
kind of consciousness is the sole possibility . However, he,who has
once found the way to turn the stream of consciousness backward toward
its source, knows that this is not so, and he who has not done this is
in no position to know . The denial of the actuality of substance
is valid for the zone delimited by possible experience, but not beyond
that .

In this day when one attempts again to reintroduce the notion
of substance into a philosophic system he is moving against the current
of the times . In the older philosophies the notion had an honorable
place, but not so in our time . In part this may be explained as a
result of the development of critical philosophy and in part as a
result of change of the psychological focus of consciousness . When
consciousness is oriented more to the extraverted attitude there is
a tendency to spread widely in a consciousness of surface, at the price
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of a loss of depth . This means that content of consciousness becomes
valued only as experience or as mere terms in relation, with no under-
lying substantiality . The result is a state of essentially soulless
consciousness, separated from its roots, in the sense of a conscious
correlation with the roots . In this case knowledge as Assurance is
lost and there remains either only probable knowledge or a knowledge
which has only ja tentative value because of its empiric working .
That there should be something substantial behind this knowledge is
an idea without weight . At best it is an unknown and unknowable some-
what which is of no practical significance and certainly is not
logically necessary . It appears as though all we had was simply the
play of phenomena and from this it is a short step to the philosophic
standpoint of Phenomenalism .

I am forced to agree that if we restrict knowledge to the com-
bination of pure reason and experience, the notion of an underlying
substance is reduced to a speculative construct . And there is, indeed,
much to be said for the elimination of all speculative constructs which
are not theoretically necessary . For many purposes no efficiency is
lost if we assume that no substantial substrate exists behind either
the phenomenal object or the empiric subject to consciousness . Fur-
ther, this standpoint receives considerable support from the better
known doctrines of the most philosophical of religions, i .e ., Buddhism .
There is, in fact, a very considerable rapproachment between modern
Western speculation and the phenomenology of Buddhism, so we clearly
face a problem which calls for careful examination .

In its more important signification the concept of substance means
the subsirate underlying all experience, which is not itself a direct
object of experience . Since the time that the problem of knowledge
attained recognition as being crucial, the notion of the substrate
has acquired two contrasted meanings . In one sense, it is conceived
as the underlying thing-in-itself and, in the other, as a supporting
and constitutive subject . These contrasting substance-philosophies
are respectively realistic and idaalistic in perspective, but both
agree in predicating a reality behind the scenes . Both also agree in
affirming a somewhat that is perdurable throughout all change, such as,
for example, the unchanging mass of matter throughout all changes of
state of matter, or a persistent self which remains identical through-
out all modifications of consciousness .

Opposed to the substantiality theory is the view that both the
object of experience and the subject to experience are merely complexes
of insubstantial elements, either material or psychical . All entities
are, therefore, simply phenomenal effects of complexes, rather than
being perdurable substrates . It is interesting and very striking
that a doctrine as modern as this should have been formulated by
Buddha 2,5000 years ago . *It was the main point of departure between
Buddhism and Brahmanism proper and seems to have been the source of
considerable bitter controversy . Since the practical ethical object-
ive of Buddhism was the dissolution of the complexes, it is not sur-
prising that the phenomenology of Buddha should have suggested that
the Nirvanic state was literal annihilation . For how could there be
any real immortality is thereis no such thing as a perdurable self?

I am not aware of any philosophy more subtle or more difficult
to understand than Buddhism if one is solely familiar with the more
public teachings . There seems to be neither a subject nor a thing-
in-itself behind the phantasmagoric play of phenomena . But the Sans-
krit Sutras, which were written down some five or six hundred years
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after the final Nirvana of the Buddha, reveal a much more positive
metaphysical teaching . There is something behind the empiric subject

• and phenomena that does endure, thereby giving to the Nirvanic state
a positive meaning, but it is by no means an 'easy task to isolate the
logic of the total teaching . I doubt that real clarity in this matter
can ever be achieve'l without passing through the process of the
direct Realization or Transformation individually . But, in any case,
the Buddhist philosophy does affirm a somewhat which is perdurable
and thus does teach a substantialistic metaphysics which is the
counterpart of the phenomenologic treatment of empiric consciousness .

The fundamental idealistic doctrine, that existence is identical
with being known or otherwise determined by being in and for con-
sciousness , would lead to the most rigorous kind of phenomenalism
if knowledge were conceived as restricted to experience and the
pure reason alone . In this case, the notion of substance would be
confined to the realistic view which held that there were real
existences independent of all consciousness and were, in their own
true nature, different from their appearance to consciousness . But a
study of the idealistic thinkers reveals quite generally, either an
implication of another way of consciousness, or an explicit reference
to such . I have already referred to Schopenhauer's "intuition of
genius" and "temper akin to genius" as implying a kind of cognition
other than either perception or conception . Schelling is even more
explicit . The following quotations from "Transcendental Idealism"
are impressive :

1 . "By this act of separation (the two affirmations, I am and
There are things outside of me.) when it is completed, one transports
ones self in the transcendental act of contemplation, which is by
no means a natural, but an artifical one ."

2 . "The sole organ of this method of philosophizing is therefore
the inner sense, and its object is of such a nature that, unlike that
of mathematics, it can never become an object of external intuition ."

"The whole object of philosophy is no other than the action of
intelligence according to fixed laws . This action can be conceived
only through a peculiar, direct, inner intuition, and this again is
possible only through production ."

4. "For whereas production in art is projected outward, in order
to refelct the unconscious by products ; philosophical production is
directed immediately inward, in order to reflect it in intellectual
intuition ."

It seems to me abundantly clear that the phrases, "transcen-
dental act of contemplation", "inner sense", "peculiar, direct, inner
intuition" and "intellectual intuition", refer to essentially what I
mean by introception, This "inner sense" is explicitly conceived as
an organ and, hence, implies a function of consciousness . It is thus
clear that this is not the same as introspection, for the latter acti-
vity does not imply a new organ essentially different from the functions
employed in ordinary perceptual observation . Introspection is merely
a kind of observation .

We have now arrived at a position such that we can define the
notion of substance in-idealistic terms . Substance in this sense does
not mean an unknown substrate, in every possible sense knowing . It

. means, rather, a substrate which cannot be known as an object of
perceptual experience, nor can it be known through pure conceptual
thought . It is known through the introceptive function of conscious-
ness , that is,throughthe process whereby consciousness turns upon
itself toward its source . There is thus a sense in which substance
remains as the unknown perdurable substrate, for it is unknown so long
as the introcep'ti.ve function is not awakened and active . At the same
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time, in the more comprehensive sense, consciousness remains as the
constitutive determinant of being, at least in so far as the notion
of being can have any conceivable meaning . Indeed, we may say that
consciousness is itself the substantial substrate, but not that any
given isolated phase or function of consciousness is such a substrate .

We are now in a position to define, in general terms, how it is
possible that the whole of being may be constituted by consciousness,
and yet may appear to empiric man in part as objectively determined .
The objective world as a whole is a precipitate from Consciousness
in its most comprehensive sense, but it is only partly determined by
perceptual and conceptual consciousness . The precipitate from Con-

• sciousness beyond perception and conception appears as objective and
independent to the empiric individual . It is what it is, despite his
individual wish and will . He must come to terms with this objective
appearance, and direct his willing through various adjustments, rather
than by free action . But if any individual became completely con-
scious there would be no longer any objective world, save in so far
as he willed it into being and voluntarily accepted a degree of bind-
ing or veiling of his own consciousness . But such an individual would
have become more than a mere private individual ; he would, indeed,
have beomce identical with the collective Self of all creatures .

Substance has the psychological value of depth , whereas the notions
of terms in external relations and of experience imply consciousness as
surface exclusively . Therefore, it may be said that substance philo-
sophies alone have soul, though in the case of mterialism the soul
would be dead, but not non-existent . There is soul only when there is
something more felt or realized than that which appears upon the sur-
face of consciousness alone . Thus soul never can be a part of the
material available for objective analysis, with the result that any
philosophy which views its whole problem as concerned exclusively
with material completely available for objective analysis, in principle
must be regarded as soulless . It is for this reason that a philo- -
sophy like the New Realism is more deadly to the religious feeling than
even outright Materialism itself . It is better to have a dead soul
than no soul at all .

The meaning of Depth , in the above sense, is not-easy to define,
though it may be so clearly realized or felt that its actuality is
indubitable . A positive and comprehensive definition is impossible, so
that most that can be said of a definitive character is mainly negative
Thus depth is that which is not comprehended by any concept, nor any
part of experience, in the definitely delimited meaning we have given
to the latter term . It is that which is always "felt", at least,

40 in every genuine religious experience . It is that for which men would
r-eadily sacrifice their lives . It can be directly and consciously
Realized only by the conscious introceptive movement, in which con-
sciousness turns upon itself toward its source . Here there is
immediate, direct and positive realization of the depth dimension in
consciousness . But this depth quale is just precisely the inexpressibly.:
element in all Gnostic and Mystical Realization . Every expression
that has come out of such Realizations fails to convey explicitly the
depth quality . The surface meaning of all such expressions can be
interpreted in such a way that there is no depth, but in so doing the
real meaning is lost . One must always be at least a near Mystic in
order to understand a Mystic .

The direct Realization of depth alone gives certain assurance
with respect to perdurability . Without this Realization there can be
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no certainty with respect to immortality, however conceived . On objec-
tive grounds, the notion of immortality can never be more than a
speculative extrapolation which reaches far beyond its grounds . Even
a real communication with disembodied entities - assuming that such
a communication could be established - would not prove that such
entities were perdurable . Their existence might be as much conditioned
by time as embodied life in the world, and the affirmation of a dis-
embodied entity to the contrary is not sufficient to establish any
certainty . To establish the actuality of a disembodied entity would
prove only that living beings can exist in such a way that they are
not apparent to the normal sensorium . More is required to give the
notion of immortality a positive meaning .

It is equally true that the mere event of physical death is
not sufficient to prove perdurability or immortality . There is no
reason whatsoever to suppose that mere physical dying is enough to
awaken consciousness in the depth or transcendental dimension. ONe
may die to find himself still living, with much the same kind of
consciousness he had while in physical embodiment . With most men
this would still be a case of consciousness moving on the surface . It
is quite significant that the Buddhists speak of the death of a
Buddha as the final Nirvana, but not so in the case of other men . The
direct acquaintance with Depth not only may be attained before death,
but there is even no reason to believe that there is any advantage
for such attainment in an after-death state . If we or if consciousness
is perdurable, we or consciousness are so now no less than at any
future time .

Kant was quite correct when he viewed the problem of immortality

D as belonging to metaphysics . Thus, save in so far as man has awakened
the function of transcendental cognition, he can find no certain
answer to this problem . Beyond this, faith may build a positive pre-
sumption and considerations of practical psychological therapeutics
may render the inculcation of belief in immortality an important
heuristic method, as Dr . C . G . Jung has found in his practice . But
great as is the psychological value of belief and faith they still fall
far short of supplying certainty . No truly rigorous and heroic
thinker can ever be satisfied with the crutch of mere believing or
disbelieving . Nor is the standpoint of agnosticism better than a
confession of defeat, if it is accepted as m3 than a temporary
position . It is simply sound and conscientious thinking frankly to
acknowledge, after adequate search and analysis, that, by ordinary
means , knowledge of the metaphysical cannot be attained . But it is a
moral failure to be willing to accept nescience in any dimension as a
final state . The true soldier in the ranks of inquiry will never be
content to rest short of certainty, in any direction, be the results
wishfully acceptable or not .

A resolution of the three metaphysical problems recognized by
;Kant, i .e,, God, freedom and immortality, is attained through the
awakening of the function of introception . Yet certainty thus attained
by the awakening of this function cannot be conveyed merely by con-
ceptual thought, however skillfully developed, to one who is introcep-
tively blind . This is the tanalogue of the similar impossibility to
convey the immediate certainties of ordinary vision to a man born
blind . At best one can suggest something of how it is possible that
introceptive insight can give certainty .

A rigorous analysis of the ordinary processes of knowledge re-
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veals that this kind of knowledge does not give us .certainty in any
direction . Bertrand Russell is quite correct when he says that this
knowledge, at best, gives us only probable truth . Why is this so?
The answer is really very simple . It lies in the fact that, in the
case of ordinary knowledge, the knower stands in a relation of dis-
tance or difference from the object of his knowledge . He has, there- .
fore, no ground of certainty with respect to the content of his
knowledge . But, in contrast to ordinary knowledge, introceptive
cognition is in the form of an identity between the knower and the
known . Thus the certainty-destroying factor of distance of differ-
ence is eliminated, with the consequence that introceptive oognition
is absolutely certain on its own level . Undoubtedly, subsequent
error can be introduced when one proceeds to a conceptual inter-
pretation of the introceptive content, but such error does not
attach to the pure introceptive cognition itself . In fact, one can
secure himself from error of the interpretative type only by care-
fully avoiding saying anything positive concerning introceptive con-
tent, beyond saying that such content exists and is certain . There
would remain, then, only the task of the destructive analysis of
all relative knowledge . However, I conceive that the value of a
conceptual interpretation outweighs the evil of interpretative error .

The Knowledge through Identity given by introceptive cognition
gives an immediate relation to a comprehensive content which would
have for ordinary relative knowledge the character of an indefen-
sible extrapolation . Thus the notion of the infinite, such as the
idea of the sum-total of all terms of an infinite series, is a border-
line concept for relative thought . Ordinary conception does not
actually comprehend the infinite but projects the notion as a logical
extrapolation . But introceptive cognition may be said to begin with
just such borderline concepts as immediate and instantaneous realiza-
tions . The infinite is not an extrapolation for Introception any more
than is the immediate content of ordinary vision an extrapolation for
perceptual consciousness . Perhaps for a being that lacked complete-
ly the power of ordinary vision, but had the capacity for conceptual
thought highly developed, the actual content given by vision would
appear as an infinite or border-line concept . The psychological
significance of the notion of infinity is by no means comprehended in
the formal mathematical definition of infinity . I submit that in
terms of its psychological significance, the infinite is the border-
line of any function, which may become the immediately comprehended
content of another function . Thus the seen world is infinitely dis-
tant from the world of sound, but yet is the immediately given for
sight. If one bears this point in mind he will realize that there is
no undue pretension in saying that introceptive cognition give
immediately that which for ordinary conception is the border-line
notion of infinity . The immediate realization of infinity would not be
the literal step by step summation of an endless series - an impos-
sible task - but would be the direct comprehension of that which
appears as an endless and, therefore, impossible summation . This
means that the notion of infinity enters into the picture simply as
an interpretative device when one seeks to convey an introceptive
content within the inadequate form of ordinary conception .

To ordinary consciousness God appears as the Infinite and im-
mortality as an infinite extension of time . In the light of what I
have said above, this means that we are dealing with border-line
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concepts for a function for which neither God nor immortality can be
a direct content . Except in so far as he is also a conceptual thinke ,
the introceptively awakened man would have no need for the notion of
infinity . God and immortality are simply immediate realizatiojs which
have very little to do with our ordinary theological notions On the
subject . Actually, for instance, we can say that the whole of
Eternity can be realized in an instant . In other words, the re-
lativity of time as an infinitely extended manifold is transcended .

We are now in a position to see why the post-Hegelian Idealists
had to introduce the notion of infinite regressions . They were simply
trying to convey a meaning through conceptual thought which Card be

• truly apprehended only through introceptual realization . The figure
that they develop naturally seems impossible if it is taken liter-
ally . It is indeed absurd to conceive of the absolute consciousness
as actually moving through a process of infinite regression, a4d I do
not believe that the post-Hegellans ever meant anything like that .
They are dealingg simply with a probelm of interpretation by a function
that was inadequate for the content in question . It is a seriQVs
error to predicate the unavoidable defects of a symbol as being a
defect of that which is symbolized .

The implications of the theorem, "Substantiality is inversely
proportional to ponderability", are indeed .far reaching and often
startling from the standpoint of habitual valuations . For here by
"ponderable" I mean, not merely everything which can be measured in
the usual sense , but everything which can be an objective content of
consciousness, whether perceptual or conceptual . In other words, every-
thing objective and tangible is insubstantial and, therefore, ghost-
like . The content of empiric consciousness is'real emptiness . The
empiric world is a mirage, though innocent enough until it is taken
to be something real in itself, in which case it becomes the source
of all sorts of delusions and bondages .

To be sure, empiric man must come to terms with his environment
since by no ordinary means can he simply imagine it as not there and
then successfully act along the lines of his imaginings . But the
meaning of this objective resistance, which forces man to meet its
terms, does not consist in a thing which is independent of all con-
sciousness . It is rather a reflex of that portion of consciousness
which has not yet been awakened and assimilated . The extent of man's
awareness of the universe is the measure of the degree ofhiswn
unconsc ousness . To the degree that man s --consciousness awakens to
that degree the universe tends to vanish until, with complete con-
sciousness , there is no universe left at all . This is the stage
wherein at last complete freedom is attained . Man is bound by un-
consciousness, and is conditioned by nothing else . The completely
liberated man could, if he so chose, reintegrate his universe, but
this would not be a process of adding to his consciousness . It would
be very definitely by a process of selective self-veiling . Being
aware of an external world would be achieved by narrowing the field
of awareness, and not by expanding it .

One may object to the idea that the "extent of man's awareness
of the universe is the measure of the degree of his own unconsciousness"

• on the ground that this implies that the increase of scientific know-
ledge is tantamount to an increase of unconsciousness . But if we
analyze our most advanced special science, i .e ., physics, we shall
find that its development actually confirms my thesis . For the content
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for the physicist's thought has become progressively etherealized and
intangible . Actually the ponderable universe has become very largely
merely an appearance for the physicist, so there is much in this
science which sounds decidedly like the Indian doctrine of Maya .
Matter is first reduced to elemental parts, such as electrons and
protons, and then these cease to be merely small hard balls . It is
found that they are essentially of the nature of electricity and that
their behaviour is such that it cannot be represented through any
sensible model . In the end we find that the only effective description
of this behaviour lies in a group of differential equations which do
not give a picturable meaning . Further, even the electrons and protons
can be destroyed as units, to become flashes of radiation, spreading
indefinitely throughout space . Now all of this is simply a dis-
appearance of the universe in the sense of being something real as
it appears, while that which remains determinant is a mathematical
statement, a somewhat which exists for thought . This simply means that
our physicists have become highly conscious and thereby caused a
substantial vanishing of the ponderable universe . Thus, so far from
discrediting my thesis, actually the late development of our most
fundamental special science strongly confirms it .

As I ue the term, the Substantial is that which is Real, Per-
durable and Self-existent . In contrast, the Phenomenal is that which
depends upon something else than itself as it appears . But the Phen-
omenal is not conceived as a direct manifestation of the Substantial
so that by a direct movement of consciousness in the direction of the
noumenal the substantial can be attained if the movement is but
maintained far enough . Rather the phenomenon is produced by what might
be called a relative withdrawal of substance, so that a movement of
consciousness toward the phenomenal is equivalent to a movement away
from the Real . The Real is attained by a movement of consciousness
in the opposite direction from that by which the phenomenon is exper-
ienced . The key to the realization of the Real lies in the turning
about of the stream of consciousness towards its source .

The movement of consciousness toward experience as an end-in-
itself is equivalent to a growth of spiritual poverty . The ultimate
effect of this movement is a state of complete slavish bondage to the
object, in which the entity becomes a mere appendage to appearance .
Consciousness in this state is quite without depth, i .e ., it is a
state of soullessness in the sense that all the values connoted by
soul are completely unconscious . But since the unconscious depths of
the individual are by no means inactive, isimply because the individual
consciousness is not aware of them, it follows that one in this state
is completely at the mercy of autonomous psychical forces . Individ-
uals and nations in this state are continually drawn into impossible
and tragic situations wherein that is done or has to be done which one
would prefer to have been otherwise . The conscious individual or
national will has no control over the factors which are unconscious to
it . The state of the world today simply illustrates just how serious
such a situation can be .

Footnote to Chapter X

lIn this connection the reading of the fourth book of Schopenhauer's
"The World an Will and Idea" as an illuminating experience .
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Chapter XI

Introceptionalism

The Meaning of Divinity

When we come into the presence of the notion of Divinity we
face that which is both the Supreme Value for all consciousness and,
yet, in most of its representations the greatest source of evil . Far
.more often than not, when we hear a man refer to God he is conceiving
of only a human invention, which has been handed down by religious
institutions and by traditions . Yet, at times, this same word is
used to designate the one Reality which genuinely underlies all that
is and which may be directly known as the universal Substrate . Tbus it
is meaningless either to affirm that God is or that God is not, if
one does not consider the specific sense in which the term is employed .
The God of direct mystical or gnostic Realisation is very different from
the God of theological speculation and of priestcraft generally .
So we can define the term in such a way that it has the highest
philosophical and psychological validity, but, in that case, we shall
mean something very different from the most common notions on the
subject . There is a meaning centering around the notion of Divinity
that I find to be of the very highest importance and, yet, I could
equally well employ or avoid words commonly used to designate God .
With either line of procedure difficulties of a psychological sort are
introcuced, for, on the one hand, if familiar words are used with
a specially delimited connotation, still inherited presuppositions
in the mind of the reader are almost certain to confuse the issue,
while, on the other hand, the denial of any reality to traditional
God-conceptions is equally likely to be interpreted as a sort of
atheistic materialism . And both views would be a false understanding
of my real meaning . I shall, therefore, have to discuss the senses in
which I find the notion of Divinity sound, on one hand, and untenable,
on the other .

There is one sense of the God-notion that can be dispensed with
very readily . Often in the history of man priests and political
rulers have invented or modified an already existing God-notion as
an instrument of psychological power and control over the human beings
that are ruled . That in this we have a supreme manifestation of evil
intent I believe to be so self-evident that little supporting argu-
ment is needed . In this connection it may be well to quote the words
of a modern Buddhist adept .

"And now, after making due allowance for evils that are natural
and cannot be avoided, - and so few are they that I challenge the
whole host of Western metaphysicians to call them evils or to trace
them directly to an independent cause - I will point out the great-
est, the chief cause of nearly two-thirds of the evils that pursue a
humanity ever since that cause become a power . It is religion
under whatever form and in whatever nation . It is the sacerdotal
caste, the priesthood and the churches . It is in those illusions
that man looks upon as sacred, that he has to search out the source
of that multitude of evils which is the great curse of humanity and
that almost overwhelms mankind . Ignorance created Gods and cunning
took advantage of opportunity . Look at India and look at Christen-
dom and Islam, and Judaism and Fetishims . It is priestly imposture
that rendered these Gods so terrible to man ; it is religion that makes
of him the selfish bigot, the fanatic that hates all mankind out of
his own sect without rendering him any better or more moral for it .
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• It is belief in Gods and God that makes two-thirds of humanity the
slaves of a handful of those who deceive him under the false pretence
of saving them . Is not man ever ready to commit any kind of evil if
told that his God or gods demand the crime? ; voluntary victim of an
illusionary God, the abject slave of his crafty ministers . The Irish,
Italian and Slavonian peasant will starve himself and see his family
starving and naked to feed and clothe his padre and pope . For two
thousand years India groaned under the weight of caste, Brahmins
alone feeding on the fat of the land, and to-day the followers of
Christ and those of Mahomet are cutting each other's throats in the
names of and for the greater glory of their respective myths . Re-
member the sum of human misery will never be diminished unto that day
when the better portion of humanity destroys in the name of Truth,
morality, and universal charity, the altars of these false gods ."

Thus speaks a representative of one of the greatest religious
philosophies . I think that, if we can free our minds from inherited
prejudice, we must agree with this indictment . Today, one needs but
to observe the procedure of the totalitarian and other nations to
see how false gods are invoked to arouse men to most inhuman and
uncharitable action . The gods are variously neamed . They have been
called, "the Collectivity", "the Race-nation", "Shinto", "the white-
man's burden", and by other names . But the effect is always the same,
i .e ., to cause men to act and think unrightously, though believing-.
that they are righteous in doing so .. The most sacred motivation in
man is harnessed by a mundane will to accomplish the most malicious

D kind of objective . There is no evil greater than this . If ever a
nation would make war to enforce its will with clean hands then it
muskcarefully avoid invoking the notion of Divinity as a means of
building a fighting morale .

If divinities of the above type were the only kind of divinities
there are, then it would be better that the God-notion should be
completely eradicated from the mind of man . But, fortunately, the
God-notion has a much more sincere meaning, even though in some
manifestations we will have to judge it unsound . Here, at least,
we move in a field of philosophical dignity .

When sincerely, but unsoundly, believed in, God is the name of
the unknown cause of effects men have not been able to trace to their
roots . In this sense, "God" is only a speculative conception which
comprehends all that of-which man is ignorant but which seems to be
necessary to account for that which is known to happen . Thue, the
"Independent Thing" of the Realist is actually a God of this sort . So
also is "Experience", when it is spelled with a capital "E" . In
this sense, God begins where reason and knowledge end .

.It is unquestionably true that, so long as men have awakened
only part of the functions of consciousness, there are problems which
cannot be solved . Experience and reason alone are incapable of
resolving the most ultimate questions, which can, nevertheless, arise
in the rational consciousness . In the presence of such a situation
there are three possible courses of procedure .

1 . A speculative construct may be invented which is conceived
to be such that it is the resolution of the problem, but yet is of
such a nature that it cannot be directly verified . If one places
unconditional confidence in such a construct, it is a God-notion
in an unsound and indefensible sense .

6
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2 . It is possible to conceive the resolution of the problem
as unknown and eternally unknowable . This is systematic agnosticism
and is a voluntary surrender to ignorance .

3 . One may honestly acknowledge that at present the resolution
is unknown , and yet maintain the attitude that possibly by appro-
priate means a resolution may be possible. This is simply a tentative
and honest agnosticism , without implying the ultimate failure of
knowledge .

All three resolutions imply ignorance . The first is proud and
pretentious in that it places before men a pretention to knowledge
which is not genuine . The second is also proud in that the individual
implies that his own ignorance must necessarily characterize all
men, and not be merely the mark of the limitations of particular
functions of consciousness . The third also implies ignorance, but it
is frankly acknowledged and humble , thereby supplying a condition
most favorable to the awakening of a superior and more comprehensive
knowledge .

In the case of a speculative construct which is viewed only
as a pragmatic device for handling some practical problem , there is
no objection to be raised . Such a construct has the value of only a
temporary scaffolding and is known to be such . A positive evil arises
when such a construct is uncritically given a transcendental author-
ity and thus discourages a genuine search for Truth and the accep-
tance of self-determined moral responsibility . As a general
proposition, it may be said that the Gods of theology are of this
sort and are a hindrance , rather than an aid , in the progress of
man toward genuine Enlightenment . It is better for a man not to
feel sure , provided he continues the search for certainty, than to
build his structure of assurance upon the quicksand of false gods .

Yet, though it is true that most God-conceptions will not with-
stand the light of critical examination , still a psychological study
of the religious consciousness reveals that the general notion of God
points to something genuine . There is a secular kind of conscious-
ness - the kind which most men possess most of the time - and there
is a sacred kind of consciousness . The latter always contains some
sort of super-mundane content or reference . This content or refer-
ence is of a somewhat which is of very superior value when compared
to any of the values of the ordinary secualr consciousness . In this
sacred consciousness there is That which stands as the Supreme Value,
often symbolized as the Jewel beyond all price . It is entirely
unnecessary to give this Supreme Value any delimiting definition in -1
order to recognize that it exists and is of the highest moral
importance to the individual who is oriented to it. All of- this, so
far, is within the limits of fact available for the appropriate kind
of psychological investigation , regardless of whether the introcep-
tive function is awakened and active within the investigator or not .
Now, this Supreme Value , when realized , may be , and generally is,
given the name for the Divinity that i£, current in the society of
which the individual is a part . When used in this sense , the word
"God", or any other name for the Divinity , not only corresponds to
a reality , but it points to a Reality that is far more important than
anything lying within the limits of secular experience . In this sense,
the introceptive Realization has the value of an indubitable proof
of the reality of God , for the individual who has awakened this
function .

The God of Gnosis or of Mystical Realization is not the God of
Theology or of priestcraf t and political rulers , So great care
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should be taken not to confuse the one meaning of the word with the
• other . There are God-conceptions which really are no more than

opiates for the dulling of the reason of dominated peoples . But
there are also God-conceptions that are filled with the brightest and
purest kind of Light . Always it is possible to find counterfeits
of real values, but it is ever necessary to be on guard against emotion-
al reactions which all too easily lead the disillusioned man to dis-
card genuine coins once he has been deceived by the counterfeits .
Here our means of discrimination between the true and false coins
is fairly clear. The true Divinities are known to be by direct and
individual realization, and do not exact from wan blind and undis-

• criminating belief, e f l e Gods rest upon inculcated and constrain-
ed belief . Furthe.t " " Godp:,never demand of man that he should
commit rational or intellectual suicide by arbitrary believing of
systematic absurdity . On the contrary, the more intelligent the
devotion the more the true Gods are honored .

The Gnostic Divinity may be quite properly known by other names
than those most commonly employed . It may be with perfect justice
called "LIFE", "CONSCIOUSNESS", "TRUTH" or "SUBSTANCE", though always
there is something implied in these names when thus used that reaches
beyond any formal definition . The true Divinity can never be com-
pletely dissected by conceptual analysis, and this is so, not merely
because of a failure to think clearly, but rathUr for the reason that
more is involved than can be comprehended by conceptual process alone .
Analysis can accomplish a great deal, but it still remains limited
by the fact that it is a functional modification of consciousness
that is , in important respect, less thabithe sum-total of all con-
sciousness . Whenever any individual comprehends anything through his
analytic power, that which he comprehends stands on a lower level than
himself . So the value of Divinity cannot be given to anything which
a man can analyze, for the whole notion of Divinity implies something
more comprehensive and superior than the individual himself . Do I
possess and command Life, Consciousness, Substance and Truth, or do
they possess me? If they possess and fundamentally condition me, then
they stand in the relation of the Divinity to me . As some men possess
and command far more than others, it follows that the Divinities of
some men are equalled or even transcended by other men . It is quite
possible for man to transcend his former Gods . So we are dealing here
with a relative rather than an absolute status .

It is an idea of the more evolved religious consciousness, as
exepplified in the case of true Buddhism, that man can attain a posi-
tion superior to that of his Gods . From this superior level he can
even become a teacher of his former Gods . Thus we find the Gods pic-
tured as attending the discourses of the great Buddha and even of
others who have attained comparable status . Of course, in such a case
the man has become equal or even superior to the Gods, and so they
cease to bear the former relationship to him . Now, all of this gives
to the conception of Divinity a meaning quite different from that
common to our Western theology . The Gods have a relative, rather than
an absolute character . But, on the other hand, their existence is
much more than an arbitrary predication of a speculative construct .

• Their existence is known by direct realization and so rests upon solid
grounds .

To call Life, Consciousness, Truth or Substance the Divinity
implies that in these notions we are dealing with something a good -
deal more than mere abstractions or hypotheses . In the true sense,
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that only may be called Divine with which man may realize the most
• intimate relationship, that is, a really vital relationship . This

is not true of a merely abstract construction . Of course, the notion
of Divinity implies that the Divine is also something superior and
more comprehensive, so intimacy of relationship is a necessary but
not sufficient condition . Now, we speak of life in general as a sort
of abstraction but so long as it means only that to us it is not
known as a'- Divinity . But if one attained a state of conscious unity
with universal Life he would know God . He would be in the Awakened
or Enlightened state behind the scenes of empiric activity . This
means being conscious in just precisely the zone which commonly is
quite unconscious and this, in turn, implies that such an individual
can will and direct subtle activities, where formerly he was merely
acted upon . Simply enormous implications follow from this, for the
individual who attains this state can, from a personal standpoint which
is quite rational and governed by law, produce effects which, from
the perspective of others who are more largely conditioned by uncon--
sc'ious powers, seem to be actually magical or miraculous . Yet there
is nothing more involved than the awakening of a latent human possi-
bility and an activity which, on its own level, is completely rational
and governed by its own laws . A change of perspective is equivalent
to a magical transformation of the world . There is nothing here
transcending the possibilities of philosophic understanding .

I hope that what I have said will supply a more intelligible
and acceptable meaning to the idea of God-consciousness . To be dir-
ectly conscious of Life as such, of Consciousness in its unorganized

D purity , or of Substance as perdurable depth is to be conscious of the
Divinity and, possible even as the Divinity . There is no . question
here of setting up a relationship with an infinitely distant Being
that stands apart from the universe, a notion that would be quite
absurd . I-E is all simply a matter of achieving a conscious relation-
ship with one's own supporting roots, and one could even dispense
with the language commonly associated with religion, provided he did
not depreciate-the significance of the roots . Often the awakened man
can afford to be privately amused or saddened by many of the notions
which many men view as sacred, though a compassionate consideration
may cause him to veil his own feeling . For the feeling for the
sacred is very important, even though it is oriented to inadequate
and even inferior notions .

Now, having said this much concerning what I mean when I refer
to the Divinity, I trust that I shall not be misunderstood in sub-
sequent use of the term .

In the chapter on Idealism I have already noted the fact that
the state of consciousness wherein consciousness is dissociated from
the object and united only with the subject is only transitory . Al-
most immediately consciousness acquires a new kind of content .
But the new content is wholly of a sacred character and is not the
world as formerly known . What is meant by this is very easily mis-
understood since it does not mean or, at least, does not necessarily
mean that the photographic image of the sensible world is altered .
I shall try to make the distinction between the new and the old

• content clear .
The transformation which I am describing has no effect upon the

sensible form of the world as it appears . If one were an engineer
when he passed through the transforming process and continued to

• function as an engineer, his methods of practical operation upon
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objective nature would remain the same . There would be no reason for
his dispensing with pragmatic conceptions which had proven to be of
practical value . His superior insight might guide him to more ef-
fective conceptions and methods, but still there is no reason to
expect that these would be of radically different type as compared
to those commonly used by engineers and scientists . The transforma-
tion affects the attitude toward the sensible world, rather than its
apparent form . It is the reality-value which undergoes a radical
alteration . I may illustrate this by a familiar experience of the
student of geometry . In the case of the more familiar Euclidian form
of geometry we conceive of the various configurations as existing
in a space which is unaffected by the presence or absence of material .
bodies . The straight or other lines will pass through the earth
as little altered as when passing through so-called empty space . The
surveyor constantly makes use of this principle . But the employment
of this conception by no means interferes with the power to perceive
material bodies . Those bodies are merely irrelevant to the geometri-
cian . For the sensible man they exist, but for the geometricial they
are unreal and are in no wise a barrier to his thought . Here we find
that the object as seen is one thing, while the object of thought is
quite another . For the concrete man, in this case, we have a prac-
tical separation of the functions of perception and conception and,
except for periods of special concentration, both functions are active,
simultaneously but essentially Independently .

In the foregoing case, we have a situation such that a problem
of relative reality arises almost inevitably. Two individuals of
equal intellectual ability may give to the geometric and sensible
worlds diametrically opposite reality valuations . One may say that
the sensible world is the more real while the other may say that it
is the geometric world that has reality . In both cases some form
of the problem of appearance and reality arises and each predicates a
reality-maya contrast, though in the reverse sense . And this is a
difference which cannot be resolved either by logical reasoning or by
reference to empiric fact . For both individuals may resolve the
specific geometric theorems equally effectively . And, further, a
study of the genesis of the original geometric conceptions would not
resolve the difference . Even though it is shown that geometric
conceptions first arise in connection with an empiric problem, this
does not imply that the geometric knowledge comes from the perceptual
field . The empiric situation may be interpreted as simply an oc-
casion which aroused into activity a latent geometric understandin ; .
No, neither a reference to fact nor logical reasoning can resolve the
difference between the two valuations . The difference is one of fund-
amental attitude and, hence, essentially religious . The one indivi-
dual is more materialistic in his attitude, the other more spiritual
although the intellectual ability may be practically equal . But the
significance of the objective world in the two cases is totally
different . The problem of adjustment takes quite diverse forms .

Now, in this instance, we have an illustration of the effect
of the introceptive transformation upon the world-view . The new
sacred content of consciousness affects radically the reality-valua-
tion without altering the photographic image of the sensible world .
The consequences which follow are enormously important, though they
are of such a subtle nature that they do not readily lend themselves
to description . For instance, one knows the universe to be the best
possible world and everything is as it should be, despite all the
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seeming disharmony and barbarism . It is realized that the seeming
out-of-joint world is an effect of an incomplete consciousness - the
kind of product one receives by the collaboration of perception and
conception when the introceptive function is not awakened . The latter
is like the reverse side of an embroidered cloth where the effect
is chaotic and there are many loose threads . But on the other side
we have a perfectly orderly design . On the one side, it seems that
mere chance accounts for the pattern and that man lives in an alien
world which has no inner sympathy with his purposes and yearnings,
while the other side reveals a perfect order in complete sympathetic
rapport with the deepest yearnings and aspirations of the human being .
In the sacred world one feels himself to be perfectly at home, and
nothing is strange . There is no problem of melioration . There is
no problem of making a better world, since that which is, is the best
that possibly could be .

The practical moral problem is completely transformed . It is no
longer oriented to meliorating conditions or making the world better,
but to the awakening of a sleeping uman consciousness . The trans-
formed individual may devote himself to this moral problem in the
social body with all the energy of which he is capable . In this
activity hWmay will to face the severest kind of hardship . His
heart may be touched most profoundly with sympathy for human
suffering . But his treatment is radically different from that of
the meliorator . He knows that mere melioration, which is not united
with an effort to awaken the introceptive function, is merely a move-
ment down a blind alley . Indeed, there are even situations, . such that,
melioration will have a delaying effect upon the awakening process
and, in this kind of situation, he would view the melioration as
unwise and tending to delay the real resolution of the problem of
suffering . To the all-too-human consciousness he may even appear to
be cold, though actually his heart may be bleeding at the sight of
what he knows to be needless suffering . Indeed, the moral problem
tends to become more vital than it ever was before, but the'way of
resolution is totally transformed .

The sacred universe is identical with Divinity and is exclusively
Divine . There simply is nothing else . For one wbo has been captured
by the view that the Divinity is merely a grand sort of entity de-
signed on the lines of the human being, the meaning of the Divine
universe will be, almost inevitably, misunderstood . There is very
considerable testimony that some individuals have seen appearances
in the form of vast and grand human-like forms, but such are much
less than what I mean by the Divinity . At present I am not dis-
cussing the significance of such appearances, though there is evidence
that they do have enormous significance, at least in some cases . I
am referring, rather, to a substrate underlying all forms whatsoever .
Subtle appearances of the above type may, Indeed, enrobe an aspect
of Divinity, but no less is such the case of every visible aspect
of the universe . The Divinity is equally embodied in a mountain-
chain or in an ocean . The fact is that all these appearances are
simply symbols of a Reality which, in its (n true nature, is unseen,
though it may be introceptively realized and thus known in the Gnostic
sense .

Clearly what I mean by Divinity is a somewhat that is quite
impersonal . Yet, this somewhat can be directly realized by the
function of introception and, when so realized, it is found to be much
the most intimate of all things . It is the fulfillment of all the
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deep yearnings of the human heart and it illuines the mind with a
Light which is far more brilliant than any light of the intellect
either operating in its purity or in relation to experience . This
combination of impersonality and intimacy poses a real difficulty
to unawakened consciousness, for we commonly associate the intimate
with the personal . But actually that which is personal is segre-,,4
gated into a sort of differentiated cell, so that between personali-
ties there are always separating boundaries . Mostly what we find in
other personalities is, at best, but a hidden aspect of ourselves .
Between us and the other, there is a distance which is never crossed
until mutual identity is achieved by the realization of common roots .
It is not difficult to see that we are actually much more intimately
related to space than to any personality whatsoever, for space inter-
penetrates our being at every point . So is it when one comes into
conscious realization of the underlying Divinity ; it interpenetrates
our being at every point .

t
hum s p

be ag
;with the same completeness that space does our phys ca manifestation .
But whereas objective space seems to us as something quite cold, the
hidden Divinity is warm .

To attain a direct realization of Substance, Life, Consciousness
or Truth is a good deal more than solving a scientific problem .
When one has solved a scientific problem he has mastered something of
instrumental value, he has achieved a means for facilitating some human
purpose . But, clearly, this is much less than the ultimate ful-
fillment of purpose and yearning . The growth of scientific know-
ledge is merely progress in a series where each last term leads on
to a new problem with, apparently, no end . But the introceptive
realization provides a terminal value . At one step the individual has
reached the culmination of the infinite series of relative conscious-
ness . This gives to the realized value a unique significance . It
is more than an instrumental knowledge and more than the temporary
satisfying of one desire in an endless series of desires . Desire
as a genus is fulfilled, and the knowledge realized is culminating .
For this reason we are dealing with an order quite other than that
of secular consciousness . Because I can find no other language which
will suggest its meaning I must call it the sacred order, and speak
of the content of this consciousness as Divine . Yet the common
attitude toward religious values suggests features which I do not
at all intend . Thus we often associate religion with an ' .attitude
wherein discriminating thought is allowed to take a holiday . It is
the zone where rational men often allow themselves to take an irra-
tional holiday and are permitted a kind of intellectual irresponsi-
bility . This is not at all true of the Gnostic realization, which
requires the most serious application of the will and the exercise
of the keenest discrimination . What I mean is suggested by a com-
bination of the religious motif with scientific alertness and dis-
crimination . Thus it is, in a sense, neither religion nor science
as ordinarily understood, and yet combines features belonging to
each .

For the individual who is both introceptively and perceptually
• awake the universe is cognized in tWo ways which may be more or less

completely blended . As perceived, the universe is known to be a
drama which is not itself its own meaning, but as introceived it is
known to be an effect of realities hidden to perception when func-
tioning alone or in combination with thought . One sees the drama
and yet is united with the consciousness of the director of the drama .
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He has an introceptive understanding of underlying purpose :even
though his power of conceptual interpretation may be highly defective .
He may even Know, and know that he Knows, without being able to con-
ceive of what he inwardly Knows . For conception in these matters
requires all the skill of a superior intellect, and it appears that
skill of this sort is by no means a condition of introceptive awaken-
ing . Hence we do have many inadequate interpretative statements from
those who have attained some degree of this awakening . Perhaps, more
often than not, the Mystic does not possess the best conceptual
understanding of his own insight, and I believe that this is one of
the main reasons why genuine mystical consciousness is so generally
depreciated by scientific and philosophical minds . Yet rational
man should make allowances for this and not condemn a content because
of inadequate presentation .

The substantial substrate behind the perceptually apparent
world is the Soul of the Universe . Through the introceptive union
with this Soul it is possible to establish an inner communion with
all things . Through man's own participation in that Soul, he
partakes of the soul of all creatures and things ; he finds a phase
of consciousness underlying all objects . So he finds that the uni-
verse is, in reality, neither dead nor blind . And so it results,
that for him who has attained introceptive realization a mystical
communion is, or may be, established with all objects . They are no
longer merely lifeless values which may be substituted for x in
general propositions . They are rather parts of a universal brotherhood,
which is by no means exclusively confined to human beings .
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PART IV

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITIQUE OF MYSTICISM

Chapter I

Judgments of Meaning and Existence

When we consider any conception our way of viewing the concep-
tion may be oriented to one or the other of two attitudes, or to a
combination of these . We may think of the conception as ari existence
in time and thus having a history, possessing an externally obser-
vable constitution and standing in discernible relationships with
other conceptions, and all of this may be done without an inner un-
derstanding of the significance of the conception . But we may also
think of the conception in the sense of its meaning or value and
from this standpoint it may be viewed quite out of relation to its
history and various external relationships . Thus, for example, if
the object of interest was some important theorem in mathematics we
might be, on the one hand, especially interested in its historic
development, the psychological processes which led to its discovery
and the part which it played in its impact upon the social body .
Conceivably, the historian or the psychologist might proceed with a
reasonably comprehensive and competent investigation of these cir-
cumstances without being able to understand the theorem itself . The
theorem would be simply a non-understood somewhat which had had such
and such a history and influence upon life in general, and possessed
of more or less determinant psychological antecedents . But, in con-
trast to all this and, indeed, with complete ignorance of all these
facts, the student of the theorem might be interested exclusively
with respect to its inner content, its logical development and its
relationship to other parts of mathematical theory . For this pur-
pose, it would be a matter of no moment whether the theorem had a
human history or had been precipitated "out of the blue", as it were,
and was somehow there before consciousness . Indeed, most of the
mathematician's interest in pure mathematics is of this latter sort .1

These two ways of thinking of a conception are recognized in
logic and supply judgments of two different orders . The first kind
of judgments may be called a "judgment of existence" and the second
a "judgment of significance or value" . The former is a determina-
tion that a somewhat is, and traces its observable history and re-
lations, while the latter is a determination of what a somewhat is,
thus giving its inner meaning . We might say, the first deals with
considerations of fact , while the second is concerned with Truth
value. However, in saying this I acknowledge that I am forming an
evaluation judgment as to the relations of the two types of judg-
ment : Other philosophic orientations exist that would not support
this judgment, but as we must all assume, consciously or uncons-
iously, some philosophic orientation in the approach to the subject-
matter under consideration, I conceive it to be better to be frank
about the matter at the beginning, rather than to hide oneself under
the appearance of a false omniscience . As William James has clearly
stated in his first chapter of "Varieties of Religious Experience",
the one type of judgment does not lead immediately to the other, at
least in so far as our relative experience goes . Thus, any judgment
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as to how the one type of judgment is related to the other is, it-
self, a judgment of value, involving subjective factors, and is not
an objective determination of fact .

It appears to me that the relationship between judgments of ex-
istence and judgments of significance is not a uniform one for all
possible kinds of objects which may- come under consideration . Thus,
if the object is of that sort which Spengler has called "physiognomic"
or "political/t, it may well be that the existential judgment is, in
high degree, determinant with respect to the judgment of significance .
For, in this domain, a difference in history clearly effects a dif-
ference in meaning . But in the domain of the "systematic", in .Spen-
gler's sense, the existential and meaningful judgments may be nearly,
and possibly wholly, independent . Certainly, the independence is
very clear :=.n an instance such as that of the mathematical theorem .
For the truth-value of the theorem has nothing whatsoever to do with
the background of its discovery . Whether the psycho-physical condi-
tion of the discoverer was judged pathological or normal has not the
slightest bearing with respect to the soundness or value of the the-
orem .

The great discoveries and creative developments, which so lar-
gely differentiate the life of man from that of the animals, are
usually the work of genius . But the study of geniuses, as psycho-
physical existences, has demonstrated that, in this sense, genius,
as a whole, stands closer to the pathologic types who occupy asylums,
than it does to the ordinary normal man . Thus, from the standpoint
of the valuation which views organic adjustment to environment and

fitness to survive in the biologic sense as the adequate measure
of the worth of a man, the genius would be judged in the same way as
the ordinary psychotic . . In this sense, genius is a weakness and
liability which might better be exposed to death in childhood, as
was the custom of the Spartans. But, from the standpoint of the
valuation of one who sees the contribution of genius as affording
the highest of all values for individual and social consciousness,
it might well appear that the worth of the psycho-physical normalcy
of the philistine is very much in doubt .

The issue we face here is, whether, on the one hand, we shall
take our stand with or near those who give exclusive approval to
survival and adjustment value of a psycho-physical organism, or, on
the other, shall we stand with those who give exclusive or primary
value ,to the meaningful offering for consciousness . Not all men
agree, or can be brought to agree, as to which point of view to
adopt . Some, in essential agreement with the former German National
Socialists, will take the stand that fitness for psycho-physical
survival is all important, while the contribution of genius is to be
tolerated only in so far as it contributes to biological survival .
Others, in essential agreement with the philosophical mystic and the
pure mathematician, will affirm that enrichmentt of consciousness is
all-important, and bio-physical existence is of worth, only in an
instrumental sense . Unequivocally, I take my stand with the latter
group and affirm, categorically, its superiority since there is no
logical way to prove that superiority to the satisfaction of all men .
I would not deny to those with the bio-physical orientation the
right to go to perdition by their own route .

The psycho-biological study of genius has not generally led to
a depreciation of the contribution of genius as a result of the
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general finding of an abnormal psycho-physical make-up in the cons-
titution of genius . The worth of genius to the sciences and arts is

10 a too well attested fact to permit a serious consideration of such a
judgment . In fact, the psychological and biological sciences owe
their existence far too much to the achievements of genius for such
a judgment to be a safe weapon. Indeed, it would prove to be a
boomerang, since, if the soundness of the contribution of genius is
conditional upon the soundness of psycho-biological constitution of
the genius himself, then many of the conceptions fundamental to bio-
logy and psychology would be vulnerable before such a criticism .
Hence, the psycho-biological judgment would be self-destroying . :3o,
on the whole , this kind of study has not led to a confusion of exis-
tential and meaningful judgments . But in one particular field this
discrimination has not been consistently maintained . That is the
field of religious genius . Here, in instance after instance, the
psycho-physical facts in the lives of religious genius have -been
employed to evaluate the conscious value produced by the genius,
and generally in the direction of depreciation of that value .

Both consistency and integrity are violated in arbitrarily
treating religious and other genius by divergent canons of interpre-
tation. This arbitrary discrimination in troatment is not a mani-
festation of an impersonal scientific spirit . It reflects, rather,
the personal prejudice of the investigators and is less than ethical,
to say the least : It is simply a manifestation of wishful thinking
in an anti-religious direction .

Psycho-biological investigation has been extended beyond-the
special study of genius . It is assumed, with considerable justifi-
cation, that all states of consciousness, with whatsoever content
and of whatever value, are associated with psycho-physical states
or modification of function . Hence, it appears, a correlation may
be established between conscious attitudes and contents, on the one
hand, and the psycho-physical states and modification of function .
There is substantial evidence to support this view as a general prin-
ciple, and there is no logical reason to suppose that it is not
universally true with respect to all embodied consciousness . But
the establishing of the fact of such a correlation is by no means
equivalent to a determination of the nature of the correlation .
Thus, the relationship might be one of parallelism or of causal con-
nection, and if the relationship is causal, there are then three
possibilities of interpretation . The causal priority may be bio-
logical, or it may be psychical or, finally, it may be an inter-
acting combination of these two . Further, the question arises, is
the causal connection essential and constitutive, or is it like a
catalytic agent? It is no simple matter to answer these' questions
satisfactorily so that objective determinations become decisive .
On the whole, it appears that personal predilection or, possibly,
insight determines the manner in which the correlation is viewed .

Now, in so far as the psycho-biological approach has been
employed in the study of mystical states of consciousness, whether
or not the subjects of study were geniuses, there has been strong
tendency to interpret mystical content from the'perspective of
observed psychical and physiological states and modifications .
There is a quite considerable tendency to view the psychical and
physiological as causally determinant, and largely the e' .octrine of
organic evolution is assumed as a valid interpretative principle .
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As shown in the first chapter of the present work, there is much in
this that is simply assumption and, therefore, much less than proven
fact . One is not less scientific because he does not accept these
assumptions, provided he can proceed from another basis with logi-
cal consistency and does not affirm a position incompatible with
determinant fact .

In the present psychological critique of mystical states of
consciousness I shall assume as a working principle the primacy of
conscious-content to psycho-biological state and function .. This is
equivalent to affirming that significance is primary and determinant,
while fact, in the sense of objective determination, is derivatives
and secondary . Applying this principle in the case of mathematical
production, we would start with the theorem, and its directly known
value, and from that perspective, interpret the psychical and bio-
logical facts that are observed in the study of the productive
mathematician . This I conceive to be a much more significant ap-
proach than the reverse . For we are much more certain about the
theorem than we are relative to the psychical and biological facts .
If there is room to doubt mathematical assurance, there is certainly
much vaster reason for doubting the empiric determination of fact .
Further, I would assume, as a starting point, the mathematical under-
standing of the best developed mathematical genius, and would de-
termine such genius by the goncral consensus of mathematicians, and
not of psychologists and biologists,

I believe the foregoing principle of selection is generally
recognized in the professional world as the only valid one for the
valuation of special talent : I simply propose to apply this princ-
iple consistently in the field of religious mysticism .

This is frankly an approach to the subject from the perspec-
tive of the greatest and most perfect manifestations of the mysti-
cal consciousness . It, therefore, is a radical divergence from the
approach of both James H . Leuba and William James who explicitly
start with inferior manifestations, though arriving at divergent
conclusions . It also varies from the approach of Dr . Carl G . Jung,
but not so radically . There will be many points in respect to
which I shall stand in agreement with the conclusions of both
William James and Dr . Jung, though my conclusions and treatment
will diverge fundamentally from that of James H . Leuba .

As a case of a rather extreme divergence from the standpoint
taken here, I shall have occasion to give special attention to the
thesis of James H . Leuba as developed in his "The Psychology of
Religious Mysticism" . In this work Leuba claims to find the root-
sources of mystical states of consciousness in the practices of
barbaric peoples, this being based upon the assumption that these
barbaric peoples are true primitives . I believe this assumption to
be in error, and conceive the truth to be that these peoples are
degenerates, rather than primitives, and, accordingly, the seemingly
mystical practices of such are degraded end-terms and counterfeits
of the real practices, rather than the root sources . The justifi-
cation of this viewpoint I have outlined briefly in the first
chapter of the first part of this work. I do not believe that an
adequate understanding of a true and sound coin can ever be achieved
through the perspective afforded through the study of counterfeits .
The base metal of the counterfeit may well contaminate the under-
standing so that the power to recognize the essence of the true coin
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is lost . This contamination very clearly colors Leuba's work .

Footnote to Chapter I

1 .
A.n instance is afforded in the case of the Relativity Theory of
Einstein . An aspect of that Theory leads to the formula, E = mc2
where E represents energy, m is mass and c the velocity of light
in centimeters . This formula led to the development of the atomic
and hydrogen bombs . The impact of these upon history and the mass-
psychology of the world is an all too painful present fact . The
historian and psychologist is, no doubt, abundantly aware of all
this and, yet, this by no means implies that they have a competent
understanding of the inner content of the Special and General
Theories of Relativity, of the complex conception of simultaniety
with respect to bodies in different velocities with respect to
each other, of the increase of mass toward infinity as velocity
approaches the speed of light or of the properties of a non-
Eu,clidian geometry .
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Chapter II

Christ, Buddha and :ihankara

In the great Indo-European racial block, to which most of us of
the West belong, it is not difficult to pick three mystical geniuses
to which general and competent consensus of opinion would grant the
status of primacy . 'These three are Christ, Buddha and ihankara .
Christendom would obviously accord such a status to Christ, and with
this judgment Christian mysticism agrees . The same status is granted
Buddha in the vast Buddhist community and, also, by a number of West-
ern scholars and aspirants . Shankara is granted a comparable posi-
tion in the Brahmanical community and,especially, by those who follow
the Advaita Vedanta. I know of no evidence which would support any
claim of superior mystical profundity on the part of any generally
known Sage of the non-Aryan races . Of the non-Aryans, I know of but
one of comparable stature, i .e ., Lao-tzu, but we do not know him well
enough, nor is his meaning clear enough to our non-Mongolian minds,
for Him to serve our present purposes satisfactorily.

The question as to whether these three great religious geniuses
and leaders are actually instances of mystical realization is riot one,
as I think, that needs to delay us long . None the less, for the pur-
pose of clarity, I shall briefly outline the ground for classifying
Them as mystically awakened Men . For this purpose it will be neces-
sary to define just what is meant by "mystical consciousness", etc . .

The words "mystic"and "mysticism" have both a wider and narrower
definition. There is, in addition, a loose usage in which "mystical"
is understood .as meaning a reproach thrown-"at any opinion which`we-
regard as vague and vast and sentimental, and without a base in either
facts or logic" . (V. of R .E . p . 380) . But this usage is of no
use to us and is, in addition, quite incompetent . The word as emp-
loyed here has a much more definite reference . I shall give several
definitions derived from standard sources . (a) The Century Diction-
ary gives the following: "Mystic" means "hidden from or obscure to
human knowledge or comprehension ; pertaining to what is obscure or
incomprehensible ; mysterious ; dark ; obscure ; specifically, expressing
a sense comprehensible only to a higher grade of intelligence or to
those specifically initiated" . "Mysticism" means, (1) "Any mode of
thought, or phase of intellectual or religious life, in which reliance
is placed upon a spiritual illumination believed to transcend the ~'~
ordinary powers of the understanding", and (2) "Specifically, a form
of religious belief which is founded upon spiritual experience, not
discriminated or tested and systemized in thought" . (b) The Dic-
tionary of Philosophy and Psychology gives as the preferred meaning :
"Those forms of speculative and religious thought which profess to
attain an immediate apprehension of the divine essence or the ultimate
ground of existence ." This source notes, but does not recommend, a
usage which defines "Mysticism" as "any philosophy which does not
limit itself to the world of 'the visible' and 'our logical mensura-
tive faculty'' . It is further noted that several mystics or mystic-
ally oriented thinkers insist upon a special organ, faculty or mode

• of apprehension, other than the senses and discursive intellective .,
as the means of mystical apprehension or realization. Thus we have
the "scintilla" or "spark" of Bonaventura, the "Funklein" or "spar"
of Eckhart, the "intellectual intuition" of Schelling and the simi-\
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lar requirement of Schopenhauer . (c) Leuba in his "Psychology of
Religious Mysticism" defines mysticism, for the purposes he has in
hand, as "any experience taken by the experiencer to be a contact
(not through the senses, but "immediate", "intuitive") or union of
the self with a larger-than-self, be it called World-spirit, God,
the Absolute, or otherwise ." (d) James in "The Varieties of Rel-
igious Experience defines mystical experience by four marks, two of
which are essential and sufficient, while the remaining two are gen-
erally present . The two essential and sufficient marks are (1) "in-
effability" as marking the quality of the state of consciousness
immediately experienced by the mystic, and (2) passivity of the
individually directed will or activity in the presence of a super-
ior power which takes over .

In India the word "Yoga" carries the meaning of our "mystical
realization" . Deussen in his "The System of the Vedanta" defines
Yoga as "preparation" (for the union with the world's spirit), but
the term is also used to designate the realized state of union it-
self. In India also the actuality of a mystical organ, faculty or
mode of apprehension is affirmed . Thus "Samadhi" and "Dhyana" both
refer to a "concentration" or "meditation" as a process other than
sensual reception or intellective activity which leads to realiza-
tion of the "Supreme Soul" or, as with the Buddhists, "the Prajna
Paramita", or Transcendental Wisdom . Specifically the term "Sama-
dhindriya" means the organ of ecstatic meditation .

One who is familiar with the mystical state of consciousness
as a type, either through objective study or, especially, through
direct acquaintance with the state itself, will recognize these
definitions as all substantially correct with respect to either
some phase of the state, or to the thought oriented to such a state .
However, the definitions are manifestly not identical : In fact,
a careful study of them reveals definition from three points of
view, as follows : (a) The religious (also possibly the metaphysical) .
Mystical realization or Yoga, conceived as "union" with the World-
Stpirit", the "Void; the "Absolute", the "Divinity", the "Supreme
Self", or any supernal Largeness that is to the personal self as
the Infinite is to the finite, involves the very essence of the re-
ligious spirit . This is definition'by a conceptual reflection of
the immediate value which the state has for the mystic himself . (b)
The epistemological. In this case, the definition is by means of
the instrumentality whereby the mystical consciousness is attained,
not in the sense of a practice, but in that of an organ, faculty or
mode of apprehension other than those of the senses and of intellec-
tual functioning . Definition from this angle emphasizes the noetic
quale of the mystical state . The consciousness is conceived as
possessing an immediate, but non-sensuous, noetic value, which may
serve as the fountainhead of philosophic systems . Mystical states
that are mainly or wholly states of feeling are not adequately com-
prehended by this definition . (c) The psychological . The defin-
itions of Leuba and James fall primarily in this category . In
this case, the state is approached primarily as an "experience", and
hence something which may occur in the lives of empiric men as they
live in time . This is not definition of the state from the perspec-
tive of the realized content nor from that of an awakened way of
consciousness . It is rather mysticism as viewed from the outside,
i .e ., as it can be observed by a consciousness which has no immediate
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acquaintance with the state . This is the objective view, but it is
not restricted to the extreme objectivity of the behaviouristic psy-
chologist . It includes introspective observation, but not the intro-
ceptive insight which is essential for the study of, what we might
call, the meta-psychology-of the process .

,,The ordinary psychological approach--excluding metapsychology--
is largely dependent upon the autobiographical material of actual
mystics that have included more or less introspective material . Un-
fortunately, the Orientals have supplied us with almost none of this
type of material . There are elaborate rules governing practice,
metapsychological descriptions of the processes and interpretations
in the abstract of the resultant, but almost no report in objective
terms of what happened in the experience of an individual . Material
of this sort from Western mystics is also restricted, and, in the
few cases where it is fairly ample, we do not have the most mature
development of consciousness .

The immediate purpose in developing an adequate definition of
mystical states of consciousness is that of justifying the selection
of Christ, Buddha and Shankara as the outstanding exemplars of such
states. But, in as much as we do not seem to have any introspective
material from any of these Men, satisfactory identification of these
Men as mystics from the standpoint of Western psychology is not easy .
Especially is this true from the standpoint of the test to which
Leuba seems to attach chief importance . I refer to the test of the
ecstatic trance .

So far as I know, there is no clear evidence that either Christ
or Buddha entered into the full trance state The references in the
Gospels to Christ's going into the wilderness to pray for protracted
intervals almost certainly means periods of meditation rather than
prayer in the common sense . But meditation can lead to Samadhi with-
out black-out trance . The Buddhist Sutras do distinctly speak of
the Master as being at times in states of deep ramadhi, particularly
at the time of the initial Transformation . But, again, ramadhi does
not necessarily imply black-out trance, and, judging by the record
as given in the Sutras, Buddha regarded trance as unnecessary and
did not recommend it, though not repudiating it . Some incidents in
the biographical account of rankara's life do imply full trance, but
in these cases it appears to have been a deliberate transference of
consciousness for a specific purpose, rather than for the attainment
of spiritual insight . Since Patanjali was :)hankara's Guru, it is
not unlikely that the early Recognitions of rhankara might have in-
volved trance states . But it is known that in his own teachings
rhankara did not recommend the methods of Patanjali, but rather a
technique of exceptionally keen intellectual discrimination .

We are faced here with a problem of major importance . Are
trance states, of greater or less degree, essential to the Yogic and
Mystical Awakenings, even of the highest order? Leuba seems to re-
gard this test as decisive as he develops his case throughout his
book, though this criterion is no part of his definition . He starts
with drug-intoxication and colors the whole subject with that pers-
pective . I believe him to be guilty of gross misrepresentation here .
I appreciate the methodological convenience of the test, since a
trance state can be objectively determined, but such procedure is
equivalent to sacrificing substance to method . It is not exactly a
case of throwing out the baby with the bath but, rather, throwing
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out the baby and keeping the bath . I am well aware that some Yogic
• techniques do develop trance of extreme degree, but these techniques

fall under the general group known as Kundala Yoga . I have found no
evidence that Yoga-practice of the type known either as Jnanayoga or
Dhyanayoga necessarily implies trance, and it is just this latter
form of Yoga which it is said, can reach to the highest :>amadhi .
Finally, my own experience is a clear conformation of the view that
black-out trance is not necessary, at least as far as my conscious-
ness reached . Now, how does that state which I realized appear in
the light of the above definitions? First, take the four marks listed
by William James . (1) The immediate content of the state was inef-
fable . (2) It had most positive noetic value . (3) The periods of
penetration were temporary . (Indeed, I found it necessary to rest-
rict the period because the state does impose subtle strain upon the
nervous organism-) (4) There is a flow of consciousness that is auto-
nomous, and even when in the personal sense I initiated a thought,
it developed of itself without intellectual labor . Second, judging
by the Leuba test . Clearly the consciousness involved union of self-
identity with an Other which was larger than the personal self, though
in the first instance It was a Transcendent Self, and later transcen-
ded all selfhood and all being. Third, by the more philosophical
standard of definition, I believe that what has been written in the
three earlier parts of this work clearly places the speculative treat-
ment within the class of mystical conception . Further, I know that
the most profound state, if formulated strictly, rather than symbol-
ically, can only be represented by absolute negation of every possible
conception. I confess, if I had in former years come across such a
definition or description of a state, it would have seemed to me to
be simply unconsciousness, for that would have been the only thing
I could have imagined as satisfying the description . However, I
know it is very highly conscious and the difficulty lies in the lim-
itations of the conceptual imagination . In any case, the state goes
beyond one in which subtle appearances of beings would have been im-
agined to be substantial realities . Yet, through all this, objec-
tive awareness of the sensible environment remained unbroken and
relative thinking continued, either in a subdued form, or even as a
rather intensive activity . I know the state is possible in the
presence of other persons, and even on the lecture platform, and can
be analyzed and discoursed upon to those who are present, and without
breaking the state if care is used. There is in this, however, a
dissociation in consciousness so that two and even three parts are
recognizable . Discrimination must be employed to keep the two or
three phases isolated . This, I think, accomplishes the essential
office of the trance . Further, consciously self-directed bodily
motion is possible . But the dynamic in the motor sensory and intell-
ectual fields is, generally, definitely reduced . However, I do not
find that the energic reduction in the sensory field is greater than
that involved in any heavy intellectual abstraction, as is required
in mathematical thinking, for instance . It is not a state favorable
for close objective observation, for this requires concentration in
the sensory field . But the objective sensible images , as seen, do

• not seem to be less clear than in the normal state . They are, however,
quite empty in the sense of having no relevance whatsoever . They are
seen clearly as a definitely defined mirage is seen clearly, but they
have as little reality as a mirage that is known to be a mirage .
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Thus, there is a subtle sense in which the objective world is des-
• troyed, but not as a perceptible sensible fact .

In the light of all the foregoing, I am forced to be positive
in saying that Leuba's trance test is not necessary . Later I shall
analyze its sufficiency . Here I shall anticipate my conclusions by
saying that I believe that I can show that it is not sufficient,
since trance consciousness may include many states that are not truly
to be classed as mystical, except in a loose sense .

Without more ado I shall abandon the tests of Western objective
psychology for justifying the inclusion of Christ, Buddha and :Shan-
kara among the mystics . I shall judge Their mystical status . by
Their lives and teachings .

A . Mystical signs in the life and teachings of the Christ .
In considering the life of the Christ as represented in the re-

cords that have come down to us, I shall disregard entirely the mira-
culous powers He is said to have possessed and manifested, since it
is not my intention to deal with the sensible theurgic side of mys-
ticism at all . We do not have any way of dealing with the problem
of theurgy which is scientifically adequate . For the most part we
can only accept or reject theurgic claims or reports blindly, and
that is not at all satisfactory . Further, I am convinced that the
mystical state can be vindicated entirely apart from any consider-
ation of sensible powers . . Finally, I do not consider myself com-
petent on this question, at least in so far as theurgy is concerned
with phenomenal effects . In any case, I do not consider that the
record of sensible miracles either adds to or detracts from the

D stature of the Christ . The non-sensible theurgic powers are, how-
ever, quite a different matter . They are important,Magical effects
which produce moral and spiritual revolutions in the entourage are
of the highest importance . This is one of the major mystical signs,
and in the case of the Christ they are particularly outstanding .
There is no question but that innumerable human beings in the past
1900 years have become changed as to the center of their motivation
and valuation as a result of the influence of the Christ . And this
has been brought about in a way that is much more magical than intel-
lectual. On the whole, the change has been in a direction of greater
selflessness of attitude, together with a shift from worldly to other-
worldly orientation . As this is definitely in the direction of the
norm of the inner state of mystical realization, we have indirect
evidence of the mystical character of the-4 -b e.Christly conscious-
ness . This is simply a massive instance of the "leavening" or "in-
ducing" power of the mystical consciousness . It is highly contagious .

Enhancement of moral energy in the character of the followers
is further evidence of prime importance . The strength of character
with which the Christians faced their centuries of persecution is a
major miracle in itself--one, in fact, that is a good deal more sig-
nificant than the feeding of the 5000 . As contrasted with what we
might call the counterfeit or "mystoid" states, such as those induced
by drugs, true mystical consciousness leads to increased power of
self-determin,;d will--a will that is all the stronger because it does
not have an egoistic centering .

• One who reads the record of the life and teachings of the Christ
objectively, and then proceeds to integrate the whole about a single
idea which shall reflect the primary significance of that whole,
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finds that it consists almost wholly of an ethical teaching and a
personal exemplification of that teaching . One does not find philo-
sophical sophical interpretation nor psychological analysis, though there is
an implied psychology . Christ did not teach the doctrine of the
absolute primacy of ethics, as such, but, rather, a specific kind of
conduct and moral orientation, which He exemplified in His own life
in extraordinary degree. It is the kind of morality inculcated and
exemplified that is significant for our purposes .- There have been
various types or moral orientation promulgated by men, and there have
been innumerable individuals and groups who have organized their
lives around one or another of these systems quite heroically. The

• exemplars of Christic and Buddhistic morality have no monopoly of
moral heroism . The history of the world has afforded us a number of
eXarnples of profe9 .ional soldiers who have thoroughly believed in the

1 militarist's moral code and made their lives to conform with it as
thoroughly as has any Christian or Buddhist saint in his counter
moral-orientation . The thorough-going militarist is not without a
code, but his code is diametrically opposed to that of the Christs
and Buddhas . Indeed, morale may mean as much to the militarist as
it does to the saint, but it is a radically opposed kind of morale .
A quite different philosophy is implied . :So, for us, it is the kind
of ethics taught and practiced by the Christ which is significant,
rather than that ethics, as such, was given prime importance .

The Christic ethics centers around four inter-connected principles
or foci that are of the highest significance . These we shall consider
in sequence .

1 . First of all the Christic morale is centered around primary
consideration for otherness and is, therefore, radically anti-egoistic .
In this respect it is in complete accord with Buddhistic morality
which is explicitly and emphatically anti-egoistic . :Self-deprecia-
tion is implied in the concern for the good of others that shall at
least equal one's concern for his own good . This exaltation of other-
ness has two phases, (a) the primary self-giving to the God or Trans-
cendental Principle, and (b) the valuation and regard for the neighbor
that shall be not less than the valuation and regard for one's self .

2 . The Christic morality implies a denial of the will-to-live,
or of the desire for sentient existence . There must be no thought
for one's own sustenance or self-protection ; no thought or action
motivated by prudential considerations . This is mystically equiva-
lent to a will-to-die, and, again, is identical with the Buddhistic
motivation . Life is to be lived so long as the automatic dynamis
supports it and external circumstance permits it, but there must be
no egoistic clinging to life or striving to maintain it . There is
no teaching that life should be hated and, hence, destroyed, but, on
the contrary, all manifestations of it outside of one's self are to
be carefully cherished . The total attitude is one of compassionate
indifference . That which comes, is to be accepted, but with loving
compassion, not with cold stoicism .

One who succeeds in living this kind of life reasonably well
will find that it is full of rich compensations . He will become
seemingly defenseless and harmless, but actually more secure than

• ever before and a particularly potent force with respect to his milieu .
He will feel more secure with the doors of his house unlocked than
when they are locked . He will feel more secure without weapons than
when armed. He will feel more secure and be more certainly provided
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for when he is unconcerned about money, than when he concentrates'
upon the securing of it . He accepts what comes and will be surprised
to find that, while some painful experiences do come, yet, on the
whole, he lives more happily and more comfortably than ever before .
He will feel relieved of a great load . He will also find that he
wields a deeper influence upon those who come near to him than do any
of the men of great worldly power . We have in all this the very ess-
ence of the mystic morality . There is, in addition, another effect
which is of the greatest social importance, particularly in a war-
torn world . The exemplar of the Christic morality will find that
fear dies in him, and with the death of fear the major cause of cru-
elty is destroyed . The primary cause of the cruelty of our present
dark age is really fear. The hurting of the feared object has the
psychological significance of wielding power over that which is feared .
But as the real cause of fear does not lie in any object but in the
inner psyche, the wielding of power over the object never brings the
security sought. There are always new objects on which to project
the fear, and thus always something to be fought and to be treated
cruelly. Proceeding in this direction there is no peace anywhere, but
only periods in which it is no longer possible to fight--for a season .
But he who has renounced the clinging to life . has destroyed fear at
its source, and then there is nothing outside to be feared .

3 . The third principle of Christic morality is orientation to
other-worldliness . Christ often said, "My Kingdom is not of this
world." The moral practice which is equivalent to a denial of the
will-to-live in the objective world, implies, in positive terms, a will

D to live another life in another world . Properly understood, Christ's
attitude toward this world is just as pessimistic as was that of Bud-
dha, though the latter was more explicit . Fundamentally, Christ
taught an ascetic attitude toward objective life, but not active self-
flagellation . The true discipline is moral, and not bodily torture .
Detachment toward the objective is the real key, and detachment is
the essence of asceticism . True asceticism is much less painful than
joyous . Bodily self-torture grew out of literalistic materialism .

. 4 . The doctrine of other-worldliness implies the possibility
and need for the second-birth . Jesus said,"Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God ." As the doctrine of the
second-birth is of first importance as revealing the mystical charac-
ter of the Christ's teaching, I quote the whole of the relevant pas-
sage . When the above words aroused in Nicodemus' mind only a literal

meaning, the Master said: "Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except
a man be born of water and of Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom
of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that which is
born of the Spirit is spirit . Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye
must be born again. The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou Near-
est the sound thereof, but cannot tell whence it cometh, and whither
it goeth : so is every one that is born of the Spirit . : (St . John,
III : 5-8) The Christic morality is negative with respect to life as
will-to-live, but this is so in order that the dynamis may be given
another polarization or direction . The positive meaning of the mora-
lity is found in its effect of directing the vital dynamis toward a

• new birth. The real meaning of all of Christ's teaching lies in the
idea of the second birth . Melioration in the objective life is only
incidental. In fact, some of the words of the Master are more than
a little severe as they express His attitude toward the purely
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objective field, as when He said, "Let the dead bury their dead" ;
and again, "If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, Teas and
his own l ife also, he cannot be my disciple ." (Luke--14- :26 .
Christ's moral teaching is not pragmatic, but uncompromisingly other-
worldly. And in this there is revealed in the clearest possible
terms the mystical motif, for genuine mysticism is always uncompro-
mising with respect to fundamentals . It does not work out diplomatic
deals. It cuts sharply like pure logic . One must choose mammon or
God; he cannot cling to both at the same time . He is either for or
against ; there is no neutral point between . The compromisers are the
luke-warm, and Christ clearly preferred the cold ones to such .

In the above quotation from the discourse held with Nicodemus
there are two statements of peculiar significance . First, to enter
the kingdom of God man must be born of the water and of the Spirit ;
and second, one that is born of the Spirit is likened unto a wind
that bloweth where it listeth, and though its sound may be heard, the
hearer cannot tell its source or whither it goes . The latter state-
ment clearly identifies the spontaneous character of the new-birth .
He who is born anew is possessed by a Power beyond his personal self,
and this Power is a law unto itself, i .e ., cannot be commanded by man .
Any man who is familiar with the mystical transformation will readily
recognize the truth contained in this statement .

The being born of water and of Spirit is a highly significant
statement which is clarified by psychological analysis . It is a fact,
well known in analytic psychology, that "water" is one of the most
important symbols of the Unconscious . In the terms of analytic psy-
chology the new-birth is viewed as the establishment of a new Self- .
center, located in the Unconscious, and that is quite other than the
personal ego which rules the conscious attitude of the unregenerate
man . I do not find, however, that our present analytic psychology
has discovered the meaning of "Spirit" in the above quotation . In
the "Integration of Personality", Dr . Jung briefly discusses the idea
of a Super Consciousness, differentiated from the Unconscious, but
while he does not exclude the possibility of such a Consciousness, he
views its actuality as not yet empirically determined . If we turn
to the psychology of the Indian Tantra we have more light thrown upon
this . In this system, it is easy to identify "Spirit" with Pure
Passive Consciousness or Shiva, which corresponds to the top of the
head in the subtle body. Also, "water", as the feminine counter-part
of Shiva, is identifiable as Shakti in the sense of Kundala, or the
Power aspect of consciousness . In the Kundala Yoga, SShakti is awak-
ened and caused to arise from her resting place in the lowest Chakra
and to ascend to the place of Shiva, thereby bringing about the union
which accomplishes the new-birth for the individual . .

While it is true that church council theology has given to the
life and teachings of Christ an externalistic interpretation, reveal-
ing thereby the great ingenuity of man in working out artificial in-
terpretations, yet the truly valid interpretation is mystical . This
fact is virtually self-evident to one who is acquainted with the my-
stical consciousness itself, but I believe, as a matter of simple
logic, that the Gospel record fits this interpretation better than
any other . Of course, it implies that Christ was not a unique Son
of God in a sense that could not possibly be true of any other man .
Christ was simply an exemplar, in extraordinary degree, of that which
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is possible to man as such .
Mysticism, in the comprehensive sense, is not merely an attained

state of consciousness, but includes, as well, a philosophy and a
method . As to philosophy, Christ is silent, and He says little con-
cerning the ultimate State, save in a few parables . His practical
teaching falls in the field of method, and His method is almost exc-
lusively ethical . In the emphasis of the ethical He is in primary `
agreement with Buddha, but the latter gave fuller interpretations and

0

0

0
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very keen psychological analyses, in addition . Christ does not give
the rationale of His ethics, nor do I find Buddha wholly clear with
respect to this . But if one turns to the Vedantic teaching of SShan-
kara, he will-find the rational ground of the morality very clearly
presented . However, this rationale becomes clear in the light of a
well-developed philosophy .

In the philosophic fcrm of Shankara, the goal of Yoga is the
realization of the Supreme Self . The Supreme Self is related to the
empiric self in a way analogous to that which correlates the sun to
its image in a drop of water . The only reality possessed by the little
sun, seen in the drop, is the great sun of which it is an image . The
object of devotion of the Yogin is the Supreme Self or Great Sun . To
be attached to the little sun, or personal self, is a barrier to the
realization of the Great Sun . So there must be a demotion of the
little personal self from the false position of royalty which, in the
ordinary state, man gives to it, yet all honor must be given to its
original, the Supreme Self . The Supreme Self is one with its reflec-
tion but no more. so with one reflection than with another . Thus the
ultimate)clf, which I am, is identidal with the ultimate Self of
every creature . It follows, therefore, that I cannot honor the Supreme
Self truly unless I regard equally the empiric selves of all creatures :
That which I really am is not different from what all creatures really
are . Hence, regard for the Other is identical with regard for Myself .
The good of all men and all creatures is identical with my own good .
From this follows both the Christic and Buddhistic moral practice :

In the "Psychology of Religious Mysticism" Leuba, in speaking of
the Yoga of Patanjali, says : "--the removal of all ethical consider-
ations would leave its essential structure unaffected ; for, after all,
ethical considerations have no logical place in a system that aims at
the breaking of all bonds connecting the individual to the physical
and social world ." (P .45) I regard this statement as revealing the
grossest misunderstanding of the real nature of mysticism . Certain
it is that in the techniques of Christ, Buddha and Shankara practical
ethics is given a place second to none . Patanjali aimed at the same
end, the only differences lying in methodological emphases . In fact,
Shankara was his greatest Chela, and one who always honored him,
though differing with him on points of method, a purely technical
question . But on the question of ethics all four of these great reli-
gious leaders stand together . And this is so for a reason more pro-
found than the high moral character which each of these men possessed
in his own right . The moral practice is a logical part of the whole
practice . In fact, I very much question whether without the mystical
ground there ever could be developed a true morality, that is, a mor-
ality that was other than mere social expediency . The mystic's mora-
lity would be just as imperative for the last man in a dying world as
for a man in the midst of a living society, while mere sociological
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morality would have no ground whatsoever in such a setting. Stated
in terms of the logic of classes, the mystic's attitude toward the
class of The Other is the same whether that class contains members
or is empty : And this is so because the attitude is a fundamental
both of the process and of the attained state, entirely apart from
objective empiric considerations . If there is no objective situation,
the attitude remains the same, but is not manifested in action, while
if there is an objective situation, then, without any alteration of
the attitude, it is manifested in practical action . I believe the
logic of mystical ethics is adequately outlined in the last paragraph .

In the question of the relation of ethics to mystical conscious-
ness I believe that we are dealing not only with an important part of
the whole problem but,indeed, with the very heart of it . It is cer-
tainly not empiric science that can bring any indictment here . The
real guilt lies on the other side, and this, I believe, is not hard
to show. Authentic mysticism affirms the primary unity of all, and
this implies that the Liberating or Enlightening Truth can only be
known to the whole man, not to mere functional part of him. And this
applies, not only in the sense of a necessary unity as between man
and man, but equally in the sense that one psychical function needs
the collaboration of its companions . Thus, a science that is grounded
on the intellect and sense, but divorced from a spiritually oriented
ethics, can achieve only a distorted knowledge . All such learning
lacks something essential to the very constitution of the knowledge
itself : It is not so much that there is effected a difference in the
bare fact or that the formal logic is altered, but rather that there

D is a change in the perspective which affects the total integration of
knowledge . There is a fundamental difference in its meaning. Out-
standing examples of the separation of ethical perspective is found
in the practice of vivisection and in military science . Thus in vivi-
section moral regard for the creature experimented upon is repudiated .
Inevitably this results in the callousing and blinding of the experi-
menter . His vision is narrowed as well as hardened in an invidious
sense . As a result, he cannot see the processes he studies in their
relation to the whole . He may acquire considerable command over the
physical manifestation of disease, yet, with that, he will simply
drive the pathological condition into a more hidden place in the
psyche . He may be enabled tofree bodies from physical symptoms at
the price of increased psychical sickness, particularly in the sense
of moral blinding and stultification . From the standpoint of mysti-
cal or spiritual morality such a condition is infinitely worse than
a very high death-rate and a very low life-expectancy at birth, com-
bined with much physical suffering from disease . Such is the valua-
tion which the mystical consciousness places upon morality .

In the instance of military science the case is even worse .
The practice of thinking of the most outrageous moral action in terms
of cold calculation is probably the most effective existent way of
destroying moral sense . The mystic, or spiritually oriented man,
would say that the physical death of an individual, group, race, or
nation is preferable to any survival based upon such thinking. For
such survival would be at the price of spiritual death . Man, in such

• case, progressively ceases to be a spiritual and human being, and be-
comes more and more a mere animal with an unillumined intellect--a
creature that is more a curse than a blessing to himself and those
around him*- There are values infinitely more important than physical
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survival
One needs but look at the world today to see what a curse science

can become when it is only an intellectual achievement divorced from
spiritual morality . It has become more an instrument of darkness than
of light . No longer are we civilized . One must go back to the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries to find a reasonable degree of civili-
zation . And in this progress in degradation our science must share
a large, if not a principal, part in the responsibility . Again, this
is not due to science, as such, being anything bad, but to the sever-
ance of the intellect from spiritual ethics .

It is far better to over-emphasize the ethical factor than to
undervalue or neglect it . There is an error in such over-emphasis,
but it does not produce a serious problem . Over-emphasis is possible
since ethics is not the whole of being. Knowledge and aesthetic ap-
preciation, for instance, are equally a part of the whole, and, since
the mystical spirit is integrative, these and all other parts must be
included . At this point, the teachings of Christ, as given in the
record, are open to criticism . The Christic message is defective from
the standpoint of noetic need : But this simply means that the offer-
ing of Christ should be supplemented . Trouble arises only by trying
to make the Christ thee all in all . It is not necessary or desirable
that He should be regarded as all in all . He can be accepted along
with other posibilities of consciousness .

B. The Mysticism of Buddha .
That the Great Buddha was a Mystic, in the profoundest and high-

est sense of the word, is a fact so evident from a study of His rec-
orded life and teachings that no time need be given to demonstrating
it . The Illumination under the Bodhi Tree is explicitly through the
mystical meditation process . The Doctrine teaches the attainment of
Nirvana through a righteous living, thinking and feeling which destroys
the Sangsaric state . The religious method was exclusively Yogic in
the highest sense . Since the time of Buddha corruption has entered
into parts of the Buddhistic community by the accretion of foreign el-
ements, so that in modern Buddhism there is a good deal of tantric
ritualism . But this is no more a true part of the Buddha's doctrine
than was the Inquisition a part of Christ's teaching . Real Buddhism
is to be understood as it left the hand of its Founder and was con-
tinued by Those who attained the Buddhistic Realization in the cen-
turies that followed . In the light of these sources Buddhism, as a
religion, is the purest sort of non-tantric Yoga . Hence, here, as
nowhere else, it is possible to determine just what Yoga or Mystical
Realization is .

The two great factors which implement the motivation underlyin
the drive toward Mystical Realization are (1) love of Truth, and (2~
Compassion . He who is motivated by a desire for Bliss will fail,
since such a motive is selfish . Desire for voluptuous pleasure may
lead to practices, such as the use of drugs and certain psycho-phy-
sical performances, which will induce temporary experiences of the
type sought, and at the price of intellectual and moral degradation :
This voluptuous pleasure is as different from the Beatitude of true
Yogic Realization as is a sensuously seductive dream different from
the state of aesthetic delight realized by a mathematician when he
has made a new integration in thought . The voluptuous state may be
mysticoid, but it is as different from a true mystical state as is a
base counterfeit from a true coin . The Beatitude of the Genuine
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Mystical State is a fruit of renunciation of all personal satisfaction
and attainment . It is very real, but is an effect, not a valid objec-
tive . Compassion and love of Truth are the only valid and effective
motivations, and the Compassion must be utterly self-disregding, and
the seeking of Truth must be so pure that every pre-conception is of-
fered up on the altar of sacrifice .

From the record of the early life of Gautama, as well as from the
subsequent life and teachings of the Awakened Buddha, we know that the
central motivation was Compassion . There probably never was a life
less frustrated than was the early life of this Prince . He seems to
have been a well-nigh complete stranger to suffering on his own account,
and for the first 29 years of his life did not know of the suffering
involved in human life in general since his father saw to it that he
should not know. But when he did learn of human suffering he simply
had to start on the search for the means whereby suffering could be
destroyed . This entailed the search for Truth, not so much as an end
in itself, but more as a means to serve the office of Compassion . He
sought assiduously for seven years, including a six-year unsuccessful
experiment with extreme asceticism, and finally achieved Realization
of Truth through mystic meditation by his own method . Through the
Realization He organized His redeeming doctrine and devoted the bal-
ance of His'life to spreading the doctrine among men . The one purpose
of the teaching was relieving mankind, as far as might be, from the
ubiquitous burden of suffering . But since relief from suffering is
equivalent to attainment of Transcendental Wisdom, or Prajna Paramita,
the doctrine lends itself to the more positive interpretation of at-
tainment in terms of the N'obl.e Wisdom . But the emphasis of Compassion
is the pre-eminent character of this Great Buddha, although He is also
the wisest of the Wise .

From the study of the authentic Buddhist :sutras one achieves prob-
ably the best understanding of the profoundest development of the Mys-
tical Consciousness that is to be had anywhere, provided the student
can understand them. Unfortunately they are excessively obscure, and
it is doubtful if anyone who is not himself a mystic could possibly
understand them. Other treatments of the subject, particularly that
of c3hankara, are much more comprehensible to an intelligence in which
the mystical door has not yet opened . This Buddha did not have the
best skill in cress-translation forathinking consciousness and, as a
result, He was not wholly successful . This is clear in view of the
fact that vast groups among His followers have understood His Nirvana
as meaning literal annihilation in the absolute sense, though it is
perfectly clear that Buddha did not mean that at all, if one but
studies the :)Iutras deeply enough . Since able Western scholars have
fallen into the same error and several other mystics, including the
pseudo Dionysius, have fortified the impression, it is necessary to
give this misconception some serious attention .

In the Sutras, over and over again, one finds descriptions of
the Ultimate in the general form of the following logical pattern .
The Ultimate is not-A, where A . is any predicate whatsoever . Then, it
is said, IT is not not-A, nor is it that which is neither A nor not-A,
nor is IT that which is both A and not-A . Now, if one were to define
absolute nothingness, in every possible sense , that is, absolute an-
nihilation or absolute unconsciousness, without any potentiality in it,
then he would find the above definition just about perfect . The def-
inition fits absolute annihilation, beyond question . But it does not
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follow that it does not fit a Somewhat which is not absolute annihi-
lation. Now, just what is it that is negated in such a thorough
fashion? The answer if really very simple. It is simply the con-
ception as a type, not particular conceptions, but the thinkable con-
ception as such. This is not a denial of Being as other than think-
able conception, unless it were proven that Being in the absolute
sense is thinkable conception . But there is no such proof . The
positive meaning, then, comes out at once : Enlightenment is trans-
cendence of thinkable conception . Now, since anything that can be
imagined is a thinkable conception, it follows that the State of En-
lightenment cannot possibly be imagined . But this does not preclude
the possibility of realizing the Enlightened State, provided the
means are other than relative thought as well as other than sensa-
tion . If we conceive of a mystical organ or faculty, such as the
Samadhindriya, we have a schematic clarification .

No mystic was ever more rigorous in his use of language than
Buddha, but that rigor is well-nigh devastating to anyone but a near-
Arhat . This means that, pedagogically, Buddha was less than success-
ful, but in the ethical dimension no man has ever been more success-
ful, not even Christ . Indeed, the reports of adequate observers in-
dicate that even to this day the followers of Buddha live more nearly
consistently by the Buddhistic ethics than do the followers of Christ,
or of any other great religious and moral leader . It seems that they
even do this when they expect to achieve absolute annihilation! For
instance, through the centuries the Buddhist community has been far
less a community of killers than has been the Christian community,

D yet the morality of Christ, no less than the-morality of Buddha, im-
plied non-killing . Of all religious leaders, Buddha has had the
greatest success upon the visible plane, even though He had His
failures .

That Buddhism is fundamentally Yogic or mystical in its method
and objective is further revealed in the following quotation from
the "'Buddhist Catechism" of Subhadra Bhikshu :

"Buddhism teaches the reign of perfect goodness and wisdom with-
out a personal God, continuance of individuality without an immortal
soul, eternal happiness without a local heaven, the way of salvation
without a vicaribus•-Savior, redemption worked out by each one him-
self without any prayers, sacrifices and penances, without the min-
istry of ordained priests, without the intercession of saints, with-
out Divine mercy . Finally, it teaches that supreme perfection is
attainable even in this life on this earth ."

From this quotation it is clear that the Buddhistic redemption
of attainment does not depend upon external revelation or authority ;
nor upon the use of ritual or other formal religious practices ; nor
upon the intermediatory function of any human agent ; but is something
achievable by each individual directly . While various subsidiary
aids of this sort may be employed and may be of assistance to certain
or even most individuals, yet none of these are, in principle, nec-
essary* This means that the essence of Buddhism is individual reali-
zation, and that is Yoga or mystical awakening purely and simply .
Without Yoga no man would ever have attained Buddahood nor would

• there be any Buddhism . Hence, he who would know just what Yoga or
Mysticism is, in its essential and purest form, should study Buddhism .

It may be objected by the Western scientist that this is imprac-
tical because the Buddhistic consciousness, practice and doctrine
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are too foreign to the understanding of the scientist's mind and thus
supplies no usable base for research . It is suggested that since the
mystic-like state of drug-intoxication is closer to the understanding
of the Western scientist it affords a better starting point . Well,
it may be that some scientists are in closer rapport to the states
induced by drug-intoxication than they are to Buddhism, but for my
part, I have a better opinion of the Western scientific mind taken as
a whole than that . At any rate, the minds of our mathematicians and
modern theoretical physicists seem to me to rest in closer rapport to
Buddhism than they do to the state of drug-intoxication, however it
may be with our more materialisic physiological psychologists .
Doubtless we can learn something concerning psychical states from the
study of drugged and other abnormal consciousness, but there is a
fundamental danger in drawing conclusions concerning the normal and
proper from the pathologic . It is the danger of distortion and of
drawing unsound conclusions from improper or inadequate perspective .

Authentic Buddhist teaching and practice does not at all encour-
age soft or dreamy-mindedness, but, on the contrary, calls for the
keenest analytic discrimination . As little does it encourage the
cultivation of empty-mindedness, as one finds quite evident when he
reads of the scorn the sixth Chinese Buddhist Patriarch had for such
practices . The following quotations should make this clears "People
under delusion believe obstinately that there is a substance behind
appearances and so they are stubborn in holding to their own way of
interpreting the Samadhi of specific mode, which they define as,
'sitting quietly and continuously without letting any idea arise in

D the mind ' . Such an interpretation would class us with the inanimate
objects ; it is a stumbling block to the right Path and the Path
should be kept open." "Some teachers of concentration instructed
their disciples to keep a watch on their minds and secure tranquility
by the cessation of all thought, and henceforth their disciples gave
up all effort to concentrate the mind and ignorant persons who did
not understand the distinction became insane from trying to carry out
the instruction literally . Such cases are not rare and it is a great
mistake to teach such practice ." (A Buddhis+Bible", p . 523)

True Buddhist Yoga, as well as other authentic Yoga, requires
accentuation of intellectual discrimination and concentration, while
drug-intoxication and the conditions produced by false asceticism lead
to intellectual dullness and to all sorts of confusion .

In the final conclusions which he draws from his study of mys-
ticism, as given in "The Psychology of Religious Mysticism", Leuba
states that he finds himself in agreement with Henri Delacroix and
George A . Coe as to the illusory nature of the mystical claim. He
then quotes the following from Coe's "The Sources of the Mystical
Revelation" (Hibbert Jr . vol . VI, p 367 .) : "The mystic acquires his
religious convictions precisely as his non-mystical neighbor does,
namely through tradition and instruction, auto-suggestion grown habi-
tual, and reflective analysis . The mystic brings his theological
beliefs to the mystical experience ; he does not derive them from it ."
Now there can be no doubt but that much of the interpretative teaching
given by the general run(of mystics is more than a little colored by
the general background It instruction and tradition . Interpretive
differences as between different mystics of different times and cul-
tures, when such interpretations are in conformity with the beliefs of
the milieu, indicate at least some such coloring . But when we study
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the really great mystical geniuses we are impressed with a reverse
tendency . such is the case with the three figures we are especially
studying in this chapter . Each one did more or less violence to the
current convictions of his milieu and, at times, diverged radically .
Both Buddha and Christ called down upon themseldes or upon their fol-
lowing active persecution just because of such divergence . Let us
consider the principal doctrinal divergence of Buddha .

Two of the principal tenets of Brahminism, the religious setting
in which Buddha was born, are reincarnation and the doctrine of a per-
manent and unchanging individual Atman, or soul, which persists from
incarnation to incarnation, It is this permanent soul which, persi-
sting as a sort of central core, takes on the clothing of various
embodiments, both subtle and gross . According to the record, when
Buddha first started on his search he queried certain Brahmin Pundits
and they propounded to him the above doctrines . Buddha, through the
powers of concentration and meditation, penetrated into these doctrines
and-pronounce one sound and the other false . He said reincarnation
is undeniable, but there is no persistent Atman or individual soul .
This is the point of most radical divergence between exoteric Brahm-
inism and Buddhism, both exoteric and esoteric . It proved to be a
serious bone of contention and affords one of the main reasons why
Buddhism never has taken a firm hold in the land of its birth . This
doctrine is, perhaps, the most obscure phase of Buddhist psychology,
but I shall do what I can to outline it, since it is, most emphatically,
not a teaching taken into the mystical state from the instruction and
tradition of the milieu, but is born out of the insight .

Buddha taught that the self or "I am" is not persistent from in-
carnation to incarnation and, indeed, if it were, there could be no
liberation from the cycle of birth and death and endless sorrow. The
doctrine is thus of absolutely central importance . The man that is
born is a congeries of psychical functions or faculties which integ-
rate an illusive personal self which lasts only as long as this con-
geries persists . At times the congeries separate and, after a period
of rest, reintegrate to form a new personality having a new ego, or
I am. The following quotation from "The Gospel of Buddha", as told
by Paul Carus, presents the argument and teaching in especially clear
form. The words are given as the words of the Buddha .

"People are in bondage, because they have not yet removed the
idea of I ."

"The thing and its quality are different in our thought, but not
in reality. Heat is different from fire in our thought, but you can-
not remove heat from fire in reality . You say that you can remove the
qualities and leave the thing, but if you think your theory to the end,
you will find that this is not so .

"Is not man an organism of many aggregates? Do we not consist of
various skandhas, as our sages call them? Man consists of the material
form, of sensation, of thought, of dispositions, and, lastly, of

understanding . That which men call the ego when they say 'I am' is
not an entity behind the skandhas ; it originates by the cooperation
of the skandhas. There is mind ; there is sensation and thought, and
there is truth ; and truth is mind when it walks in the paths of right-

0 eousness . But there is no separate ego-soul outside or behind the
thought of man . He who believes that the ego is a distinct being has
no correct conception of things . The very search for the atman is
wrong; it is a wrong start and it will lead you in a false direction .

0
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"Is not this individuality of mine a combination, material as
• well as mental? Is it not made up of qualities that sprang into being

by a gradual evolution? The five roots of sense-perception in this
organism have come from ancestors who performed these functions . The
ideas which I think, came to me partly from others who thought them$
and partly they arise from combinations of these ideas in my own mind .
Those who used the same sense-organs, and thought the same ideas before
I was composed into this individuality of mine are my previous exist-
ences; they are my ancestors as much as I of yesterday am the father
of I today, and the karma of my past deeds conditions the fate of my
present existence ."

In a later discussion Buddha uses the figure of a candle which is
lighted, the flame representing the self, and the candle the congeries
of skandhas or psychical elements that make up the entity . Then, if
the flame is extinguished and lighted again, the question is, Is it
the same flame? Buddha says it both is and is not . It is not because
there is a break in continuity, but it is the same in the sense that
it has the same size and quality as the original flame, in that it
comes from the same source . Then, further," if there is a group of
candles of the same composition size and shape, then their 'flames are
and are not the same flames for identical reasons .

Any creature, animate or inanimate, is the product of past causes,
and the father of future effects, with no conceivable beginning or end-
ing point in time . But the congeries of elements which constitute
these beings are eternally inter-weaving in a process of becoming and
dying in the resultant phenomenal effects . The phenomenal effects

D
float like mirages upon this inter-weaving stream, and, likewise, the
discrete series of personal egos are born upon this stream as the
counterpart of the mirages . There is thus a subjective and objective
phantasmagoria, one the series of personal egos, the other, the various
appearances of the phenomenal universe. Both of these have no subs-
tance in themselves. The relatively durable thing-in-itself is the
inter-weaving congeries . But the stream of congeries is compounded
and therefore subject to birth and decay and the cause of all suffering .
The really durable is the Uncompounded, and this lies behind the con-
geries as their support . The realization of this is Liberation and
Enlightenment .

We have here a conception which definitely differentiates Budd
hism from all other religions and from the Western philosophies . It
differs from Brahminism in that there is a denial of a permanent self,
though there is agreement as to the mayavic character of the objective
universe . It diverges from Christian theology which grants reality to
the objective world, and predicates a permanent soul . It is different
from Western Realism in that it grants no substantial existent thing,
and from Western Idealism in so far as that Idealism centers around a
persistent transcendental subject . However, such of ~Schopenhauer is
congruent with Buddhism, though I do not find his Will as carrying the
same meaning as the Buddhist "Essence of Mind" or ;Shunyata . In some
respects Von Hartmann is closer to the Buddhist position .

Prior to the Recognition of September 1936 I had never been able
to grasp the anatmic doctrine, but as a result of that Recognition I
saw the necessity of the doctrine and for the first time realized the
relativity of Nirvana in the simplest sense . This Recognition con-
firmed a conception which, only later, I found in the sutras of Nor-
thern Buddhism, unknown to me up to that time .
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Now, the point of this rather lengthy argument is that here we
. have a case of knowledge not derived from instruction and tradition,

but originating in mystical insight . It is not a case of taking into
the mystical state the conceptions which are born forth from it . It
is, in my mind, most positive evidence that the mystical Door is one
from whence comes new Knowledge which makes a difference in thinkable
concepts . Undoubtedly, imperfectly developed mystical states can be
misinterpreted, and the sense of certainty may be incorrectly predi-
cated of the erroneous interpretation . All of which simply means
that there is a need for a critique of mystical consciousness, just
as we have found a critique of the reason necessary . But just as
the latter critique showed in what way we may trust the intellect,
as well as in what ways it cannot give reliable knowledge, the same
is true of a mystical critique . Later I shall consider this subject
in more detail .

Before entering upon the discussion of `ihankara, a brief discus-
sion of the Buddhist conception of reincarnation will prove to be of
value . In both the Western Christian and scientific worlds the con-
ception of reincarnation has been unpopular, and sometimes is even
opposed with affective reactions . However, the idea is-not wholly
foreign to indigenous Western thought, quite apart from the accept-
ance of the idea on the part of some due to the introduction of it
through the Theosophical Movement . It is often more than implicit in
the writings of the German Idealists from Kant onward . Thus, consider
the following quotation from the third Book of Fichte's "The Vocation
of Man"s "These two orders--the purely spiritual and the sensuous,
the latter c onsisting possibly of an inriunerable series of particular
lives,--have existed since the first moment of the development of an
act ve reason within me, and still proceed parallel to each other ."
Yet, on the whole, the idea is unacceptable and even repugnant to
Westerners, for reasons that I have not yet been able to fathom . Now,
it is true that, in cases where the idea has been accepted, it has
often been misconceived . It seems to be a process that is untrace-
able by the Western intellect and, therefor, must be accepted or re-
jected blindly . To the scientific mind it generally seems better to
believe too much or, rather, better to deny with inadequate reason
than to affirm with inadequate reason . This attitude is extra-logi-
cal, but it exists none the less . I believe that the Buddha's con-
ception of reincarnation may prove less unacceptable, since the pro-
cess in this case is partly traceable objectively .

The Buddha's conception is that where in the historic stream we
find individuals manifesting essentially the same character, with a
quality of feeling of the same form, and of largely identical intell-
ectual quality, the later individual in time is a reincarnation of
the earlier. But the personal ego of each is different, in the sense
that the ego is a sort of epiphenomenal effect of the character with-
out possessing any substance in itself . ;3ince the stream of exis-
tence is a process of development, or decay, the identity of charac-
ter or individuality would not be absolute, but there would be a root-
similarity. Now such similarities, approaching identities, are some-
times traceable when the necessary historic records exist . One might
very well, for instance, consider the similarities in the conceptions
of Cardinal de Cusa and Copernicus and reach the conclusion that the
latter was a reincarnation of the former, or that Joseph Stalin is a
reincarnation of Genghis Khan . Basic similarity of character, thought
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and feeling would be the criterion . Now, since in the Buddha' s sense,
• it is a character or individuality that reincarnates, rather than an

egoistic self, recognition of similarity of character and individual-
ity is all that is necessary to determine a case of reincarnation .
It is not said that the two personal egos are the same . Taken in
this sense, it appears to me that reincarnation is objectively provable .

There are certain other implications which follow from the Bud-
dhistic conception . There may be such a thing as fusing of individ-
ualities, characters, conceptual forms, modes of feeling, etc . A.
given physically embodied individual may manifest one character at
one time, and another at other times,- he may manifest quite different
modes of feeling in what we call different moods, and he may think in
one pattern at one time and in quite others on other occasions . In
extreme cases, he may exhibit quite discrete differences of person-
ality. This leads to the idea that reincarnation is not restricted
to a one to one correspondence between different embodied entities at
different places in time, but that there is also such a thing as con-
joint reincarnation of two or more in one, of temporary, partial and
superimposed reincarnation, and also of one in two or more, either
permanently or temporarily . On the whole, the idea becomes very com-
plex, but it is more readily understandable in the light of objective
experience . Indeed, much that the chemist observes in the life his-
tory of chemical substances parallels the above patterns . The chemist
finds persistence through all sorts of transformations which can be
quite well viewed as chemical reincarnation in the Buddhistic sense .

It is said that the mystic sense includes, among its various
possibilities , the capacity to trace backward the stream of tAansfor-
mation of the psychical congeries . Thus identity with other incarna-
tions can be established, but this would by no means necessarily
imply a unique one to one relationship. He who unites in himself,
either temporarily or relatively persistently, several psychical cur-
rents, would find himself identical with many who lived in the past,
even contemporaneously . It would be possible even to acquire incar-
nations in the past by assimilating the corresponding psychical cur-
rent out of the past . In the extreme ideal case, it would even be
conceivable for one living now to find himself formerly incarnated
in all men and being born again in all men of the future . Whether
or not any being has ever succeeded in achieving such an integration,
I would not presume to say, but the theoretical possibility is con-
tained in the Buddhistic conception . In any case, it is certainly
interesting to conceive of the possibility of attaining additional
incarnations in the future, perhaps, in the end, actually to live in
all men. Thus it is that the :;age, the Savior or the Guru is born in
and lives in His disciples, more or less completely as the latter as-
similate His consciousness, character and individuality . S o there
would be, on this view, a valid sense in which the Christian mystic
puts on Christ, as :;t . Paul said . And all of this becomes quite reas-
onable and intelligible once we have broken down the egoistic delusion
and see that the Christ, in essential reality, is not a particular
entity, but a continuity of character, individuality, thought, feeling,
etc . The Christ literally lives in His followers to the degree and

• extent they have assimilated His character, individuality, thought
and feeling. Thus interpreted, I believe the not infrequent claims
of Christian mystics are not unreasonable . And that which is true of
this example would also be true of all others, even when the disciple-
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ship does not lie in the realm generally regarded as religious .
• Newton would live again in his followers just as truly .

This interpretation clarifies greatly the Buddhist doctrine of
the multiple incarnations of the Nirmanakayas . The Nirmanakayas are
said to be those who have attained full Enlightenment but have ref-
used complete withdrawal from objective relationship. But such
Beings abide at the very roots of Consciousness itself and, hence,
are present in a latent sense in all embodiments of consciousness .
Thus he who pierces inwardly into the depths of his own conscious-
ness will find himself identical with the Nirmanakaya and, thereby,
conversely, becoming an embodiment of the Nirmanakaya . In general,
the deeper the level at which an individual integrates his conscious-
ness and individuality, the wider the field of his future incarnation .

Now, bearing in mind that which has just been said, it is easy
to trace a tie-in between the three great individualities who form
the subject of the present chapter . The extreme moral and spiritual
similarity between Buddha and Christ clearly identifies the latter
as an incarnation of the former, in exceptional degree . We will
find a corresponding identity between the Buddha and ; ;hankara, though
in this case the similarity is more predominantly evident in the
noetic agreement . Thus we may say that, in exceptional degree, these
three are one entity, even though each may have ramifications of in-
dividuality developing in different directions . Other great sages
have lived who are not so closely conjoined as these three . These
three stand as one in peculiar degree .

C . The Mysticism of shankara .
Of all the great Three, Shankara's life and teaching is most ex-

plicitly Yogic in the technical sense . However, He deals with Yogaa$D or Mystical Realization, exclusively in the highest sense, since He
is interested solely in the final Liberation and seems to scorn any
attainment less than that . Now, Ihankara discourses upon the tech-
nical problems of method and philosophy to a degree not found in the
teachings of Christ or even Buddha, for the two-fold reason, (1) He
was qualified for this by Brahmanical birth and training, and (2) He
worked exclusively with a public which needed and could understand
this treatment . He is, of all men, the philosopher sage, par excel-
lence . Apparently, He did not attempt to reach simple minds, but was
rather a Teacher of Teachers . In principle, Buddha spoke to all men,
but due to certain temperamental and intellectual barriers, was not
acceptable to the more learned, with some exceptions . Christ frankly
oriented Himself to the lowly of this world and thus reached some, at
the price of being unable to reach others . But the saving Wisdom is
for all men , and is not the exclusive right of the simple and lowly .
However, no one embodiment of the stage can reach all equally, hence
the Divine Wisdom incarnates in many forms which, while seemingly
different, are really complementary .

Shankara's philosophy is not presented by Him as something origi-
nal and de novo . On the contrary, He presents it as a clarification
and explicit logical development of the VedicCdc.l~ing . But the Veda
is not to be understood as exclusively the recorded literature which
goes by that name . It is even more fundamentally the innate Wisdom
resident in the depths of all consciousness . Hence, by means of Yoga,
the Yogin attains realization of the Veda quite independently of all
scholarship, though such attainment does not of itself imply mastery
of the best formulation . As a result, the best statement is the
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resultant of Yogic penetration, scholarship and the development of
intellectual acuity and profundity . In terms of this combination,
ihankara is the greatest of all exemplars . Yet :Shankara is not wholly
satisfactory to the modern Western mind . For one thing, He is not
concerned with science in the modern sense, and, indeed, there was no
such science in His day. For another, there is a good deal of the
scholastic form in his reasoning . But then, for that matter, there
is a good deal of the scholastic coloring to be found in the ration-
alistic language of Kant, yet Kant is the gateway to post-rational-
istic and post-scholastic thinking. The similarity to Kant runs
even deeper . rhankara, too, is a critical thinker, at a time on the
order of two thousand years earlier than Kant . A. fact which makes
Fhankara all the more remarkable . In a third respect, fShankara is
not altogether satisfactory to the modern Westerner in that He con-
tinually introduces references to the written Veda as an authentic-
ating argument . It sounds to us too much like the theological argu-
ment which justifies a thesis because of statements in the Bible .
But, in this connection, it must be remembered that :;hankara spoke
to a public for whom the Veda was regarded as authority, and no hear-
ing could be attained save by conformation with Vedic authority . But
fhankara is never content to rest His case on the visible Veda alone .
The Vedic argument does not stand by itself . He establishes His the-
sis, point by point, by reference to reason and experience indepen-
dently of the written Veda . Clearly, for Himself, His source is not the
written Veda, though the record of His life indicates that He was
thoroughly familiar with it from childhood . The real source is Yogic
Realization attained while a Chela of Patanjali . Thus He writes mean-
ings which, while reconcilable to the written Veda, could have hardly
been derived from it by the methods of unaided external scholarship .

We are here, again, brought face to face with the question which
forms a central interest of the present volume . Is Mystic Realiza-
tion an authentic source of Knowledge or Gnosis? That it is such, is
well nigh the main thesis of ;Ihankara, after the importance He asc-
ribes to Liberation. Indeed, He even says that the Gnostic Knowledge
is not merely a means to Liberation but is Liberation . To deny the
validity and actuality of Mystical Knowledge would be equivalent to
denying all significance in the work and thought of Shankara . With
no man, so far as I know, is the noetic element in the Yogic consc-
iousness so fundamental. Further discussion of this question is in-
dicated .

Von Hartmann said, "Gnosis is knowledge acquired by immediate
perception (intuition) instead of by intellect ." (From criticism of
"Esoteric Buddhism" by rinnett, published in "Weiner Zeitung", re-
printed in "The Theosophist" for May 1885 .) But Von Hartmann con-
tinues that if this direct perception stands alone it may be so col-
ored and dominated by a preconception that it may become quite unre-
liable and needs the correction of intellectual examination and of
any other source of knowledge there may be . Mohini Chatterji in his
criticism of Von Hartmann's criticism admits the justice of the aboV/e
statement and proceeds to say that Oriental Esotericism does not
teach the exclusive dependence upon the "immediate perception" . The
test of reason is applied and the insight of one individual is checked
by that of others, just as is the case in Western science . When a
body of philosophico-scientifico-religious teaching or doctrine is
established, it is the combined product of many highly trained minds
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in all of which the mystical sense is highly developed as well as the
intellect : It is true that in many instances the mystical insight
may be prepared for by previous study and the content of the insight
may be in accord with the study . But this does not mean that the
mystic merely takes out of the state that which he brings to it . The
mystical knowledge is of another dimension . Chatterji gives a very
suggestive illustration from Western science . Thus, a mathematical
astronomer might--as has been done--calculate the location and det-
ermine the existence of a formerly unknown planet, through analytic
interpretation of the perturbations in the orbits of known planets .
Following the directions resulting from the calculation the same man,

5 or another astronomer, might then direct a telescope to the indicated
portion of the sky and see with the eye that which had been predeter-
mined by calculation . (This has actually been done .) Now, would we
be justified in saying that the observing astronomer merely took such
knowledge from his observation as he took with him in the first place?
In the purely schematic sense, the answer might be "yes" . But he did
acquire new perceptual knowledge, that which James called "knowledge
through acquaintance" . The looking through the telescope did more
thann simply to add feeling tone to an already existing knowledge . He
added perceptual knowledge to the formal schematic knowledge of the
intellectual calculation . Now, in this illustration, the telescope
represents the mystic sense which gives a dimension of knowledge as
much different from the intellectual conception as is the perception .
Something is added, even though subsequent intellectual formulation
might differ in no way whatsoever from already extant teaching or

D doctrine . Essentially the new knowledge is as incommensurable with
intellectual conception as the latter is with sensible perception .
But in several ways the two can cooperate just as the percept and the
concept can cooperate, and do so continually in our daily lives ..

Once I had a dream-experience which I think is illustrative of
the difference in dimensions of two kinds of related sense . Some 3®a
years ago a group of us had planned an extended trip through the Pain-
ted Desert of northern Arizona. Our proposed course was to take us
over the Mormon Dugway which gave access to the Lee's Ferry crossing
of the Colorado River--the only crossing then in a distance of hund-
reds of miles . This approach was one of the most nerve-racking for
drivers, due to its narrowness, its winding roughness and, most of

all, the very rapid current of the Colorado River below. I had been
over this course formerly and knew that it was a trial . Well, one
night, while lying in bed waiting upon sleep, I was thinking of this
drive, outlining the course rather clearly in my mind . During the
process I fell asleep, as I found out later . But there was no break
in my mental continuity; I simply found myself actually driving a car
over the course concerning which I had been thinking . I was driving
along nearly, or quite, identically in the way I had been thinking,
that is, driving slowly and carefully as was the way one would be com-
pelled to do actually. In the dream, the road wound in and out, .
around coves and points, and climbed upward, essentially as I knew it
did from my previous experience . Suddenly, as I rounded a point of
rock, I saw way up on the furthest visible portion of the road another

O
car coming toward me . But it was a very strange car, such as I had
not then seen . It was extremely streamlined, very much like the de-
signs of the racing cars later used on the Salt Lake salt-flats . And
this car was coming toward me with unbelievable speed, indeed fully
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as fast as the fastest racing car, taking the turns . with great preci-
sion. To my consternation, Mephisto was driving the car--and he was
a magnificent driver: There was no place for a passing and no time
for me to do a thing. I saw that I would be struck, which then hap-
pened, the strange car and Mephisto passing right through me and my
car: With which I woke up . I then had the chance to analyze what
had happened .

In the first stage, while awake, I had been thinking of a proc-
ess in terms of idea. There was the normal dual consciousness of
thinking, with an undertone of awareness of myself as an organism .
There was the normal clear differentiation between a process thought
about and a process performed by the activity of the organism . Then,
without knowing the shift, I was actually performing the process with
the consciousness of the organism lying in bed dropping away entirely .
The idea had become performance , in another state of consciousness,
but in harmonious conformity with the previous purely ideational pro-
cess. Now, this was a different state of awareness, not simply one
state of awareness with a different feeling tone . I was aware of a
content in a different way which I believe is quite validly defined
as an addition of another knowledge, even though not diverging in pat-
tern from the original schema . But there was also something added,
that was not in the original schema . I had not at all anticipated
Mephisto and the wonderful car . This became new material for my in-
tellect to think about . And the "Old Boy" poses some very intriguing
problems . In fact, he added much to my interest in Jung's treatment
of the transformation process when I read the latter some years later .

D Definitely, I did acquire something valuable for thought out of the
experience .

It is not suggested that this bit of dream-experience has any-
thing of the mystical about it . The whole incident falls in the range
of the subject-object type of consciousness . There is no ineffability
save that which always is present in the relationship between the per-
ceptual and conceptual orders . It is offered simply as an illustra-
tion, (a) of how a conceptual series may become a perceptual series
which is a schematic duplicate and yet adds new knowledge, and (b) of
how in addition such a perceptual series may react upon the conceptual
to add new material for thought . The whole is a schematic pattern of
the relation between conceptual and mystical knowledge . The same
principle is involved in the figure of the telescope used to verify
the existence of a planet predetermined by mathematical calculation .
In this case, the cognizing of the planet as a perceptual object may
well have added nothing necessary for the purposes of calculation :
Calculation determined a somewhat which might be called n and prob-
ably could establish both orbit and mass, so that n thereafter was
as fully known as was necessary for all purposes of calculation alone .
But such a knowledge of n is not sufficient for the establishment of
all significant astronomical knowledge relative to the new body . It
would not give data, such as temperature, amount and kind of light
radiation and possible chemical composition as the latter might reveal .
For this purpose n must be realized as an object for perception, dir-
ectly or indirectly . Hence, n, as perceptually realized, becomes a

• source of possible additional development of conceptual knowledge
which could not have been derived from calculation alone . ;>o exper-
ience of the planet adds to the knowledge of the planet through pure
calculation two increments of knowledge, as follows : (a) It added
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knowledge as perceptual cognition, and, (b) it added physical and
chemical knowledge, in the conceptual sense, which could not have been
derived from calculation alone .

There is some dispute as to whether perceptual cognition may pro-
perly be called "Knowledge" . As a matter of general practice, "know-
ledge" is defined as "the cognitive aspect of consciousness in gen-
eral", of which two forms are recognized, i .e ., "knowledge of acquain-
tance" or,perceptual cognition, and "knowledge about", or conceptual
cognition . Thus, "to know may mean either to perceive or apprehend,
or, to understand or comprehend" . A. blind man could not know light
in the first sense, but he could know about light in the second . But
while this division of knowledge into two classes is a matter of gen-
eral practice, yet John Dewey challenges the correctness of calling
"knowledge through acquaintance" knowledge at all . He calls it "ex-
perience" and restricts "knowledge" to the conceptual order . Of
course, this is largely a matter of definition . It is certainly
clear that simple perceptual awareness is distinguishable from cona-
tion or will and affection or feeling . If, then, we are to follow
the more general practice of classification of the modes of the mind
into two or three modes, (a) cognition and conation, the latter in-
cluding affection, or (b) cognition, conation and affection, percep-
tual awareness, apart from all feeling tone and activistic element in
consciousness, is certainly a cognition . Thus perception is a kind
of knowledge . In,my discussion I am following the general practice
rather than that of John Dewey, particularly as his practice is part
and parcel of a philosophic interpretation and attitude with which I

D
do not agree .

Of the two branches of knowledge, the mystical recognition is
most nearly like "knowledge through acquaintance" and hence bears a
relationship to conceptual knowledge analogous to that of perception .
But there are important points of departure . Thus the perceptual
awareness is closer to the conceptual particulars and singulars than
it is to general and universal concepts . The reverse is the case with
mystical recognition, for this kind of cognition comes into closest
affinity with the most universal and most abstract conceptions . The
more general a conception the further it is from the perceptual order
and the closer it lies to the mystical. In the thought which recog-
nizes solely the perceptual and conceptual, only particular concepts
have true referents, i .e., perceptual existences which they mean .
The general concepts are viewed as lacking true referents, and are
regarded as valuable only as instruments in the manipulation of ideas
which ultimately lead to concrete ideas having perceptual referents .

a But to the mystic, at least of the profounder sort, the reference of
the most universal concept is most immediate and, therefore, most on-
crete . The particular concept and its referent have the value o
abstraction away from concrete reality and, hence, greater or less
unreality . Such value as the latter have is instrumental only .

There is another respect in which mystical recognition diverges
from perceptual awareness or "knowledge through acquaintance", in the
usual sense, and that lies in the fact that the mystical consciousness,
when developed deeply enough, is not concerned with an object .. The

• general definition of "Cognition" is, "the being aware of an Object" .
In the well-developed mystical state subject and object fuse or co-
alesce, so that the normal relationship of experience and thought does
not exist . S o cognition or knowledge, in the sense of being aware of
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an object, as distinct from a subject, is not a mystical kind of
• knowledge . Hence, knowledge in the sense of "Gnosis" or "Jnana" is

knowledge of a different sort . It falls outside current philosoph
ical definition. Yet the use of the word, in this sense, goes back

to the ancient Greeks and Indians and thus has a hoary justification .
"Knowledge in the sense of "Nous" and the adjective "Noetic" has the
essential meaning of "Gnosis" and "Jnana", being a non-discursive
knowledge in which the knowledge and the thing known are identical .
The denial of "Nous" is a denial of mystical knowledge, and vice
versa, and this denial is equivalent to materialism in the invidious,
though not in the technical, sense .

We now face this fundamental question : Are we justified in view-
ing a state of consciousness in which there is a coalescence of
subject and object, of knowledge and thing known, as a case of know-
ledge? So long as the state stands in complete separation from
relative consciousness, the answer is "No" . But equally we cannot
predicate affection or conation of such a state . It is simply be-
yond all relative predication and can only be defined by universal
negation . But the pure mystical state may impinge upon the relative
consciousness in greater or less degree, producing effects for the
latter . The resultant is a compound consciousness in which either,
(a) the mystical and relative form an impure effect, or (b) the two
forms of consciousness exist side by side . In either case, the
relative consciousness is affected. It is the relative conscious-
ness that experiences (a) Bliss or Beatitude, (b) reorientation of
the will, and (c) a new noetic orientation and content . In terms of
content , the relative consciousness now knows, as an object, the
state of consciousness in which subject and object, and knowledge
and thing known, both merge . This is an increase of relative know-
ledge of most profound significance, both in the theoretical and
pragmatic sense, since it tends to make an enormous difference in
life and conduct, in valuation and meaning . The new orientation is
like changing the base of reference in mathematical analysis . The
material of relative consciousness enters into a new perspective
which tends toward radical difference in theoretical organization .
There is thus addition to knowledge in the conceptual sense both in
the sense of content and of altered theoretical organization .

A. discussion of the foregoing sort is quite appropriate in con-
nection with the study of Shankara . Whether or not He wrote the
parallel of this argument in its entirety, I do not know, but it is
improbable that He ever did since the intellectual nexus of his time
was different from our own . It is rather the way Shankara would
have written were He living today .

The problem of Liberation is preeminently a problem of Knowledge
for f;hankara, both in the sense that knowledge is the primary means
and, in the deeper sense, that Knowledge itself is Liberation . With
Christ the compound mode of affection-conation was given nearly ex-
clusive emphasis, while with Buddha it was given primary emphasis,
at least in the popular discourses. But Buddha did give substantial
attention to the Noetic factor, particularly in the discourses to
advanced disciples . This difference, in the orientation to the

• problem of Liberation, Salvation or Enlightenment, proves to be a
matter of very considerable psychological and speculative interest .
For one thing, it correlates beautifully with the hereditary back-
ground of these three Men, as given in the record . Buddha was a
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Prince ; Christ, according to the Gospel account, was a descendent of
David and thus also a Prince of the blood ; while rhankara was a Brah-
min. This would give to Buddha and Christ the normal perspective of
hereditary rulers, thus contrasting to rhankara who belonged to the
caste preeminant in metaphysical thought . But to the natural ruler, .
will and feeling have ascendency and leadership over thought, while
with the natural thinker the reverse is the case . It is significant
that the largest influence in the extensive sense was ultimately won
by Buddha and Christ, while rhankara's influence was more restricted
and specialized. In terms of emphasis, the contrast between Christ
and ;"rhankara is most marked, while Buddha occupies a more intermed-
iate position .

We are presented,$ here, with one of the most difficult recurring
problems of philosophy and psychology . Which is most fundamental in
the constitution of the universe, Will or Idea? Which is most det-
erminant .in the life of an individual, Knowledge or feeling-conation?
There is good reason for reducing the three modes of cognition, aff-
ection and conation to two by combining feeling and will . For mani-
festly there is a very close connection between pleasure and desiring
while pure knowing may leave desire largely unaffected . Ethical con-
sciousness as an attitude is a manifestation of the will, and depends
upon the intellect simply for the resolution of ethical problems .
Hence accentuation of the ethical is equivalent to-giving primacy to
the will : Of course, in the present discussion will must be under-
stood as including the whole of the activistic element in conscious-
ness, and thus includes desire and the autonomous will-to-live . It
is not restricted to conscious volition . The usage is close to, if
not identical with, that of rchopenhauer . Buddha's emphasis of the
destruction of the desire for sentient existence seems to place Him
somewhat closer to the emphasis of Christ than to rhankara, but, on
the other hand, the doctrine of the Prajna Paramita accords more
closely with :)hankara .

Modern philosophy has not finally resolved the problem of the
relative primacy of Will and Idea . The impact of Hegel and rchopen-
hauer does not destroy either contestant . The Truth would seem to
be, much as Von Hartmann suggested, that Will and Idea are component
parts of a more ultimate incognizable reality . There is, then, no
ultimate primacy for either the Will or the Idea, but relative pri-
macy in different contexts, in stages of processes and in individual
organizations . In the very practical question of which way will
lead successfully to Yoga with a given individual, we must consider
whether Will or Idea dominates the individual life . Method must be
adjusted accordingly. Unquestionably, with the overwhelming mass of
people, Will does dominate and, . hence, ethico-affective techniques
are indicated . But there is a smaller number of individuals with
whom the cognitive development is not only large, but also occupies
the commanding position in life-determination . In such cases the
Will has been brought into subjugation to the Idea . Hence, in such
cases, the problem of Yoga, as a means, becomes simply the achieve-

ment of the right conception , there being no effective autonomous
resistance on the part of the Will . With most men right conception
is not enough because the amount of undomesticated autonomous Will
is far too large .

rchopenhauer is right when he says emancipation depends upon the
reversal of the Will, so that will-to-live becomes denial of the
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will-to-live ; though I do not find that he has adequately estab-
lished how such a reversal is possible if Will is the all-powerful .
When Will is subjugated to Idea, practically as well as theoreti-
cally, the problem of reversal reduces to realization of the con-
ception of what is to be done and how to do it . Now, :)hankara is
not concerned with Yoga in all its ramifications as method, . but
primarily with the problem as it appears after subjugation of the
Will to Idea has been already achieved . Explicitly, He does not
view all men as possible candidates for this at their present stage
of development . They must have qualifications . The nature of these
qualifications is indicated explicitly in the following quotation
from Shankara's "Discrimination of Spirit and Not-Spirit" ("Atma-
natma Viveka") .

After stating that the unredeemed state of man is due to Ignor-
ance, Shankara goes on to say :

"Therefore it is clear that Ignorance can only be removed by
Wisdom .

Q . How can this Wisdom be acquired?
A . By discussion--by discussing as to the nature of Spirit and

Not-Spirit .
Q. Who are worthy of engaging in such discussion?
A. Those who have acquired the four qualifications .
Q . What are the four qualifications?
A . (1) True discrimination of permanent and impermanent things ;

(2) Indifference to the enjoyment of the fruits of one's actions
both here and hereafter; (3) Possession of lama (calmness) and the

D other five qualities ; (4) An intense desire of becoming liberated
(from material existence) ."

Clearly one who has these four qualifications has already gone
a considerable way on the Path. Somehow or other much self-disci-

pline has been achieved, passionateness has been quieted, the dire-
ction of desire has been reversed and the habit of discriminative
analysis developed . The anti-egoistic ethic is presupposed . At
any rate, from this point on, :hankara abandons all ritual, sacri-
fice, technical expedients--in a word, all objective sensible action,
or works, as agencies that are, in principle, necessary . An intell-
ective process of discrimination, including discussion, is well-
nigh the only agency . In the end, when this discrimination has
completed the final preparation, the Realization comes at its own
time, spontaneously. All preparation has the value of purification
or destruction of barriers, but it not a magical agent which com-
mands the Realization . The Awakened State is not an effect of
causes set up by the candidate, for It has nothing to do with con-
ditions . It is as though at some moment in the process of prepara-
tion the right balance is achieved and an obscuring curtain drops,
simply revealing what has always been there, and has always been
the Truth . Indifference to specific method or technique is not
only allowed ; it is mandatory . For by attaching importance to any
means, the candidate is clouding his mind with the delusion of
efficient causal connection . Meditation ceases to be a matter of
set method or of specific seasons, but becomes something spontan-
eous eous and capable of being super-added to reflective process or
even objective activity . The Samadhi that is attained is the
Nirvikalpa or undifferentiated Samadhi, which by no means necess-
arily implies black-out trance. For, to require trance is to
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impose a visible means as causally effective, and this is contrary
to the primary principle that .the State of Realization is not the
effect of a relative cause .

It is a significant fact that the Highest state of Samadhi may
appear to the incompetent observer as the most casual and indis-
tinguishable from ordinary consciousness . Actually, it effects an
integration such that the usual and ordinary is seen as of one same-
ness with the undifferentiated, and the practitioner may not know
the difference between meditation and not-meditation. The practi-
tioner has transcended the duality of this, as ordinary conscious-
ness, and that, as mystical consciousness, and the one sameness of
the permanent and undifferentiated is known to underlie and inter-
penetrate all states, The state of consciousness is peculiarly
indescribable and obscure . It is no more disembodied than it is
embodied, no more of one aspect of any duality than it is of the
other. About all that one can positively say is, "IT IS", but IT
cannot be imagined . The man of such Realization is no longer iden-
tical with his embodiment ; he is both there in the body and not
there, and the activities and death of the body are merely events
within him and, therefore, not involving him .

There is a seeming discrepancy between Buddhism and the teach-
ing of Shankara of high importance . It has already been shown that
the doctrine of anatman, or the non-reality of the self, is funda-
mental to Buddhism. In contrast, Shankara taught the Atmavidya,
or Knowledge of the Self . In fact, the name of the source of the
above quotation, "A.tmanatma Viveka" may be translated "Discrimina-
tion between the Self and Not-Self . Shankara gives the positive
value to ;pelf-Realization . But, in other respects, the fundamental
similarity between Shankara's teachings and Buddhism has been well
recognized. Here is a subject-matter that calls for serious inves-
tigation

:y There is no reasonable ground for doubt that the Way taught by
the Buddha served as an effective means whereby an undetermined
number of individuals achieved Enlightenment : This Way, in so far
as it involved an orientation by a doctrine, involved the teaching
of anatman. This, at the very least, gives the teaching a pragmatic
justification, since it facilitated the primary objective of the
Buddha's mission : But the same may be said of Shankara's teaching
of the Atmavidya, or Knowledge of the Self . This, also, has provi-
ded an effective Way . Further, I know that it can initiate a
process which, in its final stage, gives the Buddhistic State of the
two-fold egoselflessness . The implication is that the apparent in-
compatibility of the two teachings is not a real contradiction :

For my part, I am convinced that the apparent contradiction is
actually a paradox . Now the paradox is a very common conceptual
form employed by the mystics, and a very fruitful source of mis-
understanding indeed : It is necessary to attain an appreciation of
its logical significance . First of all, the mystical state of con-
sciousness is integrative in lesser or greater degree depending upon
the relative depth of mystical penetration : It is integrative in `-
the sense that elements, or phases or states which are mutually in-
compatible when apprehended by ordinary consciousness, actually do
become compatible parts of a larger whole . Just as the dynamical-
conception of the parallelogram of forces achieves a logical inte-
gration of forces operating more or less in opposition, such as the
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centrifugal and centripetal forces, so the mystical state effects
analogous integration for consciousness . But a purely mystical in-
tegration, without the collaboration of the intellect, is not a
logical conceptual integration, as is the case in the instance of
the parallelogram of forces . It is an immediate integration through
what we have called the mystical sense . It is quite possible that
when the mystic attempts to express conceptually the value of the
mystical insight he finds his intellectual capacity inadequate for
the task of constructing a logically connected symbol . In this case,
the intellectual level, being correspondentially inferior to that of
the insight, the formulation appears in paired statements that seem
co negate each other, or in the form of substantives seemingly cont-
radicted by adjective modifiers, such'as "the teeming desert", "the
whispering silence" . etc . But through competent analyses, these
apparent contradictions are found not to be true contradictions, for
they do not affirm that A. can be both A. and not-A. at the same time
and in the same sense . Usually they mean that the realization is
like a somewhat which ch in one sense is A., but in another sense is, or
incorporates, the opposite of A., and all at the same time . That
which is separated, and of necessity must be separated, in ordinary
experience, because of the structural framework of that experience,
is united in simultaneity in the mystical state . There is no logi-
cal contradiction in this . At times in the development of physical
science the scientist may become aware of new phenomena which, in
part, violate those conceptions . This is recognized as a sign that
there is need for a new conception on a higher level which shall in-
corporate both forms of the behavior of the phenomena in a logical
whole . The same need arises when the doctrines coming forth from
authentic states of mystical insight result in an unresolved para-
doxical complex . The mystical insight may have developed well
ahead of the intellectual evolution of the individuals or even of
the race as a whole . In that case, the paradox remains until such
time someone with the requisite intellectual development, perhaps
at a much later stage of human history, deals with the problem and
who, if successful, resolves the problem . The development of the
logical sense in modern mathematics renders possible the resolution

manly a paradox that had to remain a paradox for centuries and
even millenia, as is illustrated by the paradoxes of Zeno . I believe
we have today developed the necessary logico-conceptual equipment
for the resolution of the seeming contradiction of the anatmic doc-
trine of Buddha and the A.tmic doctrine of Shankara . At any rate,
if the resolution is not complete, it will be substantial though, I
confess, far from simple .

First of all, ]et us return to Buddha's conception of the "ego",
"the self" or the "I am" as employed in the sutra from which our
quotation was taken. From the context, the reference is primarily
to the personal ego, that which I mean when I speak of myself as
distinct from other persons and that which has various desires, in-
clinations, points of view, etc ., which differentiate me from other
beings . It is the manifest ground of competitive activities of all
sorts, including the wars of nations . This it is that Buddha affirms
is impermanent and, concerning which, He says it is the cause of
ubiquitous suffering which can never be destroyed so long as bondage
to this egoism remains . In the Sanskrit sutras, which largely cons-
titute the basis of departure of Northern from >iouthern Buddhism,
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there are at least implicatory references to a higher egoism and so
. the profoundest states of Enlightenment involve the realization of

two-fold egolessness . But this portion of the full conception we
shall leave for the moment, and focus upon the simple personal egoism .

Now, what is the ego in the simpler sense? We find that Emanuel
Kant and Dr . C. G . Jung, among other Western thinkers, give us much
help here . This ego is a power of subjective awareness . It is I
who sees ; it is I who hears and otherwise senses ; and it is I who
thinks, who feels, who intuits, and who will8 . At least it seems
so . But there is more than pure awareness involved in this complex
process . The sensing, intuiting, feeling, thinking and willing in-
volve forms of being aware . The awareness operates in certain ways
which by psychological and epistemological analyses, even we of the
West have been able to study in considerable measure . But a way or
form of awareness is distinguishable from pure awareness in the ab
stract . Abstract awareness is without any form or conditioning
whatsoever ; it could not be described as thinking, sensing, intuiting,
feeling, willing or as conditioned by any other possible mode . If
we mean by subjectivity this, and only this, then it is not the same
as the ego or the subject in the concrete sense . If we conceive of
rhankara's Atman as pure subjectivity, or the bare power of awareness
unmodified by any form whatsoever, then it is clearly distinguishable
from the egoism of Buddha, both in the lower and higher sense . Bare
subjectivity, being uncompounded, is not subject to change and,
therefore, neither grows nor decays . But the concrete subject is
compounded and, thus, subject to process . Hence, bondage to the
concrete subject involves unending suffering .

Full analysis shows that we must make a further distinction be-
tween the concrete subject and the ego proper . The ego appears to
stand as a sort of framework or form through which the concrete sub-
ject operates upon the objective, in so far as the process falls
within the field of the personal consciousness . There remains an
undeterminate zone in which the interaction between the concrete
subjective and the objective takes place without passing through
the personal ego . This is the zone of the psychologic unconscious .
Much of the adjustment of the individual entity to the environment
in which it lives does not pass through the framework of the cons-
cious personal ego . From time to time, incursions from the uncons-
cious enter into the egoic field of consciousness without being in-
tegrated by the ego and often without being capable of such integ-
ration unless the egoic framework is dissolved . The literature of

• both psychosis and of the transformation process is full of refer-
ences to such incursions . We must, therefore, enlarge the concep-
tion of the concrete subject quite beyond the limited field commanded
by the individual personally conscious ego .

Concrete subjectivity, in addition to the abstract power of pure
awareness, includes innumeraole forms and, therefore, may be said
to have a structure . Ordinarily the individual is not conscious of
these forms directly . They enter into determining the forflof exper-
ience, but are not immediately apparent to the individual conscious-
ness . seemingly, this consciousness contains only the objective

• content as something given from outside . The view, either naively
believed in or theoretically affirmed, that the content is exclus-
ively objectively determined, is materialism . :strong conviction of
this sort has serious effects which will be considered later . But
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analysis does not have to go very far for one to see that actual
experience is a compound effect of a subjective and objective deter-
mination . For instance, an individual who has a defect of vision
which is corrected by glasses, most of the time when reading or
looking at the objects of his environment is either not at all, or
only slightly, conscious of his glasses . He might imagine that his
experience of the seen world was only objectively determined . But
let him remove the glasses and the seen-world is altered, probably
becoming quite blurred . His actual experience is changed, but not
by a change from outside . If, in addition to his ordinary glasses,
he were to put on various colored glasses, or glasses producing
distorted images, he would find his actual experience changed in
each case . From this it is easy to take the further step of realiz-
ing that the way of seeing as conditioned by the structure of the
eye plays its part in determining the world as seen . The eye of a
fly would give a different kind of world . But, still, back of the
conditioning imposed by the visual organ there are determinants of
a more physical nature . ;geeing, as a function, has laws other
than the optical limitations of the eye . We see in the form of the
visual kind of space . The objective as experienced in terms of see-
ing must fall within this kind of space . Whatever there may be that
cannot fit within that kind of conditioning could never have been
seen, in the visual sense .

Now, the foregoing illustration applies to all the senses and
to thinking as well . ;;o the actual conscious content of our exper-
ience and our thought is the mutual product of subjective and objec-
tive factors . But in the order that there may be mutuality of inter-
action the subjective and the objective must have a common sub-
stratum. They cannot be of wholly disparate natures . As a result,
the objective can be introjected into the subjective and the sub-
jective can be projected into the objective, facts which are well
known to analytic psychology . Ordinarily this happens only with
respect to part of the contents, but once the actuality of the
complementary processes of introjection and projection is recog-
nized, it is then seen that a thoroughgoing reversal is, in prin-
ciple, possible . In such case,that which was objective becomes
subjective and that which was subjective, becomes objective .

When the focus of consciousness is extraverted,--the predominant
state of most objectively embodied waking consciousness most of the
time,--the egoic consciousness is solely aware of objective content .
For such consciousness, introversion into sleep is equivalent to
personal egoic unconsciousness, for the field of established cons-
ciousness has vanished . But going to sleep is equivalent to a
fairly thorough reversal of the subjective and objective . When
the objective of waking consciousness has become the subject, this
objective has become the unseen, in the same sense that the subjuc-
tive of waking consciousness is unseen . Now, the extravert cons-
ciousness is typically not conscious of the subjective determin-
ants during the waking state and thus has not built the power of
personal egoic awareness in the objective of the sleeping state .
What dreams there may be then are projections of the sleeping
subjective,--identical with the waking objective,--into the
sleeping objective,--identical with the waking subjective .
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As a result such dreams are composed of distorted objective forms,
that is, objective in the sense corresponding to the waking state .
This is the kind of dream Freud analized .

Now, in the case of individuals who are more or less familiar
with conscious introversion, either spontaneous or deliberate, the
waking subjective is not a wholly unfamiliar field . They are more
or less conscious of the subjective structure and may have acquain-
tance with the archetypes of the unconscious which Jung has dis-
cussed in the "Integration of Personality" . In such cases, the
sleeping state may be more than a state of personal unconsciousness
or dream, but may be from slightly to wholly conscious,--this latter
being possible as a result of superior attainment . In this case,
the conscious experience during sleep is not a dream, but is as
objectively real as ordinary waking experience . No superior reality
value may justly be predicated of the objective waking experience
as compared to this .

The possibility of reversal of the objective and the subjective
implies certain important consequences relative to pure abstract
subjectivity and abstract objectivity . Without a common ground--
that which the Hindu calls Sat--there could be no reversal . 'This
common ground is pure subjectivity and pure objectivity combined .
In other words, it is pure subjectivity when underlying concrete
subjectivity and pure objectivity, or the bare field of conscious-

ness when underlying concrete objectivity . In Itself It is neither .
Its character as subjective or objective is functional , not sub-
stantial .

Death has the value of a profounder introversion than sleep, but
psychologically it has essentially the same significance as going to
sleep . But, whereas sleep is a state wherein certain unconscious
psychological processes continue in the extraverted sense--namely,
those that maintain the organism as a breathing and living entity--
death involves the introversion of all psychological processes, both
conscious and unconscious . In death, then, the reversal of the sub-
jective and objective is more complete . That which was objective
for the outwardly living man becomes the subjective in terms of both
the conscious and unconscious psyche . In turn, the former subjective,
just as completely becomes the new objective . These reversals are
not merely successive introversions and extraversions, but they
are compound introversion-extraversions and extraversion-introver-
sions . One side introverts coincidentally with the extraversion of
the other side . It is both a successive and coincidental diastole

• and systole .
We are now in a position to deduce certain necessities of after-

death states . First, the introversion of the objective implies
that, in its essential nature, the objective body becomes subjec-
tive . The visible matter of the body is not involved in this, for
it simply disintegrates into physical elements or compounds . But
it is easy to see that the objective body is not merely the visible
matter. It is known that the physical matter of which the objec-
tive body is composed does not remain with it permanently during
life . This matter passes into the body and, then, after remaining
for a time, passes away, being replaced by other matter . Thus this
physical matter may be viewed as streaming through the body . The
relatively persistent factor is the form and appearance of the body,
though this also changes from birth to death, but always within the
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limits of a recognizable human pattern . The relatively persistent
element is an unseen form or paradigm, without which new accretions
of matter would develop anarchically, as illustrated in the case of
cancer-growth . This form is an energic zone and its pattern is
essentially of the nature of an idea,objectified . It is this which
becomes subjective in the death transformation, along with other
psychical elements .

That which was subjective, during objective visible existence,
becomes objective after death . Henceforth the egoic state has three
possibilities . It may be simply unconscious, it may be aware as in
a dream, or it may be awake to relative realities that are not in-
ferior in their reality-quale to objective realities during objec-
tive life . These states depend upon the preparation during objec-
tive life . An exclusively extraverted orientation of egoistical
consciousness during physically visible life is not aware of'the
introverted part of the diastolic and systolic pulsation . Part of
the pulsation is quite unconscious in the egoistic sense . In
rational .man, however, there is one relatively introverted activity
cf which he is conscious even when the orientation is strongly
extraverted . For rational man thinks as well as experiences . As
thinker he is more introverted than as experiencer . In the reversal
of death, this thought becomes objective as experience . As he has
thought he subsequently experiences . Hence, one who during objec-
tive life thought strongly and persistently that death was wholly
annihilation, experiences complete unconsciousness, until such time
as the energy resident in the thought is exhausted . If, however,
without this idea he yet was wholly objectively oriented during
life, the only consciousness he can know after death is a dream .
Not having developed consciousness of the subjective during object-
ive life, the only possible content which can exist for him in the
new objective,--after death,--which is the old subjective become
objective,--is projected contents from the new subjective,--which
is the old objective become subjective . These contents have only
the value of dreams ; they are parts of the old waking life, exper-
ienced over again but guided by the thought conceptions held during
life. Hence, inevitably, such a one experiences in the forms of
the religious teachings, if any, which he has accepted and believed
during life . But their nature is that of dreams . In the case of
one who has become discriminatively conscious of the subjective
determinants during objective physical life, the new objective ex-
perience, after death, has material around which to develop which
is no less real than the experience of physical life . Discrimina-
tion continues beyond death and, consequently, this state becomes
more than a dream-state .

It is said that those who have aroused into activity the appro-
priate mystical organ can trace these processes after death byy
means analogous to physically objective observation . What I have
said, above, does not depend upon this as far as it goes . It is in
the nature of deduction from primary premises . If it is called a
kind of seeing, it is so in the same sense that the mathematician
saw Neptune by calculation alone . The seeing as through the appro-
priate mystical organ would be like the seeing of Neptune through
the telescope and could involve the corresponding problems of mas-
tery of technique in handling the telescope and of interpretation
of the image seen . An amateur with the telescope might get the
wrong object and fail to understand what he'saw, even if he got the
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right object . none the less, he would have an invaluable instru-
ment the functions of which can be only partly replaced by calcula-
tion .

This rather extensive digression into sleep states and after-
death states serves the two-fold purpose, (a) of preparing the way
for a more complete understanding of the mystical function, and (b)
of preparing the way for a clearer understanding of egoism both in
the lower and higher senses .

As here employed, the term "mystical" carries a compound meaning
including states and functional forms of consciousness . It is reco-
gnized, even by Western psychologists, that mystical consciousness
may be more or less developed, and consequently deal with more than
only one exclusive possibility . Qualitative differences there cer-
tainly are in different mystical states, and it is only in the pro-
foundest development that we find identity or approach to identity
of meaning . So, the mystical sense may be, in a given case, of a
minor order. But there is a psychological similarity in all mysti-
cal development. It is always a process of introversion which
reaches a level more interior than conceptual thought . Thought
stands, as it were, in the center with the mystical, on one side,
and the perceptual on the other . To penetrate mystically is to
become conscious, in greater or less degree, of the subjective . It
is a reversal of direction of the libido, which, most commonly in
waking consciousness, moves toward the perceptible object . It is a
"turning about" of the focus of consciousness . For this reason, the
mystic tends to become conscious in the realm of life commonly
called sleep and death, and in grand mysticism the process goes much,
much deeper. But the mystic differs from his non-mystical brother
in that he does this while yet alive in the objective sense . There
is, undoubtedly, a tendency towards the trance state, since beyond
a certain critical point the libido tends to burst out completely
in the new direction . But it is possible by conscious control to
keep the stream of the libido divided, in which case the objective
and subjective states can be experienced simultaneously . But, in
many respects, the man in trance is just where the ordinary man is
when we call him dead, save that self-consciousness at least tends
to be much greater . However, as I have said repeatedly, the trance
is not essential and undoubtedly it is easier to maintain critical
self-consciousness without it than with it . In any case, the mys-
tical movement is an exceptional introversion with self-conscious-
ness .

In one of its lesser significances, mystical development is a
preparation for death . It prepares the way for an"after-death
state for which there is bona fide reality-quale, not inferior to
the objective perceptual reality, and thus guards against a state
of mere dreaming or one of complete egoistic unconsciousness .
Preparation for death is a matter of exceedingly great importance,
and should be the prime interest of the latter half of life . Dr .
Jung is emphatically right on this point . We of the West have been
foolishly negligent with respect to this matter .

We come now to the crucial consideration of egoism . Analytic
• psychology has, quite correctly, differentiated the personal ego

from the subject . The subject includes, in addition to the cons-
cious field of the ego, an indeterminant zone, which to the personal
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ego is quite unconscious . Analytic psychology conceives of the
transformation as the establishment of a new self-center in the un-
conscious, behind the ego, as it were . This process is fundamen-
tally mystical . It places the personal ego in a position of objec-
tivity with respect to the new subject . Much that was formerly un-
conscious to the personal ego becomes conscious . But in order to
take this step in transformation, attachment to the personal ego
must be. weakened, at least, if not wholly severed . ,`io far, this is
certainly in line with the Buddhistic process . The ego that has
become possessed by me is no longer a fixed determinant . Instead
of taking the false valuation of a sun, it is reduced to its proper
status of a planet moving in an orbit about the self or subject .
The ego continues to condition the appearance to the milieu of the
individual entity, but is not identical with that entity . Now, the
ego, as contrasted to the objective contents of consciousness, has
a relative fixity and unity . It is not a true invariant, but is
rather like a parameter, in the sense .I have already discussed, :
From birth to death, man does not remain identically the same man .
In the sense of egoic continuity he is the same man, but his personal
character is subject to change, generally more or less imperceptibly,
but, in the aggregate, often considerably and, at times, even catas-
trophically . The man who gets up in the morning is not quite the
same ego he was the night before, and close self-analysis, as well
as observation, will disclose this. Actually, the ego may be viewed
as .a continuum in time that is, at every point, the center of a
flowing world of experience . Experience may thus be viewed as a
continuum centering upon another continuum which, at every point,
is relatively fixed with respect to the former . The conception here
is schematically familiar to much of mathematical thinking . Thus,
in mathematical language, experience is a locus of a locus . We may
view the ego as a locus of a point which is a variable dependent
upon the self behind the ego .

We may now abstract two continua, one the continuum of the stream
of experience, the other the continuum of the ego . In order to rep-
resent the systolic-diastolic movement in which the objective becomes
subjective and the subjective becomes objective in a periodic rythm
we may construct two sine curves, as given in the accompanying
figure . In this case the two curves will be drawn symmetrically
with respect to the X-axis . The origin, Zero, will be taken arbit-
rarily at any point where the broken line E crosses the X-axis and
rises above the axis . The Y-axis will represent the field of Cons-
ciousness, both subjective and objective . +Y will represent the
subjective field during waking physically embodied consciousness,
while -Y will represent the objective aspect of the field during
waking consciousness . The X-axis will represent Time, -X time in
the past with respect to the arbitrary point of beginning, +X the
future with respect to that same point. The broken curve E is the
continuum of the ego, this curve being of the form sine x . The
solid curve 0 is the continuum of experience, the curve being of
the form--sine x . From mathematics it is known that these curves
will intersect the X-axis at Zero, at Trand at any integral mul-
tiples of .

The point Zero is the moment of birth of a new ego and the sim-
ultaneous be inning of experience, represented by the line P . This
is the experience of embodied objective life . The rising of the
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egoistic curve represents the maturing of egoistic consciousness,
followed by its normal recession in old-age up to death . The des-
cent of the curve of experience marks intensification of experien-
tial content, followed by a corresponding decline . ' is the point
of death of the objective phase and the transition point to the
reversal of the subjective-objective . -Between-T7-and 2 the curve
of the ego lies in what was the objective phase of physically em-
bodied consciousness. The experiential curve moves in symmetrical
balance on the opposite side of the X-axis . Zero to covers the
cycle of embodied experience, while T' to 2 lTcovers the cycle of
after-death consciousness or experience . In the second cycle that
which was thought or contained in the subjective in the first, be-
comes objective as experience, and vice versa .

I am indebted to Mohini Chatterji for the initial suggestion
that the permanent ego of an incarnation may be viewed as the time
integral of all the instantaneous states of the ego through the
continuum of a life-time . I have found that the use of the defin-
ite integral in this connection brings out a fuller figure . If we
take the definite integral of the curve E between Zero and iTwe get
the area enclosed by this arc of the curve and the X-axis .
Curiously, it has the value of 2, quite an interesting fact since
we are dealing with dualistic or subject-object consciousness . We
may regard the definite integral, or the above area, as the .total
unified ego of the incarnation . In other words, the °°I am", which
in the first instance seemed like a point, fixed at any instant, but
actually flowing in time, becomes as a totality, space-like . Psy-
chologically, its significance shifts from the significance of the
contained, to the container . But it is the container of subjective
psychical contents . If we take the definite integral from to
2TTwe have the same result in the reverse sense . So the defin-
ite integral from Zero to 2-7-has the value of zero . This is the
conclusion of the cycle of the given ego . The following new birth
is the beginning of a new ego which may be viewed as the son of its
predecessor. This is in conformity with the Buddhist doctrine of
the ego .

The constant factor throughout all this process is the Field of
consciousness which takes on subjective and objective coloring dep-
ending upon whether It appears as objective as the ground of exp-
erience, or as subjective as the ground of the ego . In Itself in
Its own nature, It is neither subjective nor objective, but only
appears as one or the other depending on the coloring given by the
the approach . Approached through the ego, It appears a Pure Sub-
jectivity .

The approach of Shankara is through the ego and, hence, the
Ground is reached as pure subjectivity or the potential of all
awareness--an absolutely permanent principle containing time . The
diametrically opposite approach, by piercing through the objective,
is suggested as a theoretical possibility .

To approach the ultimate through the subject appears to me the
easiest way . Pure subjectivity, when reached or realized, by its
own nature transforms into the subjective-objective, and then to
Its real nature as neither subjective nor objective, and then there
remains only the ineffable Ground of Consciousness-without-an-object
and without-a-subject .

The Ground lies outside all conditioning and therefore may not
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be said to develop or evolve . Evolution or development has a one-
way dependence upon the Ground . The cycle of progression of the
personal egoic consciousness is an endless series in its own dimen-
sion . Yet there is such a thing as . real progression . But this we
must conceive , not as continuation along the line of the sine curves,
but as a progressive integration rising-in another. dimension in such
a way that earlier stages are embraced within the later .

It is readily suggested to us that if we take the indefinite in-
tegral of the sine curves we would arrive at a higher integration*
I did this and in working out the consequent interpretations I had
several surprises . Nome of the consequences were quite at variance
from certain preconceptions which I had held , but, in studying the
logic of the whole complex , I reached the conclusion that my pre-
conception had'been in error . Actually , a number of mystical ele-
ments began to slip into place in a larger thinkable whole . I do
not by any means suggest that we have in the final effect the whole
picture , but I do find the integration quite remarkable . As a
thinkable schema the whole is pretty complicated , however simple
the direct Realization itself is .

The indefinite integral of sin x dx is -cos x . This gives the
broken curve HE in ink , with respect to which the solid curve in ink,
marked G , corresponds in the same relation that curves E and P have
to each other . It will be noted that these curves are at their
respective maxima and minima at the points Zero ,T~`, 2 j°,----nT7,
the precise points at which the curves E and 0 intersect the X-axis .

Similarly , at points -- -,--, etc ., where curves E and 0 are at

their respective maxima and minima , the curves HE and G intersect
the X-axis . HE represents the Higher Ego and the curve G represents
the Divinity or. God , or the Higher Ego in its aspect as objective .
This principle would have to apply to the Higher Ego as well as the
lower ego . Thus , just as the lower ego , when objectively considered,
is man , : so also the Higher Ego would have its objective counter-
aspect . For reasons that will become clear later , I have called
this the Divinity or God .

The points , Tj , 3 Ti , ---(2n 1)'r, are the points in time of
the death of the personal man, though in a more superficial inter-
pretation , they are also the points of going to sleep , and in a
profounder sense , they are the points of mystical death . The com-
plex of curves is thus a generalized schema lending itself to major
and minor interpretations . It will be noted that , fundamental to
the whole interpretation , the curves stand in relationships of per-
fect symmetry, which is just another way of saying that they repre-
sent processes in perfect equilibrium . Hence , this symbolism is
consonant with the conception that Equilibrium is the essence of Law,
an idea developed in the commentaries on the "Aphorisms on Conscious-
ness -without -an-object ."

The Points Zero, 2,4-TT,---2n-T, are the points in time of
the birth of personal man, of the waking up from sleep , and of return
from the mystic state to objective polarization of consciousn ess .
corresponding to ordinar waking consciousness . The points 2 ,
2-207 ., 4*Tr,---(2n + 2are the points in time of the birth of
God, in the phase analogous to the birth of the personal man . The
points 12l'7, 32TT, ---(n + 12 )Ti, are the points in time when the
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God dies objectively . It must be kept in mind constantly that birth
in one phase is, at the same time, death in the opposite phase, and
vice versa . -The words "birth" and "death" thus refer to transition
in phase, and not to de novo becoming or to extinction .

In studying the E curve we find that when personal egoism rises
to a maximum the objective life of man is in its objective develop-
ment . In terms of psychical energy, the libido has developed fur-
thest into the objective . This corresponds to the lowest point of
the curve 0, which means that the seen man is then at his prime .
But at this point the curves HE and G intersect the X-axis, the
point of greatest recession of psychical energy in the divine coun-
terpart of man . At this point, 2-1T, the God dies inwardly, and
thenceforth grows outwardly as the man decreases toward outward
death. At this latter death, the transference of the Libido to the
outwardly manifest God is at a maximum .

At the moment of personal death the God is objectified in max-
imum degree . In other words, the introversion of the personal life
.corresponds to the infilling of the God with life, while extraver-
sion draws life from the God . This leads to a remarkable clarifi-
cation of the famous dictum of Nietzche : "God is dead" . The God
is dead whenever the individual or collective man achieves maximum
extraversion . Fixation in extraversion is equivalent to killing the
God. This will explain the spiritual barrenness of the more inten-
sively empirical ciences . Darwinism, in the philosophic sense, is
equivalent to the death of the God, i .e ., loss of spiritual conscious-
ness, since Darwinism, in this sense, is the acme of materialism .

Our primary interest here is connected with the mystical pro-
cesses, rather than with the ordinary periocidity of birth and death .
We must generalize our conception of time represented by the X-axis .
This time in some situations, such as ordinary birth and death,
night and day, etc ., may well be regarded as identical with the
cosmic or objective time determined by the stars . But this is a
sort of collective time which may not synchronize with the individual
time sequence . The base of time is succession of states of conscious-
ness . In the case of the mystic, the time sequence is not identical
with the time of the objective stars . The succession of his states
of consciousness introduces a periodicity of its own which, while
symmetrically balanced in its own scale, may appear asymmetrical in
its relation to objective star-time . When the succession of states
of consciousness is very rapid, in terms of the objective star-time,
the life-cycle may appear very short, and vice versa . Hence the
oscillation of the mystic may be--indeed is--a true periodicity, .
even though the arrangement of phases in terms of star-time, as
noted by the observer, may be quite asymmetrical . If, in the mys-
tic's development a certain step in transformation takes ten years,
in one case, and ten minutes, in another case, in the mystical
sense the time interval in the two cases is the same . The life of
the mystic, qua mystic, is to be isolated from the visible cycles
of the visible man . We shall consider the complex of curves in
relation to the mystic, in abstraction from the ordinary lives of
men .

The moment of mystical death,--which is identical with the
moment c)f 'sward birth,--is the moment of extreme introversion when
life in the man is reduced to a minimum and the life of the God
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reaches a maximum. God is the Presence realized by the mystic and,
with some psychical organizations, can be a seen Presence . It is
easy to identify this Presence with the Heavenly Father of Christ .
This is the pattern normally followed by those whose reality orient-
ation has been to the subjective, the realization is equivalent to
identification with the Higher Ego, which is the same as being iden-
tical with the God, rather than experiencing Him as Presence .
Mystical records give the two patterns . Christian mysticism is
mainly of the former type .

If we integrate the curves HE and G we get the original curves
E and 0. This implies that the pairs, E and HE, 0 and G, stand in
interdependent relation to each other . The higher and lower egos
are not separable and, in the last analysis, the distinction of
higher and lower is not absolute . This conclusion is sound. "High"
and "low" have meaning only from the perspective of a relative base .
From the standpoint of the ultimate Ground there is no meaning in
this relativity. The same point applies in the relationship between
God and man. The obvious conclusion may be somewhat shocking to
some pietists, but it has strong mystical support . It is signifi-
cant that it is said that Buddha taught the Gods as well as men .
Also Meister Eckhart said "For man is truly God, and God is truly
man." Angelus Silesius said : "I am as great as God, and He is
small like me ; He cannot be above, nor I below Him be ." It is, in-
deed, true that man's reality is not a whit greater than that of
God, but man's reality is as great as God's . The mystical need is
mutual . Only the God-man attains superiority, for only He has at-
tained the dual consciousness, synthesized . Only He has freed him-
self from dependence upon the cycle of evolution . In-so far as He
continues in the interweaving of evolution, it is as a process with-
in Him, not as something which possesses Him . This is the Liberated
State .

From the standpoint of the Ground, all Gods and all men, all
egos, whether higher or lower, inhere in the Ultimate which is
neither subjective nor objective. Meister Eckhart reveals his pro-
fundity in that he has realized the relativity of God and man and
also the ultimate inherence of both in the Godhead, which is not
subject to . becoming . This Godhead is identical with the Ground, or
consciousness without-an-object and without-a-subject .

Just as the complex of sine and cosine curves extend to plus
and minus infinity, so also, evolution has no beginning nor end .
But the Enlightened One is free just because He is consciously one
with the Ground and so the evolutionary stream flows within Him,
instead of He upon it, It is a mistake to think that the evolu-
tionary stream ceases after full Enlightenment . It remains as it
always has been and ever will be, but for the Enlightened One it is
no longer a source of bondage, no longer a well or sorrow, but it
is, as it were, the revelry of the Eternal . The two Doors of Ash-
vaghosha, are, neither of them, ever closed .

The foregoing is not a metaphysical dissertation but, rather, a
determination of how a metaphysical reality and experience is
possible . If we regard the physical as-.the objective or ordinary
waking experience, then we may regard the metaphysical as the
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objective in the inverse phase or after-death consciousness . In
another sense, the metaphysical is the objective aspect of the cons-
ciousness of God, but it must be remembered that God and man are
interdependent phases of one entity . The Ground underlies, both the
physical and the metaphysical .

This discussion is psychological in the sense of Metapsychology .
By "Metapsychology" I mean that portion of psychical structure which
is not accessible to objective empirical methods, as such . Empi-
rical Methodology, being limited by sensible determination, is de-
limited to a zone of possibility and, though development in this
zone may be indefinitely extended, it can only give a certain type
of knowledge . Immediate acquaintance with the material of Meta-
psychology is possible only through the arousal and development of
the mystical organ in the appropriate degree . Something of indirect
acquaintance with Metapsychology is possible through what we might
call the "eye" of mathematics . Just as through mathematics we can
"see" into the structure of matter further than it is possible to
follow with the senses, so likewise, may we 'see" in this same way
into the more ultimate structure of the total man's psychical nature
It is not a total knowledge, just as the knowledge of Neptune through
calculation is not total, but in its own dimension it may develop
without limits, save that of the capacity of human understanding .
There is a view, held by some, that no science becomes truly science
until it achieves mathematical formulation . The premathematical
stage of a science might be viewed as its adolescent phase . When
the concepts assume mathematical form, then the science achieves
maturity. I have always been a friend of this view .

Why is it that men may think in terms of pure mathematical cons-
truction, without thought of any application beyond mathematics
itself, yet later this structure proves valuable for other than
purely mathematical ends? The geometry of Riemann was such -a struc-
ture, yet it rendered possible, much later, the conception of the
general theory of relativity . Einstein supplied the necessary inte-
gration with physical determination, but independently, as pure
thought, Riemann supplied the structural form . And this is by no
means an isolated instance of this sort . Since the development of
the non-Euclidian geometries it has been evident that mathematics
is not a structure in an external and independent nature . It is
rather the necessitarian aspect of thought . But a necessity of
thought is also a necessity of nature just so far as nature is
determined by thought . Certainly nature derives a portion of its
determination, as experienced by us, through our thinking . So, I
believe we may say with justice that the "eye" of the mathematician
actually sees into the deep structure of the subjective psyche, al-
though the formal mathematician may not realize the psychical sign-
ificance of his construction . Dr. Jung calls attention to the
interesting fact that the profound poet, following only an aesthe-
tic ideal, so far as his personal consciousness is concerned,
actually reveals truth of great psychological significance . It may
require great psychological understanding to interpret the poem, but
when this is done, meaning is revealed of which the poet creator
knew little or nothing . Thus is it also with the pure mathematician,
I believe, in even profounder degree . Even though the mathematician
may start with seemingly meaningless phantasy, yet the thought does
not develop arbitrarily, but in the line of rigorous necessity .
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In this we have revealed underlying law in its nakedness . The pure
thought of mathematics is actually.a study of the ultimate nature
of that total being, revealed to us objectively as man . May it not
be that the mathematical thought is the speech of the Divinity in
the inner consciousness of man? Then the mathematical thought is
inner communion.
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In this discussion-of Christ, Buddha and rhankara I have dealt
but lightly with the lives and teachings of the Great Men . I have
striven to show that these outstanding fountainheads of religion
and philosophy are surpassingly great exemplars of grand mysticism .
Because of the lack of introspective biographical material, I have
not been enabled to employ the methods so dear to the heart of the
empiric psychologist : I have derived the evidence of the mystical
quality of the Men through the following kinds of manifestation :
(a) The external evidence from the biographies, of the men so far as
they exist relative to the period prior to the beginning of their
missions . The record is silent concerning this significant part of
the Life of Christ . Buddha clearly employed the samadhi-method
under the Bodhi tree, and Shankara was the Chela of Patanjali, one
of the leading authorities of Yoga-technique . (b) The evidence
from the lives lived uring the fulfillment of the missions . Each
of them lived the typical life of the iannyasin, and that is iden-
tical with the life of the Yogin . (c) The evidence from the type
of influence exerted upon the entourage . There was developed in the
followers a desire for the mystical realization, which in many in-
stances was fulfilled. The influence was only in part through the
teachings but, perhaps, more largely through the personality of the
Teachers . (d) Evidence from the inner content of the teaching .
This evidence is decisive . All teach the objective of other-world-
liness . The methods of attainment taught varied, but the objective
had the same essentiality ; The conceptual interpretation of the
end varied both in form and extent of development, but I believe I
have shown the essential congruence of all :

The approach to mysticism, here, as a psychological problem has
been governed by the two following canons : (a) That the understand-
ing of any way of consciousness is better achieved by dealing first
with the inner meaningful content, and then proceeding to its more
objective behavioristic aspects . Thus the content stands as monitor,
rather than the behavior that forms the material of empiric psychol-
ogy. (b) That it is better to look high first, before looking low,
since thus our view is the broad one of the mountain top, rather
than the restricted one of the valley, often a narrow ravine .

The popular hypothesis of development associated with the name
of Darwin is repudiated . It is maintained that, in the abstracted
naturalistic sense, the tendency of life and consciousness is toward
degradation, in conformity with the second law of thermodynamics .
Hence, actually experienced progress in superiority is evidence of
the in-pouring of energy from a transcendental source . Thus the
flow is from the high to the low, and from'this it follows, just
understanding can be attained only by beginning with the high, and
not with the degraded end terms .
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Having established our base of approach, the next task will be
the consideration of detailed psychological criticism of the mys-
tical states of consciousness : This I shall do in the remaining
chapters, following primarily Leuba's criticism as given in "The
Psychology of Religious Mysticism" .
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Chapter III

is On the Nature of Mystical Knowledge

The central interest of the present work, taken as a whole,
is concerned with the noetic value of mystical states of conscious-
ness . Almost wholly the preceding discussion deals with noetic
content, either as native to the mystical state, or as a precipi-
tated effect within the intellectual consciousness . Some attention,
particularly in the last chapter has been given to a critical
consideration of the problem as to whether we are justified in view-
ing the noetic element as true knowledge or only a delusion . The
time has come when we must deal with this problem more completely
and more systematically . This I propose to do in the present chapter .

In his "The Psychology of Religious Mysticism", James H .
Leuba has devoted much research and thought upon the problem of
mysticism and in the. end comes to the conclusion : "For the psycho-
logist who remains vIhin the province of science, religious mysti-
cism is a revelation not of God but of Man . Whoever wants to know
the deepest that is in man, the hidden forces that drive him onward,
should become a student of mysticism, And if knowing man is not
knowing God, it is nevertheless only when in possession of an ade-
quate knowledge of man that metaphysics may expect to fashion an
acceptable conception of the Ultimate ,,~ ." (p . 318) This is by no means
a denial of all value to mystical stables of consciousness . Indeed,
it gives a much higher valuation than one who read through the book

D
would have expected, since the general effect of the book is a
rather radical depreciation .of the mystical state with its contents .
Anyone who has read through this present work and its companion,
"Pathways Through to Space", and who has understood the real mean-
ing of what has been said, will not find any interpretation of the
mystical state as meaning an authentication of an extra-cosmic,
anthropological or personal God . The word "God" has been used to
symbolize the Supreme Value in human consciousness, but not as
meaning a self-existence in the sense of a being or entity which
serves as the Ground of the universe . The conception of God" as
a~ personal force which can interfere with the operation of "law"
has been repudiated either directly or by implication . I am quite
willing to agree with Leuba when he said mysticism is a revelation
of man, provided "man" is not defined beforehand in such a way as to
be prejudicial to such revelation of him as mystical insight may
give . In such case we must be prepared to find that "man" may mean
as much , or more, than the theistic religions have attributed to
"God" . In that case, "man" is immeasurably more than a "plantigrade,
featherless, biped mammal of the genus homo" .

Also, I do agree that it is "only when in possession of an
adequate knowledge of man that metaphysics may expect to fashion an
acceptable conception of the Ultimate" . But it must, indeed, be
an adequate knowledge . The assumption of an unsound epistemology
would destroy the adequacy of the knowledge gained . The epistemo-
logical assumptions of physical science are, themselves, subject
to criticism . They have not been held eternally in the past, but
are the result of development . It is sheer egotistical conceit for
the physical scientists to imaginethat his knowledge is the ultimate
and-term of such development . Thus, if the * .subject-object frame-
work of knowledge is a distortion, along with all other cognition
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of the relative sort . To know in a traps-subject-object sense is
to know mystically, regardless of whether there is a trance-state
or not .

wSo the study of mysticism, in order to know man, must be much
more than the study of mysticism from the outside by the methods
of scientific methodology which are grounded in certain epistemo-
logical assumptions . One must have himself achieved directly the
inside view of the mystical state, and not content himself with the
donceptual reports of the mystics . It is as little possible to
derive the state from the conceptual portrayal of it, as it would

htbe for a man born blind to know the immediate a tualit of liy g• c
from the conceptions related to light . Much that we know of the
light-world depends upon the immediate sensuous intuitions of the
light-world, and these intuitions are a component part of most that
we actually say about light . Undoubtedly we can write a mathe-
matics of light phenomena which would not involve this intuition
and which could be understood by a blind man who had the mathe-
matical ability . But the mathematical letters or expressions would
have no referent for him . If he imagined a referent that satis-
fied the mathematical definitions, and then somehow acquired sight,
he would almost certainly find the actuality in its immediate quale
wholly unexpected . The quale of that which he had imagined would
be conditioned by his sensuous imagination in terms of the senses
be already possessed . The experience of the immediate value of the
seen-world might well add nothing to the purely mathematical con-
ception of light-phenomena, though it might suggest further develop-
ment, but the non-mathematical knowledge of the light-world would be
vastly extended . There could, for instance, be an experience of
beauty, quite other than the intellectual beauty which might be
contained in the mathematical conception, and there could be a
development of aesthetib criticism, that was quite impossible for
the born-blind who had not gained vision .

Taken with the above reserva tions and interpretations, I
am prepared to accept Leuba's final conclusion, as far as it goes .
But, before he reaches this final conclusion he develops a searching
critique . of the significance of the mystical state of consciousness
which, in the end, is a virtual denial of all spiritual value for it,
particularly in the sense of spiritual knowledge . Further, he or-
ients his whole approach through the phenomena . of drug-intoxication .
Now, entirely apart from the methodological criticism of this kind
of approach which I have already developed, there is something in

• it that hits one with the force of a moral shock . From the evidence
there are mystoid states which can be induced by the use of certain
drugs and other .hemical substances, but to imply that these states
are substantially.-,identical with the realizations attained by most
exacting moral, spiritual and intellectual discipline involves
something that is little, if any, less than profanation . It is
rank injustice, to say the least, for the investigator to assume
there is no fundamental difference between a drunkard and men like
Christ, Buddha and Shankara . Morally, the atrocities of the Japa-
nese soldiers upon helpless civilians is less outrageous . than this .
It is like classifying an honorable and upright householder with the
panderer to the lusts . How must one feel who has striven for
decades to live by the exacting moral code of Yoga, when he finds
his ultimate realization thus evaluated? Remember, the price of
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true attainment is always high . The Way is straight and narrow .
The aspirant must be prepared to offer all upon the altar of sacri-
fice ; his private yearnings and loves, his ambitions and fond
convictions, his life and worldly honor and, in the end, even his
hope of attaining the Goal . Only thus is .the barrier of personal
egoism dissolved . Then he must labor as the ambitious labor, but
without the urge of personal ambition . He must study assiduously
as the scholar, without hope of professional recognition . He must
maintain a compassionate consideration for the suffering of all
other creatures, and deal sternly with his own private suffering .
He must be prepared to pass through the valley of despair and yet -
keep on. Indeed, on occasions, he may skirt the abyss of madness and
yet - falter not . Not with all is the trial the same, nor equally
severe, but, always, of all labors known to man, it is the most
severe . In the end, after many years, perhaps near the end of
life, he stands before the Gate, which opens not until the consumma-
tion of the final renunciation . This is the realization there is
nothing to be attained, with which the candidate abandons his search,
content that the Gate should never open . But at that moment he has
turned the Key . The mystic Gate has opened! It is not the acme of
unwisdom to imagine that all this brings no greater fruiting than the
dream of the drunkard and the drug-addict? Shame to him who thus
suggests . Not worse did the lust-ridden monsters of Nero's Rome do
to the followers of the Christic Light .

Real search into the nature of the states of consciousness
induced by narcotic and hypnotic drugs, anesthetics and alcohol
is possible only by him who has passed through them . In this I am
not qualified and am quite unwilling to pay the frightful price in
the way of damage to the mystic organ in order to qualifiy . The
only experience I have had with a drug effect was from three one-
fourth grain tablets of codeine taken over a period of some nine or
ten hours to relieve extreme pain from an injury, some twenty years
ago . By the end of this period I decided that the pain was less
painful than the effect of the drug . At about the close of the above
period I experienced psychical effe` is induced by the drug . The
intellectual, judging consciousness was present, and, while not
capable Of concentrated and clear-cut effort, still :r knew that the
psychical state induced was an illusion and was interested in it in
a half amused fashion . I was,lying in bed when I found myself also
outside the window by the bed . Then, continuing conscious in the
bed all the while, I was over by the east corner of the house and
saw there an immense hawser lying in a somewhat serpentine line along
the ground . Presently, this was the Von Hindenberg line in
western Europe of the First World War . The hawser being, rather
than becoming, the Von Hindenberg line seemed perfectly reasonable
to the state of consciousness . Yet, all the while, the intellectual
consciousness in the bed knew this was an hallucination . Quali-
tatively, the state had no pleasant value . The feeling might be
likened to the way one would feel if he were immersed in a mucky,
muggy pool of sticky, viscous liquid . It was intensely unpleasant .
Nothing that I know of is so completely the opposite of the state of
genuine mystic realization as this, in its affective and noetic
effect . It was a blurred, twilight kind of consciousness, and if that
is the sort of thing Leuba means by trance-consciousness, his charac-
terization of it as degraded is quite justified . But it is as little
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like the genuine mystical state as essence of skunk is like attar
of roses, or modern swing music is like a Bach Fugue . I do not
consider that the true approach to the understanding of fine perfumes
lies in a self-saturation with essence of skunk, or that just
evaluation of lofty classical music can be attained by attending the
maudlin orgies of swing . Yet, all too often, such seems to the
predilection of the physiological psychologist .

The state of mystical realization, as I know it, is in a measure
comparable with an experience, known by some, that is not generally
classed as mystical . In my academic life there were occasions when
I had to master, or wished to master, conceptions which I could
not understand at all at my normal level . of concentration . I shall
describe the process involved in two instances of this sort . Once
I had to prepare a paper on Kant's transcendental deduction of the
categories, and on another occasion, in a class in the Theory of
Groups, I had to read an article in a mathematical journal and
prepare an analogous paper which was possible only by understanding
the article . In both cases at first reading, at the normal level of
concentration, I simply got no understanding at all . Later, in each
tiae, I concentrated to an extreme intellectual pitch and, in the
resultant state which had a luminous value, I was able to assimilate
the articles and write my theses, which passed the criticism of my
instructors . Yet, th'.s did not mean that at the normal level of
concentration afterward I understood either what I read or what I
wrote . Some "pitching up" still remained necessary . All of which
suggests differences in intellectual level which can be crossed'by
the appropriate effort and by the willingness to pay the price
exacted . One gets a pain in the head, literally, and the organism
takes quite a bit of punishment . But at the level of high pitch
certain values are known that are not realized at other times . There
is a sense of light and, at times, of ecstatic beauty when inte-
grating conceptions are born in the mind . This comes the nearest
to paralleling the mystical state of anything that I know . The main
difference is that the mystical state has a much greater luminous
value, the intellect sees deeper and more keenly, the ecstatic value
is vastly greater and includes moral beatitude and all of this de-
velops in a state of relaxation with no intellectual strain . The
organism gains refreshemnt rather than takes a beating .

There is a difference between "clear-seeing" with the "eye" of
the mind when the intellect is relaxed but alert, and intellectual
seeing under the strain of heavy concentration . In both cases, one
may gain understanding of the same conceptions, but, in the former
case, the understanding is not something forced but, in large
measure, spontaneous . In the latter case, one is operating on a
lower level of mind and straining to reach above himself ; in the
former case, he stands on a higher level and uses resources below that
level with ease . This is part of the meaning of mystical awakening .
Something which may be likened to a new organ, begins to function .

Here we are not dealing with the ultimate depths of the mysti-
cal consciousness nor, from the records, would I judge it a part of
all mystical experiences . Vaughan in his "Hours with the Mystics "
distinguishes between the mysticism of sentiment and of thought .
My own study has led me to feel that there is justice in this dis-
tinction . It appears that the mystical Gate opens into a realm of
many possibilities . Some of these I know directly while of others,
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that I have found reported, I can see the possibility . For all who
know this land, there is a common basic language, the sign of a
common brotherhood . But to be born into this realm is not enough
to be master of all its possibilities . One proceeds to the sub-
regions for which he is naturally best fitted and to which his in-
clination leads . Doubtless, here, as in the ordinary world, there
are those who feel most and know little, but there are those who
value most the mystic knowledge, colored by the mystic feeling . In
the far distance of that mystic land there rise the snowcapped
mountain peaks, and, among them, that vast mountain of mountains
which reaches beyond the vision of relative consciousness into the
sky of the inconceivable . Here only does definition by absolute
negation strictly apply .

*There is a mystic thought, which is by no means the same as
the objective language of words in which the mystic writes or
speaks his thought, more or less crudely or more or less well . There
is a thought beyond all words and this thought is like a stream within
the mind . It has no part with definable concepts . With respect to
this supernal realm the definitive concept may be likened unto a
vessel immersed in the sea . The form of the vessel is the definitive
concept while the water which it contains is its substantive mean-
ing . But the water, in its own nature, has not the shape of the
concept . The concept has `,truth bestowed upon it by reason of the
water which it holds, but many vessels may hold water . The thought
which is of identic nature with the sea is like the oceanic currents
which flow from shore to shore, distinguishable as currents, yet
not distinguishable from the whole ocean as water . In the end the
flow of any current mingles indistinguishably with the whole . He
who finds thought thus thinking within him discovers no words there-
in nor concepts which his personal understanding can embrace . But
the truth of the thought he knows and that remains with him . Then,
later, out of this thought is born another thought, which partly
thinks itself, and partly he thinks with his own contributed effort .
It is all exceedingly clear and employs word-concepts, seemingly as
one might spgak or write . But they are not yet speakable or
writable . Their are thoughts of which the words are the cream of
human abstraction . They fly like the royal bird from peak to peak
of the best of mundane apprehension . The continuity is the flight
of the bird, and for this, mundane human verbal construction fails .
Once again it must be thought, this time by laborious effort, trac-'
ing the way from peak to peak through the stony valleys between, and,
at last, there is the thought of words and syntax . But, at best, this
is only a poor product, a fraction of a fraction, in which some
drops of supernal waters remain .

It is the self-moving, inarticulate, flowing thought which
constitutes the primary ground of the noetic aspect of mystical
consciousness . I do not see any possible means of achieving direct
acquaintance with this thought, save by deep introversion . It may
well be an unseen determinant in all thinking, and it is not inconcei-
vable that a sufficiently acute analysis of objective thinking might
have to hypothesize such an unseen thought . At present I am unable to
speak more positively with respect to this possibility . In any case,
by means of sufficiently profound introversion this inner spiritual
thought may be known directly . It certainly is not under the dir-
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ection or control of the personal ego . At the appropriate level of
mystical penetration wherein both the personal egoic thought and the
higher thought are conscious, within a common zone of consciousness,
the personally directed thought may que-y the higher thought, either
by a direct question or tentative predication, and this will initiate
a responsive activity in the higher thought . The effect of this pro-
cess is partly assimilable by the personal mind, but it continues on
into the depths that the latter cannot follow . But the effect upon
the personal mind is that of unequivocal demonstration not unlike and
not less convincing than rigorous mathematical demonstrations . At this
level the mystic can say he knows in the identical sense that the
mathematician can say he knows after the formal demonstration of a
theorem . The logic of the higher thought-is, to the one who stands
consciously in its presence, manifestly no less conditioned by logical
inevitability than is the case with the more objective mathematical
thought . Is one justified in calling this "knowledge", and the deter-
mination of the thought, "truth"? Unconditionally, I would say that
it is no less "truth" and "knowledge" than is the process of demon-
stration and the consequent of pure mathematics legitimately viewed
as "truth" and "knowledge" . But does pure mathematics give truth and
knowledge? This question leads us into already extant philosophic
controversy . In the most general sense, it leads to the perennial
dispute between Rationalists and Empiricists . Of course, I shall not
attempt to do what no philosopher has yet been able to do, i .e ., to
achieve a final resolution of the issue which shall be universally
acceptable. In this, I simply take my stand with the Rationalists and
deny the adequacy of the Empiricists definition of "truth" and "know-
ledge", letting it rest there . All that I seek to establish at this
point is that the question as to whether mystical content is noetic is
identical with the issue as to whether the content of pure mathematics
is noetic and, hence, becomes a logico-epistemological question, rather
than one of physiological psychology . The controversy is thus raised to
a level of much higher dignity .

In the above thesis I have affirmed direct acquaintance with a
thought process which is accessible at a certain level of mystical pene-
tration and, so far as I know and can see, only thus accessible . From
the standpoint of general discourse it is, admittedly, un~gtisfactory
to introduce as a necessary constituent an element which/not part of
common acquaintance . The higher thought is not discursively proven to
bean implication from commonly known elements . Of course, as a matter
of formal discourse there is a begging of the question here . I admit
all this . I simply oppose to this the fact that in the anti-mystical

• view of the physiological psychologist analysis will also show ana-
logous, conscious or unconscious, philosophical presuppositions which
also beg the question . Every philosophy and every philosopher is vul-
nerable before this charge . It is a common liability in all discourse
which is carried to root attitudes . All I hope to prove is a way, if
not the way, in which noetic mystical content is possible in principle
and, in the negative sense , to disprove the anti-mystical pretension
of disproof of the possibility . Success in this would mean than,
henceforth, for discourse, the issue is an open one, and incapable of
being closed by the methods of physiological psychology . In the zone

• wherein discourse must be neutral faith or predilection has the logical
right to be edeterminant in the personal attitude . In this case, the
anti-mystical attitude is :unassailable if it grounds itself in mere
wishfulness, but in this case the position has lost all right to
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pretend to scientific and discursive dignity .
An objectively formulated thought, i .e ., a thought in terms of

word-concepts and conforming to the rules of syntax, that its source
and reference in the transcendental thought has only incidental re-
lationship to sensible objects and relatives . A. fruitful source of
confusion lies in the fact that, in large degree at least, the word-
concepts have a perceptual derivation and are mainly employed with
a perceptual reference . Hence the objectively formulated mystical
thought, on its surface, appears to be a statement concerning the
objective world. One who assumes this kind of a meaning for this
thought will scarcely find anything intelligible in it . It will
not have any conceivable relationship with actual objective ex-
perience . Hence, it is easier to judge it as meaningless phantasy .
The judgment of non-relationship to empiric content is largely true,
but the further judgment of meaningless phantasy is wholly false .
Again we find our parallelism in pure mathematics . Here also we have
a language which, in part, is composed of word-concepts normally
having a perceptual reference, but the mathematical reference is
non-perceptual . Indeed, it is for this reason that mathematics
has been humorously defined as the science of simple words with hard
meanings . A. mind which is in too great bondage to the empiric is
hopelessly lost in the thought of pure mathematics and, for sub-
stantially the same reason, it is lost in the mystical thought .
The weakness here does not lie in the pure mathematical thought nor
in the mystical thought but in the intellect which is in bondage to
the empirical .

From the standpoint of active participation in the external
world of affairs the mystical thought may render little or no as-
sistance . It may even lead to a disconnectedness with external af-
fairs . This, however, is quite as irrelevant as the similar effect
which pure mathematical thought has upon the mathematician. Pure
mathematicians are rarely ever effective, in their own persons, in
the field of affairs . (In this, the German mathematician, Leibnitz,
is an outstanding exception .) With them absent-mindedness with re-
spect to the objective is notorious . From the perspective of the
standard of values of the pugilist or soldier they are apt to seem
mostly like ineffective babes . But none of this is relevant in the
estimation of their true attitude . Too much of the real power of
.pure mathematical thought has been precipitated through applied
mathematics into the field of empiric powers for the intelligent non-
mathematician to deny the worth and potency of the pure mathematical
thought. The same power, in another dimension, exists in the mys-
tical thought, though its demonstration to the empirically bound
mind is considerably more difficult . However,the influence of the
Buddhas and the Christs does constitute part of this demonstration .

The second sense in which I affirm mystical consciousness mani-
fests noetic value is related to the ultimate stage of mystical pen-
etration . In this case, I mean "ultimate" from the standpoint of the
objective witness . I do not mean that there are not still further
depths, as I know the reverse to be true . But from the objective
standpoint the ultimate is the point of universal negation of every-
thing relative . To the objective consciousness, the language of the
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mystic at this point suggests absolute unconsciousness , though the
inference that it is simply unconsciousness is not logically necessary
nor true in point of fact . It will not profit us to consider whether
the state of consciousness beyond the point of disappearance may be
called one of knowledge or not . For objective concepts simply have
no relevance there . But may it be viewed as a state of knowledge
in its relation to the relative? I think we must say " yes", quite
positively . It is knowledge as negation of everything relative .
It is genuinely knowledge because to know as negation is as truly
knowledge as to know as affirmation . We may take as an illustration
the case of a man who perceives what actually is a mirage , but which
he does not yet know is a mirage . In affimative terms , he says :
"There is a lake , with boats upon it and trees along its border ."
This is like knowledge in the ordinary empiric sense . But later
the man recognizes that the seeming objects are only a mirage and
then he says : "There are no lake , no boats and no trees ." This is
like the mystical negation of all discursive concepts and all sen-
sible perceptions . But it clearly is an accession of knowledge,
even though relative to the earlier state that cognized a lake,
boats and trees , it is knowledge as pure negation . Actually in our
common practice in such a situation we do not regard the man who cog-
nizes a lake , boats and trees as the man D.f knowledge , but rather we
call him the true knower and discriminator who realizes " it is only
a mirage ." Here attainment of knowledge is equivalent to absolute
negation of the earlier state . To know that formerly believed-in
being is, in reality , non-being is attainment of true knowledge .

There is a third. sense in which mystical rientation affects
knowledge and, therefore, is a knowledge deteinant . To one who
has had no more than passing mystical glimpses we may properly speak
of such as experiences, since the orientation still remains cen-
tered in the personal ego . We have simply what seems a strange
content which cannot be successfully integrated in the old system .
It remains as an unassimilated irritant which tends to raise doubt
as to the socially inherited reality-orientation . But he who has
passed through the mystical transformation has shifted his center of
self-reference . In mystical language, he has perished and been born
again. In so far, this is not change of content of cognition, but
change of base of orientation to-cognition and is, therefore, not ex-
perience . Again, disregarding the relationship of the new-born to
the proper content of the mystical consciousness, we have to consid-
er the effect of the change of base of self-identity to relative
cognition . Henceforth, from the time of the new birth, when think-
ing in terms of his essential reality thought,--but not in his more
or less frequent as if thinking from the base of the old ego,--
the mystic integrates the whole of relative cognition about a new
center or base of reference . This is equivalent to a radical al-
ter-~.tion in the significance of the whole body of relative cog-
nition. Shift in significance is a noetic alteration and, hence,
accession of knowledge .

May the shift in base of reference be called, validly, change
of knowledge? Excluding the real possibility of new content be-
coming possible directly as the result of change of perspective,
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we have two components which I believe are to be viewed justly as
noetic . First, change in meaning . Second, acgv,-r:,tance with the fact
of base. of reference and its determinant place with respect to cog-
nitive content and, also, with the possibility and actuality of more
than one base of reference . The above question has its analogo.U e in
the three following related to events in the history of science and
philosophy : (a) Was the Copernican change in astronomy, considered
exclusive. as a change of base of reference from the earth to the
sun, an addition to knowledge? (b) Was the analogous shift in base
in the Kantian philosophy an addition to knowledge? (c) Is the
concept of base of reference, and the use of change of base, in math-
ematical analysis properly a part of knowledge? I can see no possible
valid ground for denying a noetic accession in all three of these in-
stances. If, then . the answer in these three cases is "yes" then con-
s istency' demands an equally affirmative answer with respect to the ef-
fect of the mystical shift of base .

Let us consider briefly the function of the base of reference
in mathematical analysis . The analytic formulation of a problem in-
variably depends upon a base of reference, most commonly in the form
of rectilinear Cartesian coordinates . Generally, this base is no
explicit part of the analytic development, but is implicit in the
very,form of the development . The expressions and equations are
what they are, partly, because the chosen base of reference is what
it is and, partly, because of the specific nature of the configura-
tion analysed . A. transformation of the base changes the anlytic
development. Now if we think of the analytic development as thought-
content, then the base of reference does not appear explicity in the
content. Yet the specific pattern of that content stands in func-
tional relationship to that base . Now, if the noetic element were
conceived as exclusively the content, then the base would stand a-
part from knowledge . But if the noetic is understood as including
its own roots as well as the content, then the base of reference is
part of the noetic order . I believe the latter conception is the
sounder., So, in that sense, we may affirm that the mystical change
of base (Ps noetically significant .

So far, I believe I have established, either presumptively
or definitely, three senses in which noetic value may be predicated
of mystical consciousness . In summation, these three are :

A. The transcendental thought which, at a certain level of
mystical penetration, is realized as a self-moving process, in .
terms of a stream-like cognition incommensurable with the granular
relative conceptions which are capable of definitive differentia-
tion . This thought may be precipitated in such a way as to determine
a pattern of relative thought, using word-conceptions ; which thought,
however, has an exclusive or predominant transcendental, rather than
a perceptual, reference .

B. The noetic value of the knowledge of the negation of all
relative predication and of sensible presentation . This is the
noetic value, appertaining to the highest discernible ascension of
mystical consciousness from the relative perspective, in its re-
lationship to all relative cognition .
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C. Noetic value growing out of the New Birth, in the sense of
change of base of reference, with manifold effects in the meaningful
evaluation of all relative knowledge .

Leuba's anti-noetic argument relative to evaluation of the
mystical is sketched most clearly in the twelfth chapter, headed
"Religion, Science and Philosophy" . The central burden of his
argument is-concerned with the actuality of God as determined by
experience and, more especially, mystical "experience" . Leuba
quite clearly views belief in such a God as central in all his-
toric religio'4s and, accordingly, the ground of such religions would
be undermined if the belief is shown on scientific grounds to be un-
tenable . Leuba's position is made de .finite in the two following
quotations : "The question raised by the affirmation we are discus-
sing is that of the relation of science to the belief which makes
the religions possible , i .e ., the belief in a_ sympathe ticGod in
direct communication with man" . (Page 301, italic mined "The God
to which this dominant trend of metaphysics points is an impassable,
infinite being--a being therefore who does not bear to man the re-
lation which every one of the historical religions assumes to exist
and seeks'to maintain by means of its system of creeds and worship ."
(Page 304, italics mine .)

Before proceeding with the outline of the argument there are
two points'to be clarified, one a gross error of fact in Leuba's
statement, and, the other, the divergence of our position from the
assumed position of Leuba .

First of all, it simply is not true that "every one of the
,historical religions" assumes the existence of a "sympathetic God in
direct commnication with man" . The teaching of Buddha and, so far
as I know, of all the illumined Buddhistic Arhats affirm an atheistic
(Nastikata) position . The central religions objective is the at-
tainment of the State of Enlightenment . Buddhism does not, in prin-
ciple, deny the existence of beings invisible to the gross physical
senses, but these are in no sense equivalent to the Gods of Christianity,
Judaism and Mohammedanism . For Buddhism there is no God in the . sense
of root causal source or as an intermediator who can intervene and set
aside the action of law, either in response to prayer or otherwise .
I t t th t t0• rus a Leuba will grant that a religion 5 0 years older han
Christianity is a historical religion . This error is hardly excus-
able on the part of one who is a special student of the psychology
of religion . Buddha is the outstanding psychological analyst in the
religious domain in all history .

As my own position with respect to this point is in fundament-
al agreement with the thesis of Buddha, Leuba's argument relative
to the empiric Gods does not score in connection with the thesis of
this work. But, schematically, his thesis is identical with the

• denEal of no t'ic value in the mystical state and thus is, in so far,
relkvant .

The essential steps in the argument of Leuba I shall give in
a .series offnumbered statements in italics with corresponding page
references

1 . The Gods of religion are not beyond scientific investigation
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unless they are exclusively transcendental objects . (Page 300)
No exception can be taken to this statement as in principle

correct, so far as I can see, for whatever is experiential in the
strict sense of being a content determined by the senses falls with-
in the field of empiric or physical science, as a general possibility .
Methodological difficulty may place portions of such subject-matter
out of the range of our science as it is at present developed. But
it is always possible the development of method will correct this
limitation, so we are not justified in setting as a priori limitation
upon scientific possibility within the limits of this circumscribed
domain . But a transcendental object or state is, by definition, un-
available to empiric method and, therefore, not a potential object
of investigation by empirical science . We should recall also that
since the analysis of Kant it is known that the pure reason is in-
capable of reaching the Transcendent . Thus, if it is assumed that
sense and reason are the only avenues of knowledge, then the Trans-
cendent cannot by any possibility be known ever . There would be no
logical or other right to affirm its existence or possibility. If
there is a transcendent Reality which may be affirmed it must be
realizable by a way of consciousness which is neither sense no rea-
son . Such a way of consciousness, in its purity, would not be empiric
-nor conceptual system . It is my thesis that mystical realization or
int'oception is such a way of consciousness . Thus, by hypothesis,
such a way of consciousness would-be inaccessible by the methods of
empiric or physical science . But a mixed consciousness which is part-
ly introceptual and partly empiric would be somewhat accessible to
empiric science, though it would be a borderline zone in which physi-
cal science-could never never be sure of its determinations .

r 2 . Belief in God which is derived as the result of naive
interpretation ofphenomena and inner experience is accessible
to empiric science . (Pages 302-304

In principle, no objection can be taken to this statement .
3. Should there be no ground of belief other than physical

phenomena and inner experience, then , for those who are acquainted
with the modern scientific conceptions , there could be no belief in
God . Page 370)_

Superficially, this statement seems to follow from the foregoing,
but as a matter of logic it does not . Because a subject-matter is
available for the investigation of empiric science, it does not
follow that, the conceptions which the scientific investigator
presents carry authority . The inherent limitations of inductive
method are such that no conception derived through this method is
ever authoritative, but only has the character of "warranted as-
sertibility", to use the terminology of John Dewey . Waranted as-
sertibility is always only tentative . There is ever the possibil-
ity that it may be so altered that, while remaining conformable with
the scientific determinations, it is'also consonant with an extant
or future God-conception, without the latter being exclusively
transcendental . Further, scientific investigators are as much
subject to the limitations imposed by predilection as are men of
religion . Over and over again this influence is traceable in the
offered theoretical constructions . These men have their over-
beliefs as well as men of religious feeling . Some of these men
simply replace belief in God with a belief in the Darwinian ape
which they worship in their peculiar ways . I do not see that
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Gargantua has any logical advantage over God ., but it certainly does
possess large aesthetic and moral disadvantages .

4. When one believes with the mystics that God, the Absolute,
the Ultimate Aeality---is directly e erienced ~.n ecstatic crance ~
and nowhere else, it would seem to follow that knowledge of 'he
trance-consciousness includes a knowledg e of Go.(Page 305 ;

From-a study of this statement one begins to gain a pretty
clear idea of the line which Leuba is following . Careful study of
the statement, however, reveals that there is much ambiguity in it,
so that, as a matter of strict logic, the implications a-2e not clear .
None the less, Leuba apparently means-and this is borne out by what
follows later in the book-that by the study of the trance one can
gain a true evaluation of the meaningful aspect of the consciousness,
without the investigator, himself, realizing directly the trance state,
or else, possibly by realizing it in one way he has the key to its
nature as a whole . This is borne out by the following quotations :
"However it may be produced, ecstasy is ecstasy, just as fever is
fever whatever its cause . The truth-kernel of religious ecstasy
is, as we have shown, no other than the truth-kernel of narcotic
intoxication and of the ecstatic trance in general ." (Page 309) In
discussing two ways of unification Leuba says with respect to the
second way : "The terms may lose their individual features and be
degraded to a level of undifferentiated simplicity . That, as we
have seen, is the mystical way of producing tharmonyt or 'unity' .
It is a way which does not secure any knowledge ."

As a matter of strict logic, the terms "trance-consciousness",
"ecstatic-trance" and "ecstasy" are not necessarily identical in
meaning, but the study of the book forces upon one the conclusion
that Leuba employed them as synonyms . In the analysis I shall as-
sume this as his meaning . Thus the clause, "ecstasy is ecstasy"
would. stand as identical with "trance-consciousness is trance-con-
sciousness" . The over-all implication is that if one has psycholog-
ical acquaintance with trance-consciousness in any form he has the
key to the meaning of religious mysticism, however highly developed,
in so far as its source lies in the ecstatic state . Thus the dif-
ferentia between mystics as to their doctrines, feeling valuations
and moral conceptions and practices are factors from outside the
trance that have colored its meaning . I believe I have justly pre-
sented Leuba's meaning in this abstract .

There are a number of assumptions in this which, I believe,
break down completely under analysis . Thus, are we justified in
saying ecstasy is always a trance-,consciousness and, conversely, that
a trance-consciousness is always evzs'' This is like asking : Is
gold always a glittering yellow substance and, conversely is a glit-
tering yellow substance always gold? One who has experience with
mining placer gold will rise up and shout a most emphatic "NO" .
By reason of an error in his conceptions in this matter many an ama-
teur has expended painful labor gathering worthless mineral while he
has thrown away real gold . (Just precisely what Leuba has done in
his book, as I believe .) Gold may appear as a glittering yellow sub-
stance, as it does do when it is perfectly pure and uncoated . But
in nature it may be black with a coating-of manganese oxide or with
a red rusty stain, or so alloyed and even chemically combined with
other minerals that it does not at all look like real gold . Further,
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mica , in certain lights , and pyrite may look for all the world like
gold . The experienced miner soon learns to discount appearances and
comes to judge by fundamentals such as specific gravity and chemical
reactions . Here we are presented with the real test . That is gold
which means the group of qualities which belong uniquely to gold .
And, likewise , that is mystical insight which gives the mystic mean-
ingful value , whatever the appearance of the process .

To be sure , the above illustration is by no means logical
demonstration that " seeming" is never dependable . It is possible
that there may be subjects of which the seeming is so unique that
the logical propositions may be converted simply . But this can never
be assumed justifiably. Yet, everlastingly, the inductive thinkers
do just this . That master logician , Bertrand Russell has said : "What
is called induction appears to me to be either disguised deduction or
a mere method of making plausible guesses" . ("The Principles of Math-
ematics ", page 11n) The aim of the inductive thinker is the justif-
ication of a universal proposition from one or more observations
which lead to particular judgments . There is manifest logical error
in a step of this sort . The observations themselves do not give any
universal whatsoever . But through the imaging ion of the scientist,
wcrking in directions suggested by the observations , a general hy-
pothesis is invented of such a nature that the consequences of ob-
servation can be deduced . If, then, the hypothesis suggests further
consequences which can be checked by observation , and the results of
such checking are positive , a presumption is built for the hypothesis .
The only difference between an hypothesis of this sort and scientific
theories and laws is that the latter have stood such checking over a
wider-field and during a longer period of time . The difference is
only one of degree . There is no guarantee that the so-called "law"
is truly such, i .e ., one having ontological character from which
there could be no deviation by way of exception . From the stand-
point of logic the supposed " law" of science is only a lucky guess .
The history of science shows that such " laws " often fail , even after
they have stood the tests of generations . Then the advance of the-
oretical science marks time until some genius comes along who can
make a better guess . But a guess is a guess no matter how brilliant
the genius .

Quite commonly , if not al ways , the scientific problem has the
following form . It is desired to investigate some zone of manifest-
ed fact which we will designate by the letter "A." . But A., it so
happens , is of such a nature that it cannot be directly known by
means of scientific observation . However, it may be determined that
A. is associated generally with certain phenomena of a sort that can
be observed , which we will call "B" . We have the initial proposition
"A." Is "B" or , more exactly ," The class A. Is a member of the class B" .
Then instances of B are studied by the methods of scientific ob-
servation . Some uniformity of character is found in these observed
instances . These are generalized as always true of B . Then the
original proposition is converted simply and we get " The class B is
a member of the class A ." . This , of course , is an elementary logical
fallacy , but science justifies herself by securing a number of re-
sults that do work . But this means that the justification of scien-
tific results is pragmatic only . Empiric science does not determine
Truth and Law in an objective or ontological sense .
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Leuba employs the above method with respect to religious mysti-
'eism and trance-consciousness . He takes as his primary proposition,
"Religious mystical insight is a member of the class of trance-con-
sciousness" . He adds as an arbitrary affirmation that "Ecstasy is
ecstasy, just as fever is fever whatever its cause" . We have seen
that he means by this, "trance-consciousness is trance-consciousness" .
The assumed truth of this proposition justifies the further conclusion :
If we can explore one or more cases of trance-consciousness by scien-
tific means, then we know the nature of trance-consciousness as a

• whole . Thus we will find the real nature of mystical ecstasy as is-
olated from content derived from the individual character, beliefs
and knowledge of the mystic . The next question is : How can we secure
instances of trance-consciousness that are suitable for scientific ob-
servation and experiment . Manifestly the moral disciplines of Yoga
are far too exacting for this purpose . They would require that the
scientist would have to become a superior kind of saint before he
could investigate, and not many scientists are so great lovers of
truth that they are willing to be that heroic . Further, the process
is very slow, in general, and may need not less than the whole of a
lifetime . So that method of experiment is not chosen . Now, the stu-
dent of the appropriate literature will find that statements of cer-
tain kinds of psychotic persons, epileptics and the users of some
drugs and other chemical substances, have certain similarities to
the expressions of genuine religious mystics . It is, perhaps,'ex-
pecting too much heroism of the investigator to become an epileptic
at will . The remaining route to the trance-state, then, is through
chemical intoxication, that is, scientific research by becoming d .runkt
It is easy to do and not too heroic, like becoming a saint .

Undoubtedly it is possible to determine certain neural and other
physiological alterations in connection with chemical drunkenness .
I am not at all surprised that Leuba should view the psychical con-
dition as one of degradation . Any other conclusion I would have found
unexpected . But it does not therefore follow that all psychical states
which for a distance parallel these are moving toward degradation .
Thus, in the case of insects and some other creatures, the transform-
ation from the larva to the chrysalis involves a process very much
like a degradation, though it does not have the significance of death
or decline, but of transformation to a higher form . The meaning of
a butterfly is not identical with that of a drunk caterpillar, nor
with that of a caterpillar that is simply degenerating . The road to
rebirth is not through intoxication, even though there may be a psy-
chical parallelism for a distance . Dissolution as part of the pro-
cess of new integration means something very different from mere dis-
solution alone .

The important point is that the assumption that trance-con-
sciousness, as such, has a uniform significance is not justified .
A. man in a cataleptic state may be, superficially, indistinguishable-
from a dead man, but actually his state has a very different mean-
ing. The whole process of reasoning is unsound . So obvious is
this the case that one suspects that wishful thinking guided the
whole research . If William James is vulnerable before the charge
of wishfulness by Leuba, no less is James H . Leuba himself, but in
an opposite direction .

Two ships at sea, having quite different points of departure
and equally divergent destinations, may, none the less, move in the
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same identic hcourse for a portion of a total trip . He who has know-
ledge only of the coinciding portion of the two courses and the points
of departure and destination of one of the ships cannot deduce the
point of departure and destination of the other . So is it true that
the end of a process cannot be known without full consideration of
the means . Where wholly different means are employed resulting in
passing stages that are similar, it is impossible to deduce identity
of ends . So he who becomes a mystic by means of protracted exacting
moral discipline and keen intellectual discrimination is moving to-

• ward something vastly different as contrasted to the instance of the
man who is merely intoxicated with chemicals .

In the end, we are forced to the conclusion, based upon logic
alone, that knowledge of any kind of trance-consciousness is not suf-
ficient to give us knowledge of God or, more correctly and more gen-
erally, knowledge of the values and noetic elements of bona fide mys-
tical states . But there is also another error made by Leuba . He has
confused judgments of existence with judgments of meaning or values .
Trance-consciousness, in so far as it is available for study by em-
piric psychology, is only a temporal phenomenal existence . The inner
meaningful content of the consciousness is something quite different
and is not at all to be judged by the state of the organism .

5 . By all odds, the most important argument raised by Leuba
concerns the step from immediate state of consciousness to the pre-
diction of an objective existence corresponding thereto . In the case

D of mystical states of consciousness it is not questioned that there
is generally, at least, the following qualitative modifications : -(a) A
sense of Presence, (b) A. sense of Illumination, (c) A sense of Com-
munion, (d) A. feeling of reconciliation, (e) A. conviction of vastness,
(f) A. sense of repose, (g) A feeling of safety, (h) A. sense of union,
(i) A. feeling of harmony . The state in its immediacy is thus qualified
and this is attested so overwhelmingly that its actuality is not ques-
tioned. But, apparently more often than not, the mystic, himself,
goes beyond these immediate qualities and predicates objective exist-
ence corresponding to them . Very often, he says, in effect, all this
means direct knowledge of and relation to God, or some other meta-
physical existence, thus imposing upon the unquestionable immediacy
an objective interpretation . Leuba then says, in effect : The ob-
jective interpretation does not possess the invulnerability of the
immediacy and is subject to rational criticism . This takes us to the
heart of the problem relative to the authority of the mystical state .

Here , Leubats criticism is a just one as far as it goes . It is
true enough that we are in the habit of ascribing an objectively ex-
istent cause for experienced states of consciousness . We do this
continually in the field of odinary consciousness . For instance,
perhaps we feel a sensation, which-we call a blow upon the arm ; at
the same time, we have a visual experience which we call a falling
limb of a tree . We infer the conclusion that an external existence,
called "a limb of a tree", fell and hit us on the arm . We have thus
projected an objective cause to explain a group of sensible exper-
fences . We have explained an immediate state by a somewhat which
involves more than the immediacy . Most mystics unquestionably do
the same thing .

The statement which says that the predication of an objective
existence from immediacy is not justified is one with which I quite
agree . The immediacy, itself is the only certainty . The criticism
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is quite valid, so long as it is applied with absolute consistency .
But when it is applied to that which one does not like and not ap-
plied In the direction of one's preferences, it becomes merely vicious .

The predication of an external physical world, in the last an-
alysis, is grounded only upon psychical immediacy. It thus rests
upon the same base as the metaphy&cal world predicated by the un-
critical mystic. The logical analysis which discredits the metaphys-
ical existence, when applied consistently, equally discredits the
objective physical world . The fallacy of hypostatization arises just

• as much in the one instance as the other . Strictly, then, the only
thing we know beyond all doubt is immediacy . All else rests upon an
t'as if" basis . We can act as if there were a physical world which
served as the cause of certian immediate psychical states . But, also,
we can act as if a metaphysical reality, such as God, caused other of
our immediate psychical states . The logical ground of either position
is equally weak .

If Leuba had been consistent in the refusal to accept hypostat-
ization he would have won my respect as another Buddhist . But he was
not consistent . He repudiated the Gods of the mystics but proceeded
to replace these with his own hypostatization in the form of a psycho-
physiological existence . This is just another kind of god which serves
the habit of seeking an external cause of an immediate state . Well,

-- -- -Leuba-has--a-°right--to=his-god, if he-likes-that-kind; provided he grants
equal logical right to the mystic to choose his own kind of God . For

D my part, I do not admire the kind of taste which prefers what Shankara
calls "a compound of skin, tissue and bones, filled with odure, urine
and phlegm" . It smacks too much of the refuse pile .

The one indubitably sound position is to repudiate-all hypostat-
ization, whether physical or metaphysical . Then we ground ourselves
upon pure immediacy. Law becomes the necessary connection between
'various states of consciousness, both of a more objective and more
subjective sort . But when one has arrived at this position he has
become a Buddhist, regardless of whether or not he ever heard of
Gautama Buddha or of the Buddhistic religion and philosophy . Here,
we have actually retained only that of which we are absolutely certain
and which is absolutely necessary . The immediate qualities of con-
scious states are their own existences ; they do not depend upon or
hang upon either a physical or metaphysical somewiat beyond themselves .
Consciousness is the one self-existent Reality . (The goal of religion
and practical philosophy is not union with a metaphysical Being ,_iut
realization of the state of consciousness known as Enlightenment)/
This the word of the greatest mystic of all and, I submit, no stand-
point has ever been more logically rigorous .

In conclusion, we may say that the final knowledge of the
mystic takes the following form : (A.) Negatively, it is a denial of
all substantial reality to all world, physical or metaphysical and
an equal denial of all selfhood in the same sense . (B) Positively,
it affirms the indubitable reality of consciousness and of all its
immediately realizable states . In the as if sense there may be all
sorts of worlds, objective and metaphysical, with their correspond .-
ing kinds of beings and selves . This supplies everything' that is
necessary for all kinds of possibilities .
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Chapter IV

The Meaning of the Immediate Qualities of Mystical States

We know with unequivocal certainty the immediate content and
toning of our various states of consciousness . When we interpret
these states as inhering in, derived from, or meaning a . somewhat,
other than consciousness itself, we are moving beyond the range of
true knowledge . The states imply only that which is absolutely nec-
essary to their existence : Beyond this, our thought is merely spec-
ulative or the extrapolation of wishful thinking . These consider-
ations are of universal validity and, as we have seen, extrapola-
tive interpretation or explanation is as unsound in the case of the
immediately given of ordinary experience as it is in the case of
mystical states of consciousness . The predication of the unreality
of the world, as is done in the case of. the illusion'or maya-philo-
sophies, is not a denial of the presence of the immediate states .
It is a denial of the extrapolative construct which, though occas-
sionally it is a conscious speculation, is mainly an automatic
habit handed down by social heredity . Among these philosophies,
those, which have been thought through consistently, deny reality
not only to the aspuned physical world beyond immediacy but, as well,
the similar metaphysical existences . But this thoroughly consistent
and rigorous viewpoint and orientation of life is actually accepted
both as a way of thought and as a way of life by only the relatively
few among mankind : Both' consciously and unconsciously other atti-
tudes and interpretations are assumed .

Beside this rigorously consistent standpoint three or four other
interpretative orientations can be isolated and classified .

A. The extrapolated physical world of things and human society
may be viewed as a real existence while the metaphysical order is
viewed as-unreal ; This is the standpoint of materialism in both
the technical and practical senses. In its more extreme and',naive
development those who hold this view may regard the supposed external
existence of things and men as the only real existence, while the
immediacy in consciousness is viewed as a dependent effect . All
such thinking is an effort to explain the clearly and immediately
known by that which is unknown and theoretically, as well as prat- .
tically, unknowable. It is thus interpretation and orientation of
life through the myth of external things . This is a standpoint and
attitude of extremely wide currency and colors much of scientific
thought, particularly that part which is not philosophically self-
critical: The Marxist social philosophy assumes this standpoint
both in practice and in conscious theory . But this extreme posi-
tion may be modified by the recognition of ordinary sensuous immed-
iacy as it is found variously toned by feeling .

B. The extrapolated metaphysical worlds of the Gods may be
viewed as real in itself, while unreality is predicated of the phy-
sical universe . This is the standpoint of Spiritualism, using this
word in its original and proper sense . For those who are thus
oriented, the Gods are real-in-themselves while physical men have
only a shadowy existence . It would appear that not many in this
class are to be found in this world .

C . Both the physical and metaphysical worlds may be viewed as
real in themselves . This seems to be the standpoint of most of the
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religions, including Christianity . For such, both Heaven and this
world are actual external existences in themselves . It would appear
to be the most general, naive popular view . It has, however, the
merit of being more consistent'than either of the preceding views,
but shares with them the error of viewing as given that which is
really only extrapolations

D. The fourth vievpoint is that already discussed in the first
paragraph and is the perspective of this whole philosophy of Cons-
ciousness-without-an-object . One who is familiar with the "Essence
of Mind" of the northern Buddhist sutras will recognize the simi-
larity of the conception: While this philosophy affirms that ap-
pearance is the sole nature of existence of the physical and heaven-
ly worlds and of their respective denizens, yet, in terms of such .
existence, it affirms equal reality,of both orders . When truly
understood, it will be found that this philosophy involves the loss
of no real value, but it does strike away the chains of bondage and
fear which are the cause of perennial human suffering : .

Toward the close of the last chapter I listed nine modifications
of consciousness which are, admittedly, qualitative characteriza-s tions of mystical states of consciousness

. It may be that not all
of these are present in a given single instance, but some of them
always are and, in the sum total, they characterize the state as to
its most common features .: Here I propose to interpret these quali-
ties in the light of the present philosophy .

First of all, the reason why so many efforts at interpretation
of these realizations has led to indefensible consequences lies in
the fact that the problem has been falsely conceived. It has been
assumed that the meaning of the state of consciousness lies in
something other than itself : Actually, it is its own meaning. Im-
agined, supposed, or seeming otherness acquires its meaning from
the immediately realized state, and not the other way around . Thus ,
Presence does not mean God , but the God-notion or God appearance
means Presence ! The Presence is real, while the notion or appear-
ance is a construct : It is not necessary to interpret Presence as
meaning something beyond itself . It is the superlative-value, it
self, without the-intervention of agency ; He who has realized
Presence needs no God . He, himself, is the reality that has been
called Divinity: Presence is Identity, not relationship . Con-
ceiving it as relationship produces delusion . -Presence is fullness
of Life or of Consciousness. It is the normal condition and, for
a being that had always been normal, the idea of Presence could
never have arisen . Only those who were deluded through abnormal
existence could ever feel the arising of a state of Presence, be-
cause, when realized, there is produced a contrast with the abnor-
mal state . The realization of Presence is the sign that an insane
man has at last become sane : It is conceived as a rare and strange
state of consciousness in this world because this humanity has the
perspective of the inmates of a lunatic asylum. For the truly nor-
mal it is so natural as not to be noticeable .

In our ordinary usage we think of "presence" in the sense of
"presence of" ; It is thus conceived as the "presence to a 'self of
someone or some thing;" This is not the meaning of the mystical
realization of Presence though, I must confess, a mystic who did not
discriminate clearly between the mystical state, per se, and a
subsequent complex of the memory of that state together with the
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ordinary consciousness might confuse the meaning . The mystical sig-
nificance is nearer to the dictionary meaning as "the state of being
present" . The mystic is in the state of being present to himself,
that is in concentric relationship , rather than in the ordinary
state of excentric relationship . Becoming consciously centered in
the Center is to realize Presence .

In the discussion of the subject of Presence both James H . Leuba
and William James correlate the mystical realization of Presence
with a "sense of presence ", fairly frequently experienced , wherein
the subject feels that some one or some thing is somewhere in his
vicinity . Very often and, perhaps , typically, there is a sense of
a somewhat localized somewhere near in space . Connected with this
there are various reported sensations of a more or less indescribable
sort and, quite often, a sense of fear which may approach the inten-
sity of terror . This effect has been produced experimentally . For
my part, I do not remember ever having had an experience precisely
of this sort, but there have been a few rare experiences that seem
to be related . Once at night near a mountain stream, when in the
company of others, I heard a distinct shout, which I thought at the
time might be a call by a man who was expected to arrive about then .
The shout had not been generally heard by the others, though it had
seemed very clear to me . Investigation did not uncover any normal
physical. source of the sound . But the curious part of the whole ex-
perience was an impression of a series of cold shivers passing up
and down the spine with a tendency toward terror panic which I
found rather difficult to control . Rational analysis had no effect
upon the affective reaction . Only by abstracting the mind and use
of will was I able to achieve control . Intellectually, at the time,
I did not view this as a presence of something, but as a psychical
curiosity of some interest . But, autonomously, another part of cons
ciousness seemed to feel as though something alien and inimical were
present . The descriptions of the experience of localized presence
include certain qualities so much like what I experienced that I
suspect the phenomenon was of a similar sort . If such is the case,
then I can say quite definitely that it is not at all like the mys-
tical realization of Presence . It is more like the diametric op-
posite of that . It had a felt-effect like invasion by the alien or,
rather, threatened invasion . It was definitely distasteful, In
contrast, the genuine realization of Presence might be said to have
the value of escape from the alien, and centering in the p ropers
(These words used in approximately :;pengler's sense .) If the mys-
tical realization of Presence may be called-centralization the,
other sense of presence had the value of eccentralization . Thefirst
had integrative value, the latter a disintegrative tendency . The
realization had the value of being Home, in the most fundamental
sense possible, of being right at last, of "being on the beam", in
terms of modern technical slang, of everything being just what"it
should be, of at last being truly rationally attuned, and in every
way in all stages, at the time, and ever since, it was most welcome .
Thus the contrast between the two states is radical in a most pro-
found sense . scientific research that follows the line of "sense of
presence ", as contrasted to realization of Presence, is definitely
off the track, so far as understanding real mystical consciousness
is concerned .

Meaning and Value are achieved when the seemingly distant and
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alien are transformed into the near and proper. Thus explanation
and other labor has performed its office when the distant and med-
iate are elevated to the immediate . Thus it is not the immediate
value in consciousness which needs explanation and justification .
These are, what they are, as given . The immediate modification of
consciousness cannot 'possibly carry anys injuriops potency, cince the
whole support of its existence is consciousness itself . The modi-
fication of consciousness cannot destroy consciousness .

The immediate experience of the mystic is its own justification
and its own authority . Thus the realization of Presence is the
realization of all it implies . It is Reconciliation, Repose, sec-
urity, Union, Harmony and the rest . It is not that in the mystical
state something new is gained or attained, but a false condition,
like the above belief in the snake, is lost . It is because men had
been in a deluded state in which they felt-unreconciled, restless,
insecure, lost and at war 'ith themselves, that the mystical awaken-
ing takes on the positive values corresponding to the negative con-
ditions of the deluded state . The mystical realization does not
prove a metaphysically existing God, but it disproves the mirage of
the world .

In much of our thinking we have confused means and ends . Thus
food is not an end, but a means . Nutrition is the end . The rela-
tionship with the other fellow is not an end, but a means . Commun-
ion is the end . Travel is not an end, but a means to filled or en-
riched consciousness . God is not an end, but a means to the reali-
zation of Presence . So we can list all the searchings and strivings
of ordinary human life and find that all of them are valuable only
as they lead to an enhancement of immediate consciousness . But he
who has found the key to all the immediate values directly has no
longer need of the means which so occupy the thought and effort of
men in the state of delusion . The genuine mystical awakening achieves
just this . And that is why its A.ssurance is absolutely justified .
It is not an assurance as to external relations which compose all
the various means of life, but it is Assurance in the sense of reali-
zation of all ends . The science which is competent only in the world
of means or instruments is wholly impotent when it attempts to assail
the immediate A.ssurance of the mystic .

It is true that when the mystic steps out of the immediate mys-
tical state and attempts to interpret its meaning in relative terms
he may make errors in discrimination and thus develop interpretations
which will not stand objective criticism . By mystical awakening he
has not acquired authority to pronounce what is so in the realm of
the science of means . He has perspective fromwhich he may approach
the problems of physical science which may give him superior advan-
tages, but he will have to labor with the resources of non-mystical
men. His pure knowledge as mystic is of quite another order .

William James, in his search for the unassailable kernel of
mystical consciousness, found what he called a "higher power",
which possessed, over-shadowed or enveloped the mystic . In analyz-
ing this, Leuba points out that in the conception of "higher power"
we have more than pure immediacy . There is involved a judgment of
comparison as between something lower and something higher . This
criticism is valid . The immediate content of the pure mystical
state does not give the sense of higher power . As the state deep-
ens toward purity the capacity to apprehend in the comparative
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sense tends toward dissolution. I am suffieiently familiar with
this tendency to be able to analyze a good deal of it . It is as
though there were a process in which, in intellectual terms, there
was a progression in an infinite series which the intellectual
side of the mind followed as far as it could . The conceptual side
becomes more and more subtle and the concepts less and less granu-
lar or definitive until, at the utmost limit of abstraction, the
concepts together with the process of conceiving and judging begins
to dissolve into a state wherein there is no more thinking . At
this point I stopped the further process, since I was interested in
maintaining the intellectual continuity . But the direction of the
development is intellectually clear in much the sense that the think-
ing mind can apprehend . an infinite series from the nature of a deve-
loping progression . By such a process we were able mathematically
to sum an infinite series without actually passing over the infini-
tely large number of terms in the series . The summation is a reach-
ing beyond the consciousness of the concrete mind, but its truth and
actuality is not, therefore, less certain to the mathematician . Now,
we may liken the pure mystical realization as the actual culmination
of that, which to the intellective consciousness is a converging
infinite series . Thus the intellect can apprehend the culmination
in the mathematical sense ., The final term is the point wherein
intellection is reduced to zero . The extent to which this process
can be followed with conscious intellection depends upon the equip-
ment of the individual mystic .

For the pure mystical state there is no high nor low, since it
transcends relativity . Evaluation is intellective . To a conscious-
ness dwelling on earth it is natural to take the earth as the base
of reference . From that base we are in quite general agreement in
regarding that as low which is in the direction of the "pull" of
gravity, and that is viewed as high which stands up against gravity .
Hence, the submarine descends while the airplane rises . But if we
abstract the world from these two objects while in their relative
motion of descent and ascent, we would no longer have any ground for'
saying that one was going down while the .other was going up .' They
would simply be tending in opposite directions . It is movement
relative to the direction of gravity that defines the meaning of up
and down . Now, in terms of conscious states, gravity is orientation
away from objects . The mystical movement is away from objects, as
can be observed by the witnessing intellect . Hence, in the familiar
sense of "high" and "low", it is movement to the higher . In terms
of "power", then, it is movement toward "higher power" . But in the
absolute sense there is neither higher nor lower .

There is another sense in which we commonly differentiate bet-
ween higher and lower . We say that consciousness which comprehends
more, as compared with another consciousness which comprehends less,
is higher than the latter . In conceptual terms, that concept which
subsumes more is higher than the concept which subsumes less . Hence,
the genus is higher than the species . Now, as the intellect joins
flight with the mystical sense it clearly soars into greater comp-
rehension and so the judgment of a higher consciousness is quite
consonant with common evaluation .

Here I have been speaking of deepening mystical process . In the
strictest sense there is no process but only sudden Enlightenment
which is absolutely complete . The effect of process belongs to the
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conjunction with the intellect . Inevitably all that can be said
• in these matters is valid only with respect to a sort of compound

consciousness which, in part, is mystical and, in part, is intell-
ective. The only absolutely perfect "Word°° is absolute silence .
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EPILOGUE

This writing has no logical end . It is brought to an end
rather arbitrarily, in much the way that a fugue composition in
music is brought to an end . The latter could have continued for-
ever as a flight of musical voices . The development from that
base of reference which was defined by the Realization called the
High Indifference could have continued through all fields of human
thought, and there is no conceivable end . In the development that

• has been presented, there are only two points covered that are of
a central importance : first, the factuality of a third organ, fac-
ulty or function of cognition, which was called Introception, and second
the possibility through its office of a metaphysical knowledge .
The problem is fundamental . Is a metaphysical knowledge possible?
I think we may conclude from the works of David Hume and Immanuel
Kant, that a pure metaphysical knowledge is not possible if we are
limited to the cognitive forms of sense perception and conceptual
cognition . Efforts at metaphysical statement were''known- at f.he
,'ti-ie of Imeanue1 Kant hude typically 'Been' dogmatic and not in j. ree-
tient ::with eachothe.r,, and there existed no means of critical di'-
crimination between these more or less incompatible dogmatic state-
ments . It is not only Immanuel Kant, but also Dr . Carl G . Jung,
who challenge the validity of any metaphysical conception . Jung
says, and this is completely in conformity with the position of Im-
manuel Kant, that our conceptions concerning a supposed metaphysical
subject matter are only- etate':ente concerning the structure of the

intro-ical commentarycholosort hifi I'lld ,gyps essay,e romquom n .
ductory to the Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation :

In the first place,=e- structure dr' e responsible
for anything we may assert about metaphysical matters, as I
have already pointed out . We have also begun to understand
that the intellect is not an l ens per se', or an independent
mental faculty but a psychic function, dependent on the con-
ditions of the psyche as a whole . A philosophical state-
ment is the product of a certain personality, living at a
certain time, in a certain place, and not the outcome of a
purely logical and impersonal procedure . To that extent it
is chiefly subjective . Whether it has an objective validity
or not depends on whether there are few or many persons who
argue in the same way . The isolation of man within his mind
as a result of epistemological criticism has naturally led to
psychological criticism . This kind of criticism is not popu-
lar with the philosophers since they like to consider the phil-
osophic intellect as the perfect and unconditioned instrument
of philosophy . Yet this intellect of theirs is a function de-
pendent upon an individual psyche, and determined on all sides
by subjective conditions, quite apart from environmental in-
fluences . Indeed we have already become so accustomed to this
point of view that mind has lost its universal character al-

It has become a more or less individualized affair,etherto .g
with no trace of its former Cosmic aspect as the 'Anima Ration-
alis .
This would challenge any possibility of an a priori determin-

ation. Let us turn to Immanuel Kant, who recognized that the prob-
m lem was not quite so simple as that . Quoting from the introduction

,
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• of the Critique of Pure Reason , (Meikeljohn translation) :
That ` etapnysi'ca1 sc ei nce-has hitherto remained in so vacillat-
ing a state of uncertainty and contradiction, is only to be at-
tributed to the fact, that this great problem, and perhaps even
the difference between analytical and synthetical judgments,
did not sooner suggest itself to philosophers . Upon the sol-
ution of this problem, or upon sufficient proof of the impos-
sibility of synthetical knowledge a priori, depends the exist-
ence or downfall of the science of metaphysics . Among phil-
osophers, David Hume came the nearest of all to this problem ;
yet it never acquired in his mind sufficient precision, nor
did he regard the question in its universality. On the con-
trary, he stopped short at the synthetical proposition of the
connection of an effect with its cause, insisting that such
proposition a priori was impossible . According to his con-
clusions, then, all that we term metaphysical science is a
mere delusion, arising from the fancied insight of reason into
that which is in truth borrowed from experience, and to which
habit has given the appearance of necessity . Against this
assertion, destructive to all pure philosophy, he would have been
guarded, had he had our problem before his eyes in its univers-
ality. For he would have perceived that, according to his own
argument, there likewise could not be any pure mathematical
science, which assuredly cannot exist without synthetical prop-
ositions a priori--an absurdity from which his good understand-
ing must have saved him .

In the solution of the above problem is at the same .time com-
prehended the possibility of the use of pure reason in the
foundation and construction of all sciences which contain
theoretical knowledge a priori of objects, that is to say,
the answer to the following questions : How is pure mathe-
matical science possible?

How is pure natural science possible?

Respecting these sciences, as they do certainly exist, it
may with propriety be asked, how they are possible?--for that
they must be possible, is shown by the fact of their really
existing . But as to metaphysics, the miserable progress it

• has hitherto made, and the fact that of no one system yet
brought forward, as far as regards its true aim, can it be
said that this science really exists, leaves anyone at liberty
to doubt with reason the very possibility of its existence .

And then there is a further question put by Immanuel Kant :
"How is metaphysics, as a natural disposition, possible?"

These questions, in my mind, are just about as fundamental
as exist anywhere . If our knowledge is empiric, and only empiric,
we are helplessly shut in the world of phenomena without even
the faintest knowledge of law or necessity or order . We could have
no certainty concerning the great problems of God, Freedom or Im-
mortality. We could have no certainty in the domain that properly
belongs to religion .

• Concerning mathematics, I wish to give a quotation from
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• something said by Einstein : "How can it be that mathematics, being,
after all, a product of human thought, independent of experience,
is so admirably adapted to the objects of reality?" The quotation
from Einstein carries one back into the history of the development
of the general theory of relativity . He found the mathematical
pattern which could give form to that theory in the work of a pure
mathematician known as Riemann . Riemann was a mathematical thinker
in an ivory tower without any reference in his thought to experience .
He was concerned with a pure problem that from the ordinary point of

• view would seem very abstruse . The problem grew up out of the ques-
tion as to whether the parallel axiom in Euclid was actually an ax-
iom or a propos tion or theorem which could be deduced from previous
so-called axioms . The effort in the direction failed . Then the ef-
fort was made to see if a system could be developed in which the as-
sumption of the parallel axiom was altered . Out of this grew, at that
time, two systems of non-Euclidian geometry that were associated ; one
with the names of Lobatchewsky and Bolyai,and the one associated with
the name of Riemann . The former assumed that through a point on a
plane outside of a given line on a plane, that two parallel lines
could be drawn that would not meet the given line in a finite dis-
tance ; and that between these two lines there were an infinite num-
ber of other lines that were called non•intersectors . A perfectly
logical and coherent geometry was built upon this assumption . Riemann
followed the other course, and assumed that no line could be drawn

D through such a point which could not meet the given line in a finite
distance . In other words, parallelity in the sense of two lines that
meet only in Infinity was abandoned . This would mean that if you had
two lines such that the interior angles formed a sum equal to`•'two
riglit' :angles on one sidn ;• Instead off"

these lines continuing separate to Infinity . They would meet in a
finite distance. This defines a conception of a limited or finite
space when carried through to final conclusions . The only image we
have that we can imagine of such a space is the two dimensional sur-
face of a sphere, where the great circles are the analogue of st %ight
lines and, in that case you can have great circles that meet iYM the
finite distance . Now this was a pure construction, a pure develop-
ment, without any thought of its having a practical application . But
many years later Einstein found that it supplied the basic mathemat-
ical conception which served to integrate his general theory of rel-
ativity. And the question thus arose in his mind: "How is it pos-
sible that the pure, a priori thought of the mathematician could ul-
timately prove to fit the domain of experience so well?"

What I submit is : that the problem of how pure mathematics is
possible is closely connected to the problem of whether a pure meta-
physics is possible . The thought of the pure mathematician moves
everlastingly to the Infinite, as also does the disposition Of a man
to think metaphysically concerning the Infinite . The call Of the
metaphysical is a fact in the psychology of man's mind . But how
can it be justified? How can he attain to a metaphysical certainty
analogous to the certainty he does attain in pure mathematics? I
think the two problems are very closely related . The importance of

ti f

-

cogon othe thesis that there is a third organ, faculty or func
nition other than sense perception and conceptual cognition, is that
this, it is maintained, leads to metaphysical certainty . However,
it is viewed as a function latent in the total psychology of man,
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• active generally only as an unconscious influence, and that because
of this influence man has a metaphysical disposition, an urge too
achieve metaphysical certainty . It is also suggested that this func-
tion is in the background, operating and influencing the work of all
genius, and thus distinguishing the thought of genius from the thought
of mere talent . But the influence of the third organ of cognition
may be present without that organ having been isolated as an object
of cognition itself . No doubt, the emergence and isolation of this
function calls for that which we regard as Yogic realization or Awaken-

. ing. It is not a general' fact among men but a fact with the few, and
presumptively potential in all men . If the actuality of such a func-
tion is entertained as a possibility, then we may see how metaphysical
certainty is possible, and thus the resolution may be available of all
basic philosophic and religious questions, so that we are no longer
dependent upon faith alone . The truth of this thesis, that there is
such a third organ of cognition, cannot be proven on the basis of the
two-fold form of cognition through the sense perception and conceptual
cognition alone, and is vulnerable to criticism from that point of
view. Its validation is dependent upon at least the assumption that
there is such a thing as a realization that gives not only affective
value and moral elevation, but also essential knowledge . This point
is the central one of the whole text of the book .

There is frequent reference in the book to mathematical analogues .
There is a reason for that . The underlying thesis is that the fact-
uality of pure mathematics is as much in doubt as the factuality of
pure metaphysics . But as the factuality of pure mathematics is abund-
antly proven, there is the presumption that equally well the factuality
of pure metaphysics may be proven . In any case , unless the philosopher
seriously considers this possibility, he has not completed his obliga-
tion to the determination of Truth .

I do not reject criticism in the sense that Immanuel Kant used
that term, and in the sense that Jung used it . It simply means dis-
criminative evaluation . I, in fact, solicit it . I am more concerned
that this conception shall be given serious consideration than that
it should be simply arbitrarily accepted . But criticism, to be com-
petent, involves a good deal . Only he can be a competent critic who
also has awakened within himself the introceptive function . For all
others, it can only be entertained as a possibility . But that is
enough . I seek that the mind should not be closed in this direction .
I do not seek that it should accept or reject blindly, but to enter-

n tain simply this possibility . Competent criticism would require the
equipment of a Shankara or a Plotinus plus a knowledge of modern epis-
temological criticism and psychological criticism, as well as a know-
ledge of pure mathematics . Therefore there are not many who can
qualify as competent critics . I present the evidence as far as pos-
sible, for the factuality of this organ or samadhindriya., if you please,
or inner organ of Fichte, and this involved the explicit report of the
events that led to the awakening of the function . This falls within the
field of wubject1:ve biography, a field that one is a bit sensitive
about in giving it formal expression . It does open the door, however,

• to psychological criticism and evaluation, and it seemed to me that
it was an obligation to render this material available . For the last
thing I want is blind acceptance or rejection . Most psychologists
are not competent in this field, least of all the Freudians, who see

• in all culture only a perversion of-sexuality . I call to their at-
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tention that they're not saying only that all metaphysical thought
and all religion and all art is only a perversion of sex, they are
also saying that pure mathematics is only a perversion of sex, and
it was pure mathematics in the last analysis which was the principle
factor in making the landing on the moon possible, an empiric fact .
I submit that this orientation, this attitude of interpretation is
puerile, otiose, and wholly incompetent, . and reflects mainly the
perversions of Freud's own mind . Something rendered rather clearly
in Jung's account of his meeting with Freud as given in Jung's book,
Memories, Dreams and Reflections .
When Jung saj hf our ought is only an expression of our
personal limitations or subjective conditionings of the mind, and
that it attains a general validity only by its corresponding to a
similar impress in the thoughts or consciousness of others, it must be
bot'-rne-in mind that his charge of subjectivism would apply equally
well to pure mathematics as to pure metaphysics . And I submit that
the authority of the pure mathematician is as objective as anything
we know, and that its truth is not determined by the vote of persons
who read his works, that it is authentically universalistic, and
that it works in the pragmatic domain of experience . But I submit
that the proof of its truth is not simply the fact that it works
pragmatically, but lies in the fact that it follows logically from
its premises . I owe a good deal to Dr . Jung and I feel that he said
much that is very valid, and while his statements are pejorative with
respect to the possibility of metaphysics in general, yet there is
one place I remember where he said that if we clear away certain
things, we may find such metaphysical truth as there may be .

Truth is a complex of two determinants : one is the form and
one is the substance . In the empiric realm the form is logic and
the substance comes from experience of the senses . I submit that
the same holds true on the metaphysical level -that there is a sub-
stantive Truth, attained only by the function of Realization, and
that there is a logical form in which it is dressed . and that the
logical form without the Realization becomes with respect to meta-
physical material, only speculation ; but in combination with the
introceptual content, it becomes a transcriptive presentation of
a Transcendent Reality .

This thus is a brief summation of the principle theses pre-
sented by the whole volume, represented so that the reader may judge
as far as may be for himself, being freed as far as possible from
all mere dogmatic assertions or categoricalism, but having the
ideas presented in such a way that discriminative evaluation
may be possible .
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